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CHARTER. 

AN aes TO INCORPORATE “THE ACADEMY OF 

SCIENCE OF ST. LOUIS.” 

Be it enacted, by the General Assembly of the a of 

Missouri, as follows: 

Ssctron 1. That Georee Encetmann, Hiram A. Prov, 

- Naraantet Hotmes, BenzAmry F. Saumard, ©: 

- Srevens, James B. Eaps, Mosss M. Patien, ‘Aboiruns 

Wistizenus, Cuartes A. Pops, Cuartes P. Cuoureav, || . 

-Wiiuram M. McPueeters, and others—who have heretofore || _ 

formed an association in the city of St. Louis styled ‘THE 
Acapemy or Scrence or Sr. Lovrs,”” having for its object |} 
the advancement. of Science, and the establishment in said |} 
city of a Museum and Library for the illustration and study || 

of its various branches—their associates and successors, are || 

: ee declared and created a body pecs aoe eee ene a 



6 a CHARTER. 

until the same shall be regularly altered or repealed, and the 

present officers of said association shall be officers of this cor- 

poration until their respective terms of office shall expire, or 

be vacated in pursuance thereof. 

Src. 3. The property and effects now belonging to the 

association aforesaid shall, on acceptance of this charter, 

thereby become vested in the corporation herein created, and 

all property owned or held by this corporation shall be exempt 

from taxation so long as the same shall continue to be held 

and used in good faith for the objects and purposes aforesaid; 

but whenever any real estate of the corporation shall be leased 
to any other person or persons, a leasehold interest therein 

ay be taxable to ) the essee ¢ s ther 

“Sis. . Whenevtx his: daporki ic ahat — failed toan- || 
swer the purposes for which it was: created, or shall suffer its || 
charter to be forfeited by the law of the land, its cabinet col- 
lections and library shall revert to and become vested in the || 

City of St. Louis, to be deposited with some public institution || 
in said city, for general use and inspection, under near rega- . 
lations as the said City may prescribe. 7 

‘Sec. 6. This act shall be taken asa — act, and be 

force from and after its passage. ? : 
R. G. Hisihe wo 

Speaker of the House of Representatives, 

H. Jackson, 
t of the Senate. 

ierwel halen uM, 1851. : 
7 TRUSTEN Potk. 



CONSTITUTION 

OF FRE 

ACADEMY OF SCIENCE OF ST. LOUIS. 

ARTLOLE 5. 

Rionix L: ‘This Association shall by called “ Tue Acap- 

EMY oF Sorence or Sr. Lovts.’ 

ARTICLE It. 

OBJECTS. 

Szortoy 1, ao shall have for its object the promotion of 
it shall Zodlo as 



CONSTITUTION. 

Src. 2. The associate members shall constitute the main 

body of the Academy, and shall exclusively conduct its affairs, 

elect its officers, admit its members, etc. They shall be men 

desirous of cultivating one or more branches of Science above 

enumerated. They shall pay upon admission an initiation fee 
of five dollars, and a semi-annual payment of three dollars so 
long as they continue members. 

Sec. 3. Corresponding members shall consist of men of 

science, not living in the city and county of St. Louis, who 
shall be elected such by virtue of their attainments, and of 
other persons, not resident in the city of St. Louis, who may 
be disposed to further the the objects of the Acad = Scieegeae 

tributions : 

caer RA 
~ - —— . 

to the Li <i ae ak ivil he | 
- to the wor families and frier Sa = os 2 
Sec. 6. If any associate member elect shall not p 

fee of initiation within six months from the date of his el 
tion into the Academy, the election shall be null and void 
and if any such member shall not pay the semi-annual contri 
bution within six months after the same has become d | 
shall cease to be a member of the Academy : provided, hor 
ever, that evéry such member who shall be absent from th 
city or county of St. Louis for the ‘space of six consecutiv 
months, or-longer, shall be exonerated from the Eprom 
his dues accruing during his 3 absence. 
Sc. i If any p ae be ‘a oe far xd 

: or Me name be withdrawn ie to the Vals, mt a 
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of said rejection or withdrawal shall be made on the minutes 

of the Academy. 
Src. 8. No person who shall be thus rejected, or whose 

name shall be thus withdrawn, previously to the ballot, shall 
be again proposed for membership before the expiration of six 
months next succeeding said rejection or withdrawal. 

Sec. 9. Any member may resign by notifying the Record- 
ing Secretary of such intention, provided he produces to the 
said Secretary a certificate from the Treasurer that all arrears 
due from him to the Academy have been discharged. 

Ssc. 10. Members may be expelled from the Academy by 
a vote of a majority (not being less than twelve) of the mem- 

bers present, at any regular meeting, for any act of flagrant 
disrespect to the officers or gdatbers: or for any intentional 
violation of the constitution, or for any grossly immoral con- 
duct: provided, however, that no member shall be thus 

expelled without having an opportunity of being heard in his. 

own defence. : 3 
Ske. 11. No person thus expelled shall, under any circum- 

stances, be re-elected a member of the Academy. 

ARTIOLE LY. 

OFFICERS. 

at oe a rae Secretary, a ints «Coe Board of Care! 

s, and a Librarian. Said officers shall be elected at the 
meeting in the year, by b ballot, and shall hold their Te 

= : 2 1 emy ; +o nominate all ¢ -Commit- 

< ae | ler Special ially ; to call picemy 

2 onary renin at the request, in n writing, of three associate 

Vit, Gey oT ve » sign all — on = ° 
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Szc. 3. The i. of the 1st Vice President shall be the 

:. same as those of the President, during his absence ; and of the 

‘2d Vice President, the same during the absence of both Presi- 

dent and 1st Vice President. 
Sec. 4. It shall be the duty of the Corresponding Secre- 

tary to conduct all the correspondence of the Academy; to 
keep correct copies of all letters written by him in such corres-, 

pondence, and to make regular reports of the same; and to 

notify all corresponding members of their election. And it 
shall be the duty of the Recording Secretary to keep correct 
minutes of the psi and beaenciions of nig Academy ; : 
hee all reports al d ¢ their 

pe 2 aoe 

Ab ‘payment ‘of money; but no pace shall be gulgaee sie ex- 
cept on an order of the aa eee by the President and 

tersigned by one of the Se 
| and detailed statement of all 

sand doliaes, for the faithful selene of iss duties : 

Sec. 6. The Librarian shall take charge « of all ae hex 
longing to, or deposited with, the Academy, and shall be re 
sponsible for the same; he shall keep a catalogue thereof, i 

Sais Cen. inne a ica shall heineenbady with r 
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be established for the regulation of his duties; he shall super- 

intend the publication and distribution of all memoirs, essays, 

and papers, written by members, whenever so ordered by the 

Academy, and shall attend in the Library at such times as the 

by-laws may prescribe. — 

Src. 7. It shall be the duty of the Curators to have charge 

of the Museum of the Academy, to supervise the arrangement 

of all specimens and apparatus belonging to it, to direct the 

management of it, and to do all things necessary for its pre- 

servation and repairs. They shall purchase all articles wanted 

in the fulfilment of their duties aforesaid, hire janitors, keep 

the keys of all cases in the Museum, and shall report all ad- 

|| ditions made to the different departments under their charge, ES 

ia at the last stated meeting in the year. 

ARTICLE V. 



BY-LAWS. 

ARTICLE Tf. 

COMMITTEES. 

Ssction 1. There shall be standing committees on the 
following subjects, viz: Ethnology, Comparative Anatomy, 
Mammalogy, Ornith thology, ae and Began 
Malacology- and ( Chemical. . Botan 
Palzontolo 

Bia wae oe ee 

: ~ See. 4. “All committees must report in writing, and every 

pert must be = by a pe see oF the committee offer 

conjunction eae the Curators, of ‘their Hapoctive. lep: 
ments 5 make exchange 2S £ duplicates; arrange and k 
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ARTICLE II. 

LIBRARY. 

Section 1. All works in the Library must be classed ac- 
cording to their subjects. : 

Sec. 2. The Librarian shall keep a correct catalogue of 
all books belonging to the Academy, the Library of which 
shall be open to the inspection and use of members. 

Sec. 3. There shall be two sets of keys to the cases con- 
taining the books, one of which shall be kept by the Librari- 
an, and the other by the chairman of the Library Committee. 
Szo. 4. The Library shall be amply provided with chairs, 

tables, and writing apparatus, for the convenience of members 
‘desirous to consult books. 
Sec. 5. Members may borrow books, the property of this 

Academy, from the Librarian, on signing a promissory note 
for fifty dollars, which shall become void when the book is re- 
turne d. 

Szc. 6. But no works shall be loaned from the hall, on 
any account whatever, except those marked with an asterisk 
_(*) im the catalogue, unless by an affirmative vote of three- 
fous of the members present, at a regular meeting, when 

! ea: — cia oe hoe 

gs den om ses Lleiey longer 
“A fine of 2g: Seige r . 

Ce 
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ARTICLE IIil. 

MUSEUM. 

Srctioy 1. No specimen, or apparatus, contained in the |} 
Museum of the Academy shall be taken from the hall, under 
any pretence whatever, unless by vote of the Academy. 

Sec. 2. The keys of the cases containing the collections 
shall be kept by the Curators and members of the respective 
committees attached to the different departments, who alone 
shall have liberty to open the cases; and they shall be respon- 
sible for all articles committed to their charge. If any mem- 
ber is desirous to inspect more closely the specimens in the 
collection, for purposes of study or description, he must ap- 
ply to the —. member of the. committee on that 

. “Sno. 8, hie a se - must Bs Bat hate 

4 key of said ¢ case e shall at tall times be at his command. 
Seo. 5. 

=| "Seo, 6. No specimen which is not aopable: of being 
_ ranged in the cabinet shall be re ORaey h 

onsent of the committee on the departm which | 
men should be classed, and that of he Cita, 

ri ed in writing. 

|) See 7. Visitors may be sited My | . : = on ‘Tuesdays and Fr oe os 

; set; but strangers in the 0}
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POO SS TT te eee e 

Sec. 8. No children under twelve years of age shall be 
admitted unless accompanied by persons who will become re- 
sponsible for their good behavior; and should any damage 
result to any of the furniture, specimens, or any property of 
the Academy, through any admitted child, pecuniary remu- 
neration shall be made by the person or persons assuming 
such responsibility ; the damages to be assessed by the Libra- 
rian and Curators. 

ARTICLE oes 
eT a a ta OR kk ee eet a atl ae 

COMMUNICATIONS. 

_Szorrox 1. All written communications ‘ntanded for ~ 
= lication , read before the Academy, shall be referred to special 

|| committees, who shall report thereon at the regular meeting 
next succeeding their appointment. 

Szc. 2. All such’ communications become the property of 
the Academy, and shall be deposited in the archives, and those 
deemed suitable for publication shall be published when so 

by the Academy; a copy, however, of any paper read 
: before the Academy eat be taken by eee author. : 

QO ame nal 
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| © & Debatiote to thé Mascon end “Library. 
: | _ §, Written communications. 

6. Verbal communications. 

ARTICLE VI. 



* ON, AND BY-LAWS, 





De ee iste 

PRESIDENT. _ : 

_ JAMES B. EADS. 



CHARTER. 

AN ACT TO INCORPORATE “THE ACADEMY OF 
pete ce OF ST. LOUIS.” 

Be it enacted, by the General Assembly of the State of Mis- ; 

sourt, as follows: 

Section 1. That Gzorce ENcELMaNN, Hiram A. Prout, 
NaTHANIEL Hortmes, Benjamin F. SHumarp, CHarLes W. 

StTEvENs, JAMEs B. Eaps, denis M. Patten, ADOLPHUS © 
Wisuizenus, Cuarztes A. Porr, Cuartes P. Cuourgau, _ 

~Wittram M. McPueeters, and others—who have heretofore 

formed an association in the city of St. Louis styled “Toe 
Sprametar OF —— OF one Lous,” —*. for its — the 

ty of : 

and created a body corporate by the name Pst cutie esaid; 

and by that name they shall have perpetual succession, may s sue a 

and be sued, implead and be impleaded, in all courts of compe- 
tent jurisdiction; may wiigede by purchase, gift, or ¢ : 

_ receive and hold, property, real, personal, or mixed, 
same diane sell, Magee or otherwise cape 7 as they 

leem proper, for the obj aA p et , and 

otherwise ; may hav , cal nd break dir | 
st phanie ed may make such comeetetires eee ons, anc 

by-laws, as may be requisite for the go . thereof, 
ge Soro ster laws of he toed and i may alter t 1e 
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Src. 2. The constitution and by-laws of said association now — 

in operation shall govern the corporation hereby created until the — 

same shall be regularly altered or repealed, and the present 

officers of said association shall be officers of this corporation 
until their respective terms of office shall expire, or be vacated 
in pursuance thereof. 

Sec. 3. The property and effects now belonging to the asso- 
ciation aforesaid shall, on acceptance of this charter, thereby 
become vested in the corporation herein created, and all property 
owned or held by this corporation shall pe exempt from taxation | 
so long as the same shall continue to be held and used in good 
faith for the objects and purposes aforesaid; but whenever any 
real estate of the corporation shall be leased to any other person 
or persons, the leasehold interest therein shall be sas to the 

lessee or lessees thereof, as in other cases. 
__ Sxe. 4. The members of this association acquire no indi- 
Le vidual property in the real estate, cabinets, library, or other 

. ae thereto J gies which are hereby declared to be fully 

ailed to 

he pt ted, or shall nifie its cherter 
7 Ye forfeited by the law of the land, ie cabinet — and 
ibrary 1 become vested in the City of ) 

sara deposited with some public institution in fea aig t 
: general use and inspection, under such regulations as” the said 

: city may prescribe. : 
Sec. 6. This act shall be tale as a public act, — be in 
os force from and after its oer : 

- President of the $ Senate. 
soil: Faery — + 185. 

_ TRUSTE | 
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Section 1. This Association shall be called sd Tue Acap- 

EMY OF SCIENCE ween : eg 

ARTICLE es 



8 CONSTITUTION. 

Szc. 2. The associate members shall constitute the main 
body of the Academy, and shall exclusively conduct its affairs, 
elect its officers, admit its members, etc. They shall be men 
desirous of cultivating one or more branches of Science. Th 

_ shall pay upon admission an initiation fee of five dollars, anda 
semi-annual payment of three dollars so long as they continue 
members, , 

Sec. 3. Any person elected an associate member may become 
a life member upon the payment of one hundred dollars, which 
will exempt him from any further assessments. Life members 
shall be entitled to all the privileges of associate members, in- 
cluding access to the Library and Cabinet, and shall have free 
admission to any Lecture or course of Lectures which shall at 
any time be delivered before or under the auspices of the 

, Academy. 

SEc. 4. Corresponding members shall consist of men o 
‘Science, not living in the city and county of St. Louis, who shall 
be elected such by virtue of their attainments, and of other per- 

__ Sons, not resident in the city of St. Louis, who may be disposed 
a to further the the objects of the Academy by original necntces 
7 — of specimens, or otherwise. 

Sze. oh All candidates for sdomnion into the Academy 
pate in fone 

- “Bec. 6. All members shall have the pitiegs of attending the sae meetings of the Academy, and shall have access to th _ Library and Museum, with the t peiege of — to the _ Same their families and friends 

Sec. 7. ie associate pate elect shall not ey the fee 

: er who shall be absent from ar 
Y Of St Louis for the space of six consecutiv 
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: the associate members, and they shall consist of a President, - 

| . first and second Vice Presidents, a Corresponding 

Librarian. Said officers shall be elected at the first stated meeting 
in the year, by ballot, and shall hold their offices for one — 

than those ‘specially excepted ; to call extraordinary — | 

. : : Preaident, the same ies the absence of f both Presi President — = 

CONSTITUTION. 9 

months, or longer, shall be exonerated from the payment of all 

dues accruing during his absence. 

Szc. 8. If any person shall be balloted for and rejected, or 

his name be withdrawn previously to the ballot, no entry of said 

rejection or withdrawal shall be made on the minutes of the 

Academy. 
Src. 9. No person who has been proposed for membership 

and who has for any reason failed to be elected, shall be again 

proposed within the next six months. 

Src. 10. Any member may resign by notifying the Record- 

ing Secretary of such intention, provided he produces to the said 

Secretary a certificate from the Treasurer that all arrears due 
from him to the Academy have been discharged. 

Src. 11. Members may be expelled from the Academy - a 

_yote of a majority (being not less than twelve) of the members _ 

‘present, at any regular meeting, for any act of flagrant disrespect 

to the officers or members, or for any intentional violation of the 

constitution, or for any grossly immoral conduct: provided, how-— 

ever, that no member shall be thus expelled without having an 

opportunity of being heard in his own defence. 

ARTICLE IV. 
OFFICERS. 

“Sxction i ‘The officers of the Academy shall be chosen from 

ing Secretary, a Treasurer, a Board of Curators, are 

until their successors are elected. — 

Src. 2. It shall be the duty of the President to 5 preaiaa a over 

the meetings of the Academy; to nominate all committees other _ 

the ‘Tequest, in writing, of cc associate members; fo 

ig vote, and to sign all ll orders on the Treasurer. 

“Sec -3- Thed ties of the 1st Vice President shall be the same 

as those of the President, during his absence ; and of the 2d Vice 

Pb sage President. 
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Src. 4. It shall be the duty of the Corresponding Secretary 
to conduct all the correspondence of the Academy; to keep cor- 

rect copies of all letters written by him in such correspondence, 

and to make regular reports of the same; and to notify all cor- 

responding members of their election. And it shall be the duty 

of the Recording Secretary to keep correct minutes of the pro- 
ceedings and transactions of the Academy ; to keep all reports 
and other papers read before it, unless their disposal shall be other- 
wise ordered ; to notify all associate members of their election ; to 
keep a correct list of the members of the Academy, with the 
dates of the election, and the dates of resignations, expulsions 
and deaths that may occur among them; and to keep the consti- 
tution and common seal of the Academy. 

_ SEc, 5: It shal) be the = faty of the Treasurer to take ii of 

1e roti one oe the Geena: hse shall gona a clear and dew 
‘taile statement cay all receipts and expenditures, shall keep his 

e net in the years a statement of all receipts and expen: 
= eae the ‘year; and he shall give security, satisfactory 

sti = aie fede of the ig taal coming 
ting to $25.00, i in such incorporate 

: K uis as shall from time to time be desi 
: Tea ae the pee i resolution; and the same shall d: 1 

is fom: said bar by check inthe name of the Academy of Scienct 
= d by him as Treasurer of said es as s needed for the 
i "payment of its debts or expenses. : 
oe Sec. 6. The Librarian shall take charge of all bos belon; 
os tas or deposiied with, the Aeatees, and shall be responsib 

< of contributors shall ae with the dates of their 
formably to the by laws, that may be established for 

rslaton of his dates; she shall su the pub 
ibution of all : 
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members, whenever so ordered by the Academy, and shall attend 

in the Library at such times as the by-laws may prescribe. 

Src. 7. It shall be the duty of the Curators to have charge of 

the Museum of the Academy, to supervise the arrangement of all 

specimens and apparatus belonging to it, to direct the manage- 

ment of it, and to do all things necessary for its preservation and 

repairs. They shall purchase all articles wanted in the fulfilment 

of their duties aforesaid, hire janitors, keep the keys of all cases 

in the Museum, and shall report all additions made to the differ- 

ent departments under their charge, at the a stated res in 

the year. 

ARTICLE V. 

MEETINGS. ee: ee 

_ Section 1. The meetings of the Academy shall be held at os 2 

such times as the oeeasls may direct. G 

ARTICLE VI. 
AMENDMENTS. rere 

| SEcTION 1. The constitution may be smicaded in the follow- 

ing manner, viz: Any amendment proposed may be submitted i ma. a 

«writing to a regular meeting of the Academy ; it shall lie over 

G poe consideration | four Acca when it shall be acted neces at t 
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ARTICLE. t: 

COMMITTEES. 

ecru ke. epee committees shall be Sprint on the 
oe - Cabinet, on the Library, and on Publication. ot 
Ske. 2. These | committees shall consist of three Sabeos 

) “are be (seed at the last regular ting i January of 

3 7 ni apectiied ees committees, the Poceicwahall 
e a first smeiery the first member so. nominated shall 

; I coment ae oe report in writing; and every 
: ast be signed by am i m1 ity of the committee —— it. 
oe Al ‘special 1itte ust report at ‘the - te ul 
: next succeeding their appointment. : : 

Se The standing committee on the Cabinet shall ha 
= charge, in i conjection with the Curator: f th £Q9 Vi 

ademy, make exchanges of duplicates, arrange and keep : 
: T all donations and deposits, carefully labelling each article 
: and ke talogue of all additions to the ae -— . — at the last stated — in ~ -_ 

ARTICLE it 
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Src. 2. There shall be two sets of keys to the cases containing 

the books, one of which shall be kept by the Librarian, and the 

other by the chairman of the Library Committee. 

Src. 3. Members may borrow hooks, the ptoperty of this 

Academy, from the Librarian, on signing a promissory note for 

fifty dollars, which shall become void when the book is returned. 

Src. 4. But no works shall be loaned from the hall, on any 

account whatever, except those marked with an asterisk (*) in 

the catalogue, unless by an affirmative vote of three-fourths of the 

members present, at a regular meeting, when the application is 

made ; and in case of deposited books, the written consent of the 

depositor having previously been obtained ; the name of the bor- 

rower and the title of the book to be recorded on the minutes, and 

full security given for its safe return, by note or otherwise, the 

value whereof shall be determined by the Library Committee. 

~* Sc. 5. No book shall be kept from the Library longer than 

two weeks. A fine of twenty-five cents shall be imposed for each 

week that any book is kept over the time laid down in this section. 

Szc. 6. No member shall be allowed to renew the loan of a 

book, if any other member shall be desirous of obtaining it. 

Sxc. 7. The Librarian and Library Committee shall be respon- 
sible for all works committed to their charge. 

ees nee Tit. 

s | A es | MUSEUM. 

ate 1. No specimen or apparatus contained | in i ce a 

seum of the Academy shall be taken from the hall, under any 

pretence whatever, unless by vote of the Academy. 

Sxc. 2, The keys of the cases containing the collections shall be | . : 

kept by the Curators and members of the respective. — oe 

attached to the different nts, who. Ihave liberty 

to open the cases; and they shall be responsible for all. eR ee 
committed to their charge. If any member is desirous to inspect . 

more closely the specimens in the collection, for purposes ofstudy = 

SS —— must apply to aig Comener = a member of the oo 

- committee on that department. — ee 
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‘Sec. 3. All articles in the Museum must be kept labelled as 
far as practicable, and a catalogue of the articles in each depart- 
ment kept by the committee attached to the said department. 

SEc. 4. When a member of the Academy deposits in the Mu- 
seum a sufficient number of articles to fill an entire case, a key of 
said case shall at all times be at his command. 

Src. 5. Books or objects of Natural History, deposited with 
the Academy, shall be returned only on a request of the owners, 

_or their representatives, and in all cases a receipt shall be given to 
_ the Curators when the articles are returned. 

Sec. 6. No specimen which is not capable of being arranged. 
in the cabinet shall be received on deposit, unless the consent of 
the committee on the department in which the specimen should be 
classed, and that of the Curators, be first obtained in writing. 
‘SEc. 7. Visitors may be admitted to the Museum at hours | 

oF fixed by the Board of oe sot by a vote of 
Academy. = 

Sze. 8. = children under twelve years of age shall be 

si Sear nee a a 
d by the ES seuan and ripest : 

A LR . 1c L E. I ve 

DY libeches. | of any oe 
taken by author. 
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ARTICLE V. 

MEETINGS. 

Section t. The regular meetings of the Academy shall be 
held on the first and third Monday evenings of every month, at an 

hour to be fixed from time to time by the Academy ; ; no change, 

however, shall be made except after two weeks’ notice a gives ata 

regular poe 
SEc order of proceeding, at the regular meetings of 

the Nee shall be as follows: a 2 

1. Minutes of the last meeting read. oe eae 

2, Reports of committees. ee 
3- Report of the Corresponding Secretary. é | = 

4. Donations to the Museum and Library. See 

a Deferred business. 
8. New business. 

re: 
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CHARTER. 

AN ACT TO INCORPORATE THE ACADEMY OF SCIENCE OF ST. LOUIS, 

Be it enacted, by the General Assembly of the State of Missouri, 

as follows: 

Srcrrow 1. That George Engelmann, Hiram A. Prout, Na- 

thaniel Holmes, Benjamin F. Shumard, Charles W. Stevens, 

James B. Eads, Moses M. Pallen, Adoiphus Wislizenus, Charles — 

A. Pope, Charles P. Chouteau, William M. McPheeters, and oth- 

ers—who have heretofore formed an association in the city of 
St. Louis styled “Tue Acapemy or Science or St. Louis,” 

having for its object the advancement of Science, and the estab- 

lishment in said city of a Museum and Library for the illustration 

and study of its various branches—their associates and successors, | 

are hereby declared and created a body corporate by the name — 

_ and style aforesaid; and by that name they shall have perpetual, 

succession, may sue and be sued, implead and be aplea all 

courts of competent jurisdiction; may acquire by purchase : 

— receive _ hold, aleggag? rape n — 

in pheper, for the eae 
5 may law Sane a sacak bc Ther the same 
; and may make such constitution, regulations, and — 

. in as may be requisite for the government thereof, not 
ing contrary to the laws of = emt fe alter the 



CHARTER. 

Sec. 3. The property and effects now belonging to the asso- 

ciation aforesaid shall, on acceptance of this charter, thereby be- 

come vested in the corporation herein created, and all property 

owned or held by this corporation shall be exempt from taxation 
so long as the same shall continue to be held and used in good 
faith for the objects and purposes aforesaid ; but whenever any 
real estate of the corporation shall be leased to any other person — 
or persons, the leasehold interest therein shall be taxable to the « 
Jessee or lessees thereof, as in other cases. 

Src. 4. The members of this association acquire no individual 
property in the real estate, cabinets, library, or other effects there- 
to belonging, which are hereby declared to be fully vested in the 
corporation as such; but the interest of the members therein shall — 
be usufructuary merely, and shall not be transferred, assigned, 
eR or otherwise = of, than as hereinbefore abe 

aa 6 Wheiiier this corporation: shall have failed t to — 
gaa for which it was created, or shall suffer its 



oe 

CONSTITUTION. 

Be act i. 

Secrion 1. This Association ia be called “ Tar Acapremy 

oF Borence or Sr. Louts.” 

ARTICLE Ti; 

OBJECTS. 

-Sxorron 1. It shall have for its object the promotion of Sci- 

ence: it shall embrace Zoology, Botany, Geology , Mineralogy, 

Paleontology, Ethnology (especially that of the Aborigiad Tribes 

of North America), Chemistry, Physics, Mathematics, Meteor- 

ology, and Comparative Anatomy and Physiology. 

Src. 2. It shall furthermore be the object of this Academy to 

collect and treasure Specimens illustrative of the various depart- 

ments of Science above enumerated; to procure a Library of © 

works relating to the same, with the Instruments necessary to fa- 

cilitate their study, and to procure original Papers on them. 

“Se. 3. Real deetetin te tS : 
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elected such by virtue of their attainments, and of other persons, - 
not resident in the city of St. Louis, who may be disposed to fur- 
ther the objects of the Academy by original researches, contribu- 
tions of specimens, or otherwise, 

Sec. 4. All candidates for admission into the Academy as As- 
sociate or Corresponding Members must be proposed in writing 
by two Associate Members at a regular meeting, and be balloted 
for at the next regular meeting thereafter. The affirmative vote 
of three-fourths of the members present shall be necessary to elect 
a candidate. 

Src. 5. All members shall have the privilege-of attending the 
regular meetings of the Academy, and shall have access to the 
Library and Museum, with the privilege of introducing to the 
same their families and friends. 
Sec. 6. If any Associate Member elect shall not pay the fee 

of initiation within six months from the date of his election into 
the Academy, the election shall be null and yoid; and if any such 

member shall not pay the semi-annual contribution within six 
a months after ‘the same has become due, he shall cease to be a 

| of t aoe 

Sec. 8. No ore who shall Be thie ical or se 
shall be thus oo adits to the ballot, hall 
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ever, that no member shall be thus expelled without having an 
opportunity of being heard in his own defence. 

Sec, 11. No person thus expelled shall, under any circumstan- 
ces, be re-elected a member of the Academy. 

g ARTICLE IV. 
OFFICERS, 

Section 1. The officers of the Academy shall be chosen from 
the Associate Members, and they shall consist of a President, 
Jirst and second Vice Presidents, a Corresponding Secretary, a 
Recording Secretary, a Treasurer, a Board of Curators, and a 
Librarian. Said officers shall be elected at the first stated meet« 
ing in the year, by ballot, and shall hold their offices for one year, 
or until their successors are elected. 

Sze. 2. ‘ft shall be the duty of the President to preside over 
bf ngs of the Academy; to nominate all committees other 
hide those specially excepted ; to call extraordinary meetings at 
the request, in writing, of three Associate Members; to give the 
easting vote, and to sign all orders on the rPiedirdee | 
‘See. 3. The duty of the Ist Vice President shall be the same 

as those of the President, during his absence; and of the 2d Vice’ 
2 President, the same “es the absetice of both Bresaent ee Boss 
Vice President. : 

spent 4. It shall be the day of the ¢ 
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signed by one of the Secretaries: he shall keep a clear and de- 
tailed statement of all receipts and expenditures; shall keep his 
books accessible to the proper committees appointed for, their. 
examination ; and he shall lay before the Academy, at the last 
stated meeting in the year, a statement of all receipts and expen- 
ditures during the year; and he shall give security, satisfactory 
to the Academy, in the sum of five thousand dollars, for the faith- 
ful performance of his duties. 

Src. 6. The Librarian shall take charge of all books belonging 
to, or deposited with, the Academy, and shall be responsible for 
the same ; he shall keep a catalogue thereof, in which the names 
of contributors shall be inscribed, with the dates of their recep- 
tion, conformably to the by-laws that may be established for the 
regulation of his duties; he shall superintend the publication and 
distribution of all memoirs, essays, and papers, written by mem- 
bers, whenever so ordered by the Academy, and shall attend in 
— Library at such times as the by-laws may prescribe. 

See. 7, It shall be the duty of the Curators to have charge of 
the Museum of the Academy, to supervise the arrangement of all 
x ‘specimens and apparatus belonging to it, to direct the manage- 
ment of it, and to do all things necessary for its preservation and 

_ Tepairs. i. perce shase all articles wanted in the fulfilment 
_ of their duties aforesaid, hire janitors, keep the keys of all cases 

: nthe Meum, and shal ypoe al addi differ- 
w 

ARTICLE ae - mine 

The » meetings’ of “the?  Acadatiy shat be} held 
the by-laws may direct. 



BY-LAWS. 

ARTICLE I. 

COMMITTEES. 

Sxcrion es ‘There shall be standing committees on the follow- 
ing subjects, viz: Ethnology, Comparative Anatomy, Mammalo- 
gy Ornithology, Herpetology and Ichthyology, Malacology and 
Chemical Geology, Entomology, Botany, Paleontology and Geol- — 

, Mineralogy, Chemistry, Physics, Embryology, and Monstro- 
sities ; ; on the Library, and on Publication. 

Sec. 2. These committees shall consist of three ssaiabers, who 
shall be appointed at the last regular meeting in yeneary of each 

‘< Sus. In appointing ion ‘ini se President shall 
“nominate the first member ; the first member so nominated shall _ 
‘nominate a second, who shall nominate a third. — 

Sec. 4, / 
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ae Src. 2. The Librarian shall keep a correct catalogue of all 
books belonging to the Academy, the Library of which shall be 
open to the inspection and use of members. 
Szc. 3. There shall be two sets of keys to the cases containing 

the books, one of which shall be kept by the Librarian, and the 
other by the chairman of the Library Committee. 

Src. 4. The Library shall be amply provided with chairs, ta- 
bles, and writing apparatus, for the convenience of members de- 
sirous to consult books. 

Src. 5. Members may borrow books, the property of this Acad- 
emy, from the Librarian, on signing a promissory note for fifty 

* dollars, which shall become void when the book is returned. 
_ Sec. 6. Butno works shall be loaned from the hall, on any ac-_ - 
count whatever, except those marked with an asterisk (*) in the 
catalogue, unless by an affirmative vote of three-fourths of the 
members —* ~ a Prepemens meeting, when the ~ins 

the ont ++, 

sviously been obtained: the name of shia _— 

ARTIOLE 111. 
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of study or description, he must apply to the Curators, or a mem- 
ber of the committee on that department. 

Sec. 3. Allarticles in the Museum must be kept labelled as 
far as practicable, and a catalogue of the articles in each depart- 
ment kept by the committee attached to the said department. 

Sec. 4. When a member of the Academy deposits in the Mu- 
seum a sufficient number of articles to fill an entire case, a key of 
said case shall at all times be at his command. _ 

Sec. 5. Books, or objects of Natural History, ‘ocied with 
the Academy, shall be returned only on a request of the owners, 
or their representatives, and in all cases a receipt shall be given- 
to the Curators when the articles are returned. 

Sec. 6. No specimen which is not capable of being arranged 
in the cabinet shall be received on deposit, unless the consent of 
the committee on the department in which the specimen should 
be rage and that of the Curators, be first obtained in writing. 

Src. 7. Visitors may be admitted to the Museum, gratuitously, 
on uke and Fridays, from one o'clock until sunset; but 
strangers in the city may be admitted on every afternoon, be- 
tween the above named hours, by POR to the janitor a ticket 
signed by any Associate Member. 

- Sxc. 8. No children under twelve years of age shall be adel: 
ted unless accompanied by persons who will become responsible — 

_ for their good behavior; and should any damage result to any of 
_ the furniture, specimens, or any of the property of the Academy, — 



Sze. 3. Original papers, on the subjects before enumerated, 
may be subject to discussion. 

ARTICLE V. a 

MEETINGS. 

Section 1. The regular meetings of the Academy shall be 
held on Monday evening of every other week, at hours fixed from. 
time to time by the Academy; no change, however, shall be made 
except after two weeks’ notice given at a regular meeting. : 
Sze. 2. The order of proceeding, at the regular meetings of 

the Academy, shall be as follows: 

1, Minutes of last meeting read. ie 
2. Reports of committees. a 

“i B. Reports of correspondence 

Pao 
a 5 



TRANSACTIONS 

March 10th, 1856. 

Dr. Greorce Enceximann in the chair. 

After several preliminary meetings respecting the organization 

of the Society, a meeting was held on the 10th day of March, 

1856, in the Hall of the Board of Public Schools, at which were 

present the following gentlemen, viz: Geo. Engelmann, M.D., 

BoA. — Prof. M. me _— ete F, mpage M. 
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Prof. M. M. Pallen, 
A. Wislizenus, M.D. Curators, B. F. Shamard, M.D. 
Prof. C. W. Stevens. 

: Dr. Geo. Engelmann, 
Dr Prout, 

me 
Board of Council, Dr. B. F. Shumard 

i. 
Prof. C. A. Pope, 
C. P. Chouteau, Esq. 

ee : April 21, 1856. 
a Prof. ©. A. Porx in the chair. 
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Mr. Charles P. Chouteau stated that he would place the collec- 
tion of fossil remains, obtained by Dr. Hayden from the Mau- 
vaises Terres and other parts of Nebraska, now in his possession, 
in the Museum of the Academy, : as soon as a place was fitted to 
receive it. His own interest in the collection, amounting to’ about 

one-fourth of the whole, he presented as a donation to the Insti- 
tution. 

This liberality. on the part of Mr. Chouteau- -places the Acade- 
my in possession of an extensive and beautiful collection of 
Mammalian 

together with a lege sa of elegantly preserved fossils from the 
Cretaceous Formation of Nebraska, Among the former may be 
eeunasamen, ih Oreodon » Sabetent, O. gracilis, oe 

ihe lager are Ammonites, Scaphites, Baculites, 
. 

‘eeramus, Arca, Rostellaria, etc. | a 

- On motion, the thanks of the Society were _—— to Mr. 
. Chouteau for his munificent donation. 
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ity, 13 miles from Canton, Miss., on the line of the railroad from 

Jackson to Canton, where remains of Zeuglodon had been ex- — 

humed, and which were now in the possession of Mr. Wm. Me- 

Dowell, of Canton. A portion of the bones were much broken, 
excepting one large lumbar vertebra and several heads of rib- 
bones. Another portion, better preserved, and more in number, 
was composed of more important parts of the skeleton, viz: a 

nearly complete Aumerus, some large lumbar vertebra, two ante- 
rior dorsal vertebre, portions of ribs, and the lower jaw (consider — 
ably broken), parts of the skull, and the whole of the petrous por- 
tion of the temporal bone. Appearances indicated that the larger — 
and better part of the skeleton still remained in the deposit. 
Other bones were seen at the time of the excavation, but they © 
have since been covered up by the caving down of the marly 
bank, about 14 ft. thick, in which they are found. He thought 
the whole could be obtained for the mony at a cost of _ 
$200. 

Dr. Koch sated that he had vi isited another locality, about 20 
3 miles from Hillsboro, Scott county, Mies. Remains of Zeuglodon : 
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near Vicksburg, some of which were identical with species found 

with the Zeuglodon. 
Dr. Koch presented to the Academy a large and valuable col- 

lection of Cretaceous and Tertiary fossils, which he had obtained, 

in the course of his tour, in the States of Mississippi and Arkan- 
sas. Among these were specimens of Exogyra ponderosa, rca, 

Baculites, Hamites, Turrilites, Pinna, and claws of a Crustacean 

of the genus Callianassa. 

A copy of the first and second Reports of the Geological Sur- 

vey of Missouri, by Prof. G. C. Swallow, State Geologist, was 

presented by Dr. Pope; and some catalogues of recent and fossil 

shells, zoophytes, and minerals, were presented, through Mr. 

Holmes, by Fred. S. Cozzens, Esq. 

Major M. L. Clark exhibited an instrument called the Roto- 

scope, which he presented to the Academy. Dr. Tingley pre-_ 

sented specimens of limestone from Walnut Creek, Kansas Ter. 

and Dr. B. F. Shumard, a scorpion, from Syria. 

June 16, 1856. 

The President, Dr. Excrumans, in the chair. 

Letters were read from Prof. A. D. Bache, and Prof. Joseph 

Henry, of of Washington, D. C., from Dr. J. L. Le Conte, of at 3 

, and from Dr. J.G. Nome ee, Ils., € 

ie Swallow, F.V 7 Heyden, M. D., and 2 Mer 
$ ny A. Giroux, C. YY : 

: ,and A. Kip 



. 
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Gustave Fischer, M.D., Prof. John T. Hodgen, and Mr. Richard 

A 
Donations of books and specimens were presented as follows; 

Decade II. of the Memoirs of the Geological Survey of Great ~ 

Britain, by Dr. Shumard; three volumes of Congressional docu- 
ments from the Hon. Luther M. Kennett, by Dr. Shumard; a 
specimen of eyeless fish (.4mblyopsis astacus) from the Mam- 
moth Cave, Ky., of petroleum from Arkansas, and rock salt and 
other minerals from Hallam, near Salzburgh, by Prof. C. A. Pope; 
an interesting collection of fossils from Nebraska Ter., 4mmon- 

ites from the Cretaceous formation in Arkansas, and other fossil 

remains from various parts of the United States, by Prof. M. M. 
Pallen; specimens of Productus from the Carboniferous limestone 
of St. Louis, by Dr. Pope; a chrysalis and butterfly ( Papilio), by 
Dr. Engelmann; and some mounted specimens of birds ( Phala- 
a serie = st ae s Races 

: July 14, 1856. 



July 28, 1856. 

Vice President, Dr. H. A. Prout, in the chair. 

a : JOURNAL OF PROCEEDINGS. 21 

: 
i 
: 

r. B. F. Shumard exhibited some rare specimens of crinoids, 
eee the Carboniferous rocks of Kentucky, Illinois, ‘ams Missouri, 
at to the genera ctinocrinus, Dichocrinus, and Platy- 

The Secretary presented, as a donation from ke Academy of , 

“‘ Proceedings,” and the 2d Series of its “Journal.” Voted, that 
the thanks of this Academy be communicated to the Academy of ee 
Natural Sciences of Philadelphia for this highly valuable and lib- oe 

x 

da 
s. 8 

eae 
pal 
ii 

ag = + 2: eR 

M. Auguste Trécul, of Paris, France, was elected a Corres- 
ponding Member of the Academy. 

August 4,1856. 
— 

The President, Dr. Geo. Exernwany, i in the chair. 

"The President stated that he had called this meeting “ 
urpose of receiving the Library, consisting of 120 

the n si 
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tana), antelope, and fox; a fine head of a buffalo, an Indian pack- 

saddle, and other Indian implements, collected by them, on their 

late tour, in the region of the Upper Missouri. 

Dr. Stevens remarked that preservatives for objects of Natural 

n left, during their journey, at the different trad- 

ing posts on i ths Upper Missouri, and that arrangements had been 

made by Mr. Chouteau and himself, by which they expected to 

secure for the Academy an extensive collection of specimens of 

the Natural History of that region, during the coming year. 

On behalf of Col. A. J. Vaughan, U.S. Indian Agent, Dr. Ste. 

vens presented the head of a grizzly bear, two stuffed skins pe 

buffalo (entire), three Mountain sheep (Ovis montana), and 
some fossil skulls of mammalia, from Nebraska; also, a specimen 

of Belemnitella bulbosa, from the Cretaceous formation near Fort 

Pierre ; anda tooth of | Mastodon oo opel pas the Loew 

r. Dt, Pope ented jah ae of Gen. Harney, U. 8. Aya : 

gies aca Vana Crs Bro, S coth Rll p 

cet ee 3 and, also, a rem narkably fine pait 
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posit of the State geological collection, when received, in the Mu- 
seum of the Academy. Dr. Pollak see Dumas’ Traité du 
Chimie (4 vols. 8vo). 

August 11, 1856. 

The President, Dr. Gro. Encetmany, i in the chair. 

A letter was read from Prof. Joseph Hews, of the Sakianice 

Institution, in reply toa letter of the Corresponding Secretary, 

, also, letters from Prof. Joseph Leidy, of Philadelphia, and 

F. v. Hayden, M.D., elected Ceci Members. 

Dr. Pollak presented 30 species of fresh-water shells from the 

Missouri River, belonging to the genera Unio, Anodonta, and 

Alasmodonta. Dr. Shumard presented 45 species belonging to 
the same genera, from various positions in the Mississippi Valley. 
Dr. Engelmann presented specimens of the same from the Illinois 
River. : 

Dr. Pope deposited in the Museum a specimen of fossil tortoise 
( Testudo Owenii), from Nebraska, and also various Indian orna- 
ments and gre. a ~ = tapered to ‘mapa - 
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Mr. James B. Eads submitted for the consideration of the 
Academy the following explanation of the mechanical principles 
of the Rotoscope: 

“The causes producing this Meld phenomenon are four 
well settled principles in the science of Mechanics, viz: Gravita- 
tion, friction, the tendency of jialter in motion to move in right ; 
lines, and, as the result of the latter, centrifugal for 3 

*« There are several Peas eatin’ a the machine, al the same 
causes act in all to produce the 

“The instrument in the Reais: of the Academy consists of 
a metal ring, on opposite sides of which are two lugs or ears; by 
one of these the ring is supported upon the pointed end of a ver- 
tical rod, having a heavy base to steady it; and across this ring, 
and supported by a pivot at each lug, is a shaft or spindle, having 
on its centre a heavy fly-wheel, just large enough to clear the 4 
ring. The spindle has a conical socket at each end, into which ; 
he pivots enter for its support. The position of the ring is hori- = 
zontal, and, of course, that of the spindle is the same. When 
Byte is made to revolve Bach and the ring is rested by its 

e ring begins to revolve also slowly 
verti see ah i hit the fly- 

ft, and apparently setting the laws f gravitatio n at 
As the velocity of the i decreases, the revolutions 

ome more rapid, until it gradually sinks below the 
mn, and finally £ falls off the vertical rod around 

‘the ring are caused bythe forte of grave 
ae supporting tl he fly-wh seaman 
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ci 
lessens friction. ” As the ivintea devaleed tes the friction at 
the Siva is increased. The shaft is enabled, therefore, to attain 

on which it i 

working on an inclined plane of greater angle, and the ring is 
consequently urged round more rapidly. 

** The shaft neh ave rted by pivots in its hollow ends, in- 
stead of in the r just described, does not alter the case at 
all, except to plese ‘the direction of the ring. The friction of 
the shaft on the pivot transfers its ; weight from the top of the pivot 
to the side of it, and thus — clined ees is found, and i is 
urged forward as in the other c 

ss motion of the ring ; vik the outer end of the 
shaft rises above the plane of the horizon; ‘if it be retarded, the 
end of the shaft sinks below it. 
“ By observation, it will be seen that, in accelerating the m 

tion of the ring, the pivot at the outer end of the shaft is Greed 
against that side of the shaft which is Meta upward, and it 
immediately brings the pivot above the horiz If the ring be 
retarded, the pivot is pressed against the cipptii side’ of the shaft 
which is whirling downwards, and the result is that it immedi- 
ately sinks. 
‘When a counterpoise is placed on the opposite Pi the 

vertical rod from the ring, and the latter is lowered considerably 
_ below the horizon, the revolutions of the ring are date t in an op- 
posite direction. This result will not take place if the wheel be 
running at a very high speed. When it loses its rapidity, the 

friction at the lower pivot is much increased. The socket is 
4 1 upon it by the weight of the wheel, and the same direc- 

motion is imparted to the ring which the _ intel bas, 

e ets oe aie 
rcton atone othe oer, oa th oi ae 

shaft; and < ms of the i 
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tical rod; and the loss = ve ability of the fly-wheel to resist, in 
a greater de ee, the force of gravity, as it losgs its velocity, is 
beautifully espns ee the increased velocity of the revolu- 
tions of the ring, which thus ee an increase of centrifugal 
force to aid in sustaining it.” 

Messrs. F. B. Meek, of Albany, N. Y., and Henry Pratten, of 

Springfield, Ills., were elected Corresponding Members. 

August 25, 1856. 

Vice President Houmes in the chair. 

A letter was read from W. G. Binney, Esq., of Germantown, 

Pa., requesting an exchange of the Land Shells of Missouri and 

the eager States for the Marine Shells of the Atlantic coast. 

eterred: ie * Lg’ ne hens that the rans be 

tates 9 | were feel = from 2 Pier: ‘ L. Riddell, ett Or- 
eans, La, and Mr. ‘ones Reine sf, exinghell Bs. elected 
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bers; and Prof. G. Seyffarth, and Messrs. Alex. Leitch, Kenneth 
Mackenzie, Beyj. McDonald, Benj. O'Fallon, Spencer Smith, and 

Wm. Taussig, were elected Associate Members. 

September 8, 1856. 

Vice President, Dr. H. A. Provrt, in the Chair. 

Letters were read from Prof. Robley Dunglison, of Philadel- 
phia, and from Mr. H. Hodgkiss, of Fort Clark, Nebraska Ter., 
elected Corresponding Members, and from Prof. Seyffarth, of 
Concordia College, St. Louis, elected an Associate Member. 

te C, A. Pope presented a fine specimen of Heliophyllum 
Halli, a Chaetetes, and a Spirifer. 

Dr. S. Pollak presented from Mr. Belcher, of St. Louis, a dia- 
gram of the Artesian Well at Belcher’s oc tges Refinery, in this 
city. [ See engraved copy below.] 

Dr. Wislizenus presented a valuable alloction of rocks, miner- 
als, and ores, collected ” ais during his explorations, while con- 
nected with Col. Doniphan’s Regiment, in New Mexico. 

__A paper was read by Dr. B. F. Shumard, entitled, “ Descrip- 
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September 22, 1856. 

Vice President Hoxmes in the chair. 

Dr. Stevens presented a stuffed fawn. 

Dr. Schiel presented a rare collection of horned lizards ( Phry- 
nosoma) and other reptiles, chiefly from _ Humboldt River and 
the base of the Rocky Mountains, 

Dr. Shumard exhibited pencil drawings of some new fossil cri- 
noids, intended to illustrate a paper which he had in preparation. 

* 

Dr. Schiel read an interesting paper on Glycerine, in which he 
dvanced some new propositions respecting the chemical properties 
and affinities of that substance. Referred to a committee consist- 
ing of Drs. Prout, Litton, and McPheeters, 

‘Dr. McPheeters desired to know if Dr. Schiel had made any 
experiments touching the therapeutic applications of Glycerine. 
Dr. S. replied that he wa s engaged in some investigations of — 

kind, and ‘that the results would be communicated to the — 
Academy. ‘Hey was of opinion that Glycerine would be found a 
— 3 
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October 6, 1856. 

Vice President, Dr. H. A. Provt, in the chair. 

Dr. Prout exhibited specimens of a new species of Productus, 
from the Carboniferous limestone of St. Louis, of which he was 
preparing a description, under the name of Productus er 
cinctus. 

Dr. Schiel made some remarks on the Bi-sulphuret of ee 
specimens of which were exhibited. He observed that Dr. Turn- 
bull had made use of this article, as a local application, in the treat- 
ment of diseases of the eye. When applied to the eye, or the 
surface of the body, it produced, at first, a sensation of cold; this 
was followed by irritation and burning. Dr. Schiel had made a 
compound, consisting of bi-sulphuret of carbon, 2 parts; alcohol, 
2 parts; chloroform and camphor, each, 1 part; which he had 
used, lly, in Tic Doloureux, Toothache, and Bilious Cholic, 
with marked effect, affording almost instant relief from pain. Bi- 
sulphuret of carbon was made by narod the vapors of dies 
over burning charcoal, 

A letter was read from the Rev. John Higginbotham, of St.’ ” 
Louis, presenting to the Academy five books, containing 212 

plants and shrubs, which had been collected in this s neighborhood : 
: and in the State of Louisiana, in 1828-9, by the late Rt. Rev. Dr. 
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November 17, 1856. 

Dr. C. A. Pore in the chair. 

A letter was read from Wm. H. Tingley, M.D., resigning the 

office of Secretary of the Academy and his membership, hating 

ed his place of residence. 

Letters were read from John H. Rauch, M.D., of Burlington, 

Iowa, and John B. Jackson, M.D., of Boston, elected Corres- 

ponding Members; and from T. L. Rives, M.D., elected an As- 

sociate Member. 

A letter was read from Dr. Edward Hallowell, of Philadelphia, 

proposing to exchange specimens of Reptiles for those of the 

South and West. The proposition was accepted and the matter 

—— to the pore to be carried i into effect as far as prac- 

eo 
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Voted, that the offer of Mr. E. C. Angelrodt to purchase for 
the Academy a copy of the large work of Ehrenberg, on Infuso- - 
ria, be accepted on the terms proposed. 

Voted, that the Academy would subscribe for the forthcoming 
work of Agassiz, on the Natural History of the American Con- 
tinent. 

A Paper was read by Dr. H. A. Breit on a new species of 
Productus (P. marginicinctus), from the Carboniferous Lime- 
stone of St. Louis. _ 

Ordered, that the Paper and accompanying ce be pub- 
lished in the Transactions. = 

Edward Holden, Esq., of Jackson Co., Ills., Capt. fm oo 
U.S. Ay Lieut. F. T. Bryan, U.S. A., Hermann Behr, M. De 
of San Francisco, and George Steele, M.D., of Austin, Texas, 
were elected Corresponding Members. 

The following gentlemen were elected Associate Members:— 
John E. Goodson, Esq., Thomas McMartin, M.D., Frederick 
Haack, M.D., Biition A. Hill, Esq., and Messrs. Geo. R. Robin- 
son, Emmett McDonald, and Benjamin Srnaeare 

es aus December 29, 1856. 

_ Viee Presiden, De H. A. Paoen ia the sain 



. ide occipital regions, and expanded in the direction of the bipa- : 

- yjetal and vertical diameters. He could not give an accurate de- 

scription of the mound, nor state the circums‘ances under which 

the skull was found; but he would endeavor to ascertain the facts : 

with certainty in regard to it. . 

Mr. N. Holmes remarked that it would be a matter of much 

interest to determine the age of the mound. It was well known 

that the practice of artificially flattening the skull had prevailed 

among the Natchez, Choctaws, and other tribes of the Lower 

Mississippi and the Gulf of Mexico, and among the modern 

Nootka-Columbian Indians. Some of these tribes of the Gulf had 

been known, also, to build small mounds over the graves of their — 

dead, within the historic period. This method of oblique flatten- 

ing, as well as that of flattening and elongating the head in the 

backward direction, by compression in the frontal and parietal re- 

gions, had been practised among the ancient Peruvians. If this 
mound were shown to belong to the age of the Mound-Builders 

{ about. the year J 13, written n by sents —_ 

_ of the Mississippi Valley, or to a still earlier age, and the position 

skull in the mound were well ascertained, it might furnish 

evic ence that the practice of flattening the skull had prevailed to a 

: me this CE ape ata date long anterior to all his- ; 

ted from Edward Holden, Eq... pale 

i 
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Dr. T. C. Hilgard read a Paper on Phyllotaris, giving an exe 
‘planation of its. numerical and divergential law, under a simple - 
organological idea. Referred to a committee consisting of Drs. 
H. A. Prout, A. Wislizenus, and M. M. Pallen. 

The following gentlemen were elected Corresponding Mem- 
bers: Dr. Wheeler, of Perryville, Mo., Col. Charles Whittelsey, 

of Nit ge Ohio, and Warwick Hough, Esq., of J efferson Cit City, 

The f following were elected Associate Members: Thos. Rey- 
burn, M.D., George R. Taylor, Esq., and Messrs. Conrad Wit- 
ter and Thos. E. Tutt. 

January 12, 1857. 

Vice President Hormes in the chair. 

Prof A. Litton exhibited specimens of Aluminum. He gave 
‘a brief history of its discovery, and of the later methods which 
have been invented for obtaining the metal from the common clay. 
It was now highly probable that it would soon be manufactured in 
great abundance and at a cheap rate. As it was less liable to 
arnish, or to be acted upon and corroded by other substances, 
than iren, copper, or even silver, it would, as well for this reason 

_ as on account of its lightness, tenacity, and beautiful silvery color, 
en ive extensive use in the arts, ¢ and e for 
: » as soon as a sae gee cheap m ) 
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Adin B. F. Shumard, M.D. 
ei i, A.C. Koch.. 
Corators, John Lebrecht, M.D. 

Chas. W. Stevetis, M.D. 
Librarian, Montrose A. Pallen, M.D. 

The chairmen of the several standing committees -were ap- 
pointed by the President, as follows: 

op acting! AS Dr. A. Wislizenus. 
* Com Anatomy, Prof. C. A. Pope. 
- Mentos, Prof. C. W. Stevens. 
3 Mr. Edward Wyman. 
* Files and Ichthyolo Prof. M. M. Pallen. 
* Chemical oe and Teepe Dr. H. A. Pro 
Entom mk: Prof. 

ohn Moss 
Prof, A. Litton. 

_ Mr. James B. Eads. 
Dr. E. H. Gregory. a 

~ Dr. J. 8. B. Alleyne... 
a= Un. Geo. Engelmann. 
a Prof. W. M. MeYhectete 
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Mr. Speneer Smith remarked that similar graves had been dis- 
covered on the bluffs of the Illinois River, in Greene county. 

The Paper was referred to a committee, consisting of Drs. 
Prout, Stevens and Waiters. - 

Prof G. C. Swallow presented a chal _— Report of 
Geological Survey of Missouri. 

The following gentlemen were appointed on the several stand- 
ing committees, by the respective chairmen: Oe 

On Comparative Anatomy, agg aia! | 
« Entomology, . _“ FF, E. Baumgarten. « Mamendiee crag | ‘Prof. J. T, Hodgen. 
“ Paleontology and Geology, Dr. H. A. Prout. 
“ Ethn or be : : Mr. LN. H Ss. . 

“« Botany, Dr. John Lebrecht, 
“© Monstrosities, “ ‘ M. A. Pallen. 

* Chemical Geology and Malacology, a oe Pollak 

gree G. Shumard, M.D., was elected ‘a Corresponding Mem- 
ber, and Uriel Wright, Esq., Dr. John R. Washington, and Mr. 
Wm. Maffit, were elected Associate Members. 
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Species of Fossil Crinoidea, from the Paleozoic Rocks of the 
Western and Southern portions of the United States,” illustrated 

with Plates. Ordered to be printed in the Transactions. 

Prof. G. C. Swallow stated that, during the last season, he had 
discovered and opened, with the assistance of the people of the | 
neighborhood, several ancient Indian mounds, in the county of = 
New Madrid, in the southeastern part of the State. The mounds 
were situated ina plain or wide basin, (not a river bottom,) 
and their bases rested on a layer of sand five feet below the sur- 
face of the ground ; and old forest trees were growing over them 
as upon the surrounding plain. The largest mound was 900 feet 
in circumference at the base, and 25 feet in height; and there 
were other smaller mounds in the immediate neighihorhoad. Sev- 
eral of them were opened by sections from top to bottom. In | 
mostof them were found various articles of earthen pottery, pipes, 

1 fish, together with small portions of 
human bones, "and some whole teeth. In the upper part of the 
darger t a 1, the plough, in making the excavation, struck the bot- 

] a-baked earthen jar or pot, about ten inches in diameter, 
otiom arai Pia taking it up, the top portion of a hu- 

ck: the convex ied ate Seemed: The mouth of the jar was five 
oe — diameter; bat the piece of skal was sense too rite sg 
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mains, and the depth of alluvial strata which have been deposited 
around their bases since they were constructed. 

Dr. J. B. Johnson observed that savage races were known to 
have used a portion of the skull as a drinking cup; but that bone, 
neither in a fresh state, nor when boiled in water, would bend, or 
yield, to much compression, without fracture. 

Dr. M. A. Pallen remarked bone, in some diseased condi- 
tions, became more or less pliable; but here was no evidence of 
such a condition, He concurred ii 
must ibis = moulded over th 

ransactions. 

a per: read pt Schiel, on Glycerin, and by Dr. 
ius, on Indian Graves, were t publicatic 

Tt was also ordered, that the Paper -yealinadby Pek: A. Litton 
on Belcher’s Artesian Well, be daa in the pce ames ma 

_Dr. ipod ctessnt 
ce 
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I. On some New Spectss of Fosstus from the Cretaceous 

Formation of Nebraska Territory. By Joun Evans, 
M.D., and B. F. Saumarp, M.D. 

ACEPHALA, 

Avicvta Nzsprascana. 

cave, pointed ; anteri rior wing email - umbo convex, not gibbous 

: small, Projecting very slightly ‘above the cardinal edge : sur- 

face marked with radiating, thread-like, simple strie. At four 

lines 5 the beak, there are about eight of these stria in the 

d by implan oe on = Poona a are about double the 

seidth of the strie, and with very fine longitudi 
lines. With the aid we a is Voy very fine, closely arranged, wa 
lines of growth are perceptible. 

I sigat in the ( Cretaceous Formation, ne near Moreau River, re 

is I 1 (OrsIs. : . sevens ss 

Shell small, ovate, subquadrate, usuall 
ee, eben bebin 
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surface with fine concentric strie of growth, waved and dentate 
posteriorly, where they are crossed by obscure longitudinal ribs. 

Dimensions.—Length, 5} lines; height, 42 lines; thickness, 
nearly 4 lines. 

Locality.—Moreau River. Very abundant. 

CarpiIUM RARUM. 

Shell small, ovate, subquadrate, moderately gibbous, imequiiat- 
eral, substance very ‘thin, length and breadth nearly equal; car- 
dinal edge short, somewhat sharp; beaks projecting above the 
cardinal margin, nearly -ogtral rather blunt, incurved ; umbo ob- 
pig somewhat gibbous, subangulated behind; posterior slope 
fi and abruptly to the ene margin; buccal ’palleal margins 
rou ae anal margin obliqu rH subtruncate ; crm ote 
pager ed with ti fine, nape nee: concentri shee 

Shem re : e, 

 rrerct surface, and the extreme thinness of the Viives The 
a te ribs on the posterior side are also nearly obsolete, 

and the more prominent. 
— length, 42 lines; width, 4 lines; os apd lines. 
Localities.—It is associated with Limopsis strato 

“Moreau and Grand Rivers. 

te baie -Anoa SULCATINA. 
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bous, produced and abruptly attenuated pcnivrionlay - extremity 
truncate; umbones prominent, incurved, that right.valve 
situated in advance of the other; surface polished, (ae marked 
with numerous, closely arranged, fibrous, concentric striz, a 

: poner 44 lines; height, 33 lines; ‘thickness, 22 lines. . 
'  _Locality.—In the septaria of the Cretaceous Formation, of Sage | 

Creek, Nebraska Territory. 

Myritvus Merxit. 

Shell ovate, subquadrate, transverse, height equal to via walk 
the length cardinal margin slightly arcuate ; umbones v 
lique, convex ; heaks situated near the posterior extremity; Rite 
ed, rather obtuse, rioderatély prominent; buccal margin short, 
strongly rounded; anal margin expanded and regularly “rounded 5 
ferior margin nearly straight; surface with obscure concentri¢ 

fold most pees posteriorly; test very thin. .. 
largest specimen, 94 lines; height, 5 fined thick- = | 

madly diathighislied from M. Galpinianus (Evans & Shu=- 
_ mard) by its smaller size, the greater gibbosity of the beaks, and 

its subquadrate form. It can scarcely be confounded with J 
__attenuatus (Meck & Hayden), which is a much more slender — 

y—Moreau River. 

e Osenza 5 SUBTRIGONALIS. 
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are about twelve on the second volution, spaces distinctly impres- 
sed ; lines and spaces crossed by fine strie and moderate ely dis- 
— _—— lip rather strongly arched, and deeply emarginate 

Leagi 6 or7 lines; width, 24 lines; length of aperture, 3. 

Locality.— Moreau and Grand Rivers. _ 

Fusvs Haypensr. 

_ Shell large, elongate-fusiform, spiral angle about 26°; yolutions 
about seven, convex; body volution occupying two-thirds the en- 
tire length; surface ornamented with numerous revolving lines, 
which ; are wider than the spaces—t these again afe traversed b iy 

arance ; ‘lip somewhat sinuous ; aperture narrow, 

sae 9. inches; length of body whorl, 1,°, inches; width, 

csc with Cardium he por shi on Moreau Rive 
_ Dedicated to Dr. F ayden, to whom we are fndobied for 
a very perfect specimen ie the species. 

Fusvs Nesrascensis, 

Shell elongate, subfusiform, slender, spire elevated, spiral angle 
18 or 14; = flattened, convex (number unknown); aper- 
3 poy slightly obliq I ang ; Suture distinct, 
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Locality.—Moreau and Grand Rivers. 

Rosre.taria AMERICANA. 

volvin ng strie, of whi ich dors are ib ut vei in the space between 
e two carine; strie below the carine rather sharper than those 

above ; : aperture elongate subtriangular. 
Length of last volution, 63 lines; width, 53 lines (not inclade 
ing the prolongations of the lip, which are broken off) ; length of 
aaa 43 lines. 

Locality.—Moreau and Grand Rivers, 

. CEPHALOPODA.. 
wonrres: Garrrnt. 

2 (nom seinber .unknow wn) slightly em- em- 
rausverse section rate-sutgon uadrate ; -——- with a 
‘narrow keel, on each side of which is a well 

than t e keel: = 



Plate 2 Vol. St Louis. 
vs 

=f Transac. Acad 



‘ 3, Lower valve, with its perforation. 
“« 4, 5,6 & 7. Different stages of growth. 
“ 8. Magnified view of the hinge articulation. 
“ a a eS 
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ie Dieleription of a New Species of i bc ay from 
the Carboniferous pated of St. Louis. By Hie 
A. Prout, M.D. (Plate IT.) : 

FAMILY, PRODUCTID. (Davidson.) 

Genus, Propuctus. (Sowerby. ) 

Group, Semireticulati. (De Koninck.) 

Propvuctus mMarcGinicinctus (nob.) 
som of medium size, subquadrate, slightly transverse in full 
wn specimens, as broad as long in those of middle age. Dor- 

Sa valve vaulted, with the arch sightly isefining cowards the beak. 
ed and flattened near the anterior border; sinuated, sinus shallow. 

and swell in a somewhat alternate manner, in nearly concentric 
rows, into long tubercles, which, at their lower termin 
gin to long and slender spines; this arrangement of the tuber as 
resembles that so beautifully displayed alike on the surface of the 
P. subquadratus and the P. Cancrini ; neck slightly tapering into 

ranular th 
_ obsolete; deltidium none. This valve terminates below ina — 
and prominent oe or ring, separated from reer main _—* 
ere pine inte the conti- 

‘tee The con tie ges are yore toate createed a eb tnatiin. concentric s are not so east 
goer: except on saricaler 
peck, where they are much coarser, Sa gee le 

eek Go phiy chirkees ou thes an! 
: face of the sell. ‘This valve bed hemor? = ee nd 

= 

ons on and — - 
a wrinkled 
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Ventral valve sabquadrate, irregularly concave following the 
concavity of the dorsal valve, anterior border much thickened 

the longitudinal ribs radiate from a perforated point nearly oppo- » 
site the umbo, and are crossed by irregularly branching, coarse, 
concentric ridges, which give to this surface a beautiful reticulate 
aspect; it is further marked by a slight, broad and trian 
relet, slightly depressed in the m iddle by a very daha sinus, 
which is also triangular in form, widening much as it procee 
from the perforated point to the anterior border. This sinus and 
the sa amcecane which occur between the outer borders of the bou- 
relet and inal angles give place to three depressions on — 
this surface of she valve; the bourelet with its middle sinus occu- 
pies nearly the whole of the viseeral disk. Spine holes are found 
here and there in the depressions between the longitudinal ribs and 
the concentric ridges, arranged mony alternately, or quidcuncial- — 
ly, as upon the doveck adie a little beyond the perforated point, 
i 

Z giving rise to two points, which correspond to 
similar points on the hinge line of the dorsal valve. The structurt 

. of the: articulation of the valves, apart from the hinge lines, was 

nsions a gence reting on Pad lng : 

nearly erect. In Fig. 14, fo nop weet erect. = our 

tube for the mes of the pits Sp nF twee 

™ & 

‘ 

the hinge line i is thickened into a small tubercle, bisected by a trie 7 



manner: it is probable that these vessels coalesced and formed a 
lining for the spines, for the better circulation of the water. Their 

arrangement is exhibited in diagrams Nos. 15 and 16. The lower 
surface of the ventral valve d by the same beautifully 

reticulated a as the upper; the whole surface, except 

muscular, impr ere found, unless a semilunar depression 
found on the ventral aspect‘of the dorsal valve, near the umbo, in 

h. 
Comparisons and Differences.—In ge eral form, this. species re- 

sembles somewhat the P. Altonensis of Drs. Norwood and Prat- 
ten, but, independently of its belonging to a different group, (the 
semireticulati,) it possesses the marginal ring and other charac- 

cies except the P. marginalis of De Koninck, from which it is 

separated by its well marked sinus, the saliency of its ribs on the 

several other minor distinctions, which show that, though allied to 

the marginalis in its cingulum, it differs more than specifically in 

many other important points. . 
This shell resembles in some respects the P. splendens of Nor- 

wood & Pratten, but differs in being less transverse, in the short- 

ness and evenness of its ‘hinge line, in the absence of the two 

tubes on the auricular expansions, the greater distinctness of the 

concentric furrows on the visceral disk, the less pr d depth 
of the dorsal sinus, and the'distinct terminal ring at the base-of the 

dorsal valve. The ventral valve of the P. splendens has a cingus 
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pron re to that of alcohol; but neither the com position, the che- 

cal behavior, nor the physical properties of it, speak in favor of 

9 view, which still seems to be adhered to by some chemists. 

In the June number, 1842, of «The Annals of Liebig & Woh- 

ler,” I published a paper, in which I showed that the substances 

shiek might be called by the generic name “Alcohols,” formed a - 

regularly 23h: series; so that if by R we designate the hy- 

dro-carbon (C, H,), we have 

Boiling point, C. 

R, HO+HO peciyie alcohol, 60. 
R, HO+HO Vini 78.4=—60+18 | 
R, HO,+HO Glyceti 
R, HO- - “HO dae Gekwewn: 

R, HO+HO pare ore 132—60+4+18 

- 

Pe 
. 
ag 

ial 

-R,, HO+HO Hydrated oxyde of ethyl 

— 

oe : series as not batter to the a : 
ee longs het 25 alcohol. members of the above 8 
then un mag omer mark eas c T iscov 



SCHIEL—-GLYCERIN.  & 

for two days: during the first day, the glycerin was not heated 
above 100° C; the second, it was kept at a temperature of not 
above 140° C, 

The water collected in the receiver weap about one-fifth of the 
the re ntity of glycerin used, and possesse its odor and taste ; 
the remaining glycerin, which possessed a strong odor, the 
8 595 it was a thick, sha hily yellow SyTUDS | a aprons BF of 

Gen 
an fe ee 

ee ni 

Oxyge: neers 

5000! 

The composition of glycerin was found by Pelouze— 

ee ara rrr ee A 
PE PIVGTOPON coc cenee coceerss OO 
Onygei s,s ee eee. O21 

100. 

According to these rtumbers, the analyzed glycerin had the nor- 
mal composition, and if its strong odor belongs to a foreign sub- 
stance contained in it, the latter is net present in such a quantity 
as to perceptibly influence the result of the analysis 

The affinity of glycerin for oxygen seems to be very indifferent; ; 
a portion of half a gramme was exposed to the action of oxygen 
in the accompanying little apparatus for three weeks, and not. 

i hth of a cubic centimetre absorbed, although it was 

h ends, bl blown up into two bulbs and her 
bulbs. The shape of the 
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in the water. If this water be again used in the saponification of 

a new portion of fat, the solution becomes more concentrated, so 

thas. y the evaporation of 100 buckets of such water, we wou 
obtain from 12 to 14 gallons of impure a glycerin; 
it will re to evaporate these 100 buckets 15 bushels of coal. — 

Inthe watery solution of glycerin, there is contained much - 
caustic lime, which remains in the concentrated article. It has 
been proposed by some French chemists, to remove this by the 
aid of sulphuric acid; but no glycerin treated Re) this very defec- 
tive and tedious method is. entirely free from _ 

The following method will be found to be by far more simple and 
more effective:—Into the somewhat concentrated solution of gly- 
cerin, throw pieces of carb. ammonia sufficient to thrown down 
as a carbonate all the caustic lime, stirring constantly while the 
vy Soe proceeds; keep the solution boiling at a temperature 
of between 140° to 150° C; this is effected by adding a little wa- 
ter when n the walation becomes so concentrated as to raise the boil- 
ing point higher;. in the course of an hour or two, all the the caus- 
tic ammonia, as well as the excess of carbonate added, passes off. 

The method of clarification discovered by Wilson consists m 
ating, “gece gee by the application of over- : 

He so obtained, is entirel 
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‘a fixed numeric law, 4 so arranged as to pisael oceupy all the 

positions aaa MEN Mthe ambit and but once within the set; 

Eig viz, a the sense > of the oe cova fibre or split) takes 
place, is a cycle. 

n a bird's-eye view, the ambit-is by the leaves di ivided into as 
many interstices as there are leaves toa cycle. Then umber of 
leaves, or interstices, in a given cycle, is called the ‘ ‘eylar nume= 
ber” thereof, 
The Se either occur, as they most frequents do, in divi 

file succession, after a certain law of alternation hak, 
cle (e. g., of 8 Lasek ope ta 8 different positions), of owes 
when continued after the same plan, the 9th is found superincum- 
bent or correspondent to the rs cones umed one; or, a number of 
leaves are placed at equal heights, paiosing like the spokes of a 
wheel, gary disposition is called a whorl or vertical, and either 
com cycle, or, as is mostly the stil number “of alternate 

whorls are sequtred before the subsequent one becomes duly su- 
perincumbent above the first assumed one. 

In each of these chses, the number in question—whether of 
singly disposed leaves to a cycle, or the oe of leaves compos- 
ing a whorl, or rai whorls completing a sane: gp nd) cycle—is al- 
ways, with few exceptions, one of these, and no others: 1, 2, 3, 
5, 8,13, as 31, 55, 89, 144, 933, 377, etc. A series evolved 
by a le of siding te oie numbers on hand, 
org tis hs 1, a Fa y Aa Les Gi3\at, (513) 
==8, Sada id, © te.; and ote ake jivergence, or of 

7 raphic) interstices Contin in 
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from any leaf to the proximate one in Miieee (or along the stalk). 
_ We here only purport to treat’ of the v vastly prevailing, and 
doubtless the fundamental, series and its athe me irrespective 

_of the rare heteronomous exceptions above indica 
No sufficient explanation of either the age or the diver- 

_ gences, as to their origin from organic processes, or their relations 
to organic laws, has hitherto been put forth or established. 

7 "Foliar Parts, 

same order of disposition as. the foliar 
rom rom the axils of which they arise ee 

: e originally predeveloped and concealed i in the 
in ‘ : 
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_ These elements do not actually stand on equal heights, but they 
ascend a very little on the axis, and always are at aeeus eccen- 
tric distances. 

__ In the labiate and personate tubular flowers, aie; sets of 5 are 
fused into a tube or neck, the /imbi or marginal expanses fre- 
quently, by the succession in which their suis are found auc, 
ping in the bud (prefloration), still declare the law of suc 
position, and probably of successive development.. Of chia a “very 
striking example is afforded by the gm of Nierembergia fili- 
caulis (Pole emonio-petuniacee ) of the gardens, where the 5 cor- 
ners of the rotate limbus, by their differenes, and succession ex- 
actly corresponding toa 3 disposition, a the same ive 
development as in the previous exam 
When a number of yn ce cycles ‘(successive disposition ) 

are approximated on a comparatively short axis—as on the pine | 
and pine-apple cones, the areolar impressions of the custard-apple, 

_the tabercles on the body and fruit of Cacti, in ny ae e sun- 
; ee cupules of acorns and t istles—by a we 

, ie bands of p iealial spiral files coils), comprising al demseat 
me prominent, alternating scleip and nied | ee succeed in 

num 

“second in steep ess, aa cm ‘of coils, ‘on; in tite. opposite oui: 
- the third, of 3; the fourth, of 5 coils; ‘the next of 8—each embra- 
a all elem ents, and in ‘the opposite sense eine ee 
_ ones in steepness 

_ Asan example: in the cone of the Norway pie we on a 
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causes which produce that law, by referring it to strictly cer 
ponding (and hence srw the contingent) organological it 
ceptions géMerally. 

The Numeric Series. 

Even the lawof divergence being expressed by the instrumen- 
tality of serial numbers, the series seems to be the first point re- 
quiring investigation and explanation. 
How is it actually organized ? 
In attempting to suit the character of the series to some organo- 

logic {phe eee) process, the idea of considering each 
a member merely as the sum of the two preceding 

less promising, because less in conformity with organic 
law than n idea involving all the previous members in that ulti- 

pe on its own merits, Neing a distinctive and robably the Pegi s 
. cppennlge character ; of the: nga ¢ fe in 



forcement of 5 young ones, making 13 in all. We need not go 
any further. 

It is not so probable that each additional set should push at once, 
but rather that its elements should appear successively, namely, 
after the rates of pre-extant maturities. 
It is known by microscopic observations (Schacht), that in the 
ran rudimentary foliar cell springs from a previous one. 

ew germs are always produced next to the centre of the 
axis ; iy their growth and expansion the older parts remove to- 
wards the widening periphery, and youmpet ones are 
coming up in the centre, as from a fountain of life. 

A young and tender part (a. beth slaraepe a smaller angular space 
allotted to it than more adult ones, bet when itself arrived at a 

of perfection, the angles become mnpeenan® equally divided. 
Hence the. point in question is not so much the degree of diver- 
gence, but the order of alternation, which ultimately produces cer- 
tain effects of angles. 

_ The néxt question is, how will the ae of genealogical origin 
of foliar elements—hence of their numbers—apply to the law of 
alternations? and what of organological import can be elicited 
from the apparent relations between the - process and the 
ineneinehs form? — 
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Again, each iting set diverges in the opposite sense from 
its segreematas 

set, the seit to the second, third to third, and so on. Compare 
the relative iam) of the white five-rayed star orf re Be: 13, 

dotted 
We find ad the pad severally dislodged from their respective 

elders in the direction of the movement of watch-hands, the oldest 
of the young set ais to the oldest of the parental set, as above; 
the second to the second, and so on, correspondingly. 

The white eight-rayed star we find dislodged in the opposite 
Sense, but invariably the eldest next to the eldest. 

This apposition loudly pleads in favor of the idea of parentage. 
To explain why generation should take place, alternately, one side 
and the other, if once commenced laterally, it is plausible enough 
me. next in its turn, some generative power might preponderate 

other half, and it would only require a cause that the e first = 
; plain shoal should take place sideward. We know of no such 

uld always extend on all the members of an 
| ms y of no such communicated necessity beforehand, = 
S18 ar : consequent on the idea of essenti- — 

é alternation, Next, some g 1 be required to- 
* e : : 

ge jog e have ia cers a esha to fe inner of ateralit e idarity as 7a eres ontoe o> iversity aang ie Nor do we, beforehand, know of. any supp “ spiral,” “ lie. 
or “ whorled” agency ;—all which must remain hypothesis 

peat of conclusive, Sapam: until cle; 
roved, or superseded. 



ble to values of m aronaytit there can be little doubt that here, as 

elsewhere, it is prior maturity that cage ceed parturition, 
: is cen 

ries, and that of maturity, explicative of divergence—by their na- 

ture so intimately allied among themselves and pervading each 

other, and both so eminently incorporated with the laws of devel- 

opment, generally, that we can claim these as quite sufficient, and 

very — to explain both the serial and ninteppatinl: law of 

Phyllotax 
Whorls. 

No doubt, the most perfect of verticillate positions of foliar éle- 

ments is found in tubular flowers. Among Monocotyledons we — 

have tubuliflorous forms, as Hemerocallis, Funkia, Amaryllis, 

Iris, Hedychium, Orchids (the tube being here coalesced with the 
it), which, nevertheless, show six elements in a double row—= 

3x2. Still they are fused into one circle, demonstrating that 

such fusion can take place among elements of unequal height on — 

ss) stem, or rather of unequal age and ‘eccentricity within ; 

re ae 
will have to show, whether the leaves of oils riginaly pring 

pss as ene or ype The latter is by far th : 
for the _ numbers ‘embodied 
otherwise be found t 
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last progeny on their own bosom !—which, probably, is the original’ 
process, and is realized by the “opposite” disposition (applied 
face to face—see Bean, in the diagram) of the two solitary ger- 
minal leaves (cotyledons) of Dicotyledonous vegetables. If not, 
fertility was derived from the first cell, and ceases simultaneously. 

Cyclar Numbers. 

The lowest’ occur only in the seeds, namely, 1,2 & 3. Whene 
ever a single leaf appears on the stalk, as in Pontederia and Par- 
nassia, they are not really sole, but there are other foliar organs, + 
of scaly nature, at the base of the stalk, completing a higher 
cycle. 
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a question, to sir during a space of twelve years, we have de- 
voted a chief interest, and for the ultimate results of which, we 
owe much to ibe te anticipating courtesy of European botanists to- 
wards the transatlantic student. Of this series we would give a 
detailed exposition in a later number. The series once > easabliabs 
ed, it was required to find an expression for the rhythmic re-occur- 
age of floral symmerism and eleutheromerism observable, and 

an ae ce (or form) for the recurrences of typical 
Autilia rally. 

In | oaptn our series into such natural divisions as all those, 

oug 
forth by the late Oken, inasmuch as as whorls of 

the antes wer—chalyce (chroa), corolla ( louis), ges or pol- 
ies (pneusis), Spent or seed-vessel (heuresis, acousis), 

and pore (focality, oculition )—seemed to be, preponderatingly, the 
type of the five large subdivisions of Dicotyledone here assumed 
Also, the medullary Cytembryons seem to develop the phases oO 
the seed—fovilla, nucleus, amnios, plumule, and germination; th 
fibrous Monocotyledons, the bud, by scales (pines), bulbs rh te 

palms),—seed, s 

Mp © 

leaves hpoporen tbe and stalks (reeds, 
confirmation of a sor suggestion of his, rei Be he 

rather ‘railed i in realizing; correct hypothesis, a tathinvention," 28 

various suggestions offerin 
Banas divided into five files, ‘which, if 
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Spumariee. Acromycrrrs: Lycoperdee, Phallee, Agaricer, 

Morchelleex, pears aah B¥exéro )-mycetEs: Pezizex, 

a Actidiex. * 

9. Licnens. Sitccm. ENpOPLASTICE. 

igh as eakdclakg arene Graphidine, Verrucariez, Lecidi- 

ne, Pertusarice, Umbili —— Acroticnenes: Parmeline, 
hee yon ce Usneine + Cieenier es Beomy- 

z,* Calyciee, Pavenies Tohiigs Pieto-vecc: s?) 

3. Atem, Froxines. Exsupative. 

Prero(Hypxo-)rnycrz: Chloroccee, Nostochine, Hydrodic- * 
tyonex, Conferver, Diatomee. Acrorpnycex: Vaucherie, Flo- 
ridex, Fucce. Pack alin cinbctata wat Ectocarpew, Coleochxtex, Ba- 
trachospermexe 

4, Muscr. Sponctosz. EmMPHYSEMIZ. 

Mvezroonya*: Senet!) Sphagnew. Acnroprya: Bag 
oidew, nofangesmnanince Licnenosrya: Marchantiee.* 

5. Finices. Context. Froacusz. 

¢ 
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: 4. Gramina 8, CALAMI. 

Pevcocatamt, hypogyn:* Asteliew,* Juncee, coerce 
er,* 

5. Pau m s. ConypHia. ; 

Junocoryeu1a: Aroidee, Pandanee. Acrocoryrnta: ie 
mz. LirrocornypHta:* rin sg Saururus,* Pod 
Najadee, Alismacee, Butomacee, epigyn. Hydrocharides* (con 
junctio cum Nympheaceis Balancphencuntn), | : 

Ill. PLECTOPHYTA s. DICOTYLEDONER, ANTHESTS. 

Textura reticulari. 

1, Curoantuz s. CHanires, 

Proo-cuarires s. Catycanrut, epi-peri-hypogyn: Bric 
cacee, Nelumbiacez, Cabombex,* Myristicacee, rsp ee, Mag- 
nolicee, igyn.,* Calycanthee, epigyn. * Eapomatiewy* 
Serpentarie, of ( conjunctio cum Passifloreis apetalis), Il gera, 

s. seats Srates & Cisst, igyn: Moni Paar in 
hipseyn. Laurine, nispermum,* Schizandracee, Berberi- 
dex, bap rape = (Helleborus),* Sarraceniex,* Nepenthes,* 
ees mo ate Droseracee,* Parnassia,* Resedex, Oxalidex,* Vio- 

Aralia cem, Umbelliferce Scandix, 
fais Se teodson eign, Arai Tropeolacese* cameo niches 

ntho et —— Amsro-cnanires s. Siniqvosz, hypogyn: 
Balsaminee,* Fumariaceez, Papaveracee, Pesicemter, appari- — 
dem," epigyn., (Bartonia ) Loasacew.* | 2 



bag 

$s Cytin = Orobanc er, Shins cee 
» (Tozzia,* ss Gratioleze oes Asians) Anil 

Cc elliacex,* y 

_ Cuanrrorsox Ss. ‘Swa: 
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. in Cytem bryo-or Spore-@ of Gyptogamae 

aOR I —— 

male w fernate 
Spore of Seirinia 

‘eye and plamula 

f of 
if 

Finis Gone: Zea, Mais. 

wo 

Stubble of a beet a. a nat. 

i) or pollen — 
Grain of Sonchus palustris (Decotyledoneae) 

343 D: isposition. 
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5. AMYGDALANTHZE s. RHopA. 

Myrasinornopa:* Vochysiacexr,* Polyg tlon;* Simarubez, 
Ochnaceze,* Connarace e, Cesnpinien Leogjnnctio Gymnocladii 
cum Ribe). hoseaiennc Sophore mos (reflectiocum Me- 
proeere _Pyoornopa: Leguninose pie nn Trifolii cum 

, Amygdalifere (Prunus,* Spirxa) Ro- 
sex, ;Powee. 

-Amicissimis viennensibus amicis inscripsit — 
Avcror. 

V. Mastodon Remains, in the State of Missouri, together 
with Evidences of the existence of Man contemparane- 
ously with the Mastodon. By Dr. Augert C. Kocn. 

It will eee a be recollected that, some twenty years ago, I 
commenced ma somewhat extensive researches and excava- 

tions for Sua remains, in the State of — and con- 

tinued them until, at one time, I was in possession of more than 

eeth of 3 
seventy-three inferior maxillas, and nearly as large a — of 
superior maxillas, with portions, greater or less, of the skull at- 
tached to them; five skulls; a large collection of tusks of all sizes; 

numerous bones of the extremities and other parts of the body, 
~and the nearly complete rer Genres by me under the name 
of the «“Missourium,” same which i is now in the British 

=e This collection sontaate >d parts of animals of —_ 
26 ages, from the yoyng suckling to the oldest patriarch, 1 : 
molars were worn down to a level with the gums. By ‘mea = 

ion, (what had been my principal design in mi 
Oo; ists. were dheortagsn to throw - Tight | 
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lish language, and is, perhaps, little known in America, I hope it 
will not be altogether unwelcome, if I lay before the Academy a 
repetition i some of the facts which were stated in that work, 

urnish some very striking evidences of ibis existence 
of Man, on iis continent, in the age of the living Mastodon. I 
do this the more readily, for the reason that some account of ‘this 
discovery was published, pci" ter at the time, in the Phila- 
delphia “Presbyterian” newspaper, ein which it was copied a 
the Amer. Jour. of Belasth (vol. xxxvi. p. 199), with some e )s 

_ pressions of regret by the editor, that facts, so highly interest cng a 1 | ae im ees should be left to rest on anonymous auth 

nT will stat state then, that, in the year 1839, I peat dan ee dis- 
interred, in Guscinade county, Missouri, ‘(La t. 38° 20’ N.) ata 

, in the bottom of the Bourbeuse River, whic big: was a 

ale welt preserved to enable me to decide, positively, 

_ circumstances were connected with this discovery. 
"portion of these bones. 

te D odie aod, ‘hat the fire had not bee an neds 0 
tal one, but, on the contrary, that it had been kindled by human 

, and, according to all appearance, with the eee of k 
ature, which had been found mired 

; conditic 
2 I found as well*those pa 

ntouched by the fire, fem sees ' 
ss injured by it, or in part consu I found 
ind legs of the animal in a erpenlion ir posi 

the toes attached to oa Eh in just th 
they were, at_ the moment when life 

erat watficis > 
at ‘they Bélonged to Mastodon giganteus. Some remarkable 

eater 
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» have been most a around the head of the animal. Some 
small remains of the head were left oa biagge but enough to 
show that the belonged to the Mastod There were, also, 

found mi with these ashes and bone oe partly protruding 
out of them, a large number of (ies Sikes of rock, which had 
evidently been carried thither from the shore of the Bourbeuse 
river, to be hurled at the animal by his vies it divas for the above- 
mentioned layer of clay was entirely ee even the smallest 

layer of ashes, etc., varied, in thickness, from two to six inches; 
from which it may be inferred that the fire had been kept uP. for» 
some length of time. It seemed that the burning. of the 

- and the hurling of rocks at it, had not satisfied its desteoyers for 
I found, also, among the ashes, bones, and rocks, several a 

, a stone spear-head, gate some = ee bah which were <6 
oe out in the presence of a number nesses, coneees of 

ple of the sok birknod: ak | by the novelty of the 
sola sam This layer of ashes, etc., was cov te by strata of 
alluvial deposits, consisting of clay, sand, and soil, from eight to 
nine feet thick, forming the bottom of the "Bourbeuse, in general; 

_and on the surface, near the centre of the spot on which the ani- 
mal had perished, was situated the spring, the water of which was 

____used for domestic purposes; and it was in digging to clear out 
' the spring, that the existence of bones there had been first dis- 

eee covered by the owner of the land. 
-—-It_ was about one vical after this excavation, er I found, at 

- another place, in Benton ounty, Missouri, in the “bottom” of the 
de Terre river, shies ten miles abo 

| stone arrow-heads mingled 
entire skeleton mentioned 
discove! ; 

eS 



nigh siages of wa 
_ If we consider ol manner in which these rivér bottoms have — 

been formed, as it has been admirably illustrated by Prof. Swal- — 
low, (Rep. of Geol. Sur. Missouri, ) the layers of pe ace, mould 
appearing to have been formed at thé bottom of lakes, or in — 
swampy depressions, left filled with water on the retiring of the. 
greater overflows, or on a change of the bed of the river, at ¢ lise 
tant periods of time, and that, in these lakes aud depressions, @ 

' deposit, at first, of clayey sediment, and then, of decaying vege- — 

table matters, gradually accumulates to a aie depth, be- _ 
fore another overflow covers the whole, again, with a layer of 
‘sand and gravel, it would seem pucemenly to o be inferred, that 

_ this ch a lake, or swamp, an 
hi aesed. was slowly covered over 

in in course er te the gradnal formation of the rogernbig layer; @ 

another and older position to be re-deporited u 
— than ae in which the Masto 

Oe nS er ee glia ea 

eer er et 

on lived. 

¢ Your Bess ay the Ruins ge vi , 
} cue G. Sevrrarti. chee, IV.) 

Tit of f calling attention to a burnt brick 
h, me property ra a Soe of St. Louis, perhaps 

Ty cu r . 



Chunsae dead $i ctw vor, Burnt brick from Nineveh,at St Louis. 
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chian, alphabet for their basis.* For, all those groups of wedges 
originate from combinations of different wedges; and by bring- 
ing them, particularly the 36 Persian groups, into a row or file, 
according to the law of combinat ien, it appears that these letters 
then follow, the one after the other, like the letters of our alpha- 
bet: a,b,c,and seen. Thus, the 36 cuneiform groups of the 

kage? correspond with the 36 letters of the modern Persians, 
Tho groups of the Median system express the same — t= 
ters, cance with different vowels,as Westergoord confirmed, 
four years after the publication of my ‘ Alphabeta Cocaiin. 4 
The Assyrian groups, of which 400 are already known, signify, 
partly, those 36 single letters; partly, the same combined with 
vowels, and, partly, the same joined to different consonants; as it 
was first shown in my “ Alphabeta ean pee and co onfirmed, 

y 

is @ ony 00r one. Nobcthoanate, it has been 
considered as the first key to this immense new literature. Raw- 
linson, in the midst of Assyrian antiquities, has adopted, enlarged, 
and, without doubt, corrected it; his book, however, with his “Ale 

has made its way from old Nineveh to St. Louis, through the in- 

strumentality of Mr. Marsh, an American Missionary, at Mosul, 
The cuneiform groups of the brick read as follows: 

1: Hawro—Muzdasa 
Il: pabou paopala 

Ill: hosdho(?) — 
IV: pabou paop 
V: horuz ae dah as 
VI: Koshaulsa hbuna mete 

VIL: Dhathabosh. 

That is: « Xerces, th son of Darius (sat Piterpes 51S B. 
C.), the Lord of the eirth; the master of the earth, has given bm 
oa in question) to Hormuzd (the Persian name of God), 
— 8 haps _ — to ihe aoe @) aes — 
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time of Xerxes (d. 463 B.C.) ; and thus it is demonstrated, that 
the ruins of Nineveh, where the brick was dug up, or at least 

some parts of those ruins, are indeed 160 years posterior to the 
year 626 B. C., to which Layard has referred them, This fact 
was first prov ran tian inscription, containing the name 

the pala m 
(38 B. C.), Nebuchadnezzar overcame Hophra; and so, he 
brought those Egyptian antiquities to he palaces at Nisewi 
This faci has been explained more £70 eee in the German 
translation heone* Ninexeh, Leip. 1855. 

iy, Dock Ghent | pak ns en opened, and their 
off, or destroyed, without throwing any light. 

When I happened, therefore, i 



woods. nd was covered with many flat graves, ee 
zable sieevally “8 the prominency of one or more vertical st 
forming the walls of the grave. All the graves were aaa te 

Grave No. 1, had its direction from east to west, and measured 
about 5 feet in ‘length, from 1 to 13 feet in width, and about 15 
inches i in depth. This space eo —— with flat limestones, 

of human sedate amongst sthies, a pen ofa Soyer jaw er 
ing to a child about six years of a The skull bones with some 
fragments of acid were lying wena; the rest of the bones 
towards the west. 

- The second sree which I opened there, a few steps only from 
the first, 

ave No. 2, was constructed int the same way, but measured 
| 98 inches in length, 12 to 14 inches in width, and about 1 foot 
n depth. This grave, also, seemed to have been disturbed. I 

eg in it only fragmentary bones of the extremities and a piece 
of the skull, all ee to a very young child. 

existed here, but in the loose pine ic ee 
size were promiscuously thrown together: some Leper of flint 

. found with them. As I could not aa 
place was very narrow and dark, I le 
ound on the bluffs, where, on 
‘stone-built graves were again 
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ed instruments prepared from birds’ wings, and used probably as” 
awils. 

Graves Nos. 4, 5, and 6, which I opened in the same looalia 

na nor weapon s. 
e fourth burying-place I explored was about three miles — 

co. of Prairie du Rocher, ona slight elevation, belonging to 
the farm of Mr. Fisher. As the land i is in cultivation, most of the 
graves have been destroyed. Their construction was the usual — 
one. In one of them, which I opened here, 

Grave No. 7, the direction was from N.W. to S.E., the head ; 
lying N. W., the feet S.E. The length of this grave was 6 feet 
8 inches; the width at the foot, 14 inches; at the head, 11 inches; — 
the depth, 19 inches. After having removed the horizontal top- 

(Brevis person, 
Fe see I went east to a neighboring hill, where I re 

hi vi (i angulatus ), pare are "foul 
of the Missis- 

AY 

ef a siadetieeions farmer, ge had : 5 oe of one of t 
graves, ‘These aap sie are made of eae with broken 

skilfully works ed. | Besides the vessel vessel and the shells, 
‘tis grave some p pieces of flint, and an instr 

j-needle, — of animal: bone. — 
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formed a necklace. “They were made from the joints of Unio 
shells, were perforated in the middle, and strung together by 
sinews, fragments of which I found still in them. 

After having gone through these specialities, allow me now to 
give a short resumé of my observations, to draw some — 
conclusions from — and to venture an opinion respecting the 
origin of these gra 

1. The general conaictieica of these graves is coffin-like, their 
side walls, top,and bottom, being formed by flat limestones, joi: 
together without cement. The size of the graves was adapted to 
that of the persons to be buried in them. We find them, there- 

100 graves in sifferent prosoarat 
3. Children seem to have been buried i in separate ground. 
8 All the eosreme wi are situated on some elevation, slight 

as it may be. The bluffs, forming there a continuous chain of 
litle cones, were, therefore, preferred for that purpose. 

5. In the graves, that have been the least disturbed, the skelas 
ton is found stretched out at its natural length, and lying on the 
back. Being aware of the customary sitting re in I 
graves, I was anxious to ascertain this ss but, having found 
the bodies constantly in the same position, I entertain no doubt of 
the correctness of my present statement. The ornaments and in- 
struments are generally found on both sides of the head; ‘some- 
ee min . 
6. The only weap _ graves are ae ints, 
— de of eabinatis of, at i + 
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larity consists; chiefly, in the greater projection of the occiput to 
one side than the other, showing sometimes a surprising degree 
of deformity. The skulls of the American fami y, on the contra- 
ry, are more elongated ; there is little expansion at the sides, but 
a characteristic narrowness, and elongation, from the face to th 
occiput, inclusive ; they possess more symmetry, besides, than is 
usual in the skulls of the other family. 

Now, two of the skulls, which I recovered from these graves, 
belong, undoubtedly, to the American family, and the rest to the 
Toltecan family. The elongated (American) skulls were found 
in a burying-ground on the bluffs, in graves Nos. 3 and 5, amidst _ 

and were buried here, together. In the same way we find, in 
Mexico and South America, skulls of the ancient and modern Pe- 

11. How far back we have to go for the existence of the peo- 
ple, who built these graves, is difficult to decide. All we know 
about the stay of the Toltecans in the present United States is, 

for instance, the Kaskaskias; are the authors of these graves; but no modern Indians, within my knowledge, bury their dead bodies in this manner ; and even the oldest inhabitants of that part of Illinois, who have lived there both with the Indian and the buf- falo, do not recollect any such custom among these Indians in burying their dead. It seems, therefore, more rational to sup- pose, that these graves were b i which disa be ‘ 

along and aside of the bluffs. I am credibly informed, too, t they exist in many parts of Indiana and of Ohio, and along near- iy “8 ea tgs Valley. If these accounts should ue correct, these stone graves i coincide ; the range of Indian ath = eee! 
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VII. Description of new Fossm CrrnomEa poe the Pa- 
rma Rocks of the Western and Southern portions . 

United States. By B. F. Suumarp, M.D. 

Genus Dicnocrinus. 

e formula of the genus Dichocrinus of —- as given 
by D De Koninck and . Hon,* is as follows? 

Basal pieces 
Radial ‘“ ‘? of feicon) one is large xs. 
7 Riga cunknow 

« 1 known, rae large, reposing on the aie 
pyar 10. 

The anatomical structure of a very perfect specimen of this ge- 
mus, — we are about to describe, corresponds only in part 
—— above formula. In ou our fossil we find « base of two pie- 

ing a tircle of five large radials, and one large anal 
piece, a a in all the known species of the genus. The radials, 

, are not repeated, but each one iennaodinily gives rise 
to -_ naridietehe pieces, which are pentagonal, and in tarn sup- 

le arms 

most perfect example of the genus, represent 
the number of radial pieces to be twenty, i.e. five repeated four 
times. 
In Dichocrinus ovatus, described by Dr. Owen-end the author 
of this paper, there appear to be but ten, i. e., five repeated 
twice;+ while in D. cornigerus and D. sex-lobatus, now described 
for the first time, the whole number of radials is only five 
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ited by Prof. Swallow in his Report of the Geol. Surv. of Mis 
souri. 

Dicuoerinus cornicervus. ( Shum.) 
Fr.” FQ. 1, G, 0, °t, a, 

For this interesting species of Dichocrinus I am indebted to 
my friend, Mr. Henry Pratten, of the Illinois. Geol. Survey, who 
informs me, that it was ébinined from the ag ee ne 
at Buzzard Roost, Franklin County, Alabama. Ins espects, - 
it is the most perfect specimen of the genus faerie. dcschall 
as it shows very satisfactorily, not only the lower yea ig the body, 
but also the vault entire and the first joints of the a 

Description.—The general form of the body is sb obliquely 
flattened < on es anal pes and the pieces of which it is composed — 
are thicker t in t of its congeners. The calyz has the 
form of an cnciad, Soir cone; its plates mosermes con- 
vex, and their surfaces smooth, The base consists of two pentag- 
onal pieces, precisely alike, and these unite in the nade line of 

e body by a straight suture to form a shallow cup, which is 
transversely elongated, and occupies about one-third the height of 

e calyx. The under surface presents a large, shallow, but well — 
defined depression of an elliptical shape, in the centre of whic 
isa wry small circular mee for articulating with the last joint of — 
the column. superior border is octagonal, with six angles — 
salient, and two eiveating: the latter being situated on the sides 
which correspond to the long diameter of the base; one of them 
receiving the inferior angle of the large anal piece, and the othe 
that of the opposite radial. 

The radial pieces, five in number, are large, about as wil as 
high, and expand slightly in width from below upwards; four 
are nearly of the same form, and rest by st raight edges on the 
base; the fifth is larger than the others, and nate below 12 
” obtuse pale: the apex of which corresponds to one extremit} 

e basal suture. The superior edge of each piece is excava- 
=i about fwro-thirds its width, and here presents a double articulat 
facet, on which repose two brachial pieces. All the radials — 
very. ie ae from below upwa a ant unite with the 
ae is Pate marked sutures. : 

are small, heer or heptagonal, and 
a gt ieedtee heir number varies from four to five, and they, 
rest by their aa angles on the oblique, superior, lateral edges 

ae 

The brachial are itre very shorts and 
small. Each radial plate cal 3 he that there are 
ten brachials in a single series, and, being axillary pieces, they Support twenty very slender, simple arms, of which only one oF 
two of the first joints are preserved in. the ser figured. 
pon are very small, Bp ye eyo em ees articular faces are 



The anal pieces consist of one large octagonal, and a great 
many small polygonal plates. The first, which is the largest piece 
in the boJy, is higher than wide, rests directly on the base, and 
extends above the summits of the radial plates. The lateral bor- 
ders are nearly parallel, and the superior edges bear five small 
plates, ne mae rere ranges of nine or ten plates, —- 

m and s = of these pieces are smooth, 
a or meer ‘slightlf-< conve 

vault is composed ork a ‘great many polygonal pieces, which 
are vb variable in size: some of them are flat, or slightly con- 
vex, some are very convex, and others are Sickel into promi- 
nent spines. The principal oe is wedge-shaped, and ae 
on one side directly above the anal opening from which it 

y three o 

‘lyx, and much flattened on the anal side. It is divided ito six 
longitndinal lobes, five of which stand directly over the radial pie~ 
ces, and the sixth over the large anal piece. The former are 
quite neem and are separated from each other by deep, lon- 
gitudinal furrows; but the anal lobe is slightly prominent, and the 
furrows on either side very shallow. 

The cis is lateral, and situated on the anal side; but, ce 
fortunately, the specimen is fractured at this part, sot that its 
tion is merely indicated by an aperture, surrounded by many hints 
— plates. 
Arms.—The number of arms, as above stated, is twenty, but 

only one or two of the first joints are preserved i imen. 

times the width of the first arm joints, excepting that on the anal 
side, which has a width equal to about six of these joints. = 
Column.—A single plate of the column still adhe: 

ed, and this not perfect. It i 
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circular, or very slightly elliptical, facet, striated in radii for ar 
ticulating with the column. This perforation is very minute ; its 
orm unkfiown. 
The radial pieces are thick, and about one-fourth wider than 

long. Their lateral margins diverge slightly from below upwards; 
- the superior edges are deeply excavated about two-thirds the 
width of the pieces, to accommodate the two first brachials, and 
on either side of the excavations is a short, oblique, straight edge, 

The inferradial preces, four in number, alternate with the rae 
dials. They are small, a little elongated, hexagonal (?) and very 
slightly concave. 

The brachial pieces are so badly weathered that their charac. 
ters are not to be made out. We only see plainly that there are 

e anal plate, which rests on the base, is tumid above, elon- 

mensions.—Height of calyx, 44 lines; greatest width of 
same, 6 lines; height of base, 14 lines; its great diameter, 43 
— oe a diameter, 33 lines; height of radial pieces, 3 lines; 
width, 
width, about 3 lines 

ocatity.— We possess but a single specimen | 
the Species, the petrifying material of which is silex. It was tained from the Archimedes Limestone, at Russellville, Kentueky, Where it was found associated with Pentremites florealis. an other f : characteristic of that formation. 

-Dicuocrtnus stuprex. ( Shum.) 3 
oe PIT. Fig. 2, a, b. : ae 

The calyz of this little Dichocrinus is bead-shaped, or cylindri- co-elliptical, its leneth and b ) at the pit rather thin and onesth (? :<treeieenainc medascet = 
kiiots sergery —— and forms about two-thirds the sai 

oF RO Calye. € pieces of which it is composed @f@ 
mech thicker below than above. The facet for articulating with the last joint of the column is small, circular, and lies in a deeP 
cavity which is a little wider than the facet. , <e 
” ‘The radial pieces ate higher than wide, evenly convex, @ 

2 
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widest inferiorly. Four of them are quadrangular, their inferior 
edges rounded, and one is pentagonal and wider than the other 
pieces. In fact, all the radial pieces differ from each other, more 

less, in width. 
The anal piece resting on the base is all that is known. co ane 

Pope nearly the same form and dimensions as the pauing 
piece 

The column, arms, and vaulf, are unknown. 
mensions. —Height of calyx, 44 lines; height of base, 2 lines; 

diameter of same, 4 lines; width of anal piece at lines; 
do. at top, 14 lines. 

For the fine —— this species, from which she Shades: de- 
scription has been drawn, I am indebted to my friend, Prof. L. 
P. Yandell, of Louisville, Kentucky, whose extensive callectioti of 

at sms Na “904 Clarke County, Indiana, where they are asso- 
ciated with Pentremites florealis, P. laterniformis, and Actinocri- 
nus (Batocrinus) icosidactylu 
The calyx entire is very rarely found, as the plates separate 

very readily, at the sutures, but single plates are —_ common. 
I have, also, found the basal plates of this —o t St. Mary's 
Landing, Ste. Genevieve County, Misso 

AcTINOCRINUS MULTIRADIATUS. Mee: ) 
Plt. Fig. 5. 

The ose Bi of this fine species is of medium size, and: its general 

Sadoet eel. <nth: se ae phe tia the he ee The 

pater ae esas more — their warfare: a creel 
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edges of the hexagonal pieces are slightly rounded; the heptago- 
nal pieces obtusely angulated. The radials are hexagonal, 
and about one-third the size of the Ist radials. The 3d radials 
are small, short, heptagonal, and, being axillary pieces, support 
two brachials which are short and hexagonal, 

The interradial pieces amonnt to three between each of the ra- 
dial rows. The first is hexagonal, and its size about the same as 
the 2d radial pieces. It supports two smaller pieces, also appa- 
rently hexagonal. 

Anal pieces.—The first is large, hexagonal, a little elongated, 
and reposes upon the base. This supports on its upper 
two small hexagonal pieces, one of which is larger than the other. 
The form of the succeeding anal pieces can not be determined. 

The vault, compared with the calyx, is very low. It is convex, 
and composed of a number of polygonal plates, often marked with 
smali tubercles, or short ridges. 

€ proboscis is elongated, situated nearest the anal side, and 
tapers gradually as it leaves the vault. A fragment, about a third 
of an inch in length, is all that is preserved in the specimen. 

commencement of the arms is exhibited. 

transverse diameter at base of free arms, about 10 lines; length 
of calyx below arms, 63 lines; height of base, 13 lines; diameter 
of same, 5 lines, 

ce This species is nearly related to Actinocrinus concinnus (nobis), 
but may be distinguished by its smaller size, the greater height of - 
the , and its more elongated calyx. 

_ Locality and formation.—I found this handsome species of Ac- tinocrinus near the base of the Archimedes Limestone (Mountam 
pieetons), in the quarries of the Mississippi bluffs, at Quincy, 

ted. : . a The ca yx is short, a conical, and occupies about ones 

e base is very iow, wider beneath than above, and its i € 
nal cavity quite shallow. The inferior border is emarginate at 
the sutures, which divide it into three well-defined, broad lobes 
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which wrt marked on the middle of the under surface — a shale 
low groove, forming an interrupted circle around the The 
articular surface for the column is round, crenulated. at er mar 
gin, and occupies ebout one-half the wi idth of the base. The su- 
perior edge is nine-angled, six of the angles being salient, the 
others retreating. 

The Ist radial pieces are oe ew width double the 
height; three are hexagonal and two heptagonal, the inferior 
edges of the former slightly inked, in latter ‘celenies angulated. 
he superior edges of all of them are slightly concave, — er 

upper oblique edges rather short. The surface of each 
furnished with a prominent transverse curved ridge, the onal 

are re about one-fourth the size of the ome en 

rt on thei ser a - es two short wi 
chial pieces. seaies are pentagonal a and hexagons; vary much in 
their proportions, and the superior ones, being axillary pieces, a 

subject to icvégtdasieys as in the specimen aueue by the fig- 
ures 46andc. In this, we find one of the 3d radials supporting 
only a single brachial piece of the Ist order, instead of a double 
pair, as in the others, which piece is axillary, and bears on its up- 
per edge a double row of brachials of the 2d order. A similar 
—— occurs, also, in one of the brachial sone of i 2d 

Tr, in the same specimen, 
re oeae see “eee every two wedinl rows, we have 
three, and sometimes four, interradials, of which the p | 

ts § s superior ape Tests ¢ a feaighly apie 
er r side of sia ygonal 
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to an inch and a half long. Ihave in my collection a proboscis, 
. apparently belonging to this species, which bifurcates near its 

middle, and presents somewhat the form of the letter Y, the prongs 
being about half an inch long. 

The arms come off, at nearly right angles to the axis of the 
body, in groups of four, and sometimes five, separated by distinct 
intervals. The commencement of 21 arms is to be seen on one 
of the specimens figured, and 22 on the other. 4 

The column is unknown. 
Dimensions.—Height of body, including proboscis, 22 inches; 

do. of calyx, 4 inch; do. of base, 1 line; diameter of base, 6 lines; 
height of Ist radials, 2 lines; width, 34 lines. 

This fine species was figured, in 1847, by Prof. L. P. Yandell 
and the author of this paper, in a small pamphlet, entitled «Con- 

en. “ formation and lécalities.—It occurs at Button Mould Knob, 7 
miles south of Louisville, Kentucky, near the base of the Carbo- niferous System, in blue and yellow marly clay, associated with 
Productus punctatus, Chonetes Shumardiana, Orthis Michelini, 

ISSYt cynodon. ‘T have, ae found silicified specimens of this species, occupying the same_ geological position, at White's Creek Springs, a few miles from Nashville, Tennessee, : a The species is named in compliment to my friend, Prof. L. 
Yandell, of Louisville, Kentucky, whose valuable cabinet is F in beautiful examples of it, ae 

Homocaines ronypacryxvs, ( Shum.) 
PILI. Fig. 6, a, b. A Syn., Orarmocnistres. Christy’s “ Letters on Geology,” Pl. I, No. 7, & Pl.3, No. te 

he summit of this species is conical, the plates moderately 
- The base isa little cup, composed of lice esialt ntagonal pie+ 
. ces, a little higher than wide. narrow, dnieaei aa suf rounds the exterior border of each plate, within which the surfacé 

1s tumid, so that the base, when viewed from below, pane _ distinct pentalobate outline. The articular facet for the columl’  {Pentagonal, and its diameter equal to about three-fourths the - Reight of the base, ae “eg 



The sub-radial pieces are somewhat regularly — 
little higher than wide, ion laie than the basal pieces, tumid, 
marked above, on either side, by a broad, obscure ridge, hick 
crosses the sutures to unite with similar ones on the lower part of 
the radial plates. 
The radial plates alternate with the last, and amount to 5 sat : 

in each row, the sh number being from 25 to 27. The 
radials are pentagonal, about one-third wider pods high, and their 
upper edges wide. The 2d, 3d, and 4th radials have the width of 
the Ist radials, but they are very short, slightly convex, and quad- 
rangular; the 5th is pentagonal, very short, and supports on its 
upper oblique edges aa rows of brachial pieces, of which there 
are 5 in each row, 4 of them being quadrangular, transverse, and 

consisting of a number of small quadrangular pieces, in a single 
series extending to the summit; the ray reposing on the inner 

is several times bifurcated. 
The anal pieces amount to 8 or 10 innumber. The Ist, wheel 

rests on the base, is heptagonal, with sides nearly equal, rather 
tumid, and somewhat larger than the sub-radial pieces. It bears 
on its upper, straight edge a smaller hexagonal yore, which sup- 
ports two pieces of unequal size, one hexagonal, the other see 
gate quadrangular and very small. These —— are succee 
by several smaller pieces which are variable in f 
“ogi number of ultimate rays is from aa to 50. 

— Column.—A small fragment, only, of the column is known 
“inate of iterits meses! thick and thin pegs the supe- 

e pentagona nal, the o vont — 
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Poreriocrtnus Missovriensis. (Shumard.)} 

Geol. Surv. of Missouri, 2 Rep., Part 
g. 3.) 2 

Synonym.—Poteriocrinus LONGIDACTYLUS. Ib., 
iL., p. 188, pl. B, fig. 5, a—c. (Non Austin Crinoid, pl. 11, fi 

the European species, it becomes necessary to give it a new name. 
I therefore propose, now, to designate it as P. Missouriensis. 

EXPLANATION OF PLATE I. 

Fig. 1. Dicnocrinvs corxterrus, specimen four times enlarged. 
a. View of the anterior, side. 
b. View of the anal side, showing the large anal piece surmounted by the 

smaller ones, and the anal opening. 
ec. Basal view. 

Fig. 2. Dicaocrints smmpLex, specimen natural size. 
a. View of the anal side. 
b. B jew. 

Fig. 3. Dichocrixus sex-Lonatus, specimen natural size. 
Fig. 4. Actixccrtyus Yanpewtr, specimens of the natural size, from Button Moald 

Knob, near Louisville, Kentneky. 
a. Profile view of an individual, with the proboscis attached. 
b, 1 view cf another example. as 
¢. Structure of the calyx of same, exhibiting the disposition and form of the 

Jan different species, a 
Fig. 5. Acrrvoceixvs MULTIRADTATUS, specimen from Quiney, Illinois, natural size, 
‘Fig. 6. Homo rinvs L 

__ -@ Specimen from Richmond, Indiana, natural size, partially restored. %. Anal view of a specimen from Oxford, Ohio, enlarged. 

4 

* a 

IX. Belcher & Brother’s Artesian Well. By A. Litt0y, 
a (Pink VL e . ode 

rise and 
efinery of 

but 

ata 



Plate 4. Transac.Acad.Sc. St.Louis. VAL: 
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that the water of the Mississippi, distant about 300 feet, would 
find an entrance, and from which reservoir an abundant supply o 
this most necessary substance might be obtained, independently 
of the City —— for e she wants of oe Refinery. Ac- 

hard in its properties, rl resem vending more earns ‘of the cae than of 
the river, and unsuited to the wants of the Refinery; and as the 

height to which ry rose was never that of the Mississippi, it is 
scarcely probable it came one this last by percolating through the 
intervening stratum of limestone. 

In the spring of 1849, the geen Well proper, with a bore of 
9 inches in diameter, was commenced, and was —, during 
eighteen months with hand power only ; but, as the rock was 
cherty and hard to penetrate, at the end of that period, pi 219 
feet of rock had been bored through, and the total depth of the 
well was then 249 feet 

In September, 1850, ‘steam power was first employed, and used 
to the termination of the work, and the boring was prosecuted un- 
a February 7th, 1851, with such intermission only as was requi- 

e for unavoidable repairs. . Though 42 days were thus lost, 
oe these five months 208 feet of rock were pierced, and the 
total depth of the well was then 457 feet. The character of the 
strata passed through, and the thickness of each, as recorded in 
the Journal, will be seen by reference to the accompanying 
section. 
‘From February, 7th, 1851, to September 29th, 1851, the work 

was intermitted ; but at the latter date the prosecution of the work 
was commence ed with a bore of 33 inches in diameter, and con- 

tinued until March 22d, 1852; the boring being carried on, night 
and day, from November 18th, 1851. On March 22d, 1852, the 
well had been sunk to the depth of 1351 feet, and during this pe= 
riod of nearly six months $94 feet had been penetrated, From 
March 25th, 1852, to April 30th of the same year, was occupied 
in widening the bore of the first 80 feet of the wl from 9 to 16 
inches in diameter; which accomplished, a large pump was in- 
serted with a view of determining the quantity of water then fur- 
nished, but the — - the experiment proved unsatisfactory. 
From September Ist, 1852, some weeks were employed in 

widening the 33 inch he of the well to a diameter of 63 inches, 
from the depth of 457 feet to that of 1050 feet, in order to in- 
sert a four inch tube of 150 feet in length, to prevent the caving 
in of the shales that were found from 900 to 1050 feet, which had 
proved a source of great trouble, and in a measure had prevented 

prosecutio . : 
On January 6th, 1853, the prosecution of the work was recom- 

menced with a bore of. 33 inches in diameter, and continued up 
to March 11th, — during these fourteen months, though 120 

6 

* 
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days were lost in making necessary repairs, it had been sunk 848 
feet deeper, making its total depth 2199 feet. Since August, 
1856, the first 456. feet of the well have been tubed with a three 
inch wrought-iron pipe, and, at the time of inserting this, it was 
found that the water would rise toa height of about 75 feet above 
the surface. 

Carburetted hydrogen was first perceived in passing the thin 
_ Shale at a depth of 457 feet, and was found to increase in pene- 

trating the soft Shales at the depth of 650 feet and the Red Marl 
beneath, to augment in passing the Shale at the depth of 885, and 
to be evolved most abundantly in passing the Bituminous Marl at 
the depth of 950 feet. This stratum of Marl was found to be 
very bituminous, and the borings, when heated, evolved much car- 
buretted hydrogen, leaving a clay colored by the oxyde of iron. 
At the depth of 1090 feet the quantity of gas was found to dimi- 
nish, and this diminution continued to the depth of 1136 feet. 
At the depth of 1183 feet it began again to increase, and became 
still more abundant at the depth of 1222 feet. At the depth of 
1270 feet it diminished in quantity ; but, at 5 feet below, it begam 
again to increase, while at the depth of 1301 feet its quantity was 
‘observed to diminish. ; 

; Sulphuretted hydrogen was first observed at the depth of 1510 
* feet, and the water was then found to be strongly impregnated 

* 

_ The boring was effected by a simple wedge-shaped drill : 

_ Inches in diameter, the total weight of which was about 

by hand power, and, for performing all the work conne 
the boring, the labor of four sieineka, in general, daily re 
+ Such is the history of the boring of the well, as gathered from 
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the Journal of daily — kept by Mr. Louis Holm, and from 
some additional notes furnished by him. It was properly com- 
menced in the spring of 1849, and the present depth was reached 
on the 12th of March, 1854, about five years after the commence- 
ment of the work. During these five years the work was, at pe- 
ont intermitted for months, so that the time actually employed 

only 33 months, during wl which, it os unk tothe depth of 

5199 feet, at a cost of not han $10, The depth of the 
Artesian Well, at rete ie is 1797, which required about eight 
years for completion n, and cost over 

Though it be difficult to determine, from the e. borings, with ab- 
solute ae the a ilagiont position of the different strata pene- 

Hy aq ant 
B. 4 A fe 3 a! 

@ () S. B 

sified as represent n the section ; Shumard, who 
has had opportunities, during his connection with the State Geo- 
logical Survey, ofe becoming familiar, by personal observations, — 
with nearly all the strata represe ae nted. 

The observations made daviag the sinking of the well showed 
‘that the main supply of water was obtained in the soft white sand- 
stone at the depth of 1515 feet; and from experiments since made 
by Mr. Holm, by passing a tube to the depth at which the main 
supply of water a eset - —_ ei is no water which 
‘ises'to the surface s sandstone. This 

to the 
the unappro piste : 

of the supe lage Sand- - 
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teresting to know accurately the elevation, above St. Louis, of the 

ures of this sandstone; but at present I am able to give that 

of only one, which is a little east of Franklin, where the junction 

of the ]st Magnesian a with the Saccharoid Sandstone 

is 100 feet above St. Lou 
The ratio of the increase of the Earth’s remap ogy we 

descend, deduced from the data furnished by the Artesian 

Well at St. Louis, does not agree with that saad from obser- 

vations made at other Artesian Wells. The water, as it flows 

from the well at the Refinery, has a constant temperature, we 

Taking the depth, from which the water at the well comes, to be 

: 1515 feet, this would give an increase of 1° F. for every 83.3 feet 
of descent, and for an increase of 1° C. a descent of a1. 8 feet; 

but for an increase of 1° C. requires, according to the obse 

tions at 
sla Grenelle, a descent of 104.6 feet; 

Monsdorf, 
: GRE Mis cet 
Pregny, near Geneva, 97.3 ee 

The water of the Artesian Well is now conveyed through s a 
‘hymen noonestng pipe, conducted ane 

d barrels, to their dwellings, a 

_ Analysis of the Water. 



well with each other, gave for the quantity of gh hydro- 
gen in 1000 CC. of the water, aes grm. To 1000 CC. of 
the water was added a solution of arsenious maid in cae, 
acid, and this gave for the quantity of sulphuretted hydrogen in 
this volume of water, 0.012465 grm 
~The mean of these determinations gives for the quantity of 
sulphuretted hydrogen in 1000 parts, by weight, of the water, 
0.014056 grm. 

Determination of Carbonic Acid. 

1000 CC. with Chloride of Barium, to which had been added 
Ammonia, and fil aig ere for Carbonic Acid, 0.1505 20 
0.1515 for 1000 parts by weight. 

seit 4 Chlorine. 

65.2717 grms, of the water, boiled and acidulated with Nitric 
ree gave with Nitrate of Silver 1.266 Chloride of Silver, which 
dh 8 Pak 6 3130 grm. 

s. of water, treated in the same way, gave for Chlo- 

ride of Siher 1 1.258 grms., which contain .3112 grm. of Chlorine. 

Piensa: of Sulphuric Acid. 

500 grms. with Chloride of. Barium gave for Sulphate of Ba- 
ryta .6955—.2389 of Sulphuric Acid. 

_ §00 grms., treated in the same way, gave for eae of Ba- 
_ ryta .6995 grm.—.2403 grm. of Sulphuric Acid. 



 . 
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Determination of total weight of solid constituents. — © 

500 grms. of the water, to which had been added 1.981 grms. 
pure Carbonate of Soda, were evaporated in a platinum capsule of 
to dryness, and htated to the 150° C., gave for total weight of 
mo constituents 4.3955; in which was found .0012 gramme of 
Si 

Taking the mean of thei determinations, we deduced that the 
water of the Artesian Well contains 

In 1000 parts. In 1 Ib. Avoirdupois. ie 

. Carbonate of Protoxide of Iron,  .0094 .0658 grain. 
Carbonate of Lime, .1898 1.3286 
Carbonate of oo .0182 .1274° 
Chloride of Calciu 4964 3.4748 
Chloride of Sates .6846 4.7922 
Sulphate of Lime, £8156 §.7092 
Chloride of Potassium, .1608 1.1256 
sales of Sodium, 6.2752 43.8264 

ca 
Sulphuretted Hydrogen 
Free Carboni 4 cid, 

Total, 721 61 051592 gra 
aeermiton of solid constit., 8.7910 61.5370 

terminations o F gaseous constituents than the Car- 
Doni Aud and Supbureted Hydrogen were made, for the want 

accurate eud 

Norz.—The elevation of the ang at whi a By i enced, above ‘the _ level of the was about 420 instead be was Comte “commence Mento rebar. ao stated at the oe 
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METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS FOR 1856, MADE IN ST LOUIS.* BY DRS. E 

BAROMETER, : oe Coad 
i] } t.) % pd de o a 

. Reduced to Freezing Point. — (are Y a : E ye 
td oe ae GE Ee gue, ra Bb ds |eel ee e | Bice fis | 2482 Eee at | 

Pres : . | one ab ike | Bel) 1) a) ee a) a] eagle dl 
Seid] i 3 2 | 2sz|eee8| @ | & ‘ a | ba | z/o 2 

Jan. | 29.621 | 30.062 | 29.082/ 0.980) 20.1 | 20.0 | 61.5 |_13.6 | 65.0 || 1.9 | 73] 1.03 
Feb. 29.944 1,057 || 26.6 | 26.9 | 55.0 |_15.0 | 70.0 || 2.0 | 77 | 3.64 
Mar. | 29.556 |. 29,909 | 29.246 | 0.663 | 36.2 | 36.1 | 65.6] 16.0 | 60.6 || 4.4 | 59 | 1.06 
April | 29.391 | 29.825 | 28.965 | 0.860 || 59.3 | 68.7 | 88.0| 34.5] 63.6 || 9.4 | 48| 6.85 

ay | 29.447] 29.736 29.089| 0.647 || 66.2 | 65.2 | 92.0] 46.0 | 47.0 | 82 | 69! 3.03. 
June | 29.459 | 29.710} 29.261| 0.449 || 78.5} 77.2 | 99.0} 61.0 | 48.0 2 | 69] 1.24 
July | 29.509 | 29.768} 29.180} 0.688} 83.6 | 82.1 | 102.5 |} 63.0 | 39.6 8 | 569) 4.61 

ug. | 29.519) 29.722] 29.309| 0.413 || 74.2 | 73.0 | 93.0 | 54.0] 89.0] 7.9 | 65 | 6.32 
Sept. | 29.577 | 29.757 | 29.391| 0.866) 66.3.| 65.8 | 92.0] 36.0 | 56.0 ¢ | 67 | 3.61 

ct. | 29,686 | 30.352) 29.139/ 1.213 || 66.3 | 60.0 | 85.0] 29.0 | 56.0 | 63 | 67 | 210° 
Nov. | 29.601 | 30.881) 29.008| 1.373 || 40.6 | 41.3 | 75.0} 19.0 | 66.0 || 3.7 | 69| 4.90 
Dec. | 29.613 | 30,296 | 28.662| 1.634 || 29.6 | 34.7 | 65.0] 4.0] 61.0] 1.4 84 | 4.29 

1856. | 29.529 30.381 | 28.662, 1.719 | 64.0} 68.4 | 102.5 |_16.0 |40R.| 6.1 | 62 | 42.08 |W. 
St. Louis, Missouri, is in Latitude 38 d. 37m. 28 8.3 Longitude 90d. 1 oR hedaes —(Ni t.) The olbvi levation of St. fit. Louls above the Guilt of. water mark of the Mississippi, 376 feet; at the City Dies 406.5 feet; an “ded Sig de: sn for the Meteorological Observa ea was ‘laced, 

half ro the year, at an elevation*of 76 feet, and, du 
r difference between the dry and the wet bulb of the Thermometer, in the open air. 

} Calculated from the previous column, 1 designating full s 
|| In numbers from 0 to 10, 0 designating entire clearness of sky, 10 mils cloudiness. 

ring the s ond half, at an elevation of 60 feet above the City Directrix, 

atur ay tey atmosphere with moisture 5 50, half saturation ete. vee 

* 
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_ ledging their election as Correspondents ; mre a letter from 
Prof. 8. F. Baird, of the Smithsonian Institut 

Messrs. J. W. Luke, Taylor Blow, Edw’d Bredell, ae Fred, 
Mosherger and C. C. Whittelsey, were elected Associate 

March 23, 1857. 

Vice President, C. P. Caourrau, Esq., in the chair. 

Mr. Chouteau proposed that the Academy should send a 
taxidermist to accompany him, free of expense, on the annual 
trip of the Amer. Fur Company’ s boat up the Missouri ei 
and that he should be provided with the necessary preserva- 
tives. The proposition was accepted, with the thanks of the 
.cademy to Mr. Chouteau. 
‘Hon. E. Lane, Capt. Geo. 9 McClellan, and Mr. Silas Bent, 

Members : e 2 

_ _were read from ce &. . _ McClellan 3 

: "Hayden, and fom Mr. wT ‘G. Bin of G 
eS aoe eup a aad sid Is 

anks of the dalteasy ver were voted t 

ling Seoretary, laid table the - 
ee ti ae aa Fpl Sor fees 
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April 27, 1857. 

The President, Dr. B. F. Saumanp, in the chair. 

Letters were read from Silas Bent, Esq., and Hon. E. Lane, 
of Chicago, elected Correspondents; also, a letter from Prof. 
S. F. Baird, of the Smithsonian Institution ; from Lieutenant 

. Warren ; from the Librarian of the Univ. of Vir 
from ‘the Western Acad. of Nat. ee Cin., O.; from fect 
M. F. Maury, Observatory at Wash., D. C. ; from the Masonic 
Coll. stanton. Mo.; from the Acad. Nat. Sciences, Philad.; 
from the President of Harvard Coll., Cambridge; from J. a 
Sibley, Librarian of Harv. Coll.; from the Librarian of Yale 
Coll.; from the Librarian of the N. York State Library, sora 

ny; —-severally acknowledging the receipt of the Transactio 
of the Academy. 

The Corresponding Secretary laid upon the table the Pro- 

ceed. of the Bos. Soc. of Nat. History, 1856-7, and the Con- 

stitution te) By-laws of the same, Set from the Society; 

C. of Dart. Coll., 1855, 1856-7, from the Librarian ; 

New On Meteorology, 1826-1 [850—Report of Select Comit- 

tee to visit Charitable Institutions of New York, 1857—Cat. 

of the N. Y. State Library, 2 Vols., 1856—and Seventh Ann. 
ents of t e Univ. ‘of the State of — York, 
ibrarian; List of For. Correspondents of the 
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Sup. U.S. Coast Survey, severally acknowledging the receipt 
of the Trans. has the Ac lei 

. G. Bin wn, Pa., W.O. A 
San Francisco, ie age hat Richard. Dudding, Tls., H. age 
M.D., St. Charles, Mo., and Prof. John Locke, Jr., were elected 
Corresponden ts. 

Messrs. iene tenets F. Holske, and J. E. Yore, were 
elected Associat 

May 18, 1857. 

Vice Pres. Dr. A. WisiizEeNvs in the chair. : 

: De ®. Gregory. presented a tusk of a Walrus and a Whale’s 

ont, Bdward Daniels of Madison, Wis., Edward H. Beebe, 
Esq,, of Galena, and Willard ©. Flagg, of Paddock’s 

eae were Pauad Correspondents ; and Prof. J. M. 

+ ost, tev. ety , Woodward, and Messrs. Caleb Oliver and 
James G. Soulard, / Members. | 

———— 

“ley 1, 1857. 

DeGA.Pore in 1 the chair. = 

: neg ele were read from the Librarian of the Univ. of ch. 
‘from the N. Orl. Acad. of Nat. Sei.; from the Frankli 
Philad.; from the Bos, Soc. of Nat. His; from the Elliot 
_of Nat. Hist., Charleston, S.C.; and from Prof. 8. F. Bai 

needa ) age atthe Asien oes the receipt 0 
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indebted to the liberality of Messrs. pewidge, W. 
H. Smith, and G. F. Filley, associate me iced Seliaity Sale 
aren each, $100 toward the : proopienete. of that og 

e-half of the whole collection was now in t 
t re Academ 

, ae eyes of the Academy were age to the gentlemen 
named for their very liberal contributio 

Dr. ilgard was authorized to age 
of the Academy, a remarkable fossil fish, that oe had a found 
in the Coal Measures, in Illinois. 

made some interesting remarks on the 
pondence of the several Oisiadone of the vertebrate skal with 
the vertebrae, in respect of their parts or Nag illustrating 
his observations from crania of various anima 

Rey. John Higginbotham, of Halifax, N. S., was elected a 
Correspondent, and Messrs. Wm. H. Vande rford, Edward Ha- 
ren, Sen., J. S. Post, F. A. Meyer, E. Schrick, and E, Boerner : 
M.D., were elected Associate Members. 

June 15, 1857. 

The President, Dr. B. F. Savaarp, in the chair. 

The Jour. of the Franklin, apes Lipps sas, 1857 1857, was 

ty; a cop, es of 
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was a single conical pile or mound of stones. It was pee 
on an isolated hill, near the junction of Osage Fork and ¢ 
conade Rivers. Some ten or twelve similar mounds of stone 
were observed occupying a commanding position on the ae 
along the v: wi and standing some 300 feet above the 
conade. 

Mr. Holmes observed, that similar stone mounds were men- 
tioned by Messrs. Squier and Davis as occurring in the Scioto 
Valley, 12 miles West of Chillicothe ; Pear! at Somerset, pice 

that théses mounds had been ed 5 as eat stations in the : 

observed by Col. Fremont, West of the Rocky Mountains, Sed. 
by others, me of the Mississippi. 

Prof. D. 8. Sheldon, of Iowa Coll., Davenport, and W. H. 
Barris, on. of Iowa City, were elected Correspondents, and 
the Hon. Samuel | Reber, an Associate Member = 

June 2%, 1857, 

in Pon The, As Wistizevs i in the chair. 

‘The Corresponding Secretary laid upon the table “Ri port 
on two New Species of N. American Helicide, by John H. 
Redfield,” from the Author ; the “College Jour. of Med. Sei- 
ence, ested Meas = from the Editor; and “Catalogue of 

Crania in the Collection of the Acad. of Nat. Sciences, 
raat A. Ya dis M.D., from the Author; and the Pro- — 

Acad. of Nat. Sei. Philad., March, '1857, from’ 

Ape and cole Ae aang of ee a. 
s, and tee Btadeiny tons Missouri Hoye 
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ing to the five vertebral arches; and there were also five pairs 
of extremiti e transverse eee" each part c 
be shown in the cs of the skull. He gave illustrations from 
mn crania of different fishes, birds, mammals, and the infant 

Bias L. McGregor, M.D., of Chamois, Mo., was elected a Cor- 
respondent, and Messrs. Thomas Allen and 8, A. est ii 
Associates. 

July 27, 1857. 

Vice Pres. Dr. WisiizENus in the chair. 

The following lig were Reoeiyed from Dr. Bennett Dow- 
jean 

‘ical, Commercial, enue a and Sewgmd Condition 
ew w Odean: ixperimen | 

of a in the Nervous System, and Med. Eth- 

Dr. T. C. ii made some highly interesting rem 
upon the eo of Bhoceg ge Botany, which he Sesrersi 
from botanical ens in numerous families in the be 

that a connected series 
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lium Evertebratorum, que in Exped. ad Pacificum Septen. 
observavit et descripsit, W. Stimpson,” from the Author. _ 

pecimens of fossil ferns, fossil wood, and coal, from the 
Coal Measures in Jackson Co., Ills., were  pleneditctl by Mr. 
Edw. Holden; an Indian axe of specular i iron ore, and a quoit, 
found in Crawford Co., Mo ome Dr. Williams ; some small 
hiniicnts of human bones taken from a conical stone heap 
on Piney Creek, in Pulaski Mo., by Mr. Watkins; anda 
number of Indian implements from the southeastern part of 
the State, by N. Paschall, Esq. 

August 24, 1857. 

Vice Pres. Dr. WISLIZENUS in the chair. 

obs bg pee presented a fine specimen of fossil fern from 

3 oo gan d read a paper on “The Idea of S} ecies” 

Tthol ‘of Ansan Eng, Thos. W. Bla : 

funda Toy x. van d Dr.—— Wi tian of meter 
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of Science, at the late meeting in in Montreal, to hold its next 

arety reer St. Louis; that it had been well received, and 
ed another year. 

September 21, 1857. | 

The President, Dr. B. F, Suman, in the chain, 

The Corresponding Secretary laid upon the table the Pro- 

ceed. of the Bos. Soc. o = . Hist. August, 1857, from the 

Society; Catalogue of WA r. Mammals, from Prof. 8. F. 

Baird ; Jour. of the Franklin not, P Philad., Vol. LXIV.,, No. 

381, from the Society; Proceed. of the Elliot Soc. of Natural 

Hist., Charleston, 8. C., 1857, from om Society. 
A letter was read from Prof. D.S. Sheldon, of Iowa Coll., 

avenp ng | 5 from that vicinity, 

aa + exhibited a specimen of abnormal gor in 

« corn growing in the “set a one. 
: enti i 
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— that species by its indusium separating into more than 
our 
Loccopteris is a related genus, but has the sporocarp form. 

ed of a small number of large ee placed in the form of 
astar. Prof. Heer calls it Gutbieria Carolinensis. The P. 
bullatus of Bunbury is P. Shitigartiensis of Brogniart, is 
post spread in Euro ms and aa to the —— Neu- 

. in species, at Lanet. 
“Prof ‘eee se the Walchia diffusus not as L 

um, but as Tacodites, close to 7. Munsterianus aloeniias 
arenaceu iquus, and Erostichiles ican 
are good. The latfer is abe Pecopteris Whitbyensis so much 
relied upon by Rogers Lyell as a Liassiec species. | They 
mistook the paete: of -e side veins : 
Thus the views of Prof. Emmons -with regard to the Con- 

necticut River Sandstone and the N. Carolina and Virgmia 
Coal. Series would seem to be systained. The decision of Prof. — 
Heer is, that the of Baro part, where the plants referred to oc- : 
cur, is Keuper of oe and that the mass, containing eg 
Dy “On (her , and us, &c., is Permian, oF 

pes bebe: ‘newer sig i cs eet and it is sald, — 
-rof. Emmons has said before, that the an ) 

Rev. Dr. George White, of gla Als, Rev. Chas. nite 
asi Galeutts, E. Indi Sir William E. Logan, T. Sterry 
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valley of the South Platte ge Mountains, in the 

months of June, July, and ‘August, 185 
The thanks of the Academy wn one to the gentlemen 

named for their valuable donatio: 

Two cases for the Museum were 77 resin by Mr. Spencer 

Smith. 
r. Hilgard exhibited a curious specimen of an ear of 

with several distinct ears growing around a cent! ee 

made some remarks explanatory of the some 

also, presented a specimen of Nelumbium luteum, the rv 

logical Lotus of the Egyptians, from ri American Bottom, 

and made some interesting © observations respecting its nutri- 

tive character. a 

October 19, 1857. 

Vice President, Dr. Wistizenvs, in the chair, 

Letters were read from Sir William E. Logan, Rev. ‘ities 
White, Prof. E. Emmons, and T. Sterry sr qeass acknow- 

edging their ele as seetiay: ia pei table the | i 
“sf a- 
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“af 7 
step ee step, ent. t from the concrete Siitianeak and 4 their immediate causes into the deeper causes by suggestion. This was the inductive me- - His series had been constructed by juxtaposition, according to most 

ect resemblance in total.. The different portions of a series thus ob- 
a. gradually became a connected series by the same process. . Collat- get oy W tr) ed i i i auth All 

tensive ones, st such as Labiate, Leguminose, &e., corresponding intrinsic a series w: as realiza 
a The det tailed exposi yous began with the ascertained end of the series, and “5s followed the order obtained. Fungi were the lowest vegetable beg ’ and, s ly, stood at the lowest extremity. The fermentation 

8 that putrefaction rfec 
s iden 

multiplication was the normal of tissue — ‘his must be 
gat in pein mind, likewise, 2 ga the cells of Diatomez, the so-called ‘fos- 

Next to the co ted forms of a al te fol- lowed moctd, an ‘Bk ht, aud-varibesé hytes, as smut ry ittgeag —— Me m 
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—— ten arte _—— ve aeuctaniees near Alton, Iils., erie 
ys as es of oe an 

trap soc from Cape Ann, Mass., by Mr. 

November 30, 1857. 

Vice Pres., Dr. WistizENvs, in the ‘chair. 

The following works were placed upon er sabbess Sniith- 
-sonian Rep., 1856; President’s Mess. & 856-7, Parts I. 
& II; Patent Office Rep., 1856, Vols. iy Il. z IIL. ; Central 
Amer. Affairs & Enlistment Ques., Wash 1857; eee a & 
ag of Pacif. R.R. Routes, Vol. II 

e 
.& “HL, from sah 0g 

. M. Kennett; and Reports ~al the ane pry oe His 
Montreal, from the Society. 

Specimens were sheng the Museum as follows: 
ee of fresh-water shells from the II Illinois ‘River, fossil 
moe nea and 1 1b cases: tne Insects rm ime 

by Dr. C. A. Pope ; a fine specimen o dir dee tenn 
a ews N. smd and other n p memaberve to him es the late 
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tion of the Report on the Geological Survey of Oregon and 
Washington Territories, by Dr. John Evans, under aw uthority 
of the U. 8. Government. 

December 28, 1857. 

The President, Dr. Saumarp, in the chair. 

Letters were read from Dr. ms ohn Evans, returning his thanks 
for the memorial adopted, at the last meeting, in relation to 
the publication of his report; from E. C. Angelrodt, E 

berg on Microgeology, ss ordered ; from 
nia Acad. of Nat. Sciences, acknowledgi "the receipt of the 
same adoagca oF the ite from M WW, G. Binney, in re- 
ference to subse work on the “ Terrestrial Mol- 
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Esq., of ct acknowledging his election as a Corres- 
— mber. 

5 ys a Med. & Sur. Jour., Jan, 1858, was received 
Fea ihe 

An aaa oe series * models of the various forms of erystali- 
zation were presented by Mr. . Bender. 

Dr. A. Wislizenus read a paper containing his Meteorologi- 
cal Observations, at St. Louis, for the ord mwah The paper 
was ordered to be published in t ransact 

The President made the following report of th the progress of 
the per bea during the past year: 

Report of the President, on the progress of the "Academy 
duri uring the year 1857 

MUSEUM. 
The additions to the Museum, a the past year, have been unusually 

pg thee rn Seat oe eee : Lom hepny bias Oe aa 
with the Academy of Natural 

Seieiees of Philadephia, in the mal collection of fossil re made 
‘Dr. F. V. Hayden the cretaceous y f ions of the 

Mauvaises es of Nebra La yp it ae an Sag r Missouri 
country “To the generous donation of Chas. P Chanteas, fon in 1856, 
of one-fourth of this , has been - fourth, by purchase, 
from Col. A.J. Vaughan, U.S. Indian Agent, who, being desirous that his 
portion should remain in our city, consented to sell it to the Academy at a 
Peg png ge tae alle ol fine ates. pe pleeror® ip-akt on fe 

Hae Sh sat Ge er iy, iio takes friend, sat 
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collected by him during his expiceations for the United States Govern 
ment in Paras and New Mexi ese are now in the hands of Prof 

of the Smithso: nian, Tisetit titution, who has volunteered to exami 
af chsnify them for us. a hist: Bryan n has donated eighteen secmnt 

reptiles belonging to thirteen species, from Kansas, Nebraska, and th 
Rocky Mo ne 

= Teerson county, by Prof. Pope, Dr. A. L. McGregor, of C 
ip. 
Comparative Anatomy.—In this department a number of skulls of Mam- 

mals have been received, chiefly from Mr. Chouteau and Lieut. Bryan. 
Dr. Evans, United States Geologist, has presented two skulls of Assiniboin 
Indians, and Dr. G. G. Shumard an mane compressed human skull, 
aod from an Indian mound in Arkan 

hasty . Pope has rabrsc ory thia department of the Museum,by 
a deposit fifteen cases no of insects from Cal 

ollusca.—In this class there hav: Aege men! iva from Dr. - MePheeters 8 
collection of serene shells, i. chiehy. thm e South Pacific Ocean; from D 
Pope, fresh-water shells from Illinois ; snd from D. S. Sheldon, specimens 
of the same es 

a fie have havik made to the herbarium; 
anal woods from Illinois were — 
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volumes of Agassiz’ Contributions to the Natural History of the United 
States; the publications of the Smithsonian Institution ; the’ s of the 
U. eben: DaTeR. see the pape the American Academy of 

Ss. 
ansactions.—It is extremely yiaoray re a, Oa the first number 

of our Transactions has a ve fa bel received hel Shee aed at 

caioean 
receiving all the most prominent American stientitie “publications in Ae 

change for ours. Most of them are <o bo ighest value to stadents of 
ural History, and could only be procured by purchase at a cal veneiene 

2ans of idual: 
Through the politeness of Profs. sa sags and Baird of the Smithsonian 

Institution, and our associates Mr. E. C. Angelrodt and 
copies of ~ Transactions have ae distributed es ade re = force 1 scien- 

tific societi ncn tt e al- 

ready received advices that: Jelnihdnptilica tions oun tiairn ican ete 

we may reason nably expect equally valuable returns frem others, during 

the _gionseons 
In rear: the utility and acknowledged want of - scientific library i ba 

our city, it is is of the first i importance that we should continue 

ions “dbus : y pad 2: 
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5 

Tn conclusion, permit me to remark that we have reason to feel Lape: of 
ed growth of our young Institution. Scarcely b 

of two elapsed since the rst speci en in Natural History taatel 
posited in qn this Hall ; and we now possess a Museum that far surpeenes, in 
the number and value of its objects, that of any cealige institution in the West, though some some are of m ’ standing. 

3 anpal ALLE 

The Report of the Treasurer was read, and referred to a 
committee for examination are Officers for' the ensuing year were elected as follows: 

President, Benjamin F. Shumard. 
1st Vice President, Adolphus Wislizenus. 
2d Vice President, Hiram A. Prout. 

i ) Nathaniel Holmes. 
J. S. B. Alleyne. 
Simon Pollak, 
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Manuf. and Commerce, London; and Newe the Nat. yo, Bs Boe. of 
Northumberland, Durham, and Ms 
from the Geological Soc. of sper, ; fromthe “ 
Natur-kunde zu = Presiats ungary, Mesye jason 
ing the receipt of the T abi ce of the 

skulls of the grizzly Bear win dey rin the Mu- 
seum by Dr. tevens; specimens of cu iron 
pyrites from East Tennessee, and silicate of alumina from 

re presented by Mr. Bender; silicious i Alabama, we 

from sn are by Mr. F. S. Cozzens. 
e Committee to whom was referred the aper by Mr. 

Smith on “An pan 0 ae on the Formation of Mail,” report- 
ed the same for publication. 

February 8, 1858. : 

Dr. C. A. Por in the chair. at 

Mr. R. W. Bender read a paper on the “formati
on of Hail” 

sy and John James MD, of Uj er 
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conclusive ah airafene 9. as it, doubtless, will be to yours. 1 Peomien 
ribed foss pe be ee sie exceptions, are are AMentcal 2 with Permian 

species of er ngland, while all of th 
nearly allied to » Permian orms than to an 

the of Bryozoa whe, wie doubt, Permian. | 
1. Thamniscus dubius bine (King), is certainly in our collection. 
2. Fenestella retiformis (King ur specimens agree with the Russian 
ee oes ermian, referred doubtfully to this by Lonsdale. (Geo. 

uss., Vol. I, p. 680.) it 3. Than » Species not oe cy ge which seems to be ‘identical Zien: specimen figured in Geol. Trans., 2d Ser., Vol. 3, pl. 2, 
4. Schizodus Rossicus (Verneuil), Geol. Russ., pl. 19, figs. 7 & 8. We 

have numerous specimens of this saifi polenta t Permian fossil. Both va- 
Page an a (eck are sented in our = collection. 

. Avicula ant a Buss, Vol. 2 pl. 20, fig. Hawn’s collection y specimens which appear to be identical with ‘this 

Ps ellen also contains specimens which are a 
quite Identical with Productus head Ver., Murchisonia suban 
Mytilus Pallasi, ; Kiuton 

can enh sufficient to justify our decision tat : tks are Permian. Indeed, I know of no other formation in the 
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sas and Nebraska Hand-Book, 1857-8, by Edw. H. Parker, 
from the author; Proceed. of the Acad. Nat. Sciences, P 
Dec., Seca from ae wig Jour. of the patel terts So. 

The Co ny etary read a mc 
paper read at the last meeting, by G. C. Swallow and F’. Hawn 
n the “Rocks of Kansas,” giving additional deseri tions of 
New Species of Fossils from the Permian Formation in Kan- 
sas Ter. Referred to the same committee 

Dr. B. F. Shumard read a paper, entitled “Descriptions of 

New Fossils from the Coal Measures of Missouri and Kansas, 

by B. F. Shumard and G. C. Swallow.” 
On motion, this paper was referred to the Committee on 

Publication. 
Dr. B. F. Shumard stated that since a had examined a. 

Hawn’s Collection from the Permian Roc not Ranetes 2s ys 

‘upe | New Mexic 
his Seothér; Dr. rea G. "Shumard, while acting in the capacity 

of et ow of the eteremnin’ Expedition under oe John 
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White limestone presents a thickness of more than a thou- 
sand 
‘Dr. Shumard rd further stated that he was preparing a paper 

on the new fossils from the Permian of the Guadalupe Moun- 
tains, which he hoped to complete in time to read before: the 
next meeting of the Academy. 
site dne Ernest sethbe sos and Frederick A. Churchill were 

e 

March 22, 1858. 

‘The President, Dr. B. F. Suvwanp, in the chair. 

7 letter was = from 08 Horticultural Society, London, Eng., acknowledg g the receipt of the Transactions s of the 

ing works \ abe aiaced ae the tables. 
: a Re sherri 4 _— Iv. 

+t perintendent the U. . Co 
the on. Frank P: Blain Jes ore Geologics y W. E. Logan and‘. 8 Story Has 
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direction of Capt. John Pope, U. 8. Corps Top. Eng.” The 
al was referred to a committee. 

Alexander Proctor, Rey. E. F. and Baw and Meesrs. 
Thowas E. Day, Kav rand F. Pi Pittman, and a 
elected Associate : 

: April 5, 1858. 

President, Dr. B. F. Sant in the ae 

inan Ci 
Report of U.S Boundary Survey, by W. H. 
Emory, Vol. I. 
A Lis a was read by Prof. Se D.D., entitled “A Re- 

e Seal, in Dr. Abbott’s tian Museum at N. York, 
ined ;” which, on motion, was referred to the Committee 

"he lowing ter wrt fu De J. G. Norwood : 
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peony ( oe eae — af Nu os pie Se Meek: § Hay pe In a pa- 
which I my, the whole fauna of these rocks _ 

Sh Ui eetienl > tos Lamprgennes with it. Age a cnr 
eas 

enclose a vertical section of the rocks at one point in ‘La Salle earns 
The beds are composed of sandstones and rg glomerates, ma 

occur in the rocks ed toa on: thus 
g, that, if this A aggoente = shall be proved to belong, undoubtedly, to 

the Penis period the great — - _ the nppet ® beds of coal in : 
2. This 

oie ape the very partial examination ie 1 ‘have been able to make of the 
remains from other*localities. I may also men e occurrence 

in nord slates of scales of a Platysomus, Which baledies to the Permian — 

SECTION OF THE ROCKS AT LA SALLE—DESCENDING. 

Noket 4 ft. in. | No. oft. im. 
1, Be age reddish clay ; 42 Coal shee ee eee ee Hee Oe pa 
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had been covered: ¢ftarwaris and that they. were now. in the Royal Mu- 
of the University of Berlin, where a y person examine them. 

. i 

not been ly ea a a scattered as to preclude their 

Museum, in Philadelphia; there was one in Baltimore ; on the conti- 
nent of Europe; the alan: niecd Se Hendon Co., Mo. Snow ia Londen; 
and, lastly, that of the late Dr. John C. Warren, in Boston, Mass. 

es remarked, touching this tng that he did not agree — 
considered “ conaaiy vie 

i Owen, of , had express- 
s. Mam. that it was negative e evidence only that 

fauna of the British Isles. Pictet Aen one 
animals it when Man 
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Professor Holmes had further expressed the opinion, that 
“it has been scknowletged that the mastodon, megatherium, 

and tw nera, are 
the di: of e 
that existed at a period so recent, that, in the 
Leidy, “it is gene witne: their declining existence.”— 
(Post-Pliocene Foss., 1858. y- It was not the purpose of Mr. H. to allude to 
the , that existed, of the contemporaneousness of Man and the Mas- 
todon on continent, but merely to observe, wpe the researches of emi- 

, thus far, to have furn i 
objection by — of antecedent t improbability against it the hypothesis. 

Mr. Spsrtes presented a fossilized nut, from i 
District, O hio; also, a mass of iron ore, from the Tron’ foun- 
tain, Mo., about ten feet sas the surface, in ferruginous 
clay, at the foot of the moun 

gs Ae Woods, and John Lapsley, Esq., were cet 
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dated Jan. 17, 1858, one. a haceene den, Hien, Arts 
et Belles-Lettres g the receipt of the 

the transmis- 
jon,” ne 

Trans. of the Academy, : and a them 
sion of the “Mémoires” of the Acie of Dijon, 2d Ser., 

ing the receipt of the Trans., ona advising the « Academy that 
the aa NER HE of the Imperial Institute Seal he Mi sent in re- 
turn through t agency of the Smith’n Inst 

The following works were laid upon the table: “Mé 
de Académie des Sciences, Arts et Belles-Lett Dijon,” 

re 
Roches du Jura et leur Distribution Géograph i 
Deux Hémisp an par Jules Marcou,” Paris, 18 sto Cours 

ie Palgontologiqu,” ” Zurich, 1856! 'Esquisse dune 

me Fi Nor af eg aot “fh iiss," c omar a aris, 
Géolo Soeee et des at Anglais 

Tai gal ‘1838. 5,—* I 
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he 

taceous of Vancouver's Island, collected by Dr. Ino. Hoans, 
U. 8. Geologist, under instructions from the Department 

BY B. F. SHUMARD, M.D. 

TERTIARY SPECIES. 

_ Luctna rrerosa, Shumard. 

Ase 
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ed near the anterior margin, convex, rather aecoagene hee incur- 
ved ; surface marked with fine, rather indist: concentric 

ese p - somewhat 
Although the collection contains y specimens, not 

of them retains = original form, all ie more or less ya 
ted ay pre 

In a few aE st the posterior slope exhibits be — 
carina on only one of the valves and a single exte on 
the other, but weeny: there are two carinz on onl 

shell Our shi mbles C. densata oe a from m which it is 
istingui U by the double carina on side and 

its thinner val | 
Form. & — yabendiet} in the —This spe is exceeding 

ar’ mi ms lisle ot Deva Goel Mina and ax sho’ Cod 
preariagh woen F where it is associated with Lucina 

and Cerith ra named 
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hime: with a line of closely-set oblique teeth on each side & 
the be 

Length, 20 lines; height, 10 lines. 
The specimens in the collection were obinioed by D Dr. Er 

ans mg the writer, in the autumn of 1851, from the 

surfaces drate 
of iron. ‘Dab of the specimens, a savelah of the exterior shows 
the surface markings very plainly. 

Prctrn Coosensis, Shumard. 

Shell large, suborbicular, much maemnieannd valyes flatten 
ed « convex, the superior one more depressed ‘than the 0 5 
surface ornamented with focus twenty-seven to “one thirty. 
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long, angulated. from er eee Gane i fom 
excavated superiorly, becoming nearly plane below. 
ing almost a ie angle with the umbonial 1 
impression and its edges strongly defi ed; oo 
cordate, ce oa onger than wide, deeply impressed, and 
its edges strongly defined; beaks rounded, elevated incurved, 
situated nearest the anterior CRE: ; surface marked with 
subimbricating ng = fine bey > ribs attenuated in front 

sion is pat ae en broad ovate and distinct; the posterior 
one is shallow subovate, broadly rounded below, narrow and 
truncated above; palleal i pan broad and distinctly im- 
pressed ; sinus triangular, not deep. 

en the exterior crust of the shell is removed, we find 
re sosasitne radiating ribs extending from ing : base, —— = 
y very — srenget oe concentric-waved lines, an 
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it does not rise so abruptly from the general. surface. This 
latter variety of our shell resembles somewhat Tnoceramus 
onvecus (Hall eek), from which it is easily distinguished 
by the concentric lines of the surface, which are much wit 
apart. e I. Vancouverensis is also much less oblique, and : 
this inticken also separates it from Z. Sagensis (Cue 
which : bears some resemblance. : 

nsions.—The measurements of the best specimen in 
the collection are—length, 4 inches; height, 4 inches ; thick 
ness of left valve, 2 inch. There are, ‘however r, some fragments _ 
which show that this species attains a much greater size, per 
haps more than double the dimensions here given. 1 
Form. & Loc—Occurs in the dark argillaceous, compact A 

limestone of Nanaimo River, Vancouver's Island. Dr. Evans: 
placed fragments of this shell in my hands for investigation 
several years since, from the same locality, along with a No : 
tilus which appears to be identical with ekayt (M 
-~ other forms of the Cretaceous system. But, notwi 

‘their seed 

Baxi CALAMITOIDES, Shumard. i - 

: ene nel gla compressed gb et 
uated 3 i 
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| ASTROCYCLUS OF SPOROPH YTA, 
ELEMENTARIA, sev SEMINALE 
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Syree _Pedalin. Selagix: onvolt. 
ene . fog a: "ip, ee 

rescenl. - Verben. 
esner. Gesn ase 

tr / lordincs Empetr? 
benac, } noes — Ag 

Philcutelpheae Sapotée 
vrs 

lombretaceaw Qtncal, 
oe Lrimut. 

Mvrtacece: Solunce 

Puniceae 
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PyruLa GLABRA, Shumard. 

Shell small, ovate ; spire conic, spiral an. tigi volutions 
about four, convex widening rapidly from t ; last vo- 
lution subpyriform » very ventricose above, oer extremity 
curved a little to the left; aperture elongate-ovate, broad and 
rounded behind and contracted before. The exterior co 
of the shell is not well ioawteagt ; it appears to be bree 
smooth and without ornament. 

ength, 9 lines; do. of last volution, 8 lines; greatest width, 
6 lines. 

Form. & Loc—Found with Inoceramus Vancouverensis 
and Nautilus Dekayi in dark limestone, Nanaimo River, Van- 
couver’s Island. It seems to be rare, as there is but one spe- 
cimen in the collection. 

Exposition of a Natura. Series py ImwepiatTe CatTHouic 
Arrinities in the Vegetable Kingdom. 

ey... 6, HILGARD, M.D. 

- ANALYTIC CLASSIFICATION. 

_ Ey. very classification derives its significance from the 

An absolute ¢ of view it e 
pected to “all the ultimate bea 
phenomena saat is possible” only 
from t t of their t 
coitons AY opene

r of i: peti 
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a Gistsie from their g Ma relations is “wnder- 
standing,” “intellection,” or, appreciation of the special by the 

All understanding takes place by syllogistic derivation of 
the known wn ultimates from their granted a or effi- 
cient categorie . Hence, without the fundamental ideas, no 
ayllogistic comprehension or understanding is is ‘poe ssible. 

experimental, analytic, or “inductive” science, where we 
sie boobs to proceed on the granted ultimate phenomena, 
such as conceived, the fundamental or explanatory ideas be- mg themselves the — object in question, they remain to 
be int to effect an und : erstanding. 
,, + herefore, the e progressive introduction of the explanatory _ 
ideas py: vein of in analytic science. 
” a itself ee € intelligence generally, (A. M. 

. brongg! its conceptions are 
d indagative. e 

\ F diapucotie hand-books, the se- 
dogmatic ee ions of the i the Brogrd 

dt), tier apathetic opi tion 
OPS pee tat Baek operations of the mind. 

_ Mele nce itselt i is the © systematic survey and nexual under- 
of phenomena, whether that nea. ily ca 
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required conception of a fundamental relation, once ad- 
aaed 4 the test of its competency is, whether e conse- 
quences thence 5 niger, amr igs ed with the Pecans 
merner offered, do coin . e eT rea 

sagacity render 5 is by no means destitute of a share 
of logical reasoning, on the strength of experienced associa- 
tions of phenomena. —— ba state, set on 2 and, 
on the ayerage, the sam rring associati 
is observable; while, are tes ‘the varied pies Feed ‘of Reg 
city, yey freque ently are systematically contrived for the 
purpose of training, their scope becomes enlarged by the in- 
creased number ae ie varied qualities and combinations of 
associated pheno 
_A logical deduetion is ae qualification of the questioned 

ultimates, or effects, by the known or granted fundamental 
Telations or senses. ere the fundamental relation is itself 

at issue, and the granted gros to proceed upon 
is the ultimates or ef effects, | can find it ication es pa eg alk ges See s apph ad 

cover the 
a cied. poten: by pa 
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synonymous with hypothesis, suggestion, conjecture,or theorem which is the basis of the “understanding” (“Verstaendniss "): 
y i being in most instances expressive of so 

in to he popular cxprenion 
of “ jumping at a se pg coh essentially implies not the en- 
actnient of a ete Pas eaten ee but the antici- 
en ofa correct 

sciousness 

he an- 

de Tei is ely bya Poatey of explanatory suggestion, that is an- 
tecedent to logical test and prepares the matter and ground 
- tnd i 24 ee of the latter, that the human mind can en- 
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Iti is therefore required, first, to establish all iy ultimate 
under consideration, as, in organographical classifica- 

tion, the individuals, as coérdinate HB eB and whic! 
comprise the whole subject. Next, by the conception of hia- 
tus without, and transitions within, and that do not admit of 

ation, the idea of the “species,” i. e., type of individuals, 
is made coérdinately to comprise the whole subject once more, 
A certain character being once conceived as obtaining in re- 
spect oh sa group of species, if the same character hold 

good in thetic application to the. codrdinates, the other 
species, + will likewise produce cod 

a i ulty ; and ae eae position 
, at once, be Sahay applied by an application on 

all the coérdinates co 
_ It is thus, that, by a mare graduation ot the subject, 

that. subject itself a a systems as complete and available as 
: ible, provided the motives advanced for. such coordination 

mains a matter of i in- 

subject be 
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known and {eld suggestive. Indeed, as A. v. Humboldt 
remarks when mplainin; of the perishability of hypothetical 
ideas eas once considered page e, in most cases * was onl the 

case 
; m within the sch and 

mit ma deduction from, or passive pilocpuestie of, the objee- 

SS ite i significant appreciations and classifications 
rey 0 involves the repeated and multifariously 

es of view of millions of intellects, 
‘more or tele qualified observers and thinkers; 
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Definitions pene. effectually to render the essential 

characters and unimpeachable demarcations of eecwes 
nee 

quences therefrom dnaitahle.... 
_The specific or distinctive fundamental conditions of the 

, but require to be weneretentitie circumscribed and ana- 

aly gam and recorded; and this is the province 

ORGANOGRAPHY. 

_ Descriptive efforts, or the record of observations made, 

have, it is to be regretted, in organography, as yet been al- 

most exclusively confined to the collection and assortment of 

material. Observations on the especial and gen- 

eral economy of py eset life, the knowledge par excelle
nce, Vitu 

of the connexion of 0: Lape eqs the due repository of 

are are mostly lost for vant of an 
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aw. Bischoff, G. Engelmann), vegetable meeretning (Unger), eography and scenery, as specialities, are more and more ¢ul- 

v. Humboldt has, in his « mos,” given us a Natural History = the rel aah steak ps Univers, C. Mueller, in his “ Versuch 
hen Botanik,” an essay on the extraneous rela- tions of vegetable types, and Schleiden (“Die Pflanze und ihr r”) one on their intrinsic and gesthetical ones, we need not 

isrespect argues 
oihing b ta misapprehension of its oes and character. 

th were, at ith 
tO a legree, aauedaat wi 

sically and catholically THOROUGH 
Us and species w we are not enabled 
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never was the offspring of synthetic argument, but of compar- 
ison ; and although authors have adopted their arrangement, 
yet, in contradiction to their very principles of total corres- 

the Orders are subdivided on partial criteria, often 
gratuitously selected and quite inefficient. 
The pues, by which I arrived at my results, was one of 

Iyg0 um, Datisca, and the like), after the fundamental rule 
atural affinity, sepia to setiglinssions viz., closest total 

snes of characters; the dignity of each character being 
partly as an impression of judgment derived from their com- 
parative values of co constancy and variability on the individuals 
and within the species, and withal from the relative part they 

viz., 4 f assumed, a posteriori, subse t apositions of 
species, genera, orders, sho on the fundamental leading prin- 

ae gay an 
cen, $e one ey conch abate 
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ever, following up the idea through Crucifere connecting on- 
ward phanez and Vella with Capparidez, and there the 
int fabric of ener réoceurrin, snes in Capparis I conceived, 

empli fi n of the mode of proeeting which led me to the 

ioe 
eines ta hes but one of oni Hyper instances where some sa- 
lient character will reappear, after an abate suppression, in 
the series that can be established by closest total resemblan- 
ces. If we were cables to oe or demonstrate, a vege- 
table form out of its i 

> forms by imma and thoroug 
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according to phyllotactic necessity, and the two superior ones 
saccate, almost calearate, at base; as in Diclytra. 
In Tropeolacee we perceive "the balsamineous form be- 

come perigynous, and if, inductiyely, we look for the expec- 
ted ¢ dro form, on the advanced hypothesis, the a re- 
quired seems to correspond to ssa or ntioned 
by Endlicher, — sna ae hich, in their out 

ly 
nana 

as 
(Biscutella !), bears two desilient valves, while in Geraniacee 
we have 5 one-seeded (rostrate) elements, in Tropxolacee 3 
and 2; in Fumariacee and Crambe a single one. That the 
number of region is of little impor 
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not, therefore, be esteemed stringent ones, but only of a condi- 
tional value. What I find to be far more indicative, is what is 
called Aabit; for, however multiform within an established Or- 
der, still every natural Order, or group of Orders, has its high- 
_ impressive, although scarcely deseribable character of habit. 
y habit, Umbellifere thoroughly eo on the one hand, 

with aadhinies on the other, with Gruinales. From either 
of the other affinities remarked, they are cagleniianiia distinet 

habit—least so from Begonia. Cornee, by habit and imme- 
ate continuity of total correspondences, connect, on the one 

hand, with Nyssa, in fruit and habit representing an epigyn- 
ous olivaceous form; on the other, with Rubiacex, which, 
—. Lonicerea, Hy drangea, and Valerianee, conduct us 

psacee and Composite: so that Corner appear as an 
jm phase intermediate between Tubiflore (Auct.) and 
re meng Ribes, presenting another partial affinity to 

mbellifere, on the one hand, directly connects, by the forms 
endowed with a ne, tubularly produced and petaloid calyx, 
with Fuchsias of o icario-myrtaceous affinity ; on 
the hemos through the mediation of Escallonia, with S$ 

iacee > by — anthero-connectival fabric indicate 

ip wi 
forms, an affinity Saori 2 e serpentariot oid, flexuoso- 
nodulous stem, the liriod aleniirsia stipules, and cissoid and 

Metenicid foliage, of 4 certain Begonia, and, if considered hy- 
pegyacus, d, in their triquetrous capsule, alate 
apetalism, — a starination, repres ca the floral fab- 
we of Ne of aristolochioid affinity, while, <4 
its pitchered leaves, directly belonging to Sarracenias and Di 
onwas. An of to Euphorbias, by a divided 
stigma and inequilateral, spotted foliage, also deserves consid- 
cotven n, but stands jated ; while Euphorbiacee them- 

es by their cupulate forms immediate ately connect with 
on the one hand, and in their crotonoid forms, on the 

other, most er = with Daphnoids. 
. The sb, f Cissus, os ee and habit of — = 
appears to composed | ve tinct bands, or columns, 
ligneous tissue, as in V Vitis, unites the forms of Vitis and of the 

. » nos wous-stemmed Viola species; the whole of the 
of Vir lacez, so abundant in the interior of Gui- 

ae ‘hom 8 specimens, likewise insinuating 
acuminate, oblique-sided, underneath roseate, 

or and certain Viole, an i. also 

Ai , a stein saak poling: ae a4 - - thus: “a the owing 
tial file of closest. connections: Umbeliite Araliacee, An pelidew, Violaces,. ee Parnassia, Droseracee, Am- 

Begoniacee, both of the 
a: palitariously related typ® 
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: to group forms around their starting-points, 
ay lel the organs othe Order, (Ri 
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ould P 
amniotic sacculus as observed in the allied Podophyllex, Ano- 
nacea and Cabom 
_ Hydrocharidex, most intimately connected with N ympha- 

cacer, a foliage and epigynism of certain N ympha- 
e parietal pli ] 

(Najadee), and, more distantly, Cruciferee(/), combined with 
the minutie of Najadee, the epigynous form of which I claim 

: Bedl-Iconogr.: and-Triglochin). dunes ogr., s ohs a4 
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into the eleutheromerism of _najadeo-ranunculo- 
magnolioid forms, perigynous in Monimiacee and Calycan- 

_ Suggestion; thus in Loasacee we likewise see, by 
Battonis, the floral habit of —— and > foreshadow- 

. Shem head of a Cactus on a capparoid body, so to say. It 
thus that both termini, or | dividing and connecting 

s, of these orders may be « crow aeeast to their join at. 
or agen age poy eres 2 of a 

holds good on all 
an therefore sg y be held a “law “Likewise 
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impresse 
ne was an apetalou 

the taboos th of States under the ~_ 
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o hint at Loasacew, while the resinous, ladaniferous 
recat redatly capparid properties on the one, and the vis- 
cous exsudation of Lychnids on the other hand. A position 
for Cistinze might also be sought for near Tiliacee, where a 

Gait Lil: . : Ps a 

m Tiliacez, sede Sc 2 a polyadelphous stam- 
inatio ne autopsy of Hyperi m ealyeinum an and Bartoni 
must ‘iecide in favor of loas aceous affinity for Hypericine, 
and p or Cistinee 

us fig cht assume the areeditaa, 2 linear connection : — 
ith Bixacee ? Turneracex ?), Cistinee, Hypericine 
5 Linum, Armeria, Statice, Frotapined Polygo- 
Pp aronychiacee ?] Frankeni- 

hacen, Dianthee, Alsiner, \ omens Callitri- 
is?] Mollugines, Portulaccaces, Cacter, the latter 

mm of both Portulaceacew on the one, eo 

Bartonia = tdi verily rounding off this cerastoid. circuit, while 
. aor noite for want: é links for immediate and 

ee a one ee vise 
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Atriplicex, the leafless articulated stems and depauperated 
flowers of Salicornia, recalling artocarpoid Casuarina, to whic 

by their verticillate, amentoid stems also seem to 
claim affinity. If Myriophyllum ean be justly claimed an epi- 
gynous callitrichine form, on the ground of its habit and the 
quadricornous fruit, then ably the whole of Oleracez and 
their dependencies belong thither, nen to Amentoideo-Fi- 
coider 3 ie an ewi ut by the spike of Polygo- 
num, when stripped of its: rd eeceats its ocreal bracts giving the 
exact prototype of the scaly male aments of Carpinus and 
Populus; and if, as above remarked, the oleraceous type re- 
oe to be referred thither, the connection is no doubt af- 
orded by Halorago-Thelygonoids, Cannabine and Cupulifere 
on the ae and Gomphrenex, Tamariscine, Populine and 

on the other hand: a qtestion Bi must now leave 

a any ease, e, Alsinew, by Polyearpon and perhaps wider ver- 

outs ns, approximate Mollugo of Portulaccacez, the 

Spuntias. Dianther, Frankeniacee, | Statice, 

ine, (Bixacer?) and Cistine, seem to jom 

whole —— ~ be designated as the 

Cunoniacer, 

one uniter 
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cordata likewise. In a excelsa, of Myrtacex, we 

find the calyx of Punica, indurated and coalesced with 
capsular elements, thickened, nec the external = tec of 
" tic walnut, which belongs to another, onnected, 

us, and at the same time cupulate type. Bertholletia 
red a wooden baat atalt _— ples large oily seed, in re- 
semblance to Juglandee. In ace, as in and 
deros, we have a sebtacouead, woody, Da fee Pe Ra 
myrtaceous a with the insignificant seed of Salicarie. 

offers a most striking resemblance in rut . 
by its prbicntar etals and dense brow of stamina, to the 
ceous pees Pe shee such as Crategus, while the fruit of } Myrtus itself 

bles an Amelanchier’s. Combretacee seem to join Myr- 
tas, and Philadelphus likewise. Philadelphus repeats the 

form of Ludwigia, of Onagrariz, and seems to formal- 
ly round off the m yrtiflorous cireuit back into its commence- 
ment: while repeating the ee odor of the preced- 

sponden carulont pouihpoks 
‘aia it “likewise is recalls Melas 
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thacez. The lower, ovate, entire, oan eter nerved, rad- 
ical leaves of Ca stilleja coccinea are the forebodings of Plan- 

strin, ngen 
onnections, of an cbbihdinthen abies the calyx however 

consisting of two sejunct sepals, in the axil of a bract, accord- 
the perv on With its immediate proximates. That 

the embryo should be undeveloped, or in a fungous coales- 
cence, seems rok artical in a parasite, where pallid, fungous 

sponginess is a frequent character, but can never, as an iso 
ted character, decide a diremption contrary to the most com- 
ao evidence of all other characters, as in this case. 

he subscarious flowers and erect spike of Acanthus con- 
nect nect the orobrane ite eous forms with oa ogee Lei — 

new. “Also the hypocraterimorph, soarioa, qi 

ols of — iva, of Spain, i is the shes de one of 

d:Plantagines alba nae every 

<3 ante rato of such types as so: Verbena’ west nee 

site rgesch sometimes deeply entate ene . 
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follicular, drupaceous atthe elements, and a filifo orm, 2 

lately curved embryo of Cuscuta. Hither Limnanthea, ‘with 
annular corolla-tube and basi-gibbous filaments, seem to refer. 
Asclepiades se onwards with Apocynacee, with which 
their affinity with Convolvulacee is were ge Lge A a 
markable apbasidenes in both Asclepiadee an: 
with Bignoniace e we find in the podded fruits, gen ele pe 
centa and wi neater seed: apparent » the type of the tui “a 
ous capsule, as soon as developed to a Sufficient size, . as 
it were, only suppressed, so to say, in the small-fruited forms. 

nacez are tolswed, through the mediation of Vinen 

and others, by Gentianee, through octomerous Chl Nye- 

thes connecting with J asmine®, by habit and floral struc- 

ture closely approximating Ligustrine, Loganiacex and otl 
sub rubioid we back forms as Wigs and Ligustrum the 

piccatoy-ad free, we need not be surprised to find an altern- 
ation of free and tubiflorous petals li ewise in Cornee and 

acee. Nyssa (Tupelo), by its multiplied acetal ud 

&. Hydrangea, and by habit and the color of its epig) 

= an of Viburnum prunifolium. 
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ous forms. a (Garryacee, Endl.), not essentially re- 
oe to pone e the connection and succession of the chief 

ders. 

Lonicerez, so closely allied to Rubiacex, Viburnum Be 
lus is a form in its habit and peculiarity of marginal flow 
most clearly resembling Hydrangeex, some of which ints a a 
baceate fruit likewise (abv.) The pinnate foliage, property 
and habit of Sambucus eee approaches oe of Valerianee, 
in whose less of Sec plumose or scarioso-rotate pappi we see 
ae ingen of Scabiosee and Synantheree introduced. 

ree th gynous type is” ina with a 
osition gs fig and an exclusion: of albu- 

present Se a part of which Tikewise ts 
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belioids; by the amply campanulate corollas, the trimerous, 
delicate capsule, the —— placentas and piles Sie seed, as 
well as acrid, milky juices, and habit generally, the peponif- 
erous type is introdu pal 

The connecting link between Lobelio-Campanuline and 
Cucurbitacee is no doubt effected by Columelliacee, on a 
campanulaceous trunk and capsule bearing the deeply-lobed 
corolla and gyrate antheral margins of Cucurbitacee, the two 

stamina recalling “Btylidee. Canarina, of Campanulacee, aes 
its ample ochraceous corolla, its” iancaleeits venous vine, 

eucurbitaceous tendrils, gives alone sufficient evidence of this 
connection, conceived by Oken likewise. 
es sn nig Met Papayacex, and Cucurbitacee, in 

nuciferous G a we arrive at a resolution of the epigyn- 

Pott peponiferous forms, * petigynously continued in 

Of all the e igynous passa; the one just considered is no 
doubt oes — in = Sen and relations. Its 

Savers aa "and 

tthe aco ching 
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ity to the eleutheromerous arinee of Columnifere, such as Tili- 
acee and Sterculiacer. In the difference of the latter 
consists stad} in its honk OF. earpic follicles, which is no 
distinctive character at all. It is in Sterculiacee, offering nu- 
merous partial. eG Hor to Passifloree in the structure 
of the calyeine lobes and submonadelphous stamination, that 
psig So various embryonal types. the malvaceous one is 

Malvacew, Byttneriacee and Tiliacee are noted as constit- 

and Ranuneulaces represen nted—Aquilegia in the spirally 
ee Mlateron, Papaver in Sida and Pi Bee, 

the former Trochostigma in its carpic 
ongly ret 1ytolacca. Gyrostemon, a phyto- 

plant, onthe trunk of wanton bears a turbinate 
i t h a semilunar seed, 
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flowers penedy repeating the habit of Maseslisade. (Magnolia, 
Adans 
The wa rentle type is already initiated in many columnif- 

erous forms, with a foliaceous plicate, curved embryo in a mo- 
nospermous samaroideo-appendaged carpic element, as in Gy- 
rostemon likewise 
The calycine peculiarity of Dipterocarpus and Lophira, two 

_ Of the five calycine segments being alately increased, is that 
of Polygalee likewise, of which, in Securidea, in the “solitary 
iented Sees ne ee oF nity con- 

ceous Dipteroc rocarpus, Trigonia, etc., and Hippoeastane 
These forms, with amplified calyx, _pelargonoid ane, and 

huge conferruminated scatadivaene as in Tropeolum, “<< cone 
resent an affinity in habit to Gruinales, plaeed in this 
y Endlicher, fbale | by total connections they claim a ponith - 

intermediate ‘between Umbellifere and Rheades, Endl. In- 
— Bon se ge of Vochysiacew and Melianthus, wheth- 
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Ser ; perhaps, however, by its subtherebinthinous property 
and other characters accountable of rutaceo-xanthoxylous 

ity. 
Apetalism abounds in Malpighiacex, Acerine, and Fraxinee, 

and a correct clue as to what other depauperated forms repre- 
sent is certain! it. If, with most authors, we assume 
for us ace an affinity to epigynous Cupulifere, 
we have once more attic at an epigynous, nuciferous, eupu- 
late, caryopse form, resembling, in these points, Synantheree. 
Datisca, apetalous and of peel habit, has much of a 2 
indaceous: character, also the open carpels of Reseda, 0 
essentiall y gruinal connection and therefore no less infin 
tial in vindicating to Datisca a sapindaceous neighborhood. 
Tt ean not be denied that, in florition, the female flower of 
Datisca has exactly the appearance of that of Juglans, after- 
wards alienated by a different development of seed; Juglans 
ise however, has an ossified epigynous achenium for a fruit, 

included i in a cortical cupule. 
ae we assume the tt a achenium of Betula for the 
pigy s form: of p A ous Ulmnus, their es juxtapo- 

uglandew connect, b erocarya, 
My oa, Whose | fruit is 

1 Carpinus, join Canna 
ma ity between Carya and 
aoa Endlicher to bie 

et wil wdiacee, violently separating t 
rnatural location with other Amentacee. D oe 

of Anac require to be 
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here than elsewhere. In Nyctaginee we have the rigid tubu- 
lar calyx of Liquidambar, in whose neighborhood perhaps Da- 
tisea, with its open carpels, likewise might be referable. In 

itanus we have the orblonlete, leaf-like stipule of Polygo- 
num orientale and Salix species; in Liquidambar, a valvate 

armous capsule. With Platanee Artocarpee most close- 
y sonhivet, which are known to merge into Moree, Urticee, 
and Ficine; and the latter, by total and especial resemblance, 
often mentioned by authors, merge into ‘the fleshy cupulifer- 
ous forms of Egg apes preeeneng, “a sagt cacton invo- 
lucrate ae somatic aa 

% inuate- 
of Q. Sa or a ni Black Pisie to 

the a lanceolate, serrulate one oe ahs by uk of 
tepetition. Perhaps, in a certain sense, Artocarpee and ad 
on generally, by their P aia integuments eae , may be 
aimed ous forms, but o: an aggre- 

gated, “geared yom condition, the other con- 
ae as mostl ReRy eons. 

the 01 [and no longer cupulate forms of papborbie: 
#, such ae Crotomens have maseh resemblance to Santalace 

reine, 

: ‘Bartley as by. eke TMs as 
nnoides strongly eof r genes 

fully tenable on t on the evidence of of such pe 
: = Phyo which night he almost as 
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more in Papilionacee, until an increased calyx, with a tubi- 

epignyism, apparently, is known, although closely approached 
by Gymnocladus, of ribesioid floral structure and aroma. Be- 
tween it and Trifoliex, ete., true Leguminose seem to te con- 

med; and for Pome no other true affinity, not 
even AN saiveeuecs otherwise contained, is recognizable, nase 
in one sense: backward, toward Rosacew. - 

Serialization of Dicotyledons completed, doubtless 
the most difficult: and extensive part of the subject was dis- 

vith the uniformity of type pebwel these 
types or floral circuits: the nymphacaceo- 
violaceo-cis 

ropeolum, Impatiens 
rat sulacew, c= Aor ts and Geraniacee 
es Viola ‘lelphinifotia 

_ and where sey: become pin- 
sig eo ibellifere, Fumariacee, 

) at eit vised the aconite peculiarity of floral 
recurrent, in Aconit 

foliar habit ae r are too reatvete to need f 
: but i it: must: pe enero how completely eu 

n ¢ -dianthoid: > siaselacneteaal 

: yriaceous eirenit, oe Asie a triad ‘ewe 
foliar habit and ngucmoutats 0 or —— cap- 

‘small foliage. 
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ceo-rhamnoid triad of floral cireuits can be said to! be netenane 

terized by the ea follie id 

The ci rous oad roaitiopans triad, if a triad, 
and not a single pean piers t. be qualified as the truly pin- 
nate, | erous or amygdalinous-seeded one, none of these 
— however, being constant. 

The n: subdivision in apparently fifteen intra-epigynal 
floral c or circuits, and their ‘natural s ubdivision into 
five seins once conceived, I tried to ex ometasoally 4 the 
coincidences of type above detailed. e suggestion, that it 
might be graphically realizable by a sort of ue ontagasaceds _ tk 
pins Rg the parts in question being. 5, a ara organ 

bo conve r alternation (p. 58) of types being “conceived: on 
the mere sig aneseiet of the peponiferous node to the — nta- 
rious, and, next, the geranioid to the acerine, the e ic 

came at once "coincident with the eactoid, the ribestoid ith 

the gymnocladous, the tubiflorously capitate type of Scabiosa 
with the likewise tubiflorously ae one of papilionaceous 
— if ca seineidenees be It as to need 
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and Myrtiflore, are satisfied by the representation in a central 
connection. In the astral configuration (“Anatole”) the hypot- 
enuses (and in the inverted, eyclar one, where each triad is rep- 

as a circle, divided by intersections, the exterior arch- 
es) are remarkable for their duplicity of type, corresponding 

‘the contiquous sides : as Leguminose assume the apetalous 
myrtoid habit of Metrosideros in Mimosee, the labiate or rin- 

of Sapindacee ; Cupulifere the pandurate, lyrate foliage of 
Papavero-Crocifra Oleracee the dianthoid one, Saxifrager 

* omens 

ir hy Eycopotices exe and i igicteines 
natant: ferns _ initiate the a 

S a Balanaphoree -(Ratfile- 

cotyledonous seed (Vol. I, Phyllo- 
cales, through Gnetacesw —_— 

yn ife re to Monocotyledones, i inthe 
term, we > have five —— atural 

> 
* ie coma >-melani 

as to - cot ‘ 18 

in ana average sons ts a 

a ae 
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thus it may, after all, turn out to be an organically architec- 
_ fo orm, Which might | best serve to spatially embody the 

ne BOCY 0 : 
thalline mould. Mushrooms and puff-balls, as well as superfi- 
cial : are merely its fructifications. As that of ferments, 
I consider the floating scum of free spores— Vappa. Cheese, 
likewise, is the o-chemic result of a fermentative mucor, 
the developments of which are indicated by the stratifications 

of ch putrid diffluence the sporous development ap- 

pears asa misty, supra-natant Vappa ; in dry ones, as a favoid 

In Tohene, the dry, pastous gay-colored tissue is entirely 
drawn to the surface as a membrane, and develops its per- 
fect form and fructification only in tight tet pe st > with 

ie Gy Fame 

one half d 

me awuriation of Parmelia, not a ‘Hyphomyces (Endl) 

“Lecidea” humosa Tfind; in a. ee specim tall“ 
be a eee her a 5 ste rangial Solorina scrobicle! In Col- 

the aqu Pectin Papuonnelia (Phylephoren), nees, con- 
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spores by an apical pore, like mosses, the contents, by develop- 
men ment hing into a contervoid velvet. This develo hor into va- 

riation of coils tees tee hel ashes and lovee fern oa cibe 80 
light as to be swept away by every wind. As this plant goes 
throug So many developments, besides its perfect, sporangial 

oto-C ydococcus cells are mere thalline yeinese 
(as i in tinloons and probably Baccillaria likewise} and that 

ps they merely are the conditional developments of the 
Chlorococcum cells strewn Eeouptio ut the atmosphere? 
Sphagnum seems to derive its Sesame solely from the 

, othing from, the soil. 
at gered arge, », open ool of air in its dew-drenched pe 

ypically different uli of eared 
®, a parallelism with the gradual es 
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climate adapted to its perfect developments And, indeed, 
he vi it could scarcely be otherwise se, as t e has occupied so 

inent a position in the eB "of ost all. the 
ehtencd nations of ancient and modern times. Since 
Noah planted a vineyard, the vine has followed the - pro- 
Palestine of nwa: g ies and civilization throughout India, moony : 

thern Europe. It holds an import pest ged 
in the history og those seats of ancient civilization a 

The e “vine-clad hill” | ins Fi a one positon 

en p Si 

ee sie “modes of alka bese ad 
carefully ined, a dete 7 
experience of the last 4,000 years, it only remains for the eul- 
tiv pore < our times to aber e modes of culture s 

DO ng » Mediterranean ; 
Neties then cultivated, and the ja a pe adopted, will suc- 
ceed in other localities; to doseemine whether some new va- 
tities may not si etter : : Oe ee sae 
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this description, and when any of these qualities have been 

wanting the most skillful vine-growers have carefully supplied 

them by artificial means. Hence Virgil directs to place “po- 

rous stones and rough shells” in the trenches—the stones and 

shells to loosen the soil and perfect the drainage, and the 

a oft supply the defect of lime. The vine has ever suc- 

gric . mpositions 0 

vines grown five different soils. The result ed 

‘Gratz. 
Mountain ‘ Gratz. Limestone. 

‘Primary Rocks. 

SS naSta | 

poe 

ereeee € 

meeree yeeney 0-29.75... cece ceueee segs: 
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If therefore soda and potash be deficient in soil, their piece 
may be ar pe by lime, should it exist in sufficien 
quantities. 

Climate. —The success a the grape on the islands and the 
shores of the Mediterranean show their adspiaton to a cli- 
mate in which the in go are si a and mild, an summe 

areenpersts and equable. In the lopsap aR where the 

circumstances, reach ee greatest pertetion thougl 
to ia changes and extremes of heat and cold. 
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their observations according to the plan adopted by the 
Smithsonian Institution 

eae of our most successful vine-growers has 
been co llected, and the results boareoe compared with the 
condlislone derived from our examinations of the climate, 

soils vines of the Bente: 
4. The soils of the State have been carefully pei - 

the varieties collected and submitted to a most skillful ch 
ist for full and accurate analyses. 
Native The growth and fruit of our native vines 

give us most important t indications of the adaptation of our 
soil and climate to the se te of the grape. The follow- 
ing species have been observed; the Be habits and 
ofc each variety have been aelbeiy ot ined. 

1. Vins sANEN Pe Linn, Fox Grape of the Northern 
ueflgaten, 

which ‘grow upon the ay ridge 
those’ of the 
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not so large ve the Fox, or the Summer Grape. Its fruit is 
small and ace 

4. (Var. ns the Sarat, gray.) Vitis RIPARIA, Mi che. 
er Grape 

This grape is partial to the alluvial soil along the margins 
of our streams. It grows to a large size 

5. Sie Vutpina, Linn. Muscadine of the West, and Fox 

Grape, according to Elliott, in the South-eastern States. 

It is most abundant in the southern bat of the State. It 
grows very large and produces abundantly. Its fruit uf very 
much esteemed. Ape stad Somnpernn ng Grape is a va- 
riety sagen this specie 

6. Viris BIPINNATA, Miche. 

This plant » was s observed in Cape Girardeau and emmnoee 
Counties. ee 

: or ‘Viris INDIVISA, Willd. 

“This v vine abounds i in the central and western counties. 

_From thi it wil be ween that Mou 
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It should be borne in mind that these results have been de- 
rived mostly from vineyards in the valley of the Missouri and 

i Rivers, which are not, by far, the most favorable 
localities in the State; for the “mildew” and the “rot,” th 
most formidable obstacles they have had to cet with, 
may be partially or entirely obviated in localities where the 
tmo and | 

» moist weather.” Now the larger part rt of 
our vineyards are located upon a stiff, cold, clayey subsoil, 
which of necessity retains the excess of moisture and produ- 
ces the injurious results.f This evil may be obviated by thor- 
ough draining and preparation of the soil; or, what is better, 

some of the millions of acres in the southern part 
of the State, where the soil is warmer and lighter and richer 
in the in gredients most favorable to the vine, and where the 

is so tent as to — a free passage to the excess 

: the id appears i in 1 Funes and all es that ~ is caused 
— 

rank nk growth and vast ott besides. the broad rivers 
flow through them; ber tome table lands are e almst 
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The vineyards of Boonville have yielded the present sea- 
son about 6,000 gallons, worth $12,000. Five acres gave a 
clear profit of 39,000, 0 r $400 per acre. Mr. Haas made 1550 

ns from 3 acres. 
gabe vintage of Hacmaen tp about 100,000 gallons, from 
ess than 200 acres. At $1.00 per gallon, which is less than 
on value, it will give a profit of at least $400 per acre, or of 
prc st on the 200 acres in cultivation. One small vineyard 
eee r. Joseph Stuby’s, yielded over 1,000 gallons 

PThe o entire cost of vine ards, preparin the soil, eee, aie 
training the ee till ales ise ae eerste. tae 
3200 to mee re; annual pit of cultivation atten ron 850, 2 
$60 per ac eat per ¢ ent. on first cost, $20 to $30 per ace 
total. pad for each year, $70 to $90 per acre. So that 
income of $100 per annum for each acre is sufficient to Ha 
the interest on the first cost and the expense of cultivation. 
Judging from the statistics before m me, I would suppose all 

our vineyards have yielded an average of at least 250 gallons 
per acre since 1849, which, at an average price per ga lion of 
$1.60, meenld. give an an annual income of $400, and a yearly 
profit of $3 ) per % that recser even in a e 

X Se ee Cv 

ome ofit ; while 
those derized, from 
t the 7 of our 
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the south and west asin the north and in the wr ogo wobec the 
Missouri and the Mississippi, where our vineyar 
ted; and, even where most objectionable, they are we so 
ore oa, in India, and other grape-growing districts of the 
old Ww 
‘That portion of Southern Missouri, extendi ing from Newton 

County in the south-west to Ste. Genevieve in the south-east, 
usually represented as the eastern extremity of: the 
Mountains, is in fact: a able land y. 1,000 to 1 500 
feet above the ocean. In the west it is "sufficiently und 
ing to be well dvieagi: while in the east it sometimes ris 
into ridges and knobs of moderate’ elevation. From this table 

din ‘Cebislanas nied dine ‘White vitls Ata -tuibetonies,'dueioidion 
towards Arkansas5 and ae River “se Shoal Creek on the 

The valleys of th ous streams which flow from this 
te land are vat first but 1 but little e depressed below the general 
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Analyses nh Soil from the bluffs of Boone Co., by Dr. Litton. 

No. i So No. 12 B. 12 B. Ne. we. 

Oia tetios drying at 150° C. ---++++- 

tter & ven = oem 150° C. | 
n hy 

teteee C688 Setene 290% eeaeee eee 

o 3 

Peroxide of GoNSEs bo hess posten sae eden 4 
aes aaa) 

: of eaes eeteee sseser 88 

acid... it eles 
gee eM o> ‘ ‘ yn 5 HOSS Oe See eee esate se Bet eee eee z ss : 

Chlorine Pee ee HOR ee Bde eee Seeees S88 eee see 

Total «+... reat ae 3524 
No. 12 A was collected from 2 to 6 inches below the surface; No. 12 B, 

from'10 to 125 1 and No. 12 C, from 18 to 20 below the sites ce © igh 

sibs lis very similar to those w hich th ard pon which the vineyards 
of Boonville, Hermann, and. amburg, are located ; and it pro- 

e ee nabundan ce of large and excellent grapes, on small 
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This rages is all ine could be desired for the culture of the 
grape ; it contains an abundance of all the mineral substances 
which a into the: composition of the vine, as shown above 
by its analysis. While it is warm, light and dry, it contains 
pie quantities of magnesia and vegetable matter or humus, 

; it great capacity for absorbing and retaining a suffi- 

valuable lands in the State for the cultivation of the grape; 
especially i is this true of those located upon the southern high- 

lands, away from the hn and sudden changes of our large 

rivers and their broad valleys. 
1e Magnesian Limestone, by occupies a large portion 

‘Southern and is made up of magnesian lime- 
stones, sandstones, and yobs chert which are “usually over- 
laid with thin Lac of reddish-brown marly clays. The 
lime, 1 magnesia, ia, and alumina, derived from the decomposition 

S, es with the abundance of vegetable mat- 
derived from the fires which annually 

te tha the nave vines do ot pee and sappy 0B r aoc ee: "but they are 
ce finer clusters of 

_* See preceding analysis No.1. 
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other departments of agriculture. And so far as we can judge 
from the characteristics of soil and climate and the indications 

bg the native vines, these 5,000,000 acres in the highlands of 
ouri present rare inducements to the vine- 

effort ahbbld ei put forth fied heen the time ‘when these 
5,000,000* acres shall be covered with flourishing spnernatsy 
giving profitable employment to 2,000,000 people, yiel 
more than 1,000,000,000 gallons of wine, and an annual profit, 

i stenitidda: 
be — oo bluffs of the numerous streams in 

cdemmenegcen , and in the valley of the Osage, usually 

ope bacl into to knobs and ridges, sci are frequently sur- 
ral terraces so regular and uniform 

tion of the strata of magnesian 
‘Their heig ree varies from one to =" 
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sustain a vigorous growth of prairie grasses, flowers, shrubs, 
and soe which produce the finest quality of grapes in great 
profa 

Cavelie Pert are numerous spacious caves in all parts of 
this interesting country. The temperature of those measured 

between 50° and 60° F. Many of them would make 
most excellent wine cellars, as their temperature is sufficient- 
ca and uniform to prevent that acidity to _— the wines 

o 4 bd It 

a population of ane siiMtbeea 
sea respecting the native vines, the climate, the ex- 

vine-growers, and the soil, clearly prove the 
city of Missouri to become the great wine-growing regi¢ 

f our continent. They should encourage those noble spirits 
Mines have 1 so ie Ge agate their labor and their money 

artment of husbandry in our 
the “poor flint 

will be as 
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to nine feet thick. From these data Dr. Koch draws the con- 
clusion that the Mastodon, while mired, was killed by weap- 
ons, stones, and fire ; — that Man must, therefore, have ex- 
isted with the Mastod 

paper of ae “Koch, although many members of the 
Aindionsy disagreed with the author’s views, passed from the 

. hands of the ate saeeees to the press without any 
comment upon it and without a discussion. Since, however, 
in the last meeting, the subject was incidentally brought 
again before the Society, and a wide difference of ——- was 
manifested in regard to the correctness of Dr. K ogg gi? 
sions, I take this opportunity of expressing my belief and 
ag Sd to — = Sore gt that all the facts, stated by 

unted for in a far more simple and 
natural vith oe the hasty and thus far unwarranted sup- 
position, existed cotemporaneously with the 

To substantiate the statements in the case more e firmly, 
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above the surface, as the head, spine and ribs, were — par- 
tially burned, while the lower parts were undisturbed ; 

fore the head, the highest part, was burned to such a ee. 
beer but small remains of it were at unconsumed. Now, od 

ing a 4 troph y yc as + ty are wont do pr ees combat with 
far inferior animals? Or, would the i es in that ease, 
have formed such an equal layer above the animal? would 
pm not rather have fallen from the protruding higher parts 
my ee 4 and have been washed off by the rains, or been 

own the winds in all directions, before alluvial ground 
could ie the spot? These are all —, that can not 
be satisfactorily answered by Dr. Koch’ 
_ 8. The arrow-heads and stone avairchagee ieee to prove: the 
resen¢ of Ti on that —not of antediluvian Indi- 

raries a the mastodon, but of the same Indians 
haneninis of years occupied — 

bee coe eh ape habits, from the old- 

The following co ' ib civeenndlines ces pe to. my 
mind the most natural and likely to sve the question . 
An Indian family, attracted perhaps by the springs, se selected 

centuries = that place for a residence, and fixed their tent 
' very spot, where, unknown to them, the 

A’ covering ven th to rested’ below. Wachee 
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these iy, reponse’ fires and heated ashes underlying bones 

could be partially burned, is self-evident. But the Indians, 

like many Ptoe primitive nations, are also in the habit of pre- 

paring sometimes their food, especially their meat, in holes 

dug in the ground and filled up with alternate layers of heat- 
ed stones, meat and embers. Such underground kitchen work 

would, of course, exert a still more powerful and speedy effect 

in partially burning underlying bones, and would account, at 

presence might al o be accounted for by the Indian custom 
of covering the nel end of their tents with stones, to keep 

them closer to the ground. In a deserted Indian camp these 
stones will, for a long time afterwards, indicate the places 
where their lodges were fixed. 
That in P course of centuries, after the spot was left un- 

vial grcund could have accumulated over it to 
the te depth of ety or nine feet, burying both the mastodon 

h its p tiall burne d bones _ om traces of the Indians, a 

"hacen of intelligent apes. 

e same am 
a other % evidence 

) he found 
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far vena as the mouth of Judith River. In Eastern Kansas the formation is 
of sandstone, blue and variegated pyritiferous clays, gypsum, 

Thi in Kansas, in the north-west at the — of Judith Riy- 
er, as well as ate of the Pyramid Mountain in New Mexico, have been 
ferred to the sapere system of Nebraska, ‘Acaian, Texas; Alabama 
and New Jersey, etc.* ; that time no organic remains had 

w nm B tly I obtained a few fos- 
sils from a stratum of this group in Kansas that would place them in 
Permian below rather than the b ionagier above; hence it was nominally 
referred to st nonconformably upon the Per- 
mian. 

The surface upen which these fob amge strata were deposited was very 
uneven. Frequently we find Permian beds standing up through them in 
ridges which must are re iscntad ek in the ancient waters in which 
the Trias was deposited. Indeed there may be traced from the valley of 
the Kansas to the Arkansas a line of coast, with its littoral configurations, 
reefs and is The U; i ' 

> ‘teavelling the.Santa Fé road from Diamond Spr: Padi spay _ fay the Santa Fé road fi iamo G oe ottonw 
: _ The Cellular Limestone, on which the Tins rest; is variable in charac- 

g gypsum. cellular beds often pass diagonally 
through the clarey strata. ae ae 

character of of these beds, and the sun-cracks 0 so abund- 
sot theshow very dearly nthe were formed on a shore of the 

as, from, ‘the: mouth of the Smoky-Hill 
© sretagmgork beg A 
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THE ROCKS OF KANSAS. 

BY @. C. SWALLOW AND F. HAWN. 

hse characters. Wher e have represented them as 
ntical with species akteofore ig, "the proofs s iden- 

tity are conclusive ; where there have been any slight differ- 

ever beans or advisable to form. new species on imper- 
mens. 

: 

er defects may pear in our descriptions of new 
wow ga oy can be relied upon as true to the 

ert inportance of these rocks to scientific and prac- = 
men* has as induced 1 ; to pre erway 

" Sgt eliogth sainat: kes we will, at an early 
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SYSTEM I—QUATERNARY. 

No. aces feet Bluff, the same as in Missouri—2d Ann. Rep. Mo. Survey. 
4 feet white c clay—2d Ann. Rep. of Mo. Survey. 

. es 15 feet local drift. 

"169 feet of Quaternary. 

SYSTEM II. Pargeng repel 

No. 4—45 feet light gray crystaline limesto 
‘ §—27 feet slope strewn with light gray gonna concretions.* 

“724 feet of Cretaceous. 

SYSTEM IIl.—TRIASSIC. (?) 

No. 6—12 feet light gray arenaceous limestone. 
“ Sis feet blue py 

15 feet dark brown ferrugino sandstone. 
o> feet, like No. 7. 

pthears ts, detane 

pe i 14 feet variegated, na and white, clay. 
“ 12— 8} feet white granular gypsum . (Local.) 

and 9. 

) feet Faliowish eae argillaceous sandstone. 
“ «19-10 feet thin silico-calcareous strata, containing fragments of trees. 
«21-10 | 

es of 

“BET et we cay, with som coneetions ot oxi of ion pees 

& ‘$204 fet of 1 Triassic. () 
Sys 

hivsau Cl F.V Ha 
phere ae as proceedings, 3 
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* 

No, 33—30 feet gray limestone and flint, with beds of brown clay. 
34—26 feet massive, cherty, magnesian limestone and ‘dentin clay ; ; the 

lower magnesian beds Go contain angular fragments of jasper. 
bro siliferous. 

eet red clay. 
37—80 feet —— “eet magnesian limestone, with heavy beds of 

38—10 Set laaaiwe ae of flint and limeston 
89—25 feet gray and yellow limestone, spitting small globular and 

pear-shaped nodules of chert, and ae vith sieeh; altern- 
ating wi — beds of brown and bl 

40-75 oe wh magnesian limes  eharnating with beds of 
pul 4 clei and red ela: ae 

41—25 feet lg! light buff ian limest d chert. 
42— : feet heavy- "bedded yellow, magnesian limestone. : 
43— 3 feet blue Saperrsg slate. 
44—15 feet brown 
45—10 feet brillant reliow, es lime 

* 46-17 bes ae wn limestone, with ocho joints of large 

fet silicious limestone. 
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CATALOGUE OF FOSSILS a 

Obtained from the Permian Rocks of Kansas. 

TRANS. OF THE ACAD. OF SCIENCE. a 

. Bia} s im | HA 
NAMES OF SPECIES. S “4 Pa = LOCALITIES. 

aie 8 m | 
S/S /E\2 
OLR Pia] : 

A trilobate leaf of an | | 
exogenous plant+++++- seevee ealeeleclee| ¥/ NO. 14(?) of the forgoing sec- 

ae tion 
ZOOPHYTA. ; 

Stonopora crassa, heated ils 55 of se] Pf oles Ler Mad Cotton-wood. 
opora spinigera, Bl eefes reek, Santa Fe ; 
aes | 

2 | Valley of Kansas, west of Fort 
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a\z : ARE 
Pizlz= ARE 

: NAMES OF SPECIES iol bel LOCALITIES. 

alSlals 
</Fi aia 
Slolm| as 
OTR / OI 

*|..|..| Valley of Big Blue. 

*|..|..|)Near sy dif Grove. 
*|..|..|Generall 
*}...-|Red Water and Covton-wood. 
¥*/..1..|Red Wate 
x 
* 

‘ 

Spirifer pectinifera (2), Sowerby .. 
“ood § 

* 

Pratten..| * 
Orthisina umbraculum, Buch ....| ¥* 

Missouriensis, Swallow | * 
Rhynchonella ella Osagensis  crealiow, */|*|..|../ Valley of Big Blue River. 
Terebratula(?) subiilita, ‘Hall ....| * Generally diffused. 

ACEPHALA. 

Monotis speluncaria(?), Schlotheim,| ..| * 
Monotis “var. Americana,| | 

. oe] Fhe Near Smoky-Hill Fork. 

* ve Hill Fork. 
+-| ¥|..| Valley of Cotton-wood. 
*|*|..|Valley of Cotton-wood. 

* ar Smoky Tull Fork. 

Chet er alley of Co ‘otton-wood. 
*),.|-+| Valley of Cotton-wood. 
bal Valley of Kansas. 

me ae nt HV: ey peng 3 

HK 
ee . 

PEERS 
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ARE 

NAMES OF SPECIES. g a od = LOCALITIES. 

mate z = 
EE — SlalBle 

triangularis, Swallow--|..|¥*|..|..|Walley of Cotton-wood. 
teem ome Verneuil «-++|..|.. Smoky_Hill Fo rk. 
yriodon opho nem mil 

4 se lie ++|++]..1.+|* (No. 18 foregoing section. — 
Allorisma lanceolata, Si actin: *|..|..|Near Council Grove. 
Allorisma curta, Swallow sss «+|..|#]. 104 Neue ouncil Grove. 
_Allorisma sma Minnahaha, Swallow. *|..|..|Near Council Grove. 

‘GASTEROPODA. 

o. 26 foregoing section. 
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STENororA sPINIGERA, Lonsdale, Ge. Rus., Vol. i. pl. A, fig. 

Srexorora covumNanrs, King, Per. Fos., pl. m1, figs. 7-9. 

Gui spite ens agree with those delineated by — 
and King, except they are not “incrusting” like some 

8. 
Both of the above species of Stenopora are from the Lower 

Permian rocks in the valley of the Poser nees associated 
with Monotis Halli. 

Cuarreres, _ Three undetermined species, probably new. 

All af these corals were obtained in strata supposed to be 
Lower Permian of Kansas Territory. They are very abund- 
ant in some of t the beds. 

BRYOZ OA. . 

FENEsTELia riammcans @ Philli; . Ge. York, Pt. IL, 

. _ Our specimen phcieaté the striated surface eet all the 

Rasen Pheke aves are like those paiocened-b ner Phillips 
Loy rer Permian ermian strata, near Council G 7, 

ee Phill. Trans. Ge. Soc. Lon. 
. “Mi Series Vo Waitt ao. 2 fi cs 120; and the Ency- 

x ets Metropolitana, p 
CLADI ‘Semi King, eS kd sh ee i Vn 

t ded as ‘to include - those cee : 
Yy, as seems most semsonsble, is left 

8. biserialie F would be a good name for 
be included in the virgulacea. | 

ian § ia the vale of the Cot- 
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From the Lower Permian strata in the valley of the Cot- 
ton-wood, K. T. 

AcaNTHOCLADIA ANcEPS (?), Schloth 
Gorconia ancers(?), Goldfuss (2), mae Ger. p- 98, pl. xxxvz. 

S- 
ACANTHOCLADIA ancers(?), King (?), Per. Fos. p. 48, pl. v., 

figs. 13-18. | 
Our specimens differ. in having the rows of cedlules diago- 

nal to the axis of the stem, instead of longitudinal, as repre- 
sented by King, and on ridges like that figured by Golafiss; 

oe anges t, Pictet, Tre, Pale; pt ser, Se 

Our speci the Lower Permian strata in K. T. 
seem to be sip ential al with the specimen on? and 

" BOHINODERMATA. 

a a 
ARIS VERNEUILIANA, King, Per. Fos, pl rife 

| Angi are ements Trans. s Acad. Sd 
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This species from the Muschelkalk seems to be identical 
with one of our species from the Upper Permian strata o: 

T: 

SPIRORBIS ORBICULOSTOMA, Swallow. 

Shell small; spire elevated; volutions about three; convex 
on the free side and marked with transverse rug; aperture 
oblique, erp not modified by the preceding volu- 
tion; umbilicus small. 
Our shell differs from the S. valvata. of Goldfuss, which it 

rey ale in the oes 3 > i volutions and the transverse 
d from 8. helix o: g, (Per. Fos., p. 54, pl. v1, figs. 

10-11) i in the form of the ae re. 
ij. Hawn’s collection from the Permian Strata of Kansas, 

attached to Nautilus Permianus and N. occidentalis. 

CRUSTACEA. 

Pumzresta. Species not determined. 

From the Lower Permian ‘teate, on a slab with Thamnis- 
ow Mpebiees onck Acontisonladio anceps @- 

-BRACHIOPODA. 

- Proveeres Carmovmtanvs, Swallow. 3 

- Shell, \ ge, § ub-hemisph erical ; sinus, n | 
from the visceral region to the anterior adie of of the extending 
valve; oon omg recurved beyond and ¥ within the, ee 

: the dorsal valve; dorsal valoe, repaisrly arched, with 
constantly aresibing im the anterior bowler fhe 
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posite valve; mesial ridge, corresponding to the dorsal sinus; 
internal sunfice of ventral valve garnished with a prominent 
trifid cardinal process, fortified at its base with three diverg- 
ing ridges, two extend laterally — — to the cardinal 
line and become obsolete on the the third or thesabie 
ridge, extends perpanidipalarts freak the cardinal a to the 
middle of the valve, where it becomes prominent a 5 
on each side of the last, and in the angles between it and tl 
two former. cena a are — oval rugose scars of the a 
muscles; vascular impressions, ches nearer the anterior and 
lateral karla pate by recurved sinuses to the anterior 
part of the mesial ridge; central pi on of the visceral region 
punctate and marked with longitudinal coste; around the 
anterior border i is a zone, ornamented with tubes, those on the 

Gato 40 far as observed, is confined to the 

oe ny a nsasensis ranges down to the base of the 
Car oa ee i Kans ot were found very abundant by 

make ‘the Geological s survey Se Pantin 

: Proovorus (Strophatoviay Noxwoo Di 
Swoall si : 

fom nor ar a 
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beak and closes the aperture; in front of the cardinal cae mee 
isa flat, narrow area. Both valves are gree nted 
lar, indistinct, concentric corrugations or lines ose 
be 7 assume the form of thin; scaly ranean = — 

margin ; 
ous seme unequal, depressed tubular pines are Lasleivn on 
all parts of the surface, even to the point of the beak; their 
attachments make the shell appear as if marked with ‘small, 
rounded, interrupted, longitudinal cost; they are smaller on 

ventral valve. In some specimens there are indications of 
an effort to range them in concentric lines, particularly near 
the ; but usually there is no perceptible order, which 
together with the narrow area of the dorsal valve, and other 
characters, gives the shell strong ae with the Productus 
horrescens of Verneuil. 

ou of dorsal valve, 1.08; greatest width, 1.11; height, 
0.55; length of cardinal line, 0.87; length of ventral valve, 
0.91; a, 1 07. 

from the P. 5 ata WV. & P, which it faintly resembles, by 
as want of large concentric ridges, and by the smaller size 

: Sg eaam eH and irregular arrangement of is pai 
| The § ia Morrissiana, King, has a larger 

Pay Hawn’s collection from the Lower pein! » Rocks, 
in in he rly of ees a a where it was associated 

on. cert at the bey de e 
the center, and i in a cir : _ to the | 
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towards the miele which is ma and curved beneath the del- 
tidium ; area, very narrow or obsolete 
Length, 0.94; breadth, 1. 25; thickness, 0.62; height of area, 

0.28; width of area and "length of cardinal line e, 0.64, 
Our shell differs from the O. Fey iat in being less 

more Genidienl radiating lines regular and pte as us from 
argins. 

ornée de stries ‘éliées, flif ormes, deux ou trois fois plus étroites 
que les intervalles qui les separent,” musket t of 
our shell; and, besides, ours has concentric s 
Major Hawn’ s collection from the haves Peraug Rocks, 

in the wih han the Cotton-wood, K. T., where it is associa-— 
ted with niscus dubius, yee Halli, and Monotis 
vari 

ACEPHALA. 

“Shel beoiiewdcs kehaubicutae. obiaee, with a deep, rounded 
= etween Saneabripge the adjacent sides; cardinal bor 



. 
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rounded ridge extending from the beak to the middle of the 
ventral margin, and —— — the > posterior | side ; oar 

mangular =o the sides 

save a few irre lat epetugatious 
—o from beak to vanteat: margin, 0.95; length, 0. 70; 

of left valve, 0.16. 
jor Hawn’s collection from the — of the Cotton-wood, 

in Permian strata. 

Pectex ACUTIALATUS, Swallow. 

Shell small, depressed, polished, inflated part of the left 
_ Valve orbiculo-cuneate, rounded on the ventral margin; ante- 

rior wing i narrow, acuminate, separated from the side 
by a deep, rounded sinus, and a sharply-defined boundary 
from the s me cies abe: the back; posterior wing separated by a 

. us; cardi nal border a8 long, or longer, than. 

| the length of of the shell; no surface markings seen, save some 
faint indications of wide, depressed, radiating coste on the 
Hate at er the left valver Our specimens have n0- well- 

ht from base to ventral margin, 0.76. 

es trom the Preis —— = ea 
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usually more numerous and more densely set with vaulted and 
tubular scales ; anterior wing narrow, lingulate, marked with 

most numerous at the margin; they are crenulated, and seem 
to form the vaulted scales and spines on the costex. 

A large ovate specimen measured in inches :—Length, 2.005 
breadth, site beak to ventral margin, 2.38; length of cardi- 
nal border, 0.85; eaten of left Movie 0.38. Length of a small 
orbicular specim ; breadth, 2.04; length of cardinal 
border, 0.85; depik of le left valve, 0.48. 
6 specimens are very nearly allied to the M Garforthen- 
sis, King, con op pl. xm., figs. 24-25) ; but ours have very 
unequal coste; the right valve is very distinetly 
costate on the i inner side; its anterior ear is long, longiti 
nally rug 5 vom ams s nearly parallel. It is also very ol 

- of the Cotton-wood, and near Cou - - ‘ 
i aemcedatark with Mantilus nected ntalis, Monotis spe 
a, Monois varia, and Pecten Tan ee 

Sore SPELUNCARIA, Schloth He 2 
_ Moworrs ee King, Mon Per. ees 2 pm : 

W specimens one might | 
They differ nearly as mutch fom 
those figured in the Monogrs 
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Monotis raprauis, Phillips, Enc. Met 

oe ay RADIALIS, , King, Per. Fos., p. (157, pl. xm1., figs. 

Our specimens are identical with those figured and described 
. King and Phillips y Messrs an ps. 

Be Hawn’'s collection from the be Permian strata, 
near Smoky-Hill Fork, K. T. 

Moxorts VARIABILIS, Swallow. 

Shell variable, oblique, ee transversely monet 
ovate; left valve more or less regularly arche 
namented with fine , radiating a7 peices strie ; on the 
ventral and lateral margins are variable, radiating ged 
and a9 coste extending ay one-fourth to one-half of 

ce from the margin to the beak, where they entnely 
ear; beak small, Scud depressed, oe to 

er or a little beyond; the whole surface is marked with 
concentric lines of growth; Sodeaal margin .-obhahe, poste- 
rior part more so than the gaesh slight sinus below the an- 
terior wing. Right valve not see 

$ species is very easily Fistinguiskied by the peculiarity 

markings, by the smooth, finely-decussated visceral re- 
and t \igethomedeed costate and spinose or nny m 

is very variable in form. 
, 0.88; height, from beak to the anterior margin, 

bles the shpat: Phillips, i in form ; but i it 

ently mark 
a llection from ar 8 Permian Rocks, : 

ley of the Cotton-wood, K. 

aie PRmMIANUb; = Stn see A 
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~eewyptil sees sharp, terminal, curved in and forward. The sur- 
Jace arked with numerous imbricating lines of growth, 

er. 
gr eight from the beak to the basal extremity, 1.96; width 

from the anterior to va posterior margins, .86; thickness, a 
Our shell m the I. rectus, Shamard, i in havi 

concave anterior siisath ; beaks curved forward, posterior wal 
gin parallel with the anterior, and a more abrupt oe 
angle between the cardinal and posterior margins. 
tus, Goldfuss, (Pet. P- 169, pl. 128, fig. 7,). from the Muschel 
kalk, is less _—— n the anterior margin, not Ue thick and 
the extremity of ny em not so near the anterior margin. 
Maj. Hawn’s ream from the Permian(?) strata in K. > 

| Mrrrvs aeredinal) concavus, Swallow. 
Shell short, triangular, marked with sub-imbricating lamine 

or lines of growth, which are concentric on the posterior car- 
dinal slopes, b y diver ging on the concave 

anterior surface. Anterior margin concave, nearly as long a8 
the shell; cardinal margin long, straight or slightly convex} 

_ posterior basal m margin regular! ly curve ed from the cardinal to 
the anterior margin, with both of which it forms angalar jus 
tions ; anterior slopes so flattened as to present a sharply de s 
ow, even, concave ag as long as the anterior margiD, and 

the thickness Dg inal Marge Her eer: 
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BaKEVELLIA ANT 
AYVICULA nenaeh, frre Pet. Ger., p. 126, pl. exvr., fig. 7. 
Avicuta antiqua, Verneuil, Geo. Rus., pl. xx., fig. 13. 
Baxeveriia antigua, King, Per. Fos, p- 168, pl. xrv., figs. 

28-34. 

This fossil has a wide range; it is found in the Bunter 
Sandstein of Germany, the Permian strata of Russia and Eng- 
psn _ Upper Permian Rocks near Smoky- Hill Fork, 

ae PULCHRA, Swallow. 

and near the catia dick ge; sp eiicn many slightly peescntcah 
a ‘extremity oblique, most prominent near the ven 

Bengt 0.81; seh Bg, = at the beak, 0.32. 
a eee Kansas. 

Arwen. ebrbdnivs A(?), Munster. 
_ Avieura crrpnzara(?), Goldfuss, Pet. ‘ees ob 116, fig. 10. 

We have s cast from the U n Penaian Gat Eevee 
= very much resembles ‘eee | 

sora dinal margin “topes, aie er the » ohels 
harrow, posterior th e longer, flattened n ear the 
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namented with regular concentric coste and strive; beaks 
large and strongly i incurved. 2 

faj. Hawn’s pallpesiotl from the Lower Permian Rocks, in 
the valley of the Cotton-wood, K. T. 

EpMONDIA SEMIORBICULATA, Swallow. 

Shell elongate, sub-elliptical, inequilateral, slightly convex, 
ly curved at the extremities; posterior end, the wider regular! 

marked with aks concentric pleations with er ae 

2 cimens very much resemble the Kidivill Murchi- 

| sonia, ng, Soak eg pl .XIv., figs. 14 & 15,) but the plica- 
_tions are larger, ks more prominent and central, and 
oe rior margin satke lord convex. 

= ga pen 

: Neevra s ice : 
: Seer os sPxcrosi(?), Golfucs, Pet. . Ger p. 152, pe 

ig. 10 
: We have an imperfect cast which resembles the abo 
bison Nor 18 the Musche Ikalk. 
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posterior acne marked with fine distinct concentric strie 
and large irregular lines of growth; cardinal line straight, or 

. “Tenet 0.68; convex; anterior extremity rounded. 

Canorowonrns (?) RHoMBomEA, Swallow. 

Shell _inequilateral, transversely elongated, ‘Sititac, oe 

, gibbous hee the beaks to the ventral posteri 
en 

4 li 8 , 

le; bea Le urved, i inclined 

: the anterior i 21 
Length, 0.55 5 feaiet SoS from the beak to the pos- 

‘terior part 0 as ventral eee S .71; length of cardinal bor- 

“shett | ay ene, ice sikbiias 3 from the beaks toe 
Be oor or e ny, flattened n , le posterior 

ane ; ornamented with large © habnad. bra 
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Length, 0.92; breadth, 0.67 ; thickness, 0.38. 
Major Hawn’s collection from the Lower Permian Rocks, 

in the valley of the Cotton-wood, K. T. 

Carprnia (?) sus-anguLata, Swallow. 

Shell oblong, sub-oblique, roa een eet aie 
ibs 0 marked with strong, irregular, concentric ribs or plications, 

slightly convex, flattened ra hairs the margins. Beaks 
es: pro baa inclined forward and approxi- 

as be as the shell, and ibs osterior + ventral 
margin convex, rounded at et anterior ABP ens te and su 
ae oe t the posterior; an anterior margin short, edioal con- 

der} posterior ee. kee oe sub-trun 
oe cae 0.83 5 Aacosaey eadth, 0.58 ; aickanis 0.42. 

sata ‘froin oe Lower Permian re 
the valley of the Cotton-wood, K. T 

*. 

, Species undetermined, but similar to C. fascicularis — 
seers as given by ’ Pictet, Tra. Pal., pl. ExXxIXy — 

. It is like the 

Canprsta Listrrr (2), =isugidad Min. Con., z 123, ss 1h 

ot specimens are very sim 
they were x fom the same ueny 

ee ees ‘ebinet do not appear 
. Ci place." ™ : 

at : uilateral, gibbous, posterior end br 
oa y, anterior end short, peegrae 

extremit; ed towards the 
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Major Hawn’s collection from the Upper Permian Rocks, 
near Smoky-Hill Fork, K. T., associated with Monotis spe- 
luncaria, M. radialis, and Schizodus Rossicus 

Scuizopus TRIANGULARIS, Swallow. 

Shell small, sub-triangular, inequilateral, marked with fine, 
tri Both extremities are acuminate and rounded 

at the points; the anterior alittle broader and more rounded ; 
arge, prominent, incurved, approximate, nearer the an- 

terior extremity ; posterior sper inal slope rounded, slightly 
less convex than the anterior; both sharply carinated; ven- 
tral margin arched, curve increasing about equally at each 
-— 

ngth, 0.49; width, 0.36; thickness, 0.21. 
it most resembles ‘the ‘Schlothei imi, Geinitz, from the 

Upper Zechstein of Germany, and the Permian of England. 
The triangularis is more nearly equilateral, and is not trunca- 

associated with P. Cennecere, Cardinia Sth 5 on- 
the waters of the Cotton-wood, K. 

Scazoors opscurvs, Sowerby, Min. Con., Vol. IV., p. 12, pl. 

Senses osscurus, King, Per. Fos. p. 189, pl. XV. figs. 

We have but one e cast of this fossil. It is is very similar to 
Sowerby’s ef rage nd King’s figure No, 23 is — like our 
specimen as an e! aving can well be | e in: 
hye fossil is 1s found in many localities in the Permian fe Rocks of of 

anc and i in the Lower Permian strata of Kansas with © 

[ Semin To Rossievs, 1 Vernewil, Ge. Rus, Vol. ae 209, a 
2 | Semzones ROTUNDATUS, King, Per. Fos. p. 190, pl. xv., 

| - (Asin norexoaree, Brown, Man. Ge. Soc, Vol. T. 

of ranger and hae 
€ ovad ile identical with the Rossicus of es 
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notis speluncaria. Our specimens present the varieties men- 
tioned by M. Verneuil as occurring in Russia. 

ALLORISMA LANCEOLATA, Stwzallow. 

Shell elongate, praetaere with a well-defined, rounded 
aks marked ridge from the be o the ventral posterior angle, 

with large, rope, prominent eonétinteis costa, strongly re- 
ed toward the al margin; it is also ornamented 

with nodular, sence and radia ating striz; the radiatin 
strie most obvious on the posterior extremity ; beaks sm: 
Ce inted, recurved forward to, or beyond, the anterior margin; 
yen ovate, depressed. 

oth, 1.30; width, 0.67; thickness, 0.42. a Leng 
. Major Hawn’s collection from Permian Rocks in the vl 

of the se tjpac arth Bas a 

Atronrsaca 4) cuRTA, ‘Sutton. 

rt, ‘transverse, sub-rectangular, ‘negate gb s 
at the anterior extremity and narrower at the pos- 

“Gare. marked with large, rounded, concentric ¢ ste and 
all striz, pe ata to the cost, and m o promi- 

depressing ideo them ; beaks large, epr ssed, 
ximate, erior margin rounded ; Tenale 
‘dope, ex Sette’ dona ~ anterior slope; car -dinak 

magne Roget tng do ee 
0.97; width at ‘tela 061; thickness, _ 
scies resembles the lata 3 but it is m ee bous, 

not 

: nent in the 

sataternl,. inn moidal 3 11 
from the te towards th 
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the obtuse acs of the dorsal ma rgin; : suture di- 
vided b Bs longitudinal elevated ‘ridge, in ap ita valves 
—" wards the ventral margin where they meet at an 

I ht, 0 ongate, arch 
anterior sho rt, rounded; dorsal short, depressed, and strongly 
eurved up at the posterior imei L ; ‘external ligament nearly 

as long as the cardinal er. 
Dimensions of a large spe :-—Length, 2.31; greatest 

bréadth at the posterior extremity of the cardinal border 

1.26; greatest thickness near the middle, 1.115 thickness at 
posterior extremity, 1.02. 

Missouri State collection, from the Middle Coal Reais 

near Lexington; and Major Hawn’s collection from the Per- 
mian rocks, 1 in the valley of the Cotton-wood, K. T. 

heii banpepnordits ORBICULARE (?), Goldfuss, a 135, 

fig. 10, p- 196. 

= Dee specimen isa a cast, ant it agrees in size and form with 

“the east figured and described by Goldfuss from the Muschel- 
_ kalk of German: ih y: 

From No. et. the Triassic @) System, K. T T. | 

2 Ae bites 

oe Hawai in the > valley of the ——. 
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Murcuisonia supancuLaTa (?), Verneuil, Ge. Rus, p. 
340, pl. xxm1,, fig. 6 

Our specimens are very imperfect, but they resemble this 
more than any other species. 
From the Cellular Limestone of the Upper Permian strata, 

Loxonema rasctata, King, Per. Fos., pl. xv1., fig. 30, p. 209. 

Lower Permian strata, K. T. 

Wickoonen.vs spiratus, McCoy, Brit. Pal. Fos., p. 549, pl. 8HL, figs. 1-2, 
Iam unable to see any specific distinctions between our 

specimens from the Lower Permian and that described and 
i by McCoy, from the Carboniferous Limestone in 

umberland. 

ss CEPHALOPODA. 

Navmvs PeRmanvs, Swallow. 

, Shell of sas _Size, discoidal; spire formed of two or 
ig sub-hexagonal volutions; dorsal mar- 
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the anterior and the other on the Seine are side; those on the 
dorso-lateral angles have one nodule on every iternate cham- 
ber; the nodules around the umbilicus are smaller and less 
numerous. Septa very concave, periphery curved back on the 
dorsal and lateral margins, forming a rounded sinus in the 
dorsal channel, and a more obtuse curve on the flat lateral sur- 

faces; siphuncle large, sub-central ; wmbilicus large; aperture 
small, sub-ovate. 

specimens are imperfect casts of the last volution, from 
which we can not determine the surface markings or the num- 
ber of volutions; but it may be easily identified te the ar- 

ent of the nodules and septa. 
aj. Hawn’s sven from the valley of the Cotton-wood, 

where it was associated with Monotis Halli and Pecten 
Cleavelandicus 

OrTHocrRas KickaProornsg, Swallow. 

longate, conical, taperin dually, sub-cylindrical, 
lightly flattened on the side meh the Y aplaneles septa 
convex, distant less than one-third their smallest diameter ; 
periphery grin iocars and slightly eurved in the direction of 

the major axis; siphuncle small, eccentric, one-third of the 
- diameter from the Reena side. Surface markings not seen. 

: 2h collection from the Upper Permian Rocks, 
near Hill Fork. | 

— 

; ge 
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ancestors of New Fossts or se Coal Measures of 
Missouri and Ke 

BY B. F. SHUMARD AND &G. C. SWALLOW. 

-Navritvs Missovrrensis, Swallow. 

. small, gibbous, smooth, somewhat flattened on the 
margin ; pees reniform, transverse, slightly modi- 

edb: orl; septa sparingly seas a margin 
curved a little forward tow acts the inner border of the shell; 
si; € sub-central, a little nearer the anol margin; : 
wbitious leep, y close oc 
- Tore ;* thickness of last whorl, 0. 54: diameter of 4 3 a 
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ution, which permit us to recognize only the following char- 
acters: Depressed discoidal; umbilicus — allowing all the 
volutions to be seen; septa rather thin, numerous, sinuate 
on the sides and gently a arched ba ceiver on the dorsum; — 
sides flattened, rounded at the inner edge and obtusely sub- 

marked with three ranges of tolerably pro: rominent nodules, 
one of the ranges being central, the others situated on the 
exterior ed ges. 

Geol. she vet Loc.—Upper Coal Measures, Valley of Ver- 
digris and Kansas Rivers, near Pottawattamie Reservation. 
Collected by Maj. F. Hawn. 

Dae erga ae POLITUS, Shumard. 

— by extremely fine, revolying, closely arranged 
_ The ao ae nuh aa ie is not ‘visible. on ey y of 

re us. 

; aperture longer than wide, margins sinuate 
With a few, obscure, transverse ning wide 

towards | ¢ Other surface m Pig om: ‘a the : 
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GONIATITES MINIMUS, Shumard. 

sont sia of the say ao Prose embracing 0 

olds, 
This is the stoallent species of Goniatites hitherto found in 

American strata. In young specimens the form is quite 
globose. 

_ Dimensions.—Length, .12; thickness, 09. 
Geol. Pos. and Loc.—Missouri State Collection epee 

by Prof. Swallow rt the Middle Coal Measures © 
shores of the Missouri river above Dover's Landing. pie oc- 
curs quite eeenieolly in dark septaria, associated with @. 

_planorbiformis, 2, Cardiomorpha Missouriana and 

lected by Prof. Swallow. 

_ Onrnocenas ACULEATUM, Swallow. 

Sera thl RS PO ee 

H 
: 
q 
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seen. The general appearance of this shell is very 
aah like the rattles of the rattle-snake. 
“Maj. Hawn’s collection from the Coal Measures in the val- 

ley of the Verdigris, K. 3 3 

ORTHOCERAS OCCIDENTALE, Swallow. 

Shell slightly conical, flattened on the side next the siph- 
; septa convex, distant one-sixth to one-fifth their diam- 

ter, periphery elliptical, curved in the pares ae a4 

Bardane se Ee gat 
Maj. Hawn’s valigtion tee Clifton Park, near the junetion 

of the Coal Measures and the Permian Strata, K. T. 

Macrocuun.vs Missovriensis, Swallow. 

iat loblong ovate; spire elongate, dtestitdhine gradually, 
h six or more convex volutiens: aperture wide, ovate, 

about mr oaecdge length of ae shell; body whorl short and large. 
cast the suture impressed, the volutions angular, 

seni a spiral a perpendicular to the axis on their pos- 

oo. 8, which become much broader on body 

My i of fail 1.75; thickness of = whorl, 0.98; spiral 
46°; sutural angle, 81 | 

ily: aperture ov or end rounded, pos- 
bou 1H eng othe sel "oatir ip Yes: 

th of shell, 145; thickness of body whorl, 0.65; Jength 
re a width > —— 0.455, ssa angle, 43° > 
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MacrocueILus PonDEROSUs, Swallow. 

Shell thick, elliptical, is ae short, tapering copies 
volutions five eg ven, convex, imbricate; gern alightly ane 

« Spira nite = Stra angle, 65° to 70°; length of sel 
1.25; length of spi re, 0.45; leneth of body whorl, 0.90 ; len 
of aperture, 0.80; breadth of body whorl, 0.85; length | 
tween the last and penultimate sutures on the side opposite 
to the aperture, 0.19. 

shell resembles the a ee imbricatum of Sower- 
by (Min. Con., Vol. IL., pl. 566, fig. 2); Macrocheilus imbri- 
catus of Phillips (Pal. Fos, a 3 fig. 194); but our sl shell i is 
not so much elongated; ee 
and spin e markings are more obscure. It also differs from oe 7 

Joy, (Pal. Fos.) in having no coneave 5 Home 

ae “Mai. Sines Salletson from the Upper Coal Measures ine 
the valle y of the Verdigrs, K. 7 Aa 

es Turzo oBESUS, Shumard. — : 

Shell rotundateovate;. spiral angle, 96°; spire de 
rapidl ly ¢ enlarging, evenly rounded, the last 

elongate-ovate ; Fink marked with equ — 
: distant revolving substoda i e Tot unded striz, bs y re are from se teen to twe nd which | 
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vat Seong more deeply impressed as it approaches the 
aperture; aperture large, rotundato-quadrate, its height usu- 
ally a little aeoten than the width, very oblique to t is 
of the shell; contracted below near the columella; Zip sharp, 
strengthened above at its juncture with the columella by the 
callosity of the latter; columellar lip thick, concave, callous, 
smooth; swrface marked with numerous very fine lines of 

r 

tures. som 
preserved, and the fossil presents a delicate vermilion hue. 
focayay ae ons.—Spiral angle from 120° to 130°; length from 

x to base of an average specimen, nag greatest width, .82; 
an =m gt .00; width of sam 

Loc.—Missouri State collection, Upper Coal 
Measures, at a cree of localities along the Missouri River 
and Hinkston Creek, Boone County. Maj. Hawn found it at 
various points in the valleys of Cotton-wood Creek and Ver- 

‘i s a 
are pleased - to re ree to dedicate this beautiful species 

to R. | B. Pre, Esq., of the Missouri Geol. Survey, to whose 
labors the State calleetion is indebted for a number of its 
‘ost in connate foss 

mu tto ol Saht tan ton, very 

ex, eee with Fogg six to Daiebe very prominent revoly= 
te; suture deeply impressed; , semi- 

r margin co contracted near the 
0.203; dia 
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Bet.eroPpHon Merxianus, Swallow. 

Shell small, gibbous, broadly rounded on the dorsal vm 
carinated near the aperture, ornamented with it crow tie 

points of cuition on to ‘ie adjace ent whorl ; Ber con- 
tered is umbilicus shallow, distinctly modified by the thick 

reflex 
"Diameter 0.77; width of aperture, 0.60; length of aper- 

This beautiful little oor Meco the B. perlatus of Con- 
rad, (Jour. Acad. N. 8. Phil., Vol. VIIL, p. ap) but his speci- 
men has no transverse tha and ours is carinated only near 
the aperture. It is also similar to B. Witryanus, D’Koninek 
(An. Fos., pl. 28, fic, 9, p. 341); but the latter is easily dis- 
tinguished by its very ‘large umbilicus. B. decussatus, Flem- 

(Phil. Ge. York eevol I). p. 281, pl. 17, fig. 18,) may be 
oma by the greater depth of the umbilicus and its well 

carina. 
Missouri State collection from the Middle Coal Measures 

; also by Mr. Price in the Lower Coal pa 

\PHON TRICARINATUS, Shumands. 

: ‘no surface mar preachy” 
Zoe. Upon Coal Measures, eK. oT. ee 
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which are gently arched forwards on either side of the dorsal 
sinus and become nearly obsolete before reaching the umbili- 
eus; these are decussated on each side of the sinus ie from 
ten to ewes: revolving thread-like lines, distinct on the dor- 
sum, but becoming indistinct towards the umbilicus; at the 
points of intersection of the transverse and revolving lines 
there is a thickening which gives to the surface a very beau- 
tiful mes psorane Fas astro dorsal gre a hesignda ror 
stron: epressed an , becoming sh erlorly, 
boule on either side 1 A a we are line, ged saat i ark cg 
the transverse sare peut § which are arched wie - 

; A4; ee t, .32; width of aperture, 
40; length of oes ceviic i * 
There is in e sellaotioa m2 specimen which is double the 

size of that from which the above proportions were taken. 
Geol. Pos. a cme rag —This is one of the most beautiful oe 

cies of our Western Coal Measures. ue bie obtained by Maj. 
Hawn from the valley of of Vertiges Rive 

CAPULUS PARVUS, Swallow. 

| Shel small, oblique, obsoletel carinated on the left. anterior 
and right posterior slo ees elongate, conic; a) 3 su 
ne y ae acute, prominent ; aperture sub-re 

saa tac ie ca ah ne’ 
biel 2 ache herin ted ae | ister sinuate 
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rise abruptly from the smooth, even surface of the shell, leay- 

the space between them flat and smooth; beaks pro 

- terior | recurved, inclining forward, distant; lunule deep, 

s in the » markings. is is ‘‘ tenuissime strt 
_ Collected by Maj. Hawn in K. T., No. 98 of his general 

Missouri State sled from Lower Cons Meas- 

a "Hevea apse and Middle Coal Measures, 

County. 
t 

Tsocanpra ® curTa, Shumard. 

"Shell sian sub-quadrate, gibbous, proce and neigh a 

equal; cardinal margin short, gently rounded ; posterior bord 

obliquely ee gently roun rounded ad forming an obtuse 

| with the palleal border, which is slightly arcuate; bue- 

descending with _ 

of the valves and - beaks elevated above the 

nal line, strongly i 1, situated e-third the length 
of the shell from the anterior extremity. | 

The specimens in the collection are all destitute | of cota | 

The ithe os exhibits obscure concentric folds : | 

Din a 44; length, 46; thickness, 5 305 9 | 

= Gio Po. and Loc—Coal Measures, Chardon St He : | 

ond State nolan 
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Missouri State collection from the’ Middle Coal Measures at 
xington, Mo. 

CaRDIOMORPHA hisses Shumard. 

hed; ma buccal m argins str sour rounded, the latter 
being very short ; umbonial region moderately convex in young 
specimens and very gibbous in the old, greatest convexity a 
= distance below the beaks; beaks situated near the na 

margin, rounded, closely incurved and nearly a i 
paar surface. marked with’ ve ry fine, ¢ pores, spancatiic 
striw, Ww which are sometimes Apne or less fox 
rar wn cette. ag .30; height, das hike gth o grown sp gh 

_ This an a Ae much in proportions at different periods of 

Pos. and Loc.—Oceurs in dark septaria of the Coal 
Pie at Charbonniere, St. Louis County, and at Lexing- 
bans Aide Missouri State collection. 

_.. Lepropomus eranosvs, Shumard. 

iii al usuall _ very gibbous, clongate-subguadratey thin, ¥3 
sg about one-third less than the le ‘but vari- 

ect; anterior extremity oblique above — 
07 straight and su 
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which, ne Mahon never attains ~ extraordinary thickness of 
the Americ n shell, nor do we find in our specimens the “ir- 
regular in sephisis da tun ailetion of the concentric wrinkles 
in front of “the middle” mentioned by McCoy (British Palxo- 
z0ic Fossils in Mus. Univ. Camb., p. 508). 

mensions.—A very gibbous va riety gives the _- 
proportions : Length, 2.08; height, 1.33; thickness, 1.21 
olga variety gives: Length, 1.84; height, 1.04; thick- 

8 
Geol. Pos. and Loc.—This fine speeies is from the Upper 

Coal Measures of the valley of Ve rider River, K. T. 
Collected by Maj. F. Hawn. 

Lerropomus ToreKaEnsis, Shumard. 

‘Shell ovate, sub-quadrate, length less than double the esr 
anterior margin descending obliquely from the beaks, stro 
pipe below ; anal margin oblique, subtruncate; palleal mar: 

gently arcu: arcuate ; seetipnl edge straight, bordered with 3 a 
slightly prominent carina; umbones moderately gibbous, ¢ 
tusely subangulated posteriorly, strongly rounded in front, 
most gibbous a short distance below the beaks, a slight de- 
pression rage qo toe ar be from beak to base; 

erior 
nent portion of. the v valves by but shallow li 
smus 5 puis or sack hee’ considerably pro ete above the 

‘the font po m. arked with serous mts concentric 

and become obsolete on the anterior slope, posteriorly they 
iniaun te at the inner eid : 
the umboni 
This sh 

, which are gently waved at the slight anterior depression 4 
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. jor margins. 
Length, 2.18; greatest width near the posterior SREY, 

1.16; greatest thickness a little back of the beaks, 0.85. 
wn’s collection, from near the junction f° the Coal 

Wisseren at Portan Rescle ts Citian Pate Bea 

Arca cuspipata, Swallow. 

anterior margin forming an acute angle with the straight car- 
dinal Gina maspin ufc marked with es rounded, biiodidtie 

“aged pais ak not seen, as our specimens show 
ope cast fale 
ae 1.25 ; breadth, 1.19; thickness, 0.91 

“ Maj. Ha gi Sa ction, : from the = Neve Coal Measures near 

ew aL subi P 

eas ‘olnen, in incurred, intned forward, approximate 

it 18 SOME lontiod Belial ns narrower at the 
emity, ah mates) with a few rd oad ia costee 
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differs from E. rudis, McCoy, (Brit. Pa. Fos, pl. 3, fig. 9,) 
in having the anterior and posterior slopes plicated, and not 
rapid smoo 

e pleasure in dedicating this shell to Maj. Hawn, the 
indefatigs le discoverer of the Permian System in 
detunon 

ALLORISMA CUNEATA, Swallow. 

ongate, cuneate, thick and narrow at the anterior 
salty. broad and thin at the posterior; obliquely gibbous 
from the lager to the posterior extremity, ornamented wi 
concentric ribs and stri,;which form a sharp curve near 

/ ey Saicembby of the shell; ventral margin defined by a 

pocae anterior half of cardinal margin straight, the remain- 
der a towards the ventral; posterior extremity suban- 

rominent, pointed, approximate, and terminal. 
“th 173 fr greatoss ae adth, 0.89; thickness, 0.61. _ 

shell diters from all other specimens of the genus by 
3 cuneate form, and ve very pointed termin rminal beaks. 
Missov ee State collection from Middle Coal Messicea ne 

- Atonisaa LAT hy a he 

‘si longate subovate, ‘narrowed and fattened ‘oval 
unded, 
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post fine, ork ore: waved lines, which are crossed by numer- 
ous irregular, flexuous, yard prominent, rad iating strie. 
Diveansions A youn and ae perio specimen gives 

pi erg 825 Oy: for the length, 
Loc.—Found by nisi, F. Hawn in the Upper 

Coal M a unison of the valley of the Verdigris River, K. T. 

AvicuLa SHAWNEENSIS, Shumard. 

Shell very inequilateral, subtrigonal, lingueform, oblique, 
curved, height much greater than the length; buceal and pal- 

? 
gin and yer nearest the anterior extremity; posterio. 

; any 
of the specimens under examination; we can only detect fine 
concentric strize - Saiedes on some nts. 

m beak to posterior inferior extremity, 66; 
thickness ot valve 13; length of cardinal margin, . 

Geol. Pos. and Loe.—Disco eed by Major Hawn at Clifton 
ae Ter., in Upper Coal Miaanaee 

Mrs Orrawaxssis, Shumard. ad : . 
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extremity, which is rounded ; buccal margin very short, round- 
ed; I esas margin straight, or very slightly sinuate; um- 

exsredhicy and imiewhie Feepsty to superior an neve 
edges; beaks small, ve slightly elevated, sitnated a short 
distance from. extremity ; arked with numerous 

mate, curved, pallatih 

Dimensions. Lely 1B ‘height, .27; thickness, .18. 
This species is very analagous to Mytilus Pallasi Verneuil, 

e Russian 

species, cpidiee! some o M. de te Vee. nee aes one o¢- 
Soaps p the or four. 

Geol. and Loc.—Upper Coal Measures. : 
Sie by Major “Hawn from — of Verdigris _ 

fu | Myauma RECTA, Shumard. ~ 

t it ok the fin poste a ‘The 
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Myartmva Kansasensis, Shumard. 

Shell sub-rhomboidal, sub-inequivalve, inequilateral, gibbous, 
the left valve Agee gibbous than the right; height about dude 
the len sn eb ung specimens the greatest len: ‘ont is at the 
cardina border, tint in the adult towards the p: argin ; 
cardinal margin oblique, slightly arched, and Reanieg with the 
posterior atid ge angle of about 120°; posterior margin 
rather strong] ite in adult specimens, and very gently 
rounded in t ol cd ; palleal margin rounded ; buccal ‘livia 
= gig Sean 3 prominent anteriorly, and dec 

margin; anterior 
very abrupt; sks terminal, attenuated, directed obliquely 
forward, incurved; surface with sttong, imbricating, sub- 
equidistant, concentric elle, whose free edges are often 

e car 
imber with the age of the ey beneath these is a 

rather broad, smooth space, which i is continuous with a similar 
ape extending from as Gatien! region. ‘Each valve exhibits a 
single muscular im; impression, which is large, ovate, and situated 
towards the Lage margin. 

Height, 2 iachons ‘ ene 17.3. anihane, 
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Length of cardinal line, 0.60; greatest breadth of shell, 1.56; 

height from beak to base, 1.58. 
jor Hawn’s collection, sg the Coal Measures in the 

valley of the Verdigris, K 

PINNA PERACUTA, Shumard. 

Of op sig the Asai: Ee contains nothing more ha 

"the shell is very thin, conic o-ring ST gradually 

lines of growth) i ae is song rounded ; the beak in is acute a 
tapering ; or t° prominent t above the middle, gently 
roormegna above the preter and flattened below to the pal- 

- Geol. Pos. and Loc.—Occurs in the Upper Coal Measures of 
the Missouri River, near Iowa Point, where it was. found by 
Prof. ee waa Major Hawn also found it in the same a 
gical pc pin localities in Kansas Ter. oe 

a tik RETIFERA, Shumard. 

ses ell ral, rather small, cheeks. oblique, some- 
wh: comme convex, ea ee greater than the width; 

whi sty biftcets ne : i : 
sie umbonial Set oly e ribs are } in- 
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there associated with Productus Nebrascensis and Fusulina 
cylindrica. 

BRACHIOPODA. 

LINGULA CARBONARIA, Shumard. 

Shell on oe pao sat length nearly one-third greater 
than the width, a broad, very slightly rie | elevation extend- 
ing from the beak towards the front, obscurely channelled in 
the middle and becoming obsolete before reaching the front; 

na c é ith the cardinal margi 
continuous curve from beak to palleal ss the curve being 
somewhat stronger at the extremities; pallea in truncate margin 
or ivory gency arched; beak very slightly elevated, obtusely 

face polished and marked wit delicate, concen- 
trie lines of growth, and fine, rather indistinct, eins striz, 

eck hegly 
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numerous towards the borders and on the ears, and — 
spring from the — ; visceral region for a short distan 
from the beak marked with irregular, concentric, waving, m 
or less, prominent is ventral valve strongly arched, slightly 
flattened on the visceral region and towards the anterior 
margin; ornamented with cost and ruge like the opposite 
valve; mesial ridge corresponding to the dorsal sinus. Jnlernal 
surface of ventral valve garnished with a prominent, trifid 
cardinal process, fortified at its base with three diverging ioe 
two extend laterally nearly parallel to the cardinal line, 
become obsolete on the-ears; the third or the mesial oe 

> . and in 

former ridges are the oval, rugose scars of the a dductor muscles. 
Vascular ar impressions ovate, a, gt ok anterior and lateral bor- 

ders, connected by recurved sinuses to the anterior part | 

the mesial ridge; central portion of the visceral region pune- 
tate, and marked with longitudinal coste ; around the anterior 

border is a zone ornamented with tubes; ; those on the inner 

pe prominent, while those nearer the border 

“ and more numerous. — of dorsal re small, de ceed. 
raed with oblong, elliptical, eget ductor 

wn “Thee | *, 1.653 3 Dreadth, 2255 

| Var. — aes bie Swallow —Thig shel difir ‘frou tle 
| ° Bpreiet 

— 

With cone 

alhor auc closely allied ‘to th the P. seni 
var. antique . K. (An, Fo) ee 
= it it in having the cost 

rply carinated, and 
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Propuctus Boonensis, Swallow. 

_ Shell small, reie detect — without : a mesial 

bases of the spines on the dors rg car dial wiirgie slightly 
curved, as long or longer than the width of the shell; dorsal 
valve very gibbous, often varying from hemispherical to 0 ob- 
lique conical, strongly and regularly arched; slopes from the 
visceral region to the ears v very abrupt; beaks prominent, 
—— incurved, scarcely passing beyond the cardinal line; 

ge, flattened, strongly corrugated, with about seven ruge 
to shestaigiioal Pape see each fold sustaining _ 

or more spines, arranged in lines parallel to the cardinal m 
gin; outer angle sally susaente with aslight sinus beteeeen 
them and the margins. Ventral valve semi-orbicular, 
very concave, sees specger ears oe from he: vis- 

distinet concentri cae, ‘from: the P. undij 
Pena armani: bythe mann of splent on the ven- 

the more e distinct concentric ruge. 
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ed, slightly flattened on the visceral region, and towards the 
anterior border marked with broad, depressed, irregular longi- 
tudinal cost; of these about four on each side of the mesial 
sinus are much larger and extend from the visceral region 
to the anterior border; the whole surface ornamented with 
large, OT spines, arranged somewhat regularly in diagonal 
lines; mesial sinus deep and broad; ventral valve strongly 
arched, slightly flattened on the visceral region and towards 
he anterior margin; marked with longitudinal depressions 

nding to the costz of the opposite valve; mesial ridge 
conspicuous on the anterior prolongation, the whole marked 
with deep pits about as numerous as the spines of the oppo- 
site valve; visceral — s of both valves have indistinet, ir- 
‘am transverse 

inus is not so large, the costie ema age 

—. mig ore tubes on nape dorsal - valee a ears, 

and and pits on the ventral valve, larger and more ere 
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Ortnistina Missovriensis, Swallow. 

ve te; mate rena rrow, potete: or saartona Bop 
vat cram, "extending from the base of the area to the 

entral v 
beak, aig htly flattened towards the anterior m margin; area ob- 
solete; beak small, in contact with the deltidium. Each valve 
is marked with obscure, concentric ruge or lines of growth, 
and from ten to fourteen large, strongly carinated, radiating 
ribs, which become eee be and smaller in the middle and 

near the beaks; the surface is also ornamented with 

diagonally back to the bottom of 
he channel ; ¢ transverse strie are smaller, more obvious 
between the longitudinal lines, concentric towards the beaks ; 
but on the a they cross the other ‘set of strip nearly at 

angles. The longitudinal strie are themselyes some- 
irkec with very fine nodular line o by rows: Ay Bt . 

eo ghana: to pentagons, gibbous 
eR 0 the ront sei or angular; sides enrene 
oo beak, where m ‘pr an arfgle © ng 

0111 US petra 4 oie | near the be 
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sinus and plications of the opposite valve; beak smaller and 
curved beneath that of the i valve. 

while the reverse is true in others e sinus varies i Wi 
and depth, and is marked with trot two to six plications; all 

the plications are usually more strongly marked in very 
gibbous specimens. 

Missouri State collection, and or Hawn’s, from the Upper 
Coal Measures of Missouri and K. T 
To show the variable form of this species the measurements 

of two specimens are given 
No. 1—Length, 0.48; breadth; 0.44; thickness, 0.40. 
‘oo sen 0 45: breadth, 0 05 iceor ag! ie! sian atee 

are Tike’ Camarophori. Schlotheimi, ee Rus, 
volt it)! aie they are not identical” 

_ Rerzia PUNCTILIFERA, Shumard. 

apne a oie 

"sinus, ‘which phe Rea fom the front nearly 

re small, tr 
third the ae of pha she 
the Feclepen and the sides dis 

ow 

SaaS bs Beale much pro. 
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Discixna Missourtensis, Shumard. 

dinal a beak rounded at tip, not curved, dtuacod. at about 
one-third the diameter from i Pig 3 edge, its elevation 
equal to about one-third the length of the. rigs ace 

ked with fine, close strix, hich are din centric, 
nearly parabolic cu . oh Ha are aphdied 
to the front. Lower valve circular, flat, or slightly concave, 
haying a large, deep, elliptical depression, at the bottom 4 
which is an elliptical a aperture. The srligskg is marked wi 
rather strong, concentric lines of incre 
grrerins —Length of an average Spee ae 33; height, 

Found by Prof. Swallow in dark limestone of the Middle 
Coal Measures, a t Lexington, Missouri, along with Goniatites gto. 

Me Te occurs also at Charbonniere, St. Louis 
Count, Mi 

nee CONVERS, Shumard. 

y circular, ‘convex, ata 
halls 8 oy 
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interior of the calyx the base forms an elevated conical pro- 
tuberance 
The sub-radial pieces are thick and longitudinally recurved; 

four of them are pentagonal, a little longer than wide, their 
superior oat cies gently en and gsi pen gt than, the 
fideo late edges; the basal edges are very sh The 
fifth eibradial§ is gece em 7 superior angle being pe 
to su Cet an — ece: . 

mr et ded, The articular facet is very broad, pec 
zontal, and furnished with a prominent transverse | 
which is situated nearest the external margin. Exterior to 
this is a smaller ridge, which coalesces with the main one be- 
fore reaching the extremity of the pieces. Both ridges are 
‘strongly crenulated. ‘ 

_ Anal pieces.—Of these pieces only one remains in the speci- 
mens before us. It is rather small, clongatehexagol 
tian in between two of the first radials, above which it 

about half its yooh 
and ie are unknown. wine 

el ya jot fbasly velntad bi 
2 parewatas. We 
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PoTERIOcRINuS RUGOSUS, Shumard. 
The iodo of this beautiful Poteriocrinus is depressed, sub- 

cal and its under surface broadly excavated. The 
wei is "generally thickly studded with short ruge, strong 

dis but sometimes with granule. 
The bose este is rather small, pentagonal, concave, and profound- 

ly excavated in the middle. The pieces are rhombic, recurved, 
and their lateral edges much the longest. The columnar = 

ies about one-half t e diameter of the 
ust is situated at the bottom of a deep excavation. The 
central osm is small and pentalobate. In the interior 
of the calyx the base forms a strong mammillary swelling. 
‘The sub-radi ‘al pieces are rather es longitudinally recury- 

ed, and slightly wider than long. ur of them are pentago- 
nal, with basal and infero-lateral ites about equal, and supe- 
rior i ks very slightly arched. The fifth piece is hexagonal 

ts superior edge very short. 
ie ngs saber ie a very thick, transverse; i inferio 
oo tient oe Abeer ee — more than double the length 

e superior edge is nearly 
See outwards, the sitachiben facet well developed, and 
pos henam similar to that of the preceding species, though it is 

, 24 Radial pieces.— =There i in the Missoni collection a sin- 
gle 24 are wo i from Putnam Co | ay 
on —— Tt is shor i very ‘thick, pentagon 

’ The articular fi pera amd 
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and bear a small, prominent, primary tubercle, mince: is pe 
ly perforated, and situated on an elevated, smoot 
the border of which it is separated by a dee ep, arsine pec 
Around the base of this boss is a broad, circular areola, the 

very obscure, radiating ruge. The areola is pe by a 
ting of closely-set nooondary tubercles, arranged in a single 
line. Exterior to this ring the surface is thickly oulded on 
the ambulacral side with fine granule and secondary 
cles. The primary spines are elongate-fusiform, very variable 
in length and rather strongly curved at their bases. Some 
Specimens are also slightly curved near the apex, the eurva- 
ture being in an opposite Siepotibes to that of the base. "The 
transverse section in most specimens is multangular, bu 
sometimes it appears to be nearly ee The ring . the 
base is small, finely milled on the edge, and set 0 
axis of the spine. The surface is very inl waiaied lo 
dinally and thickly studded with s rt spines, idence! « 
are dir d obliquely upwards. They avs 
angles: principal spines in from eight to twelve og 

~ Dime the rimary spines vary from 
bo arg ngth, and a i Brektaet “diameter from ro to ol 

fro 

| - Th
e edge

s are > 
garis

h e re ee
s 
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with nearly equi-distant, short, flattened, thorn-like processes, 
which rise from a base and are directed obliquel up- 
ward. These thorns, of which from twelve to fourteen may 
be counted on either side of the spine, do not ri m the 
same horizontal line, but the bases of those of om ne are 
higher than those of the other. The engi part of the 
base of the ge is mar ee with coars and more re distinct 
strie 
strongly and Wit striated. 
Dimensions —Width of sitcdaabteatel a late, .24; ee 

18; length of primary spines, about 24 inches; diameter. 
ay tg pore: 10 
Geol. Pos. and Loc.—This beautiful species was collected by 

Prof. Swallow i in the Middle Coal asures, at Lexington, 
in thin on Aaah of limestone g beds of shale. Mis 

is semacdaied with Fusulina NTS Choneles Smithii, 
and ¢ Orthisina Miss souriensis. 

ARcH£ocIDARIS MEGASTYLUS, Shumard. 
. 

The interambulacral plates of this species in the collection 
are wlan hexagonal, wider than long, and rather thick. The 
areolar surface is ied broad, nearly circular, slightly concave 
at its exterior portion and rising gently to the base of the cen- 
pads ‘Ain encoded by asingl sre of small, secon secondary 

ercles. The boss is broad, smoot h, and the central tuber- 

long, robs eylindrieo-fusiform, 
ireular e surface et fae 
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dorsum, becoming nearly obsolete before reaching the longitu- 
dinal furrows; lateral lobes rather strongly arched transverse- 

curving slightly downwards, not furrowed; furrows between 
the segments rather deeply impressed, except the two poste- 
rior ones, which are quite shallow. 
Dimensions.—Length of pygidium, .68; greatest width, .76; length of axal lobe, .56; greatest width of same, .23. : 
_ Geol. Pos. and Loc.—Collected by Prof. Swallow from the 

! ddle Coal Measures at Lexington, 

. ae Puitursta Masor, Shumard. 
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compton on the Santa Fé road, Kansas Ter. It has only 
been found in the Upper Coal Measures. 

Patursta Ciirronensis, Shumard. 

idium small, semi-elliptical, gibbous, width greater than 
th; axal lobe elevated longitudinal ead aes Rnhewe 
slightly depressed, width at forw 

Bo to one lateral lobe excluding the sm panies emt 
terminating in a blunt point phate rly ; 

ing _ thirteen to fourteen, su ose, ted by 
distinctly impressed furrows ; lateral lobes angulated near the 

po a by a shallow but distinct furrow 3 segments seven, 
ocaas lee or linear sulci; Sora as sgsceen md 

cuales was obtained 
he ote of tl the ge bal ‘Measures, at Clifton 
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Deeenietion of New Spectgs of Bryozoa from Texas and 
EW Mexico, collected by Dr. George G. Shumard, 

Geologist of the U.S. Expedition for Boring Artesian 
Wells along the 32d Parallel, under the direction of 
Capt. John Pope, U. S. Corps Top. Eng.* 

BY HIRAM A. PROUT, M.D. 

FENESTELLA TRITUBERCULATA. (Prout.) 

Corrallum funnel-shaped, or undulating ererines ay be 
ise 2 nshee long, judging from the space exposed in the spe- 

Sawin or Es dette sd large near base, more at- 
tenuated near the border, dom bifurcated, bifurcations not 

of one upon the junction of each dissepiment with the long 
tudinal mays and one near the centre of each fen 85 

cles are rounded to a ete with the appearance of an 
pate at the ‘eka cf ae oe 

of tng often ovate or eva moe a ae 
‘the ex ‘being here more 

ee ie mp 
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Coy) in the number of its interstices, dissepiments, and cell 
openings; but differs in being seldom a in its line of 
tubercles on the midrib, and other minor poin 

It resembles F’. subantiqua (D’ Orbigny), a differs by the 
spene onesie of fenestrules and cells, as well as by its line 

Sethe F. antiqua (Me Coy, Gold. sp.) in its general 
form, the number of fenestrules, and cells; but differs by its 

line of tubercles, and in some other r respects. 
It resembles very nearly F. retiformis (Me Coy oy)» ikon 

u mous Wi ytes retiformis of Schlotheim, but diffe 
smaller number of tubercles, their greater size, the that 

of alternation between the tube the ce , 

length of its fenestrules, as well as by the relative spaces oc- 
cupied by the interstices and fenes 
Locality —Carboniferous Limestone, Organ Mountains. 

FENESTELLA PorEana. (Prout.) 

Corrallum most probably campanulate, rapidly curving 
outward from frequent bifurcation. 

seen F the itiprension on the cortical envelop on ores 3 
keel obsolete; bifurcations — mostly about one line 
apart, T disks near _ bt haursraean as wide as the 

wre moderately Tage, round, expanded at junc- 

Pidiinaie ia or uadrangular, rounded. at the angles, 
seaihgae ritudina es ae —. 
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ors the latter has fenestrules nearly double as wide as 
the interstices, — ing at the same time strongly corticated, 
at sie: on the reverse. 

It resembles she F. antiqua (Gold sp. Me Coy), but differs 
by the thickness of its interstices, as well as by the ge 
length and fewer number of fenestrules in a given space. 

ity—Permian White Limestone, Guadalupe pe Mou 
tain, New Mexico. 

‘Fenesteria corticata, (Prout.) 

Corrallum wide, loa sis ig wep y res cg 

by the mere insertion of a middle line of fen oat inet 
unknown—that of the pone at losst two age 2 

rays or interstices large, only about one-third 
less than the fenestrules, tubular-striate where worn, the strie 
—— as they ascend between each oscule, from one dis- 
septiment to another, about seven to two 
Fe eons nine cate stout, expanding at junction with rays, 

ound them, non-poriferous ; seven in the _ 

_ Fenestrules nearly as wide as long where worn down, pre 
ng hollow squares with thin sharp edges ; where go 4 

Cell pores in 7 iffic — 
ze cells to each fenestrule, or five counting the two two W 

nts above and bel : b tong to the ' 
everse distineth corticated, the surface showing a 

lar line of ies po! a ich ray, W seatte cattered 
Sinem eS: 1 is drawn i 
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FENESTELLA INTERMEDIA. (Prout.) 

Corrallum most probably fan-shaped; size not kaon, as 
we have only a fragment near the outer border. 

Interstices or itudinal rays slender, round, or compres- 
sed at the sides, so as to render them subangular on n the ob- 
verse, more or se flexuous, irregularly dichotomising ; t 

ne stem dichotomise first at two, then at one, 
two, and even raat lines apart. Agel nearly obsolete; seems 

to have been somewhat tubercled. 
ments about one-third as large as the interstices, 

round, expanded as Te terminate on the Jongitudinal rays, 
below the general surface, speanonee but 

most frequently sea about one line 
in form, but generally sen rectangu- 

lar rounded at the atalen; from one to four times as wide as 
ty aia lanceolate at the bifurcations, a two in two 

Cells from five to novels %6 most | sr aa six, on each side 
; th 
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Fenestrules long, irregular in form, generally quadrangular, 
seven or eight times as long as the width of the interstices, 
deeply indented or knotted on the sides by large and project- 
ing cells; two and one-half in the space of two lines vertical- 
ly, about four in two lines transversely. 

C e and prominent, distant, placed i in somewhat va- 
ried series on the two sides of the longitudinal ribs, alterna, 
six or eight to each fenestrule. 

species resembles no other which I haye seen describ: 
ed; it has been described from a fragment well preserved on 
the surface of a black limestone, with other more imperfee 
branches embedded in the matrix; the stems are sometimes 
slender, and become irregularly thickened near the bifurea- 
tions, where they have the indistinct appearance of another 

| Pasesonina Suumarpu. (Prout.) — 
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FenesteLrta Norwooprana. (Prout.) 

Corrallum most probably cyathiform, small and delicate, 
reverse only exposed. 

inal rays large, nearly twice the size of the fenes- 
—— ney granular, seldom ens division trifid at 

"Discpiments short, round, not depressed. 
oe generally sharp, qudtangialan, seldom oval, 

; slightly 1o ger than broad, sixteen or seventeen in the space 
of three Saco: idaigitcdinieal yf eighteen to nineteen in the same 
space transversely. 

Obverse or inner face seen by removing a portion. 
Interstices characterized by a minute, sharp-edged and oc- 

casionally tubercled oe separating two alternate rows of 
large vesicular cells, with small pore openings one to each 
dissépiment, and one to ont fenestrule where regular; some- 
times two to’a fenestrule, te this is an exception to the type. 

Jomparison.— minute and bea ‘species resembles 
the F. cribrosa (Hall), jou. which it is eeneushen by the 
greater number of fenestrules in a given space. Further com- 
IO his m can not be instituted, as Hall did not see the obverse 
hayes. 

—Carboniferous Limestone of dee Mocsisins 

weed to our fiend: Dr. J G. Noro whose isha hase 
‘ errs to our ene Western ¢ 
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Comparison.—It will be seen from the description that 
this species resembles the Fenestella retiformis (Me Coy)— 
Keratophytes retiformis (Schlotheim),—but differs in ~ size 
of its interstices, in the large tubercles on the midrib, an 
irregular disposition or the cell pores, and the absence ori in- 
dentatation by those of the fenestrules. 

ote-—There seems to be some discrepancy in McCoy's 
description of F’. retiformis ; it may, however, iat to bea 
typographical error. We are told that the interstices are thin, 
the fenestrules about two thirds the width of the interstices, 

Now this is an impossibility in a mathematical point of view, 
so that some error must have crept into his description. 

Collected by Dr. Geo. G. Shumard, from the Carboniferous 
Limestone of the Organ Mountains, New Me exico. 

_ Escmara(?), CONCENTRICA. ( Prout) 

Conran bon, a swelled at base and bifurea- 
sien j : or 

a ha ta a 
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We have placed ones species, also, among Lschara a 
ionally. Notwithstanding the able effort of D’Orbi 

and regularity in the chaos whic. 
vailed in the slaesification of the Bryozoa, we are hich pre to 
believe that some confusion still remains in to the true 
generic characters of Eschara, Sulcapora, Ptilodictya, an 
Sulcocava. Whether these have been separated upon poe 
quate structural differences, we are not prepared to d 

Local Mountains, New Mexico. 
eed by: . Geo. G. Shumard. 

First of a Series of Descriptions of CaRrBoNIFEROUS 
Bryozoa. i. 

BY H. e PROUT, M.D. 

FENESTRALIA, new subgenus. (Prout.) 
_ Frenestrauia Sr. Lupovicr. (Prout.) 

- Corvaltum flabelliform, bifureating frequen ently, and rapidly 
x i boa rnd folded pom ts tng i poet al- 
ie the ‘dina 
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bigny to separate Reteporina, or minute lines of pores on the 
midrib would a ae him to establish the ore of Fenes- 
trellina. The remarks may be applied t Kera- 
tophytes of Schlotheim, the Polypora of ‘Me Coy, and the 

ocladia of King. If the Keratophytes is to be separated 
because it has more than two serial lines of pores without me- 

ribs, we see no good and sufficient reason why our sub- 
genus may not be established on the characters which we have 
indicated above. It is certainly a departure from the origi- 

nal type of Fenestella as limited by “bo Orbigny, as well as 4 
departure from the broader limit given by King, in the ab- 
sence of median ridges between the at series of pores. 
We have another specimen from Warsaw, Illinois, which 

seems to be larger and somewhat differently bien 
this the cells are large and tuberculated in the tw 
prominently indenting the sides of the fenestrule, but the 
number of pores to the fenestrules could not be determined 
because of the ra ateat of the dissepiments ; it seems to be 
a larger and be eserved species of this subgenus. : 
Taality ee. ens of St. Louis Limestone, St. Louis. 

_ Frenestetnia pirumosa. (Prout.) 
Ss lieilllog Sobting 4 Vobd, — funnel-shaped frond, about three inch 
es —— one and a ; bifurcations frequent, at from one f 

not slender, beautifully striate on reverse; = 

—— rately lar, , slightly seve lang into three OF or ) 
low tubercles to Bap pore waved linear where not worn. T hese 

tubercles are less than their diameter ie part sometimes ope some- 

‘ i with 

el 

Interstices thick, round: short, peeling? at their sommes wit
h the. 

pon se kd fbn te suboval form to the fe 

: oer oy ot ta twice as] 
large, indenting the margin of the fene nestrule, three t 

att 
to give greater 
ere av alco, the 
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L. 4x5 T. 

= : PoLyPora Varsoviensis. (Prout.) 

dissepiments, studded with numerous cell pores, above vain 
the longitudinal rays and fenestrules appear again, and proce 
7 'y toward the border of the frond. 

sepiments short, broad, depressed, striated, non-porifer- ous, and much enlarged at the junction with the oe 
rays. 

about five in the space of two lines sion okey, font to five 
pagitudinally, o or twenty to eee on in the space of two square, 

mre ‘not in regular li lines, large, round, with sharp lips 
ique chm eames ral 

interstices im y wide, an —— y poo; tp here oem tu tubular-stria 4 bed 
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Dxscriptions or New Species or BrastomeEa from the 
Paleozoic Rocks of the Western Sept with some Obser- 
vations on the STRUCTURE OF THE SUMMIT OF THE GENUS 
PENTREMITES. ~ 

BY B. F. SHUMARD, M.D. 

CopasTER PrRAmMIpATus, J. sp. 

(Pl. IX., fig. 1 a—e.) 
this species is small, five-sided aa the 

summit tioderstely convex, and its contour ——s i 
onal. surface is se ree marked with 
ce to the edges of the piece 

is triangular, p cata 1, Bisrames at the angles, 
‘icted about ong ~ 
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Dimensions—Angle of divergence of sides, 46°; length, 
0.42 of an inch; width at summit, 0. at; length of base, 0.14; 
width of same, 0.14. 
Our species differs from C. acutus (McCoy), by its more 

slender form, narrow base, convexity of the Fe fi other 
characters 

in the Devonian strata of the Falls of the Ohio, and 
on peaeerans Creek, near cea Kentucky; also in the 
vieinity of Columbus, Ohio. - eautiful examples of this spe- 
cies are to be foun d in the nr of my friend, Dr. L. P. Yan- 
dell, at Louisville, Ky. 

CopasTER Americanus, JV. sp. 
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ent from those of any known species that we feel justified in 
characterizing them. 

he basal piece which remains preserved in our s) 
is thin, pentagonal, wider than long, convex, and with slightly 
diverging sides. Its upper edge is concave an onger than 
the — ts ok below is the esigprscatly, of a small, somewhat 

The basal 
is ste angulated i in the middle, and about half as long as 

one of the lateral margins. The =o are nearly plane e and 

nent, rete ctrie, which run in ines neat ly pavalel Ith he 
lateral teral and inferior margins. 

> pseudo- al areas each Sis: an elevated nar 
rongilene + ridge, in the middle of a very large, triangular 
cpecusiaae is oo eagle on anole side of the area 
with closely arrange 2 pore 

RC ECTS A Sa RSA cot na Oe Ee af SESeLg ON RR OSM |S Me 8 yeaa SW LN A i Dee PS NE oe nee ee 
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one-fifth of the length of the pieces. The deltoid pieces are 
small, lozenge-shaped, and rather prominent in the middle. 
ame rbulacral fields are petaloid and nage 5 lodg- 

in the grooves of the radial pieces. They consist of 
ot eighteen to twenty pore pieces, which are Jivided i into 

r prominent lobes by several oblique furrows, which run 
as from _ inferior edges to within a short distance of 

superior on 
The specimen saoeed exhibits at the summit a ce cen 

form. (mouth), which is surrounded by five 
ovarial apertures, situated just within the extremities of the 

interradial pieces. The covering plates of the apertures have 
y 

eli h, 0.82; width, 0.12; le of-tinse, 
0.10; width of sam 2, 0.0%... a 
For the favor of Reker permitted to make known this ‘ata 

_ Species we are indebted to H. C. Grosvenor, Esq., 
oa ar eg it from the Archimedes Limestone at t Sper 
cafes It is very rare, the specimen fi 

only a that has been found. Itis associated with Pidive- 
‘mites conoideus (Hall), and Dichocrinus simplex (Shumard). 

Paxman 3 LINEATUS. 

not 
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Owing to the crushed state of the only specimen we have 
seen of this species the structure of the summit can not be 
further determined. From the — ti the figure more 
sents the species much wider than natural. 

imensions.—Le: Ths width pe 0.26; length of 
base, 0.25; width of same, about 0.1 

This Pentremite cannot be Soaaen for any species hith- 
erto found in our Carboniferous strata, but it is — allied 
to Pentremites sige ee (Troost), an Upper merch 2 
cies from Tenn Our fossil is, however, ia sle 
and the pseudo-ambulacral fields reach down to the middle 
of the radial pieces, while in the P. Reinwardtii they extend 
— about one-fourth the length of these pieces. : 

or the amen ee of describing this rare species I am in- 
debted to Henry M. Maikes: M.D., who has kindly od 
it in my hands for this purpose. It was found in the 
nital Limestone near Monmouth, Illinois, where it occurs with © 
eee a Megistocrinus Evansi, Actino- 

Penman DECUSSATUS, JV. sp. ; 

we ie a 6 - Pei . 
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their width is twice as great as at the base. p, angular 
mesial furrow extends the whole length of Pa fall? and on 
either side of this is a broad furrow, which coalesces with the 
sides before reaching the base. The fields consist of numer- 
ous pore and supplementary pore pieces, the former of which 
are transverse, gradually increase in width from below up- 
wards, and extend the while width of the field. They are 
somewhat wedge-shaped, their surface transversely excavated, 
and their inner extremities deeply and beautifully s 
~~ perpen ney pore pieces are very short, arched above, 

straight 
Pl sag interesting species occurs at the base of the —, 
——-. at Button-Mould Knob, seven miles south of 
Louisville, K. tucky. 

Rslsks ceihtitanconesspetl Summit of the Genus 
Pentremites—In 1850, the writer, in connection with Dr. D. 
D. Owen, announced in the Jour. of the Acad. of Nat. Sci., 
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mid with five salient and five retr renting angles, the | 
angles being directly opposite the extr the in 

Pieces stand over eac 
uniting with peas fellows of the opposite side at the salient 
n sl of the pyramid. 

| these se thageetdions there would:seem to be but little 
doubt that the summit openings are closed in all the forms of 
the genus Pe entremites, whether they belong: t to the 

/ Truncati, or Clavati. 
e circumstane 
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Fig. 1. CopastTer py 

a—View of the summit. 

‘b—Side view, showing the position of the anal aperture. 

* 
Sanna tea 
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A Remarkable Sear in Dr. Abbott's Museum at New York, 

Explained by G. Sxyrrartu, D.D. i 

Since the restoration of Egyptian Archeology, in 1799, 
more than 500 Egyptian hiieinelyphie, or Hieratic, or Demotic 
Papyrus-scrolls have been brought to light, which harmonize, 
word for word, the one with the other, or, at least, contain the 
same parts of an original manuscript. Dr. tt’s Museum, 
at Ney 
36 feet 
from T) 
publisl 
yTus 
te 

land. ‘The la 
feet in len 
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Egyptians enumerated by Clemens Alexandrinus,* and, ac 
cording to historical traditions, written by Athothis, the son 
of Menes, the first king of Egypt, about 2781 B. C., 666 years 
after the Deluge. They are almost all ornamented ¥i 
vignettes, sometimes colored, and even gilded; ea ! 

All these sacred books of the Egyptians very often, aft 
the name of God, i. e. Osiris (osh-heri, the most holy one), 

ne t 
all - 
See 
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7:46 6:-4€ 3 2.5 

a Bee SS 

ing pron 
name, however, is without analogy, and is 

. when taken for an Egyptian word onfoun 
with consonants, and takes the crop dddate: (No. 4) for an 
emblem of life, while it contains the name of a well-known 

: " syptiaes, 

chapters, hi 
cation of all eee Sema eaplie and the deren ex- 

No. Iya leaf, — @ in innumerable proper names, be- cause its its ancient nam sound a. with the 
No.3, young bird in ee ee 
A inci the ct ae the Coptic hadi in all lan 
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dese Anuk é, the vet ae Venus. For, a Greek ic inscription 
says: ‘Avotxet, ty Kal ‘Eorig, cet., Ocoicg ueyddou; ji, e. “ To « cr 
being Vesta, or Venus Urania, cet., to the great at deities? * 
The same is proved by the ivory plate discovered by Layard 
in the ruins of Nineveh, representing on both sides Anuke; 
m5 there, that name is expressed by the crux ansata alonet 

e whole name of the late owner of the large Turin Pr 
pyrus, consequently, was not Aufonch, but a Le 
the friend of th e Goddess imila os 
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what city,and in what time, did he live? What was his office, 
and what his caste? The Papyrus itself says n nothing about 
it. From the said determinative esh, we learn only that he 
was aman; and the added words, moshi mashi (justus jus- 
tificatus), testify that Ahabanuke was then dead, and already 
justified by the judgment of the dead. Besides, in some 
places of the Papyrus, it is said that his mother was the “she- 
ri Phamini, i. e. the daughter of Phamini; a common name 

ed years later than Mr. Lapse = surge ; ps a 
| 80,000 hiero- 
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and seals of mere gold,* or silver, or bronze, or lapis lazuli, or 
other precious stones, are not so numerous. To another class 
of signet-stones belong nhndrainaiar plates of porcelain or 
stone, commonly engraved on both sides, dad set in —o 
way. Further, for the sealing of betelchy the 
many specimens in Dr. Abbott’s Museum show, used burned 
cones of red clay from six to twelve inches high, bearing an 
inscription on their ome a there are stamps, both ob- 
long or elliptic, copper or wooden, from two to four ini 
length, with a ring on the Ant side and sera ec opposite, 
which were, as many monuments show, worn on a cord de- 
pending from the neck. Seals of that description ian repre- 
sented in many Egyptian monuments, e. g. in the copper coin 
of the year 1570 B. C., and in all Egyptian texts, because io 
figure of the seal was one of the hieroglyphic letters.t — 
To the last order of seals is to be referred a wooden stamp, 

in Dr. Abbott's Museum, of which the following is an exact 
copy, made after some ere in common ooh: sealing- 
= —_ mc fe a Leanne of} mine ' 

£8 The stamnp is 2inches’ 81k 
Seda lines wide, and 1 jane 1g 
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_The printed Catalogue of Dr. Abbott’s pron ‘come er etek, 
1854, gives, under No. 596, the following notice and trans 

according 

: f Ph 
or fags the house of gifts nd 

Osiris, the Lord of the West.” Mea : 
7 | 

? 3 i g Cham pollion’s Grammar rand Dicti etionary, do not contain a single 
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No. 2, an Egyptian window, in Coptic kori, agen 
a syllabic sign for the consonants kr, expresses kr in the p 
er names of the Demi-gods Xap-yvowic, Sitha-cer, and 
very often for window and mouth (/r) in other copied the 
‘gyptian sacred books. Consequently, the window — 

all words containing the same conso pe kr, articularly the 
word kara (to mt, aa as we 8 

eeaen: ith 

at baking-dish feos se sade ah -* the 
is shot ; and o — the 

, proper names 
te teat acm always. pre a 1, in Coptie 
Ptah, in Greek roo ag eyptian sary whose 

stood in M pI ; Cairo, the | 
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No. 9, the Egyptian axe, the Coptic hater, ri Parte soe 
er, tor, tori (axe), which is often expressed by 
a mount (=), and mouth (=r), is the tlhe Mn sign ‘or 
the same consonants /ér, and signifies in all | 
tions ~ the Cet the Coptic, hetor ; shi Eichetery adir (tl (the 
A a Fy 4 x 

is 

io , 
Nos. 10, 11, 12, ens er correspond exactly, as we have 
seen, with the “Book of 

neglectful of gram 
robius ; and the Aufonch of Mr. iopebieds a similar chimers 
No, 14, ar man with a whip or scourge 
C. (homo flagelli, or flagelifer). The whip whip, 
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high-priest of Phtha, was employed. To that aneniien we 
return er. 

_ No. 20, a line,. and its frequent substitute, the vignag, rep repre- 
sents, as we have seen, both the calm and the waving sea, in 
Coptic rtegnd expresses siphabsseally my the. y Fon of the 

No. 21 is a baking dish without dough (comp. No. 3), or 
wicker basket, as its carefully executed representations, e. g. 
the mosaic ep ss Turin sarcophagus show ; and 
therefore its name was nub-t aga Spe), Bs and its syl- 

ciation nb. Thus it e 
; he Coptic words nibi, niben, nim (omnis), as well 

ib, néb (dominus), and similar words. 
and 23, a mount and a. at mountains, The 
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(plenitudo terre), the fullness of the world (of Egypt). The 
stool, or instrument for elevating and distinguishing ¢ ets 

minis, on the bilingual Berlin mummy-chest ; wherefore ithe 
longs to the root maini (insignire), to render more visible, or 
distinguished. This hieroglyphic figure, then, expressing the 
consonants mn, gives, in that composition, the word mone 
(mansio, habitatio), and serves as a determinative to e press 
the idea, that Egypt was the abode, or home, of mankind. 

, the joined vase, called shashu, being translated Suoler 
(in Coptic shesh), and byssus (in Coptic shesh), and meal (in 
Coptic shaish),t expresses pacers J the two consonants sh- 
sh, and consequently, in the composition in question, the word 
shesh (extensio, or extending). Therefore a whole group 
contains the words one shesh, i.e. the fullness of 
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. 

urin Papyrus was once in the hands of a very 

biography of its former owner, viz., his 

his king, and, as we shall see direct- 

seal of Ahabanuke, we learn 
tion bel: to 
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bes, t 
) Sooner or later, it will be a problem to 

reéstablish the genuine text of the very ancient holy books of 
the tians; and for that purpose it must first of all be « 
cided to what redaction the single manuscripts of that ki 
belong. As oe where Athothis, the author of the sact 
Egyptian books, 700 years after the Deluge, _—? was t 

as 

7B Es 
ee 

+ 

J cites 

phitie ies, rob eferehes!: dn ve same way, the origi- 
nal i copie the Ne ence, was reéstablished; for rte 
Critics, first of all, divided the manuscripts into 

to their countries; and then, on the g 
oo the different local redactions, the genuine 

ae lly, the seal of Ahabanuke brings to light in 
ani owen lived, and in what age the great manuscript of 
Turin was written. The king, wh e minister Ahabanuke 

Beetosaamens or Set-huro, and Manetho’s Catalogue con- 

te me, — the first. king 



Ahabanuke, to be the Sethos = the XIX. mt fe whom Syn 
cellus, according to the Vetus Chronicon, cal Is Thu-oris,* 

large Turin Papyrus ‘nd ‘the seal in question belong 
to the year 1600 B. C. But the name of Sethos, on cd on 
don | eee arn “rs booed monuments, is ¢ other 

in the seal of Ahal 
by the sparrow-hawk. . 

with a cy hy to the man holding a obit? nagiohen 
(violem shot, or shot ter agere, cedere, vulnerare), and expres- 

ses the —— sht, or st; consequently, also. ge or Se- 
thea, 0 th the sparrow-ha a arm with 
the club, ‘howe ever, signifies also hite ( forive), and in many 
words the consonants A¢ and ¢, the td ng oul i nd 
pronounced Thuoris, as Syncellus, or rather 
Fo aa and it is known that the written names of pen 

conseq 
es of the same hie hic gures. Now, 

g Sethos, on the arate, £2 is ex: 
8 : Nii Dales Halong’ ‘the 

_ Dyn., namely, to Manetho’s Let, the Sethos of Herod 

Ct 0 ‘now, in what time ‘Sethos II. reigned It 
in ¢ > is, of corru the chro- 
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and thus bring Sethos II. down to about the year: 746 B.C. 
It is probable that the copiers of Manetho’s = 
together the governments of the three first anonymi. 
the XXII. fon a ote 25 years instead of 75 years ; and, 
taking together je government of the three last Anonymi 
since Takellothis, put 42 instead of 92 years. In that case 
the succession of the nine kings of the XXII. Dyn. wie 
following : 

DYNASTY XXII. WITH NINE KINGS. ae 

is Sesonchis, OF BEBONGHOSIA «oo sss snes Sint cee e eet years. 

2. Osoroth, or Osort VEGI cave whi Oo eE es «+15 : : 

&{ Anonym, together (25) +++ c++ sees cece weer oe IS +. Hy 

6. Takellothis -... ++. eater e AR. vis Si 
iy | antago (42) 

4 That correction, at : Jere Dremoniaes 
ul nies says: pe Bethea IL., bei 
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the reason. Many ancient kings, father and son, reigned to- 
gether, as om history of all nations shows, and in such cases 

e sacred name belonged to both father epg son. 
Now, ‘the Bayptia n mon cv sr mention two Shishaks, being 

by thei ames. That of the older Shi- 
shak i is 8 ge oe the ar hies head of for, 

ch ; while the sacred name of the nad Shisha 
consists of the Tieroglyphice cs pupil, crown, and beetle. The 
whole name is this : 

VULGAR NAME. SACRED NAME. 

or, the same sacred name in other monuments precedes 
the vulgar name of King Takellothis, the sixth of the XXII. 

+48 we have seen. Consequently, another and younger 
sti sucesion of the In igo with Talos ; therefore the 

last Pharaohs XXII. Dyn. was the 

6 : Voleliahis.. t2et testes totes eee Shee ee teense wees 13 years. 

oom pall eee sese ase . pee ee. ween 92 st 
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mus ; * : of the Hebrew kings Vesiah, Jotham, Piel 

mana The s seal of Ahatli in New Yorks 
as pee the only monument containing the name of Pharaoh 
— oe being mentioned Py Manetho and praised bes He. 

Second dots of 2 ide i of Bryozoa aol ve 
oe Western States and 1 Territories. 

BY H. A. PROUT, M.D. Bo 

ne “ Coscreruat (Keyserling). 

De¢ - expansions daa toms: of a leaf, consisti 
a pene oom free planes. exhib 

T d, so that m the cross 
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eit 4 here aia generic shaceham of orn ‘um from 
waren escription, with the view presenting 

some further details in the organization of this Bryozoa, which 
hy sar rene: not so manifest in the specimens upon which 

us. 

Sees aap surface plates are not invariably separa- 
ted by a thin malls, but even on the leaf-like are of 
the « here this character ral pinta 
ved, we find eek sometimes for np the le spaces so 
pletely w: together, of solidified, that the mesial or a. 
visional plate cann egg a ecognized. Where the dividing 
plate is more fully see ig a cancellous structure on ane 
side, from the outer or of which the large 
terminating on the free surface take their fe. This dvi vis- 

the appearance of three lamelle, interrupted and dislocated 
— excessive cell development. : . : 

stent ontec tables Sotkn Seisodkat anew. or four Poni 
case ae econ st 

as to leave inter- 
was “< 
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around the large holes, which gives to ri whole a peculiar 
and graceful appearance. This arrangement is given by ale 
ternate expansions and contractions Yc the b 
coalescence of the rays. In regard to the large holes or dim- 

they are only apparently filled with foreign matter; on 
on g the 

e hides cells present, in one form, the chacanteusia as 
ed them by Keyserling, but this form seems to be the re- 

It of weathering. In perfectly preserved surfaces of two 
psa: of a new species, they are sube beircular, with a dis- 
tinetly raised lip. 
atathamaens new species above referred to, the Heyeringt 
Sad thatthe long elliptical dimples are arranged i in oblique 
lines on two sides of a middle row of elliptical dimpies, ™> 

ning perpendicular ly, or. as the barbs of a feather upon ™ 

vane; this middle of dimples is found at the bottom ' 

mnie ing ore broad and Soop jon 

Di Bi a eS rie 

die rm the Excara her tebes  ewo posite TOW! 
pn ac RN SI 
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lique lines six dimples are found on a surface slightly waved 
transversely. Cell pores five in oblique lines, five transyerse- 
ly; cells with penbiionss round lips; apertures round or sub- 
oval, larger and more distinct on the borders of the: 
bottom of the dimples marked with cells which seem to hay 

n rythmically abortive. In one specimen, where the cells 
are worn, the labial borders are destroyed, and the cells ap- 

more or less eae or suboval. This peepee 

to those of the wider expansions the s 
which we bate described above | : 
_ Formation wena ey: Archimedes. Limestone Wee 

: mesial _—- is seen — ates a 
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rays, thick, short and expensed at rene isrioachannllyy _ 

-Fenestrules large, | ong, oval, cwiraditlod space of two lines 
itudinally, three transversely, in neatly en lines ver- 

Plows 
. Siieaen-centioaens uni (ienabibquelinewsiemmmnsshelttiag 
seldom varying in abate on the same ray, from three to 
seven in the spa lines a to the — —_ ag 

become small after bifurcati 

: ping species bears a very aki eesinbboainn te the Poly- 
pora verrucosa of some ana Foss., p- 116), but dif- 
fers in the smaller size and inequality of the longitudinal rays 
vont from — to five vertical rows of cl gage — 

rene pet eth ore 
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Cell pores in lines oblique to the axis of the rays, very nu 
merous and small, varying from three to seven in the oblique 
lines according to the relative sizes of the rays, and the amount 
of expansion at the bifurcations, about three or four to each 
oscule; no material alteration in the number of lines of pores 
on the ‘same ray, except immediately below the bifurcations 

mic 

We dedicate this large and beautiful species to our friend 
Dr. B. F. Shumard, whose ——- to Western Paleon- 

merit the highest praise, and to whose kindness and 
liberality we are indebted for ‘all ris specimens which we 
ptine described i in this series. The expansion from whic “te 

1 is drawn is a large part of a very large corralium, 
some four inches in length by three in width. 

Formation and —— Devonian, Falls r 
the O 



indi or spect ‘istneions The the number of » a as 
Nem ean stinctions, e above, me- 
face alone were observed, w be classed probably 

ta Ponca ; but its flattened shee Bl other averse cone 
it among P 2 e regard it as a species show- 

ig the transition from the one genus ata 

. 

pile genie 2 ae tae 
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1. Quaternary Conglomerate, composed of limestone from the 
Guadalupe Mountains +++ Seo ore CFO COS COTSES SereHs oe 70 fet 

2. Upper rvaceons lime settee ce : oe 
3. Lower Cretaceous varia ey sandstone (as. far as 5 bored) «: eae ere 

Total thickness ++ 1080 fet 

The rocks of this vicinity, save the limestone pi on 
our last day’s journey, were found to differ somewha’ in gen- 
eral character, from those observed further to thee ard 
on our line of march. The limestone, here, a a thick 
ness of over a hundred feet, didibiting itself chiely inthe 
form of ore Sore sc hills and rough cliffs, sometimes with 
vertical fa aces rising above the creek sean 
bed to the height of fy or sixty feet. The rock is : 

of a color and earthy texture, and con- 
tafinis humerous apliarottul cavities from a fourth to a hal a 
inch in om sel = are sometimes partially filled 
loos 0 arth. In one locality, the expoued edges 
of the strata oo covered with an incrustation of salt @ : 



Qa & &. =s : 

ie “et : 
tat Dacdnen reir d Gryphea Pitcheri. From appearance 
oe 

of these elite they evidently could 
far. 

ican tae Pte ct PH aor 

eetirenty: to de 
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The extent of this region of disturbance could not be ace 
rately determined on account of the levelling effects of the 
subsequent —— and the thickness of Awe 
be sw more recent date; but from the fact, that the 
limestone is enered for a distance of twelve or fifteen miles, 
both east and west of the Pecos River, in nearly horizontal 
strata, and appears merely in gentle praia? at a point 
only a few miles south of the place where the last 
aotlice was seen, it is highly probable that it ‘does neh, ee 
direction, “enegrie fifteen or twenty miles. 

l ving ae 

Sra these were isolated and widely se} 
be "ae og in cl nition 

ace resemble ‘= Ga hills pe ioe coul 
farther a forerags jie that the pretty 

of a once continuous table land, ¢ 

eh td hove Vili ri ers dl xceed a 
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softer varieties often pass upwards, almost rete a ~ 
seiner white carbonate of lime, sometimes fifteen 
twenty feet thick. 
As we ee 

diminishes in thickness, and, in oc ap 
's entirely, and is replaced by thick hich: Deilevah-at 

esta an much coarser than —_ pores <r Wear encountered, ad and 
abounding in a great Tanaoue re 
proaching the source of this d he fragments 
not only larger and mo e a i is incre 
ing ger and more angular but the laces, was estimated 
at from four to five hundred feet. ‘ 
_At the distance of Shopabeng miles from the mouth of 
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No fossils were observed in the el sandstone. This 
rock is fine-grained, more or less micaceous, and of moderate 
hardness. Although sometimes exposed in rps 
strata, it is, for the most part, ones and, 
finely laminated. It contains, near its upper portion, | 
a compact limestone from a pvt inches to sot 

FE as 
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- These beds appear to be p cree nt e as those ob- 
served on Delaware Creek, irty mil es above its confluence. 
The floor of the ete is boner smooth, but here and 

there marked with and abrupt conical hills of sand- 
stone and — om one to two hundred feet high. 

“sdulos gillaceous, and, in some pla- 
ces, silicious. 
‘oihetb ehooe distance from this t, we begin to approach, 
Seer of the Guadalupe Moun- 

from: described. places, the sandstone is 
ste, by den ation, to the wean of six hundred feet. 

limestones are confined mostly to the sos 
a thi of nearly fo 

¥ aa nave ss gener Sepeseaes ascent 
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east and southwest. From one point of observation, there is 
a gradual descent to the northeast, while, tothe; cath 

rough and Thee 
slope is rapid towards the plains, and marked sa 2 
ru cafions, often with ne vertical. 

the 

spin walls of such extreme oes ty that their 
ar enveloped in clouds. It is only when 

h undred feet above the base. ‘The pei faoes.of 

a . the axis of t h 
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éandstone is best displayed in the cafion, and on the 
Sevthen tide of of the mountains. In the latter position, it ex- 
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are in all respects similar to those of the mountains, a portion 
of the western slope of which they, at one time, 
though, at present, separated by a deep valley several miles | 
wide. Facing, also, in an easterly direction, and about about fifteen 
miles to the southwest, there occurs an oxteasiag range of 
rugged cliffs, from the summits of which the sapiens 
gently towards the west. These cliffs, as well as 
etermined from a 

4 eat shcough:.thie valley, we. emerged into 
gently undulating country, the surface 0 
chiefly of tenac red, caleareo- 

st tothe thekness of sobs en sie "Some 
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ther on. The rock, in some places, presents a thickness of 
nearly four hundred feet, and ~— — ene last 
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The rock consists of granite, gneiss, and light-greenish por 
hyry. The granite is hard, compact, and fine-text and 

rocks, the Upper Carboniferous limestone is We meta 
morphosed and inclined at angles of 10° to 30° yond the 
Sierra de los Alamos, this limestone is largely developed, and, 
in places, crowded with characteristic Carboniferous fossils 
It extends to the Sierra Alto, in undulating strata, and the 
surface of the country is marked with low hills and ridges 
from the rocky sides of which fossils were obtained in the 
greatest abundance. 

The Sierra Alto rises majestically from a nearly quadran- 
gular base to the height of about fifteen hundred feet. Itis 
completely isolated from the neighbouring mountains, 4 
rugged summit projects considerably above the est 
them. Its main axis extends nearly east and west, forthe 
distance of about two miles, and its width varies fom 4 
fourth to about three-fourths of a mile. On all sides, it 18 5% 
rounded by hills and ridges, which present abrupt Me 
toward the mountain, and slope gradually in the —— 
direction. The mountain is composed of hard granite . 
light gray color, in which the felspar predominates ove?’ 
quartz. and mica. The weathered face of the rock presents 

highly metamorphosed and of dirty brown and yellow color 
As well as could be determined from their ex ; 
thickness of i 

of the strata becomes much less apparent, 80 that, rr a 
tance of a mile, it does not anywhere exceed 5° to 4s of the 

soon after, we entered an extensive go », whi ae 
the southern side of the mountain. This gorge OF * 4 in 
* up thre 
places, nearly perpendicular esearpments of hard, fine gray subcrystalline limestone, and soft, pease anu ple 
grained sandstone, with occasional intercalations ? eragt 
argillaceous shale. Near the eastern extremity: ‘strata are {0 
sae is — a quarter of a mile, and, pote = we advance 

seen dipping southeast from 15° to 25°. ASP or air pring the direction 1 of | 
comes much narrower, and 
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dip eaaeey changes, — toward the south, and then to 
the southwest, gradually diminishing as we reach the western 
extremity of the Pass, where it does not exceed 5° or 10°. 

As the strata 1 strata exposed at the Pass are some ae hag 

tus costatus, P. Tellinom Allornicin: re- 
si lg pr ee new spe- 

r species), 
atica, and Chemnitzia (several species). 

Most of the fossils at this locality, were obtained from the 
wire stt the base of the cliffs 
_ Sierra From the western extremity of the Sierra 

er gt a, at 
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e being composed of fine-textured 
gray granite. At the point of eat the valley is abou 

and has a smooth, even ce, COV- 
ered, for the most part, with short grass; but, after en 
it, we pass coarse, reddish s: detritus of eruptive 

Bl. ~After donvell for twenty-eight 
miles, over these deposits of sand sak etcteels, wieteaced tip 

ssl y gral dence ints te valoy ofthe Ta ene by ag it into the valley of the I 

ie, G * : : L -¢ - of 

smooth valley, from a fourth to a half a mile ‘wi 
terminate mm “The Ps 
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western base, fragments of dark colored scoria were frequent 
ly observed. 

+ - Against the western declivity, the li strong 
ly upheaved, and where it is in immediate contact with the 
eruptive rocks, it is highly metamorphosed. I was much im 

were procured from these beds: Orthis testudinaria 
man), O. occidentalis (Hall), Rhynconella capax (Conrad), 
Rhynconella (a species of the Blue Limestone of Cincinnati) 
Streptelasma cornicula? (Hall), and columns of Crinoids. — 

In following the windings of the Pass, we first descended 
over thick deposits of loose and partially consolidated detr 
tus, after which nothing was encountered but granite 
limestone. The surface is generally hilly, and slopes towanis 
the Rio Grande, which is, here, of moderate depth, and flows 
over a roc . sa 
From this point to Dofia Ana, the course of the Expedition 

was nearly north, pursuing the valley of the Rio Grand 
which varies greatly in width, and is characterized by rw 
rich, alluvial soil, bearing a luxuriant vegetation. From 
east, the surface slopes towards the Rio Grande, and ons 
ern border is marked, for the first few miles above El 

y rt mountains of granite and porphyry, and afterwanis 
by precipitous bluffs, which form the eastern edge neh 
vated mesa, The soil is frequently encrusted : 
— a Acre salt and soda. io river has an a¥ 
width of about one hundred yards. e water is a 
ag and highly charged Fith fine yellow sediment. ™ 
El Paso Mountains exhibit the same general ap of the 
mineralogical composition as before. The limestone ° the 

miles not 
Lower Silurian system is seen strongly upheaved 

are exposed, in places, to the thickness of about tar 
dred. feet. Black ferruginous sand was observed. esti! 

retaceous Texas. e are 3 
siderably to augment the list by the addition of 2 we in the 
new and interesting forms, which have been place 
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hands of a Paleontologist for examination and description. 
We will, therefore, at present, merely enumerate some of the 
Df which havé been found most characteristic of the 

ee been found to range from the 
to the base of the Se pe bi intra ea Pitcheri 

), Exogyra arietina (Rem.), J erana Micro 
p) J Janira quatricotata | (Sowerby), and 

er 
be oe the upper of the drpinny. 2 we find most cde? 
the following, = ok as far as our observations extend, they are 

to it: Ceratites Maanonctes is (Roem. sp.), 
fecal tot: a (Shum.), pF seston gawk 3 - 
. (Gu vertebroides ? oe sp.), Watica 

ha) tumida iy )s my oe ata (Sham), Mo- 
erana (Rem.), > (Roem Ostrea Gp ima Winctas - ae 

2° an hve O Gita.) 
the most i are if acta g a 

rtinus ort. uf. vespe hg % epeat ee | 

leviuscula (Rem.), 
ecten 
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Notice of New Fosstus From THE PERMIAN orien 
‘ New Mexico anp Texas, collected by Dr. GEorcE G. 

Suumarp, Geologist of the United States Government 
Expedition for obtaining Water by means of Artesian 
Wells along the 32d Parallel, under the — ¥ 
Capt. Joun Porr, U. S. Corps Top. Eng. 2 aaa 

BY B. PF. SHUMARD, M.D. 

[Read March 22, 1858.] 

Propuctvus Porxt, WN. sp. 

“Shell of 1 nadir size, s ff eel wider ecg gre << | 
on width at the cardinal bord Dorsal valve (recetwmS 
valv ous, ¥ | | 
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Propuctus Mexicanus, W. sp. 

yo _ concentris 
which give to the ribs at the points of crossing a handsome 
subnodulose character. The concentric folds are not as prom- 
ease be iacegt ch the selen SNeEN ses ah Stee ae 
fac a Antprecctpte om Sigg apn border are 
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PRODUCTUS SEMIRETICULATUS, Mart. sp. 

This widely distributed species is coneninet in Ri lg 
SoBe ctiin from the White Limestone 

than in the example figured we De Koninck, which are gee 
ally marked with a broad shallow sinus. One of our fossil 
exhibits a group of fifteen tubes on a smooth space ba 
der the reticulated portion of the sides, arranged as 
ted in De Koninck’s figures of some ——— from Vise, iss Be 
gium. (Monog. Prod. et Chon., pl. IX., fig. 18, ¢.) — 

- AvtosTrcErs Gvapatupensis, WV. sp. 

a Wantrat valve large, outline subelliptical, gibbous, 
Cha th y fr besk waver’ tes e bees. es. — e samedi io 5 
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having a deep narrow sinus omen: from beak to front, 
sides age eardinal margin mate o about on ne-half the 
width 

e 
wider than long. Dorsal valve 
convex, gibbous in full-grown specimens; beak s 

-and slightly passing th border ; area nar- 
row, its margin gentty arcuate, Surface e¢ 
d, irregular, radiating, usually trif ribs, which are indis- 
fro on the lateral i ey are separated © margins; the 

ws, and the number on the “boner amounts to from 18 
ie of the 
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Spreiverina Biriiesn, J. p. 



0.40; width, 0.82; thickness, 0.27. 

ipasadiiensty-aoecione ema ineuiiabaraeenas tere 
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from beak to front, and a low, broad mesial elevation, which 
is scarcely perceptible except near the front; beak depniaat 
gently convex and closely incurv ‘ace marked with 
numerous rather coarse, rounded, radiating strie, their nun 
ber increased by bifurcation and insertion. The 
—. take place near the beak. At the pare the num 

r of strie amount to from thirty to thirty-five om each valve. 
Dimensions. on 0.58; width, 0.76; ( 

e species, and quite characteristic of the White 
Limestone of the Guadalupe Mts. of New Mexico oni 

CamaRApuoria (?) BisuLcaTa, JV. sp. 

convex, iarceen convexity near the beak; 
por aha an obtuse angle; mesial sinus aed at. 
searcely reaching the m the a of the valve, eye 

peo dewer ot rene tims 8 
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obtusely subangulated, the anterior two-thirds marked with a 
shallow 3 posterior very ¥ 
arched; axal lobe elevated, nearly as wide as one lateral lo 

a — mall from front. i y, 
we bh pei tenets sit 

becoming 

each ring aiid? with a monies ss of hia or. in > grenslon 
ing one, trnoverso furrows mich a with shore of nhe: odjoin- 

tudinal axis ; transverse furrows and rather broad ; 
apakaiecs ain a row of distinct. ae 

New Mexico. ‘The collection of the Expedition contains. sev- 
yr ssepenReweriane ssn ee eee saat 

| Feseursa BIONGATA, N. p. 
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the beautiful crystalline —— the absence of all rid 
tallization, showing that they are ed 
water at rest. On the contrary, skey usually have the ape 
ance of a series of aggregations. Some contain a nucleus 
snow, while others are a mass of ice throughout. We > 
however, so familiar with their general ap that fur 
ther description is unnecessary, That any reat 8: 
theory respecting the manner in which hailstones are thus 
aggregated in the atmosphere, can in the present state of me- 
teorological science be proposed, is hardly to be 
The most that will now be attempted, will be to show that 
the theory heretofore received as very nearly, if not bird 
true one, is, if not mo ema: at least open to very Lap ror 

jections. I proceed then to state another, its tans, 
to be proved no better founded than its 

While the young science of El bletriity was we mith 

semporce two strata of clouds to be in opposite Dee 

tricity, so that the hail formed in the ye and then falling 

to the lower, would there become similar] cea thrown 
1 in obedience to 
it was again cast te lower slo an 0 so on, U! 
mentum of the e lower ¢ nt l carried it, 
earth 5 on if the elouds were side oe cid, thea 
thrown m one to the other, as it fell. a 
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Thave selected these merely because they exhibited the 
characteristics, common to all such storms, in a strik- 

ing manner; and as like results rr follow tom like con- 

T : r 

: : Pian Atvends apuhen of. It occurred at 
about the same time of day, was atented by the same vio- 
Reward d rush, and also prepare cane sarin 
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of making shot in our modern shot-towers. These, instead of 
being carried to a great height, as was formerly done, are now 
only about thirty feet high, and the drops of melted lead ae ss | 

ward into colder regions. But Volta’s theory s 
to be formed in the upper region first. If this were 
warmer vapor lower cloud would tend to ‘ 

th ize of the hailstones. + 
’ electricity 

ofp as 
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PREVAILING WINDS IN ST. LOUIS, MO., 

BY DAILY OBSERVATION S OF A. WISLIZENUS, M.D. 

In 1856 (by 1098 ptt 

mE Ba 



TRANSACTIONS 

ACADEMY OF SCIENCE OF ST. LOUIS. 

— 

JOURNAL OF PROCEEDINGS. 

May 3, 1858. 

The President, Dr. B. F. Sueacano, inthe chai: 

Seven members present. | 
A letter was read from Pisani tl Heche, oh Gales 

Ills, acknowled his election as a nt; also a fom the fe, ated April 10th, "1858, 
“oncerning e 

F P. Blair, Jr dated 
smission of bo 
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Madison, 1858, and Trans. of the Wisconsin State Agricul. 
Soe. for 1854-5-6-7, Vol. IV., Madison, 1858, Fle I A. 
apham, Esq. ; Sketches of Routes between F 

and Great Salt Lake—War Dep., 1858, (2 copie) a 
of the Ter. of the U.S. from the Miss. River to = f 
Ocean, compiled from Eee of Lieut, G 
rT WwW es 

Paris Tom. V., No. 3, Mars, 1868; from the i ee d t 

Dr. i 

Descriptions of Bryozoa from the yard yee Formation 

one spe 

be the Devonian 
On rr the paper was referred to the Committee ' a 

Publicat — 
Dr. B. p. Shumard presented a oo of Petrified fine | 

taken from the Artesian Well i Mexico under the | 

tion of C at. J. Po U.S. A. : 
“Messrs. acs 8. Wilres, Alfred J. Noble and John Lous 

Bae were oe slacted associate mem 

May 17, 1868. ccsan 

The President, Dr. B. F. Suumarp p, in hall 

ine seralee present. :. . gy 

| were read from Prof. A. re. the 
Mich 3 Bd May ‘i we esting ¢ 0! - 
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Cah. 1-2, 1854-5, from the Society ; Trans. of the Literary 
& Phil. Boa. of Leeds, Vol. L, Part I., Lond., 1837,—Ac- 
eount of an Egyptian Mummy, "presented to the Leeds il. 
& Lit. Soc. by John Bladys, Esq., by W. Osburn, Jr., F.R.S., 
Leeds, 1828,—Guide to the Museum of the Leeds Phil. 
& Lit. Soa 1854, —37th Rep. of the Council of the Leeds 
Phil. & Lit. Soc., 1856-7,—Rep. of Proc. of the Geol. & 
he eee Soc. of the West Riding of Yorkshire, 1856-7, 
Leeds, 1857, from the Society ; , Einundvierzigster Jahres- 
bericht der Naturf, Gesellschaft in Emden fur 1855,— 
Zweiundvierzigster Jahresb. of the same, for 1 we 
Kleine Sc n der Naturf. Gesells. in Emden—Die Ge- 

M. A. F. Prestel, 1858, from the Society = Rep: 
Coml. Relations of the U. States with Aiea ations, ol 
| argc IV., Wash., 4to., 1856-7, from the Hon. F. P: 

Mr. C. P. Chouteau presented a mass of meteoric iron, 35 
Ibs. weight, found in Nebraska Ter. about 20 miles from 
Fort Pierre ; also, in the name of Col. A. J. Vaughan, a . 
fine stuffed skin of’ the Grizzly 
The thanks of the Academy were voted to the above named 

gentlemen for these valuable donations. , 
Mr. George D. Hall w iate member. 
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fiir angewandte Naturwissenschaften, Nos. 1, 2, 8, January 
and March, , Leipzig, from Mr. Edward Bihler. 

ie Committee appointed to frame an additional by-law 
defining the duties of the Committee on Publication reported 
~ rene which was adopted : 

ARTICLE I. 

_§.7. The _ Committee’ on Publication shall be appointed by the Presi- 
it shall be their duty to edit the publications of the Academy 

and daperintind the printing thereof. e Transactions shall be pub 
as often as the Academy may direct, in a suitable form 

to make up bound volumes of convenient size, and each number shall con- 
tain a digested a a of repared by the 
committee, together with all such original papers as shall haye been re- 

‘ted by committees onde ordered by the Academy for publication: but 
if, at any time, it shall happen that more matter has been ordered for 
publication than the r will contain 
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He would a a paper giving descriptions in extenso, at 
a future 
va Patines a oe Spider % ygale) was presented by Mr. 
Bender; and a specimen of Specular iron ore from Dent Co., 
_ oy Messrs. Johnson and Colman 

June 28, 1858. 

Dr. C. A. Pops in the chair, 

- embers present. 

eorex letters were read: Beane the “Société 
Rayale de oologie & Amsterdam, Nov., 1858, proposing to 
pate a the see the “Recueil VObservations Zoolo- 

bel Laie g an exchange of publications ; from Dr. 
Pas » March 5th, 1858, advising of the 

Piepin ks and pamphlets; from the “ Konigl. 
Seechs. se ai Freiberg,” 13 Dec, 1857; 
“Utrecht Societ es,” 7D BIEL; Cine 
taafsch Jenootschap der Proefia dervindelijke W rte 
ocnea egg 14 Jan., 1858; the sSenakenbeiie 8 Natur- 

the | — 9 i déeewis cf. D5, 
tereesyetNo 2 Volts i the tin Tee 
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Grammatik der Dakota-Sprache, Leip., 1852,—Zur Feier des 
50 jihrigen Doctorjubiliums des Herrn Isaae Jeitteles: von 
Dr. Wilh. Rud. Weitenweber, Prag, 1850,—Aus dem Leben 

von Dr, Wilh. Rud. Weitenweber, Prag, 1847,—Deutsche 
[aasse, Miinzen und Gewichte, von dem Herrn Prof. Dr. 

Gerling,—Rep. on the a of 1843, by Dr. von Bogus- 
lawski « Oe rete, Lond., 
der Bohmisch 
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by Prof. 8. G. Brown, Concord, N. H., 1856,—Catalogus 
Coll. Dartm., 1855,—Cat. of Dartm . Coll., for 1857-8, rom 
the College ; Catalogue of the N. Y. State Lib., 3 Vols., 
1855-6, 
( 

é 

—Annual Rep. of Comptroller, Jan., 1858, —Meteor. 
Jbservations, 1826-1850, by Franklin B. Hough, AM, M.D., 
\lbany, tg we om the New York State Libra ary. 
Dr, Pope presented a specimen of Sulphuret of Cop- 

per, from AS La Motte; two molars of Mastodon giganteus, 

found i in the State of Wisconsin ; and a specimen of co 
s Kennard, M.D., was elected an associate member. 

July 12, 1858. 

| ‘The President, Dr. B. F. Saumarp, in the chair. 

_ Fifteen. members present. 
_ Letters were read from D. M. Tohnsom, € Goahooton, Ohio, 

r, Mich., 2 July, 

ferred to the C Committee on Chemist psd a 

* B. Colt and Messrs. James R. Larkin, Ri . 8. Pennell, and B. G.  Faran tre clected 
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July 26, 1858. 

The President, Dr. B. F. SHumarp, in the ee 

Yas members present. 
A oe was read from the “ ‘Deutsche Geol. Gesellschaft 

eaharsee sm to the page and from 8. wer 
Ann Ar at 10 July, 1858, enclosing the price of 

ved. 
The Giliwing publication were received: Descriptions of 

two new species 0 = ———— Helicide: 
Bland, ya York, 

cimen of eed a botanical 
from the Bee. C. H. A. 

read - a Paper entitled. “The: 
the ‘Jornada 1 gag ae per; pe 
oe of Geolos 

slog of da. Exped 
ee, consisting ting of 

nens oft the a ‘aan 

ot branches are > peniiy wy yoni partly i 
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the leaves vary from ovate to ovate-cordate acuminate, deltoid acumi- 
nate, and rhombic acuminate in the young leaves, as shown i in the spec nd 

P. 
pate and its variety, candicans (Balm of Gilead) with round branches, 
peer likewise find in our common Cotton-wood when full _ adieak A o obtain n the assumed species of 
Cuvee, L.,and C. Mississippiensis, Bosc., the latter being sup- 
Posed by Gray torun into the former. These two forms, ren 

to the description of foliage of either species—ro 8 4 lanceo- 
late, serrate, and smooth, entire, ees have collected from the 

is a Ae fa to BES mu- : 

Ere questions yet to be feng i se ite a, 

ote fe renter al ine in siLshile eonlindy” end 

her Le wee ee 
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sae hate m0 for these ‘oaks, varieties fo nebiiiansda 
the two opposite shores of the Atlantic, where science first fell in with 

ir ated extre and assume for different species. 
Thus, according to Nuttall, no tenable difference is to be found between 
certain species of Poplar of Asiatic Russi 0 ian species, it 
self seemingly re variety of our Cotton — ame f “ 
ihe difference ~~ — st young fo orm of Cotton-wood and the 

fl bran of older individuals, as also between the fo- 
linge of Black-Oak in dierent heights of stem, are no less remarkable than 
the threefold folia; ssafras officinalis ean 0 Broussonetia papyrifera 
kewise, where sa nceolate leaves occur e same sprout with 

one-sidedly bilobous and symmetrically trilobous ones, and a sim/lar 
variety of foliage and resembling the ravages of ca caterpillars on a leaf in 
different species of mulberry. 
_ Perhaps these diy snide’ forme all point to a process of metamorphosis im progress, and at any rate they show the futility of pesto specific dit 
ference on the form of the leaf alone 
Thomas Davidson, F.R.S., Sec. G: 8. of London, was elec 

ted ai correspondent. 
Messrs. fo A. Van ae and Alfred de Clausel were 
eee eerste: mem 

August 9, 1858. 

_ Letters were read from A. Fr Bandelier, F — 
a Fee tit fitee Dr. John James, Alton, ‘tL, 5th of Au 

858, : ledging receipt of copies « 2 of ther ansé 
: fons, oe enclosing the price. 

_ Dr. tie - Kennard donated for the Museum the following: a 
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August 23, 1858. 

ee President, Dr. B. F. Suumanp, in the chair. 

Twelve members present. 
The Bilowing publications Ahitds laid — the table : Some 

ents on Sonorous Flames, by Prof. . Rogers, 
New Haven, 1858, from the yirag 3 Illinois Geol. Survey, 

on Illinois Coals, With descriptions and analyses, by J. 
G. Norwood, MD., State Geologist, Chicago, 1858, from 
Eiward + Jour, of the Bath and West of England 
Soc. of A griculture, Arts, Manuf. & Com, vol. V. New Ser. 
Lond, ‘i867, mag the povee s Notes pour ia une a 

Mom Pot a Tole Fancast fieale "Gains. 1858, 

ti fodd from the Hon. F. P. Blair, j Ls te ja €ps., 
v £ a Bie: 

were gh er. copies of the Transactions, 

tin of Bohemia 5 ” io ect a : pepe pede ane 

ec ahead in the name of Mr. De Clausel,. a 
of: feaiie, + EN in the American 
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Dr. Pope presented two specimens of Trilobite from the 
Niagara group, near the mouth of the Illinois River, at Graf 

no Charless Lo aaty a ‘Shark’s tooth and a cham- 
ered. shell allied to Megasiphonia ziczac, and other fossils, 
from the Eocene Tenia! in the vicinity of the Zeuglodon 
bed near the town of Choctaw in Clarke county, Alabama. 

Dr. Engelmann stated, that while on his recent visit in Eu- 

cess in procuring the execution of engravings for 
coming report on the Cactacee of the United States al 

Mexican boundary, shortly to be Leis rite by Congress. He 
_ enjoyed | sagan of examin g ihany pee pat 

ras Cacti, at Segre o 
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of London, acknowledging his glaetion as a ie Re Ge 
The following publications were received: Jour. of the 
Franklin Inst. for Se soya 1858, rasa - Society; Proce. 
of the Bos. Soc. of Nat. Hist., August, 1858, from the Socie- 
WN New eee Med. & Sur. Jour. for Sept. 1858, from the 

he itute. 
7, from tthe Society; Bulletin de la Société Imp. Zoologique 

_ 
» abservavit et meat W. Stimpson, Part VI, 

from the Auth 

were defrayed. 
‘The thanks of the Academy were returned to Mr. Blow 

for his generous offer, but the proposition was declined. 
Dr. Stevens exhibited specimens of brown paper made of 

, broken, ground, and manufactured in the ordina- 
= os sumEnred. ell with the best quality of brown 

a deposited i in the Library the Annals of the 
g a New York, vols. I—IV. 

adschal at the se afaon eal § ner 
Cactacex of the U imate 
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L, Vol. L, of the Transactions of the Aca 
A letter was read from C. Witter r proposing to sell to the 

ceed Goldfuss’ “ Petrefacten,” with Plates; Cone 
ossile Coniferen,” and other MiMias at stem named. The 

Pls was referred to the Library 
The following works were rec sivas Si of Explor. & 

Survs. of Pacific R. R. Routes, Vol. VIIL., Wash., 4to, 1858, 
containing Prof. S. F. Baird’s Report on the N. Amerian 
Mammals,—from: the Hon. F. P. ie 1 jl U. 8. Hi 

Soe. of peenchester, Eng., acknowledging the receipt of No. 
demy. 

_An interesting een of Hindu clay images were re- 
ceived from the Rev. C. H. A. Dall, of Calcutta, and deposi- 
ted in the Museum. | 

: October 18, 1858. 

ae De Gro. ENGELMANN in the chair. 

sia members, present. 

_ The following publications were received : On the a aa 
Rin tion. of Rotati <a and Liquids, under certain. 

it font ge, by Pro f. Wm. B tne SEE 

tener Bockity. Proc. of the A 
a ‘hilad. L May-—-Sept. 1858, from the Socie  . 

elmann, from the committee on the a zi 
bls made the aun report: : 

4 

. 
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Nov. 1, 1858. 

_ Vice President, Dr. H. A. Provr, in the chair. 
Six epee present. 

a wie digi Billings, Esq., F. rep bieread: i HO 1858, 58, ie ats oti on as a CO Trespon- roger ad a ae ie the he Ca dian Insite, acknowledg- 

: RMN fr 
1857, 
1856, 

on. Fr. ans 
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Dr. T. C. Hilgard presented several specimens of plants : 
from the neighborhood of St. Louis s, and a collection of 
Lichens and Alge, i in 25 folio volumes, 

Nov. 29, 1858, 

Vice President, Dr. A. Wistizenvs, in the chair. 

Twelve members present. 
Letters were read from Dr. Wilh. Rud. Weitenweber, See. 

of the “a wi a ee Mae Lotos in 3 Jul; yy 1g 

were r 
rack ih 5 ahrean VIL, ee 

schrift tiber di ng, Vd mie Swat. und dar 
n Dr. W. Rud. Wetciwuber Prag, 1854,— 
r K. Bom. Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften in 

Jrom Dr. Weitenweber ; Canadian Jour. of In- 
» No. XVIL, N, Ser., Beha nage Toronto, : 

e; Pr oc. of the A f at. Scie 
SF th. Academy ; md ope: of th 

Vol. VI, Oct, 1858, from | 

he ghd Mr. 

ig never been able to attend the meetings : 
leave to present to it, through : 

» translation. of its inscrip 
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wolves, &., have been commonly found in similar situations, doubtless 
yy some local perha me single 

pioneer Jesuit may have buried it, purely as a record of early, a 
mueh as we deposit coins, &c., in the corner-stones of churches and 

_ While in Washington, last summer, I showed i to Maj. Bowman an, of 
n “ 

who was greatly given to the work of deciphering dark records in the 
nguages. His translatio ee eee 

disposed of, by the Academy. 
hag Yours tool 

. Y. McMasters. 
Dr. C. A. Pope. 

onretion: :— A modern copper coin of the Eng. E. India Company. 
D: Persian Arabic characters are ' He who is the shadow of Divine favor,” 
bs er in en guage ; > 

siete oe rabic (spoken by the Mahomedans of Assam). They 
tignty the samme thine i, e., that the coin is of the current value of two 
pieces, in all the BE. India ia depende encies of es Britain. 

Go. LDsBOROUGH welder 
Washington, July 10, 1858. 

the people with pe Ny Cee ; conquered ‘Assam, and 
age re until a ST themselves 4 he ono Egg n 1824, and 
iat of 1826 to leave the country, forever after, under the 

of the Ee English. ‘ast India Company. £6 B 

xsi of puesta peimans were acpi ie Me- 

| December is 1858, 
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Mr. Conrad Witter presented four — of we eo imi- 
tations of various cere s and edible mush 

ae of plants could not be copied in this manner. 

continued his remarks on the relation of the 

i of the skull to the vertebre, illustrating the subject 

cond bes of fishes, and especially the Buffalo-fish (Ca- 

which he considered as well adapted toe iit 
; Paes in question 

Gardner was elected an associate member. : 

December 27, 1858. 

_ ViowPresident Dr. A. WIsLizENUS in the chair. 
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4 Mr. J. A. Van Roijen, Zwolle, 1842,—V oorlezing, bevattende 
schenwingen Betrekkelijk den Physieken Toestand 

de Lage Bodems, door B. P. G. van Diggelen, Zwolle, 1843, 

land, en het sons van Vollenhove, door Dr. ~ C. H. Star- 
ing,—Overzigt de andhouw-Scheikande door Nederlanders, 
Zwolle, 1846,—Verhand. 0 er den Overijsselschen Vee-Sta- 

, door J. Jennes, Zwolle, “1849. ,—Onze Banken van Leen- 
ing door Mr. J. Kalff, Zwolle, 1849,—Catalogus van het Mu- 
— 1852,—Ontwerpen voor eene Vaste Brug over den 

1856,—Catalogus van de Beekerij der Overijs. Vereen. 
ae van Prov. Welvaart te Zwolle, 1857,—Al- 

pet Jaarlijksch Verslag van der Directie der Overijs. Ve- 
Teen. tot Ontwikk. van Prov. Welvyaart, 1854—6-7, 3 Vols,— 
from the ; Mémoires de lige ae Imp. des Scien- 
ces, Arts et Bolles Letres de Cae 858, from the neg 
be e Naturwiss. Janruhetie XIV. J 2°& 
heft, Statgart, 1858, Jrom the Society; Nachrichten ¥on der 
ate igen, 1857, vy. und der Kénigl. esellschaft der Wissen. 

n, 1857, from the Society; Berichte der Oberhes- 
Ges schaft fiir Natur-und “Bicitkende, V—VIL 2 
855-7, @ a die Naturwissenschaften von 

‘dh., 1849, from be Society; Hes 
# Physiologie et !Embryogénie ae. Ta neden, Brux., 

sur e4 Fee Maviat. de Bel, 

Se ead 
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. Dr. Engelmann exhibited specimens and drawin: Hi 
« Buffalo-grass” of our western Prairies. It had 
satsbed, some forty years ago, by Mr. Th. — sealed v4 
name of Sesleria i METS ed neither he, nor any of the 
numerous subseq explorers, had discovered pistillate flow- — 
ers. herend a Banca edlleation made by his brothers 

he found mnie the ante also female specimens. I ey are 
: - 

ious grasses know iffer- 
ent 7 ston the male, so that they might have been taken for 
different species. There is another dineiees gr eS in 

far wi, the U. States on the coast of Texas,—as 
~~ undescribed. 

January ‘10, 1859. 

sident Dr. A. Wisiizenvs i in the chair, | _ - 
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_ Dr. Wislizenus read an extract from a communication ad- 
rome) to him by Mr. Wm. McAdams, jr. giving an ac- 
count of ies ancient mounds lately discovered by him 
in Jersey. 

Erapeacing Secretary was directed to ae = ies 
of Mee 1&2 of the Transactions of the Academ r. 
McAd: request him to draw up a full description of 
the mounds i in question for publication. 
‘The Corre responding Secretary communicated the following 

extract from a letter addressed to him by Prof. J ules Ma arcou: 

at eR 1. 

rf: * * * * * My endeavors ss Dh veto oe Maps are very 
be Woke ay ns and I earnestly desire that the learned Geolo- 

make t ; 
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dake ung Insti 
ay seth proofs of its acirsley. that its g oa permanency may fe safely 
relied upon. Our meetings have been regularly attended nae were enli- 
yened by scientific discussions, and by verbal and w 

M on a great variety of subjects; donations to our allies nd Library bare hare. 

een most liberally pesyried from friends far and nea aes ae gone 

number of our “‘Transac published during the last y 
hoodia ab with digg are if not partiality, by the scientific wat aa Poth at 

me i 
‘The distribution of our publications in foreign countries s has been chiefly 
oe ted through the agency of the Smithsonian Institution, and in this way 

tion wi itutions 

: very desirable to keep up this intercourse bf 

scientific friends, and the yea ay publication on or 
out means allow, seems to be the most appropri: 
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Bender. The latter ines presented also a set of oe figures 
for the illustration mca ty acd Chas. P. Chouteau, Re, has en- 
Tiched this this department with an exquisite specimen of ‘tnooiien from the 

hood =e Fort Pierre, weighing 35 pounds 
Althou 

grt a department, I have yet to vi et the — 
within the past year, of the Permian System in 

of Kansas, and its. probabl: i ge 
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lent them a helping hand, one ai at them with a_i tomake 
their field of operation more extensive and useful. Academy of Natu- 
ral Sciences i in Philadelphia, for instance, holding bes r the pate 

and others. Our own city, th b-areat centre of the iota ‘alley 
certainly boast of as wealthy and liberal men as an ssippt Va Letus _ 
hope that, in a not far distant day, a Maclure ee ie aires them, ie 
ing to perpetuate his name in the annals of Sci 

_ The Corresponding Secretary presented his report of cor- 
ws — the past year, which was accepted. 

e rer presented his annual report for the yeat 
1858, ‘which w was referred to an Auditing Committee, consis- 
ting o' bs essts. Eads, Smith and Harrison, and, on examina 
—— found correct, was accepte 

3 followin Rr ata were elected officers of the Acat- 
1859: ‘ emy wor the year 

Presid . Penang! ee 

President, Charl es a h 
nd ng oon Nathaniel Holmes. 

Seer J. S. B. Alleyne 
§. Pollak oS ae 
Theodore C. Hilgard. 

H. A. Prout, C. W: 
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January 24, 1859. 

The President, Dr. A. Wistizenvs, in the chair. 

Eight members present. 
A letter iptiyras foes. from Lieut. G. K. Warren, vs 8. Kop 

‘ and Sy a "letter from ard L. pa Norfolk, 
Vas Tsing a copy of ae o. 1 oy the Transactions, which 

4 “The following Hooks w were laid pon the table: Nat. Hist. 
) mphiumids, with remar ks, &e., by Bennet Dowler, 

the Author; Cong. Globe, Vol. XXXVI, Parts 
sh., 4to., “1857-8, — Vol. XXXVIL. ‘Appendix, 

isr-8 Wash, 4to., 1858,— —from the Hon. Z: P. Blair, jr. 
YN. Orleans Med. & Sur . Jour,, Vol. “XVI, No. 1, Jan., 1859, 
from the Editors; Smitha, Dat 1857, from the-Hon. T. 

| Polk; Jour. Franklin » Vol lL. XXXVIL, No. 1, January, 
1859, f a Institut 

gelmann } heaped a specimen of the black variety 
Th Fox Squirrel. nee variety occurs occasion- 

¢ | in 
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February 7, 1859. 

The President, Dr. A. WistizENvs, in the chair. 

Thirteen members present. 

_ Letters: reli read from the Secretary of the Smith. Inst, 
accompan ne kages transmitted ; and from the “ K. Dans- 
ke Viltensia res Selskab,” Ist July, 1858,—the “ Zoolo- 

tani Verei 

! eneto di Sci Ps, Lettere ed Arti, » ere 15 
4857,“ Prosidensa ee R. Accademia di Sci, Lettere ec 
Arti di Padova,” 2, 1857,—the “I. R. Accad. di Sei, Let- 

hforsehung von Mihren und Schlesien,” 14 

verally acknowledging the receipt of No. 1, Trans, 4 
iting publications in exchange ; 3 a 350, concert from 4 
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va, Vol. V., “gg pan 1857, Fasc. XII.—from the Society; 
Presburg. I. 

ahrg., 1 He 857, — from the i 
Ribas ithdoe Bericht tber das Museum iseo-Caroli- 
num, Linz., 1857,—Beitrige zur Paleontologie und finiohe ML : 
sie Oberésterreich und remem ia Car * M. 

os nordéstlichen Alpen von Carl Ehrlich, —from the 
. (; Jahresbericht der Direction des Werner-Verein 

tir Geelcyischen Durehforschung von Mihren und Schles. 
LV 18511856, Brann,—Beitrige, zur Kenntniss der 
a... n Verhiltnisse des mihrischen ee in den 
ia Zi yon "Albin Heinrich, ‘0f Bericht iiber einige 

trige mr geognosti stiches Kenntniss Mahrens, von Dr. Aug. 
Ban. Re Reuss, Prof. zu Prag., 1854,—from the Society; ad 

So 
VL. 4to, etary “ineardna.! Weelagen en Med- 
edeelingen der K. Akad. van Wetenschappen, Afdeeling Nat- 
enmity ® IVI, 8v0;—Setterkunde, IIL, 8v0,—Jaar- 

. Cro ion rom co © Upper Shi 
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temic ore situated about nine miles from Dubuque, in the 
State of Iowa. 

Dr. nets stated that, on the 19th & 20th Feb. last, the 
Thermometer at this poin t had passed through 46° F.in 12 
hours, falling from 76° in athe afternoon to 30° on fg: follow- : ; a 

ate, occurring only o very five x years, but in 
two instances he had sautona a sil more vislens fall of spe 
peeaiiite, 52 to 54°, in as short a 
Mx. Wm. Me McAdams, Jr., of Siempre Ill, was elected 8 a 

correspondent. 

‘Samuel Annan, M.D. and O. Blank, M.D., were clectel 
amen: <sgmcotegay 

March '; 1859, 

The Bennie, Dr. A. Wisitkewont in the chair. - oe 

Rad 3 

Jes; Jour. of the Franklin Tnsty, 3 
i the Ti Institute; ay of the Univ. a - 
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March 21, 1859. 

Vice-President Dr. Gro. ENGELMANN in n the ehatk. 

Right) members present. 

The following pabvortions were laid upon the table: Proc. 
of the Acad. Nat. Se » Phil, Jan., 1859,—from the Society; 

1859, —from the Society; N. Orleans Med. &i ‘Susi Jour., No. 
2 March, 1859—from the Editors; Jour. of the Franklin 
bag: Be tae ey gi Nei Pee 

i tee 
: rot. W “?. Riddell ok iAvane, Texas, was elected cei 

lent, ape Phe ‘Posche was elated gn ila eraiei 

é 

April 4, 1959. | 

cigs bee A Wistazeesy i in the sha 

sSiebers resent. ee 
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oo rom the Pottsville Sci. Asso.; Proc. of 4 Amer. Phil. Soe, 
ne an 60, July & Dee., 1858,—from the Societ 
— a a communication from Mr. d. 76. M. South- 

ieee presenting Indian pottery, a stone chisel, and other In- 
dian iipenene found in Missouri; and, also, a honeycomb- 
like piece of wood of an old oak tree, being probably the 
pose SA of or oe development “thaclighou the inner wood 

resented a a of bo goat (Tenia nn presen 
sai). ‘He observed that he had neyer seen an ves 

all those observ st by him were found i 0 immi- 
er Earope, and also in some Texans after a cap- 

in Mexico. He dwelt upon the late sawn? of = 

vie so : cory ain oe : rr J.C. d presented a specimen of fossil co — 
— een € O. & Bis s. Railroad. — 

a ae “ape 18, 1859. | . 

; en Dr. Wisuueros in he ia 
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e, par Jules Marcou, Genéve, 1858,—from the Au- 
; Mém. et Doe. relatives 4 L’Histoire du Canada, publi- 

ées par la Soc. Historique de Montreal, 1859,—from 1 
ciety; Jour. of the Frank. Inst., Phil., No. 4, April, 1859,— 
from the Society. 

The Corresponding Secretary read a paper by Dr. B. F. 
Shumard, accompanied with drawings of Permian fossils, en- 
titled “Notice of New ee from the Coal Measures and 
Permian strata of Texas, obtained by the U.S. Expedition 
under ©; . John Pope for boring Artesian Wells along the 

on “Western Antiquities.” The paper was refer- 
red toa committee. 

. Pollak said he e was authorized by Mr. C. P. Choutean 
tomas that he seme the noaiemiy to name some some Natur- 

Sess ts from ay sg rier the 
o Prof. Hilgard- 

mtr hi oeus e new-born. 

cee reas a 
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PLR a NR Eee L, = between its prongs) by the (motor) 

hypoglossic nerves and that =e af the occipital “‘squama” which is be- 
low the linea semicireularis, or the verse arms of the eminentia er- 

i ibed by 

This suture is the same which in such mammals as the cat, muskrat, rat, 
etc., is erage close beyond the insertion of muscles or the steep part 
of the occiput. 
‘The rem: aining tria ngular, “crescent,” ae! otherwise tabulate bone—that 

part which, in sree Pa is contained between. the cross-arm of the eminentia 
cruciata and the su’ tura lambdoidea, are the fused top-plates of the 

= 

or ‘ , too. 
_ The next three transverse processes, or side-slabs, and ‘sel con- 
taining the Pons Varolli Hypophysis es (sella turcica), 8 and Chiasma 
pedo severally pass these specific es,—the acoustic, the - 4 

geal,and the opti i 

r ones ; hence t the several sections ee ‘de ifta 
- contents no less than ir rigid confines, : 

it eo, and 
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whieh, in oe with Oken’s law—not sufficiently appreciated by his 
ilastrious foll owers, Agassiz and Go uld—is tripartite, typically consist- 
ing, like all geet) Julcra, of extremities and jaws, a blade Bh arrest 
blade, ileum) and clavicular prop (c aavicle, os ischii), and 
ally deficient styloid hook iieapote: not acro wr: on). Ti the t ennend 
bones, these are represented by, Ist, Le e, or squama and 
tuberculum articulare,—in Esocine s so extensively dev whieg 
hide view, and entirely overlap as a shiel 
lying frontal and parietal bones ; 2d, the mastoid | props and, ~~ the ential 
—between the condyle-plates and the parietal o ith or 

base (as an os pubis does a fora saieeny " BuGosing 
the icle, which is often obturated with nous 
membrane at its depth,—being, in higher animates, the osseo au- 
ditorius , with ym m for its obturatory me’ i third or uncinate element invariabl fue similar part to that of the os 
pubis to circumscribe an obturatory passage. Hones iii the “shoulders 
or fulerum of the fore-fins of Bubulichthys (buffalo-fish), and similar ones, 
where the analogy of pelvic tangible, with an arcus pubis, fo- 
ramen riot ken, tes, its s uncinate inate element is chiefly active in producing 

: eness, and thus affording the starting-point o r clue for the 

ting in pre in the te bone’s giendid cay 
peer ah _— a red to it,) and known 

oe grant. ofa bind-shouer, 
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Society ; Pres. Mess. & Doc., Parts II. & III, 8vo., 1858-9— 
om the Hon. F. P. Blai r, Jr. ; On Longevity, by Drs. Chail- 

1é and Dowler,—from the Authors ; Proc. of the Bos. Soe. of 
Nat. Hist., Jan—March, 1859,— ~~ the Society ; U.S. Na 
yal Astron. Exped. to Chili, by . J. M. Gilliss, LLD, 
Vols. I. & IL, Wash., a from v Hobaies 3 Cat. of Fendt 
ng og —from C. Witte 

H. A. Prout nee a paper entitled “Third Series of 
esetina of Bryozoa from the Paleozoic Rocks of the 
bese States,” and exhibited drawings of several new 

Phe paper was referred to a committee 
“The committee, to whom were referred the papers ae, Me 
Reineke on fe sogat on “Filtration of Water,” and on 
the | “ Poplar t Sewer,” recommended that the same 

in the aeehtven tei future reference, and wee 

paint of Ge sok: Bees 
Sur. Jour... ne 3, cosbut 6 1859,_fro 

a ee 
ong Boe Sl 

: also 
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the United States,” mentioned at a previous meeting. The 
was referred to a committee 

Imann also read a paper entitled “.A Synopsis of 
igi of the Genus Cuscuta,” which was referred to a 
committee, 

th parasites had attracted his atten- 
ania veesty tes ages gentingr ed she tingui siinad be GAY Seabeats 
vicinity five or six species, while at that time only one, the uta 

i 3 on rica’ 

any American botanists, obligingly commu- 
herbaria of Sir 
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of the Transactions ; from the “Verein me Naturk. im Her- 

hum Nassau,” Wiesbaden, 11 Dec., 1858,—the hk 
nh 

Preuss. Akad. der Wissensch.” Berlin, 12 Aug., 1858,—ser- 
y acknowledging the receipt of No. 1 of the Trans, and 

transmitting publications in return 
The following ee were received : Phat: diechem 

Constitution organischer Verbindungen von H. K 
Zz Matting, 1858 ; ; Mittheil. aus dem Osterlande, naa ee 

a -1—2, ee he Alt enburg, sam the Society; Die Athysi- 

nus-Arten Gegend von Wiesbaden, von C. L. Kirseh- 
baum, 1858, Socaieeeckes ver Vereins fiir Naturk. im ao 

zogthum Naseau, Heft 12, 1857,—from the Society; Zeit 
ift fir die Ceakmmto8 Naturw., Halle, Jahrg., 1858,_from 
Edit andl. der Russisch-K. neralogischen 
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The Reece. Srructur:e of the “ Jornada del Muerto,” 
_ New Mexico, being an Abstract from the Geological Re- 
aid of the baa under Capt. John Pope, U. 8. Top. 

$., for b ibn free Wells along the line of the 
30d Parallel. G. G. SHumarp, M.D., se of 
a n. 

in a terms as a gently sloping plain, so 
tical in form = enclosed on both sides by lofty 

i ends from near the southern 
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and rege the entire See of the “Jornada.” As will 
hereafter be seen, it composed principally of upheaved — 
strata of dark gray, bla ue and black sub-crystalline lime- 
stone, dipping west at bce — Dante these moun- 
boy h gener: direction and are apparently a 
ontinuous with the Organ pniighs wi ith hid they have been — 

re are totally net... iI spect is there the 
sights resemblance between them, one being composed ak 
most entirely of sedimentary strata, and the other mainly of — 
Seuyiive rocks. The cause of the upheaval of this portion of 
the Organ Mountains is rendered fully apie by a chain of 

low igneous hills which have been traced extending oe : 
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tains upon the western side of the “Jornada” an avera 
thickness of about six hundred feet, it is probable that water 
could not be obtained at a less distance beneath the surface 
than a thousand or fifteen hundred feet. 
As the gag ee besides its lateral slopes, presents 

general o m N.N.W. to 8.S.E., the most favorable sivode 
tion for the experiment would probably be along the central 

marking the synclinal axis of the strata, taking 
care to avoid, on the one hand, the igneous protrusions, of 
which the Dofia Ana Mountains form a portion, and on 
the other, the chain of volcanic hills near the, it “a ates 
‘extremity of the plain 

_ Agreeably to instructions, I started from Dofia Ana, 
on the afiernoon of the 11th of December, accompanied by 
Mr. 8. Homans, Topographer, Mr. Thompson, guide, six 
laborers and Mexican packers, and a mounted escort of nine 

= Baking a course in the direction of the north-western ex- 

oy where t >" 
t of e bun 
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from a smooth and gently sloping plain. The portion of these 7 
mountains observed to-day consists of gray and purple por- 

yry, mica-schist, greenstone, compact quartz, and felspar, 
most of which appear to be undergoing rapid disintegration 
being not unfrequently so soft as to crumble readily between 

fingers. The weathered faces are of yellowish, ts 
and purple colors. 
Dee. 12. Beated at 7 o’clock. For the first few Livers. : 

continued to wind through deep and rugged caiions, some of 
which presented. nearly v ertical sides, exhibi and 

5A 
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dance. In many places, beds of considerable thickness ap- 
pear to be almost entirely composed of the remains of Cri- 
noidea. In addition to these, the rock presents a in 
variety of other forms, among which we recognize t the 

cora, and P. punctatus. 
re granite was only observed near the eastern side of the 

mountains, in the form of detached conical hills, above the 
highest of which the edges of the uplifted tie en strata 
are seen to project many hundred feet. These hills ut 
spurs of the eruptive portion of the Organ Range, which: only 
4 few miles further south rise majestically to the height of 
several dhdsatd feet. The rocks composing these hills do 
hot differ esse: h 

are me asually of a light. gray color, and contain a much larger 
portion of felspar than usual, and a deficiency of mica. 
ee appear to be ee ine disinte- 

= Dec. 18,, Started at 8 o’clock. Having with some little 
Laupos y regained the mouth of the cafion, we travelled du- 

an of the day in . Sob aedo'dt § direction, keeping 
we: ase of the mountains as practic icable. 

M Mowsain as. as obse 

nh to: er ey two Otho sad fiv 
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not differ in general appearance from the portion already 
described. On either ee the surface exhibits a Apion 
towards the centre, and is poichlarss covered with 
grass. Soil calcareous he moderately fertile. deity 

~ Towards evening we came to a series of rocky basins, filled 
with ~~ age ik EWN tom springs in the vicinity, At 
this poin 
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course and enter t on. It proved to be exceedingly 
d presented on eee side precipitous walls of 

sive limestone of about e same altitude as those pate 

When x struck with the hammer : emits a ak hurous med 

tn ca eafion spied to be about six miles in length, and 
Saas few yards to a mile wide, and appears to have been 
hollowed ~ of the solid rock by erosion. Near the eastern 

- extremi ream of clear water gushes out from near 
‘the base of the strata, and, after flowing for several aed 

Yards in an easterly direction, again Desens beneath the 

tee 15. Shortly after starting this morning we reach hed 
beds of mi ca and hornblende schist, whie ated to 

y exhibited, rived at the eastern extremity 
ain observed in tl 

peneahte: In front of oth : 
Lakes,” vibe is here about oes 
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sey seems to have undergone but slight metamorphic 
change. The fossils obtained “here are chiefly Productus 
costatus. ‘The thickness of the strata, as well as could be 

gradually ascended to the summit of the mountains where 
night overtook us, and we were, for the first time since leay- 
ing Dofia Ana, obliged to camp without water. oe 
ture at 12 o’clock P. M., 8° F. 
The height of our evening camp, as determined by barome- 

trical measurements, was found to be one thousand seven 
hundred and eighty-one feet above Dofia Ana, and five 
thousand six hundred and fifty-eight feet above the level of 
the : sea. 
_ Dee. 16. At a little distance from our last evening’ cam 

Ca reonated 
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_ The weathered ee of the limestone were of a 
Pane yellow color, and often coated with saline efflorescence. 
When fres tured, it exhibited various shades of blue, 
brown, and black. Passils of the same character as ne men- 
tioned were detected in it, in great numbers, and in many 
place the strata ekpeaied to be alendet entirely composed of 
nerinite colum 
Towards noon we again came in sight of the “Jornada,” 
and soon afterwards descended by a pone» slope from the 

firmly cemented with sain careo The surface of the 
country is hilly, and frequently divided by long narrow ra- 
vines, and presents a gentle slope 6 the west. Near the 
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character could not, in consequence of the darkness of the 
night, be dete rmined, 

Dec. 18. Wen arose this stays Hace: at an early hour, and by 
54 h. A. M., were again on our journey, taking a southerly 
course in the direction of the Ojo del Muerto.” Our road was 

ni 

Da und i . 
crusted frequently with "a chalky substance. The surface of 
the A Some is thickly coated with coarse reddish sand, and 
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fable 
hills the lava stream was observed gradu aly dastehadins aiid 
branching, it being in a number of ees = through by the 
Rio Grande, which wi winds a tortuous course over vol- 
canic rocks, and affords, by its smooth skiing surface and 
grassy borders, a vetoed ——— to the otherwise barren and 
Ponty character of the scenery. 

ite in the day, we ahivea at the “Fra Cristoval Moun- 
tain? it is about eighteen miles in length, and rises abruptly 

_ tothe height of fifteen hundred or two thousand feet. Its 
os ening is pretty generally north and a and_ its 

is partly washed by the waters of the Rio 

posing this mountain are principally massive 
hard bie and gray suberys talline cae tee of the 

“vuerous group. In places, the beds are largely com- 
| of the remains of Cris sirnpsral ged triegiel ona, green-_ 

fibrous gypsum are seen traversing them in various 
in W. noe ie 

aed at oe of t 
» Grande, The 
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which, as we have already seen, has been, and that, too, atno 
very remote geological period, the theatre of intense igne : 
action. Me a exception of the portion constituting the 

here ro 

and ‘the m si aga well as could be determined ata ie 9 
ance of thirty or forty miles, present everywhere precipit- 
auly once = east. Between these and the Rio Grande, 
the sur xceedingly rough and broken, being thi 

marked with ax and low conical hills, most of which ap 
pear to be composed of unstratified rocks. 

. ving concluded the examination of the Fra Ciistoral : 
- Mountain, we again started for camp, which, according to ae 

valley, and which we reached : at a _ hour 
greatly fatigued. 
Rio Gra nde is about 
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other fossils of the Cretaceous Group.* Beneath this sand- 
stone oceurs dark bituminous shale, which we regard as form- 
ing the superior part of the Coal Measures. Underneath these, 
_, we have heavy-bedded = ih gray limestone of the 

Measures, containing Fusulina cylindrica(?), Produc- 
tus costatus, As ee subtilita, Ehynchoa and Cyatho- 
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to be everywhere in close contact with the limestone. At 
all. the:4 ints war ppaniei they were found to be com 

co ar 
ous rocks, with eee seams of sand and pipe ss 

These were often found focucly cemented with calcareous 
matter, and rege along the river valley a thickness of about 
three hundred fee 
The valley of ie Rio Grande varies from a couple of hun- 

dred yards to several miles in width, ane is everywhere 
Sorbet with luxuriant vegetation. Soil deep and dak 
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tremity of “ ree oe and entered the down sine 

t eleven o’clock, we reached the San Diego Moun- 
hich rises in the form of a solitary peak to the meng 
ya tat — and is evidently of much more re- 

‘ of the others examined. Its axis pruied 
h, and, as as far as we were able to 
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AN Desiononicit. INSCRIPTION concerning the year 1722 | 
iB. C., explained . SeyrrarTu, A.M., Pu. a — 
Profit in the Concordia College, St. Louis, 

_ The Museum of the Philosophical sal Litera Society of 
Leeds, in England, has been in possession, for more than thirty- _ 
five years, of. a very Seniebabia Mum ‘Coffin, which liter- 
ally is covered with paintings and hieroglyphic, of which 
Mr. Ww. aga in 1828, published a lea Memoir with — 

: At that time, however, aaa ie tao to the 

sat I the Egyptians si; 
E 12 sige of the Zodiac; that, final 

he Cabiri with the other deities ex 
lways “ foil 

RM 



An Astronomical Inseryption referring to the year 1122 B C us : a 

6 ; og 

=o Baie 
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twice great Hermes of the Greek authors, was the inventor of 
the art of writing, and presides over it in an especial manner. 
His office was also to conduct the soul to the bar of Osiris, in 
Amente, and there to appear as its advocate with that deity. 
Thoth, in that mystic picture, faces in the opposite direction 
to the other deities, and is evidently in the act of making in- 
tereession to them on behalf of the deceased.” 

we have known that those Ptahs, Thoths, and 
Toree signify simply the planets, Mars and Mercury, and the 

Regarding the key to the astronomical Neyptian monu- 
mena, it was found in the following way. First, Diodo 
Siculus, and many other reliable authors, testy that, the 

. 81, 88: rac sie ‘évaypaser a 
irrovatw. ae we Egyp- 
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Now, the question was, what Egyptian gods referred tothe7 
planets, and by what deities the Signs of the Zodiac and its. 
smaller parts were represented. As to the planetary deities 
of the Greeks and Romans, their names are known and still 

used in all modern languages. The names of the Roman 12 — 
Great Gods and their — Signs of the Zodiac, are spe- 
cified in the so-called Calendaria Rustica and other ancient 
authors. Comparing the names of the planetary gods with 
those of the Zodiacal gods, we find, as Lucianus already men 
tions, that some of the 12 Great "Gods were called by the 

names of some Cabiri*. Thus, e. g., both the second plan- 
et and the fourth Sign of the Zodiac were called Mercurius; — 
of which ambiguity the reason was this: The Zodiac, the 

penne belt within the limits of which the sun, era 
ets perform their revolutions, was divided, according to 

the 12 — into 12 equal parts of 30 degrees, and ¢ of 

ytre in seieatalss ths th - deities, b 
on their eir heads ; rynonymose by m 

I a, the he astronomical si ification of the the 
deities, both 
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‘Finally, the question was, by what method the Egyptians 
ined the places of the planets, and represented plane- 

tary configurations. This question is answered by the Nati- 
vity of a certain Anubio, apecified upon an Egyptian pa: 
scroll, written in Greek.* _ From this auton witness wi 
learn, first, th < 
of the 7 planets not panting to soustedlaaiatas of the Zodi- 
ac, but according to its movable signs. The constellations of 

heavens move, as is known, every year, 50” 2"; every 72 
years, nearly 1 ‘on This every 2146 years, coe 30 degrees, 

4 to West in ‘the Saliba, § i < the stars ee the ecliptic move 
‘ from West to East, 50” 2”, every year. It is known, also, 

how. many and Scat each constellation of the Zo- 
mir its determination, advanced from West to 

i as 
astron mona, anor pe in this es 

: e planets making each of themt the mas 
3 Sion side. It is on that account that the 12 
the Zoi bles called ie houses of mee nets, 

; vebirey ium then, poe the Slowtas of he's seve 
8, became the CEcodespota of the two Signs next ct the 

tice, East and West of it; the ad 
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to that of which the true or imagined nature was most rela 
ted to the object. Libra and Cancer, e. g., oscillate, and go 
backward, like Mercury ; ree they were tbe ao uses, ; 

se rnus. Sagittarius. Scorpio. ‘Libra. irgo. 
[Saturn.] _ ‘lupiter [Mars.] [Venus.] [Mercury.] son) é 

: WINT. SOLS. SUM. SOLS. 

[Saturn.] vane) mi a —— = 
gore Pn F mini. < : 

late ; ‘ind. each of thove zodia 
sided. over by a 
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parts of a Sign, containing a planet, in order to show what 
influence they would exert upon the future life of the respec- 

i dsoo n. 
Finally, we learn from Firmicus, Pliny, and the monuments 

themselves, that the Egyptians, Greeks, and Romans observed 
rations on the ont Cardinal days, i. e., on 

the days of the Vernal or Autumna 1 equinox, or those of the 
Summer inter Solstice, always previous to the births, 
or ihosiesl events, which were to be fixed astronomi mically.* 
All these matters have been discussed in extenso inm p- 
tian Astronomy; and this is, in a few words, the key to all 
the astronomical monuments of antiquity, and, of course, also 
to the Leeds Mummy-Coffin in question. By the instru- 
mentality of that key the following 35 astronomical i poet 
tions ha have been deciphered, concerning the astronomi 

2781 3. C. The Nativity of the Egyptian empire. 
1832 “ « That of Pharaoh Amos RVI yn. 

That of Pharaoh Guinhandya; Sesostris, XVIUth 
Dynasty. 

That of Pharaoh Ramses Meiamun, XVIltth 

rake 

. 

That of Pharaoh Sethos, XIXth Dyn. aq 
‘That of Pharaoh Raphaces, — ah 

_ That of Raphaces’ vicegerent, XIXth Dyn. ao 
- That of a private individual. 
‘That of an n priest 
‘That of the Gresik: Olympiads. 
— of the city of Rome. oe. 

of an Egyptian priest. © > 
‘Ly priest. Ayes TES 

8 lela; 

That oe batiie a seas Laon 5s rasiments. are 
That of the Emperor Aug oo 
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50 A. C. That of Domitianus. 
54 “ “ That of Trajanus upon the Isis-table. 
74 “ & That of Hadrianus onthe Corinthian Ara. 
75 “ “ That of Hadrianus at Daphni 

131 “ “ That of a private individual. 
137. * “ That of Anubio in a Greek papyrus. 

138 *« “ That ofa private individu 
255 “ “ That on the ruins of Palmyra. 

re we proceed to the astronomical inscnpepy on the 
my-Coffin of Leeds, it will be necessary first to examine Mum: 

its historic: . 
‘The name and py ded of the deceased are, as Mr. Osburn 

fift 

ian niccosl phic figures, see my « 

€ Son. group, the eye and the throne, followed by 

| gure of aman, signifies : a very holy or reverend ers 

‘the throne expresses syllabically the ek word osh,t 

the ere her, sanctus’ and re verendus 

to C apollion’s m, 
resentation of the god i 

t ajo form of Osiris 
oo =¢ eas 
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Rosettana by iepéc, priest ; in the Coptic woteb, web, sacerdos ; 
and the following E yha-measure, i in Coptic pe, hepe, give 
the word hop, operari, ministrare, and Ai twit, collecta, tribu- 
tam. Consequently, the deceased was a priest in the office of 
ministering the tributes. 

A vipyaetghn of three different hieroslyphies, viz., the 
branch of a reed (kam), the globous vase (mun), and the sack 
(sok), which is translated in yt bil Hing Inscription of f 
seta by yeduuara, in Coptic, kom en skai, literatura; then 

recorder. Mr. Jee “translates ind scribe or 
oe in consequence of a mere conject 

7. The weft of hair (hopt we hotp), followed by the chain 
(hot), which is wanting in some places, and also by the papy- 
tus-seroll (hopt), the sign of the plural, —o ‘the i 
vords, bots, woti, enti proventus terre, and hott, tri 
debitum, , the deceased was a priestly ede for 

r ain. 
some places, stands for its first figures a 

is group is put i in thes places for Nos. 7 and 8, giv- 
me sense in other words. — For, the kernel. or grain 

| ieee and 
quare, or feneed © ee nc sense. = So fn 

hd | hoon trans 
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augmented by the sign of plural, by servant; and the ball 
—— lls of Amon ; which a not understand. 

The waves (nw) express the most common formét 
ae Goods scileiee (n); aid the subsequent three hatchets 
(hater), signifyin See plural of htor (gods), have been ex- 
plained above. is group, standing in some a 
11 and 12 seas gives the sense: those fruits w ware 
sen nted to the gods. 
15. The baking dish — with the sae signs of plural, 
expréssés the so frequent word neb-azi (domini), lords. _ 

bee Another bind of reed (kam) with the same dctermine 
tion ; and from the Rosettana we learn that both groups 

the Upper and Lower Egypt (vv do xal rip xdro x 
a city, not being necessary for unde 

nes omitted. 
| 

. The bull (kalu-ki), expressing the vaxtaeip 

root kalo cae omc ie as we have seen, 

sone! yamaha gpebtsinat dmrac the following gt 
; e groups following the 

‘wh House (ake), preceded win or sig 
and followed b y the usual article 

Rosettana (dwe 

vin, ahe pe (the ihowse) P 
it was a to says the 
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23. The hatchet and the plural termination express, as we 
have seen, hetor-iod, the 

The vulture, in Coptic amoni, gives the word pascere, 
nontish, i in Coptic mone, and the added mount changes the 
root into a participle, or into the substantive pastor (mone- 
wl, or et-mone). In order to determine this same significa- 
tion, the whip (4iki) is connected with oe: vulture, expres- 

bo 
By means of the breast, in Coptic a followed by the 

iP vn pronunciation, the mount, — the flax-stalk, 
fo) y bi) A a 4 o oo Oo ° a 235 = g fi ct i) eae oO Ae oO 

tic kons (vis, power), and to the Greek 
which word belongs, as the L 

to a foreign, i. e., Egyptian root. In short, that. 
, in its first meaning, was the earth, and then 

earth, Hercules. Thus, then, Amun ‘(the Sun) 
ect the herdsman, of the world. Mr. Osburn 

ifies a man, who, rived fi the a never : yey in other places b ey! = ep ae have seer 
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31. Now, we come to the name of the deceased prey ] 
officer, which consists of two different words. | 

ette 

pine atyse the plural (Awo), and then translates 
f virtus, or ratio. Mr. Osburn, taking the eee a 

chief F(a for a ¢, and the scroll (hop-t) for a Ppa 

32. The name of Amun (the illustrious ri which has been 
rere sufficiently, and the subseque determinative, 

n (ham) she orn a whip (dik), sitnifies a servant, ors 
abject (ham-bok), a servant of the Lord. The whole name, i 

esides, many proper —o occur i 
literature sivailaely eomipoued, ¥ a. 
ess of Heretiles); Enkasi-Amone rahe Tikenes of 

the ell (mashi) and the plumb-line 
ow the names of deceased 

"The reverend nd price nine the : ibutes, % 
the temple of Mnut, the $ 
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composed of three straps. of red leather, was discovered, 
which contained the said royal names. The figures and hie- 
roglyphics upon this ornament, formerly worn on the neck, are 
ee, the impressions of heated metal ty 
The royal cartouches in question refer to two different Pha- 

_ of that kind, which commonly were put in juxtaposi- 
The shrine A is a sacred name, containing the letters 

Ri MSs TPN-RA, i. e, Ramses, the favorite of the 
Sun, which on innumerable monuments, e. g., on the Obelisk 
on the Porta d del Popolo in Rome, translated by Hermapion,. 

1 on the famous Osimandyeum of Thebes, the ruins of 
belong now to the village of of Karna ‘adobe the royal 

ie name of Osi : 

Patent was 
10 shows us Be 

Pi %, 

Ea rate , Race me sie Panes a 
sp is of dy Ai ade a Gee another 
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ia! the ancient world does not, in n consequence 0 of the 
ss of transcribers, contain a single figure that, boing hee 

ei very reliable. Manetho specifies also the number of the 
rears of the government of the kings from Menes down to 
Ramses Meiamun; but powain is —_ a discrepancy mi Annes 

derent'y 
- The question still is, then, in what time the said Phaede 
reigned in Egypt, and in what year the deceased was really 
born ; re this date can not be made out exactly but by ihe 

tary configuration observed during his birth-year, which 

and many other monuments mentioned 
will be easy to make out, in what 

planets stood at that time, at th _ 
astronomic images, | 

d na or aid pF other a 

pr prc a Aha cAprogm 
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from those of the ger pd gods by means of a bushel-meas- 
ure (in Coptic bat), put upon the heads of the Ccodespota, 
expressing the Coptic © abe, eee which was necessary, be- 
po some images and n s, given to some presidents of 
the Signs or houses, ieeiebencted with those of certain plan- 
Pe being the CEcodespote, or aes of those same Signs, 

5. The place of a planet or two in a certain Sign was indi 
cated by putting the image and the pte of the planet in the 
egg of the image of the CEcodespota, which was naheh omit 

a Th case two or more planets stood in the same Sign, i i 
Was customary to specify the Decuriw, and even the sre 
within the limits of which the two or three anets, bein 
conjunction, appeared ; and therefore they put that lands 
particularly on the left side of a sarcophgus, in the house 
a planet, viz, that which was the warden of the Decuria oc- 
cupied by the planet. Supposing, e. g., the Moon and Sun 
stood in Sagittarius—the former, however, there in the Decu- 
tia of the planet Mars,—then the image of the Moon was not 
Th. mss Sign of Sagittarius, but also in a house of Mars. 

Teason of this curious practice was, that the astronomers 
to show what influence a certain planet would exert 

ol inno Sip as in a certain a Desai pretties 
er by another BS Box: it was believed that the origi- 

ia’ nfitence of a planet was equally modified while he stood 
0g house, or in the Decuria, of the eos planet. | 

‘planéta,ano ving from West to East, were -repre+ 
ctl = di walking in the anank of the Aerteds: 

ome he day of th ernal ‘autumnal equinox, _ that of the sy ol e mi or ntied,:) << e reason 
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Remembering these rules and the specific results obtained 
from the other astronomical monuments already explained, 
any one will readily understand this new astronomical in- 
scription. 

First, everybody Geen on = sides of the coffin in (PL 
as, Nos. 1. & II.), the said houses of the planets, the 12 
Signs of the Zodiac. For, « on mache side are represented 10 
Egyptian buildings with their roofs, to which, in both cases, 
are to be numbered the two squares at the foot and the head 
of the coffin, the said houses of the Sun and the Moon; and 
each of these houses contains the image of its (Ecodespota, 
or that of a planet standing, at that time, in the ive 
sign. wee —— houses are exac tly thus ie in 
the old sacred records of Egypt, e. g., in Lepsius 
buch Pi. LXL—LXVIL, 

, which, as we have spe served in other eager 
“express the houses (abet) of the planets, or 

viz., Nos. 6, 9, 10,11. Consequently, the pers divini- 
ties in the other houses or Signs represent the planets, viz,it 
—- 3, 4, 5, 7, 8; the said four Signs only been occ 

ied by a planet. Of these Sega the only one in house 
No. 3 was retrograde, because it faces in the opp osite diner 
tion. As for the divinities in the r. Osburn nis 3 row L.,. sbw 
copy their images from No. 6 to 11; his Platesshow only’ om 
the planets Nos 2,8 eigen inthe same chou : 

"appear in the row 
— is” now, first, ¥ what Signs or “houses te | 

planets are e d by the single divini at | 
tain homies ‘whieh —- is answered i by the names os 

a whieh are aresdy known from ‘on 
tronomiea inscriptions and from ‘ Gree owe ee le 
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Capricornus (Nos. 2, 3, 4,5), which, as we have seen, do not 
contain their CEcodespote, but the images of certain planets. 
No. 6. This gorge ieee ai Ro by the said bath- 

measure, is called Veith, kor-t masi, kor mas-t hetor-wi; i. e., 
Neith, ceelestis genitrix, caida mater deorum ; in one word, 
Venus Urania, as the Greek and Latin authors translate This 
goddess was a female personification of Saturn (Ecodes- 
tied of roman and consequently no planet sod at that 
time in 
The Signs following ab are Pisces and Aries, in which 

we find two 
No. 9 6 aoa the tlle af the CEcodespota of Taurus, viz., 

i, kor amoni-t htor (viz., Neitha genitrix, valida 
nutrix diving) ; paemnequcnaly ths Neith differed from tha Aas 
nus Urania; she was a fe male personification of 

ta aurus, as is known from other. Pa = . . 

slated to kle and sle, the scorpion, and Venus seat 
the sign Sco io, as we have seen. 

i ll Cancer, the House of M Mercury, is expressed by the spota Nepti, a known female personification of Mercu- 
TY, mentioned also by the Greek authors ; whose ees is pe 
or nga sont her 5 + 0 Nephthis geni 

__ The square at the foot of h always repre- at the house ty oon chi ternlinttey, sipkag step 
ee 

: 1 of a plan 
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= partly pivved to eee the position of certain planets, 
we shall see. Thus, e. g., the Cicodespota of Cancer (No. 

11 of the row I.), viz. a, Mera, is called Anubis, which is a 
well known name of Mer the Cicodespota of Pisces 
(row I., No. 7) is called Mashi (Nemesis), which is a common 
name for the female Sat 

Finally, the neat a ner planets stood in those Houses 
or Signs, in which the (Ecodespote are supplied by the ima 
ges of certain planets? 

No. 4. First, the place of the Sun is easy to be recognized; 
for, on both sides of the coffin, Osiris (the poe! known Sun- 

) and his names are ee in Sagittarius see 

nus pied, princeps perennis; in the other row, Ar, Ar ten 
tene, ham—i. e., Horus, the lord of both the spheres, the eres 
tor. Thus, then, the Sun st tood, at that time, in ss 

and Peets (N os. 6 Se 1);-—0nad all the sbaniiiaey eum 2 
were observed on a Cardin al day ; consequently, the Sun, be- 
ing put in the 3d house se or sign west from the winter solstice, 
Bag at ass time, in contact with the first degree | of the | 

lass genitrix, nutrix i 
_ Moon; and she ale’ is put in Sagittarius. 
oye —— of Virgo’ $ di 
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pio), is expressed by its most common symbol, the god Thoth, 
the well known Egyptian Mercury. He is represented with 
the head of Ibis, holding a papyrus-scroll, and a scepter bear- 
ing the image of the starry heavens, because Thoth is said to 
have been the inventor of Geometry, Astronomy, and the art 

writing. The subjoined legend contains the words Thoth, 
mone toto, nubt htor tout-oi kom-skai ; i.e. Thoth, pastor 
terraram, inventor divinarum imaginum scripture. As he is 
represented in the opposite direction in the house of Venus, 
the planet Mercury was, at that time, retrograde in the Sign 
Scorpio; and thus the position of the Sun in Sagittarius is 
confirmed, because Mercury’s distance from the Sun never 
amounts to more than 29 degrees. 
No.5. The Si Capricornus, the house of Jupiter, contains, 

on both sides, the well known image of the planet Saturn ; 
for he was, in Egypt, called Seb—i. e., xeavec, Saturnus,—and 

suished by two ostrich feathers and the following title, 
shot-eut htor, htor, htor; i. e., Saturnus, perse- 
. The same is said of the god Typhon, i.e. 

urn. 

ng tate, expresses the god Tatis, 
piter, (See my Astronomia Avgypt., p. 8399, No. 607.) That 

“eit of I 

other to the Sun s house of Mereury, the 
se of the planet M 
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ummy-coffin is the following : 

Saturn et in the House of phe eg e., Cartan 
(Tatis) e Moo Leo. Jupiter : 

M sal Mocer” «Libra. 
The Sun (Osiris) © sid ) Date, “Sagittarius. 
Venus ars, «< Sagittarius. 
Arte (Thoth, retrog.) fi . Vesua; *« Scorpio. 
The Moon (Isis Amoni) “ Mars, Bagitartt: 

zOW 

nfirm the date in 1 question, rey ca the inse scription conta 
me risk planetary figures— os. 2 & 6, and 

sided re ox ne uate 
cession; and the dad 
of the Lodi 

t influéhee of ¢ oS glans et was “not : 
influence of the equal planetary warden. 

Nos. 2 7 & 8—not sa spoken a the <— * 
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The Sign of | Sagittarius, i i.e., the Sign East from the point 

of the autumnal equinox, contained the following Decurie 
and Horia: 

ewe er 
EINE DUP CI LEL REET 

( 21 14 : 

Hor. | | g I x | 3 Pig 
0 2 21 14 oe 

Plan.| | | > | . 

As, ee, both the Moon and the Sun stood at that time in 

and as the Egyptians used to specify the places 
oft ainforior planets by mentioning in what Decuria and Ho- 
non they also stood, and by putting the planet in that plane- 
bind house which belonged to the same planet which was ahs 
resident ne respective Decuria or Horion, the next 

in 'W ion of Sagittarius 

<a in iow se with the ay farther in the house 

rink No, mig and reper @ in the house of apo 
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Venus, as we have seen, was with the Moon and the Sun 
in the same Sign, and therefore the Decuria and the Horion 
of Sagittarius were also to be indicated within the limits of 
which Venus appeared. Indeed, we find two other images of 

either in the osition of . 

sddess, ornamented with t Venus 
accompanied by the pleegtelie name farme, i. 
Sparro or, which is also the name of 

TY, oF vice versa. As, however, Sagittarius does not conti 

PEPEET EPP ELE Ee pont. 32h ieee 
‘Mares > 
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From this scheme we learn that the Sign of Leo did not 
contain either a Decuria of the Sun and Mercury, or a Horion 
of the Sw | Mercury, confining the one with the other; 
wvinamcher the position of Jupiter between two zodiacal 
segments must refer to the Dodecatemoria. prighb the 3d 
and 4th Dodecatemorion, extending from 5 to 10 degrees, be- 
longed to the Sun and Mer reury ; consequently, the longitude 
of Jupiter, standing between the Dodecatemorion of the Sun 

and that of Mercury, was 7°,5’in the Sign of Leo. Thus 
Jupiter stood, at the same time, in the Decuria and the Ho- 
rion presided over by himself, as the scheme shows; in such 
cases, however, the Egyptians, as we have seen, omitted to 
— the Decuria and the Horion, they being of the same 

_feslening the discussed places of the seven planets, the 
following was the exact planetary configuration on the da of 
the equinox previous to the birth of the deceased: 

haan in the House a ‘the Sign of 3 o°—30° 
: Jupiter - Pees eos eee eae 7° 30’ 

4 Mars +-0s05 seseee eee . opesene 606%, % 0°. 

Sam sees eeee secon Mara eeee wees coon s ZT 0° 0’ : 
ie ‘Venus Stee Cesess s Sree beet bev ss a 19°—14° 

Mercury (retrograde). tank: stecee seeeee MH  OO—30° [my Lees Moon een eae wees .»Mars «- sevew sv ecae we ee 14°—20° = 

la pit PyCAE and ¢ on what day of the be Tuan x a 

sel qesestaco aga 
ieal in tiption | is pelt eraaguneny ae vedas peg 
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Libra. The places of the planets, thus reduced, are indicated 
in the foregoing scheme, and put in crotchets 2 } 

The following is a calculation of the said planetary config. 
ration according to Lalande’s Planetary Tables, not an exaet, 
but an approximative one, because the latter is sufficient for the 
purpose, and because a more accurate calculation would 
produced a difference, ie of but two or three degrees. 
Only the place of the vo which, as we shall see, de- 
pends the correction of the ase Tables of the Moon; maa 
exactly calculated. The date in question is this: 

Julian year 1722 B. C., October 7th, 6h. P.T. ' 
ANCIENT OBSERVATION. HELIOCENTR. GEOCENTR. : | 

Saturn in++++M, 9°e—3e ™ 970 44’ ™, 29° : | 

Jupiter - eee +36 7° 30’ oS 1°? 41/ - a ‘ ss | 

a ATS -«es0e #% 0°—302 io ¢ bas 20/ 

Sun--+> wena 4 0? vs eee at Gs z 7 “(bs.20°27) 

Venus ++++-- 

S0Ceee 6 He FACTO. aces 

10°— A 26° 22/ 
Merci ---- c 030° (ret. O 12° 54’ ™, 6° a | 

All Se places of the planets observed 1722 B. Cc, ‘iti 
obvious, harmonize with the calculation except those of J rupl- 
ter and the Moon, of which the longitudes were ae 

er, ig to and this _— 
be discussed hereafter. Even the tak 
sury agrees w ‘Tables ; for it is "Enown that’ er 

; also in a later or former year. This obj 

is easy to be removed; for, as the Sun was. in Libra 
oe coi hao sverigare pet a er in erwin 
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for Proclus (Lib, I., chap. 2, p. 10) says: “omnium ceelestium 
et terrestrium restit tutionem vel nunquam ad amussim acci- 
dunt, aut certe non iis spatiis, quze Mie tere: mic nia enna dd 

pase rica 

Thus, bie, t the resale that the priest in the Leeds coffin, a 
cotemporary of the great Sesostris, the builder of the world- 
renowned Osimandyeum at Thebes, was born in 
will, I hope, remain fixed for all time. : 

‘Finally, it will be asked, what benefit can we gather from 
such old rubbish? Let ae e. ee 
J. The Leeds mummy-coffin confirms the key to the astrono- 

mical monuments of the Egyptians, Greeks, and Romans. It is 
possible that my Astronomia dAigyptiaca still contains many 

s, but the pri ciples upon which it is founded can not be 
3 for, supposing I had there referred wrong Cabiri 

and wrong deities to the Signs, Decurie, and — 
—that I had d applied a wrong method of 

exp ‘the : nomical minutes of the ancient nations,— 
_ ese inseription, surely, aid never. have yielded 
manete ation harmonizi cular 

Puleral me ie tf ae : 
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rable darkness and errs ee contradictions, and to illus 
trate those of other nations. As in former times no astronom- 

observations aoe ~ the time of Ptolemy (130 A.C.) 
van known, and as those of the Egyptians refer to quite older 
times and even to that of Menes (2780 B.C.), it is obvious 
that such numerous and ancient observations must serve to 
rectify our ilenssabe Tables, based upon Ptolemy, and the 
present theory of our solar system in general. — 
astronomical inscriptions, as we have seen, are so intl 
plain, that every one, being acquainted with the elements of 
astronomy, is enabled to understand and explain them. 
2. The Leeds coffin proves again that astronomy is as old 

as human society, as Josephus, Aristotle, Cicero, Diodorus, 
Egyptian papyri, and other authors, testify. Formerly, it 
was believed and taught that no Zodiac existed before vibe 
ear 500 ; but here we see that the Egyptians, in 172 
Cs were already familiar with the smallest segments of t 

Zodiac; that they alread; understood the art’ of determinin 

_ ginnit eee the second age of the Sworld in 87 
at the commencement of its firs Laos thee 

it that |  anci ancient mene : : 
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ferior objects of nature, as trees, plants, pieces of wood, ser- 

= By and by, however, when human reas 

e to confirm their conduct to hese moral patterns. At 
consequence of the geographical a ta it is present 

aniverslly taught that each nation apsbhs di wers of 
nature Vist in its o ik country, as rivers, lakes, mountains, 

yoleanoes, seas, and similar aes Finally, many 
ment authors a as Cicero, Aristotle, Seneca, Maximus s Tyr- 

roe npreiations or symbols of Divine qu: liti 
~. minipotence, wisdom, mag: ificence, bou j 

ity of the Creator, and so on.*_ In the sec 
her separated these divine qualiti from t 

them into 
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of the single deities were chosen.t Some of the 7 planets 
and the 12 Great Gods were called by similar names and rep- 
seat by i images, because the planets were fires ol 
idents of all the segments of the Zodiac. These 
particulars are confirmed again by the astioavnenl pied 
tion on the Leeds mummy-coffin. In short, i _ deitis 
of the _ were, in higher respects, God’s ministers or 

els—in r times, spirits—residing in the planets and 
constliations sil | in their own creatures. 

not one of them — with the other.{ Regarding & 
XVII II Ith Dyn., we fi —— ~ — hundred years in 
the works of Ameilhon, Perizonius, Savigny, Bovet, Mure 
pie ollion Figeac, Rosellini, Goctioaaiens Archinand, He 

lix, Leseur, Sharpe, Barucchi, Maury, 
, Lepsius, and others. Mr. Osburn himself: ascribes t 

the. sa a Meiamun, the last icing of the XVILe 
Dyn., the period from 1493 to 1473 B.C. In 1833, 
the arvintoas of this same Ramses, represented on his: ma gn ; ag 

re resented. of Ramses alabaster saareer , Sao 
eum at London, : light ; sant iar sae 

eg’ Osimanpta and Ramses’ 
7 : + s 7 ve me : ’ is e. De 

| Sluis alt oxbo, quinque qui qui in. ee is stell 

undt dus), at ae 
Ai Sie Ged 3, 

} 
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year 1631 B. Sythe governments of the said kings were 
fixed thus: 

gic hes Cc. edicts born. 
Ramses Meiamun born. 

: 169 “ Osimanpta — governs alon 
1691 “ Ramses M. governs fagether | with his father. 
1631 “ Sethos, the firat king of the XLXth Dynasty, born. 

1606 ses Meiamun dies. 

At present, the Leeds Nativity says to us that the deceas- 
ed, pee, a arte of Osimanpta and. Ramses, was 
born in 1722 B. C., i. e., 8 years after d 29 years 

ore Ramses ; consegently the said Pharaohs, Sad, _ 
hers ogetensd from 1691 to 1606 B. C. Further, as Ram 

1606 B. C., and as from Amos L., “the XVI the 
th Dy- lth Dyn., down to the expiration of the 

nasty, 298 years elapsed, the gov crane of this Dynasty 
must have begun 1904 B. C., which date is confirmed by the 
transit of M ,and the renewal of a Pikenix-priod he 
into Rratcsth the kaerers mene of Amos I. Finall 

| re- 

had 
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new, viz., the XVIIIth Dynasty. As, then, this Dynasty, 
down to Ramses’ death, in 1606 B. C., governed during 298 
years, ae ry king, Amos, must have been upon the throne 
about 1904 B. C.; j consequently, the Israelites left Egyph nob 
as is u siversally supposed, in 1500 B. C., but 400 years 
lier, exactly in 1867 B. C., as ilies from. the detailed Bibl. 

faneodiing Biblical morse are to be at earlier by 400 years, 
as the planetary configurations, referring to the deluge and 
the ages of the world, confirm. This matter has been treat- 

in extenso in my Chronologia Sacra and the Sa ogee 
Recent. Discoveries. 

4 . tnoetance 

etar 

of the necessity of eden the cil inaetary tables. The 
longitude of Jupiter in Cancer is, according to Lalande’s 
Tables, as we have seen, too great by four heir as my 

‘ulation however, i is not exact, and the pert rturbations ations of 

Jupiter sometimes are — I drop the inv meee 

yeaa this planet. As to th a enees ge ai : 

pom thn as many, mies mon iia 
mine the places of the planets ra era nicety of mits — 

; ted a mistake renege ie 

ameters of the full Moon; and, since very im 
~ eations of a ing year depended, according 

lief, on the position tion of god of the Moon, aatly. 

they 9 _ not have carelessly ao the. Moon 
y ents paar se" 

that observation, viz. about sunset, is equal oii 
he Moo stood — degrees East from che Soa sh : 

place one hour _ twenty minutes: after that 1a 
ax neglected; consequently, the Moon P 
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ipses of the Moon, inclusive of 7 old Babylonian ones, con- 
nected with certain years of certain kings, and, regarding their 
time and dimension, calculated by himself to minutes*; in 

‘abies. The same is proved by 28 ancient eclipses, the more 
so the older they are. Thus, : ., that Hf 
Smee i ‘ at least. 

at, tom. before marr 
Ms ieee Wie 
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a Burckhardt’s and Damoiseau’s Tables with the heavens, 
ot by diminishing the supposed secular mean motion of the 

Moon, but. ae oon its 1 Sabesar opines This proceed- 
and 

move, in 100 years, 9 signs, s, 7 degrees, 53 minutes, and 10 
eet but, in 1722 B. C,, the place of the Moén was at leas 

speck that place till an 12 mnie isis It may be pone 
hat the Egyptian astronomers observed the Moon one hour 

izon 

_ And this result agrees perfectl: with the anciénte ip- 
SES ; firialieny ety 752. Bi celstSno earn pero 
later in . conjunction with the Sun, un, and the’ eclipse was 
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Notice of Fosstts FROM THE PerMIAN Strata of Texas 
and New Mexico, obtained by the United States Expe- 

along the 32d Par al., with Descriptions of New Species 
nial these Strata and the Coal Measures of that region. 

By B. F. Saumarp, M.D. 

PERMIAN FOSSILS. 

At the meeting of March 8, 1858, I had the honor of an- 
nouncing to the Academy the existence of an extensive de- 

of Permian Rocks in the Guadalupe Mountains of 
a and New Mexico. This announcement was based 

fossils” a ratl examination of a series of collecte by 
zat . Geo. G. Shumard, while actin a Geologist 
‘the U. S. — boring Artesian = a the 

n and desertion It will be seen that the 
list. “Ras a umber ¢ of es that occur in the Permian, 
beds of Kansas, and which are sipen described in the valua- 
oe papers of M. Swallow and Hawn oe eee Ee 

, ind tical 

* 
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CHATETES, sp. (?) 

Locality.—W hite Limestone, Guadalupe Mountains, 

CamporHyLiuM (?) TEXANUM, n. sp. 

This is a long, subcylindrical, rey ae beg having a di- 
ameter above of about one-thir a neh. It is covered 
with a thin epithelium. The interior 1 achsteie is anki 
I plowed it provisionally in the bovs genus until I can have 
en i examining better specimens, 
Locality te Limestone, Guadalupe Mountains. 

PoLrcata. (?) 

There are several examples of a gale enc coral which 
seem to possess the characters of the above genus. 
.Locality—Dark Limestone, Guadalupe Moun tains. 

CRUSTACEA. 7 

11 PERANNULATA, Shumard, Trans. Acad. ial “8 
“Loni, Vale 1, p. 296, pl. Rite he 

_Whi ete 01 Guadalupe saulevebiai Texas ae 

mn ser minute nee 3 scarely exceeding : -thirt 

White Timanioves Guadalupe Mountains, Texas # 
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White Limestone and underlying Sandstone, Guadalupe 
Mountains, Texas and New Mexic 

BRACHIOPODA. 

GENUS Propuctvs. 

P. Catnountanus, Swallow, Trans. Ane Sci. St. Louis, 
Vol. 1, p. 181. 

The collection contains two specimens, which I refer to this 
species, one of them from the White Limestone and the other 
pre the underlying Dark Limestone of the Guadalupe Moun- 

They are both somewhat imperfect in the cardinal re- 
gion, pg ra careful comparison of authentic specimens 
of P. Cathounianus from Kansas, I am unable to find any 

P. Manes, Shumard, Trans. Acad. Sci., St. Louis, Vol. 

White Limestone of the Guadalupe Mountains. 

P, et Shumard, Trans. Acad. Sei, St. Louis, Vol 

Wie Limestone of the Guadalupe Mountains. 

nt sake we os) Patt 
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Limestone, towards the base of the Guadalupe Mountains, 
Texas. 

Pp, eee andl Verneuil, Geol. Russ. Vol. 2, p. 267, pl. 16, 

fig. 1 
The specimen, which I refer with doubt to this species, is 

partially embedded in the matrix. The principal difference 
that I perceive is in the “apc on the ears, which are more 
robust in the Texas shel 
White Limestone of she Guadalupe Mountains. 

Genus STROPHALOSIA. 

SS. abe eta Guapaturensis, Shumard, Trans. ead 
t. Loui s, Vol. 1, p. 292. pl. XI, fig. 5. 

: irae Limestone of the Guadalupe Mountains. — 

Genus CHONETES. 

C. es n. sp. 

Shell small, — widest at the cardinal bore, 
width one-third greater than the length, front and sides 
rounded. Webbed (76 ecaviagy valve m erately convex, with- 
out ut mesial sinus 5 cardinal margin sloping eae foe 

d i area own. 
marked with ceca fine concentric strize of grt 

I have several specimens of this rage 
which exhibit any traces of longitudinal str oo 

_, Found in the Cregimennay st the mouth, of a 
. OF x 

a wer 1 ree & Piatten; Tou our. Acai Nat 8 

.) 2d Ser., Vol. 3, p. 26, pl. 2, fig. 5 a—e. eo 

OSSi from the White garage of the Gu i 
ns correspond pretty with the figures 3 ce Od 

the above cit race oth = I 

alle 2 hae leave x me in alee ai — , F 

beeen 
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ll 

tata, 
monograph on the British Carb. Brachiopoda. Our shell is, 
however, much more gibbous and attains a much greater size. 
Locality—White Limestone, Guadalupe Mountains. 

Phillips, as figured by Mr. Davidson in his excellent 
B 

§. GuapALUPENSIS, n. sp. 

Shell of medium size, = longer than wide, quite gib- 
bous in full grown specimens ; hinge line less than the great- 
est width, which is binenel aha the middle of the shell; dor- 
sal valye hyd yaaa elliptical to circular, evenly ae 
exhibitin, © trice of a mesial fold; beak incarved, pas 
a little Bron the cardinal margin; ventral valve convex, 
mueh more ade than the opposite Mattohs cg eae, 

ent, roun: 
acute, incurved; area contact clovated 

aly defined ; aperture large. - length st idee 
nearly equal; ce akg aka ge with moderately dis- 

concentric , the edges of ‘whieh were probably 
mith pili n spines as in S. lineata 

compared with S. lidncta, from which 
in ig nuh more gibbous, and in the absence of 
caver sinus or mesial fold. eects will also dis- 

us, Shu 7 Acad. St. Louis, Vol cept a a | 

Pre Veutral valve of | Stina ny x 
Was found in sale wl towards the example of thin pei 
Sem ro 
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from that species. It is desirable that a direct comparison 
should be made with authentic European s specimens, in order 
to settle the question 
Locality.—White and Dark Limestone, Guadalupe Mowr- 

tains. 

Genus TEREBRATULA. 
> a3: ‘ 

T. eroneata, Schlotheim. 

{ have before me a number of examples of Terebratula 
which appear to be identical with this Po variable 
Permian shell, Some of them present a aracters of 
a elongata proper ; ee have the wider and ile re inte 

varie 8 

T. PERINFLATA, n. Sp. : ooo ee e | 

Shell ‘ovate, very gibbous, width and thickness sbonte ual, 
one-third jonger than wide in full front 

satber acon titented ro ine he eee a of t tre 
Ventral valve strongly convex, more “elevated Fon 
dite valve felt 3 1arke with a low sinus, W 

obsolete before reaching the middle of the ¥: 
beck ostended. bacvecrinms Pa hers tee matted 9h 
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R. INDENTATA, 0. sp. 

‘Shell variable, subovate, gibbous, fed aah | breadth about 
equal, sides converging rapidly from the middle of the shell 
to the beak, and rounded towards the front, which is slightly 
indented. Dorsal valve strongly arched, much more elevated 
than the ventral valve; umbo flattened, broadly and rather 
mot deeply excavated in front by the tongue of the opposite valve ; 

ridge slightly elevated, and in some specimens scarcely 
t e eo at the front ; lateral margins very sinuous, 

) nted at the cardinal goo: on either side 
of the beak by the false area of the opposite valve ; beak 

and closely incurved. Ventral valve convex in the 
umbo and sides, scarcely gibbous, having a broad shallow si- 
2c wee becomes Ao ety on the umbo; false area well de- 

distinetly defined, price he below the e plane of the 
ina ¢ valve, marked with fine strie; beak acute and, 
porate ‘incuryed. Surinee marked with fine strie of 

d from 20 to 25 rounded radiating coste, whi hich be- 
“gree tah ct cost in the mesial fold and in 

' 0.55; width, 0.50; thickness, 0.40. 
1estone of the Agra Mountains. 
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Fischer. The specimens are not sufficiently well. 
to permit me to give a satisfactory description of the species 
Locality—White Limestone, Guadalupe Mountains. 

Genus CAMEROPHORIA. 

C. BISULCATA, Sah, Trans, Acad. Sci., St. Louis, bi tA 
P- 96, pl. XI, fig. 2. a 
8 species was found very abundantly in the Dark Lime. 

atone beneath the White Limestone of the Guadalupe Moun- 
tains and very sparingly in the White Limestone. It is also 
quite common in the Conglomerate at the mouth of 
ware Creek, Texas 

C. SWALLOVIANA, n. sp. pl. XI, fig. 1 a—e. 

_ Shell small, 1 ag ae niacin or wide gin 
t near entra, but de 
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dant and characteristic species of the upper White Lime- 

inet; (8): Buch.: 
e specimens in the collection from the White 

a of th the Guadalupe Mountains that are very See 
allied if not identical, with this species. 

Genus Rerzia. 

R. Paprenata, Shumard, Trans. Acad. Sci., St. Louis, Vol. 1, 
p. 294, pl. XL, fig. 9 

In the Dark Limestsie Rep to the White Lime- 
stone of the Guadalupe Moun 

R. Meexrana, Pprpards Trans. Acad, Sci., St. Rania, Vol. 1, 
p. 295, pl. XL, fig. 

te Ca and ap Limestng Guadalupe Monntsins, and ‘tn 
: rate at the mouth of elses Creek. : 

‘Guxvs StmepronnyNonvs. eek | 

s. mecin Sa pa Swallow, Trans. Acad. = 
‘ nL ae 183. 

Seta found is is s quit import, The 
—— ae oO. bun Suc paced 
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a long, narrow pseudo-deltidium, marked with distinet arched 
strie ; apex nearly or quite I, Or obliquely truncated and 
some times excavated in front. Surface marked with coneen- 

very distinct) ruge, hick are most prominent, and assume a 
somewhat varicose appearance, near the base. Smaller valve 
very gently ree surface markings obliterated. Interior 
characters unknown 
Din ensions, a Hel eight of larger valve about 14 inches; 

width at base, about 1 inch. 
Locality — White Limestone, Guadalupe ‘Mountain; 

_ ACEPHALA. 

Genus Myatina. 

M. squamosa, Sow., Trans. Geol. Soc., Loe Vol. 
3, p. 120. 

Our shell from the White Limestone of the 
Mowstaing tains agrees — Seer with the ‘eset sod ig 
— he! this King and others. 

gral at and st Med 
sp 

ton and a cite the sam 
the Permian of 

M. acts 5, Shumar, Trans. Acad. ape St. ig vas 

NT: is, Meek and Hs: dey Trans - 
po tot Beira). ; : ee 
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n, however, preserve the surface markings, distinctly, and 
nis sore they agree well with some of the varieties 

= nar ort as represented in the figures given 
itz. 

ace of M. Havwni, likewise applies exactly to that of _ 
mere so that there exists but little doubt with rega: 
e identity of the Kansas and Texas fossil. Mevorthelice 

ther 
In t. 

of Monotis 
by King and Geini 
fb ws clear description of Messrs. Meek and Hayden of the 

wit pretending, from the raparfect’ material before me, to 
decide whether the American and European forms are the 
same, I refer my specimens to WV. speluncaria. In doing so, I 
may remark that my cabinet contains a number of authentic 

ens of M. speluncaria from the Zechstein ecemase = 

mian mon but, in most of them, the beak passes 
tly above the hinge. The terior sulcus, too, in sev- 
of "et is but imperfect ed. It would seem, 

of osterior nae will not serve : to 
fang t least some of the varieties of ae 
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Genus Epmonpia. 

E. suzorsicutata, Swallow, Trans. Acad. Sei, St. Louis, 
Vol. 1, p. 20. 

My specimens are not perfect, but they agree pretty well 
with Prof. Swallow’s description of the above species. 

Locality. —White Limestone, Guadalupe Mountains. 

Genus CARDIOMORPHA. 

CarpIoMoRPHA, sp. (?) 

Our specimens are all casts of the interior. “They present 

the general form and dimensions of C. Kansasensis, Swallow. 
Locali ity — White Limestone, Guadalupe Mountains. — 

| GASTEROPODA. 

Genus Turso. 

T Feira, 1. sp. 

ovate ; pie aa teperig Gast eh 

to the apex has we usually find in species 
ral a sle, o espa ae or five, moderately Soavets 
one itly ventricose, longer than the spire; suture 40S") 

Led witht aesieds apeckiire ovate DE 3 Surface mar! aki 
s, closely set, re ving lines; which are Lede 

PLcakys Dak Limestone, Guadalupe Mountains 

T po. b@). Schlotheim. , 

i genus ; a 
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Genus STRAPAROLLUS. 

STRAPAROLLUS, sp. (?) 

This is a fad and very much depressed species, with the 
sharply carinat 

j Ra acre Limestone, Guadalupe Mountains. 

GENUS BELLEROPHON. 

BeLteRornon, sp. (?) 
Dark Limestone, Guadalupe Mountains. 

GENUS Puevnorowanta. 

P. Hatrrana, n. sp. 

Shell depreseed conical, taperin rapidly to the aa spi 
short ; spiral angle ne ‘six, conv my 

subulate rg easy to the 
ons abo ut 15 (? 2) ve ng sae | 

‘omamented 
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lupe Mountains. Iam unable to refer it to any of the known 
species, and it is too imperfect to permit me to make a satis 
factory description of it. 

OrrTHoceRAS, sp. (?) 

Locality —Dark vine 4 ee towards the base of t the 
Guadalupe Mountains, 

PISCES. 

The collection also contains scales and part of the pact of a 
fish, which appear to ie to a — of P cm 
They are found in the Dark Limestone and Sandstone inde 
lying the White Limestone of the Guadalupe Mountains. 

CarBonirerous Fossits. 

__GASTEROPODA. — 
Torpo eed. n. Sp. 

poe with panier a ; 
ht on the last vo ethan Ee “¢ 
annul waae — others. | Ets pore ocr 

a nath, 0. 035. a Le 034; wit ee but : 

is more cesta, and the hod ‘ody va roluion tals fewer t 
bereles. 

one ‘the. aay ithe Goal Meats yi 

_ marked . bee ey illo map channels, wi 
situated just without the carinw ; of these, the uppe 

_ broadest’ and oceupies about one-third the height of 
volutions four or five, flattened above: jee 

the carina to the suture; un under surface’ 
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marked with numerous fine striae of growth, which are most pee i mensions.—Length, 1.02; height at 
Form. and Loc-—In Dark bc TF the Coal 1 Meas- 

ures, ‘Sierra pe ag and four miles west of Sierra Hueco, 
El Paso county, Texas. All the specimens that have come 
under our observation are silicified. 

Pixseorthehiii PROUTIANA, n. sp. 
Shell small, turreted, conical, spiral angle 43°; volutions 

about five, gene earinated § in the middle, flattened on ei-| 
ther side o of the ; last volution Mi eae an 

tow asa carina, beneath rounded ; ce of vi 
lutions payee with distinct rovolvtig lines, vith are finely 

and most prominent below the carina; these are 
= pega strize ya finer lines of growth; um- 

Sy ahah su ‘an 
0.41 o "an ineh : 5 ith, 08, 

ope an d a conical, tran e 
at hed and gently con 

| angle “of this this species varies S Secidorably with 

Shell. The oe of a full grown scferaai is 
a young specimen, 56° 

Jon County, reg ae 
|  PERORNATAy n. sp 
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angle 37°; volutions six or seven, convex; body volution or- 
namented, usually, oe six rounded ¢ caring, of which the two 

which song give a subnodulose appearance 
impressed ; aperture oblique ovate. 
a reas —Length, 0.26; width, 0.16. gi gts 
Ge and Loe. Sane with the last. It is an ex 

aoe seas “and elegantly ornamented species, and if we 
om the number of specimens brought 7 

the ie, it is quite abundant at this locality. 

Macrocueitus TEXANUs, n. sp. 

Shell of moderate size, ovate; length greater than the width} 
volutions five, evenly convex; body volution bere finig'd 
occupying a about three-fourt. ha of the total le di- 

ninishin rapidly to the apex which is pointed; spiral an tl 
69°, suture slightly impressed ; eeyeas ee ne clongate 
ovate, occupying rather more than ania oe be aed 

ngulatec re, rounded below, outer Tp som ewhat nat Ie 
ly arched, i inner lip sinuate. No s rings are 
— on soe gs of the specimens that have come ut 

mis _—Length, 0.76; width, 0.46 ; len sh 0 : per 
ture, 0.42 ; width of same, 0 0.13. i a 

This shell is very similar to Macrocheilus ponderosus,' 
low, a species of the Coal Measures of Missouri and B 
al ours is a dg idegokes and the yapakres H 

it | 



EXPLANATION OF PLATE XI. 

ay, 1. Cisikmrnodrs SWALLOVIANA, P 394. 

rom: view, —— the beak of opposite valve. 

d—View of the the front. 
¢—Rostral view, showing the depression in the umbo of the dorsal valve. 

Fig 2. CamERoPHoRIA BISULCATA, p. 296. 
peggy more elongated than usual. 

Fig. 3. SPrmRiFER SULCIFERUS, Pp. 293. 
e—View of the ventral valve. _ ) 
rastine Snir ah eerie 

tine 4. Sprrirer ais secieual p- 292. 
pase ioheey pie oe ee a, 
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a. : 2 Be: 
(Communicated to the — by ae of Prot G, 
C. Swallow, State Geologist.) ; 

Aas June 6, 1859.] 

times to the height t of 500 feet above the Mie 
from 50 to 300 feet above the adjacent re The 
direction “of the main ridges is N.E. and $.W. Many good 
farms are to be found on the highlands of different parts of 
ee county, but there are some districts in whicl feat 

nme Ne a arts of Ste. Genevidve are ¥ I we 
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_ QUATERNARY System. 

Alluvium. —This formation presents the usual characters 
of sand, clay, and humus, and good sections of it may be seen 
on the banks of most of the streams. one best section seen in 
the county is on the Saline, T. 36, R. 9, S.W. qr. of S. 1, where 
we find, Ist. Soil slg: a great deal of] humus, 5 feet; 2d. yal 

w arenaceous clay, 30 feet; plastic blue clay, 15 feet.. Ni 
this pe Mr, BI ‘atte of St. Mary’s obtained ina well, 18 
feet below the surface, a fine molar tooth of a Mastodon, The 
ecimen was presented by Mr. Pratte to the Academy of 

Se and is now DrOSON St in the Museum of 

ness of near 60 feet was ‘enutebed: 

Patxozorc ois 

Upper Cua. pia or Coal Measures.—The Coat Meas. 
ures: are but spanngly represented in Ste.Geneviéve.. The 
inferior beds eap the hills a halt ole ie aber 4 beth on the 

male fo coal a Se - about 8 fet fad we find here 

. “hoes with soil. tees -e we eeee seeds: ete sees ws It : 

cc a thee sae eeee oe 

tteeee se eeee freee 
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Doris Sahdaton —This a comes next, and 
consists of thinly laminated quart andstone, passing 
ag. acer into thick-bedded spadacits aptivctinet 
the character of a coarse itstone, or even conglomerate wi 
rounded pebbles of silex and jasper. It is exhibited along 
the bluffs bordering the alluvial bottom of the Mississippi 
from a point about three miles from Ste. Geneviéve to the 
mouth of the Aux Vases. Near the upper end of the expo 
sure we find a thickness of about 40 feet resting on a lime- 

"GR Eero OS 

ity. 
ath the baba dare sandstone, we havea 

es limestone which, fe or the sake ae conve. 

eTL 

Wi poy suaas ts Hoetneoat kat 
ie noe meat eae : 
spi, commencing It is exhibited in the blufis of the Rist 
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' short distance west of St. Mary’s, and on the Saline, a mile or 
so above its mouth. 
The St. Louis Limestone, which next succeeds, is not as 

well developed as in St. Louis county, and it also differs some- 
what in physical characters. It is this rock that forms the 
cliffs along the gravel road above Ste. Geneviéve, and those of 
the ippi, till we get about three miles above = town. 

less 
oolitic, but i in a short distance they assume th pap ae of 
a heavy-bedded, gray nb a atian and present a thickness of 
oe to 100 feet. On Gabouri Cre ek, thi this formation pre- 
yails from. the mouth to a point about three miles above, 
where it is succeeded by a third Archimedes Limestone. At 
the oolitie quarries on the plank road, about two miles from 
Ste. Genevieve, we get the following instructive section of 
the lower beds of this formation: 

No. 1.—Slope strewn with chert, and some some masses of silicified _ 
Lithostrotion EL. mamm mammillare) + ees sete eee oH ee 50 feet. 

No. 2—Light gray waned ita limestone ‘containing Lithos- 

trotion and Archeocidaris +--- 60 “ 

Me, SeiBboige highly oolitic’ limestone with Lithostrotion, Ar- 

2 cic ates conoideus weet eee eee ee 20 nis 
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mouth of Establishment cs extending to within a couple 
of miles of Ste. Geneviéve. Two miles from Ste. 
on the p road, it is seen n directly under the oolitie beds of 
the St. Louis Limestone, and it is also well displayed on Ga 
bouri Creek, three and a half miles from Ste. a 
where it reposes on a Encrinital Limestone. Its thickness 
is from 100 to 150 fee 
The Encrinital ra Sa which terminates the Carboni 

erous, presents the same characters as in other of the 

It out on  Gaboudi feud iullew shove did onal and on 
the plank road four and a half miles from Ste. 
Mr. W. Hough also observed it on Saline Creek, about three 
miles above its confluence, and on the Aux Vases near the 
point where the old telegraph road crosses it. 

CHEMUNG GRovP. 

are ta well marked oe of this group i in 
Ste. Gen ds to the eviéve, the superior of which correspon 
Rote eau Limestone sie the inferior, perhaps, to the Yom : "Shale. 4 

"The Chouteau Limestone is made up of rather ‘thin 
of buff and contal 

ravine a short distance from the Mississippi Lt? 
se reg t.” On Gabon 8. he where we have hickness ® 

‘ Gabouri Creek, five miles from. Ste, oe? 
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nital Limestone. The same strata again appear on Gabouri 
ones five miles from Ste. Geneviéve. 
Fossils are not abundant in this part of the Chemung. The 
= ee ~ yer were Orthis Michelini @) 

The next. iamslonsdion =r with in the descending otder isa 
smdstone, It was observed, at only a single cr mw 
county, by Mr. Hough, who found it resting immediatel 
the Devonian rocks on the Little Saline Cuehs in T. 36, sR. 
9,8. 2. He describes it as a thick- bedded silicious sandstone, 
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Niagara Group—This member occupies a narrow 
cme A a a of a mile in width, extending fom from oa 

ne about five miles above the mou th, nearly west 
ra 5 Faniioa? Ml on Mill Creek. It is entirely wanting = 
northern half of the county. The beds are well d 
the St. — and Farmington road, about a mile west of the 

_ present here a thickness of not less than 150 

oe ; 
at an angle of from 80° to 90°, and the beds have been consi- 
derably altered by volcanic agency, being converted into an 
extremely beautiful variegated marble of remarkably fine 
texture, and quite brittle. The tools passes through various 
shades of flesh-color, ami green, pink, purple, and choco- 
late, and in some masses the different colors are — 
and corre rennd Slended, 

Lower Sivvurian. 
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thickness of this formation in Ste. Geneviéve is about 130 
feet. 

Trenton Limestone.—This cs rae in the county under 
es presents the same characters as in Jefferson and Per- 

On the Isle au Bois, it appears a short distance above 
e mouth, and from thence extends south-eastwardly oecu- 

pring a belt of country from one to two miles wide. This 
ase nga one Establishment, two miles, and the Gabouri 

and a half miles, from the Mississi 
Bleck River and Bird’s-Eye Limestone. “These forma- 
tions have not been recognized, in this county, apctitenet from 
the Trenton. 

Maaenestan Lrvestone Senna’ 

The rocks of this series are extensively serene being ined over the whole middle and western thir d of the poeaty) 
Ist Magnesi imestone.—This member, in Ste. 

vive, consists couse of thin, even-bedded buff, and creat 
> Silic stone, passing sometimes into a 

at forms for the most part smoothly 
gentle pening from which the mig 

. characters, 

iy desoribed by Dr. Litton, in the 

— at 1 a peo ero le 
cad branches of the Inle na Bow 19 Aux Waseh_ 
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nishes the white sand so justly celebrated for the manufie 
ture of the purer varieties of glass. Thickness from 30 to 80 
feet. 

The 2d. Magnesian Limestone occupies a large are 
ly in the central and north-western vottiel of the eae 

we draw a line passing south-eastwardly from the sourees 
of the Isle au Bois to a point on Mill Creek, about a ot 
a half above its confluence with the Aux Vases, and thence 
extend this line to the Saline, a short -istanee below ile 
mouth of its North | Fork, et 7 have pretty nearly the 

m the Sanchadola Sandstone; 
west and: south of this line, i ip ranges from one to three 
forming, like the 1st. Magnesian, neatly rounded hills with 
gentle declivities. 

e 2d. anastoné constitutes the edie rock ovgt 

constantly encountered on the high me at ‘the cat 
he Establishment, Terr : ses, : 
find it also occupying the pees of nearly every ‘section 
int. 37, eT. The rock v in lithological charac 
teri different arts of the count, xr usually appears in 
thin beds of Spheee ellow, or reddish colors, and made up 

of ee 

2 y' moderately fine silicious grains. Near Cozzens 
Peat of the Aux ases, 3 thickness Ct eee 
met erie mis the ete ee sly ’ 

Saige: ated 
feet above the surface ; some of heated nding quite i nd 
a ie oe eve ight at different ee from a aa 
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the headwaters of the Fourche a Duclos. On all these 
streams, i 
mass, frequently forming bold escarpments with m 
and sometimes exposed to the height of 150 feet. 

Ervptive Rocks. 

These consist chiefly of granite and green stone and occur 
on the a hardy ches of the Aux Vases, and near the Min- 
eral Fork of the Saline. 

Granite —This rock differs but little from. the granite ex- 
Haga in the vicinity of the Iron Mountain. Felspar of the 
esh-colored variety predominates greatly over quartz 

Sometimes, it is coars the felspar being immode- 
tals, but at athe times it possesses a fine tex- 

tare, j is quite hard, and ma dressed in almost an deaira- 

Vases, : m ty expo- 

sed in the | re vo ti st ec ag the ae qr. of 8. 2, aoe 
Bele » to its very head. Not far from the lower gee 

rg hg above the ae hey 
for a s distance of abou three m ailes, Proje ect 

ibennen; shoo 

ing gs couse 

above the s 
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occurs in a thin nearly horizontal sheet, and is disseminated 
through coarse-grained dark sandstone of the age of the 2d. 

, previous to 1849, ‘by the former ‘pfopetetiies and 
iis | in the winter of 1849-50, and the fall of fem 
the present ele —— lead obtained i in 1 

36, R 
Copper, i inthe - of sulphuret, occurs sparingly wi wit 

lead at the Avon mines. re 
Tron Ore—A v ‘Iuable deposit of brown hematite o 

in T. 3t, R. 8, ie iL, on land belonging to the estate 
late Col. Kaufman. The ore occurs in the 2d. 
Limeetotey nd is to be seen in large masses, both on 
mit and the declivity of a high ridge. A number 
excavations have been made here, and at nearly all 
more or less i + remem ore was encountered. The surface 
tions w: ante seme that ore of good quality 
in Werkabla quan 
te a er depot of hematite exists in the same ; 

summit of a hill, a short 

part of the coun bias. ogee ie carbone de 
ici tacos 6 

nearly Ww and form a handsome ane @ 
time durable rock for for building. The principal 

the oe bese two miles west of Ste. Geneviev 
be had ther places in the neighborhood. 
ested oss oath , which is the same # : 

e ustom ouse at St. Louis, may 
Mississippi above Ste. Genevidve, and on 
a ‘The St. Louis, Ex 

‘S, 



Louis Vol 1, Acad Sei St Trane: 
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ceptaculite, and Magnesian Limestones, all furnish material of 
more or less value for construction. 
The 2d. Sandstone may likewise be employed for this pur- 

It is also frequently an excellent fire-rock, being well 
d for the hearths and jams of chimneys and hearths 
aces, 

rocks at James’ Mill furnish a m 

Gravel, for roads, occurs ee on the Sa- 
line, Establishment, and Aux Vases, and generally in a suffi- 
ciently comminuted state to be applied at once, without fur- 
ther preparation, to the grades. 
, Sand for manufacture of Glass —The white sand, oceur- 
ing eight miles west of Ste. Geneviéve, has already been 
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NOTES ON COMPARATIVE ORGANOTAXIS. | 

By T. C. Hirearp, MD. 7 

“Memento, queso, quod sicut lutum feceris me, et in pulverem redu- 
ces me. Nonne sicut lac mulsisti me, et sicut caseum me coagulasti 
Pelle et carnibus vestisti me: ossibus et nervis compegials me.”—Job X. 

9-1 
“ om cometh forth like a flower.” —Jbid, XIV. 2. 

AXIAL OR VERTEBRAL CYCLES. 

Above all, it is necessary to identify the single parts in 
ferent classes of Vertebrata, without which it would spo 
possible to give an intelligible and harmonious nomenclature 
and comparative descriptions. 

_ What. in Masnm alia is simply the vertebral bok, in 

such are, no doubt, the sesamoids insert 
psoas of | : papomemaeld? serine: for the tr artieuli 

8; and eee ‘ 

' ertebra; Third, a of Spa FO es 
_— between, es with soft gees Therefore 
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SEGMENTATION oF CRANIUM. 

Two pair of similar ridges for the adhesion of muscles mark 
ar bone of the human craniu m, and, in confirm- 

ng - existence of two segmentary tock: instead of one as 
from Oken and others, are borne out by the incum- 

beney of a Paarl dant and a petrose pipers re maopishieg 
he 

feos a try median su nhs” n the cat the pas 
t takes a triangular shape, point forward ; in the 

arish, ross-suture, arene the Heke | 

vith an external ¢ ‘ate cay ra fle, as the poreate md-shaped mw roe e-pabled and cueing ante taped 
Thetstone (Owen's “key-stone”) of the cranial maso 

thombic bone | > no means a super- 
ut the requisite cruciate 

ylar and am auricular), 
ly in oo fro d abs cay dl yt eae 
ote ening ‘temporal which are inserted crevices a ase eal Cuvier], and not included in ebral_ 

*) von proper, and hence are st 
3 the co 

ihe pomeans Mma OF of ae eng me noidal tria "0 ya 
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In mammals, the gustative or hypophysial, and optic or chi- 
asmal block-pieces are distinct from the rest, and underlie, 

precisely, their respective Bask-ilabs, — in Fishes the first 
or condylar and the last or piers ctory bases remain isolated, 

jo exists as lamina sarpendivatara Brees lis, the 
rostrum sphenoidale for its block ; thus proving that 5 com- 
plete neural arches participate in the Sormation of the cra- 

nial cavity, besides the temporals. 

ExtTreMITAL Fasrics. 

In many Fishes, both pairs of extremities are con, 

with the facial and maxillary ones at the head. Like the ere 

nial vertebra, they are five in number; a foremost, ptt 4) 

nee ay or fin. The extrem ital flor! consi aC 

blade, a bar, and a (coracoid) brace,—the fuleral ee 
€ pte maxillary extremity the swan’s skull 0" 

a fine exemplification : a rok pterygoid lent 

rior prong implanted into the id cavity as | 
bears a slender, zygomatic Wade, is backed by @ St, 
and bears a pte internal humeral, meeting 
erwise naked sku — from either side, en 

al sesamoids, often ex o 

The firs" op hae Ws Okie extremity we find in pt 

ness of a bat’s hands, in the lake her 
_ allongée, Esox lencth 5 feet). 1! ic bones a | 

_ tinated t othe ma vere sean hen oe 
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tinated, a labial forming the outline mask-bone of the upper 
jaw; and the fifth or thumb, a labial stump as the thumb of 
bats and bi The numbers of digital phalanges, as of 

. ang elements, may vary among the different eyclar num- 
rs 

| In Fishes, the laminate palatine forearms, elbows, humeral, and fulcrals, are turned out an wnwards, leaving the ; entirely free, and its vertebral bases bare, allow- ing awide space for the 5 branchial arches (the larynx of higher animals) and for the hyoid beams. e di 

ae backed by a slender, nearly vertical zygomatic, and the 
sherd-like styloid is inteccalated, as it appears between he 
“mporal bar (meatus-bone), the mastoid, and the condyloid. : n the temporal 

a homo- 
s are 

origin ; like it, presenting a 
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glutinated—briarean, like the forearms of Hindoo divinities— 

at one common focus. It is therefore not a matter of sur- 
to find also the scapular and pelvic bones, in Fishes, ag- 

glutinated and mixed, as it were, in a similar manner; the 

pop arch, behind the gill-slit, in its symphysoid form 
not only presenting on either side a true pee an ischioid 
clavicle, encircling an obturatory hole, and a posterior sty- 
loid beam or ray as an secon element, (compare chicken 
pelvis) ; but stains in the t superior wear: slabs, 

etc., are phyllotactic oe expressive of individual, ve 

rha’ ape variable cycles. 

SprvaL AND‘ Hamat ARCHES. 

The fish-head, bearing ee of five of extremi- 

be — five vertebral belts, and, backward, Givided al en 
a & f = 

: ee Pimelodss ca) L 

rou of true sere 7 ell as 
. Ll 

—— nuchal top-slabs. 
’ The posterior elements of the Svatiichial arches ar 
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the Cat-fish and White Perch (Corvina oscula, Les.) to trans- 
form their lower halves into a thyreoid, the upper capitula, etc., 
into arytenoid bodies, in the latter, of great thickness, and 
paved with depressed globular teeth, - a sort of faucal forge, 
squeezing the contents down the let, which is the i Teed 
diate anenion of the branchial (or pharyngeal) cavi 

al development into a blade (rib, aha 

well as fulcral extremital ditnents: It is an individual tri- 
nal Sse development of farther accessories, a whorl 
of itself, as it were, and sometimes it seems reduced to fewer 
(1 or 2 elements (all of which are typical organotactic num- 

Moccane’ the branchial, hemal and spinal arches eae 
offer this uniform structure: two frequently tripodal flank 
blades, or ribs; one sternal element, ray, or spinal crest- 

cle. The ) a a the ensiform lateral ores of fish as in 
oe ig are the retrorse eer of 

Now sig account fo for three collateral stort gata oa aposted 
i: ‘the axis, or forming the same. 

Fi bilateral or poy we labiate pergonate spurred, type 
ao > on ay ycle be from the axis, 

Paha sense of ape Figg ig the al (calyx, corolla, an- 
it seed), holding an alternate position to each other, 
Pe nem this osseous fabric (exclusive of extremities) like- 
lige a column or tree of vortices, snr oe 
neural ee an ee vise i 

en ae 9 ei at 

. | - ‘Frorar Crcrosis Frve-row. 

Bete: floral eycles above mentioned cme: he func- 
carn Common with animal structures: the calycine, or 

epigynous font, the flesh-lobes are digital, an 
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their gemmal structure is that of the Moss type; the power 
fully erectile injected corolla is branchial, and its ‘aqueom 
structure is that of Algae, the “flowers of the sea” ; head 

, as fermen 
tive cell, of Organic life. The fourth is the wpa vesical 

or capsule, a ry and ocellated as Lichens; and the 
or seed-cycle, in the convolute seed and circinate stigma, re- 
calls the lobed and cireinately convolute Fern as well a 
etuses. 

The quinal number and successive alternation and conse- 
quent coincidence of each two post-proximal cycles are beat- 
tifully illustrated in a delicate cross section of the apple, the 
“Rose become Flesh,” as it were. No longer in a florib 
state, with the floral organs still visible at the apical cor 
onet, the apple presents a central morning-star of five caps 
lar sone enclosing a hades rt ots, or seed within, and 

t b 
petile’s , ie Ssabedded, y rat a rays, a turban’d bunch of 
tuberously crescented antheral bases, ee _ the not 
sides i8 issuing into the calycine lobes of the co 
A similar quinal arrangement, alternation, iid i fumetions 

qualified above, we find in the epidiaphragmatic fabric - 
bust of vertebrates, condensed in the fish-head. ‘The we 

proboscidal, buccal, and mammal Jobes are known to gr 
ually converge and close up into the nos ostrils and m ‘0 

apical coronet of this Lom sone If incomplete, ti the 
strosity of the hare-lip. a fissure between the | 
scidal and buceal lo *) ee a eibee side, ae 

"In each of the primordial nore — ape 
as many “branchi av or mucose m ; 

pr the buceal one in the nectar or mee. 
dev oy fae 

th 1e acoustic eres; mere ee cor 
iol “otolithes the bins contains the serum an roe 
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puscles, the vitalizing seed of the whole body, the ss seh 
and most central of cycles. The stigmatic issues of the hea 
are the vascular systems. 
In coincidence with the carneous lobes we find these cyto- 

sporous or bilobous glandular organs: with the thoracal lobes, 
the mammal glands ; with the buccal, the parotideo-sub-lin- 
gual saliva glands, as two lobes; with the proboscidal one, 
the bilobously sinuoso-cavernous, ss Schneiderian sac, 
a true acinose gland, and on which the specific olfactory nerve 
expands, By r repetition of the pee 9s (antheral) cycles 
so frequent with flowers, a second glandular cycle, alternate 
to the former, a incident to the branchial membranes ; ; 
the lachrymal glands to the conjunctive, the tonsils to the 
Eustachian 2 the lungs to the intermammal or bue- 
cal — All five bran chial lamin or mucose sch insects 

Ie we d sg the cranial vertebre by the ordinals in as- 
pri visceral cycles they supply, the motor condy- 
ar, with the shar ap oblongata, is No. I.; the auditory, 
with the Pons Varolii and cerebellum, is IV., supplying the 

ry helix of the utricular system; the hypo physis-bear- 
ing sphenoidal belt is II., supplying the dranchial or mucous 
— in the esi the chiasmal, optic belt is V., eapPry- 
fog m with its specific peckhal the olfact: 

sinnose olfact oy supplying the glandular sy 
poe ry sac. 

the sevending order of the vieceral cycles aio histor 
al originate their respective cerebral 
moles lopment the pérebellum, or fourth, is coe a wo 
*polated between the medulline first and the hypophyseal 
cond; and mye optia “ne eat as the fifth, between the hy- 

VT, Vel 1, How } is this linear succession of ver- 

a tebre to be explained ? 

as mi Proposition is, that it offers exactly the same succession 
sully contig heric one of quinal cycles, the late comers being 

wiing atari api e find in the | (sit were) over 

ssseons m oyeles on “ciher side ering thi the rays of 
n size, sucessively dect , 

tat ‘the he samp plane: the tesseral fourth and 
fifth are lodged anteriorly on the énéerstices, 

* 
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and if, by secedence of contiguous ossicles, admitted into the 
crevices, would a follow the same order as the cerebral 
and cranial segmen 
oo the Sughecuies, we find a ternal cyclosis, in organs 
rresponding to the upper, and in functions partly — 

with that of in flower, viz., in the function of gener 
The upper system is ingestiv ve, and the extremities, pent 

originally from the cranial fabric, and lodged in its lobes, the 
palatal, mandibular, hyoid, an@ brachial extremities, are all 

e prehensile ; while st lodged in the lower, or »edtuetire 
=— eyclosis, the legs, are accordingly repulsive in heir 
action 

The ‘carneous triad of the eductive system are the conjt- 
gate hips and nates, with the scrotal or pudendal lobes fora 
coronet, and the odd (single) ascending diaphragm and de- 
scending abdomen with the prepuce for a coronet. Each 0 
these carneous lobes caps a ry and a tertiary gland, c0- 
incident by binalternation; the diaphragm with the bilobows 

The cinbieye, indeed, corresponds to a seed; the won : 
they apertite capsule ; the ovaria (or, 3 in the male, testes) - 

“termi 

feral forms in Pomaces. “s 

The cytosporous or sath chaddines verulent ¢¥ 
 tion—the. fervid and. ibe fermen aga and efferves 

Satswe sab largely and emphatically repres 
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diffuse, cytogenetic, and, par excellence, eremacaustic fungine 
thallus, mouldy, pervasive, katalytic, chafing and consuming, 
under the form of fermentation, the noctilucent decay of 
wood and of putrid decomposition. Like the central calorie 
of Earth, it inhabits the dk of substances. In animate or- 

nisms, we find its function repeated in the aise 
y) specific action of cellular contents, of the glands, olfac- 
taiontestnal crypts, the brains and ganglia, the fat and 

gas, phapiratson, The ue rey crusts—as 0 t Pavoidew 
and fermented cheeses—re: st fat-cell deposits ; the psalt- 
ned and honeycombed pilei of Agaricine resemble the 

FY © 

emer ohsrée tuber, or semination, resembles (lymphat- ia glands and | marblo-veined cerebral lobes, and the immers- nucleolar one of Sphzeriew resembles the eonges and a iene ct of sei - stine. 

cartilagin Their gristly, cupulate semination tion is as the 

likeness ous cupules and cect of the fog and is
 also in 

tion gf the id and naples en 

iucous th eta ri of the ingestive a and. ae vis- 
ir __The scatent are pe gaan is the conducting 

Dati liiestae, may — 1 i i. te / 

ruilualized re react of ‘igs, “which have the branchial 

TOUS, fangoid t tissue) are the Iymphi , whe accumulated crypts of Panic: 

s 
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The tesseral, inerustate-cancellate type of Characer, Dia- 
tomeze, Chlorococcee, Sphagneex, Bryoidew, Hepatier, Lyeo- 
podiacer, and Equisetacez, which are calcareous, silicified, 
Jointed or can nddlebrods, and annelido-crustaceously segmen- 
ted, is repeated in the — digital and loricate, tissues of 
Polyps, Anthozoa, Segmentata, Conchifera, and Verteb 

inerustative or Moss type, the one which in its primeval 
stone-coal and modern peat-ledges affords the semblance of a 
living and crescive bone and crust of the globe. 

The spiral ——? istiindsme by endoplastie pee 
in the seminal organs of Hepatics, is further d ia fes = 3 

state of the satkon iferous climes of oe e ages. 
The specific differences of these dos clonal are oui 

ly based on these four specifically different elements of the 
cell and epochs of cellular life: the medullary 
trogenous, cytogenetic by partition ager nse self-evalt 
ing within the cell-membrane (HL. Mohl), the central and v- 

delicate con- 

spiral inerustation, rendering the « 
= Jao _ Uplifting, cireumam 

fascigled fibril wires; and if a rat tetion page Perio: wired woe ic in 0 the axial sense 

os —— Brnommo-Macxrisa THE Tyrz or tyoL 

_ Onganotaxis pervading all the living Kngtoms ism a | 
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as an efformative spiral progress around an axis. In this 
we have the strongest similitude tothe electro-magnetic phe- 
nomena. If it be that electricity must be considered the 
motor of chemical action, then a vitally and specifically pre- 
determined electric potency must be claimed as the motor of 
organic combinations and hence of organs. as its ac- 

ivity becomes manifest in a centered coil, then the plausible 
explanation is, that there is a pre-existent bio-magnetic con- 
stitution. ee “ Weisungen mos. Schpf.,” Wien. pr. M. 
Auer, 1855, W. 68, p. 73, W. 116, p. 165. “Naturmagnete.”] 

between the first and third element, much in semblance of a 
crosier-head, likewise devised of radial elements, or leaves. 

iene a by committed prolificacy (Pre. A 

erations” 

Would spring from the first, the fifth one from the second, and 
toward its oldest neighbor, the which is to be effected sim- 

ply by the distance, or repulsion, between the extant ele- 
tting the new elements into the axial ¢. ments, admi: 

ae ReEtations or Orcans To AntmaL ORDERS. 

ice only in Vertebrata, that the conjunctiva enters into 

composition of the eye, and the eye becomes movable 
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phalie capsules or utricles, like which we find a huge devel- 
opment, as of a helix, in the helicine valves, and in shells in 
general. In the segmented animals, naturalists have one 
been struck with the tracheal developments pervading, in 
sects, the whole bodies, and provided with paenee rds 
or so many pumping nostrils (compare frogs’ nostrils) all 
the sides of their bodies, chiefly consisting of a tere 
gland, and, in the undeveloped oan constituting but a huge, 
segmented, ¢ glandular mass, whence the spi er-net and cocoon 
are spun out. The insect-head seems to ey destitute both of 
a true vitreous mass and cephalic utricles. The Ps oboscidal 

fabric of the t. ring in its — devoid of vitre- 
ous mass and aenels nothing but the branchial system of 
wings so often re abl eapua’ F (€. Bry in i and 

"0 iypods 
correct ) together with Asterida and ira are a 

“Fevise, of divesting the phenomena, as much as ingenuity can a 
their common features or conditions ultimately to enerall- 
at certain fundamentals, which, admitting a no 
zation, are hence inexplicable, constituting ia 
tal 4 which, by niversal tations, and 

tases, ee ete., and a hb cao coapann ae — 

* 
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all, the traditional Elementary Doctrine (Weisungen etc., 
above p. VIII, 169, W. 116) affords a clue, — ex- 
cept sre the mind, because beyond observ 

ve seen, that the alternation of wate a ents: 
I, IV, Il, V., IIL, is a cyclotactic consequence of this di- 
rect ascension of the sensuous Cy yom lobate, branchial, cy- 
pacer utricular, jontinding rand o ich, if number ed af- 
ter in e succession of see rises. ager: 

trine [ibid] appears to me to furnish a al és this sue- 
cession, “ attraction of elements” proceeding from the 
tant to the fluxile, thence toward the lucent, thence tow a 
the motitant. And the same idea at once explains the radial 
alternation of cycles; alternation being a 
quineunx, and their oppositions, witucinieni incumbent an incubated, 

NuMBer oF VERTEBRE. 

Respectin 4 the number of superimposed triads of cycles 
composing the axial osseous fabric, we have seen not only the 

number, but the interpolations likewise, of cranial segments 

to be in the phyllotactic form ; hence, probably, their r respec- 
lve primordial cells were produced as a circinate cycle, in 
the vertical plane, in the embryonic cucullate h The 
number of somatic vertebr, including the ultimate coccygal 

cuseage ere Man), is 34,a high phyllotactic, organotactic 
tumber. The coceygal cartilage presents but the primordial 
Vortex of the vertebra from which the other elements would, 

organotactically, be derived; the coceygal cartilage remain- 
ing on this primordial costal stage, and bein ‘either the first 

othe last link of the ag eagpate fabric. This moniliform 

lypiform larvae, tg moet wotabs the totypes of co- pro 

htmae segmentation into a : 
tinous oe of the embryon 

— Sensuous anp Morar OrGanisM. 
our moral ‘sentiments cannot, in the common hysio- 

Msi Se pa made manif seg ividual to individual, 

een Ome are, synonymously, or symbolically. Xpressed. _ thereby, st mig as fib in both a physica’ an 
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oe sentiments. We use taste, also, in such parallel significa- 
tio aste comprises certain tactile sensations, such as 
pense a pungency, ete., and the Ae st of aromatic or olfacto- 
ry sensations (Proc. Am. Ass’ n, 1854, p. 248), besides the spe- 

¢ or exclusively gustative ones of sour, salt, sweet, bitter, 
ei In this tricompound occurrence it —— izes, by - 
mon appreciation of humanity, the sphere of agreement or 
assimilation, the rate of appreciation, as it were. Th 
tril, as representative of the respiratory and olfacto 
tion, in natural language implies the active pathos or fervor, 
Trieb (Germ.) or passion (French), the faculty of active 
desire, to which, indeed, the whole glandular system, — 

a focal point of on ements as an were. These three latter 

a “ Da, we die Menschen streben : : 2s 

Perag it is tho that payallgsel botany. may i i 
me the clue ( nt and if b $ 

life PRE oat an organic, generatively intentive 
ly of a passively susceptible or inert nature. “2 7 1 
— and ¢atalytic, as in the ei wae guehor 

5 ag igo and ae eapsw se 
in the skin and the wom 7 irritability i a 

carneous lobes, as in peda pee and in ea = " 
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TWO NEW DICECIOUS GRASSES OF THE UNITED 
STATES. 

By Greorce Encertmann, M.D. 

e grasses, though usually hermaphrodite, show a ten- 
deney to a separation of the sexes, and polygamous flowers 

Only two genera of dicwcious grasses are known to the 
books; of these, Spinifex, Lin., gies . species from the East 
Indies and Australia, bearing on so lants staminate and 
on others complete flowers, is only ; incompletely dicecious ; 
the other genus is Gynerium, H. B. K., with five South 
American species. Some other dicecious species of genera, 
ees hermaphrodite, are noticed; such as Calamagros- 

nd Guadua dioica, Steud. 
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BUCHLOE, Nov. Gen. 

Flores diceci, heteromor rphi. 
Planta mascula: spicule 2-3-flore, in spicis unilateralibas 

distiche. Glumez iui uninerviz ; inferior multo minor. Pa- 
lee dux, equilonge, glumas excedentes ; inferior trinervis, 
mucronata; superior binervis mutica. Squa ule bine, trun- 
cate, emarginate. Stamina tria; anthere lineares. Ovarii 
nent nullum. 

uninerves; glume superiores (extern®) basi cum 

vhack incrassata connate involucrum simulantes demum lig- 
m, quassi osseum, ovate, enervie, pallidz, apice ice herba- 

ceo nervoso trifide. Palea inferior (quoad capitulum ! interna) 

vior trinervis, herbaceo-tricuspidata ; sen superior » bre- 

binervis. us Stamino- vior it in : Micah 

m rudimenta 3 minuta. Ovarium lentiealre, br vissime 
stipinatia: abrum; stigmata stylis 2 erectis U 

multo ieee pilis yee? eae plumosa, ex apice — 
serta. Caryopsis libera, in capitulo osseo, demum toto ‘orem 
roy inclusa, rablenticalaris, ae (versus paleam infe 
ubi em _ plana, intus ex 
Graney Peaiergar hanes ~— n, pe n plnnitieraint ‘Asorices pcan 

men vernacu lum “Buffalograss,” grece red 

3 Bucatoi pacevbomnin 
yn. plante gyal Sesleria wig anes i 

1848, p. 158, Pl. X. 5 iain Whipple's Rep.
 Pocit Rie} . 

157. Talanthera loides, Kunth (?) 
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Syn eae feminee: Antephora azilliflora, Steudel, 
Chan: i p. 111—Drummond Tex, II., 359. Wright,.1849, 
785 ; 186159, 2079 (fide Torrey). 
This — plant is found in our western prairies from 

oe 1 New Mex the Missouri errito 

ia iz ih x.) e 

i 
=] - 

g5F 
i 

cy 

2EE 

=| 
me 
os 2 & ped the 

observers until it was described by Steudel, . the year 1855, 
mond’s Texan specimens, as a totally different 

eg and nes even to a different tribe. Though Prof. 
ad already, in Emory’s i ase 1848, suggested the 

of the B lo-grass a dicecious plant, 
the psy that Nuttall’s Saelioks ctyloides and Steu- 
del’s. @ awilliflora could be the male and the female 

mann, who, as geologist, ied the hical 1 accompanied t graphical co attached to the army of Utah, < was arc we their simi- 
surmise, much doubted at ieee became a certain- 

rg when discover ants, collected by eben about Fort Kearny on the bret Hee [oy 

Portant specimen i is given on Pl. at | 
aot plant i iy Uetitist the "iis has aeany” en 
self ae y Torrey We p- 15h), and indeed by Nuttall him- 
Athere aos mae and both have pointed to its affinity to 
fully t Chondrosi ii e description now given 

both positions. It also leaves no doubt that it 

@, which, mor histo a Tearn a is quite unmeaning ; nor can 
2 gens og baba has arena ® ees 
oe ane ‘sis = are. only afew ee 

eimer, 
herbari specimens, long, with j internodes of 4 pts ¥ inches in length; . 23 
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however, sends specimens from New Braunfels, Texas, with 
stolons 1—2 feet long, the internodes often measuring over 
3 and even as much as 5 inches. The male plant seems to 
throw out more numerous runners than the female, and may 
often overspread and kill it out, yee would account for 
the much greater scarcity of the la 

Leaves 2—4 inches long, 3—1}4 =F wide, sparsely hairy 
or ciliate or glabrous; sheaths striate, glabrous, strongly 
bearded at the throat. 

The flowering stems of the male plant are 4—6 or rarely 
8 inches high, mostly glabrous or very sparsely hairy, i 
rally longer than the leaves, and bear 2 or 3 alternate 0 
nc A spikes. These spikes are 38 lines long, and bear 
on the lower, outer, side of the flattened, dentate, pubescent 
rhachis 6—15 minutely puberulent spikelets, alternate 12 
_two rows; the uppermost spikelet is usually abortions and is 

represented by a bristle. The spikelets are 2 or rarely 3 lines 
long, with 2 or sometimes 3 subterete fowens’ = are, as 

The 
upper edge of the flowers, leaving the lower he free. 
smaller lo ower glume is, as in this whole tri be of ae 

more conspicuo ‘ 
Lower glume i dvihataisnibenis, with a wae 

convex, scarcely carinate, one-nerved, 0 veh 
mucronate, one-third or one-fourth the nate 
on the Lacie spikelet of each Be age 

and almost equal to the upper glum 

Upper oe ght twice as long as ad lower one, 0 

ovate, 0 a strong middle nerve W 
runs eg into a point or a short awn between two a 

ceous teeth; in a specimen from Fort Kearny, I ‘ oath; 8 
lower aide a second nerve running out into a ogee - 

third nerve on the upper side is very ‘nas ; other 
lets of the same specimen show the o 

the lower flower running out into a mucro, } in| 

mostly even with the membranaceous margin. 
Upper palea as lo as, OF & little excel 

which pre sires ie it, 2-nerved, 2-carinate, 
scarious 
Scal ee cule, 2 at the n and inst 

palea, pemiens tiangulartruneaty a undulate - eae 
‘Stamens 8, scarcely exceeding the palew; hoe. 2b 

bifid at both ends, 1 line long; filaments much 
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len grains of the dry anther, oes in water, globular, 
smoothish, 0.017 line in diamete 

The stalk of the female a is much shorter than the 
leaves, usually 1;—2 and very rarely 3—4 inches high; it is 

to the top, the pha ventricose, many-nerved sheaths 
= the 2 or 3 upperm t leaves serv ing as involucres for the 

wer-heads. These Thea 3—3} lines long, are usually 2 
in Lab one almost sessile between both top leaves and 
on the side of the iit itis the other on a flattened pedicel 
on the side of the upper leaf; sometimes a third head is no- 
tied still higher, and on the side of the lowest one. The 
pedicels of these heads are nothing but the common pedun- 
cle or rhachis terminating the stem, and the heads themselves 
correspond to as many lateral spikes of the male a in po- 
sition as well as in structure ; they are only more contracted, 
consist - fewer, 0 one-flowered, spikelets, and turn “obliquely 

pistillate spikelets are like the staminate ones ——y so that 

or scatte red hairs; at maturity they var entire 

fom the ‘comm — at the insertion of whieky a tuft 

dis te ot acuminate, 1 merved, carinate sae comp — 

rest spikelet only is larger with 2Qor8 re gam he 
back, epalf outside and with its lower edge united to the 

umes much lane r, the la est organ of the spike- 

rx owl concave insite, aly ovate, narrowed 

herbaceous, nerv: 
eos pods and 2 2 smaller “lateral . 

se course, 0 vosite the upper glume and 
eden Bp ple of cous opps —— catoh ama 

eth, ee two further latralme m 
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Scales similar to those of the staminate flowers. 
Three minute rudimentary stamens at the base of the short- 

stipitate, compressed, lenticular ovary, which at the aper 
bears 2 rather short erect styles and elongated aloes 
truding from the apex of the fio abies air of the stigma 
simple, rather short and scarcely dentat 

Mature head ventricose, thick, pM hard, enclosing 
the loose grain. Grain about 1 line oe , orbicular, ovate, flat 
on the outer (turned towards the of 
the pe d) and convex on the inner face, 2-pointed at the 
apex by the persistent bases of the styles. oe on the 
flat ae side of the grain and almost as long as 
Each spike or head has, with very rare ete at the 

upper end an incomplete madi culasy spikelet, consisting of 
a single -pointed up lume. This, with the similar 
looking lower pee of the lowest spikelet, seems at first 
glance to form an involucrum for the head; or the 1 
giomnce together have been taken for an invorumeens the 
er glumes were overlooked, and the plant placed with the pan 
ceous genus Anthephora, Schreb., which is closely ail to 
Cenchrus. From the analysis given above, it will be 

our plant ; and that the structure of the head is ent 
analagous to that of the staminate oe of this and ne 
of the a cams grasses in general, fr which the 
lo-grass can in no manner be separated. 

MONANTHOCHLOE, Nov. Gen. 

Flores diceci, nance no 
Spicule singule, pichisieliin, sessiles, 3—S-flore, ss 

destitute. 
Planta mascula: flos infimus 3 neuter, e — v coriore 

acea, sola aut cum _palea superi ae 
vel hg wom consistens. Flos secundus ae tes nee not 

infra pallida, coriacea, enervis. Palea superior ime et 
— cane convoluta, apice — veg dorso frum 

2 nulle. Stamina 3; ae 
' Aun bi lobe, filamentis “ongiores vit a _ 

gee prone i nullum. aa 
Reap teences spicule m masculis sim: flores 

que 2, rarius 1 aut 8 fertiles. Palea inferior or 
Tiores basi involyens. Palea superior bialato-cé 
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cireum flores poperiores convolutis. Squamule nulle. Stami- 
na 3 rudimentaria minuta. Ovarium lanceolato-lineare, tri- 
gonum, basi in atktent angustatum, apice acutato bifidum 
glabrum; styli terminales erecti, ovarium equantes ; stig- 
mata stylis duplo longiora, ex floris apice exserta, pilis s 
plicibus plumosa. Caryopsis libera triangularis. 

en littoribus sinus Mexicani Texanis Floridanisque 
incolum, ramosum, stoloniferum, fruticulosum ; foliis brevissi- 
mis, rigidis, squarrosis ; floribus vix conspicuis—Monantho- 
chlo® greece gramen floribus lekanheras singulis gaudens. 

MoNANTHOCHLO# LITTORALIS, nov. spec. 
Perennis suffruticosa ramosissima stolonifera glabriuscula ; 

foliis fasciculatis linearibus falcatis brevibus rigidis multi- 

win in rin A on the island of Galveston rons covering 
iat, sandy, saline soil.” I have se able a 

cimens, female plants in flower, an 
dan of idhanae hs collected bo both sexes, the fe females 
thie miantly than the males. The bas fruit is unknown 

Sits 58 inches high, much branched, erect or often at 
he one and rooting; upper branches mostly s nor 

Leaves short rarely more than 3 lines long, wery Tigi, ‘igi, 
a nerved, apparently permanent in a 
as at the ends of the stems and branches. aha tl 

im all bear buds more or less developed. Spike- 
n 3 and 4 lines long) solitary, terminal, enclosed 

lon 3. OF the spikelet upperm 
kas doubtful and intermediate character, and hod 

ve ukeh for one or the other, or Sts Sale pete | 
“ay fata includes an h e, which can not be "g else but an u 
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follow the regular succession of bud-bearing leaves to this 
lowest floral leaf or palea. The upper palea of this lowest 
ower, when present, is usually extremely thin an 

rent; it is small or large, flat or reflexed, neryeless or (very 

rarely, like the other ea oe palez) bicarinate* ; it is entire, 
lanceolate, or ovate, or emarginate, or bilobed, or sometimes 
divided into two Saapal lanceolate parts, placed side by side, 
and in some flowers (see PI. XIII, fig. 6), User in! - 
truding from the base of the lower palea and rather 
placed on both sides of the spikelet. 

The second flower is like all the others pedicelled, and is 
mostly pe _ that is, staminate or sree in a very few in- 
stances (see P seca fig. 5, and Pl. XIV., fig. 20) it was ~ 
neutral and either with a somewhat follacepul lower pa 
with both palez smaller than in the other flowers; “ae hs 
reduced to a single palea, which is herbaceous or membran 
ceous; ina nok instance it was almost entirely ne 

and the third flower, above and on the — side as 
one, appeared to be the second. The rare se where two sit- 

proaches nearest to the regular structure of grass flo 

these palee then assume the plans and apparent roc 
glumes, and the spikelet then resembles that of kate 
example, in the arrangement of its parts. The n 
one dh in the formation of the floral envelopes of = 

urnishes an interesting clue to the mo ae 
a 

e third flower, usually well developed, is 
hens in js female thee the male plant) oo 
mere rudim : 
In Sertate plats I have never seen more than 2 pi esc} 

flowers, and very rarely a rudimentary fourth rate uw 
Live show og 3 staminiferous flowers, usually ¥ 

abortive o oe 
e spikelet Shareies is destitute of glumes # and nes 

of 3—5 flowers, of which always the lowest, ol’ nes 
ee and usually the uppermost one, are ne ‘a a 

nta ry and of which 1—3 of the reese ones - 

dy sent erved in the upper an 
nerved in the ber half, thus when ig, a8 
seem, both parts of the wong — and the blade 
like a ligula, paikeb bed can be foun oc 
* Sa Sida wenn Cha & ? 1 
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The upper palea is narrower and a little longer than 
lower one, especially in the male flowers, obtuse and 

scarious at tip, and in the female closely oe the pistils. 
In the staminate flower it is bicarinate on the back; in the 
pistillate flower these keels are developed into wings, which 
are rolled around the upper flowers, as is indicated in the 

No scales (lodicule) were seen in either flowers. 
Stamens scarcely longer than the palee; anthers linear, 

deeply bilobed at both ends, longer than the filaments. In the 
eam staal 3 minute triangular bodies seem to represent 

“as stipitate ovary is elongated, triangular, with one an- 
gle towards the lower and tee towards a keels of the up- 
per palea; it is deeply bifid, the lobes terminating into 
straight it atone Simple hairs of the a stigma 
scarcely dent 

ie . This ee terminal 8 aelee dict fri its position, can ; not be he elodantad poe —. all that is left. | ane tru 
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or less es. spikes. If this difference should be deemel 
too important to let them stand in this sria: they must 
be classed with Sesleriew, a tribe already d nguished by 

EXPLANATION OF PLATES. 

BucHLoz DACTYLOIDES. 

Plate XII. Fig. 1—A female plant with stolons, in sds 
Fig. 2.—A larger and a smaller stalk with male spi 
Fig. 3.—A oe ine both male and res Sowa prt 

of ; all the others are more or less magnillet. 

awe if the male eee 

Fig. 6.—A two-flowered spikelet, seen from the inside of the wis» 
lower glume is exhibited. 

Fig. 7.—A tri-flowered be ges eee Li Mave Terminal spikelet of a spike, yh rer rr 
g. 9.—Flower open, with the stamens 

Fig. 10, a.b. e.— it forms 
Fig. ll, a. ba e.—Same of 

@ seco} 

, both nerves 

Analysis of the ferncls pow 
Plate XIV., 1g, 1a het ors ate 

|_pinvolueral leaves somewhat opened. ) 
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Fig. 4—Diagram of same; the letters correspond with those in the last 

Fig. 5.—Rhachis of 3 spikelets, with ‘one base of 2 involucral leaves, in 
e axil of the lower one a b 

Fig. 6. tie and upper glume of the aan spikelet of a — in fruit; 
the upper is attached to the back of the lower glum 

Fig. 7.—One of the other nagar oso seen from the inside of the nage oe 
hibiting the Sct glume, part of the upper one, and the 

of the palea 
Fig. 8.—Different rw of the lower glume; a., narrow and obtuse; d. 

foli ees per half—a ve ery rare occ occurren' 
Fig. 9.—Lower palea of the fab a., from the inside, rolled up; 5. out- 

wee go gegen 
Fig. 10.—Same of the fruit ; a. from the inside, folded around the sedge 

moose 8 oth d orsal nerves of which are visible; b., 

Fig. 11.—Upper palea ; a., from the inner side, with the stigmata protru- 

ding; 5. same from the back, showing both nerves; ¢., upper 
palea fsctading the ripe seed, seen from the inside ; scales visi- 

e. 
Fig. 12.—Scales ; cate, b. emarginate-bilobed ; more magnified. 
Fig. 13.—Ovary with th the styles, more magnified. At ee base of = 

ovary one of the 3 rudimentary stamens and both scale 
visible. 

= Sai - more mceue with all three rudimentary stamens; 
¥ 

—Part of nly a stigmatic hai, highly ma 
ie ig. 16. Vert of a fruit-beari a gpme a exhibiting both 

glumes, (the the cake upper one the longest and much thickened) 
Fi th palex and the grain. 
ig. 17. ie ; a. seen from the convex inner side (turned towards the 

upper ‘palea); b. horizontal, and ¢. vertical section of same; 4. 
b. more magnified. ae 

MonantTHocHio# LITTORALIS. 

Pl. XIIL., Fig. 1—Female plant in flower; here and there the small pa 
y the e protruding stigmata. Natural 
are 

pease of the same plant, showing ‘te manner of rami 

ig. 8. —Spikelet consisting of the wrens pA eae 
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foliaceous than usual ; upper palea of same divided in wink 
scales, d. d., lateral ‘to the flowers ; three staminate flowers, — 

Fig. 1-—Diaérain of 
Fig. 8.— ates or m" vetenilar spikelet, in ap both parts of the wall. 

gerne are hidden in the cavity of the lower one; Oe Se ce 
‘sen to a single hyaline scale ; third and fourth flower stam- _ 

; fifth, rudimentary. — 
Fig. 9. uae of another spikelet i in which the lowest flower is reda- 

ced to a single herbaceous lower palea, the second one to 4 
small membranaceous scale, corresponding to an i : 
third and fourth flowers staminate, and fifth rudimentary. - 

Analysis of the female flower. : 
Pi. XIV., Fig. 18.—A very simple female spikelet, laid rea exhibiting = 

a lower flower (consisting of 2 empty pales, th ower one her- 
hatsods; the upper membranaceo — revolute, “a secon pi- : 
— and a sera rudimentary flow 

Fig. 19.—Diagram o: ea 
Fig. 20.—Spikelet eoakpased of an empty foliaceous palea representing — 

the lowest es ; an empty second flower, with the lower 
foli at tip, the upper one — a single pistil 

- ait on flower, are a rudimentary fourth flower. 
ig. iagram of same. 

Fig. sos age of a eee in which the lowest flower consol? 
empty palee; the second and third flowers bear pistils. 
is the usual form of the a sn the sae 

Fig. 24—Lower gules of Lopgrage flowers ; a. outside views b-inside view 

slightly unfolded; c. same, fully unfolded, so as to show ae 

icy tals 
Fig. 26.—Ovary and style, with pices 

~~ 27.—Part of a stigmatic hair, highly 
weet Pm were drawn by Mr. . | Roetter, si e 
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Third Series of Descriptions of Brrozoa from the Pale- 
ozoie Rocks of the Western States and Territories. 

BY H. A. PROUT, M.D. 

SEMICOSCINIUM, n. g. 

Bryozoum, a leaf-like expansion, somewhat penniform with- 

out a shaft; sole formed of longitudinal and horizontal paral- 
lel ridges, surmounted by a cellular tissue, divided perpen- 
dicularly by thin longitudinal septa, corresponding to the 

Bryozoum, a flat, leaf-like expansion, abit one lime in 
thickness, distinetly penniform a about two inches from its 
wer border, longitudinal rays (lateral) irregularly thicken- 

ed or expanded, waved, or sharply flexuous, leaving the me- 
ut 65°. — =o anak ws 

rays, expanding obliquely downware : ee ee ees on 
ting i 

rays at an angle of about 65°, both erossing the longitudinal 
ridges, and tortuous tubes, at an acute angle. Fenestrules 

round & cen 

- @iprea vhich have been formed of larger 

o ‘ells; sole formed of ridges, longit
udinal to what uid te 

2 



a fe With cells invisible to the naked eye, 
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he shaft, more or less parallel, surmounted by a cellular tis- 
be longitudinal septa, and lines of tortuous tubes 

Geol. Pos. and Loc.—Devonian pas Falls of the 
Ohio. In the collection of Dr. B. F.S 

rious investigation that we were enabled to obtain any thing 
approaching a definite view of its organization. The views 

which we have offered will, we believe, be found to be he 
main correct. The great diversity of form presented in 
complex organization under the influence of different Pick 
of weathering rendered it often difficult to determine wh 
r we had under our observation some modification of nor- 
pis dacs goa or some alteration fron atmospheric influ- 

bee will be seen that it resembles the Coscinium of Keyser- 

several features of its organization ; for instance, in the 

or sole ; but it differs by its want of a middle plate se separating 
the cells on one face from those on the other, or by its hav 

in 
ing, in one case, fo “pst of dense stony matter, ie ie 

three tela to aaah opening, to the wp ees: of 

sb grning ona the resemblance of t the form of its fone 

which i is only gradually developed from below Paes Sa : 

i ata, Goldf., resembles our 5 it is pr 

| Pe, coven a fan-sha expansion ori inally ae CE 
co red on the Pi tg face by a thin inca, 

nad resembling 
- | 
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lens a delicate flustra; beneath this crust the fenestrules are 

worn, 

but round and ~_ ular when more perfect, with a keel form- 

Pate, supported by the lines of tubercles. When stripped of 

rust, the keel appears to be a beautiful chain line of tu- 

bers with with aline of poreson either side, as in other species 
en 

Seltaes short, thick, and deeply depressed, —— 
tin 

Ste rse 
longitudinally give 8 to 9, and ae shout 10 10 ctl 
fenestrules. 

Cells large, about sd to each fenestrule, looking upward 
to the plane of expansio 

Reverse minutely prawns when oie striate when worn; 
with several — near the base 

Geol. Pos. and Loc-—Second Archimedes Limestone of 
the Ciioniferous series, = scan St. Louis Coun- 
ty, Mo. In my own collection. i 6 
This beautiful species re ates oe somewhat the Hemitrypa 

cewlata of Phillips (Pal. Fos.), but differs materially in hay- 
ing the cells on the inside of the Bryozoum, in the entire 
Gamers “ the fenestrules to the reverse, and in a other 

ot assigned to his — = resembles F. 7. Archi- 

medes (Hall, but is distinetly pedicled. eos 

GENUS LIMARIA, Steininger. 

Syn. Ceramopora, Hall. 

_ Bryozoum small ramous, or large anerasting, sometimes in 
henigperi flattened forms, or in plates su 
heaths arra arranged in irregular alternating reating 
apertures archi 6rti th : shore cells nu- 

prea penetrating 5 the sheath to wav g long 
awe oe — " tion of which forms th the thickened ass 

cell-s sel : 
PS wee have here associated the Ceramopora of of Hall with» 
the Limaria of Steininger, modifying the — descrip- 
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tion to the structural development manifested in the species 
described below. A mere difference in the mode of growth 
= —_—~? be deemed sufficient for generic distinction. The 

rm, arrangement, and general character of the cells, to- 
pa with differences in other anatomical relations, should 
form the only true basis of classification. In its general char- 
acters, it is allied in structure to Semicoscinium. 

LrmaRIA FALCATA, n. sp. 

Bryozoum a flattened pepennion: cell-sheaths solid, long, 
forked, with triangular imbricating apertures filled partl 
with remains of small cells; about b Be plates oe cue 
the cell sheaths being in ‘the lower ones _nearl obsolete ; 

comparison _ us, we will assign to it the provi 
e 

Geol. Pos. and <e —Devonian, Falls of the Ohio. In Dr. 
B. F. Shumard’s collection. 

9x12 
=“ | FLUSTRA SPATULATA, 0. Sp. 

Bryozoum, a double leaf-like calcareous expansion formed 
of spatulate cells truncated at their prose = extremities 
more or less quincuncially, or alternately arran, Fak ss 

fongitudinal y, and in rt rows eee a 
_Tows twen = cells transversely; cells a ders over or 

f a line lon; » and « one-sixth wide” 
es 

our ] 
an foowals es i ieee 
of Sussex,) but t4a 4. 

cells, by the divisional iy te 
ener covering of the cell chambers. 
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— whether the differences on which Reemer estab- 
the genus Marginaria, or those on which Milne Ed- 

pe established the genus Escharina, will be found suffi- 
ciently essential to justify their separation from FVustra. 
can not be considered otherwise than a great evil to multi- 
ply Rep where specific distinctions would amply wat 

nds of scientific classification. The variation of 
type by essential structural modifications should form the 

y true basis of generic se gests 
Our species resembles the P. irregularis of Lonsd. (Diz. 

Geol. of Sussex, p. 319, Tab. xviii. B. fig. 9, 10, 11), but 8 
fers by the situation of the ovarian “capsules at the base of th 
cells, and the absence of notches at the extremities of the 
straight borders of the apertures. 

[wag a s FLUSTRA TUBERCULATA, 0. Sp. 

Bry 

g 
ate in their distribution; cel/s mostly open, by the de- 

struction of-their exterior expansion ; walls thin, common to 
ig cells, characterized by four eaud tubercles at each 

angle of the cell when quadrangular; exterior covering, where 
pope a flat dise with small apertures a little above the cen- 
tre; ieee small —— at the Vator of the cells, 

ee series, Barret’s nro 7 Louis Scar 
“We are compelled in offering these pl oe of Flustra, 

e 3 

do not really belong to this order, but to the fugi 
Hit ay with long tubes. It will be sbvioas, 9 we believe, 

ilies ‘the figures and descriptions given above, that some fam- 

at least of the Cellulina have lived during the Palwo- 
fade ; the cells of the two species above are such as we 

clined Celleporina, and such as no one would be in- 
ins to refer to the Tubuliporina. We are to be- 

eae that many other proofs could be furnished ssactie 

of the opinion to 5 wae we “_ refered. es 
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* SEPTOPORA, n. g. 

Bryozoum a fan-like expansion, with longitudinal ribs ir 
regular in size, radiating from a centre, branching, and ocea- 
sionally anastomosing, having two lines of pores, one on éi- 
ther side of a tuberculated midrib. Dissepiments forming 
arches agi noe less angular, dividing the Bryozoum into quad- 
rangular, round, semilunar, or energy fenestrules ; each 
Sabeitiaast: omevaesi ng from one to four irregular lines of 
cell-pores ; dhs hed smooth Bi worn, more or less tuber- | 
cled when perfec | 

I have shablished this genus upon the character of the 
dissepiments, which are more celluliferous than the longitu- 

dinal rays. Though in its general features it resembles Fe- 
nestella, it differs in a marked degree by its celluliferous dis- 
sepiments. This modification of the original type is, We 

think, a sufficient justification for forming a new genus. 

|5L.x5 7. 
Se SEPpToPoRA CESTRIENSIS, N. Sp. 

Bryozoum fan-shaped, irregularly waved; Longitudinal 
rays with a distinct round keel, having 0 n each side - 
row of large cells with thick lips, and surmounted, id 
more perfect condition, by a line of tu bercles longer “die 
wide, five or six times their own diameter weet 
sepiments ria prominent, generally arched, opposite oF ' 
ages sometimes meeting the rays obliquely, a and fag 

ht angles, having from one to three fae 
me on the medallion face ; smaller than the. rays on ¥ ed 
verse; fenestrules round, quadrangular, rho nfo 
lunar from double-arching; five in the space oF 
ritudinally, and the same transversely ; cells large 

| 

This unique species, * tale which ie ave i. | 
ric characters, presents a very differe ra eee sie 
its perfect state, or when much weathered, cori ‘fl 
sod wel Seta rote rough, while in the latter it ae 
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PoLYPORA TUBERCULATA, 0. sp. 

Bryozoum a fan-like expansion, probably one or two inch- 
es wide. 
Longitudinal rays moderately large, pretty uniform in size, 

saddenty enlarged before and after bifurcation; sagt he aren 
at one, one veal eh half, and near two lines 8 apart; ran 
ing oppositely on two branches from the main rkinels ms 
scarcely diminished oo by branching and rapidly. creo 
ing their original si 

Dissepiments anal, about i sates: as large as the 
about one-third the transverse diameter and one-fifth the lon- 
gitudinal diameter of the fenestrales slightly depressed, not 
“Fenris much at junction 1 with the rays. 

, ees | 

ulate o: rtivecutse near the bfureatons, twice as | ag brat 
slightly. broader than the rays generally opposite 

transversely five fenestrules; or, in ns ‘mais there are fete and six trans svers 

rmits, and sometimes shows a probe Pode to 
home aah Cell-p -pores five, tubercles three or four to 
each fenestrule. 
Reverse oe by a dense cortical substance, with afew 

granul 
Geol. Pos. & Loc.—Third or Uppe = Archimedes Lime- 
stone of the Carboniferous series, Chester cial 
collection. 

Comparisons.—This delicat 
ora general nce to "the P: hipaa 
des desert i ct. Mos.) as quoted eyser Ww was 

e latte eon wupecien eds upon the re- 
dtteadenty of the lines of tubercles upon the lon- 

ys, there are other minor differences, which will 
ey are not identical,—such as the slow ers 
ongitudinal ribs, the greater number ores 
sega the more oval form of t 
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alone. Where the general characters are so nearly alike 
as in the genus Polypora, it is often difficult to establish spe- 
cific differences among them; in many cases this can be at- 
tained only by accurate measurement and minuteness of de- 
tail in our specific descriptions. The P. incepta of Hall isa 
carinated species, but it has no line of tubercles on the lon- 
gitudinal rays. 

= ~ Portypora BiarMIcA, Keyserling. 
3x4 | 

This species is found in the Upper Archimedes meee 
of Chester, Illinois; at least, there are such slight ¢ 

between the specimens observed and that described in a te 
excellent description give i 
could find no grounds on hie to base a separation. The 
measurements given are precisely the same, and the fet iit 
ferences are, in the existence of four cells after b 
and as high as 

e. j 2 jarr é 

isa ‘Pleats rmian species, but is here foul below the Coal Meas 

ures of the Serboniferous series of the Western States.” 

fe | FENESTELLA BANYANA, D. SP: 
= x7. 

ryozoum msc a te Be widely ee fixed by mio} = 

Prt ag pedicles, me of which are single and 

Lon sapeadiaat + rays slender, Leones: witha harp 5° 

when much worn; but thicker, ro ee 3 a 

~~ tubercles _ slightly devise ews 

re perfect condition. 
Dis issepiments moderately thick, expanded wins 

_ the longitudinal rays, slightly depressed, one ke 

alf the size of the longitudinal 

the middle of the expansion, etait gases 

and about half one-fo as wide as the length ns alt 313% 2 

" Fenestrules more or less oval near base, oblong onl ra 7 

: 
; 

; 
: 

: 
; 

a 
4 
: 

| 
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rays; in a space of two lines ‘igtindioalls there are three 
a half fenestrules, and six to seven transverse 

Cell-pores large, round, or oval, and round-) lipped ; when 
perfect, generally five to each fenestrule, ss near the base, 
h e fenestrules are shortene 

Se iicisttely granular, or striate when worn, base hav- 

bars, which supported it when tossed by the tumultuous 

of In 
Geol. Pos. & Loc.—Second or Middle Archimedes Lime- 

stone of the Carboniferous series, Barrett’s Station, St. Louis 
0, is ea own cabinet. 

nal rays ; near the hase it has only four cells to each 
fe e, but more towards the border it has at least five. 

It may be identical, as its general outline and its measure- 
ments agree very oye: with his Spesiot, It seems, however, 
‘o be a distinct and much larger species, having a number of 
inte would indicate an Sit a o.8 at least two or 

are OF PLATES. 

Pirate XV. 

Fig. : Renesas St. Ludovici. 

a 

x bh 

ew Fe 

_ “ 2a—Same, magnified cells (ideal). 
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Fig. 2 6.—Same, surface without cells magnified. 

« 3.—Polypora es umardii. 

«3 a.—Reverse ed 

3 b.—Medallion hich niisghttied (ideal). 

Pirate XVII. 

Fig 1.—Semicoscinium rhomboideum. 

1 a.—Fenestrules enlarged. 

“1 d.—Cell structure (ideal). 

“ 1 ¢.—Terraced appearance of cells broken iy near cl 

“« 1f—Fig. of the same. 

“ 9. Flustra spa’ 
“ 2a.—Encrusting auction on. another fossil. 

“* 26, 2c.—Enlarged views of structure 
cc 3.—Flustra tuberculata, rat. size. 

ified 
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Systematic Arrangement of the Species of the Genus 
Cuscuta, with critical Remarks on old species and Des- 
criptions of new ones. 

By Grorcre Encrertmann, M.D. 

The genus Cuscura belongs to the natural order of Con- 
voluulacee, to which, indeed, it has been attached by almost 
every botanist, and from which it can not be separated, though 
the embryo is very distinct, being rather a minute plant than 
an embryo in the usual form, the tip forming a plumula, often 
provided with alternate scales, and without cotyledons prop- 
er. Nor ought such a natural group of plants to be split into 
a number of genera on subordinate characters, as has lately 
cen proposed, and in some instances, too, upon erroneous 

0 i. 

_ The characters, which furnish good grounds for a subdivis- 
lon of the genus, are found in the shape of the styles and stig- 
mata and in the fruit. These same characters, it must be ad- 

_ Initted, have been used in separating the old Convolvuli into 
numerous genera and even tribes; so that analogy would jus- tify or even require a similar division of Cuscuta y but even 

ke 
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I will call this part, remain united at base, separating the fan- 
nel-shaped intrastylar aperture from the interior cavity of the 
capsule, and therefore can not give egress to the seeds, as has 
_ erroneously stated. ae is, I believe, the case with 

or all American Cuscute (Grammica). In 
oa istigma the ‘iconetyoe ar aperture doe s communicate 
with the on of the capsule, but the opening is fr too a 
to let the seeds out; nor would this be necessary, as a find 
them the e capsule i is ‘circumacisaile. In some few rere 

each stylar — of the dissepiment divided into pee ; 

in C. ; ese halves are widely distant from m 
‘nsothor and adhets to the opposite halves, so as to fem 
eee e transve red tose neg e 
In Monogynella and Callianche, where thes 

there i is, of course, no intrastylar opening, 
the entire dissepiment remains in the bottom 
in the latter, a small triangular stylar portion “we os 
top of the capsule, but, of a without any opening: _ 

, oulins was the first, in « Etudes", ) to cod a 

- smooth and roundish umbilicus, , is th 
or oe narrower or broader linear — 
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duced almost to a point; it runs in the direction of the inte- 
rior angle of the seed (longitudinal, DesM.), or at right an- 
gles with it (transverse, DesM. , Or it has an intermediate, 
oblique direction. In some sections I find these characters 
sufficiently distinct; in others they seem to be less reliable; 
in the eee Cuscutee I have often found them interme- 

Neatly ripe seeds are smoother and larger, whet soaked, than 
ripe ones, 
The e mbryo has been supposed to offer good characters ; 

but I hare reason to believe that those embryos with one or 
few cireumvolutions (such as the one figured by Webb, Phyt. 
Can. IIL, pl. 142, fig. 14) are taken from unripe seeds. 
Another character which I at one time relied on for Lc 

tic distinction of Cuseutew is found in the c calyx. Usually it 
is gamosepalous, but in some American species it is formed of 
entirely distinct and imbricate sepals, not different from the 

g bracts—a character which prevails in Convotou- 
i proper, where only one genus ( Wilsonia) is peels 

rs welt e stem, but pri stow in nie ares 
wer tend 7 

os the or absence of 

The shape and ai of dalys a oro) a 
char (tube and thes) hen furnish important but not pen perem 

eters. necestens 
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shining, or semi-transparent, when dry,) with a small or lage 
reticulated cellular tissue; or it exhibits, pel Ser along 
middle and towards the base an aggregation of warts or ti- 
bercles; these, also, are not constant in all the forms of the 
species. In other species, the tissue shows roundish or elon- 
gated pellucid dots or cells, (glands, as they are usually ealled,) 
very distinct in dried and then soaked specimens. 

The tube of the corolla is cylindric or campanulate, or rath- 
er hemispherical or quite rece but never urceolate or ven- 
tricose during the nt eerie period; the swelling of the im- 
pregnated ovary, however, often gives it that shape. The 
lacinis* of the coisa are of different shape, and ion, 
and proportion, and also sometimes auriculate and imbricate 
at base; their points are Paagurenge patie or , atl mar- 
gins revolute, or involute; their m ah 
sometimes crenulate. The texture ‘of the corolla is simi 
that of the calyx, but never, I believe, verrucose, t 
glandular. Its cellular structure will, yet, I a eae 
characters for some species, the cells being of very different 
size and shape in different species. in corolla, and some- 

casionally with hair 
giving ita mealy appearance, which’ probably represent alr. 

is character, apparently so striking, is, however, of 3 T fil 
specific value than the pubescence in other plants, a as “0. 

know only the papillose Stns md ils eciduous e calyx is always persistent; the coro a is : 
only in the Indian Cr eda § a; n all the other species it it in 
mains adhering to the capsule, either: to its base, or, } ~ 
to its top, or it completely envelops it, but it is not 
bit toon it is distended from the swelli "the 
ut does ely me to grow. The position of the eect a 

ote 
is usually co 

The stamens are ape inserted in the very throat . 
eoralls, alternating with the laciniz, but often ext 

d by their overlapping bases. n Callie 
in insertion is osually 

they i ae eee ‘The anthers are rbi so ; 
he or linear, cordate or sagittate, blunt, é ” 

e * Lshall se the word lcnie for the svisione of the 6 
ethene of f the calyx 
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ulate, large or small; but their shape or size do not afford 
good and constant characters in this genus. 
The most peculiar organs of the flower are the epistamineal 

scales, which are ee in most of the anon t The simplest 
Steve of that organ (in C. inflexa, C. chl POCA DG, & etc.) exhibits 

late or truncate, more or less crenate or fimbriat 

‘owards the base the seales are always “adnate in ao mid- 

dle,” or, properly speaking, attached to both sides of the ad- 
nate filament. Their _ s usually connect with one another, 
foeming i maverted are 

flora an 
Asia, C. tomtom and @. C. Sandwichiana. In c Cali- 
fornica the inverted arch alone is sree entire or fringed ; 
in the others I find no trace of scales at 
These scales vy evidently lateral dilstations of the lower 

(attached) Prot. f the filaments, erga of the character of 
stipules, as Prof. A. Braun suggests; or they are a sort of sta- 

mineal pide: attached at base to the * coralts, but nota du- 
plication of the same. | 

Pi gio emetic form and size of the scales furnish some of 

the best cters in this genus, | but tag: A are not entirely re-- 
liable ; _— while in some species very constant, in 

others ey are found to vary pron ost We It is « oubtt 1 

whether a really te tay form of C. Europea exists; C. Cal- 

bg oe —— scales, seems to occur also” in a va-— 

ti Thee vary an and pistils are more vellabie for ne determina- 

a. of species, just as they furnish the most important char- 

aoe r the distinction of the sections. The 

anee, as ¢ same with short or ie with 

— and as saa aces lake at oe Meogro become 
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exsert with age. The direction of the styles, i in & flower 
and on the fruit, furnishes a tolerably good charact 

The position of the dead corolla on the capsule bed Te 
~ mentioned as a pretty reliable specific character. Th 
shape and even the texture of the capsule also o ought to 
~~ though in several species (C. anes for bee 
ts form is quite variable. 
“The number of seeds which ripen in each capsule furnishes 
no distinction, though the species with very crowded flowers, 
and some others with loose flowers also, often mp 

one or few seeds. The shape and surface of the seed onght 
to be studied say and will, yet, it is believed, help to distin- 
guish some spec 
As almost all the characters enumerated above are subject 

to more or less variation, it is necessary to bee the Gracie 
of a species on a combination of a number of 
as the value of these characters is necessarily pra 
mated by different botanists, some will consider as we 
ed The at what others will look upon as mere varieties. a 

pct species often seem to have a p Pil 

I nae myself, at iti ronal I discovered an nfvene el 

even farther than the influence of differe seem 
manure would go with any other ee If some ores 
very constantl _ to prefer certain plants to others, , (6. Bar | as — 

: idi e sh 
and all the circumstances Witch 6 suit as mid 
with the parasite. On the whole, ancodiees: 5 ierbaeeo 
elon, soa suit them best as nurses 5 na — ee 

and aos Gals eas aay into sp omn eee 
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that can furnish them nourishment, even on their own branch- 
es and flowers. This is even the case with the most exclu- 
sive species, C. Epilinum, which attaches itself to all the 
weeds growing in flax fields, and may be cultivated on Vicia, 
Impatiens, and many other plants. Rich nourishment on suc- 
eulent plants expands the organs, enlarges the flowers, in- 
rehensed the whole plant, and thus gives rise to age are which 

times have been distinguished as species; 
in clover fields becomes what has been called 0, Trifotit i 
C. Europea, on vetches, C. Vicie ; C. Gronovii in shaded 
miry soil, on Saururus, C. age yk y the overgrown form of 
C. Africana is C. Capensis 
The haustoria (suckers) ie ade — 8 sepia into 

the tissue of the nurse, and they, with parts 
bedded in this tissue, are able ‘3 ‘reproduce the ogee after al all 
external vestiges vd the stem have been rubbed off. ‘This the 
gardeners often have occasion to deplore in regard ws a varie- 

houses in Europe; I have observed the same fact in different 
— which I have had under cultivation, especially in C. 

The species of Cuscuta naturally arrange themselves in 
three large groups, distinguished by their styles and stig- 

1. Those with two equal styles and elongated stigmata. 
They ane matives re the old eb , exclusively, and have rare- 
ly and only 2099, Soe been introduced with cultivated plants 
into America. (C. Epi East- inum with flax into some of our 
ern States, and C. ropea with vetches in Hayti. 

ed Cuscuta proper. ( Pfeiffer, Bot. Zeitg. UL 673; Cuscuta, J 
at. pp. 1.) 

2. Those with two unequal tes, and. abirectated, rea 
rapitate, stigmata, They Scene America and Oceanica, and Sti 

in the illite and ant eastern parts of Asia; a few species even 
Penetrate into western ae southern Europe, and a sin- 
gle Species is found in —— Africa. emigre has tem- 

Y Introduced one species into Europe (C. racemosa 
me Gt under the name of C. suaveolens). This group 

be comprised ns Grammica, a genus” 
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3. Those with styles united entirely or partly, and with 
capitate, ovate or conic stigmata. The species of this group, 
all distinguished by their large size and thick stems, princ- 
pally inhabit Asia; two extend into southern and east- 

Thi 
ens with a a Hitle altered characte | 
modifications in the form of the stigma ma the dehis- 

cence af the capsule furnish the basis for a further subdivision | 

of the three principal groups. I will here only say, that in | 
in Gram proper the capsule is almost always circumseissile; | 
in 

enn 
The following sections are proposed : 

A. Cuscuta Group. 

1. Eveuscura, Styles nearly as corns ee and as thick or ri 
: . Ca 3 

versely without a regular joi separatio! - 
3. Rig wihnaernt —_ styles longer than the short subalate 

ba B. Grammica noaibak bs 

5, Evoramarca. Stigmata capitate ; capone re less irregt 

6. CLisTo¢RAMMIC gmata ; capsule baceate. 
7. ar oinegt Top pe nah rgd lobed at the upper : 

2 Monogyna Group. 
a ee ee tate or te, united, or 

s. Cateraxene. “sdgmata cone, oF ‘almost s —_—o me 

ae ‘See. 1. Hucuscuta. — 

Style ditions 6 tieminatin in filiform: sti igmata ¢ 
length or shorter, rarely ei - of the same 
the i es or ve vards th end. | Sey aout 
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The flowers are mostly sessile and densely clustered, form- 
ing globose heads in the ae of single bracts wit thout 
bracts in the inflorescence. The central flowers open first 
= exterior ones are occasionally abetitnes C. Epit. a 
has sometimes short pedicels, and C. nae “tn is always 
pedicelled. The corolla always remains on top or around the 
capsule, never at its base. Epistamineal scales are always pre- 
_ apes sometimes very thin and small, and easily over- 

The species of this group inhabit Europe, — and cen- 
tral Asia, and northern Africa to the Canary Islan 

§ 1. Styles longer than ovary. 

1. C. Basytonica, Aucher! mss.; Choisy! Cuse. 174, 
t. 1,f£1; DC. Prod.IX. 453. C. peduneularis, Kotschy! in 
sched.—Well characterized by its pedicelled flowers, truncate 
calyx and almost entire sean spreens by its inflores- 

cence to those other Asiatic species, mprised in the section 
a.—Bagdad, ‘Ansher Eloy! 1420 and 3183; on the 

Tigris, Noé! in Kurdistan, Kotschy! 388, a 
ar. ELEGANS, C. elegans, Boiss. & Ba Coal Diag. of Il. 

3,129, from the alpine regions of the Taurus, Balansa! 708 ; 
scarcely distinct from C. Babylonica except by the papillose 
prettily. rose-colored flowers, and by the scales being a little 
more dentate and somewhat ee 
2. C. Eerrayawum, Murray in Lin. syst. ed. 13.__C. Zuro- 
7 2g sp. 180. C. Ttieoess Bauh, pin, 219. ‘De. FL fr. 

1ers have separated severa 
ct species; others, again, have united with it 

a number < of other forms which I must consider distinct, espe- 

— such as I class w C. planiflora; some have even 

ke ed up with crane casinae ek i a oe 
ficult t —_ recise the limits of C. Api- 

thymum and , iflora, a some forms which I class un 

‘iabeedinace of the latter. sepmaliy are more re 8 al- 

lied heady the extremes of either species" among themeckves 
While the common the fo: 
=e Trifolii, is as distinct as can be from Tenore’s original 

: T arrange the different forms in the at 

we ommon form oy emtak: ae pee: meagre the cor 
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Rota! and also Naples, to the Crimea, and reac ching east- 
wardly far into Asia ee Hohenacker! 409 and 1989, 
Altai, Ledebour! “Orient” Herb. Tournefort va It varies 
considerably, sepecielly. in the size and proportion of the 
calyx and its lobes, and transition ey ea: uniting it with the 
other varieties, are not rare. I have paid some attention to 
the proportion of the stigma and style, but find no perm: 
nent character in them; the style proper is longer or shorter 
than the stigmatic portion ; and this part is cylindrical or 
subulate in specimens not otherwise nie le; dg 3 
ma is usually pale brown-red, or, when ark red, J 
yellowish.—C. Trifolii, Babin — sometimes so fatal to 
whole clover os in England, France, ovinedaed Germany, 

d Sweden, is a luxuriant form, overgrown at the expense of 
the maianone herb, Mic it destroys. 

Var. 8. wa a re be Mapes Heldr. _ 
sched.; Bois t Mtia ee o Tl. 3, 7s Sey he pi 

found on the southern ma declivity of the Alps, in cae 
Tyrol, Spain (Willkomm! 52, a), in southern France, oh 
aly (on the Apennines and in Corsica), in Greece and in Eng- 
Crimea; I have also seen, in the Kew Herbarium, ine its 
lish specimen of ie ariety, ig hegt it has made 

pearance en-houses on Frica and other 
shrubs; this ia form is C. aanthonema of the Partie 
din des Plantes. tod 

_ _ Var. y.? oprusata ; this very curious form was lected 9 
| (Herb. Cosson and Hb. Reichenbach) in the — 

7 Y ~ a secon’ sige a 
come to. hand, ¢ it Heldreich on fron ver Be to 
— the i interior of Asia Minor, which approacatr 

. sci, ume i vox, thea” a but, daily 
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ar. & ANGUS ; guish by this name an Italian 
which assumes different preci Satibaed under different form, names. It ha ow and elongated lobes of the corolla 
and usually also of the calyx, which is commonly longer than 
the tube of the corolla; the flowers are numerous and ses- 
sile, or ay more or less pedicelled. Three varieties may 

hed. be * ape 

Bak se - This is the true C. alba, Presl! Del. Prag. 87, 
also of ani and some other Italian botanists, while most 
authors apply this name to the original C. planiflora, Ten 
Pres|’ 's description, — by almost every subsequent pom 
thor, is very erroneous; but his own specimens, on Us, 
sed ed in his tollection at ghar and in the imperial Her- 

at Vienna, leave no doubt about the identity of the 
C. subulata, Tineo! in Gussone FI. Sic. II. 888, is ex- 

actly the same thing, as also C. Gussoni, Gasparrini! in 
It is a southern form occurring oma et Ge in Sicily, also about Naples and din Malta; it is often found on shrubs, and — Pate Herb, . Ledebour) gathered it on an a . Pea 

wo lines long), on short oe with serch cae 
ender elongated d tube, narrowly lancé acumin: 

v. 
ds of M 
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small and dense glomerules, the —_ ~~ im 
long acute or acuminate lobes calyx orolla, and 
rather shorter styles than the common ence! C. Epithy- 

When the base of the calyx is elongated into ee 
cel, it becomes the form just mentioned as rubella—On 
higher mountains of southern Europe, the. southern aie 

of the Alps, the mountains of the ee ee dua 
the Sierra Nevada and other mountain regions of Spain and 

Portugal ; in the Abruzzi of southern tealyy in the mountains 

of central Sicily, of Turkey, and of Gree 
Var. scabrelia from Sicily, Gussone ! and Arragon, Webb! 

is a papillose form of the same plant. 
3. roe Asyssinica, Richard, Tow. Ih. 7822 macrostyla, 

Decaisne in Herb. Mus. Paris., seems to be well distinguished 

by the short and thick lobes of the calyx, the very long and 

narrow, erect lacinize, the small, often bifid, pee and ge 

long capillary styles. These even surpas 

typical form was collected on Lantana; another, with s ae 
ed, closely sessile fowers, approach it to the next one. Th - 

the tal iured Plant ae rete 
which it — ci this i is not the one 

r ie is plant. It is probably the m 

all the species of this genus, an Wall may under, 
ber of forms than any other. -— ing me 
the view that I take 
been a li 

othe faig ng neo sone iy bln’ | 
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ent subspecies ; “i the species, as I take it, no synonym, nor 
even a name, exists: the one ado hess by me is the earliest 
one given to any ne of the forms 

Synopsis of the forms of C. planifiora. 
a. Lobes of the oye. more membranaceous than fleshy ; ae of the 

corolla turgid only at the points; styles much longer than o 
* Calyx agente lobes ey rab and short, and, like the the short 4 : cusp : : 
** 9 more deeply divided. its its ‘bes ‘and the lacinie narrow, 

: Var. Schirazia 

a 

b. Lobes con é calyx thick and turgid; lacinie turgid and often cu- 
pena at tip; styles longer than ovary, usually shorter than or as long as 

a — larger ; —. of calyx united above the middle or al- 
mos e point: Var. Webbii. 

beled Miners usually smaller j " sepals almost distinct. 
t rs smooth: Var. Tenorii 
tt Flowers mealy or warty: Var. “papillosa. 

Var. «. aPPROxIMATA; C. approximata, Babington! Smet & 

Boiss. & Heldr.! in sched. (afterwatds referred by Boissier im eae 127 - ‘e Page tee ica, Pallas ! in Herb. 
e name, axpevinain 

this species for ce gent appro 
fs it more appro 

Species, an and 
original | 

om rn Europe or or Asia 
_ plant the flowers are larger (13-2 fries ker long 

at base, the scales appressed, short and 
Similar forms, with numerous ee flowers in 

ense heads occur in Asia Min es 
; Tmolus, Balansa! ‘414; Smyrna, alansa! 
, Thirke f tus! Parnassus! 
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ern Asiatic form, which I had formerly distinguished under 
the name of C. cupulata, occurs in the Caucasus, the Altai, 
and, as it s — throughout Siberia, (Ledebour! Godet! 
Becker! Karelin! 1721, etc.) ; flowers smaller in dense but 
small heads; calyx large, loose, almost entire, with broad and 
gh lobes ; ’seales comparatively large and incurved. 

. SCHIRAZIANA; C. Schiraziana, Boissier! diag. or. 1.9, 
86, Nas loose and few flowered heads, rather membranaceous 
flowers with the lobes of the deeply divided calyx and the 
lacinie long and acute. The specimens examined by me, the 
same that Boissier described, were collected in Persia by 
Kotschy! and aogier under 118 and 318. In some the 

t. 

x, Wess; C. Episonchum, feo Phyt. Canar. — 
p- Me = 141; C. Epiploca amum, Webb in Pl. 

been introduced there. I, has been collected by. Ne 
be wcigel 18, 426, 459, 1430; Dela cn Re 
others. T have see n the same form from Po: , 
Welwitsch! 192—In nO ia the lobes of 

the onl se who recognized Tenore’s plant; pom 
er suthor has bestowed the niishe on some other a 
br lant or on some other species. C. planifiora, K forms of 
a "ph —— Fl. Germ. exsicc. nro. 2069, in Sic! 

DesM. of “saat anton but not ® curt 

| Lae ‘Et. 41, is a genus founded on 
: specimen of the same plant ;  C._Epithymu

s n, Gussone 
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authors on n plants of ‘southern Europe ; ;C. Eur Bov é! 

tions ; besides those already mentioned it has been distribu- 
ted by Bourgeau! 491, 1298, sg ete.; Aucher-Eloy! 7 Huet de Pavil villon! Palermo, 

ar, 

ower is covered with semi-transparent papille ; otherwise, I find no oe in Mie mer yes — from Algiers t 

e in = s bess Bees —_— Kralik ! 410, Algiers 
Caen ! Se a arom i 
Botta! in seems nthe to belong here. C. 
cert 1 Rast is very oe allied to this form, 

wate a by the -_ short a 

= specimens, which can not be separt arated from C. planifiora. 
*. C. Panasriva, Bossier! diag. or. I. U1, 86.—This pret- 
little species is closely allied to the last, to which the au- 
or himse subsequently referred fin oom 

an r of ees ' this genus, 
os which Are so diffi i ii (Cor. 
it is alec sre guished it runder the mane FL Sie. Syn. S 

887, ot Ohotey: an y; and C. Reichenb. PI. Grit. V. 64. at, : 's, Reichenb. 
"hae Ws dit deat & cpitrs slants, on arid hills i in 

.editerranean region; in Sicil Tineo ! Morea, Bory! 
Attica, ‘ca, Heldreich ! Creta, Sieber! Rantin ! and other Gre- 

ret cucullate ; scales rathet y 
: p meurved : par cendaleaecn, wheal er : 
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ard Tent. Fl. Abyss. II. 79, is perhaps too nearly allied to 
niflora, from some forms of which it is scarcely di 

guished but by the short styles, whi frui di- 
varicate. In the original Abyssinian specimens the lobes of 
the corolla are expanded, in es oth y are closed over 

; in 
Affghanistan, Griffith! 686; Thibet, Hooker 
C. elegans, — in Herb. 518 (not "Boissien), ft: the ne Tiss 
is the same plan 

Var. ? se no C. globulosa, a & Reuter! in 
sched., Boiss. in Diag. or. II. 3, 126; Lad 
Reut. in sched.—This very pretty form, “ bar 
very distinct; but Boissier himself alr ee 

and i priety of uniting it with “ C, alba” (lanfor) 
ms papillose flowers greatly resemble the v: 
eribed above; on the other schand it approaches | poche 
put’ more in external appearance than in essen ’ 
ne panei red tinge ot i its flowers is  becasonbile fun 

h of these, and may be in some connection with the 
tenet of. the se is corolla closes over owe + 
ule, giving flower as well as the whole head an obtuse 
arance ; the scales in the original specimen are bilo 

in the other truncate ; styles very short—M 
of Asia Minor: on the Tmolus, Balansa! 413; on thet 
at same! rut. of 

‘ts 

ovary and com Ae large ca 
ang and are dead ae 
0) in it y distinguish it; 
pay as the BES do; the o fvehie. however, 4 are as 
as 4-parted. 

hs species has given cause to a good deal of di ees 
to the me or absence of scales; but 

cai er a suatber ot nag ee st Oe 

oe shits adheres to the tube of the corolla init a 
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covered and detached in the dry flower, if not too much 
mashed in pressing. The scales are rarely rounded, oftener 
truncate, and toothed at the apex, most ommend bifid, and 
fimbriate or toothed, or consisting of two distinct lateral 
— - entire, often extremely small, lobes 

e is commonly depressed, but a form with an 
elavhéed, conic capsule, var. conoc is not rare; both 

grow together and can not be distinguished otherwise. 
Var. Indica has more crowded, smaller flowers, and per- 

haps a little ee styles. A specimen from Sarepta on A/- 
Camelorum, in the Herbarium of the St. Petersburg Bot. 

Garden, has still adler flowers, but shows no other, to me, ap- 
preciable difference. 

Var. Vicie has often a more solid texture of the flower 
and fruit, which last does not open before full maturity, and 
= thus in herbaria sometimes seem to be indehiscent, 

e, usually, the capsules of dried specimens ecimens readily open 
re quite ri 

also in Asia Minor! on the Caucasus! in Persia! Affghan- 
istan! Thibet ! and on the Himalaya! in general. Once, only, 
it seems to have been seen in America; Poiteau! in Herb. 
Neufehatel, gathered it on Vicia in Hayti, where ‘it no doubt 
was introduced from E 
The following trmiios list of synonyms shows how 

much this species has exercised 
¢. major, Bauh. Pin. 219, DC. Fl, fe. IM, 644; DC.! 

Prodr. IX. 452; ©. filiformis, a, Lam. Fl. fr fr IL 807; ©. te 
(andra, Moench Meth. 461; Pers. 8 - 1. 289; 
C. tubulosa, Presi! Del. 215; pithymum, Thuil. Fl. 
Par. 85, not Lin. ; C. Hpienidea, Be a Thur Gartz.18 | 
nro. 4; C. halophyta, Fries! n. scare en 8; C. halophila! 
Sum. Veg. I. ToL: C. mon , Schmidt, Fl. Bohem. and 
in some herbaria, not Vahl.: C. Ligustriy Areschoug, Revis. 
Cuse. Suec. p. 17; C. tetrasperma, Jan an! in | 
na, Boiss.! in sched., not | Roth. C. ‘Segetum, Rota in Giorn. 

nein eee c. Vici, Schulte 9. DesM. are over- 

: "ete te te co hoch ia bee X. 19,1 
have not seen Poa Ch C. uct ie aX 
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747, is a form with often patulous eae — with conic 
capsule, C. capillaris, Edgeworth! Lin. act. XX. 68, 
is amore densely glomerate form from as " Hite with 
short lacinie and very short bifid scales. 

8. C. Kurpica, n. sp.: caulibus capillaceis; glomerulis par- 
vis paucifloris bractea ovata acuminata suffultis ; floribus arete 
sessilibus plerumque 4-meris; calycis fere ad one in divisi lobis 
ovato-lanceolatis acutis craseinsculia tubum # superan- 
tibus; laciniis ovato-lanceolatis erectis seu conniventas (de- 

ere 
n 

subrotundis apiculatis filamento vix brevioribus;. — 
bas xis parvis hyalinis bes truncatis; stylis 
ovario paulo, capsula —— multo brevioribus. 
On the Gara mountain, Kurdistan, Koteohy! PI. Al. Kurd. 

388, b. under the name of C. m panee) a Choisy and C. ab 
pina, ees in ‘echeks Kurdistan, J. Brant! in Hb. 
Hooker.—In texture and habit ceueuine C. Europea, | 
scales even yet shitiner flow rs fe ewer, more Rees sess | 

bere 
an, Persia, Anche Eloy! Herbier 

Ms, Paris, without number, apparently 0 
of Lactuca. isti 

ase; ‘DO. Prod 1X. ee " 
on ia Ee £96 0 sa) nly by name : 

wives 281 (. ge ee "caus, 

Zeit. Oct. 1842, p. p. 673: Sane ae sisal ee 
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very distinct species of the flax fields of Europe, ae, 
sia! Sweden! Germany! France! England! Ireland! Spa 
= !) ge a into the Canary Islands Dice Finlay) ) 

t (Kralik! Figari!) and has als 
oo parts of the United ey I ery ma no ee 
mens from Asia, but Roxburgh’s C. aggregata, Fl. Ind. I. 
447, “introduced into the botanic garden of Calcutta with 
flax fr ad,” is most probably the same 
The Surscuars relied on for a generic separation of this 

species from Cuscuta, ee pegs or are founded on mis- 
take. The calyx is deeply 5-lobed, not 5-sepaled; the cap- 
sule is constructed fae as in the allied species ; the dissep- 
iment is complete till, at maturity, the larger, lower, ee 

separates from the upper substylar po rtion. The in 

stylar aperture penetraies into the capsule only at full mate. 
rity by aslit parallel to the Borel ec and sometimes by a 
second transverse one. The stigma is, at the flowering peri- 
od, almost vive as long as ag style, and at base of the same 
thickness, slightly taperin n obtuse point ; only in fruit, 
when me yl is a is stigma has the appearance of 

these have pedicelled, and not, like our species, slereiy sessile 

flowers. It is not Eapraleele that it originally came from 

or from Egypt. , 
Sec. 2. Epistigma: 

Styles n 
of the ovary 

Ported by a a single % bract 
| 

gegen here are all Asiatic; C. Arabica ex- 

say mto Egypt, where it tages fe, PP the: most oneyne 
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flowers with a large, loose, cup-shaped calyx and acuminate 
lacinie ; fruit unknown.—Southern Persia, Kotschy! 749, I 
refer here a specimen from the Havhabivel of the St. Peters 
burg botanic garden, collected in Armenia Szovits, though 
the flowers are a little smaller and the calyx is more 
pet ps divided, 

12. C. PULCHELLA, n. sp.: umbellis laxis paucifloris bre 
tea ovata acuminata suffultis; calycis carnosi lobis ovatis act- 
tis corolle tubum subequantibus; laciniis tubo fere 24 
longis Sete acutis papillosis crenulatis erectis seu patulis 

ib viorib 
antibus 

tis incurvis; stigmatibus ovarium globoso-ovatum apice sub- 
conicum squantibus ; capsula corolla connivente tota involu- | 
ta apertura parva basilari demum dehiscente. | 

Var. 8. Auratca, calyce — fisso; laciniis aeution» 
bus; squamis minoribus s sepe bifidis 
as Afighanistan, Griffith! 688-691, in Hb. Hooker, on 7 
agi, Peganum, Artemisia, etc. 8. Sarepta! 0 

the Hb. of Pallas, and Altai, Sievers! both in the 4 

plant, which may be distin = nd as a. Affgh 
tifull y bright. det: stems midee ; the very fleshy ais 
eapecially is bright colored ; aiebiale ls 4-6-flowered, ing; 
- sr as calyx or as the whole flower; flower ye ~ 

le opening late and with a very sm circ Tia 
—tromC. Kotschyana it is distinguished by the mie) 
er flowers with longer pedicels, the deeply divided caly® ay 
ovate and not acuminate lacinie.—The “ye the pei 

: ane ; 

13. 0 sidauseiel, marty !FL oe iL 208. Toa 
284. DC. Prod. IX. 453, excl. syn—The smallest ©, 

a ; ery large opening, 7 other 
larly torn; more closely allied to the next i a by cooammcine ‘this is section; } ed from 1 | . 
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Cassuta Arabica, DesM. Et. 72.—A well marked a the 
eastern 

ore 0! din 
try by Bové! 354; Aucher-Eloy! 1418; s. Fischer! Kralik! 
ait betore all these by Lippi! in Hb. Vaillant, where it is 

ed as “Cuscuta sulphurei coloris AD flore ni- 
veo,” ete. Arabia, on the Sinai, Rueppell! Schimper! nro. 
140.—I can not see how it is possible to ascribe to it capitate 
stigmata, nor is the capsule exactly baccate; this last error, 
however, is easily accounted for, as only the fully ripe capsule 
will separate from the base, and with quite a small opening.— 
The Sinai plant, the mcrsete C. Arabica, has shorter pedicels, 
denser Samra cordate-sagittate anthers, and larger, even 
incurved, sca! Var. gyptiaca is distinguished by its 
longer soteoke looser umbel, rather poten. anthers, and 
smaller, often bifid, scales, which sometimes seem to be re- 
duced to mere teeth it_may possibly be the luxuriant form, 
a C. Trifolit and growing on schieased 

See. 3. Clistococca. 

This gta ¢ Aa resented by a single Asiatic species, is close- 
ps cape Saat, when er d from it and all its 

description, as - - goes 
astees well enough with the species I take for i hal a) 
Era Tino th only apts Caveat India bt as 
‘o be far from common there ; wc te ge or | 
to the mountain districts and on of from 6 
12,000 fick <'Fhe lanceolate lobes of the deeply af calyx ina 
corolla are covered with hemispherical or onic coin papil- 
le, nsisting of numerous very minute cells. Scal in the 
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3, in part (in some herbaria the Indian form of (@. Huro- 
pea is preserved under this number). 

Spey 4, mba dak os 

The three species of this group inhabit Southern ee 
are usually parasitic on evergreen shrubs. The form of the 
stigma is intermediate between that of Hucuseuta and 
on, and the inflorescence is similar to that of the 

tte es 
16. C. ancutara, n. sp.; caulibus filiformibus; bractes 

lineact-tmasoolatis ;  pedicellis capillaceis flore longioribus (ul- 

timis brevioribus) ramosis laxe fasciculatis ; ealycis — 
5-partiti ad commissuras alato-angulati lobis late ec 4 

tusis tubum corolle late campanulatum superantibus; 
einiis corolle ovatis obtusis demum patulis ie 
bus; antheris — basi per cordatis filamento en 
lato vix breviori 3 squamis uamis ovatis: fimbriat itis tubum tere 

ia abe feet Wel ei 
tt sonte lobes ak a ealyx. the st sg 
Jacinie and the stigmata which usually are much long 
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the styles, rarely of the same length. Stamens half as lon 
as lacini# ; incurved scales as long or sometimes longer shes 
tube; capsule phew circumscissile. 

is C. Africana, a. Drege! C. Africana, Ecklon & 
Zeyher ! 20, TT, = sane 21,1,11; C. Burmanni, Choisy! Cuse. 
177,& DC. Pro d. IX. 454, i is the same plant, as I Soh satisfied 
myself by a careful examination of the original specimen in 
Hb. Delessert. This specimen is further i interesting as as it bears 
the inscription “C, Americana,” it would seem, in Thunberg’s 
handwriting. This may therefore be the Ao plant, 

cana 

Le la 
; ded.” So it seems 

dhet, at one time Thunberg himself took C. Chinensis for his 
na, but as, so far as known, this ier does not occur 

ose 
C. nitida seems to be cas of the commonest species at po 

Cape of of Good Hope, and has been collected there b 
a botanist -R, C. Alexander communicated a a 

L with firmer red stems; some of Drege’s specimens 
exhibit a somewhat perder = calyx ta granulated, 18. C. Avricana, Thunberg? Fl Cap. S68 & Phyt. BL 

for find as 1us 
labeled, i in Willdenow’s poe nro. 3161. Choisy’s descrip- 

entirely refers to this pla lant, though one of the specimens, 
he Cites, belongs to C. 

It is well giktabtevined by the very loose fattorembhice, the 
long pedicels, the capillary styles which are much longer (often 
more than wi } long), than the oblong and thick diver- 

gent stigmata ; Pc ca lobes broad, obtusish, 1 apg 
ns linear-oblong, obtusish, invo ata S oe 

4 : eC y f 

cnn nrc eT , almost ‘ost baceate, ¢ or opening 
ery late, with the corolla perstent a at ee mostly with a 
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single a seed, 0.7 lines longs flower 1-1} lines long— 
C. Americana, Thunb. Prod. 32, not of Linneus, is the same 
as his Thee! C.. Africana.—Our se was collected by on 
7010 and labeled by him C. Africana, d; itis Ecklon 
her’s! 22, 70, 10. Schrebera schinoides, Lin. sp. 1602 28 

‘ re by Cho 
Suniformis, as spelt i in Willd. Herb. nro. 3156, is not 
cuta but a Cassyta from the Cape, as Schlechtendal vhs log 
since stated. 

C. si tt fe Choisy! Cusc.175 t. 1, f 4, and DC. Prod. IX. 
454, is a large form of this species; flowers 21-23 lines long, 
calyx smoother and shorter, laciniz longer, somewhat acut- 
ish, scales smaller; it bears the same relation to ie 
that C. Trifolii does to C. Epithymum.—Drege! 7833, 
Thom! Dr Alexander 

Sec. 5. Hugrammica. a 

"Styles of unequal baen eos? tee or cylindric 
—. Capacle b nsversely prot vet less icone 

ircumscissile ly; in is re laaeiia 

only 0 om or two in each capsule, rounded or ee oo 
cate at base, or hooked ; hilum forming a transverse ibe ; 

rarely a perpendicular line; often very short, or or reduced @ 
point. 

The inflorescence is quite variable, forming fer ome! 
loose cymes, or compound racemose or um umbelliform ¢) cle 

ry pedicels or flow wers. The corolla remains at the! 
the top of the capsule or cobapletaly envelops it. ee 

s section inhabit South meric O 
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* Lobes of calyx orbicular, imbricate. 

th 
ready mentions (as he also does in re C. Popaya- 
nensis) the circumscissile opening of the ¢ sae ignor 
by later writers. The raceme of flowers on the left side . 
his otherwise very correct figure is imaginary, as the inflo- 

diameter of full 4 lines, and are 24-3 lines high; the subu- 
lamen ts are inserted a little below the throat ; no trace 

20. 8 cs Ruiz & Pavon! FI. Peruv. I. 69, t. 105, 

fa, not Choisy nor Peppi intermedia, Chois 1 Cuse. 
179, 1.3, £3 and DC. Pret Ex. 4555 Gay, Fl. Chil. IV. 447.— 
After examining the original specimen in Hb. Ruiz, now in the 
ae ae m at Berlin, and = almost identical one in 

avon, 
Which latter is the original he Choisy’s “deseriptio , Ie ee 
oe about a 3 identity of ese plants—Flowe 

i 3 Seeds ti r early OF 
the Flora Peruvian ruviana the capsule is already fig —_ 
=e but the whole e figure, ey the 

correct, and rather or calculated ta Wed 

Seemann! 852 5. Chili, | Gay! 38 
Wee 8 specimen the tube is more cylindrical 

the lobes rathe 
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Apparently intermediate ae this and C, —_ 
perhaps specifically distin 

- 21. C. Janapensis, iiakceaie Linnea VII p. 
—Though well and carefully described, and published as hee 
as 1833, this well marked species has been overlooked by 
later writers. It is similar to the last, but much smaller; 
—o though on short pedicels, much less crowded ; its 
ost striking character consists in the regularly circumscis- 

sile conic capsule, with shorter very strongly subulate styles 
whence Schlechtendal not inappropriately calls it “ bicomis.” 

Peculiar to MSxi00 5 Jalapa, Schiede! 152; Linden! 308; 
near Mexico, Graham 1250; Bustamente! 83; Oaxaca, Gale 
otti! 4413. 

22. C. CuttEensis, Ker, oe Re oe oe 603 ; Chon nde 
Prod. IX. 455; Ga Fl. iL. TV. : C. odorata, Pap- 
pig! in Hb. 90.—A ¢ mmon iat in Chili whence mos 

_ ** Lobes of calyx acute. 

C. rarma, Humb. Bonpl. Kunth.! n. gen 
199 “DC. Prod. IX. 460 ; not Hook. & forsee Be 
pycnantha, Bentham! Pi. Hartw. p. 226; C. cor 
sieu! in Hb. Juss.—Clusters large and compact, 5-1 me 
diameter, flowers fully 3 lines’ long 5 lobes o epee 
— corolla very acute or epee 

‘ scales much shorter than th 
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a soiree inclusis ; ce pe corolla marcescente tota involu- 
ta irregula 

At the Ani os Obra, eilla, Peru, Alex. Matthews! 661 in 
Hb. Hooker.—Very nearly allied to the last, distinguished by 
the loose few-slow res inflorescence, the small and apparently 
deep purple (a solor not noticed in any other species) flow- 
ers, the t ere eae not imbricate, lobes, the’? short tube of the 
corolla and the still more broadly subulate styles; by the 
styles it is distinguished from C. umbellata, which it otherwise 
ommpeteett resembles.—Flowers 11-1} lines long; single 
seeds globose 

§ 2 Obtusilobe. 

Py fon slender, penny seu illary ; flow rs large or small, usually thin 
membranaceous ; lobe i 

species ; scales absent in one (the last) siioden; styles short in the first, 
very long in the 4 last species ; capsule opening late and mostly irregu- 
larly ; dead corolla enveloping the capsule except in the first species. 

* Flowers short. 

' 25. C. APPLANATA, n. sp.: e filiformi; floribus brevi- 
ter pedicellatis vel. potoala. ci ey in glomerulos densos se 
continuos congestis ; calycis campanulati tenuis lobis ovatis 
obtusis tubum corolle late campanulatum depressum equan- 
tibus; laciniis ovatis obtusis patulis demum reflexis tubo 
equilongis; antheris oblongis filamenta vi bulata 
#quantibus; squamis maximis ca faucem ex- 

ameter fen — ae — strung like beads; 6— wers in 
ee tae thin texture and pt 
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Loureiro! Cochin. 171; ed. Willd. I. 212—A common plant, 
as it appears, of the tropical regions of Asia, and Gavdshar Gat 
southward, especially Ceylon, extending into 
fith! 685) and China (in Hb. H. B. Botropolt as as “C, ‘tf 
briata, Bunge,” which name seems to be 
acterized by the strongly carinate rather ee 

Aare 5-angled calyx, with 5 secondary angles at the 
commissures ; scales rather large, deeply laciniate, and not, 
as Choisy describes and figures them, short and adnate below 
the throat; styles slender ; capsule very thin, enve and 
covered by the corolla, opening at base rather irre yah 
late, and therefore often termed “ baccate ;’ Loureiro himself 
describes the fruit of his genus Grammice as 3 Figs 
though his original specimen in the Hb. of the British Muse- 
um shows the circumscissile capsule. “Flowell 1-1} lines 
long; seeds 0.5-0.7 lines long, oval; hilum oblique or 
nearly perpendicular.—Lamarck’s original specimen, 
tally raised in the Jardin des Plantes of Phin sh 
seeds supposed to have come from China, is preserved in 
Jussieu in Mus. Paris eeu 

C. hyalina, Wi ht, ic. 1872; Wallich! Cat. ’ 
th, is a form o f this species with bifid and rather small 

For: form from the island of — near 

ormes congest is: calycis t jangisit 

Tatis imbricatis tubum corolle campanulatum 
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laciniis tubo zequilongis ovatis obtusis basi imbricatis erectis 
seu demum patulis reflexive; antheris ovatis filamento subu- 
lato brevissimo plerumque longioribus; squamis late ovatis 

briato-laceris tubum zequantibus seu paulo excedentibus 
ineurvis; stylis filiformibus ovario depresso longioribus. 7 
exsertis; capsula irregulariter cireumscissa corolla marce 
cente involuta eae 

Mexico, mee} as it seems, on trees: Oaxaca on Schinus 
Karwinski! who relates that the natives use it un- 

der the ae of “Zaca-tlascalli” as a yellow dye; and, in- 
deed, the dried Specimens tinge water, paper, etc., iy, ’yel- 
low, eng I notice also in some other South American Cuscu- 
te; 

style from C. floribunda, po circuses ca 
flower from - Gronovii, and the short Sanrate from all of 
them; a specimen, however, in the Hb. H. Bot. of St. Peters- 
burg, collected by Karwinski on an oak “between Victo- 
ria and the Rio comanads has filaments as long as the anthers. 

_ ** Flowers elongated. 

FLorrBuNDA, Humb, Bonpl. Kunth! of tie ae : 

known to me, gathered by Bonpland! 'n western Mexico, 3000 are preserved in the royal 
Hb. at Berlin and i in Hb. Will » oe Eee ee ey are 
in rather poor con ‘eadtdon, nd in rij fruit onl ;; enough is. 

: » to show that the plant is n to opay 
usis as Kunth alre dy states, but el cis ish ste, Bees 

he de sears re pg oblong 

narrow, tei triangular and very 
edges is Me or, when i = are TeRGESA 
el C.; ia, to ey : L 
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29. C. Americana, Lin. sp. 180 prot pone Jacq. Am. 30, 
17; Choisy! Cuse. 186, t. 4, fi 4 od. 1. 459, 
is is the most common species “a the West Instina 

Jachoitie aes § on shrubs and trees; it extends to the Pa 
cific coast of Mexico, and on the Atlantic coast of § 
America from shearos uela to Brazil, rarely, as it would seem, n We 

akeies aleects sakes: erect arent slightly mie over, of 
sometimes almost enclosed b e and deep, cupulate ca- 
lyx; scales short, attached i pe “aida of the corolla and 
usually not reaching to its throat; styles very slender, mostly 
much longer than the very small glo ose ovary, exsert only in 
fruit ; capsule late and irregularly circumscissile ; sty n 
of dissepiment reaching nearly to the base of the capsule; 
seeds mostly solitary, filling the whole capsule, roundish, some- 
ero “re hilum forming a very short line, almost 

C. Americana has flowers 14-1} ls 

Sicber! ‘01; | i, " Polteaa! iehreabe a 
ath ape flowers ; Porto Rico, Serel oo 

snl t was Daaoatiected: by ss Gre at ae ther 
ers 1 ‘more slender, calyx narrow . 
fornia more distinctly 5-angled (angles apart Ee 
the oo Mint Ta, a and styles as in the 
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r flowers (14-21 lines long), er more ee] ly fim- 
nee scales, often exsert styles, “ ge or rail 
ge ._ This is C. spectabilis, Choisy! Cuse. 187, t. 5, f. 1; 

. Prod. IX. 459, from Bahia, Salzmann! 351; Seca 
oa and C. globulosa, Bentham!” Bot. Sulph. 138, from Aca- 
i ; the specimens from Surinam, Hostm ann! 464, one of 
viteau’s! from Hayti, and —_ — 1994, from 

Cuba, the largest of all, may be referred here. 
C. Americana, Lin. and of most reies on the Flora of 

North America, comprises besides this several North Ameri- 
can ae 2h sg ag Gronovit, C. arvensis and C. com- 
pacta. C. is C. A icana, 

~" 80. C. putea: Rue Pa avon, as oe by the au- 
thors, is a rare form of a species — un er different — 

more or less 
considerably shocte than the tube, sen nite small and in- 
distinct; ovary small, globular or conic, with very long styles, 

y distingui 2 larger dlongated and exsert contin 
@ GRANDIFLORA: flowers large, we hues thas an- 

thers 6 on very short filaments or sessile; scales long and nar- *ow, almost entirely adnate, rarely oo reaching the pa : a | anthers or shorter; ovary and ca | rarel 183, 
what | conic. C. Popayanensis. HB. KT! n. sp. iii. ; 
DC. Frod. IX. 460, of which Kunth already mentions the 

name of : Hg 
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this: C. patens, Benth.! Bot. Sulph. 35, from the M. 
Bay, Lower California, has rather wider and a little 
flowers and shorter styles, which reach only as high as the 
linear scales. 

C. inelusa, Choisy! Cuse. 179, t. 2, f. 2; DC. Prod. IX. 455, 
from Mexico, Berlandier! 1103; similar to the last, ps 

as gr ined) American a, etc. This is one of the few Cuseule 
known to me, where there is in the flower in full blooma 

= by hae to the ventricose shape. 
a, Benth.! Bot. Sulph. 138, from Acapulco, is the 

‘iin lant with a somewhat conic ovary and 
ting if with the next form; flowers about 3 lines long, styles 
not exsert. 

C. Popayanensis, Peppig ! Hb. is a variety of 0. was 
Var. 8, - STYLOSA ; C. stylosa, Choisy! Cuse. 187, $. 6! 

by Choisy 5 the he sha - the S cipaneles 

the name of C. Americana; Ghiesbrecht! 1865 nar 
ho Zimapan, Galeotti! 1412; Jalapa, a 

ae the Kew “eg at I find a a specimen se 
from the Orizaba, Mexico (nro. 949), which 1s | 
esos Se exsert rls taper flowers ¥ ware a) 
oe 

Var. Ce 
Peruy. sy ¥ + 105, - not | 
Flowers 13-2 lines long, as often 
nal specimens i wiz and in 

orp Long filaments as long as the e broadly 0" 
| 3 seales reduced to ee thin and mat ovate 
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branes, with 4-7 or 8 irregular teeth, inserted below the 
middle of the tube; perhaps sometimes entirely wanting; 
ovary slightly conic, with styles scarcely reaching to the 
throat, just exsert in fruit. In the figure in the Flora Pern- 
viana the cylindric corolla and the circumscissile capsule are 
correctly given.—Peru, on shrubs, and on Medicago sativa, 
Ruiz & Pavon! not found since. 

31. ©. PRISMATICA, Pavon! Mss.; Choisy! Cuse.182, t. 3, 
£ 2; DC. Prod. IX. 457.—A very distinct species, and one 
of the few without any scales. Choisy’s figure as well as de- 
Scription is not very correct. Bracts lanceolate acumin 
flowers subsessile, 3 lines long; gs So longated, obconic 
feshy, deep red, 5-angled from the decurrent earinw of the {gece osha naan cuspidate it fee e lobes; corolla al- 

+6 times shorter than the tube, diols obtuse, somewhat volute at the margins, crenulate; anthel 

affinity with the last : dantly distinguished by al the cbse acters above enumerated. 
ae e : 

- 
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. C. ODONTOLEPIS, N. sp.: caulibus, tenuiter filiformibus; 

tiusculis tubum corolle pl pi subequanti- 
bus; _— let rasa acutis demum patulis reflexisve 
tubo o brevioribus; antheris ovatis filamenta subulata 
brevia Sennctcbas squamis late ovatis e tubi basi oriundis 
ad medium adnatis faucem fere attingentibus versus apicem 

dentatis; stylis capillaceis ovario depre 
multoties longioribus e fauce paulo exsertis demum elongatis; 
ere corolle rudimentis calyptrata ri oa Bed mrs. 

ear a deserted Rancho on a rocky hill side in Arizona, pat- 
asitic on Amarantus; fl. ms . Chs. Wrie hid 1624 ies 

ure; sty 

by the caren 
corolla, its acute Che 

ole onee this species very closel a {tae 
we Oe seems to se we distin ie 

3 ento 7 mbbrey™ 

squamis — gehen finns briato-laceris a 

vo capillaccis dem num divaricatis ovario ov: —_ multo 

us; 
see 

Seer oircanumge peek 

Porto Alegre, Rio Grande de San Pedro, I bag 
Joannes de Sta. Barbara! in Hb. Martins—The 

scutiuecnlle tubo mato Tong 
bricatis; anthers oon 

x BNee WE hae 2 
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heads ‘of ee just rep ig ; a few half ri ripe, but alrea- 
e fruit i 

one elongated, are in some flowers acutish, in others 
ost 

34. C. partira, Choisy! Cuse. 188, t. 5, i 3; DC. Prod. 
IX. 460.—Brazil, Blanchet! 3047; Gardner D684 ; west- 
ward to Bolivia, Weddell! ony and 3611, ae northward to 
Venezuela, Maracaibo, Karsten! and Curagao, Frie iedrichsthal! 
375, b; > 5 eaaly low, on herbaceous plants, Leguminose, 
Malv d, paniculate; 
cece aes ovate e Ianceolate, oven orenate flowers small, oe gach 4 
less than 1 lin ore or less glandulous 
coloring matter, mal i when d , like C. miniata ; calyx 
di almost to the base, lo anceolate acute ; lobes of 
corolla of — shape, at lngth. reflexed with the points in- 

ast ventricose, enveloping the 
capsule, Sedoa ty grooves which correspond to the <t 

yaline, irregularly cireumse 
0.5-0.6 lines long, obliquely ovate, st where only one ina 
cell is developed, rostrate ; hilum li aay sta sti in 06M 

botanists wi the sxongtion. 4 of. Torre 

the Roe Rocky —— teal it “has turnec up from 
hany localities alon the Uni ited States and the Ants boun- 

i Sto Oo mia 

de a 

"the fc peng es. ; 

Teast pong; calyx broadly cam sepasilase, ti 
‘east when dry ; lobes tga ct olog og 
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than the shallow tube of the corolla; lacinie narrowly lanceo- 
late, elongate, acute, longer than the tube, spreading or re- 
flexed; scales usually broadly oval, large, longer than the 
tube, incurved ; styles much longer than the globose-depres 
sed ovary, rarely of same length; corolla enveloping the 
ne thin ea ep 4-lobed ¢ _ ule, which is com- 

nly circumscissile, but in some instances rather irregularly 
baniting: souls generally ‘all 4 devuiaped, “0. 5-0.6 lines long, 
triangular, oblique, with a very short linear ee 
It is always found in dry places on low herbs, especially 
ortulacca, also Kallstremia, ene ee drip Poly- 

gonum, etc., and sometimes even on som ne a 

bie: between Queretaro and Salamanca, Humboldt! 

° and Camargo, Gregg! Western Texas, New Me xico and 
rizona, Wright! 1627, 1636, 1689 te 510, 695), — 

eueet Santa Fé, Fe ndler 1659; foot of f the Rocky Mout- 
tains, James! Jamaica, Broomfield! Pu 

Dr. Hays found a specimen on the San “Pedro ip 
zona, on Suceda, with much more dense inflorescence, 
ae a form of C. Cali techs which will be 

nod by the on-the same saline plant, and mainly i 
gushed yt b os Sane campanulate, not turbinate, caly%, 

e and the seeds. 
casrapenbeiies from New Mexico show a tendon 

papillose ubescence, and one from Sonora, pen ie 
= ome , has the unusually small flo wers (1 
oO om papillose-scabrous. ne 
vat ? Deserrorum; C. Desert : iat ia 

pedicels Jong, Hoag ve on — forte 1 lin hong A _ 
ar lacinie twi tube ; scales 

ho bes 8 shorter tha 

issile with a 
or ‘reduced. to nie lateral toothe 

dulous, intrastylar 9 sare — 
“4: 3B. O, GRACTLLIMA, n. Sp.t : eaulibas eens 
demum deciduis ; floribus in fascic 
dense glomeratos congestis ; bracteis | 

hesoadg ; calycis Bee ‘lobis enecolaate sepe co ° 

as, 
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indusiata demum irregulariter transverse disrupta; seminibus 
lenticularibus leviusculis—C. fetida, Hook. & Arn.! Bot. 
Beechy, 304, non H. B. K.; @. subtilis, Chaubard! in Hb. 

exico, Mornay! in Hb. Delessert; Tepic, Beechy! in 
Hb, Hooker; Jiirgensen! in Hb. Mus. Florent.—The o 
pe known to me with stamens longer than the lobes of - 

corolla; distinguished also by the large and dense masses 

ellata, principally distinguished by the inflorescence, the 
turbinate calyx, the smoothish seed; less important differ- 
enees are the erect lacinie and long filaments. 

Var. 8, saccHARATA: bracteis pedicellis totoque flore 
illo rsis; laciniis staminibus stylisque brevioribus ; 

Si “7 in Hb. : 

@ albo-marginata.—This is the only 
lent (thus far) constantly 4-parted flowers. Flowers 2-21 

+ 
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globose, short in proportion, about 3 line long, as well as the base 
of the tube in all the specimens seen, papillose or, in the 
plant, scabrous; tube of the corolla slender, much longer than 
calyx; corolla enveloping the small capsule and contracted 
above it, capsule readily opening at base with a wide aper- 
ture ;. seeds 2 2-4, almost globose, 0.4 line long, with a very 

38. C. nyativa, Roth! nov. — p- 100, not Wight, nor 
Boissier; C. Arabica, Wight, ic. 1371, not Fresenius; C. 

oxypetala, Boissier! diag. or, IT. 3. 130 >. acutissima, Buch- 
inger! Mss. in Pl. Schimper. —This well marked species of the 
tropical parts of the East Indies (Heyne! Stocks! 478; H 

Thomson! and others), extending into Abyssinia (Schim- 
per! Sage’ is ag reed the plant Roth had in view, as the 

th Heyne’s and with Roth’s own labels in the 
. of the Bot. a of St. Petersburg prove; Roth’s de- 

scription, however, can not but have misled all future authors, 
as he speaks of scales, no trace of which is present in ‘the dif 
ferent specimens I had occasion to examine, not even in 
Roth’s own, nor are the flowers usually 4-parted, but almost 
always 5-parted. 

Boissier |. ¢. already mentions that the capsule bursts ir- 
i, seni, whether it more readily opens when ape ripe, is 

own, but in all th ns examined it rather ad- 
heres to the base in the calyx, and bursts only when some foree 
is used, the deeply bilobed lower part of the dissepiment Te 
maining with a re very properly comes 1 
at the end of this section, uniting it with the next. 
With C. Cali fornica this aceon is closely some ie 
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| variable; either an umbelliform or somewhat 
ji date cluster with pedicelled flowers; or a loose racemi- 

; or paniculate cyme, finally more or less crowded; or (in 
os - species) compact and often continuous clusters of 

flowers with many sterile bracts. The corolla 
pes either at base or around the capsule or covers its top. 

section is the richest in species, and the most common 
in North and South Syerhet and on the Islands of a Pa- 

; One species obtusiflora) is a cosmo . es 
found in North pas South anette Oceanica, Abia 
Tope, and one (C. appendiculata) is peculiar to South Mice 

§ 1. Platycarpee. 

Rowers pedicelled ; sepals united ; d capsule globose-depressed 
priate of uniform thickness, (in Aad’ Ae ober onda species conic.) 

Fetes, short and and thick ; wi in crt dale or Shiv atom See UF cake 

Ss C. OBTUSIFLORA, Humb. Bonp]. Kunth.—Humboldt’s 
is the sei of a series of forms spread over a great part 

mean The inconspicuous little species of the Peru- 
des was not re aosiicen nor sought me sot spe- 

ig 
stems mehichs has su gested sev 

ay SE Si the obtuse 
; he laciniz 

0. 
ue, With a long and narrowly | ; i 

ilum acines inet ssf hole 

Mtited. =f adalat tctiuatl the aierent forms, here 

oy i the shape and size of the scales. 

- | Sion of te forme of 0. efor. 
. ‘ “Ste or spatulate. ; 
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*** Lobes of calyx and corolla broadly -_ or almost orbicular; : Var. latiloba, from India 
5. Scales bifid and often very small. 

* te 3 5-parted, usually gars scales very small, some- 
es almost obliterated : ar. australis, from New Holland 

me China. 
** Flowers éfien 4-parted, scarcely elandulous scales as inthe 

last: Var. breviflora, ’ from Southern Euro 
*** Flowers and scales larger ; lobes of calyx gh corolla ut 

Var. Cesatiana, from Italy and Central Asia. 
#0 Calyx large, cupulate, lobes somewhat carinate: Ye te 

pel a Adios. 

Van ® VERA ; C. obtusi, — oe a Kunth.! 1. 
gen. sp. III. 122; C. inodora, Willd. 3164.—Flov- 
ers scarcely more than 1 line long 5 bes of poles very une 
qual, as e a= nad ae ios t . 2 hha 

smal thin, but slightly mbriate’ oF ; 
sule 14-14 lin lines in diameter, dotted with, in the dry state, 
dark red nds.—And des of Peru, Humboldt! Guayaqu 
iano! ! 542; New aang Holton! 544, asp 
more slender styles ; Triana, Linden! 168; Anti 
Magdalena River, Jarvis! This last sp 
glandulous corolla and rather larger, more ¢ leep! 

_ forms a transition to the next. 
Var ar. = GLANDULOSA : 

seems to differ from G obtusifiora by nthe m0 
lobes sof the e ‘i a cally 2 ‘more 

specimens are without fruit. 
Lis; C. 

‘more han: 1 robe io nt sig 
Socios Sid or often reduved to one 
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teeth ; noe short, usually more slender than in the Ameri- 
. Millettii, Hook. & Arn.! Bot. Beechy 201, is the 

same lant: flowers rather less glandulous, styles stouter.— 
New Holland: Port Jackson, R. Brown! a auer! Caley! 
Go bourn River, F Her! Canton, ett !—Mr, 
Mueller’s specimen is — destitute of me and also of 
-_ ; only here and there single or bifid teeth are mations 

mmonly con- 
toting of small taascal teeth, or a vii abortive. 
On the lower si soe gr 86 227; Becker! aur 

deg pln of that t plant; t the Basili ‘asite 1 
called in about Nagler © pisses con eM iret 
just as the a Botanists used to call the (0 Whi 

ithymum sometimes attaches itself, “ 
france this form has often bee 

_>parted, without glands; lobes of corolla narrow, lo = hole oa es usuall =u ging he tab, deny = 

Sepimenti exsiccationem .. ... 
hea ” a a 

. an ORDOFANA : cal large, e, cupulate, longer 
eee corolla ; oo. united above the m 

3 5 seles ain var australe tamens 

eee 

the Seco Heaps a dis- 
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shorter than in any other form - a species.—Fezogl, Cor- 
dofan, Figari! in Hb. Mus. Flore 

40. C. CHLOROCARPA, Engelm.t i in n Gray Man. ed. 1, p. 850; 
yo 2, p. 387; C. Polygonorum, Engelm.! in Sillim. Joum 

342, t. 6, f. 26-29; * DC. Prod. IX. dare 
rales ponds and wet places, mostly on different s 
* shes eto: and also on other plants of these | 7" 
Louis, Missouri, Drummond! Lindheimer! Engelmann 
nois, Engelmann! Wisconsin, Lapham! Indian pore 
of Arkansas, Bigelow! eastward thus far only in Delaware, 
Tatnall !—Closely allied to the last species, especially to var 
brevifiora ; the a — —_ in the triangular, 
acute lobes o f-alys and rs usually 4-parted, 
about one line long ; scales pa  pilobed or tohene consisting 
of small lateral teeth; in a specimen from Delaware they até 
pit incomplete, or sometimes almost wanting ; large ovary 
filling the ow tube of the corolla; capsule comp 

nish w color, 

whence the name, which I saad a oad 

ie oe hg Goe Beyrich! in sched. 5 
id 2 336.—The different vari 

fe ines more paovwte Be clusters, which ap 
those of the next species; lobes of cal 
of corolla almost ala 
ly accuminate, r 
broadly oval or “rounded 
briate, often ex ‘the 
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or other plants, sometimes also on shrubs; from Vi 
Rugel! Sullivant & Gray! to the Carolinas, Schwetie 
Bose! Beyrich! Curtis! Ravenel! and to Florida, pieecigins 
400, a. & b. 

oO 
a ag ste gee Geyer! Missouri, 

t. 8, VERRUCOSA; C. verrucosa, Engelm.! 1. ¢. p. 841, t. 
BE 98; DC. Prod. IX. 46 61.—Calyx o—- than the cam- 
panulate tube, fleshy and glandular-verrucose.—On dry prai- 
ries, often on Petalostemon, but also on sie re prairie plants : 
Texas, Drummond ! III. 247 ; Pagar 127; Northern ; rag Nt 

ar. Y. PUBESCENS : pedicel and all parts of the flower or only the ovary and the capsule papillose-pubescent.— jqcm Texas, Lindheimer! Wright! 1635 (574.)—Wright’s 519 and 523 (coll. 1849) are a transition form between this and the last variety, yea aoe of verrucosa and the 

Saaiieies _ rounded or oval, geysa sede than the tube; lobe of 60- re broader and shorter than in the other forms, and often fume peed e tube.—Texas, Lindheimer! 126, (a form 
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lobis ovatis orbiculatisve obtusis basi imbricatis tubum co- 
ra 

presso multo lo sees Sos etabe vix exsertis. 
eedie! Sista Brazil, on 

ok a) 

5 

especially the branching inflorescence, distinguish it from C 
obtusiflora ; the inflorescence the shape of t me and of 
the styles s from C. Gronovii and C. racemosa.—Flowers i: 
2 lines long, “white, with a strong odor of hawthor,’ 
Spruce; exterior lobes of the calyx in the Panama 
towards the tip verrucose-cristate ; in the other smooth, ha 
and shining ; scales in sooe former longer than the tube, inthe 
other ype -— 

43. C. scutes, n. ‘spe: : caule filiformi ; floribus brev 

ter podicellatis umbellato-glomeratis ; ealycns lobis — 

orbiculatis obtusissimis nitidis tubum corolle 
laciniis triangulatis acutis erectis seu p Pha patentibus tube poner 

wequilongis ; antheris ovato-orbiculatis filamentum breve 

ulatum equantibus; squamis ten uissimis late ovatis fimbrit- 
tis faucem attingentibus; stylis capillaribus ovarium depres 

eo oe vameats pat corals 

recurvisve 
lente rca. Sa 

tae Teland of i Gallo] agos group, in 
ce on Mimosa bushes, hs, Darwin! 

bag i , hilam.—Mue! 
than to C. & ichiana ; distingu: 
short, broad and very acute lobes of 

» at Ta ‘ - } horizo 

eg or it and by Dy y the presence of scales y the 
44. C. SanpwicuraNna oisy ! Cuse. 

Prod. 1X, 458.—Sandwic ich $ 

Gan chandt Sea Matthey 
my! 424.—Inflorescence 

a membranaceous texture 5 
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in Hb. Banks I find all the parts of the flower dotted with 
glands ; lobes of calyx ovate, acutish ; lobes of corolla acute and 
inflexed at tip or sometimes obtusish, often reflexed, but at last 
aeanenty appressed to the top of the aaibier which for its 

circular, intrastylar a erture ; nares stouter than in aed last 
species, somewhat spe varicate on capsule; seeds unusuall 
large, 0.8-1.0 line long, aberrant pe triangular-ovate, 
somewhat oblique but not rostrate, with a prin linear-oblong 
0, mee tac A ilum on the comparatively small regularly 

umbi 
45. C. acura, n. sp.: caulibus subcapillaceis; cymis com- 
J laxifloris umbellulas mentientibus ; pedicellis flore flore bre- 

eis ovatis acutis ere ; ealycis late campa- 

bum coroll campanulatum superantibus; laciniis lanceolatis 
acutatis tubo longioribus reir seu subpatentibus; antheris 

ibus filamento subulato  fere brevioribus ; $ 

versus apicem eri to-fimbriatis ; stylis capillaceis ovariam 
obovatum seu sae sum sequantibus; capsula tenuissima co- 
roll radimentis ad basin persistentibus indusiata apice libera 

is e basi lata _Subulatis paulo divergentibus — 

te dietion of the gin from Soe rit die 
fers my iene. coast and from vembeliates 

ors 1-15 Hines long; weston adnate nearly to the a  erenn- 

in diameter “ntratyle arta = footage nsyerse 
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p- 336; C. Cephalanthi, Engelm.! in Sill. Jour. XLIL 
peg t. % f. 1-6. “Wet places, often on 
Cornus and other shrubs, but also on Vernonia, Aster, mi 
other herbaceous plants; Missouri and Illinoi 1! 

yer! Upper issouri count pera ye New Mexico, 
Wright! 1629 (124); Arizona, gap 626 (578)—l 
pone plants just beginning to Sowmcdil the 
inflorescence is very distinct; the terminal flowers of the 
main branches of the inflorescence opening } ; 
clusters of smaller and ever smaller buds a y 
down on the peduncles; a little later the fruits: the 
ends of the branches, while more and more flowers and buds 
are developed on lateral peduncles and eto and ee — 
the whole peemnes one and intrica _ 

in length, mostly $e later flowers sly 1 
tube of the catia slender, much longer than the a 
larger than the short ovate obtuse laciniw; scales 

ack Am ony Cuse. 183 i 
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illary ; 0 small, usually globose; capsule enveloped 
bp scrolls seeds 07 often solltary, subglobose, slightly enbee 
pressed, strongly hooked, 0.5-0.6 line long. 

‘erent specimens examined vary considerably in the 
shape and length of the calyx, the proportion of the lacinie 
to the —. the length of the filaments, the indication of 
scales, the length of the styles and even the shape of the 
ovary. 
Var. a, BREVIFLORA: flowers scarcely more than 1 line 

long, on aheek pedicels; lacinie rather longer than tube ; an- 
thers, ents — ane short; seeds several—Mon onterey 
pay ac Hartweg! 1863. 

Var. 8. Ghaatiteuomad flowers slender, 14-24 lines long; 
calyx often shorter than tube of corolla; lacinie as long as 

> w; filaments often short, or as long or 
longer than the linear-oblo ong anthers, mylie 3 as are or much 
wee oe ovary.—California, Douglas! Fremont! 506; 

ow 
ar. Y. LONG: ena soa 2--21 lines long; calyx usually 

y shorter, sometimes ; lacinie 
slender, sometimes t soe the length of the tube; subulate 
filaments as long or | than the oblong-linear anthers; 
styles very long and slender.—California, Bo tho Sate and 
pears, on the coast of the ar von : 

ar. 6. APICULATA: — ceuribsss granulate, ovary 
and 1-seeded d capsule Toredo, Bigel oy in Rebrany seats 

ee ong as the ¥ acute ovarium ; apiculate, 
oe f the corolla— 

more densely clustered flowers, the presence of scales 
efor ey agar would seem to specifically dis ce 

it the yal menti 
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* Flowers subsessile, crowded in rather dense, small or large and com- 
pound papectoened! withered corolla enveloping or covering the 1-2seelel 
capsule 

48. C. suprnciusa, Durand & Hilgard! in Jour. Ae. Phil 
III. p. 42, and in Pacif. R.R. Rep. V. 3, p. 11.—This fine and 
large flowered species resembles different forms of C. corym- 
sa and C. odontolepis so much, that I felt considerably in- 

clined to unite all of them as varieties of one and the same 
species; but then the dehiscence or nondehiscence 0 yon 

ing different types under a similar external form— wets 

lines long, on very short ae ue or almost. sessile, pai 
culate-glomerate, at last forming large and rather denge ete 
ters; cylindrical t ube of corolla longer than the == 
ded calyx; lobes fleshy, ovate lanceolate, eel 
lacinie ovate, acute, more or less pes 

oe the Tejon Pass i in the sealant pore 
Salix and Artemisi rman! in the same 

NTH . 175, t. 1, 
1x 158; Gay! ¥L Gil. I V) 446A small acne 
species, perhaps the lowest one in So 
to Chili: on the — 
Denbenes, Cl. Ga 
wm te, Pappig! Si en 
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St. Jago, Dr. — Besser !—F lowers about one line long 
on short pedicels or almost sessile, in small compact clusters ; 
lobes of calyx and corolla broadly triangular, acute, the lat- 
ter often somewhat crenulate; scales usually small, ovate or 

reaching to the throat ; styles capillary, usually much shorter 
than the conic ovary; stigmas rather small but very distinct- 
ly ca oa so that it is difficult to understand how Choisy 
could with filiform sti, ; 

ie Choiay's original plant, ree Coguimbo ; all 
th 0 whee specimens cited wa belong to 

Var. 2. eben — rather ly Hines long 
petals scales 0 larger, styles ‘longer ; 
seen, = i of Pe ig’s —_ Pap store be original spe- cimens by their = Sis erenulate lacinie. 

** Flowers pedicelled, certain 
ptt ngs crowded ; Bs soucgenopmone tere env the 
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Var. = ee) C. indecora, Choisy! Cuse. Beha 
3;.DC. . IX. 457 ; C. neuropetala, 8. minor, 
in Boston iecal N. Hist. V. 223; flowers 1-1} ie 
long pedicels, loosely panicled, with very short 
the Rio Grande, Berlandier! 865 D085 + Texas, Li 
mer! 123, (in some of the distributed collections oats 
123 and 124, both forms of this species, are 

2386; Drummond! 248; Lindheimer! 474; Wright! Soe 

form. 
Var. 8. puLcHERRIMA; C. neuropetala, Engelm.! |. ¢# 

. 15; DO. Prod. IX. 461; @. Scheele! is 
i 21, p. 750; smooth or rarely slightly p rillose; in 

age gia loose or sometimes a eG vari 
e in size, 111} lines long, us 

calyx as long or longer than. tube ; siden usually as lng 
ovary, rarely much longer; anthers in —— Hi 
often purple. see er arge Keep 
Cc. Engelm. Boston "Tourn. 1¢=08 
Wet and dry prairies, from the seacoast to the: 

shrubs, also on herbaceous CO 

rang?” Brad, Tweedie! "in Hb, Hooker. _ ws 
i Var. 6 6, INTEGRIUSCULA: shorter ¢ 

» on 
7c. ¢ 
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compacta, var. erenulata, Choisy in DC. Prod. IX. 459.—In 
open woods or dry prairies, usually on shrubs, Corylus, Cea- 
nothus, Symphoricarpus, Rhus, Salix and even on nog 
but also on Helianthus, Solidago and other A age me 
Virginia, Beyrich! Gray & Sullivant! Mt an eyrich! i 
Tinois and Miss souri, Ebesnaan Riehl! Fendler 

2, C. APPENDICULATA, 1. caulibus capillaceis ; cymis 
ON ladear tats laxifl ety ealycis brevissimi basi glan- 
duloso-appendiculati lobis ovatis acutis tubum profunde cam- 
panulatum vel subeylindricum dimidium vix equantibus ; la- 
ciniis ovato-lanceolatis demum reflexis apice acuto incurvis 

tubo equilongis ; antheris ovato-orbiculatis cordatis filamen- 

to longioribus ; sq pato-fimbriatis faucem 

a incurvis; s tenuibus ovario acuto subequali- 

a globosa apiculate oe rma exserta supra 
iiediant nuda, foramin ; seminibus ovato- 
subglobosis obliquis 

ape of i, = Erica and. other shrubs : 2wellen- 
| dry » Kraus! 

very small (scarcely 
flowers 1-11 lines lo ong; 

53. C. stENOLEPE: 

nceolatis reflexis apice acutiusculo incurvis; 
brevissimis, anthera Povata. fl filamento subulato alga ore 

Squamis fimbriatis | vix 
bs incor stylis ovarium conicum 

exsertis; Biren ae 

thouy! on ot to, som the. geet Dg Be achange 9,500 
feet high.”"A very distinct species co ih rman 
intricate masses ‘their hair-li e stems, with scatter 
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ly flowered panicles; whole plant filled with a reddish yel- 
low juice; flowers scarcely more than 1 line long; scales 
very narrow, linear, irregularly ad SPAN laciniate-fimbr- 
ate towards the tip; seeds 0.7 line long. 

54. C. CORNICULATA, n. sp.: caulibus filiformibus crass- 
is; cymis bracteosis laxis paniculatis seu _magis com 

tis aubglobotis ; hie membranaceis ovatis obtusis; 

nodigero seu cucullato oornivalntts inflexisy enthett * 
longis filamenta subulata equantibus ; squamis late ovatis 
fimbriato-fissis tubum_ excedentibus i incurvis ; stylis ovarium 
pytiforme equantibus, stigmatibus magnis pileatis; capsula 
corolla marcescente indusiata apice nuda, orificio intrastylat 
m mee oot oblique ovatis intus carinatis, 

CEMULOSA: floribus laxe panic 
prick tobis apice nodoso acutiusculis.—South : 
low ! 2489 and 3621 in Hb. reg. Berol. a 

Var. 8. spH#Rocyma: floribus giohves ae eile 
Brazil, Prov. Goya% om © 

campos near the Buixas, Weddell! Venezuela, on hae 
Meta, Karsten! en 
This is the first of a series of intricate, mostly 

species, which includes nros. 54-58, an fad whi nd 

> to oR Y 
cenc pay do belong together, must be pens mee 

of this whole group; Weddell’s specimen 
et them.—Flowers 1-12 lines cons 

lines, ohare of the other 4-5 lines in diam 
"the st flowered specimen 0 0.6-0.7 Tine 3 
vate wi a very short roman’. senate 



Je _ eg oe 
Lobes of & xvpa; CG elib

eohes 
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late gradually widening tube ; oes commonly short, spread- 
ing een with inflexed points; scales Sige; ovarium 
ovate or obovate, the upper part aint compact ; styles stout 
with large, SB Wy almost annie _—. capsule com 
monly enveloped by the corolla wil with 2-4 light bro wn, oval, 
mr mR truncate or rostra 0.6-0.7 line in  Teugth; 
hilum short, linear, deep vase or transverse, often wi 
raliating lines on the umbilicus. I distinguish the following 

Var. a, Brastnrana; C. racemosa ; Martius! itin. I. 286; 
Choisy! Cuse. 181, t. 8, f.1; DO. Prod. IX. 456; flowers 
with few or scarcely any glands, of a rather membranaceous 
texture and pale color, with very short and obtuse lobes of 
ben and obtusish lobes of corolla; flowers usually 1} lines 
one. —Common about Rio and iawn in Brazil, on shrubs 

nobgestte lants; Martius! 941; Booz! Gaudichaud! 
"695. + crags 5100, in part; Riedel, 

ar. 8, MINtaATA: CO. min niata, Martius! 1. ¢.3 var. minuta, 
Choiny! * wt e.; flowers of a thicker texture, idis hh, more or 

Martius! 1292; Ackermann! Mi- 

wr rater Pohl! 5100 in part; Vauthier ! 252; L
und! 

Var. y. Cumt1ana; ©. Chilensis, Bertero! in sched., not 
Ker; ¢. ee oat ene Ann. ‘Be. no he nat. er Ca 1840; 

& Pav.s @. Hontice Petter’ B Zeit ist, 708; ; it av.5 C. vis Abe or! ot. = p- ; B "4 
Spettned oer eae na, Wend. Fi. 

‘calyx ovate, seer = ong ——" of 
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the corolla; lacinie of same length, reflexed, at the obtasish 
apex inflexed ; styles as long as the conic ovary, at last d- 
varicate ; lower part of the depressed somewhat 
capsule covered by the corolla, cb half free.— 
Rio, patos | 4.99 B.; southern Brazil, the same! inh rg 
Berol.; Riedel! 990 i in Hb, H. B. Vetien a ; Island of Sta. Cs 
— ‘southern Brazil, on Citrus, Pabst ex Mae 

56. C. PARVIFLORA, p-: ; 
intricatis ; cymis Belt pn laxis io pallet 

tas; laciniis ovatis seu lanceolatis patulis nar obte- 
usculo inflexis; staminibus Lab Mg i antheris Cah aete fils 

uenee ze uantibus; squamis ovatis laciniato- 
Weathos: stylis ‘parts obovato eqnitnneacee micrandl, 
Martius ! in Hb., not Choisy. 

Var. 8. ELONGATA: pedicellis elongatis clavatis; floribas 
minoribus; laciniis acutis tubo subduplo longorins demua 
ep ntd filamentis subulatis gracili " Vils 

Ackermann - as Geraes, on Trembleya, 
Rica, on some other cheeb: Pohl! 5726; Var. B. Goyaz, Wel- 
dell! 2125.—Flowers only 4-3 line long, smaller than in sty 
vee td ol sorege with the exce Be ie pe of te « 

C. Palestina ; of a deep red — when dry; limb of 
ores corolla spreading but not reflexed; ¢ whit” 
var. 8, the pedicels are 2 or 3 ces as ong a wi 
flowers ; rg: and especially filaments much ak 
more slender. 

1 ots th tna 

_ 57. oa 

long, dotted with Znow ds, which Dr. 2 oker 
beat oil-eanals ; pistils om dan as in C. 1 

mos 
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vioribus; laciniis ovatis obtusiusculis tubum tibus 

tulis reflexisve ; staminibus brevissimis, autheris ovatie fl 

cem attin tides: : magno ovato-conico raceme re- 
a stylis subnullis, ee capitatis pileatis; capsula 

rolla 
men the volcano of grrr Chili, Reynolds! 95, in Hb. 
Hooker—The only specimen seen is v with onl y 
few flowers open, and : — half grown capsule.—Nearly 
allied with “ah, gow ir but well distin 
conic osaa | with th @ thick and rudimentary but nevertheless 
nite — strides flower i lines thick and 
testy, yellow llow when dry, dotted with darker ; whole 

furnishing a deep ese 7 

cj * 

jones: evens phe” lobis pinecones seni 
cristato-carinatis tubum tibus t VVLVilce & = | 

laciniis late ang! obtusis tubo equilongis, entibus seu 
demum recurvis; tucainibius brevioribus, ant ris oblongis 
coe apa late cabalats equantibus; squamis ime ime corolle ad- 

tis laciniato-fimbriatis faucem excedentibus con- 
sires § stylia ovario magno ovato apiculato brevioribus 

corolle gorda insidente tet ents, woanien siete 

ov, Will! ro. R. & Sob, VI2055 hhoisy 
ae 35 DO. Prod. DE 4005 C.. 
are am. bor. i < 
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the large, _ sane fringed scales; the oval, slightly conie | 
ovary. Seeds 0.6-0.9 lina long, obliquely oral Taye 
trate, with an athlemetnees, usually perpendicular hilum— 
The followin, un varieties may be distinguished: 

ar. IvaGa, the common form, as described and | 
figured in Sill. Sour and Chois. Cuse. ; it is Wile | 
ginal C. Gronoviti, in his Hb. nro. 3160, a very loosely flov- | 
ered specimen.—On coarse herbs and ‘shrabe, commonly in | 
moist shady places, from Canada and Maine to Florida, west- 
ward to Missouri, Arkansas and Texas; I have ce co ‘- 

he 
C. Wider veoe: Shuttlew. ! in Pl. Rugel from Alabama; some- 

es it occurs with 4-parted flowers, var. fetramerts rameris, Engel. 
Vv 

f. LATIFLORA, C. gerne Engelm.! Ph He p. 334, 
t. bs f 17-21; calyx more membrana oat lacinie 
stamens of equal bngth, as long as the ee 
narrow and longer than the tube; in fire 
flowers are nates. in western sometimes larger than 
a.—From a to North Carolina and | 
Illinois and Missouri. 

Var. y. caLypTRrata; C, Bonariensis, | 
C. Chilensis, H. B. Frib. al., not Ker.; 

Vis. of C. umbros eae 
pores lacie ines tae seaio en Perr and saat 

a small, 
Dooga ye oS a 
at lace | £6. Gronovit ae 
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southern Alleghanies from Maryland and Virginia to South 
Carolina, Rugel! Buckley! Gray & Sullivant! Curtis !— 
Nearly allied with the last, but flowers | ‘and wider, 2-3 
lines long, scales comparatively small, deeply incised-fringed ; 
ovary elongated, bottle-shaped ; capsule, arith 1 the elongated 
2-pointed beak, 21-3 lines long; seeds 1-4, se ori, ie y de- 
veloped 1-14 lines long, obliquely obovate, co cari- 
nate on the inside, bluntly rostrate, bier reticulate, 
with a short oblong linear mostly transverse hilum. 

§ 3. Lepidanche. 

Flowers pedicelled or, mostly, closely sessile ; free, similar to the 
sinned ng sterile oe imbricate ; ovary capsule more or less 
conic, thickened and fleshy at the apex; withered corolla covering the 
capsule like a = Weed scege tines, Eng. Sill. Jour. 43, p. 343. 

* Flowers pedicelled, my paniculate. 

62. C. cusprpata, Engelm. ! in Bost. Journ. n. h., V. 
p. 224; Bot. Zeit. 1846, p. o1—-Parasitie on Ambrosia 
and many other herbs, on wet or dry prairies from southern 
and western Texas, Lindheimer! 125 and 277, Wright! 
Schott! Thurber! ane the bn ir Arkansas, Trécul! Fendler! 
N. Mex. 659, low! rr a to the sandhills 
the Platte, Gaydak ioe! A etal an 

oosely 

see use; ovary not ce, ee Ded. 3 

oval, with a thick Saceatua: capsule ‘thick and glandu- 

lous at the € apex; seeds rarely more than 0.4 lime on co 

vate, compressed, rostrate, with a very short oval mostly 
transverse hilum. The form from Platte —— mal 

est flowers, and almost orbicular sepals. 
63. C, BRACTEATA, N. sp.: a snare 

cymis Smereign or: ulatis 3 a0 ned cell sque 
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markably thick in proportion to the stems; stigmata oval, al- 
most twice as long as they are yes a form that I have not 
seen in any other species. The only specimen examined is 
barely in flower; the ovary is probably Chea as in the last 
species, 

Pes Flowers closely sessile, crowded in compact_and often continuous 
usters. 

64. C. squamaTa, n. sp.: caulibus filiformibus aurantis 
cis ; glomerulis compactis ; bracteis 2-5 sub flore singulo arcte 
sessili late ovatis cuspidatis membranaceis adpressis set- 
sim in sepala exteriora similia et interiora longiora obtusiors 
tubum cylindraceo-obconicum sequantia transeuntibus; sta 
minibus brevioribus, antheris oblongo-linearibus filaments 
subulata equantibus ; squamis ovatis laciniato-fimbriatis me 
io tubo adnatis faucem excedentibus conniventibus; stylis 

capillaceis ovario ovato-conico multo longioribus prs 

re seminibus subglobosis lenticularibusve, hilo oblong? 
brevi: 

Fields and pEdetea on the Rio <> on Artemisia Lu re 
dovici rem ve us ciliatus other : 
Paso, Weg! § 318 Mean, 1849) por 1628 ae sn ae Bigs 

down to Presidio de Parry !—Clae 
ta 5-6 lines in diameter, a — flowers, 7 

p. hee A356 C. 
nat. 1830p, De. Le. 461 ?—Prairie r 
North ne hvala; om end, Sl, a 
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added. The glomerules almost always form two parallel 
lines on both sides of the stem, wherever it is attached to. 
the stem of the nurse and somewhat flattened, rarely in de- 
tached clusters, where the stem is free; these clusters of 
flowers run completely together and form at last a continu- 
= spiral coil, 6-10 lines in thickness, and several inches in 

of co 
pee stlopodium la ta Sil, z, Le. £3 38) or smaller (1. 
£34) t han ovary proper; flowers often sterile ; seeds 2 or 

poi 1 in each capsule, 0. 5 line long, ne more or less com- 
pressed, very slightly rostrate, small oval hi 

nesque was no doubt the first to distin this species, 
and his name, a very appropriate one, would have the rf i oe 
dence over the later ones, if he, by his very incorrect descrip- 
tion, had not enve loped the w whole in so much obscurity, that 
pe a name is to be preferred. - 
66. C. o fe te ae in Hb.; Choisy! Cuse. 185, t. 

4, £2; DC. Prod. IX. 458; Engelm.! Bost. Journ. N. 
ora Fruticum, Bertol. Mise. 295 ; C. remotifi and ¢ oar 

X. 29; ericana, a na @ Nutt.! in 
Hb.; C. coronata, Be e banks of 
St. Lawrence in the aa rs New York southward, and on 
the Alleghany mountains from Pennsylvania to Geo 

®, giving it a pointed appearance ; 
each capsule, 0.8-1.0 line pga 
nate | searcely rostrate ; hilum 
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pears to be constant, and proves again th inet - 
not much reliance can be put on chaaeeaa derived | 
them 

Sec. 7. Lobostigma. 

Styles of ape equal length, clavate towards the flatten- 
ed stigmatose top, which is divided into several unequal or 
bicular lobes and depressed in the centre; capsule baceate. 

Inflorescence a loose fasciculate cyme, bracts at the base 
of the long pedicels; corolla enveloping and covering the 

Whe only species of this section is a native of Tasmania. 

67. C. Tasmantca, ‘n. sp.: caulibus cote _ 

o 
penn ice ted needy afieh td si as 

fringed and usually bilobed a at the 5 tip ‘style 
as lobes of corolla, much longer than the 
commonly with 4 mo ge ae bet In irate 6m 
a broad divaricate base, di from another, ae 
aperture between them; no 6 tbe seeds seen. 
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eymules, which form a compound spike or raceme ; withered 
— remaining, hoodlike, on the very top of the large 
capsule. 

sitic mostly on ligneous plants, Of the 8 species of 
this section, 5 belong to the continent of Asia, 2 of which 
extend into Europe; 1 is peculiar to the island of Timor, 1 
to South Africa, and 1 to heidi: 

68. C. exattara, n. sp.: caule funiculari; floribus brevi- 
ter pedicellatis seu sessilibus spicato-paniculatis; calycis glo- 
bosi lobis fere disjunctis orbiculatis concavis imbricatis medio 
verrucosis corolle tubum cylindricum equantibus ; laciniis 
orbiculatis imbricatis tubo multo brevioribus erectis seu 
erecto-patulis ; antheris cordato-orbiculatis ad faucem sessili- 
bus ; yor bipartitis dentatis tubo multo brevioribus ; ho 
apice bi i yui _ stigmatibus 
subglobo: 

ido ovario ovato-globoso squilongo, 
bosis. 

Parasitic on Diospyros Mexicana, Ulmus crassifolia, 
* 

3 4 Ww 

several inches in length; flowers 2 lines long, small tu 
hidden in the large calyx; anthers closely sessile; scales 
reduced to two dentate wings on the sides of the ver 

ttach nts, united at base; uppe 
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most to the base, lobes sabpiohese? ae 3-4 lines 
subglobose; seeds of the size and shape as in the tas species, 

70. C. TIMoRENSIS, Decaisne! Mss.: caule funiculari; flo- 

concavis imbricatis tubum corolle brevem campanulatin 
equantibus ; laciniis ovatis obtusis tubo brevioribus erecti 

Ti. 
ulata 

concava suffultis; calycis profunde partiti lobis orbiculatis 
m 
tis 

seu sepe patulis reflexisve ; antheris cordato-ovatis tubo in- 

rangolats 
in Hb. Timor. deser. i. 66, not 

Island of rior, rs wren in Hb. sige Par-—The te 
dency to a arly spiked inflorescence, whi is observed 
is this who ea Ry ct decidedly pin in this 

; the main axis of the inflorescence is terminated by 
funtinioatety eos ~ never by a weet the lower ale 
flowers rst, and the upper ones 
only the lower ones, are sup — od by 7 Srp eect eagent 

barat Santor . length of the st 

scarcely thicker, ov and tiistetee 2 es a 
long; seeds 1 t fines fn gins. 

71.6. MONOGYNA, Vahl. $ 
sett . in part; C. orien 
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Affghanistan, Griffith! 682 & 684.—Vahl’s description, 
“dentibus corolle lanceolatis,” ete., does not exactly agree 
with our plant, nor is Sibthorp’ Fl. gree. t. 257, 
very correct; but the locality of the former and an 
thentie specimen of the latter (in Hb. at leave no doubt 

h had the plant in view which I formerly distin- 
guished as C. astyla.—The inflorescence is a compound spike 

I to the subglobose 2- orter than the oval or globose ovary; capsule 2-3 lines long, usuall oval and obtuse; seeds rarely more than 2, ovate, strong! 
rostrate, s — Mo. lit. is 

m with a somewhat elongated conic whi 

!—Flowers pedicell ores 

cence, slender, 24-23 lines long; corolla 2--2} lines in len zth 5 
nie oval, crenulate, | ape : et be, erect or s nad~ 

anthers, 

8. Esquamarta: pedicels as long as, or often longer, 
than the ealy ; oblong lobes of the corolla still more dis. 
Unctly crenate, not much shorter than the tube, spreading, 

twisted : ther ih 
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73. C. tuputirormis, Krocker! Siles. I. p. 261, t. 36; 0. 
Nk i auctt. Fl. germ. al.—On willows, ete., on the b 
of streams from eas astern and north-eastern German: ysis 
where it seems to be common on the Oder, Lessing! Gep- 
pest Genther a. Bohemia and Austria, Kovats! to Hungary, 
Gerenday ! and to central Russia, Kasan, Graff!— Flo owers sub- 
sessile or on at last slightly elongated pedicels ; eymes form- 
ing elongated Drs or sometimes more or less ¢o 
racemes, which a ways terminated by a 2 or 3 flowered 
eyme ; flowers 2-21 pe long; lobes of pees cae 
or almost pointed, half as long as tube of co 

lower. part of the he bifid or * Sisctl to ep 
wings; ovary oval, conic, atone into the slender styl 

Var. 8. Astatica: Asn often longer and : 
on longer pedicels; lacinise more crenulate o ‘ 

OV: ne’ t i 

flava, Siev. ap. Pall. probably belongs h 
Balig, be, from the ani of the 

Becker! where it seems to join the western “Cane n 

ae very slender flowers and longish pedi 
i, Becole & Kiriloff! 926; ‘Alstel 

Gebley 180, to a river. Angara, ‘ezanint 
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founded it with C. monogyna, which he has collected on wil- 
lows. 
The inflorescence forms ph ome spikes after the manner 

of this section, but shorter, only 4-3 inch long, flowers 24--23 
lines long, membranaceous, on short dicels; calyx cover- 
ing one half of the tube; lacinie linear-oblong, obtuse, cre- 
nulate, a little shorter than the tube, spreading, or reflexed ; 
ovate-cordate anthers very large, subsessile a little below 
the throat; scales oval, fimbriate, reaching from the base to 
the middle of the tube ; style as long as the conic ovary 
yi the pr elongated, somewhat igulate (linguiformia, 
A ) sti 

» ©, FisOROK: Choisy! Pl. Zoll., 1854, p. 130 & PI. 
fe 1858, p- 30.—This species extends in cavern forms along 
the whole coast of China and to Ja apan; all the different ya- 
rieties are characterized by a very short cupulate i Sa bide 
eooapae mostly cristate lobes, which cover scarcel 

iy icing ei Mi the oval anthers, sessile or subsessile 
at the throat; by the a midogt fimbriate, incurved scales ; 
by the elongated e, with 2 gee more or less conic or 
subulate, stigmas. Towers © 24--3 lines long. 
Pine “i a. THYRSOIDEA: — subsessile with several bracts 

in a compact, thyrsoid raceme, often 2 inches long ¢ 
b Ace ‘thick ; seales from rath low. wer part of the tube, reach- 
ing almost to "the base of the anthers; styles longet than a the 

be — plant, with shorter charoae ar rather oval than cone 
igmas. From (. Tupuliform iatica, to which 

dinsty approaches, it is tinal oo calyx a 
the shape and insertion of the 
ine ea 8. PANICULATA: flowers on vod mae 2 sade ep eely 

eted 9 in ' icle, 1— t base, ina ener flowe Ase . o decane 
e diamet 

bage to the ‘middle of ‘he sabes apie -conie-subulate, 3 as 
po Seek ree 13, Maxim.! 1. e— 

ve 

as ovary.— whe 
in Hb. ous no huis Bo 
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The subulate or conic stigmas, and the often more panicu- 
late than spiked inflorescence, indicate a close approach to 
the next species, which to Mr. Bentham was so evident, that 
he considered our plant a mere variety of it; but the strue- 
ture of the capsule, with the corolla persisting on its top and 

e dissepiment in its base, shows that it truly belongs to 
Monogynella. The dissepiment is membranaceous, with a 
thicker centre, but without the thick frame-like border of the 
allied species. 

Sec. 9. Callianche. 

Stigmata distinct, elongated, conic or subulate, sessile or 
almost sessile. Capsule regularly circumscissile, usually 4- 

side, with a long, linear, transverse hilum. ‘ 
Flowers large, 5-parted, usually on bracted pedicels in com- 
ound loosely paniculate cymules; corolla deciduous after 

flowering. nee 
The only species inhabits East-India and the adjoining 

islands. 

_ 76. C. gernexa, Roxb. Corom. 104; Fl. ind. I 446.— This beautiful species bears the largest flowers of any, in dif- 
ferent varieties from 3-5 lines long; calyx with oval or most- 
ly rounded, very often cristate or verrucose lobes, mu 
shorter than the cylindric tube of the corolla; lacinie spread- 
ing or reflexed, on the gin revolute, much shorter than 

short and delicate curly fringes, curved; ovary 4 
often attenuated into a short, slightly bifid style, or with sem 

at maturity, only the lowest part of the thin dissepiment re- 
mains; seeds 14 lines : cifically distin ished by most authors; Choisy, however, 1” 
Pl. Zoll. already suspected their identity, and different as they 
seem to be at first sight, I can not but consider them as mere 

Var. a. GRANDIFLORA; C. grandiflora, Wall.! Cat. nro. 
1318, not HBC; ©. “macrantha, Don.! gon. ayst. 13 3053; DC. Prod. IX. 455; C. megalantha, Steud. nom.; & 
poe Choisy! Cuse. 177.—Flowers of the largest size; ' 

original C. reflexa, as his figure and description, “ 
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reading, pointed,” prove.—In the temperate as well 
ede pic al , arts of fudia, from the Himalaya, Wal- 
lich! 1318 & 1319?; Lady Dalhousie ! Set ia 1109 & 
2183; Strachney & Winterbottom! 1 & 2; Hofmeister! 
Hooker, f & Thomson ! Sikkim, the same! Khasia, the same! 
to the low lands of the coast of Coromandel, Roxburgh, and 
to dey Gardner! 616; Thomson! and Jay a, Zollinger! 
2839.—The specimens from the islands are eedinckaliy stout, 
and have a larger calyx than the ordinary form. It often 
occurs with verrucose bracts, pedicels, and calyx or even ver- 
Teose stems; this is C. verrucosa, Sweet, Fl. gard. t. 6, not 
Engelm.; C, ‘Hookeri, Sweet, hort. br. p. 290; C. reflexa, var. 
verrucosa, Hook.! fi. exot. t. 150. 
wen 8, BRacuystiamA 3 C. reflexa, Wallich! Cat. in part, 
ery in Lin. Trane, Choisy, DC. Prod. 1. ¢., and most 

ra que- 
mont! 149 % 2520, de Silva!” in Wall. Cat. 4-78 - the 
Punjab and the western Himalaya, Hooker, f. & Th n 

: of cemont, 149, from Bengal, has the corolla a Bar tt 
of var, . and the short erect stigmas of var. 83 st le dis- 
tinet, as long as the st ni 
C. anguina, _Edgeworth! + Oe Lin. Soc. XX., 86, from 
er is a small flowered form with more ina ars di- 

otherwise the same as var. . 

in Spr. n. Ent. I. 145, and DC. Prod. IX. 
fm the Wabash, is perhaps the same as C. glomerata, 
Ped js, Uva sires or Ampelepogon, is the name 
given to the numerous capillary of 5 Cus te hich had ' Pp stems a Cuscuta w 

of pee have been found parasitic on the unripe 
vine; they often seem to be without flowers; 
the ey have been ascertained to belong to C. 

och, in tink XX 748, from Asia 

o ete it may be a depauperate form of C. 

ee E, le 0 Auton Wa un od 
18, a8 well as _—- Willd., a species of 
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ADDENDA. 

Page 459, Cuscutina, Pfeif. Bot. Zeit. 1846, p. 461, is ano- 
ther synonym of Grammica. 

age 467, add to C. soloing C. globularis, Bert. F'. it. 
VIL. 625, is the same pla 
Page 478, after C. ae introduce : 
20. b. C. GLoBrFLoRA, n. sp.: caulibus filiformibus crassi- 

usculis; glomerulis paucifloris compactis; floribus subsessili- 
bus bractea una alterave orbiculata concava suffultis; calycis 
fere ad basin fissi lobis orbiculatis imbricatis margine tenuis- 
simo ciliolatis tubum corolle ventricosum globosum sube- 
quantibus; laciniis ovato-orbiculatis sent imbricatis 

evi t 
filamento brevissimo longioribus; squamis magnis ovatis 
breve fimbriatis faucem pene attingentibus; stylis ovario 
—— 

eC cite a at an —— of 11-12,000 feet, i 
in. ik thee Gleaner! in the single specimen see 
lines in diameter, ania aie of 2-5 flowers; flowers with ioe 
thick calyx and 

ascertain whether # the styles Beco come rabeiaie: ; stigmas sm 
and sah 2 penton in in the dried state, the young ares 
seems to 

oS aidorata, Choisy i Onn 0, t. 2, £ 4; DC. auton 
456; Gay! Fi - Chil. IV. 447, not R Ruiz & Pavon 
to the Geet tion oa a i of Choisy and the reat ge 
cimens in $25 

with te is, 1 

Page 183. graneotny HLB.K.! n. gen. sp. mm, 1 
the same as € : 
P Seal _— © = read Rogowtechiana | for digit nee oul 

Te Te ee ee ee ET 
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INDEX. 

The names of the Genera and Sections are in py capitals, of the Spe- 
cies in small capitals, of the Synonyms in common type. 

C, Apyssintca, eon »+++464| CALLIANCHE, Eng. atid a 518 
Raf. ++++ se eeee cevees 511|C. Calliopes, Held. & Sart.-----462 

ca ; 

illaris, geo eeeeee eveeee 470 

pons hii Sa cece. sd cee ehia 
T. sees ee weeeee 80 

++ 466 
ee sovvee wee 

Ci: oo0e+489 

a a, E - tee ae ee , la, woes 6 apy Par Pes watiey --479 n r++ +460, 473 

pata + +++++519/CLISTOGRAMMICA, Eng.- + 
. colorans, Max. . . seeeee BIT 

COMPACTA, Juss. eee e teases ott 

mp eee eeeeDlD 

congesta, Bere see eeee Sue 

CORNICULATA, 
gee aee8 vie 

nata, +511 

SS s ; 

-_ _-Dexsivions, Hook. f 
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Gi ena Sa OSC caeeee +470 Cc. inclusa, Cho ois. eeeres sesees aad 

indecora, Chois. Oe eee seeeeet 

Daphane, Wend. eacene ae En peeves seeeee DUD 

elatior, Chois. «+++ +++. 1 inodora, Willd, + ++++ee s++0+.492 
elegans, Bois. & sees vee 46] intermedia, Chois. - vd 

ENGELMANNIA, + e000 459 

: uo] S 3 ie = 

i phala, Esc.
 rene eoeed 

MICRO
STYLA

, Eng. ooa
eee 264 - 

m : 

cum, seeeee ones / ; ii, Hook. Arn, ++++++4 

funiformis, Wi eeeeses 2000475 miniata, wverpee eree : , 

gamostyla, Eng.++++ eee sese 13 minor, Bauh., D aoe seenee 

GIGANTEA, Griff. oe. 20 ase -516 minor, PL wee tt aa 

globularis, Bert. SOD Fe ee ee mon 469 

globularis, eceees ooeeee 494 mono a eee "460,612 

bulosa, o veccee ve0e483| MONOG , DesM.- 508 
globulosa, Bois. & vecu neuro Eng.+ +++ s+0""* 

Chois.+ sees sD 

, DesM. eee eee Geese © 467 

GRACILLIMA, ee vosece 0900488 
GRAMMICA, Lour. DesM.--.-459 
C. GRANDIFLORA, WEE 45550477 
‘ grandiflora, Fall.» eeecee ee ; 

ODONTOLEPIS, Eng.+**** °°" 
oporata, R. & P. « veoses so00STT 

imbricata, Nutt. sso ideal . 
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C. pentagona, Eng. +++++ ++. 
tandra, Heyne++++++ +++ +++ 519 

+++ 494/C, stylosa, Chois.++ +++. ss. 
suaveolens, Ser. ++erss sess ... BOS 

mrctnns Koch: - 
oy dove oie. ree 20208 SUCCU ide DesM. o 000000 459 466 

pyenantha, Benth. 
RACEMOSA, 

Tosea, Jacquem. 
nostRaTa, Shutt -.+..« seveee BOS 

» var. Mimose, 
Me ts... tees r+ enone 496 

Saxypwr 

tees e002 D083 

fon C. sulcata, Roxb. +++ 

‘TIMORENSIS, De. ++++++ oe 514 

inei 2 8 08s wees Beee 0022498 



| METEOROLOGICAL TABLE for 1958, MADE FROM OBSERVATIONS IN ST. LOUIS, by DRS, WISLIZENUS AND ENGELMANN. 

= a) a 

= ek ee mi. THERMOMETER, (Pahrenbeit.) 3 ~ 3 g a4. 

s 7 . go od Meee S S| a Lo Ls 3 Sq FI S| ' d 3 - ) 4 ae a3 ; His ee] Ga |. 08] Sas] 83 | § 
° os feo 2° : “<A| Pq A bas 4 A a 

Pra? | bp@ | brag ; ; s2) ye ee) pan 12 oF) A “lel a | |e SIBRE TEL ELSI HiT el G2 iE geet] & | & | a (8esigsesi 2 | § | 2 28] 8 | 28) ee] gf | 8] E 
Jan. | 29.599} 30.114! 28.8 1.224 | 40.5| 40.9 | 62.0} 24.5 | 37.5|| 3.8 | 0.169 | 67.7} 3.42} W. & S.E.! 5.4 
Feb. | 29.618} 29.996 | 29.113] 0.888 || 27.2| 27.8 | 55.0| 0.0 |55.0)| 1.2] 0.128 |86.7| 92.12] WwW. 6.0 
Mar. | 29.555 29.956 | 29.181] 0.775 || 47.8| 47.8 | 76.0] 11.0] 65.0|| 5.7/0.196 159.81 3.96|E. &S.W.14.5|1 1 
April | 29.877 | 29.884 | 28.792 | 1.042 | 57.7| 57.0 | 84.0| 34.5 | 49.5 || 7.1/ 0.278 | 59.7] 6.07|S.W. 6.6] 4 

ay | 29.450/ 29.799 | 29.088 11 || 64.0} 63.8 | 88.0} 44.0 | 44.0 || 5.9} 0.409 | 69.8 | 10.64 |S. W. Das} 7 
June | 29.493 | 29.714| 29.189} 0.525 || 76.5] 74.9 | 95.5| 50.0} 45.5 || 6.4| 0.638 | 70.8 | 6.69 |S. 4.6| 9 
July | 29.505 | 29.685 | 29.818] 0.867 || 82.2| 81.0 | 99.0) 62.0] 37.0|| 8.0| 0.738 /67.8| 8.03|N. &S.E./3.6] 2 
Aug. | 29.556! 29.844] 29.348] 0.496 || '78.7| 78.0 | 98.0| 51.01 47.0|| 8.6/0.621|65.0] 2.87/18. & N. 83] 4 
Sept. | 29.573 129 | 29.301 | 0.878 || 71.3]. 71.1 | 93.0| 47.0) 46.0|| 7.9 | 0.482 | 64.8 | 3.8618. 22) 4 
Oct. | 29.548 | 29.801 | 29.260| 0.541 || 58.6| 58.7 | 89.5|87.5|52.0|| 5.3 | 0.839 | 69.8 | 7.73|S.E. 5.2] 3 
Nov. | 29.546} 29.939 | 29.164| 0.775 || 37.6| 37 57.0| 17.0| 40.0 || 2.0) 0.183 | 81.0] 4.92 | W. 7.8 
Dec. | 29.574) 30.174| 28.986] 1.188 | 38.3] 38.3 | 56.0) 12.5] 43.5 || 2.4/0.179| 78.3] 8.52) S.W. 5.8 

| 1858 | 29.583| 80.1791 28.792| 1.887|66.7| 56.8 | 99.0! 0.0| 99.0 6.4| 0.3081 69.9 | 68.83 S.W,. 5.01 34 
* The observations from January to October were made by Dr. Wislizenus, and those in November and December by Dr. Engelmann. 
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PREVAILING WINDS IN 1858. 

(By 1095 Observations.) 

Min. | & | w.| 5s. || Bl Wwe] 
Jan. | 145] 20.5| 33.0| 25.0 
Feb. | 18.0) 18.0| 34.0) 19.0 
Mar. | 18.5) 27.0| 23.0 24.5) 46.0\ 65.5} 68.5| 90.0 
April] 17.0} 20.5) 25.5] 27.0 
May | 19.5] 18.5| 26.0} 29.0 
June] 13.0} 20.5] 14.0} 42.5) 49.5) 59.5) 98.5] 65.5 
July | 26.5} 25.5} 15.5| 25.5 
Ang. | 27.0 17.0} 27.0 
Sept.| 13.0) 20.5] 22.0} 34.5/| 66.5/ 68.0| 87.0] 54.5 
Oct. | 95] 30.0) 25.0] 28.5 
Nov,| 10.5} 13.5} 45.0) 21.0 
Dec} 8.0} 23.0| 27.5} 84.5) 98.0/ 66.5| 84.0| 97.5 

“ae: | 190.0] 259.5| 307.5) 388.0 '190.0 259.5 307.5 [338.0 
—l_178| 23.7] 98.1] 30.9 
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ARANBSACTAONS 

OF THE 

ACADEMY OF SCIENCE OF ST. LOUIS. 

3 A ao. Papyrus-Scroii, written in the Hieratic 
character about 1050 B. C., illustrated by G. SEYFFARTH, 

A.M, whe ‘gem DD. Prof. in the Concordia College, St. 

Grouse A. Stone, Esq., of Roxbury, sos: while travel- 
in Egypt, acquired a Papyrus, \ found on the body of a 
nmy in has of the Rock Tombs in the hill called “ Shik- 

C ” at Thebes, in October, 1858; of which he was 
a as to id tend me an excellent phot h. This =. 
‘Tus, tions five feet long, and ten inches wide, contains the 

e atic inscriptio ve ever oe and i is divided 

ul of the « e four sea or 
os 3 year, placed upon the hieroglyphic figure 

) order to testify to the piet: and one 

gyp 
oon olaatinetde : 
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length, and written in the time of Romulus.* The title and 
first words of the chapters of this new sacred book are, as 
usual, thier in red ink. 

ne is also in possession of “a gold spread-eagle ta- 
ken font: the same Mummy-case,” which proves that the de- 
ceased must have belonged to the most distinguished persons 
of his age. 

Further, “a Scarabeeus of white stone, very hard, about 2.5 
inches long, and 2 inches wide, the seal of the deceased, was 
found in the same tomb,” of which also Mr. Stone sent me a 
copy. It contains the following inscription—see Plate XIX., 

“The governor of the people, the lord of both the coun- 
tries, namely: the king crushing and justifying, the selected 
of Amun, the strong one, the crusher of the wicked, the illu- 
minator of the whole kingdom, the offspring of the Lord, the 
master of the lands, namely: The beloved of Amun, the 
— Shishank, the fervid, the deliverer of life, the 

er of all malefactors 
From this seal we learn that the deceased was once in the 

XXII. Dynast 
( i} for t 

mention two different kings, called Shishak, Shishank, Seson- 
sae of whom the goad one took - erusalem in the fifth 
year of Rehobo boam (1 Kings xi. 40); i n 945 B.C.t As 
then, according to vg ee Shishak i. Seoed 124 years be- 
fore Shishak aes t is obvious that the deceased 
being dee orated, like se ay with the seal of his king, Shi- 
shak I., must have lived about 1050 B. C.; “ear y> of 
was a contemporary of the kings Saul and David. It Js 
account of this early age that this Pigpranentell contains 0 
aheallent and careful a handwriting. 
‘Further, in the “same tomb, on the body of the decease 

a Tablet was found, SErronty the said king upon 
chariot with two horse and a groom,” accompanied by 

following i fnsaeipsiwa—-n0e Plate XIX., No. 
_ “The companion of the king of the 

nae 

ae world, the donor of life to the peered the Jerr:
 of those 

. 2 were the world.” 
business of 
hishak L; 
8 of the 

apie! bruising the 
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of arms, the deceased must have been the companion of the 
king in his expeditions against the Egyptian rebels. 

Jl these objects, the Papyrus inclusive, for which Mr. 
Stone paid £90 stg., were found, in 1858, in the same tomb 
by one of the Theban mountaineers, who stated “that he had 
never seen a Mummy so carefully and perfectly preserved ; 
that it was covered with linen of a texture nearly as fine as 

Was tied around the neck of the Mummy by a string; the 
Scarabzeus lay on the breast, and the Eagle and Asp were 
nailed on the top of the Mummy-case.” 
_, Now, what “aap Pog the contents of this very remarkable 
‘apy. ? Mr. Stone, as he wrote me, sent copies to 

persons in New-York, who attempted the transla- 
failed 3” probably because they were acquainted only 

the province 
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of the god Thamus; slaughtered the murderers of the inhab- 
itants in the province of the beneficent goddesses Meni and 
Oni, viz: Hor-sebe, the son of the heavenly herdsman, Zor- 
ine, the thrice mi 

The second column of the Papyrus contains the introdue- 
tion and the beginning of the sacred book itself, written in 
the Hieratic character, of which the following i is a translation 

_—see Plate No 
“The Book of Spune for singing the glories of him who 

made the Isis (the earth), (the glories) of that invisible being 
who made Osiris (the sun), the originator of the life of his 
race, the originator of the life of his nation, and the originator 
of the circle of the solar year with its seasons; the builder of 
the sacrificial quadrupeds, being convenient for him in his 
house of light, and ordered by his father, the lord governor; 
the originator of the priests for his race in the firmament, 

(and) for peda the Lord; (who made) hs Meni (the moon), 
the originator of the flaxseed, of her own sex, and of the spin- 
ners and raced for the races in both the regions of Egypt, 
and also of the makers of cloths for the people; (who made) 
the most holy one, the apotheosed mighty chief of the Cre- 
thi, the warriors of the mighty Egyptians, those in the city of 
the rn (Thebes), the capital of the sovereign of both the 

ty Egypts, of the shepherd of all born in Egypt and its 
Viemnisiess (viz.) Horsebe, the son of the heavenly herdsman 
se e., the erin Zorine, the mighty. 

=? praise him who built cos powerful eminent 
who also 

ords of 

chief of the mighty Crethi of the king of the mit 
in the city of On, the capital of the king of bot 

migh gypts, the shepherd of all ata 
cinities, tee orsebe, the son of the ‘ 

Te garorarzons | 

The Egyptian coloring of these texts “ese Peeps od 
one who is acquainted with setental weit as 

_ Toglyphic figures occurring in those s sve ‘iis 
8 oe in extenso, both vital ally and we 
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By hic figure expressed a syllable, is, as it seems, palates also 
y a fact reported in Dr. Livingstone’s Travels in Africa; 

for it is known that, according to Biblical Bt So all the 

inhabitants of that country are descended from Ham; and 
from the Egyptians and from the Classics we learn that the 
first colony coming out of central Asia was that of Menes 
(Mizraim) in 2780 B. C., 666 years after the deluge.* Prof. 
Pott of Halle, in his large learned work concerning all the 
languages of Africa, has demonstrated that all, except two or 

three spoken on the coasts, are related the one with the other 
as sisters, and particularly with the Coptic language, spoken 

since the time of Menes (2781 B.C.) As then, ac- 
cording to Biblical history, the whole of Africa was colonized 
by the Egyptians since Menes, it is probable that all the tribes 
going out of Egypt carried the same arts and sciences with 
them into their own countries, particularly the same method 
of expressing their ideas by figures. Now, Dr. Livingstone 

‘that he met, in central ‘Africa, with a colony in an ex- 

_- may so call it, consists of about. two hundred and eighty 
etters or characters, each peed 8 ay, Ba nting an entire 

syllable ; and these, variously combined, Re a all the 

if Tue ScARABAUS. 

: C 1 i. . is tratislated. i in the Heoweigoes by bing in 

ses “pegs and stands MEY often, ditieteety Sopiee ~ 

oie Beviebtigungen a der alten Geachihte cd sere auf 

2 a" age Soca ve apt Philadelphia, 
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the same text, for the three science ges ote () mount 

eantatond in the ward suten (king), as the Rosettana trans- 
lates. According to Champollion this same flax-stalk sounds 
8, and is a n abbreviation of the word suten; nu practical oye 
tem, wiles obliges the hieroglyphist to take a single s for 
five letters, for the word suten; then, why not also for saé 
(mist), or sat (the seed), or saat (to plies or set (a saviour), 

or sit (a snake), or soit (glory), or sti (perfume), or sote (the 
arrow), or stati (the steel), or sotep (the rei 4 or sotf 

,and so on? What brat ould be 

capable of translating correctly a bierozlyphis “jnseription, 
consisting of 100 words, of which, as usual, 80 express ress ab- 
breviate words of that kind. : 

2. The wasp signifies, according to Horapollo, the obedien 
seks een: indeed, shal uki (the wasp) contains re wn 

or 8 
What 
enar'é by a wasp, Champollion never expl 
3. The ea ve the royal name, Is not at all vel 

bolic sign for the word “ name,” in Coptic ran, but 
was called ran, and therefore it expressed 8 syllabically the 
word ran (the name), because both contained the same con- ) : 
sonants. _ is see the pesos ran (vessel) is wanting in om 

‘ r, the word mée-ran, 

any 
(Bokhari), "an since & common > chan 

_ Same reason the fox EF Saeed the me bek erabing) 
= case in Bs 17. In the latter place this io 

aa _ by ‘the whip, which is there the “phonetic ¢ ‘s 
min; ive of the fox, viz, bk. According to Champor. 

-Symbolical theory, our king’ was the “gardien de (a Chan 
14. The sparrow-hawk signifies, according to 4 

ay isan and cg fae ae iia, EO Te conset ae 

= the hawk sopialy Sinifed as by means pea 
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quid pro quo, a king—the king of the stones. Fortunately, 
however, the same words occur in IV., 15, where the whip 
(wosh, in the ancient Coptic bok) again signifies the word 
kek (crushing). As, then, the sparrow-hawk was also called 
bek, it expressed syllabically that same word ek (crushing), 
while the stone (tod) syllabically expressed the word thode 
(wicked). Thus, then, our king was simply “ the crusher of 
the wicked ; or, according to Champollion, “the guide of the 
stones.” - 

_18. The goose opt does not at all, as Champollion imagined, 
signify the Coptic word she (son); it sounds syllabically bote 
(germen, offspring) ; as, e. g. the said judgment of the dea 

oves. For, we have seen, that, there, the righteousness 
(mashi) of the deceased was expressed by the ostrich feather 
mashi), and his badness, on the other scale, by the goose 
(opt) representing syllabically the word Bote (badness). Prob- 
ably, however, according to Champollion, our good geese were 
once very bad 

_ 24. The figure mount is not very clear in the copy sent me 
by Mr. Stone, and therefore my translation may not be reli- 

_(viein 8). This eye is an inexplicable mystery for Cham- 
“ion and his isans. — ae 

the rest, many of the titles given here to king Shishak 
i d therefore re 

| Por: 

pal Feet translated in the Rosettana. 

represents, as Ihave demonstrated in 

‘ 

gyptiaca, the forehead, in Coptic tehne ; 
€ it expresses syllabically all words containin the 

onsonants, particularly here the word tno (to bruise), 
monly the number 10 (ten), in the modern Coptic ment, 

cient ten; and I do not doubt that from a similar 

Du ar the Coptic 
front signi- 

and so we get the 

* 
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In the mean time we find that the same word god is —* 
ically expremed, in different copies of the same text, by three 
figures, viz., the hatchet (A), the mount (¢), and the waves (n), 
wes | gives the word hater (hammer, hatchet), and also Ator 
(necessitas, arbitrium, potestas) ; in short, every kind of su- 
remac In the Hebrew, the same word adar signifies 

mighty, powerful; and thus every one sees that the “hatchet” 
here expresses syllabically Ator, the supremacy of the king 
Shishak over the bruised rebels; while Champollion gives the 
nonsense that the king was the god of the enemies which he 
had killed —- 

IV. Asove THE Socvt. 

1. The lion’s claw, in the modern Coptic dsame, and - 
ruptly dsadsme, in the ancient sacred dialect kame, expresse 
the same consonants 4m in many words, e. g., in the name of 

em, altit 
Therefore it expresses hols syllabieally dsom (the chief), an 
below dsome (the book). How it was possible to signify a 
these words aid proper names symbolically, or, according to 
the law of abbreviation, a — si 's claw, Champollion and 
his Ag erin may explain themselve 

up shetshot, tlie: wibiens + keto) originated from 
on tay ot, shot, shetshot ¢ (to cut, secare), and therefore it 
corresponds exactly with the Hebrew Crethi, derived from sence 

root carath (to cut, secare). Those Crethi, Z s 
as the Plethi, eenreeont ad not tha fo ral ‘lifeguard ales > they 
also served as the standing army ‘of, : e same We 
find in Egypt, where, as erodotus says, the royal army Con 

: Crethi, or +h eg in the residence of the king Shehs, at 
Theb On-baki, Sr fate Diospolis, about 1050 B.C. 

fies ree ween figure, from the root hmaasy hemsi (to sit), 

at Coptic word the figure is to be reere d. According to 
a Homi rai gives in 2 all places the wonderfully fitting 

a 13, 14. At first I was inclined to take these groups fr 
ce ‘the mame of Horse be’s father, or fo r his office, whic ch in ae 

ame But the same . 166; the words shepherd, herd 
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man; and the father’s office precedes, in 165, the groups in 
question. Further, all funeral Papyri put after the name of 
saree persons the words mashi moshi, justificatus justus, 
corresponding with our “blessed,” beatus,; while they are want- 
ing here, and are substituted by the words na neat tsor (i.e., 
one who entered the boundaries of ashen’, pe before the 
proper name. Consequ uently, the groups 12, 13 and 14 must 
express the idea justus juantGonteds or “the late,” csr and 
indeed they signify a heavenly herdsman, or, in the first sig- 

tion, a man who, like the sun an and the moon, walks 

ords na neat dso or, ii "es Seng elevated to the ones Fe or 
valk ae the celestial fields. 

15, 16. The name Zorine probably means the likeness of the 
heavens ; for the fi firmament is, in the Coptic, called zro and 
ta-zro, and ine is likenes: 

V. Beninp tue Sovt. 

3 This vase signifies, in the Rosettana, III., 25, dsir, em- 
pecaah condire ; wherefore, according to the context, it ex- 
2g may abically th the word dsere, ardor, or the flame of God, 

he The Se aida (mashi) stands here for the lion’s claw 
inthe same group; wherefore it must express the same idea by 
another word, viz., mesh, the prince, for dsom, the chief. Ob- 
viously, eRe the gs sda state Horsebe to have been the com- 
mander of the ro 
12. This statue (tod) 5) Soihce i in the Rosettana, the word 

*» PLO} a ear a and here, as the context: — 
ys tor. ampollion’ 8 system brings out, “t ae of the Mummy”—of course, symbolicall J: 
Same system creates ims hack a new jaa a — 

ne ees & a “priest” the service of the 

VL Tue tienasio Text. 

oe oh reels. kone ae em smusut — hosen sonsen—i. e., “The 
of, Hymn—re the titioo many siilar Bgyptan Po 
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cemprychosis” Thus the curious title of the Hyan Book 
originated : “ Sai an sinsin, sive Liber Motompeyen ane vete- 

rugsch,” . The 7 s ela, cording to ‘poets oa 
nifies es“ heginnin in as he t 

Orit. et Is., page 366) e peas says « Bayptii corpus Isidis 
eaiien 

2 pes pd signifies, according to erm of = 
choca gods, or the ea of the number 1000, a 
nored that the leaf of the lotus, in Coptic see 
kope in the ancient dialect, eepreaed te syllable Ap 

seleneniice “o obseuritas”; that the cnbasrpasiie figure, ham, “iH 
signified “ ens,” being and that the whole persone es ’ 
scuritatis,” invisi eing. 
rir 19. The sain ealls Osiris the originator of ae 
classes of human and animal neni, # which i sce as cla city 

sha 
oceurs in 1 our texts not less than nine times in that ¥ 

ces sn 
ny Summary of Rect D Discoveries, nee 1661, pe 

mize Run eines p. 63. . 
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same signification. Champollion, ignoring the syllabic power 
of the hieroglyphs, teaches this figure as always sounding s, 

next word Osiris, although followed by “the determinative 
god,” was not a substantive, but a verb, and so the followin 
nonsense comes out: “God the creator osiriavit or osiriatus 
est.” This hieroglyph alone, by its frequ ency, prevents all the 
followers of Champollion’s unsound acrophonic system from 
translating whole Egyptian texts. Compare VLI., 41, 111, 116. 

- The word ranpe, in the modern corrupted Coptic 
rampe, from which rompl (the year) originates, means, in its 
first signification, a ring, a circle. 

42. The mount with a forest (shta) expresses, according to 
Champollion, a erown and also ‘a feast, and the subsequent 
“determinative,” the figure of a god, brings out “agod of 
festivities ;” a godhead totally unknown, as yet in our My- 
thologies. The man, however, in Coptic ham (homo), being 
copulated with the sylla i 
man Of sacrifices, a priest. 

47. The word Adon is wanting in all Coptic Dictionaries ; 
the context, however, teaches that it signifies the creator of 
the earth, of the sun and moon. It is obvious that Adon 

ble sht, i. e. shot (sacrifice), gives, “a 
bby 

crescent, being determined by a man, signifies ac- Ch g =f 2s Tha 
cording to ampollion, the god of the moon. hat same 

-ftescent or moon was not at all as bolic, nor especially a 
figurative ” figure ; but that the ia in the ancient Coptic, 

maan, 

mand, 
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of the flax. es 
54. ‘According to Champollion our Captain was Osiris him- 

self, or rather an “ Osirian.” : 
is group signifies “le dieu Thothunen,” and gives, ac- 

cording to Champollion, the wonderful sense : the makers of 
the gods Thothunen. 

112. This group is translated in the Rosettana by man, and 
robably refers to the Coptic sabe, sapiens, because the door- 
r expressed the syllable sd, and the joined figure of a man 

(Aam) explains the whole: ens sapiens, a rational being, the 
wise. This group is also, together with many thousand simi- 

te, 
ity,” or “the lords of the eternal permutation.” I am 

which oceur very seldom in Egyptian writings. According 
to Champollion, the Phenix signified symbolically the inun- 
dation ; consequently the Egyptian men were, at that time, 

ou : 
ing determined by a“ wife,” the pretty fitting sense that the 

grains grown it the country to the king, and for eS 
such tributes certainly differe dist: ave” bebe 

1e Schriften 
alten 

cet., roe, ro ery “pene , cet., page 
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afew days ago came into my hands. 
It is not at all a matter of delight for a learned society to 

est himself in such matters, viz: when the common property 
of the whole human race, which is called truth, happens to be 
sailed; when falsehoods are spread abroad, preventing oth- 

ers from cultivating the same field of science, or leading them 
to the propagation of new errors; when the literary property 
of an individual, sometimes his whole possession in this world, 
isin danger of being stolen by unclean hands, and of being 
placed to another’s account. Any citizen that has sustained 
injury as regards property, or honor, can obtain satisfaction 
by a process of law; but for injured literary men no forum 
exists; their only refuge is public opinion, and the justice of 
other truth-loving men 

th: 
eader” to believe 

aig system is “fundamentally unsound, and simply illu- 

difficulty really seems to be. fatal to the entire 
“Surely, spelling like this is either “ easily 

7 6 th’s 
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to be en to write such articles. As, however, my motto is 
cuique—or, Truth for friends and enemies—I can but 

admire the eminent superiority of the Rev. P. Renouf of Dub- 
lin. On the other hand, I can not conceal that his treatise 
is so full of contradictions, misrepresentations, insinuations, 

and calumnies, = nda page, that a small volume would not 
suffice to refute Il. 

et us come te ‘ihe point, and first to the apotheosis of 
ae system. A hieroglyphie cites we under- 

the contrary, it is false if it yields nonpainty or, at “i ast, furn- 
ishes translations differing from the writer’s meaning. In this 
respect, the touchstones are ail those Egyptian inscriptions 
translated by the ancients, particularly the Rosettana, Her- 

xpion’s Obelisk, the Table of Karnak, Manetho’s Dynasties 
ahesh, the Table of Abydos, the Door of Phila, the Cata- 
ees of the Astronomical Decani, and many minor monu- 
ments. 

The origin of Champollion’s system was as follows:—First, 
- 1821, he published a pamphlet, “De VEcriture Hiératique,” 

ich he attem mpted to prove the hieroglyphic writings to 

be wholly < heey (point alphabetique). It would, howev- 
er, be indiscreet to criticise the different systems which were 

in royal es, 
and alphabetically, Champollion published his “Lettre 

ier iglesia many other royal names, and 
augmen rrected Y 
1824 (2d ed. 1828), 1 he published his 

lyphique des anciens Egyptiens ;” a in 1836 to . 
his large caine: wid Dictionary app ared. In those —_ 
the whole system o f Champollion, w o died in 1832, exhi 

3 OWES 
—“L. The language of the hieroglyphic inscriptions ons is partly 
an n ideal one, regarding all th the symbolic hieroglyp hs, pat 
the Coptic, spoken 3,000 years after Menes, and ocerved 
the Coptic works of the secon cond and following centuries ACs 
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4, No oon: ama figure expresses a syllable, or two or 
three co 

D. iss. hieroglyphic figures are to be taken in one place 
for ideographic, i. e., figurative, or tropical, or enigmatic signs ; 
in the i simply ‘for. letters, acr gp. wind 

scriptions contain a mass of abbreviated words, 
e g, 8 i. nid n for nuter, o for ak and so forth. 

7. Commonly each group is followed by a determinative, a 
figure signifying symbolically to what class of things the pre- 
ceding word or group belonged. 

8. Of the 600 hieroglyphic figures of _ ancient Egyptians 
(the Dublin hieroglyphist er any —_ 500 more, and it 

All the these rules, constituting Champollion’s system, are ba- 
sed, not u th the translation of the entire inscription of Ro- 
setta, or other whole on but upon a ——e of — names 

and explain gramma tically whole tian’ texts. Had he 
done so, he never would have published such a ape and 
pe eaag the progress of that science 

first object of the Dublin hi hieroglyphist is to adio- 
7 paatarttem, 2 and to demonstrate that it is s really the key 

ota e said article. 7 myself, looked for them anxiously, 
the ee over twice and — but failed to dis- 

- Cover them, mmendations of Champollion’s system 
amount, to the following, only : : 
“The illu _ Champollion,” «the great master,” “the 

he orthodox mode,” —_ oman 
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Moreover, he continues, “ Champollion laid the solid foun- 
dation of the whole science of Egyptian philology.” Wh 
not Dr. Young, who discovered the first articles for all future 

pollion’s system really is the key to the whole Egyptian lite- 
rature; and therefore the Rev. Reviewer will excuse the 
boldness which ventures slightly to enlarge his catalogue for 
the benefit of his friends. 

In 1829, in a confidential moment, Champollion said to me, 
“we want another Rosetta-stone to enable us to translate 
whole Egyptian texts”; although he ought to have said— 

Egyptian texts. At least, this open confession demonstrates 
that Champollion himself was somewhat more truth-loving 
than his advocate. rg 

In the London Review, No. CLX., p. 158, we read, “it is 
one thing to be able to read proper names of kings, another 

_ thing to be able to decipher and explain a page of the Tod- 
tenbuch (the Turin sacred records). 
Further, “a most learned and accomplished scholar,” Mr. 

G. Long (Egyptian Antiquities in the British Museum. Vol. 
_IL, p. 361), “has declared that if the hieroglyphic mode of _ writing be a complex system, the same text, the same arheerd 
and perhaps the s taining al ical, 
and figurative elements,” as is the case according to Cham- 

no man in his senses will ever trouble himself about 

Be g a hieroglyphic text.” It is true, the Rev. P. Re- 
houf. 
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er imprudent ;” of course, because Bunsen was about to de- 
stroy finally the nimbus of the “orthodox school,” and to pre- 
vent its members from reforming the system of the “ great 
master” insensiblenvent into the opposite one. 
Further, Champollion’s successor at Paris, M. de Rougé, 

ys in his explanation: of the eTuuaon sur le tombeau 
coe Paris, 1851”: “It would have been impossible to 

this inscription according to Champollion’s system, 
in the se jet in which he left it;” that is to say, the “ im- 
possibi was surmounted by the aid of my syllabic princi- 
ple and sa of which he had a copy in hand, as we shall 
see hereafter. 
Deca. the able Lepsius says, “ there are inscriptions 
of which, as yet” (according to Champollion’s System—his 
Alphabet, G Grammar, and Dictionary), “we understand noth- 
ing.” This is just my opinion; and why are these men not 

Moreover, Champollion was, from 1800 down to 1832, in 
n of copies of the Rosetta-stone, and, although chal- 

by his friends and antagonists to verify his system by 
a translation of that bilingual inscription, he never succeeded 
in translating it, except a et groups containing no syllabic 
hieroglyphs : and why n The first translation of that 

€ appeared a ee ee after my — aiphaljet 
co 

llion was tw 
1836, for the purpose of discov ering the O 
ate. y the paypiian pee sere 

Addit ionally, i in 1896" ‘0 
cation of the inscriptions on ‘all Pe gress at Gps him 1 

| impressions of the plates, among which was also 
the. the copy of Hermapion’ s Obelisk on the ‘Piaars | del Popolo, 
Were sent to Champollion, at Paris; and although he was re- 

: Patedly admonished to fulfil his promises, he failed, and in’ 
Pie se cornea, he died, without having recognized Her- 

‘sigma r translated one line of the — 
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identified in 1826. It was an easy thing to compare, word for 
word, the text of the Obelisk with Hermapion’s translation, 

ion with that made according to Champollion’s system ; and 
ow what was the result? The strict followers of Champol- 
on had furnished a translation — sentences totally differ- 
ing from old Hermapion ; and why ?* 

urther, Champollion, "according to his symbolic principle, 
had, in his numerous works, particularly in his Dictionary, 
translated a great many royal surnames on the Table of oe 

a; the -T site “of of Karnak, and other monuments. Su 
ey, however, the Greek translations of those same in- 
scriptions and names, made by mens the author of the 
Ree, etus a n, and Manetho, came to light; and thus (I 

sorry to say it) it turned out that of Champollion’ 8 trans- 
lations of all these royal sacred names, not a single one was 
correct.f 

Supposing, however, that all these facts, which have been 
discussed in extenso in my Grammatica Algyptiaca, and of 
which the “prudent” Reviewer, of course, says not a word, 
yout not be oe to enable eras reader to come to a de- 

Pbesin with Mr. Stone’s oy Sapte, and there the first 

is expressed by a lion’s claw and an arm. What may that © t be? 

arm 

suppose the lion’s claw to be a letter, and, indeed, ene on 

_ lion’s Grammar tells me that it signifies /. With the w' 
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“victory,” or, on account of the “ determinative plural,” victo- 
nies; consequently, we translate—sub, de, circa, erga, apud, ad, 
the victories: but that is nonsense. e omitted, however, 
the “determinative, woman,” as Champollion teaches; conse- 
quently, we must translate—sub, de, circa, erga, apud, ad, ab, 
in, super, pro, ob, the female victories. That seems to be still 

sap e 0 
inally, t e lion’s claw, must probably belong to the class of 

fnigmatic signs: and, indeed, Champollion’s Dictionary trans- 
lates it by “beginning”; the Rosettana, by “Egypt”; Mane- 

: 8a: > nes, by 
*Decanus, Chmus”; the Todtenbuch, by “shem, altitudo.” 
‘fat 1s enigmatic, is it not? As, however, the number of 
“gmati¢ significations of the same hieroglyphic figure may 
*mount to several hundreds, I, “in utter espair of determin- 
ing for myself the first group,” renounce the translation of 
he tian texts. Therefore, I begin to try single groups 
I reg 3 and look, in a moment what wonderful success. 

er of Champollion’s principles, for the 
derstanding an entire hieroglyphic inscrip- 
hausted. We begin again with the lion’s 

crophonically sounds A, and as abbre- 

hac ha, 7:."° Spell the lion’s claw: hab, heb hib, hob, hub ; 
habae 2 Lit hoe, hue; habab, habeb, habib, habob, habub ; ins lubes, habio, dahon haben tut oo’ forty” andi 

“Nag thus we would gain several millions of probabili- 
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ties. As, however, “few persons would indulge their taste for 
reading a language where this process had to be gone through 
for every successive. word,” I decide again, together with the 
“unmathematic” Mr. G. Lon , “in my senses, not to trouble 
myself about deciphering a hieroglyphic text.” The difficulty, 
however, is entirely got over by Champollion’s determinatives, 
which we must oe oe try ; for, although they were also in one 

hierogl ie f ire, or group planed in a figure, hog 
ed.” For instance, the said third group (victory) is followed 
by a woman, and this, being a sere Sh shows me that 
the victory belonged to the class of women. ys — or 
ure Seteavice the grou lion’s claw 

The same Mag we find after the name ‘of the father of the 
cope gpd pomern atentgead tl 

: a hard n erefore we seg cate om 

to the ane ew whips. The 
* Graikos” ES orien mins followed =o “i “determinative 

longe to the class of penknives. The 
most striking oak hg Champolion’s determinatives, how- 
ever, is his great 

passage in question on nl thus: “There is a house 
thirty cubits long, fifteen cubits wide, and four —_ ~ 
— is the habitation of the departed N.N. in the land ot 

by the 2 of a mae viz., hp é, in order to prevent a 

a —— of the preceding let- 

being am “The great eae: however, 
— Pa 

‘not. being able to. iaacings dl the following groups, and teaching 
: ape determinatives are symbolic,” translated in his Gram- 
mar (and must either give up his system, or ' 
“There is a serpent | 30 cubits i in length, 15 cubits ‘broad and 
4 cubits in height.” This marvellous serpent, p' ane 
 antedilu avian arn car have existed once; for itis to 

ere 

the fac simile 
Gem Pe hp 3 sol ef 
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anew, among a thousand other curiosities, in the Muse- 
‘os ‘kept by the advocate of Champollion’s system. 
Such is the key “of the whole Egyptian philology,” discov- 

ered by re ane verified by a new member of the 
“orthodox school.” As everybody sees, “it isnow absurd to 
speculate upon the possibility or impossibility of reading hie- 
roglyphic merrpone Perhaps, aaah) the disappointed 
reader of the “Atlantis” will now say in the Reviewer's 
words: “I feel obliged to cierea? my conviction that the 
whole of that system is fondamentally unsound, and simply 

.”” “The fundamental objection to that system con- 
sists in the apparent impossibility of learning and teaching 
bee ie it is not very different from the system of the Jesuit 

"The second object of the Reviewer is to make his readers 
at the absurdities of my own system, namely, that com- 

plex of rules for reading and explaining espe texts, 
my own investigations since 1824, which I first 

_ der Geschichte des gH Aaa al rae Got 
ed attack from the quarter of the “orthodox school” be- 

erent systems 

Sack Kase « appear aed T won dion’ that ar Rey. gentle- 
blush: to write down that € : 

e wro oka; ig bene Sy for 

ossess but what is called a literary knowledge 
vr sy” The fet i is “nk Ihave never, since 1826, 

quent publications, cha the substance 
3 for he e system set forth in my Rudimenta and 

= ota my 
a 
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the substance of the system at all; and these are sufficiently 
accounted for from the difficulty of the matter.* 

. The language expressed in Egyptian texts is the sacred 
dialect (iepa diddexroc), i. €., the ancient Coptic, differing from 
the modern Coptic as the ancient Greek differs from the mod- 
ern, and being more nearly related to the primitive language, 
the Hebrew, than the modern Coptic. This principle excludes 
that of the Jesuit Kircher, according to which the hieroglyphic 
language was ideal; further, that of Champollion, according 
to which one half of every inscription signifies ideal concep- 
tions, the other half modern Coptic words; likewise, that of 
Young, according to which all hieroglyphic figures, except 
those of the proper names, are also symbolic; that of Sickler, 
who made the hieroglyphic language a mixture of all Semitic 
languages ; that of Janelli, who supposed “la lingua Ebraica 
ma piu pura.” 

writing was not at all different from the aboriginal mage 

principle excludes Young’s theory, according to whi ized syllables, as ole, eneh, bir, were represented by the hiero- 

: rkun i . Pap. 7 1826 ; — ——— hag die ca Ei Gar 

ZEgypt.; Neue Jahrbucher fur Philol., vol. | 

y Geantinente der M: ; eg 0 

rtor., Aug. 9, 1844; dea gern t%. 

eries; ‘Transactions of the St. Louis Academy 

m: Seiunasy of nebent Discoveries, pages 38, ” 

‘pamphlet, Ueber die riingli ‘Laute der Hebrae!s 2 

1, Leip., 1824; De soni i yh aloe cag nateone rum, Lips., 1824; Un- 
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mots comme les lettres de tout —_— alphabet”—the pho- 
netic hieroglyphs are combined in order to form words like 
the es of all other siphabicts. , 

3. In many other hieroglyphic groups each figure expresses 
the first sound of its syllabic power, ¢ consequently that with 
ie the name of the sy eet 2 begins, as is the case in the 
ebre 

syllables rg i esa = fom their original names, parti- 

e 
7. No Gocpioabic aa particulary no determinative, is 

to Aaken for a symbolic sign, expre spa either mimetical- 

e. g., the crescent. This rinciple excludes all the 
systems of Kircher, Ricardi, Palin, Young, Champollion, and 
others, who stated the Egyptians to have more or less used 

symbolic figures for expressing entire ideas. The only excep- 

oe are the “ssa ag yam be aaron signi the Planets and 

tlaca 
Loui 
_ as is dem ‘ated in Astronomia Atgyp 

1, ‘Tips, 183 1833, and cats in the re Transactions of the: 
us Academy of Science, Vol. L, p.. 7. 
The names of all the 600 hierog] ic figures of 

cient =A fom upon which depend both their syllabic and 
ronuncia : 

a aay wi been previously determined ar the sanity 0 

. doch yet, no presage ea the real key te ous shal Eg) 

. They by which I arrived at that eystem 3 was as ee 

= rand then tried. to decipher, not si 
_ Pollion did, but. the whole inscription ae 
an ntire texts, Afterwards, I was a as to discover 
— 8 Obelisk and five other > bilingual: sandal 
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pres says that those ane contain some mistakes; and 

specimens, printed ten years later, in my nena. 

Schriften der alten Augypter,” although he cites them. 
verybody (even a schoolboy) sees, except the “ orthodox 

school” at Dublin, that whoever states that each hieroglyph 

vy ty 
but two powers toa er figure. What did our find 
do? He tells his faithful readers that I had “attributed to 

ach character 
svery hieroglyphic « 

alphabetical values.” Now, the « sonants,” ac- 
cording to the ancient Greeks, are the nial eos twelve: 4p, 
gckq, dtth, foph, hch, l, m,n, 7, 8, sh, w. «And with 
this key,” continues the jovial man, “it is not difficult to 
to make out the Ten Commandments, the Psalms of f David, 

or modern monument whatever, and in any ni ie please.” I do not deny at all that possibility, ny 
the Irish Melodies; se: but geome misrepresentation —_ 
strous to be disc ly call him > faleios who wil 
not Sebueoesiaes that F I — Sone so. 

Furthermore, it is known that the Coptic language, in ia 
sequence of the different dialects spoken in Egypt, is one 

_ the most corrupted languages of the world. Every diction- 
o's) shows that nearly every Coptic word was, in other 

ypt, and in other books, pronounced differently. _ = 
shée s writte - ot, 6, 3 

Cove: sheers shéli, shere, she; 
rés, rocis, rois; 7% 

ret, rét, réti, i roti, rt ; hun, khun 5 peh, pheh; tsamul tl, 

, 

: 

3 

L 

‘dshay al ; ke 

lonary, £ deemed it necessary, concerm 

lained in my Grammar, to show what 
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An rtp wt illustrate war oethe tree (Gram. 
Aig., No. ane being called ashe, can have but two sounds, 

y system, nam ely, ash tay Ilabically) and @ 

(serophonically). 2 fou nd, however, that the tree expressed, 

modern Coptic, sometimes a, sometimes e, sometimes 
. or s; therefore, I mentioned in my Grammar, first, ap ori- 
ginal name of the tree (ashe), in order to determine its 0 

- hal syllabic and alphabetic value, and then the Coptic Neher 
Te to the tree in later times, viz., a, e, es, 8. How cor- 

2) fom man. pote)» one nded to-adjectiv ives, e.g P 
pari-tas; zternus, eternitas. The same is the case with h all 

other hieroglyphic fi applied, in my Grammar, to 
opie. vy. Mr. Renouf do? 

. iiothaes contain aid follo Di: “enti tree, owl 
: pst onl mount, arm,—which ig rama Diacriticum 

_ WSadded, pronounce alphabetically. Consequently, the first 
: eres =e ee oe 

salt P OLD mea hg 
otherwise than 
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posing he told the truth—and, certainly, a Rey. 
the Catholic University of Ireland never lies,—it would be 

repetition, from the preceding 
iChramotali 
true groups, mouth, boundary-stone, water, house, mouth, feet, —i. e., Aro n alei (oratio de magistratu )—with which group nearly all chapters in the “Todtenbuch” and in my “Chresto- 
mathia” begin. I corrected that erratum upon the proo sheets myself, but the fault was the lithographer’s; thus -_ two wrong hieroglyphic groups remained, while the pai ge kro n alet (oratio de magistratu) referred to the en 
groups. The Rev. Reviewer knew that; he knew to W rs 
groups the words hro n alei, and their traslation, “oratio 
magistratu,” belonged; he says even that those wrong ee 
(tree, owl, snake, mouth, mount, arm), in the fifth text, a by a curious coincidence together in the very last line of 1“ fourth text;” he had the original, Lepsius Todveabaely © hand, and looked in it; he knew with what groups all ir chapters begin ; notwithstanding his declaration, “it ao much matter which text we select,” he selected two pri of 

system is “ridiculous 0 

this fabrication, the Rev. Mr. Renouf 

inters’ errors is quite new in the history 
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stone down to 1859, and is ‘really so base that, in our lan- 

what unhappy ; for, as the ambiguity of those very same hie- 
toglyphic figures—although first observed, in 1826, in my 
Radimenta, and first explained in 1845—was discovered by 
Champollion himself, and by the “orthodox school” by their 
“own investigations,” the Reviewer rather lacerates the bow- 

8 of the — master,” and his friends, whom he intended 
fact, this ambiguity is very “fatal” to that sys- 

tem, which taught that each hieroglyph expresses but one 
sound, “comme les lettres de tout autre alphabet,” and “like 
the Hebrew letters,” 

formably to the context; he does so without being aware that 

: by act the same Hebrew consonants are constantly expr 
s. As, however, the Rev. Professor testi- 

is the very nature of the syste 

lilea's Diener a 269, 161, 129, 116, 115. 
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terpret the same group an indefinite number of ways,” I com- 
mit it to the world to crown such truths, as soon as they are 
prove 

Furt urther, “on sues charges me with “hunting after He- 
brew and Chal words” in explaining hieroglyphs. Per- 
aps, however, iL Seloon: to that class of savans who take 

the Hebrew for a modern language, and the Sanserit, or Ja- 

Mexican dialects, where adon sounded like brek-kek-kek- 
koaks ne aks ; ; and for deciphering that pishte aces a root 

like y, y; Vs Ys y; yy i, d, €, 0, u, king-kang-kun 
He also reproaches me with “having, Cea of facilitating 

the translation of Egyptian texts, cast it into impenetrable 
darkness.” Indeed, in the times of the Jesuit her, who 
ascribed to each hierogl h an indefinite number of ideas ac- 
cording to his fancy, Sof a translated the Roman Obelisks, 
it was a very easy thing to translate entire texts. In the 
times of ag “ was nea — the same; for the half of 
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deal of it affects only modern inscriptions, where, e. g., the 

child (shert for kere) sounds s for & acrophonically, as is ex- 

plained in my Grammar. Perhaps, however, the wise Egypt- 

ologist of Dublin believes that the Egyptian language, with 

all its particulars, remained the same during three thousand 

urther, he denies that the so called induction-proof, for 
which I called in my Grammar, proves any thing in favor of 
my system. “If this, he says, “be true, Mr. Osburn’s system 
is as infallibly correct as that of Seyffarth, ” and (he ought to 
have added) as that of the Jesuit Kircher. In proof of this, 

2 gives a witty illustration similar to the following. 
f in order to show his companions how much he had 

improved in Latin, translates thus: Jnteger (my) vite (good) 
sque (Mic hael) purus (loves) non (me) eget (with) 

Mauri (1 (Irish) joculis (faithfulness). The difference is only 
Hea sie erudite Academical Professor has not learned what 

a seage -is, and that my induction is a little differ- 
a py at of Dublin; for Mr. Renouf misquotes my words 
~~ > P. )s ope? read thus: “The induction- I logis 

ess of a hieroglyphic em is tosu 
eb translating entire oak peinbaon to that very same 
system. Whoever deciphers whole piers I: while he 
always soe the same sounds to Typhi 

ttaches the same Sgnifcations pte the same gi 
apples the same language and the same ere the 
inve d ena and thus ox a reasonable rion.” Wa eT 

eon =A to aks after — years, the 
oe translation and explanation of the Rosetta- 

ee of the Flaminian Obelisk, t translated by Hermapion ; 3 

dae os: of the Decani, translated by Firmicus; of a great 
Fe ang inscriptions and chapters, oad the whole first sa- 

oe book of the tians, and, peal Mr. Stone’s Papy- 

3 While the “great master” and the whole “orthodox 
I) hole means of the “true sy m,” “the foundation of 

Philo ology,” had i acomplihed nothing of 
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We come now to the “punctum saliens” in this notable 
article. The Rev. P. Renouf knew very well that the 
doctrine, that ev ery hieroglyphic figure, above all, expresses 
eens the consonants contained in its name, is the real 

to the whole Egyptian literature. As this discovery, 
ye wever, was made by an antagonist of the “orthodox 
school,” the Reviewer makes all —eieage pont to persuade 

all made by me, but either by Poadipellice ‘himself, or by Dr. 
Young, o nba Lepsi “ or 7. De neers 2 For this purpose, in 

the ing og claimant is not eyffarth, but Dr. Young? 
the peeing volume of the “Atlantis? p- 337, we read sheias 

at step in advance after Cham ampollion’s death 
senseene what we now call the syllabic signs, the true ae 
of which was “ed promulgated by Dr. Lepsius, and perfected 
by M. de Rou Now, which of these four statements is 
pron sake as as true ? Surely, this critic needs a better 

pe reat us come closer to the forge First, the Rev. Re- 
viewer asserts that Champollion had, before me, Young, and 
all — ducted the said “key” to the hieroglyphic lit- 
eratu 8 position is prov 

1. By the following passage in the “Revue Archéolosiqus” 
Vol. XIV. .» p. 593, containing an article read before “So- 
cieté doa Sciences” * os $530 : « As al all E 

en, ery was very easy to constract:a vayllabie sipbabet andy ” in all probability, this was the nature of the hieroglyphs. ae 
This, proof, however, r, seems to me, to prove too much, am 
misse i what person first 
f 2 that the epi he figures ¢*- 

pres a 

ey ) 
ssed by one 

WO, Minin the * Homo yb es 
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linis Hieroglyphica,” to which I owe my real syllabic figures. 
I ask, then, is it possible to “open a real door” by the instru- 
mentality of a “probable” or rather “ideal” key? Alas, for 
thee, Columbus! it is demonstrated now that thou didst not 
discover America, since Herodotus had the first Sop of the 
great Atlantis, and, to deal justly, it is now time the new 
continent were called Herodota. Moreover, Chanepioliien 8 

_ “idea” is totally different from my own “key ;” for Champol- 
lion discovered as early as 1810 that rapt each hiero- 
glyph expressed a whole Coptic “monosyllabic” word, ¢ o7 
sisting of consonants and vowels, like the so called rebus. 
myself, discovered, from 1826 to 1845, that each Sater 
expresses ~ the consonants contained in its name, e. g., the 
phallus, ms ; the sparrow-hawk, kr; the owl, mlk ; and so 
on. In she, according to Champollion’ 8 first < probability,” 

lyphie texts were real 2 ha pertty hares to 
my ~ hp both Egyptian and Hebre re written 

! e same way; ‘thee aianied Aras eee and 
very iehionn expressed the aboriginal vowels. For the rest, 
supposing that Champollion had, in 1810, discovered the true 
“key” to the hieroglyphics, he must have lost it soon after; 
for, in 1823, in his sk ares Champollion clearly demonstrated 
that - Young’s and his own “rebus-theory” was wrong, 
and since that time he admitted but alphabetic and sym 
lie seer age “J, myself,” —_ = “have taken reed 

ca of 3 argume the pase is sometimes nts, 
: — | kind of sharers value,” says he, “has been 
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acknowledged, from the very first, by eae 0 and his 
earliest followers ;” and again, “ the onl y kind of syllabic 
value was fully recognized by Champollion.” As the Re- 
viewer omits the proofs for this — we must look at 
Champollion’s own words in his works; (Précis, 1824; 2d 
edition, 1828; and his extensive Grier mar, 1836 ;) for, as 
every Grammar is written for the 3 ‘of inn a 

ers a 

the 600 Egyptian Saraepie Now. the Précis, p. 381 
(447), we read, “the phonetic sieecnaiaied are real rao 
signs, expressing the sounds of the words of the Egyptian 
spoken language. Each phonetic hieroglyph is the image of 
a physical object, of which the name in the Egyptian spoken 
langua n with the same sound or articulation which 
was to be ite by the sign itself”* Further, in the last 
work of Champollion—his Grammar, p. 27—we read: “ The 

bsg of the phonetic iri constitute a real os and 
7. ral 7 and never — = 

thei eas © gee la notation des sy t Somereenate we oan 

ues of the 600 SYP ptian ikictoelly on or even aa 1: 
of them, althoug “the syllabic value was fully recognized 
from the very first b ampollion.” We ask the reader, po : 

lina wrote de wa these rinci a rales only for common peo- 
ecg ordi Secs mental, ad another 

, icacthn liga a ts eae ign padi, iment les sons poy ong pas Rey pieeee ee isa 

e des sons shines constituit un -yévitable sph * 
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garelli and Rosellini, the translators of the Roman Obelisks, 
of which the latter studied hieroglyphs at Paris, during a 

strictly following Champollion’s exterior and interior system, 
there is again no trace of the 600 syllabic Hieroglyphs pub- 

the very first,” that upon the name of every hieroglyphic 
— oo eae its syllabic pronunciation? Why is it that 

all hieroglyphs ? 
_ 3. “A good many of De Rougé’s syllabic hieroglyphs,” says 
the “orthodox” Hieroglyphist, “are to be found in Champol- 

after the last 
“tfve or six syllabic hi tik < ialliee, ret 

OS cidhthccoces ere oe eae 
vies} ce 

hi : : # : = : F fe . 

Concludes ag follows :—Although no hie yphie 

rules and 

7 roblem of the “Atlantis,” that, at least, Dr. Young 
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had before me discovered the true “ key” to the hieroglyphic 
literature. The Reviewer mentions that Young, first of all, 
discovered thirteen phonetic a of which some ex- 
pressed syllables, as bir, ken, ole, eneh ; although “all Dr. 
Young’s syllabic values have unluckily turned out to be in- 
correct.” The “loop-hole,” however, is again the “idea” of 
syllabic hieroglyphs ; and, we repeat, the question is not who 
— promulged the “idea” of some syllabic hieroglyphs, but 

o first demonstrated that all hieroglyphic figures do in fact, 
pram as a general rule, express certain syllables. — my 
syllabic —— s, expressing two or three consonants 

wels, are altogether different from Youngs “idea.” 
Moreover, i in spite of Young's true discoveries, it is obvious 
that his rebus-theory, even being extended to all hieroglyphic 
feieen would, in spalling any text whatever, produce very 
—- of Egyptian words, not occurring in any Coptic 
Dicti onary, nor in any language. Furthermore, Dr. Young's 
“theory” that all hieroglyphic groups, except the — 
names, must be explained symbolically, prevents every Egypt- 
ologist, according to Young, from truly t translating whole 
texts; which “idea” is also totally different from my “key.” 
Again, regarding the assertion that “the true theory of 

the syllabic yo was s first Min 185 by Lepsius’ in sano 
; erfected 

: «first prom! ted” by sides of those Bd 3 Sant sa 

yo oe ~_ 
| ’s abbreviations; an 

was used for shoo sounding similarly. 
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deed, this is treating the sound common sense of mankind 
with contempt. By this foolish “idea,” of course, Mr. Lep- 
sius and De Rougé were totally prevented from determining 
the syllabic value of all the other 600 hieroglyphs, and, con- 

os! 
S 

ace 

op Dru, ch publigh ed, in 1849, his “ Meyptiorum,” and « Vebereinstimmnng 

ae 
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inschrift,” in which he, as yet, ane followed the system “A 
a eat master ;” an althou is texts offer: — mass 0 

Soon ane however, he received a copy of m Sylla ¢ Al- 
habet; and then, in 1851, as soon as possible, his iy one 

whic ugsch adopted 

to Champollion) to contain 152 syllabic characters, viz., 
same which, <a some mistakes on the pats Mr. Bru on 

“key,” and “ porate stolen” my literary property, or 

ert 
In the autumn of 1849, M. de Rougé visited Berlin, and 

published there a pamphlet, entitled “Essai sur une stéle fu- 

néraire. Dédié 4 M. A. de Humboldt.” rate a in- 

scription contains nearly 50 s llabie figures, 0 

i 3 “Ch llion, failed we 

a single one. n after, he received a copy 

printed syllabic Alphabet, and then, in 1851, he pu ihe 

fe work— “Memoire sur |’Inscription n du‘ — 

pollion” s system, 
possible to decipher this inseription ’ - then I 

lisrespectfully of my own researches, and finally discovers 

Egyptian lite . | 
nscription contains more than 30 syllabie figures, of 

0 are still to be found in in my lithographed Alphabet. There- 

ore, I ask again, has M. de Rougé dese rted Champollion’s 

ystem, and silently ns spp rs “key,” and “dishonestly 
tolen” another’s property, or o 

First, however, we must hone ‘hat the Rev. Review
er 

to say in favor of those gentlem: 
The. full justification en ar the ‘defendante is, that — Dublin 

judge has seen with his own eyes that ose hon 

m a oh BS ft ef. — 

ehted their cigars with my Plates before ‘ooking chet 
eeest, however, jonah yet, pecs a mind. 

See alpze Repertorium, 1852, Vol.
 L, p- 2%, ielidbe it is demon- 

as “pret ish nd, as ae aa 

riften, et, Lele 1855, p- 
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ent, also, remains “ sous-en 
urther, those popes a grey Teena have “not 

adopted Seyffarth’s system, but Dr. Young’s.” “The right- 

ful claimant is not Seyffa acer but Dr. Young.” In this case, 

however, they were obliged heneaels to confess and acknowl- 
t their “master” had unjustly condemned Young’s 

discoveries. For the rest, nies principle, as well as that adop- 

ted ted the said savans, are, as we have seen, totally different 

oung’s co nih For I stated, that, in general, each of 

ie 600 hiero lyphs valyphie fig the consonants contained in 

lps express conso onants to ether with vowels, “ nal g 

names, consist of symbolic characters. 
Further, “Champollion’s disciples have been guilty of no 

apostacy, ee have only followed their master’s example in 

know bic values to other hieroglyphs.” I do not . 
whether this “epebar ee is contradictory to the a 

ing. atead being the first discoverer of faeces ih 

is cea | labie_ values ” 
< apostatizing fom Cham 

it is absurd to conclude, without farther es 

: ae ae whole syllabic 

mpollionists, even the most able, as Rosel- 

i Ung Salvalini, postin De Saulcy, Leemans, 
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The pretended facility of the ‘ares proves as 
ers as valle awe Columbus 
pe Rev. P. Renouf makes an me iS jaly ie nae” 
é, wily bea sage in the “Revue Archéo 
184 , where M. Pe ll says, “Lepsius states, Ist, an 

alphabet consisting of mere letters; 2d, syllabic characters be: 
i. e, ex teri a — hy dog Thea benny of a yd z 

St 
‘th said | ae 

n my Alpl ? 
e scisaes my vkey” and ‘Alphabet—his “ ‘a 
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e figures to be Hiri determined in my Alpha- 
bet; then, in order to obtain fitting syllabic powers from such 
hier s, they recurred to another group one the 

ent translations. It is on account of their cy” syllabic 
hieroglyphs that De Rougé, in his wonderful “Le Tombeau 
@Ahmes,” discovered a “fire snake, Amh 0g ” (“narrabo 
etiam nomen anguis illius, pa in monte suo; habitans in 
igne suo; nomen ejus >) ; and, in pasthac place, ob- 
tained the sense that the deceased, in the times of Moses, 
1867 B. C., was seven times decorated with the “ décoration 
de la valeur militaire 4 collier dor.” For that same reason, 
Mr. as delivered so marvellous an explanation of 
the Biecitans, w: while Dr. Uhlemann’s translation, seealy fol- 
ne my my i is correct. I pass by all those alpha- 

yphs of mine which were also silently adopted 
by tose Sot ace and add only, that I recognize many 0: 

; dear children by means of certain aahenni with 
. the ey were born 

Eg yt, in, spite of my. Astronomi: ia Aigyptiaca, a a large work qnarto, published sixteen years before, rested before him, 

: asia shale ‘slagiavtanl,, Tai yee Rel. 
sea pe ew 882, Vol L, p- 26; 1 tab Vol ages 
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had first demonstrated that the Egyptians nf the 
Planets by the figures of the 7 Cabiri, and the Signs of the 
Zodiac by their 12 great The same friend of f trath, as 
soon as I had published a Uleratagiome ’s Translation of the Fla- 
minian Obelisk, said publicly, that a s Obelisk had 
not been discovered by me, but by the great master, Cham- 
sayy although he knew that Champollion had been in 

e twice, and had examined, during six years, the engraved 
Plates of that Obelisk, and that finally Champollion’s disci- 
ples had published a ‘totally wrong translation of it. The 
same is the case with Mr. Brugsch, at Berlin, the very young 
but_true scion of Lepsius, who once discovered the normal 
arithmetic figures which had been, nine years before, pub- 
lished in my Alphabeta Genuina, and the syllabic characters 
of the Demotic pore ng, of which the existence and values 
were also previ ously discovered and published by myself. 
That is natural, for “similis simili gau udet.” I wonder, only, 
at that nobleman, Vicomte de Rougé, Champollion’s succes- 
sor in the Louvre, although he is the warm friend of Brugse 
and Lepsius 

pious ancestors were so much averse to all kinds of 
literary robbery that they invented a peculiar name for it, 

agiarism ; at present, things are changed, and the 

ta — Hillcule the idea that those gentlemen Hear if they 
e the same — es, after m “by their own in- 

as CE (while t he — is proved); a lee to 
own 

Ke ans act of homage to him ee lawful owner;” “to give 
him the glory of the invention (of the = pabie: ‘alphabet nd 
the Egyptians).” I never have affected “ homage” and glo- 

- tlemen, I say, were bound, as soon as they abandoned Cham 

pollion’s fundamental rule, “no hieroglyphic figare © 

a syllable,” and as soon n as they copied my Alp habet, 01 

_ “discovered by their own investigation” a sa of chee 

characters which had — been discovered, to aval 2° 

: Indeed, the Rey. Barbuda Le Le ‘Page ve many oe" of the Catholie 

amy of pres ‘instead of — noble Tri ‘ 
ich t k, the Donia cede be fl 

1ed to advocate — able sp age 
undred youths, who sooner oF reo 

moral pean: held By “their acpi 
, to malign truths by the instrametr” 

Hat 
zg 
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tality . printers’ errors which he had pomno perfectly well 
zed. “The receiver is as bad as the thief.” 

It will be asked, what may be the proper snd real intention 
of that so unprov oked calumny? Ido not know, and leave 
it to others to decipher this very intricate hieroglyph. Per- 
haps, however, the “ prudent” Egyptologist of the “ orthodox 
school” speculated thus :—As the system opposed to Cham- 
pollion’s has already discovered and explained the most im- 
portant bilingual and other inscriptions, and enables every 
one familiar with the Coptic (except the Dublin Hieroglyph- 
ist) at last to translate entire Egyptian texts, the nimbus of 
the “great master,” and the glory of the whole “ orthodox 
school,” runs the risk of being forgotten. Therefore, the best 
expedient i is to kill off the fatal system, and, as far as possi- 
ble, deform and defile it, that all eyes may be averted from 
the dead carcass. Then, it will be easy to understand that 
the immortal followers of Champollion were never “ tempte 
to steal treasures of that kind ;” it will be possible to trans- 
form the whole system of Champollion, insensibly, and “step 
y dwn into the opposite one; and finally, by means of the 
sare Sete osed wrong system, to translate, “step by step,” 
the whole Egyptian literature. And thus, of course, some 
greater glory would reflected upon the head of the “ great 
master,” and upon all other members of the “orthodox 
pwn without the lisprabetial confession vo the “great 
master” had oe led to discover the real Mag to the E 

At least, there is a beginning made alre ye ag 
in the 4th No. of the Atlantis, the 3 next after the article 
question, the same author tells ‘his readers—* In the _ num- | 
ber of he Atlantis, I said that the idea of sy : 

where, as sty» as 1859, it has mea cleat demonstrated that 
= yllabie peer all the 600 peian hieroglyphs were 

Seyffarth, but Young, or rather 
the ‘great he ett tg Besides me the « orthodox schoo?” 

of Dublin probably spovalised thus :—Should the worst come 
to the he at least no calumny i is fruitless ; for — ali- 
quid manet! 
= be so or not, at least it needs a great deal of dullness 

believe that articles of that kind would succeed in realiz- 

a2 Such hopes ; for the world (the Lord be praised!) is still 

7 ers, grammatical | 
eer i method of expl ini 

of gentlemen, who see through, and 5 3 
: qusehood and imposition. Prom y eae avaes me a 

h ebay phic cari 
aE 
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All the matters spoken of in the preceding pages have 
been discussed in extenso in my Grammatica Augyptiaca; 

; which, according to Champollion’s system, are. to be 

explained either symbolically, or alphabetically, or by the 
“marvellous key” of abbreviation. = = © |. 1, 
_ Furthermore, I request the able Reviewer to publish this 

ation and explanation i for the ; senses _in that same « Atlantis,” or 
benefit of the readers of the article in question ; and Iam 

re ne cline i 3 5 3 & Qu 8 

aL 
- E 

varticnlasly: at Baie 2 
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In case, however, he should not succeed in translating and 
explaining the said texts, in a satisfactory manner, according 
to Champollion’s princi les, rammar, and Dictionary,—an 
should fail to publish the said translation in the next number 
of the “ Atlantis,” or elsewhere,—then I should ask the learn- 
ed world to take the Rev. Reviewer for a gross and shameless 
calumniator. He disapproved of such “rather indecent ex- 
pressions,” already made use of, in a similar case, by Dr. Uhle- 
mann; but Justice makes no difference between learned and 
uleamed impostors: she treats individuals according to their 
conduct 

Notice of a new species of Puatycrinus and other Fossils, 
from the Mountain Limestone of Illinois and Iowa; 
being an extract from the Second Annual Report of the 
Illinois Geological Survey. By A. H. Wortuen, State 
Geologist 

Pics: PRATTENI, nN. sp. 

Platycrinus planus, (in part) of Owen = Shumard, Geol. Rep. on Wiscon- 
sin, Iowa, and Minnesota, by D. D. Owen. Pi. V. A.,Fig. 4 

Calyx large with an entirely smooth surface, the base te 
The arti ing a deeply widened pentagonal cup. | , 

bh : it adheres to the lak joint of the column is un- 
ing covered by a joint of the column itself. ‘The 

Seeding upwar : | h they form | 
Ga and ee again inst two of the first rad sae eres seem to 

the man- 
her of butt: esses. The first ; tly elongated, and are nidont 

sa igh ye neat inferior to their. 
Breries bare so that the calyx in passing upward narrows 

pieces appear slightly t neated, from their not entirely meet- 

: 5 feaed he buttress-like projections of the basal plates. 
the ie surfaces of the radial — and the _— 

bers of the basal plates, there are ons fit- 

NE tito a ee ete ee ra rhe rac 
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edges of the radial plates have also a series of small teeth en- 
tering into depressions of the opposite che piece, but these 
are 80 ee as only to be seen with a 

Ther are three joints of the column attached to the speci- 
men figured, and these are exceedingly thin; the two nearest 
the summit are round, the third one elliptical, much smaller 
than the others, and bears radiating striz on its outer margin, 
which the others do not. The pe erforation in the centre is 

pentoge of first radial plates 27 ot tie width 22, Diameter at 
the upper edge of the basal cup 32 mill., height of the basal 
cup oe the centre of each side 15 mill., a of same to the 
top o its rojections at - angles 21 mill 
Teel | ; slat differ ne This Platycrinus differs from 

all known species in pee greater size, but more especially in 
the projections at ts angles of the — cup, and by its pe- 
culiar form of joint by which its bas ‘radial pieces are 
united. The teeth on the lateral ara rit its radial pieces 
will also serve to distin me it from any known species. 

Geol. Position and Locality—From the brown Crinoidal 
beds, ag — base of the Mountain Limestone series, Bur- 
lin, 
fuxe, take yiouadiet in dedicating this en species to its 

discoverer, my lamented friend Mr. H enry Petes who ric 
pointed out = distinctive characters which separate been 
‘Species for the P. planus, with which it has heretofore : 

Propvorss Ckoracawecs, n. sp. 
Prodictis depans, Norwood and Pratten, Tran in Phadepia A 
of Nat. Sciences, Augus 185K. PLT, Fig. 7, a, bc a 

This v characteristic form of the Chester Limestone was 
a uu Messrs. Norwood and Pratten in 1854, under the : 

: ER een wot hoc but as that ten Ba, already f 

eCO oid ‘eon- 
cies, mes necessary, in order to av 

i ge'e it another name. I propose or it the above 
are ee 
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name, because it is one of the most characteristic Brachiopods 

of the Upper Archimedes or Chester Limestone, and is found 

in the greatest abundance at the typical locality Chester, in 

Randolph County, Illinois. 

CuoxeTes ILLINOIENSIS, n. sp. 

gel Logani, Hall; Iowa Report, Part II., page 598, not of Norwood and 

The Chonetes above named, which has been referred by 
Prof. Hall to C. Logani of Norwood and Pratten, is not only 
very different in its specific characters from the true Chonetes 
Logani, but holds an entirely different geological position. 
it is restricted to the Crinoidal beds of the Mountain Lime- 

Messrs. N. and P., the fem all the beds exposed at Bur- 

lington, Towa, to ‘the fountain closet series, and hence 

spines on each side of the beak.” Our shell is also more than 
twice the size of C. Logani. It is abundant in the white 
— — eset , Illinois, where the original specimens 

yf Descriptions 9 
ee Rocke, ch the Western & 

Coscrstem Wonruest,1 n. op. 

re at 

ig ales ve ga lanes of e ao rar change , 

5 longitudinal f er fiv vas seven and one half; 

ee ale . 

outward tthe plane ofthe surfaces from
 the mid. 

only meer modified by the elevation of the late
ral 
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branches. Intercellular spaces, or net work, minutely capil- ary, as this tissue is developed from the approximating and receding ridges of the sole. 
Geological position and Locality—Keokuk or first Archi- medes Limestone, near Warsaw, Ill. Illinois State Collec- 

tion, No. 1. 

they seem larger and give to it a notched appearance. _ 
Geological position and Locality.—W arsaw or second Ar- 

Collection. 7 
Though the measurements in this species are very nearly 

the same as in the C. Keyserlingi, we are inclined to refer it 
to a distinct species, from the narrower, longer and more 

ingi they are sad mie oak th ith the 
difference in the surface distribution ‘of the dimples, will, we 
believe, warrant the distinction. 

rust-like, raised irregularly above the surface, more or less al- 
achi » spaces between th 
concave, and rising upon their outer 

with voncave i 

: bution of the dimples is mostly irregt 

- as opp fuce of the 
irregular growth of the 

iging to my own cabinet, 
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0 eee is broken up into cup-shaped cavities about the size 
4 of those which characterize the Michelinia favosa 

(Kon.) 

up-shaped cells are bounded by insterstitial plates, 
with ti salient ~ entire lips, denuded of aren al near the 

to Michelinia. 
ogical — and Locality.—W arsaw Limestone, 

second Archimedes group, Warsaw, Illinois (Illinois State 
a No. 3), and Barrett’s Station, St. Louis County, 

Cosctntium MIcHELINIA, n. sp. 

aes ns encrusting, siege over a considerable sur- 
vid maller more or less hexagonal 

pes ates with pee ees tuberculated lips, bottoms of 
the eu having sometimes deep lanceolate, or oval depres- 
sions; interior surfaces marked with irregular ridges covered 
by cell pores or chalices, lacing occasional abortive spaces 

eem them. 
We separate this from the preceding species on account of 

its more robust growth, the irregular notched or tubereulated 
.of the lip, and the other characters. assigned to it above. 

The thin and salient lips of the Plumosa would scarcely as- 
: peso the tuberculated form in a regular Pobaroninticrhs of the 

: Gea ogieal position and Locally. —Warsaw Eeaeae er or 

ton No. ime piles, Warsaw, Hilinelas = ies State Collec- 

Cabinets SAGANELLA, N. ep. 

im expanding and encrusting, cell divisions very 
ie more or less irregularly hee border of the septz 

not so acute as in C. plumosum. have era 5 sep- 

arated this Wont the two species above, un re enabled 
Pecire more perfect specimens. Named pot its resemblance 

Hall). 
ss Geos position and Locality—W arsaw Limestone 

rahe co bil oll Hino. Illinois State Collee- 

on TUDERCULATUM, M.S. Pe 

jzoum an e 4 gowead somewhat concave and Seattys re- 

a ae ed toward one margin: tuberculations more or less irregu- 

ead ranged in lines, vith ini dimples if omrking their 
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summits ; those toward the upper border are not dimpled, and are still covered with chalices. Dimples oblong oval; ina 

rangement of the dimples on the summits of the mammille, 
and the existence of mammillary swellings instead of an ir- 
regularly waved surface, will, we believe, sufficiently distin- 
guish them from one another. 

Geological position and Locality—Keokuk Limestone, or 
first Archimedes group, near Warsaw, Illinois. Tllinois State 
Collection, No. 6. 

CoscINIuM ASTERIA, n. sp. 

Polyzoum a thin, irregular encrusting expansion, covered 
with small chalices, except at certain points, which have the appearance of oblong, radiating, or substellar markings formed 
of more prominent lines of chalices, with narrow abortive spaces between them. These substellar dimples are more or 

- less irregular in form, the rays being sometimes unduly pro- 
longed, but are somewhat regularly arranged in relation to one another, being more or less quincuncial in their distribu- 
tion. The distance between the substellar points is in gen- eral about 5 mm. 

Geological position and Locality.—Keokuk Limestone, or 
second Archimedes group, near Warsaw, Illinois. Illinois 
State Collection, No. 7. 

Coscrntum ESCHARENSE, N. sp. 

Polyzoum a flat expansion most robably encrusting, cover- ed with small shubioay except at rythinieal points, where the w dimples seem to have denuded the surface. 

Geological position and Locality —Keokuk Limestone, or 
mao. near Warsaw, Illinois. Illinois State 
ee ee oe 

net-work, developed from a sole marked by tra 



ition external forms, which are so invariable and definit 
bi — orders of animal life, and search into the minute 

Saath 
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bands or wrinkles more or less concentric, sometimes inter- 
current or contorted, which are crossed at right angles by 

ces and radiating to an actual or imaginary centre, al- 

e have been induced from the considerations which fol- 
low, to separate this genus from the Ceriopora of Goldfuss. 
This genus, though well defined by its author, was rendered 
by its terms too comprehensive, and embraced within its lim- 

rately and alone, as an adequate basis for generic distinction; 
for it is well known that the superposition of layer upon 

: result of age, and we have observed sever- 
1 times in our investigations, that the expanding and en- 

from 
: 32 
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form and general arrangement of the cells or chalices; while 
for specific distinctions we are restricted to narrower limits, or, 
to indicia of minor importance, such as the relative size and 
form of the cells, their number and distance apart, and some- 
times to phenomena of a purely negative character. 

These principles, when more accurately defined and limited 
to their proper sphere, may lead to a more correct classifica- 
tion, or a more natural arrangement of the Polyzoa than 
those which have been previously proposed. It must be ad- 
mitted that the present classification is almost as defective in 
Polyzoology, as when the profound and gifted mind of D’Or- 
bigny essayed to establish order where the wildest confusion 
had previously prevailed. In all deference to his genius and 

ular spaces, and its sole ¢ 

from the Coscinium with a
 

formed of approximating .d inter = tetes with its more condense | 



| 
| 

ce ee 
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pressed these forms upon ae were accidental, and not 
strictly the aaah of differences in the laws which regulate 
the definite development of organic forms. 

CYcLOPORA FUNGIA, n. sp. 

Polyzoum a flattened disk about two inches in “peso 
with a central depression on the lower surface, and a some- 
what irregular margin ; strie or sole-lines radiating frou: the 
centre, ec agen whorled at first » delieate, interrupted, or 

ing apparently formed of long, slightly waved, sep- 
: tate, flattened tubes in juxta position on a common plane of 
expansion; concentric rings more or less ru rugosely plicated, 
and marked b by a which seem to have resulted from 
— cells larger than those which formed the sadinihig 
strie. As the suatlnmone become more prominent toward 
the akg the striations become less distinct and more 

, St. Fania Mo, Colleétion ora Worthen, N No. 9, sr 
At first Wwe were disposed to refer this species to the genus 

so examination nifest 
that it was a true cui allied F acanowehiee on one side to 
Ceriopora (Gold.), and on the other to Chaetetes (Fisch), from 
ee of which it is separated by the existence of a sole, 

the comparative shortness of its chalices. The chalices 
and the interchalicular space: e, but the same 

mech, that the septe in the forms Poser we examination 
bowie imaginary than real, being caused by the breaking 
Spaces, 

cells forming a part of chee netlike interchalicular 
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CYCLOPORA DISCOIDEA, NR. sp. 

marked, showing the basis of the chalices on the upper sur- 
face in connected lines and alternate series. irregu- 
lar, running into irregular frondescent expansions, which still 
— the concentric form of the banded sole. One spe- 
men is so deeply concave as to become infundibuliform ; 
psec only on one side, larger and not so long as in @. 

ngia. 
Geological position and Locality. — Keokuk Limestone, 

near Warsaw, III. Illinois State Collection, No. 9, 10, 11. 

CycLoProra FOLYMORPHEA, Il. Sp. 

Polyzoum a large encrusting expansion, with the ridges 
variously contorted without the appearance of a disk, al- 
though it seems to have had several centres of dovelypmeet 

alices larger than in the = former meee with the in 
terchalicular spaces more rugose ; chalices on both faces, with 
evidences here and there of a disposition in sap layers to su- 
perposition. The specimen from which this abecaiption is 
drawn is about four inches broad by as many long, and the 
whole expansion of the polyzoum seems to have been sev- 
eral times as broad as the space es by rent meae- 
urements. It is, we — evidently specifically different 
from the two preceding f orms. 

Geological position and Locality. —Chester Limestone, or 
3rd Archimedes Limestone, Pope County, Ill Illinois State 
poorer No. 12. 

| Crcrorona JAMESII, Nn. sp. 

Polyzoum a fragment showing mostly the sole with chali- 
__Zelroun tagment shoving mony parts ¢ of th — 
pas < formed of aor = less concentric —— ben 

+ times, by delicate strie or ; : 
vals oi tales. which appear like long septate parallel flattened 

the 1 et origin of the chalices; rent sept 2 chalices 
intersections of the ridges and strie mostly at 1 Les 5 

ehalices or net-work of i apertures almost ee 
gular, somewhat more delicate and condensed whet” 

the preceding sy from which it is further ge 

: ar ees ons upon eat . the chalices a ane 

8g f chalices in a space of two 
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Geological position and Locality.—Blue or Trenton Lime- | 
stone, a Ohio. We are indebted to the kind libe- 

rality of Mr. U. P. James of Cincinnati for this beautiful 
spec ou It must have belonged to a specimen from at least 
4 to 6 inches in length and width, as the concentric oy 
upon it are so end curved as to show a great relative dis- 
tance from the centre 

SEMICOSCINIUM ERIENSE, nN. sp. 

Polyzoum a leaf-like expansion covering one entire face of 
amass of sub-crystaline limestone, three inches long by two 
inches broad, with the sole weathered below the anastomo- 
sing lines of ‘cells, and exposing only a back view of the me- 
dallion face. The quincuncially arranged oscules seem to have 
a parallel penniform distribution with the points of the barbs 

escing, but without distinct rachides or shafts. This ar- 

th nestrules not so large as in S. rhomboideum, 

oval, somewhat: irre in size, with pore-like chalices fill- 
ing their depressions and i arly planted upon their in- 
riper net-work. Wace the schallion fx distribution of 

alli 

of it 
This beautiful but fepeda specimen was presen nted to us 

by Mr. U. P. P. James of Cincinnati, Phin an | is s from ‘Cun- 
ningham Islan | Lake Erie. © Devonian : 

SEMICOSCINIUM TUBERCULATUM, 1. sp. 

aoe broad encrusting expansion, marked with 1 low 
ranges of tubercles, aapered quinouncially, about | twa lines 
apart when measured in rectangles, about three in diagonals. 

F. enestrules rena sometimes uadran lar in form, much 
smaller than in th = = 

lar in their Seisibas on, as as if disturbed by the elevation of the 
which , he 
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Geological position and Locality.—Devonian, Falls of the Ohio. In the Collection of Dr. B. F. Shumard, 

Potyrora HALLIAnA, n. sp. 

Polyzoum a broad fan-shaped expansion, with apparently entire rigid longitudinal rays radiating from a central point, 
7 

wards the border. 
Dissepiments mostly alternate, small, depressed, often not much more than connecting points between the longitudinal 

rays; about one-fourth as long as the fenestrule, and some- 
what expanded at their junction with the longitudinal rays. 
Owing to their depression the spaces between the rays appear as long furrows, somewhat notched. : 
enestrules long, oval and narrow, being from twice to three times as long as broad. Two longitudinally in a space 

of two lines, three transversely. ; 
Chalices small, pore-like, juxtaposed in sinistral spiral lines 

upon the longitudinal rays; about four lines of alternate chal- 
ices and sometimes five, rarely three toward the base. In 
straight lines there are about four to each fenestrule, in zig- 
zag, eight to nine. 

omparisons.—Resembles P. Mexicana, but differs by the want of contraction and expansion above and below the bi- 
furcations, in the fewer number of chalices oo the borders 

PoLYPORA GRACILIS, n. sp. 

Polyzoum a long narrow net-work, proceeding from Pa pedicle, with longitudinal rays of nearly uniform size, oe a 
ing to branch much more frequently toward the margin 
hear the base. 

: the bi- ongitudinal rays round, dilating very slightly at late farcations, spaces between the bifurcations long, gee ial 
dichotomizations from two to five lines apart, but on pa rays nearly opposite. RB : . Diamingus very small, expanded at their junction ie the longitudinal rays, dividing them into a somewhat ireg™ 
lar net-work, . Ps 
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Fenestrules long, oval, but sometimes quadrangular, about 
as broad as the large longitudinal rays. 

Chalices in lines alternately distributed with calcareous 
raised lips when perfect common to the chalice openings, 
which are sometimes depressed at certain points, or elevated 
y the expansion of the cells forming the substance of the 

longitudinal rays; four to five lines of chalices on each ray, 
mostly dextral; about fifteen to twenty to each oscule, with 
no interjacent lines of very minute pores between them; 
when the longitudinal rays are worn they appear minutely 
tubular striate. 
Reverse long-tuberculate, anfractuous, with occasional small 
res 
Comparisons—This very large and graceful species of Po- 

lypora is allied somewhat in character to the Retepora laxa, 
Phillip (Polypora, McCoy; Gorgonia ripisteria, Gold. VIL, 
Fig. 2), but differs from it in being much larger in branch- 
ing more regularly, in having no interjacent lines of pores be- 
tween the chalices, and in the long ovate form of its oscules. 
Geological position and Locality.— Second Archimedes 

Limestone, Warsaw, Ill. Illinois State Collection, No. 14, 
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Observations upon the Cretacrous Strata of Texas, by 
B. F. Suumarp, M.D., State Geologist, 

much controversy, some authors assigning them to the Juras- 
sic and Triassic Periods, while others, and by far the largest list 
of authorities, have referred them to their true age—the Cre- 
taceous. Although much has been written concerning the 

of our Cretaceous System, and 
many of the fossils have been described by Roemer, Conrad, 

and that only a single species, the @ryphwa Pitchert, has 

4 3 ie from the Mani to the summit of 

from the Lower into the Upper Cretaceous. __ 
The order of succession and thickness of the different mem- 

bers of the Cretaceous system, so far as observed in ed 4 
are expressed by the following section, which is an ore 

in the main correct, although it is not improbal e . 

further researches may render some slight modifications 2 
cessary : 



SECTION OF THE CRETACEOUS STRATA IN TEXAS. 
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Caprina Limestone. | 60 | 

Exogyra Texana, Gryphea Pitch- 
800 |eri, Janira occidentalis, Cardium 

: jmultistriatum, Lima Wacoensis,! . ‘ 
. Comanche Peak to |Ammonites Pedernalis, Natical &) 2°) & 

Group. dernalis, Heteraster Texanus,/‘5 |2 
4 400 | Holectypus planatus, Cyphosoma) 4 /aj|s 

Texana, and Diadema Texana. (= /E|E 

t og ee ae 
2 /Austin Limestone. | 100 | few dpc vesicularis, Exogyra cos-)is | A 
: to diolites Au ean, 2 an ip 
3 Fi 120 ns Dekayi, Bacalites a ~~ 
3 ish-bed ish remains—Mosas a|C 

3 Aba wed 
ry 
3 \Indurated Blue Marl.| 60 Exogyra arietina, Dentalina. 

5 
$ E 

. Gryphea Pitcheri, var. Tucumca-|_; < 5 : Typha e€ 
¢ | Washita Limestone. pee in Wee subovata (0. Marshii, | F 
Fy 190 | Ma re.), QO. carinata, Inoceramus/%) |g 
s  peotemusions: Hamites Fremonti. & 

| 
ue Marl. 50 |Inoceramus problematicus, Ostrea, 3 3 

&e. Z 

Orbitolina Texana. 
Caprotina Limestone, 55 | Caprotina Texana, 

‘ atica acutispira. 

sa roup. Ostrea bellarugosa, e 
Fish bed. sever | 8O Res haa OF *), a” | Dp 

ZF 
Ammonites Swallovii, A. Meekia- 

Mary Clay, or ceras annulatus, Sca- 
Red River Group. 150 phites erhidodtii ites gra- 

cilis, rvilia ria seeing A 

ae ’ capulus, Fossil W' 
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I now proceed to describe the divisions of the System in 
the order laid down in the above section. 

I.—Upper Cretaceous or Catcarrous Division. 

extension reaches a much greater development. It presents 
i rds: Caprina 

Limestone, Comanche Peak Group, Austin Limestone, Exo- 
gyre arietina Marls, Washita Limestone, Inoceramus pro- 
blematicus Beds, and Caprotina Limestone. 

The fossils are chiefly Caprina, Cytherea, and Ammonites, 

member of the series, and presents a greater —. both horizontally and vertically, than either of the others. 
is made up of soft, yellowish and whitish chalky ee 
a 

County, will convey a pretty good idea of the general nee logical features of the mass: 
No. aE Caprina Limestone...-.. eee eee ee eeee oe eee eearee eoseee dae 

‘* 2. Buf calcareo-magnesian limestone -+++++ seeere serene Yee : 8. Soft, chalky limestone, abounding in Exogyra Texana: hey 
‘ 4. Light, gray, hard, silicious limestone +++-++ +++ ****" ie 5. Light yellow, earthy limestone, of sandy texture-+*****" —s 
a The same, but of a lighter color ++++++ «sess +++** > ee 1 i same, more compact in teEXtUre «eeree sovese vere? 

oer 

eee 
a sn “8 
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No. 8. Slope with beds of yellowish, soft, coarse-grained lime- 
stone, projecting at intervals. Some of the layer 
are More or less SiliCiOUS ++++++ sessse secesee seevee 77 feet. 

‘ ‘ “ 9. Slope o eeecee 90000 pesaee ve 
“10. Light yellowish earthy limestone, appearing at intervals 

slo oe eecees eeee see eeee 2 eee @e ee eee ee eee 87 “ 

“IL. Light cream-colored, subcrystalline limestone ++++++++++« My dd 
rr 12. Slope eeeee SP Oe eee eee eee tee eee eee Se eee eee Hee eee e ee 5 “ 

“18. Very similar to No. 11, but of a more granular texture-»» 3 “ 
“14. Light, yellow, soft, chalky limestone, abounding in Gry- 

pha, Rostellaria and Arca eseees sesees \ sees sen Be Sead 
bid 15; Same as O. Lice esas eeses FOO O ee eee eee eeee HEREOF HHee in. 

“16. Light yellowish, sandy and compact limestone, projecting 
In benches from slope ++s+0s soscss seccse veces sees ++ 69 feet. 

“17. Rough, earthy, silicious limestone -++++ oseeee On ie 

The best exhibitions of this formation that we have seen 
are at Comanche Peak, Shovel Mountain, and at Mount 
Bonnell, near Austin. ' 
Fossils.—This group is remarkably rich in organic remains, 

a large proportion of them, however, occurring usually as 
s. The species most frequently observed are: Exogyra 

na, Gryphea Pitcheri, Janira occidentalis, Cardium 
multistriatum, C. Texanum, C. Coloradoense, Pholadomya 
Sancti-Sabe, Lima Wacoensis, Arcopagia Texana, Tri- 

bula occidentalis, Modiola concentrice-costellata, Leda, , 
monites acuticarinatus, A. pedernalis, Scolaria 

, Phasianella tumida, Rostellaria (Hulima, Sh.) sub- 
Susiformis, Natica pedernalis, Nerinea acus, Avellana Tex- 
and, Turritella seriatim-granulata, Cerithium Bosquense, 
Pleurotomaria (undet. sp.), Solarium (undet. sp.), Heteraster 
( Towaster, Roe.) Texanus, Holectypus planatus, Cyphosoma 
Texanum, and Diadema Texanum. — si Sag 
It is quite probable that this and the preceding gna 
y our Cretaceous System are not represented in Nebra 
Bd have collected more tha fty species of fossils from 

ese 

e New Jersey and Alabama series, though it is not im- 

probable hat a closer study of the Cretaceous rocks in la- 

“ma will show them to exist there. 

Glarea Livestonz.—This subdivision consists of aye 

logi en and bluish earthy limestone, and resembles in litho- 

eral features portions of the preceding group, but contains 

different assemblage of organic remains. Some of 3 ® 

others are moderate] hard, and furnish a handsome building 
Tock, which may be “idk into almost any required shape with 
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- G. G. Shumard in Grayson 
County. The greatest thickness observed is in the vicinity 
of Austin, where the beds are exposed to the height of about 
one hundred feet. 

rganic Remains.—The most characteristic are Jnocera- 
mus biformis, Gryphea vesicularis, Exogyra costata, Ostrea 
anomicformis, Arca vulgaris, Radiolites Austinensis, ‘au. 
tilus Dekayi(?), Baculites auceps, Helicoceras, Ammonites, 
Cassidulus equoreus, Hemiaster parastatus, and scales an 
teeth of fishes. ; 

At the base we have shaly layers of dark bluish-gray, cal- 
careous sandstone, containing numerous fish-scales, teeth of 
orax heterodon, Lamna Texana, and remains of Mosa- 
urus. 
This assemblage of fossils establishes pretty clearly that 

the Austin Limestone represents divisions A, B and ©, of the 

Exoeyra arretrva Mart.—This is an indurated blue - 
yellow marl, with occasional bands of gray limestone, is 

ita, 

. ‘ ra Fossils—Exogyra arietina, Gryphoa Pitcher, Jani 
Teeana, and a small undescribed species of Eatesiee act Me 
Shoal Creek, near Austin, Zxogyra arietina occurs ‘ iid 
greatest profusion, the surface of the ground being som 
literally covered with them of our 

i low, gray 
] me of the layers being sp J 

; of Ne- * See Remarks on the Tertiary and Cretaceous aie for braska, by F. B. Meek and F. V. Hayden, Proc. Ac. N. Proc. Amer: May, 1857. Also, Notes on Geol. of Alab., by A. Winchell, 
Assoc., Montreal Meeting. 
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formation is exhibited at many localities in the State. Good 
exposures occur near Austin, and in Grayson, Fannin and 
Red River Counties. According to Dr. G. G. Shumard, it is 
finely developed at Ft. Washita. 

Fossils are extremely abundant in this formation. The 
most common are Holaster simplex, Epiaster elegans (Hemi- 
aster elegans, Shum., and Towxaster elegans, Conrad and Hall), 
Cidaris hemigranosus, Gryphea Pitcheri, (common var. 
and var. G. Tucumcarii), G. sinwata, Marcou (not Sower- 
by), Ostrea subovata ( Ostrea Marshii, Marcon), O. carinata, 
0. quadriplicata, Janira Texana, Janira Wrightii, Inoce- 
ramus problematicus, Pachymya Austinensis, Lima crenuli- 
costa, Terebratula Wacoensis, Turrilites Brazoensis, Ammo- 
nites Texanus, A. Brazoensis, Hamites Fremonti, and Nau- 
tilus Texanus. 
The occurrence of the well known fossil, Inoceramus pro- 

blematicus, in the formation we are considering, places it on a 
parallel with the lower part of No. 3 of the Nebraska Section of 
Messrs. Hall, Meek and Hayden, while the presence of Ostrea 
subovata (O. Marshii, Marcou) and Gryphea Pitcheri, var. 
Tucumcarti, together with the close lithological resemblance 
of the beds, show, in a very satisfactory manner its identity 

art, 7. e. E, F and G of the Pyramid Mount 
Section, referred by Prof. Marcou to the Jurassic Period. I 

U.S, without being able to detect any difference whatever 
. of specific value. I have also compared my specimens of 0. 

gone Maru.—This member was examined in Grayson 
ounty by Dr. G. G. Shumard, who describes it as an wane 

tated arenaceous marl, of a schistose structure, with sma 
nodules of iro : : of lignite dis- 

<osatel through it. It has not been recognized south of 

ounty. 

The fossils are In blemati Ostrea, and 
: oceramus problematicus, ¢ 

Plicatula, of undetermined onl 2 It also abounds in rs 

mains, the scales and teeth of which are sometimes ele- 

Santly preserved, 
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This subdivision should eee a grouped with the pre- 
ceding. It corresponds with No. 2 of the Nebraska Section. 

Caprotina Limestonr.—The Cephottat Limestone, which 
alows in descending order, forms the base of the Upper 
Cretaceous, and is composed of li ght gray and yellowish gray 
earthy limestone, with intercalated bands of yellow marl, and 
sometimes flint. It is exposed at the base of the hills near 
Comanche Peak, and is seen underlying the haba yg Lime- 
ant near the Colorado, at the foot of Mt. Bon 

II. Lower Cretaceous. 

For a knowledge of this division of our Cretaceous system, 
I am indebted to Dr. G. G. Shumard, who has had excellent 
opportunities for examining it. He describes it as being 

composed of sandstones, and gypseous and marly clays; the 

latter containing numerous septaria filled with fossils. It is 

separable into two groups; namely, Arenaceous and Marly 
Clay, or Red River 8 
ARENACEOUS GRO p—Thi is member consists of light yel- 

low and blue sanasbo ne; and beds of sandy clay with crystals 4 
selenite and some lignite. Its characters may be understoo 

from the following section taken by Dr. G. G. Shumard, on 
Post-Oak Creek, in Grayson County. 

No _ Soft, fine-grained, yellow sandston e cbecneey Aa 

. Hard, fine.grained, blue sandstone, becoming yellow up- 
oe soe and sometimes passing into gs i 

conglomerate ++++++ ++ dete tors. “ 
3. Yellow gota pretince same as No. Liseese sorree see? : 2 a 

“ 4, Indurated, blue, slaty aes, with a ag - selenite os 

“ 6. Thinly laminated layers, same as 

“ee 

Fossils —The upper part is characterized by Ostr e an 

PUgOSa, ate congesta, Lucina, Plicatula, a sma spec 

gui: 
mains, which Dr. Leidy refers to the following 8 
Prtye ieoiuk mammilaris, Lamna a L. 
Galeocerdo pristodontus, and Carcharod: ly equive 
The strata of this sronp J I regard as peing _ tee Set pie 

lent to divisions B, C the Pyramid M 
of Prof. Marcou, re in “a by him to the Ju Tass) al 
The stratigraphical position is the same, and the Saale 
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characters of the beds are strikingly similar. That they can 
not be older than the Cretaceous is satisfactorily shown by 
the fossils above enumerated. 
With regard to the Nebraska equivalent of our Arena- 

ceous Group, I think there can scarcely be a doubt that it 
represents No. 1 (perhaps the upper part) of the section of 
Messrs. Hall, Meek and Hayden. 
These authors have already pointed out the parallelism of 

A, B, C and D, of the Pyramid Mt. Section, with No. 1, of 
their Nebraska Section. ‘ 

e have not yet succeeded in finding in the Texas sand- 
stones and subordinate marls impressions of dicotyledonous 
leaves, which Meek and Hayden have found so characteristic 

of the sandstones occupying the base of the Nebraska Cre- 
taceous, and which Dr. Newberry has discovered in such 
abundance and perfection in the equivalent beds o the 
western slope of the Rocky Mountains ;* but it is almost cer- 

tain they will be found in this position in Texas. 

the formation. The best exposures of the group are 
Grayson, on Post-Oak, Choctaw, and Big Mineral Creeks, 
where sections of from fifty to sixty feet have been meas- 
ued. It occurs also on Red River, Fannin and Lamar 

counties. The estimated thickness of the group in this part 

of the State is about one hundred and fifty feet; but we have 
hot seen the base of the formation.” 

Fossils are extremely abundant in the septarie and nod- 

ules, and so far as I have been able to learn they belong to 

fitherto. undescribed species. From the collections of Dr. 

a Shumard, I have been able to characterize the ollow- 

&: Ammonites Swallovii, A. inequiplicatus,
 A. Meckianus, 

‘aysonensis, Ancyloceras annulatus, Scap 

peat Baculites gracilis, Cytherea Lamareni: cae i r 
1 ape ; 
“0 lean gregaria, Nucula yy eee ri cams 

wbulus, and Inoceramus, n. sp. Fossil wood is also quite 

* See Dr. Newberry’s hi : : on the Ancient Vegeta- 
i ‘saa y’s highly interesting paper 

Hon of N, A., in the March caaiber of Silliman’s Journal. 
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taceous Period. That these beds, under notice, are equiva- 
the Pyramid 

will, I think, scarcely admit of a doubt; and it appears to 
me somewhat probable that a closer examination of the 
region around Pyramid Mount than Prof. Marcou was able 
to make, would result in the discovery there of the same fos- 
sils that Dr. G. G. Shumard has found in Grayson County. 

Descriptions of New Cretacrous Fossis from Texas.* 
By B. F. Saumarp, M.D., State Geologist. 

CEPHALAPODA. 

GENUS NAUTILUS. 

N. TExanus, n. sp. 

Shell large, last volution expanding rapidly towards the 
aperture; sides gently convex; dorsum strongly rounded ; 
siphuncle sfhungad between the center and ventral margin; 
sept flexuous, aperture semielliptical, height greater than 
the width, broadest posteriorly, and deeply excavated by the 
preceding volution; surface ornamented with numerous flex- 
uous, flattened convex ribs, which arise from the umbilicus, 
are arched forwards on the sides, and form a broad an 
rather deep sinus on the dorsum. ; . 

Although fragments of this species have been found at 
number of localities in Texas, we have not been so fortunate 
as to procure an entire specimen. | 

The WV. Texanus resembles somewhat closely the se 
pseudo-elegans of D’Orbigny, from which it may be disti ; 
guished by the form of the aperture, which is more elong# 
ted in our shell. ai tall 

ocality.—Oceurs in the Washita Limestone, associa”, 
with Epiaster elegans and Ostrea subovata, near Austin a2 
Bluffs of Red River, in Grayson County. ‘dell 

Collected by B. F. and G. G. Shumard and W. P. Ridde®. pr eos inert Maetaenia ores autem te 
l- 
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GENUS AMMONITES. 

A. INEQUIPLICATUS, hi. sp. 

Shell large, gibbous, sides rounded ; dorsum flat or very 
slightly convex ; volutions four, partially embracing; umbili- 
cus deep, less than the width of the last volution, exhibiting 
about one half of each of the inner coils ; aperture transverse, 
subreniform ; surface of body volution ornamented with from 
25-28 very prominent, unequal, rounded coste, some arising 

tinued over the dorsum, at the margins of which they become 
obtusely angulated. Each rib bears two moderately distinct 

es, which are situated at their dorsal angles. In mature 

be, which is marked with several small points; superior 
lateral lobe oblique, its extremity furnished with four slender 

branches, each bearing several small points. : 
Diameter 5 inches, width of last volution 2 inches, thick- 

cies. It was found near the base of our Cretaceous strata, In 

Septariee, embedded in blue marly clay at Garnet's Bluff, on 

- d River, Fannin county, associated with Ammonites Swal- 

a and 4, Meekianus. Collected by Dr. G. G. Shu- 

A. SWALLovII, n. sp. 

a Shell compressed, discoid; sides gently convex; dorsum 
Attened, transversely ribbed, nodose-bicarinate ; volutions 
ont, partially embracing; umbilicus deep, exhibiting about 

out as wide 
rs one half of the width o* the last volution; aperture subo- 
bigs longer than wide, truncated and narrowest at the ve 
t €; surface marked near the umbilicus with a series oj 

“ansversely elongated nodes or tubercles, from each of whic 

33 ; 
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others bifid or trifid; inferior lateral lobe very small, scarcely 

The diameter of the largest specimen (imperfect) in the 
collection is six inches. A young specimen gives for diame- 
ter, 34 inches; width of last volution 144 inches; thickness, 
1,45 inches. : 
Form, and Locality.—This is the most beautiful species of 

“Immonite we have found in the Cretaceous strata of Texas, 
and quite characteristic of the marls and calcareous sand- 
stones forming the base of the formation. f 

curs in Grayson County, four and a half miles north 0 
Sherman, and Bluffs of Red River, in Fannin and Lamar 
Counties. 

A. MEEKIANUS, 0. sp. 

Shell large, discoidal, compressed (number of volutions un- 
known); transverse section of last volution subquadrate 
subcircular; sides flattened convex; dorsum, broad, flat, oF 

ws 

b 
Where they are slightly swelled or subnodose, 
at the dorsal margin, each in a remarkably prom 
suptriangular at base and with the extremity directe 

y- 

minent node, 
d late- 
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points on either side, the terminal ones being the larger and 
trifurcate; dorsal saddle double the width, but shorter than 
the dorsal lobe, divided into two unequal parts by a slender 
digitate auxiliary lobe; superior lateral lobe shorter and nar- 
rower than the dorsal lobe, ornamented with five small 
branches on each side, the terminal ones trifid, and the 
others simple or bifid; inferior lateral lobe narrow, much 
smaller than the superior, having eight. branches, the termi- 
nal ones bearing two or three points. 

In young individuals, the dorsum is more flattened than in 
mature shells, the sides slightly converge towards the ventral 
margin, and occasionally we find small nodes in the intervals 
between the larger ones of the dorsal margin. 
The 4. Meekianus is founded merely upon fragments of 

the exterior volution, which, however, show the form of the 
lobes of the septe very perfectly, so that there is no danger 
of confounding it with any other American species. 

idth and thickness of last volution, two inches. 

Form. and Locality—Occurs with the preceding species 
hear Post-Oak Creek, Grayson County. Dedicated to the 
able Paleontol gist and Geologist, F. B. Meek, Esq., of 
Washington, D. ©. 

A. GRAYSONENSIS, 0. sp. 

of them extending to the dorsal carina, being abruptly bent 
forward, and most prominent on the dorso-lateral margin. 
Thave before me a number of examples of this species, but 

none of them show the form of the chambers. 
ameter, 1.43 inches; width of last volution at aperture, 

18 shell is very nearly related to A. percarinatus, of Hall 
P| K (Mem. Amer, Acad. Arts & Sci., Vol. V., p. 396, 
a lv., Fig. 2 a—c.), from which it may be distinguished by 
b Waved-edge and less prominent dorsal carina. The Ne- 
— shell has also a greater number of ribs. * 

orm. and Locality—Occurs in septarie, embedded in the 
Lower Cretaceous Marls in Hasits Coutts, near Lowell’s 
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Bluff, and in Grayson County, four miles north of Sherman. 
Re the latter locality it is associated with Scaphites vermi- 
culus. 

A. BRAZOENSIs, n. sp. 

Shell very large, discoidal, moderately compressed ; whorls 
five or six; last whorl strongly rounded on the dorsum, sides 
gently convex and bearing ten or eleven broad, slightly pro- 
minent, convex folds, which are most elevated in the middle 

from an inner volution, ha 
inches. In full grown shel 

we have seen from the Cretaceous strata 0 a 
gest specimen in the State collection measures as gel ae 
Greatest diameter, 1 foot 9 inches; thickness, 64 mcheS> 
width of last volution at aperture, 8 inches. ; 5 ieee 

orm. and Locality—Occurs in the Washita Limes % 
strata, at Shovel Cr nc 

near Austin, and very abundantly in sce ge ait? ain 
i ; ci me from Counties. I have also specimens before "Collected by 

Fd GENUS SCAPHITES. 

S. VERMICULUS, Nn. sp. 

Shell small, ovate, length not quite one-t 
the height; sides gently convex, dorsum s 

hird greater than 

trongly rounde 
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racing, leaving a deep umbili- 
cus in which three or four coils are visible; surface marked 

is a smaller and porportionally a more slender species, and 

GENUS ANCYLOCERAS. 

A. ANNULATUS, 0. sp. 

sect 

us prominent, obli impl hich are strongest on que, simple rings, which are stronges® 

the dorsal half of the yolution. Hach annulation is provided 

Th 

wo volution in the collection is a little more than the third 
of an inch. 

ite y hey Creek, Grayson County, in nodules of clay iron 

the T embedded in the indurated marly clay near the base of 

c Ower Cretaceous strata. 
ollected by Dr. G. G. Shumard. 
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GENUS BACULITES. 

B. GRACILIS, n. sp. 

Shell very slender, gradually tapering to apex; transverse 
section varying from broad ovate to subcircular; surface in 
some specimens nearly smooth, but usually marked with 
moderately prominent, rounded costw#, which on the dorsum 
are distinct and arched towards the aperture, and on the 
sides curve obliquely backwards and downwards to the ventral 

argin, before reaching which they become nearly obsolete. 
Some of the specimens exhibit very fine flexuous strie 0 

owth. 

from a fragment having a diameter of two lines, this being 
the only specimen in the State collection showing the form 
of the lobes distinctly. i 

The diameter of the largest fragment found is 0.50 of an 
inch, but the diameter of most of the specimens does not ex- 
ceed 0.25 of an inch. This shell may be compared with B. 
Neocomiensis of D’Orbigny, from which it differs in the et 
of the septe, the lobes being porportionally wider and the 
saddles narrower in our species. “th the 

ocality.—In nodules of argillaceous iron stone, wit Col- 
preceding species, Shawnee Creek, Grayson County. \° 
lected by G. G. Shumard. 

GASTEROPODA. 

GENUS CERITHIUM. 

C. BosquENsE, N. sp. 

Shell large, elongate-conic, turreted ; spiral ang 
volution fines ekabWe) flattened ; last volution Sonal mi 
shorter than the width, rounded beneath; aperture ovil 
oblique, contracted above and below, and wides 
middle; surface of volutions marked with 11-12 broa tind 
ed longitudinal ribs or folds, which are moderately ; edge 
above, and become obsolete before reaching the inferior 
of the volution. 
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There is but one specimen of this shell in the collection, 
consisting of the body and three of the succeeding volutions, 
on the latter of which parts of the shell remain attached. 

ocality.—Near Bosque Creek, Bosque County, in the 
upper division of the Upper Cretaceous Limestone, oceurring 
with Exogyra Texana and Lima Wacoensis. 

GENUS PHASIANELLA. 

P. PEROVATA, 0. sp. 

Shell ovoid, height not quite double the width; volutions 
n, gently convex; last one moderately gibbous, a 

little longer than the spire; spire somewhat rapidly enlarging 
tom the apex, spiral angle 50°-55° gently convex ; suture 
distinct, linear, not very deeply impressed; aperture oblique, 
acute above, rounded below ; surface smooth or marked with 
fine lines of growth. ; 

The measurements of the most perfect specimen (half 
grown) in the collection are, height, 1.20 inches; width, 0.70 ; 
height of last volution, 0.68. ° 

ocalities.—Inferior part of Upper Cretaceous (Caproti- 
na Limestone), Comanche Peak, and in Parker County, near 
Brazos River. 

GENUS AVELLANA. 

A. TEXANA, 0. sp. 

however, has all the external characters of Avellana. 

ength, 0.36; width, about 0.26; height of last coil, 0.29. 
Resembles Acteon concinna of Hall and Meek, but is a 

sab a shell and has fewer revolving strie. : 
ocality.—F ound in the upper part of the Cretaceous Lime- 

Stone, near Bosque Creek, in Bosque County, in connection 
with 

GENUS NATICA. 

N. ACUTISPIRA, N. Sp. 

‘Shell obli he width; spire quely ovate, length greater than the width; 
hot much elevated, Hote Sie Scien and acutely pointed at 
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surface smooth, or marked with fine lines of growth. 
Length, 0.66; width, 0.53; height of body volution, 0.48. 
Locality.—V ery abundant near the base of the Upper Cre- 

taceous series, in the Caprotina Limestone, Parker County, 
,near Brazos River. B. F. Shumard and W. P. Riddell, col- 
lectors. 

GENUS NERITOPSIS. 

N. BIANGULATUS, N. sp. 

Shell depressed, width greater than the height; spire short, 
obtuse at apex (in cast), forming about one-fifth of the total 
height of the shell; volutions 83-3} angulated above, upper 
surface narrow, flat, declining very gradually from angle 0 
eriphery to suture ; last volution very large, transverse diam- 

eter greater than the height, periphery convex, angulated be- 
low, but less sharply than above; surface of cast exhibiting 
obscure, coarse striw, which are preserved only on the side of 
the body volution, where they pass obliquely downwards and 
backwards from the superior to the inferior angle. 

Height, 1.10 in.; width, 1.42. 
The few examples of this species we have seen are scone 

and occur with Inoceramus problematicus and Hamites Fremonti 
near the base of the Upper Cretaceous Limestone. 

Locality —Alexander’s Bend, Grayson County. 

ACEPHALA. 

GENUS VENUS. 

V. SUBLAMELLOSUS, D. Sp. 

ase semiovate; beaks nearly central, moderately “s se 
closely incurved, approximate; lunule rather large we i. 
late, not deeply impressed, but with margins distinct iota 
fined; ligament area narrow lanceolate, pallial sinus ie i 

large, extremity rather bluntly rounded; surface ma 
with prominent, sharp, sublamellose, concentric stri®. aa 

Length, 0.57; width, 0.49; thickness, 0.26. This nf d 

little species, and quite distinct from any hitherto ene 
species from American strata. ‘ f which 

The collection contains but two specimens, neither 0 
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show the hinge, and I am therefore in some doubt as to 
whether it properly belongs with the above genus or Cytherea. 

Form. and Locality—Grayson County, five miles north of 
Sherman, associated with Scaphites vermiculus, in Septaria of 
the Marly clay, near the base of the Lower Cretaceous. 
Collected by Dr. G. G. Shumard. 

GENUS CARDIUM. 

C. CHOCTAWENSE, 0. sp. 

Locality.—Post-Oak Creek, Grayson County, associated 
with Ostrea bellarugosa 

this is a rare shell and quite distinct from any species 
known to me from the Cretaceous strata of the United 
States. Collected by Dr. G. G. Shumard. 

C. CoLORADOENSE, n. sp. 

and s] ? mbonial region gibbous superiorly, 

Fonaded 15 inferiorly to the pallial margin; buce 

Length and width, 0.60 of an inch; thickness, 0.46. 
This sh ell is quite characteristic of the superior part of our 

PA aM? ety Tue el Be es bat ey eee Se Pee stl ie aE lll caida ea te rao ila A 
pe 
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Upper Cretaceous Limestone, occurring with Exogyra Tea- 
ana and Ammonites pedernalis. 
We have found it in Burnet, Travis, Bosque, Johnson and 

McLennan Counties, and Dr. G. G. Shumard found it holding 
the same geological position several hundred miles further 
westward. Collected by B. F. and G. G. Shumard and W. P. 
Riddell. 

C. BRAzoENszE, n. sp. 

parallel with the cardinal edge to the anterior margin; beaks 
elevated, rounded, strongly incurved, situated a little pos- 
terior to the middle; surface of buccal and umbonial regions, 
marked with fine, pretty regular, concentric striw, which are 
wider than the intervals that separate them, and on the anal 
region or corselet with from eighteen to twenty fine radi- 
ating striz. 

Length, 1.52; width, 1.58; thickness, about 1.38. 
This shell resembles C. multistriatum, but is much more 

gibbous, has a greater number of stria on the corselet, and the 
beak is posterior to the middle, while in the C. multistrialum 
it is anterior. 

Localities—Occurs near the base of the Upper Cretaceous 
Limestone (Caprotina Limestone), in Johnson County, at 
omanche Peak, a few feet above the level of Brazos River, 

and near Patrick’s Creek, Parker County. ; 

GENUS CYTHEREA. 

C. LAMARENSIS, n. sp. 

beaks moderately elevated, closely ineurved, nearly “ ne 
tact, situated in advance of the middle; umbo rounded; | ; 
di : traigh 

margins 

d scarcely 
: : niga . ular be noticed upon a superficial examination; anterior mus¢ +. * am era 1 edge; poste- impression subovate, concave at upper internal edge ; 

» 
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rior impression subcircular, or subquadrate; sinus rather 
broad, triangular, scarcely reaching the middle of the shell. 

ce ornamented with remarkably fine, concentric strie of 
owth. 
Dimensions of an average specimen, length, 0.97 of an 

inch; width, 0.74; thickness, 0.45. 
This shell may be compared with C. Owenana of Meek and 

Hayden, (Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Philadelphia, Vol. —, p. —) 
with which it agrees in several respects, and it probably oc- 
cupies a similar geological position. The differences seem to 
consist mainly in the absence of concentric wrinkles on the 
a shorter pallial sinus, and smaller size, of the Texan 
she 
Locality.—In Septaria of the marly clay at the base of the 
ower Cretaceous Strata, Red River, Lamar County. Col- 

lected by Dr. G. G. Shumard. ee 

GENUS TAPES. 

T. Hrrearpi, n. sp. 

tow lanceolate ; pallial sinus lingueform extending above the 
middle of the height of the shell. The surface —— are 

Length, 2 inches; width, 1.27; thickness, 0.66. _ Locality Bluffs of Red River, Lamar and Fannin Coun- 
Hes, occurring in Septaria of the marly clay, near the base of the Lower Cretaceous. 

i Named in honor of Dr. E. W. Hilgard, State Geologist A Mississippi. Collected by Dr. G. G. Shumard. 

GENUS ARCA. 

A, Prourrana, 2. sp. 

hell Somewhat trapezoidal, very gibbous, a little wider 
oe long; buceal and pallial margins rounded; and margin 
obliquely truncate ; umbonial region very gibbous ; angula- 

-. Posteriorly ; posterior slope declining rapidly to the mar- 
a 4 sharp elevated carina or fold extending in a curve ar 

* Posterior side of the beak to near the middle of the an: 

* 

Sia ARTS a ye cL gg 
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terior slope, and in the most perfect specimen before me 
there are six or seven quite prominent radiating lines on the 
buccal end of the shell. 

Length, 1.88 inches; height, 1.58; thickness, 1.40. 

Form. and Loc.—Comanche Peak, and Parker County» 
near the Brazos river. Near base of Upper Cretaceous in the 
Caprotina Limestone. : 

Dedicated to my friend, Hiram A. Prout, M.D., President 
of the Academy of Science of St. Louis. 

GENUS LUCINA. 

L, SUBLENTICULARIS, N. Sp. 

Shell rather large, subcireular, compressed convex ; length 
slightly greater than the width; anterior and pallial margins 
regularly rounded; anal margin gently convex, or oa y 
truncate ; posterior cardinal margin gently arched, and de- 
clining from the beaks posteriorly ; ligament area narrow /an- 
ceolate, deeply excavated and with sharply carinate pa 
beaks obtuse, small, very little elevated, directed anterlony, 
antemedial, not in contact; surface marked with numerous, 
fine, concentric, unequal lines of growth. 

Length, 1.87 inches; width, 1.74; thickness, 0.74 

Form. and Loc. — Bluffs of Red River, in Lamar = 
Fannin Counties, from Septaria embedded in the indura 
marl, near the base of the Lower Cretaceous Group, ore 
ted with Ammonites Swallovii, Inoceramus capulus, and Ge 
vilia gregaria. Collected by G. G. Shumard. 

GENUS NUCULA. 

N. HayYpENI, n. Sp. 

Shell subtriangular, ovate, somewhat gibbous in the oor 

nial region; width equal to three-fourths of the length 4 cad 

semioval; cardinal marg i 
gradually to posterior end; corselet depressed, re face or 
lanceolate, marked with oblique, transverse T1085 Me th nu- 

namented with fine waved lines of growth, crossl" ais, 
merous, fine, radiating strie, with finer lines in the} 

poe ND le 
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Length, 0.74 inches; width, 0.54; thickness, 0.37; apicial 
angle 109°. 
Of this fine species we have found but one specimen, which 

is somewhat worn, although the surface markings are tolera- 
bly well preserved. 
Locality——Red River, Fannin County. In Septaria of 

Lower Cretaceous Group. 
Dedicated to Dr. F, V. Hayden, the well-known scientific 

explorer of the Upper Missouri Country. Collected by Dr. 
. G. Shumard, 

N. SERRATA, N. Sp. 

Form.and Locality.—In septaria of the marly clay, near 
the base of the Lower Cretaceous group. Bluffs of Red 
River, Lamar County. Collected by Dr. G. G. Shumard. 

GENUS CORBULA. 

nearest the anterior margin; surface marked with fine, dis- 
Unet concentric strive of growth. 

ngth, 0.54; width, 0.40; thickness, 0.24. : 
Fag Species is more compressed than any species known 

Formation and Locality.—In hard, fine-grained sand- 
Stone (Lower Cretaceous) Sates with fea bellarugo- 
“7 and O.congesta. Post-oak Creek, near Sherman, Gray- 
Sou County. ‘Collected by Dr. G. G, Shumard. 
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C. Tuvomey!, n. sp. 

make a sufficiently minute comparison. If the two shells 
should prove to be identical, the name above given must still 
be adopted, since the specific name candata was applied by 
Nilson to a European shell of this genus, some years before 
the description of Tuomey was published. 

Form. and Locality.—Occurs in the Septaria of the a, 
er Cretaceous Group, in Grayson County, four and a =" 
miles north of Sherman. Collected by Dr. G. G. Shumard. 

GENUS PACHYMYA. 

P, AUSTINENSIS, Nn. Sp. 

Shell very large, length more than double the width, = 
less than double the thickness; greatest width near the * 

ter, where the shell is very gibbous; subangulated soe ra 
from the posterior side of the beak to the anal extremity al 

: inal 
and very gently convex posteriorly ; beaks ie x ie 
flattened, incurved, approximate; surface marked w} 

h 
Length, 6.30 inches; width, 2.30; thickness, 3.64. 1 with, 
This shell is very nearly related to, if not identica’ 

P. gigas of Sowerby (Min. Conch., Vol. 6, p- 1; 1, rceive 
The only essential points of difference that I can baci the 
are, that in the foreign shell the beaks are situated nearer 

ae ue 
anterior extremity, and the sides do not exhibit the obliq 
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anterior depression, which appears to be a constant feature in 
the Texan fossil. 
For the favor of describing this interesting shell, I am in- 

debted to G. F. Wright, Esq., who found it in the Washita 
Limestone, on Shoal Creek, near Austin, associated with Zer- 
ebratula Wacoensis, Turrilites Brazoensis, and Ostrea subo- 
vata. It is here confined to a narrow band of a few inches in 
thickness. 

GENUS PANOPSA. 

P. NEWBERRYI, N. Sp. 

of D’Orbigny (Pal. Franc. tom. 8, p. 384, pl. 856, Fig. 1-2), 
but differs in being perfectly closed at the buccal end, while 

Locality.—V ery characteristic of the Caprotina Limestone, 
near the base of our Upper Cretaceous Strata, in Parker 
County, and Comanche Peak, Johnson County. Collected by 

iddell. B. F. Shumard and W. P. Ridde 

P. SUBPARALLELA, N. Sp. 

ees approximate, not much elevated, situated considerably 

ie nvanee of the middle; surface marke h a 

gular, narrow, concentric folds, which are most prominen 

On the anterior and upper portion of the shell. 

ength, 3.11 inches; width, 1.58; thickness, 0.94. 

© only example is shell in the collection 1s some- 

— crushed in the His isa a beaks, and not altogether 

Perfect at the anal extremity. It may therefore become ne- 
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cessary to somewhat modify our description, when better pre- 
served specimens are found. The P. subparallela is closely 
allied to P. occidentalis, a Nebraska species described by 

Messrs. Meek and Hayden. The differences exist in the form 
of the extremities, which are of unequal width in the Ne- 
braska shell, while in ours they are about equal. 

orm. and Locality.—In Septaria of the marly clay, near 

base of the Lower Cretacious Group. Red River, Fannin 
County. Collected by Dr. G. G. Shumard. 

GENUS INOCERAMUS. 

I, CAPULUS, N. Sp. 

Shell subequivalve, elongate-ovate, section reba 
ak to antero-posterior ‘diameter much shorter than from be 

se; umbonial region very gibbous; anterior slope falling 

abruptly to the margins, flattened above mor 

Length, 1 inch; height, 1.83; thickness, about 1.50. 
There is a fragment of this shell before me which shows 

that in mature age the dimensions are nearly double those 

The JZ. capulus corresponds in many respects qh t 

umbonatus, a species of the Cretaceous Strata of Nebras ° 

and described by Messrs. Meek and Hayden (Proc. a4 
Sci, Phila. Vol. 8, p. 50), but its height is proportion™ = 
greater, and the opening of either valve is distinctly ov@ 
and not subciretlar as in the Nebraska fossil. The pea 
tion, however, of Messrs. Meek and Hayden comes 80 near. a8 
our fossil, that it is not without some hesitation that 4 ™ 
name is proposed. : Green 

Form. and Locality. — Occurs in Concretionary with 
Sandstone of the Lower Cretaceous period, associa ce 
Ammonites Swallovii and Tapes Hilgardi. Bluffs of Red t 
Lamar County. Collected by Dr. G. G. Shumard. 

GENUS GERVILIA. 

G. GREGARIA, DN. Sp. 

aching subgaad- Shell inequivalve, oblique, subovate, appro ght valve more 
rate, moderately gibbous ; wider than long ; vi 
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gibbous than the left, its anterior third strongly rounded; 
umbonial region convex for a short distance ean the beak 
and thence flattened to the anal extremity, which is subtrun- 
cate on the pallial side and furnished on the cardinal side 

gle ; beaks nearly terminal, scarcely passing the cardinal line ; 
ligament facet rather narrow, marked with three or four pits 
which are rather shallow, and about equal to the spaces be- 
tween ; surface with numerous fine, concentric lines of growth, 
which, towards the base, assume a subimbricated character. 

Length of cardinal margin, 1.20 inches; from point of beak 
to anal extremity, 1.86 inches; thickness of right valve, 0.32. 

Form. and Locality.—Blufts of Red River, Lamar Coun- 
ty, in Septaria embedded in the blue indurated marl near the 
base of the Lower Cretaceous Series. Collected by Dr. G. 

G. Shumard. 

GENUS JANIRA. 

J. WriGHTI, n sp. 

namented with four ve rominent, simple radiating ribs or 
folds on the body of the shell, and one shia less developed 
just within the margin on either side. Both valves are also 

> maa marked with crowded, strongly waved concentric 

filiform ‘strie ; beaks elongated, slender, ineurved; wings 
unknown, ; 
Length, 6 lines; width, 8 lines. : 

. This shell differs from Janira occidentalis and J. Texanus 

in having a fewer number of ribs, there being no sm 
M the intervals between the larger as in those species. 

Form. and Locality—Two specimens of this shell were 

found by G. F, Wright, Esq., in he Washita Limestone vag 4 

base of Upper Cretaceous) on Shoal Creek, near A ma ‘a 

Was there found associated with Janira Texana, and Terebra- 

tula Wacoensis, ; cia 

The species is dedicated to Mr. G. F. Wright, to Me 
Politeness I am indebted for the privilege of describing it. 

34 
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GEN OS "OS TR 

O. QUADRIPLICATA, N. sp. 

Shell small, usually arcuate, rarely elongate-subovate ; . j 2 r ; 
longer than wide; anterior and basal margins produced into 

minate at the angles of the border. In nearly all full-grown 
specimens that I have seen, the radiating stri# occupy mere- 
ly the rostral half of the shell. The dimensions of an ave 
rage specimen are— 

Length, 1.30 inches; width, 0.80; thickness, 0.40. 

This is an exceedingly handsome shell, and not liable to be 

staken for any other species. It occurs very abundantly 
associated with Cidaris hemigranosus. 

O, BELLAPLICATA, N. sp. 

Shell of medium size, ovate or subcireular, anal and pallial 
J. 

borders rounded; buccal border subtruncate, valves unequa 
: neave or evel 

d, situated near- 
the anne 

side ; muscular impression large, moderately excavated, ¢ 
gate-ovate, upper edge concave. Surtfac of : 1 aah 0 
with prominent concentric, waved, paeme sie a obtusely rate growth and form, and from ten to fourteen elev ey 1 radiate 

In many of the specimens before me all of ee 
simple, but in others some of them are bifurcated. remiti¢s. 
individuals they are sharply angulated at igen’ ea more 
The concentric lamine are generally more distinct an 
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strongly marked on the superior than the inferior valve, The 
dimensions of an average specimen, are— 
Length, 1% inches; width, from beak to base, 2,35 inches; 

thickness, ,% inch. 

top of the Lower Cretaceous, near Sherman, in the bluffs of 
Post-Oak Creek, and various other localities in Grayson coun- 

ty. Itis found in connection with remains of Squalide, Os- 
trea congesta, and Corbula Graysonensis. Collected by Dr. 

G. G. Shumard. 

ECHINODERMATA. 

GENUS CIDARIS. 

C. HEMIGRANOSUS, N. Sp. — 

There are several fragments of this remarkably fine Cida- 
s ris in the Texas State Collection. The most perfect speci- 

gently convex, somewhat irregular, and each piece terminates 

outwardly in a small tubercle. The union of the two ranges 
is indicated by a median shallow linear groove, which is waved 

margins. The poriferous avenues are much de 
rather more than half the width of the non-poriferous space. 

The pores in a full-grown specimen are transverse 
but In yo 

impressed subcircular, or rather polygonal, and occupy fete than half the greatest diameter of the pieces 5 they. Pr mace 

areole the surfaces of the plates are elegantly braamontes 

m large, transversely elongated granules, and smalle
r 
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in the intervals, the latter being closely crowded, especially 
near the margins of the plates. 

The Cidaris hemigranosus is an unusually large species. 
One of our specimens when perfect must have exceeded two 
and a half inches in height, and the transverse diameter was 
considerably greater. 
Form. and Localities—In the Washita Limestone form- 

ing the upper part of the Bluffs of Red River, Lamar County, 
and ten miles above the mouth of Kiamesha Creek. At both 
localities it is associated with Ostrea qguadriplicata. 

Notes on the Geology of Kansas and Nebraska. 

By Jutres Marcov. 

[Read June 20, 1859.] 

In my “Letter on some points of the Geology of Texas, 
New Mexico, Kansas and Nebraska” (Zurich, 1858), I say; 
that the brown sandstones on the Missouri near the mouth of 
Big Sioux River, containing dicotyledonous leaves, are ° 

h all Oli- 
entitled 

braska,” 

senia, which are Cretaceous, belong to the phate ttt 

and supposing that these Cretaceous genera Da 

de core than three quat- 
and, according 

to the principles of paleontology, the majority of g 
species should determine the age. omnes 

and Nebraska,” by Messrs. Meek and Hayden, 
all to that genus, but to the Tertiary genus Sassqjr 
he himself thinks, is near to Sassafras eect oe fi sil 
Sinigaglia in Italy. So that, according to Heer, al 

Metre 
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leaves found in this bed belong to the Tertiary, and, still 
more, indicate the Lower Miocene or Oligocene. 
As to superposition, Messrs. Meek and Hayden have not 

given a single section showing the superposition of Cretaceous 
beds above this of the fossil leaves. Slopes and differences 
of level have never been recognized as indicating superposi- 
tion with certainty. 

the fresh-water Molasse of Switzerland—that is to say, Mid- le Miocene, 
: I will say but a word more upon the last memoir of hop ca Meck ana Hayden, entitled, “Geological Explorations 7 rar sas Territory.” in’ the Proceedings of the . ead, of : a ving 

Sciences of Philadelphia, J: an. 1859, In this eK. t ts Wak. 

ologists give a general section of the rocks of the grep ate 
ley (pp. 16-18), upon which I desire to make the "aidcorte observation :—It seems to me, that there must be 2. and all ince of stratification between the numbers 30 and 31; rm 
the numbers from 31 to 40, instead of being ws = pe a be- fasures, are, for me, of the Upper Mountain Limes 30 and low the true Coal Measures. Between the en talse 31, there is either a discordance of stratification, or @ concordanee, 
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Remarks on the StRATIGRAPHICAL ARRANGEMENT OF THE 
Rocks or Kentucky, from the Catenipora escharoides 
horizon of the Upper Silurian Period, in Jefferson County, to 
the base of the productive Coal Measures in the eastern 
edge of Hancock County. By Sipney S. Lyon. 

Having had favorable opportunities of observing the rocks — 
composing the beds which separate the productive Coal 
Measures from the Upper Silurian beds of Kentucky, espe- 
cially in that portion of the State lying in a line due east 
from Owensboro, Davis County, to the outcrop of the Upper 
Silurian, in Nelson County, and the series forming the upper 
portion of the section, accompanying this paper, 1n all the 
counties in Kentucky which lie aoa Bory to the 
coal fields of Hancock, Davis, Henderson, Union, and Crit- 
tenden Counties, and its extension southwardly into the 
counties lying to the south and east of those enumerated, it 
is proposed to give a more detailed section of the rocks above 
alluded to than any heretofore made public. 

The line of country which would exhibit the necessary = 
tural sections from which the eS diagram cou 
be constructed, would begin at Louisville, Jefferson County, 
when the divisions of the diagram marked q, 7% 8, 4 % %™% 
and x, are developed and exposed ; thence to the southwest, 
toward Elizabethtown, Hardin County. Between Louis : 
and Elizabethtown the outcropping edges of the oc 
marked g and p would be passed over in ascending meen 
These masses present themselves on their eastern ae . 
the face of a terrace, on the summit of which ose 
considerable extent of table and gently undulating ai en 
eastern escarpment of this table land being notched an int 
in many places by the passage of creeks and branches, cu 

mass represented by o will be reached. 
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From this point toward the west the mass represented by 
nis the surface rock for seven miles, when it disappears un- 
der an outlier, composed of the mass of m, J, and part of the 
mass of f, which cover the country; rising into abrupt hills, 
or “knobs,” having precipitous sides, frequently cut and 
notched by drains and gullies. The mass of n again appears 
and becomes the surface rock at Big Spring, the corner of 
Hardin, Mead, and Breckenridge Counties, for several miles 
toward the west. Three miles west of the head spring of 
Sinking Creek the upper part of the mass again dips under 
the bed m and the beds above it. 

actual view, it has necessarily become somewhat crook 

The section itself was traced on a line lying 

West, as before stated; the micaseemenes Fe 
or proved, by all favorable outcrops on ¢1 t 
for several antteat the whole being the result of over ete 

hun ired measurements of the outcropmg rocks along or 
the line of the section as described. 
es a oe 

in Hancock County. 
* The Mines are near the county line 
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a. For the details of the mass of a, see Reports of the Ge- 
ological Survey of Kentucky. 

b. Fifth Sandstone above the base of the Millstone Grit Divis- 
ton.—This mass is usually a coarse brown sandstone, some- 
times containing beds of conglomerate from four to six feet 
thick, the surfaces of the different beds being sometimes 
thickly strewn with pebbles; again, large districts of country 
may be observed where this is the surface rock, and nota 
single pebble can be obtained derived from it. It is also 
subject to great variations in thickness even in short dis- 
tances, the whole mass running sometimes as low as forty, and 
again thickening up to two hundred feet, and even above the 
ast figures. 

¢. Fourth Limestone intercalated in the Sandstones of the Mil- 

stone Grit Series —This mass is generally composed of thin- 
bedded limestones; not unfrequently some thick beds occur 

near the top of it; these thick beds are generally found to 
contain great numbers of an undetermined Belero, hon(?). 
The mass of ¢ is also subject to great modifications oth as 
to the thickness and the character of the materials ; in fact, the 
limestone disappears entirely, and the place of the bed is 0¢- 

cupied by aluminous shale, or every conceivable modification 
of limestone, and earth limestone, interstatified’ with mars 
and thin-bedded clay shale, replaces it. In some districts it is 
entirely absent, the mass of & resting on beds below it. 

d. The mass of d is a local bed, and is not so regularly per- 

Srey ; again, yellow, blue, yellow; grey, red, ete. ; in different 
bands, in the order situa domiond to five feet e mgs 

a 

fe bse ¢. Fourth Sandstone, ‘Millstone Grit Series. — This 1s —_ 
Temarkable bed, and a good horizon ; when present It 18 alv 

shell olor, and always contains the remains 

eu, the internal casts or the vacant spaces W 
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have occupied. It is never (?) more than ten feet thick, 
thinning to a knife-edge, and disappears in some directions. 

* Third Limestone, Millstone Grit Series.—This mass varies 
from twenty to fifty feet in thickness, the upper part of 
it separated from the fourth sandstone by a bed of marly or 
aluminous shale of greater or less thickness. The whole 
mass is sometimes found as alternate beds of marly shales, 
thin-bedded limestone, with sometimes a bed of limestone 

Bryozoa. 
_ g. Locally, the third limestone has a considerable develo 

feet, the united thickness of both beds would be over one 

hundred feet. A locality showing both beds f and g largely 
developed is of rare occurrence. Ay 

h. Third Sandstone of the Millstone Grit Series. — This 18 4 

well defined mass of sandstone from twenty-five to forty 

ing blackened by fossil tar. The beds of the whole mass ay 
not all charged with the bituminous deposit, t 
charged with it are intercalated between beds in which va 

of it is visible; the beds charged with tar vary1n from an ine 
to two feet in thickness and alternating with eds varying 

in thickness that appear to contain none of it. Some loc 

ties exhibit the outcropping edge of the mass sien a hee 
y the bituminous matter flowing from the beds which co 

tain it over those which do not. 

Some parts of this mass are frequently oolitic 

it contains regular plates or beds of chert ney pros 
The lower part of the mass is frequently formed 0! 

while, the 

i i iti puff aluminous 
middle being oolitic, the upper part 18 4 Pentremites pyri 
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formis is abundant at almost every outcrop of this mass 
which has been observed: other forms of Pentremites have been 
observed ; these have not been identified. When the place 
of the buff bed, at the top of this mass, is filled with marly 
clays, a variety of forms of Blastoidea are abundant and well 
preserved, 

k. Second Sandstone of the Millstone Grit series.—This mass 
of heavy bedded, coarse sandstone makes permanent cliffs, 
wherever it has been seen outcro ing in Western Kentucky. 
Locally, fossil tar exudes from the fissures of this mass, but so 
far as it has been determined, the source of the taris in Sand- 
stone No. 3 (A), and it must find its way downward through 
the fissures in the masses of i and k. The “tar springs” of 
Breckenridge County, Kentucky, are at the base of the mass 
of k, at which point it is eighty-four feet thick. It varies 
in thickness from 75 to 90 feet, and appears to have been con- 
tinuous around the coal beds in Western Kentucky. 

l. First Limestone of the Millstone Grit Series. —The mass of 
! varies both in thickness and the character of the materials 
Composing it. The remains of the fossils found in it are 
usually much worn. One outcrop exhibits the upper part of 
this mass as marly shale mixed with fragments of shells and 
corals, The general character of the mass of / is that of thick 
beds of lumpy, water-worn limestone. The characteristic 
fossil of this bed is Productus. 5 

m. The First Sandstone and the base of the Millstone Grit 
Series —The first sandstone in time rests on the upper part of 
the limestone variously designated as the “Barrens lime- 
stone,” “ Cavernous limestone,” “Carboniferous limestone, 
« Subcarboniferous limestone,” and in Europe as “Mountain limestone.” Some American authors prefer the latter desig- 
nation, The mass of m is generally Kin-beaded ; the strata 
rarely rise higher than two feet; the upper part of the erry 
Senerally consists of the thickest beds; it varies in pines ee 
Color, but it is generally found of a light buff color Wi i 
grained. It is not intended that it should be understood tha 
the mass of m always rests upon, and is always the A 

tock of, the Cavernous limestone of the district ye : 7 
On the contrary, the second sandstone 1s pike erg ithe 

masses of J and m being both absent. This is the case at the 

mounty, to Hopkinsville, Christian County, Kentucky, the 
mass of d of our section is found, at one ee resting on t 

ria iles to it rests being the equivalent (?) of the beds found 60 miles 
the Northeast from this an a Hardin County, from 275 to 
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of thick beds of close, compact, even-textured, regularly bed- 

ded limestone. When this mass has been found in great- 

est force, the upper one hundred and ninety feet has been 

found to contain two horizons of beautiful white oolitic lime- 

together 
tinguishing fossil for about forty-five feet, with one or two 

intervals containing vast numbers of Agassizocrinus. 

and a few fragments of shells; the lower part of nh 
j A more thorough ex- 

and it is possible that this mass may be capabl ) 

subdivision upon the evidence furnished by its fossils alone. 

The mass of n is from 200 to 400 feet thick. : 

0. Middle of the sieartanefrone Limestone.—This subdi- 

vision of the subcarboniferous limestone is one of convenience 

alone, the caverns are so extensive and numerous 1 

mass of n, that running water, such as creeks and prananes 

is unknown above the surface ; the rains, being at once swal- 

lowed into the caves and “sinks,” flow under the ground, 

occasionally breaking out as an immense spring in the bottom 

some deep sink, es in the light a few feet, and oe 
again hid in darkness. The top of the mass 0! ® whic iL 
composed of alternate beds of limestone and marly yi 8 

uminous shale, appears to arrest the down of 
water, and thus ends the downwar 
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An immense mass of alternate beds of limestone and clays, 
like the lower part of m, has not afforded any considerable 
fossil remains. The lower two hundred feet of 0, on the 
contrary, is as rich in fossil remains as the upper part is bar- 
re out one hundred and eighty feet above the base of 0 
lies the equivalent of the “Spurgen’s Hill” beds of Washing- 
ton County, Indiana, which Professor James Hall considers 
the equivalent of the beds at Warsaw, the beds above Alton, 
Illinois, and those near Bloomington, Indiana.* 

The line of the Louisville and Nashville Railroad, on Clear 
Creek, Hardin County, gives very satisfactory sections of the 
lower part of 0, and the upper part of p. The measure- 
ments of the mass of o have not been entirely satisfactory, 

thickness, which, in the absence of fossils, are hardly distin- 
guishable one from the other. The whole mass is probably 
from five hundred to six hundred feet thick. 

p. Lower part of the Subcarboniferous Series ; | dis- 
tinguished as the ‘* Knobstone Beds.” —The beds represente 

aristown, on the New Albany 
to two miles north of “ Spurgen’s Hill.” The marly beds near 

* See Transactions of Albany Institute, Vol. IV. 
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suggest the reference of this division rather to the Subcarbo- 
niferous than to the Devonian epoch. 

r. Encrinital Limestone—This mass consists of several thin 
beds of limestone, usually about eight feet thick. The upper 
part is distinguished, in some localities, by the presence of 
small species of Productus. The middle of these beds is lite- 
rally filled with the remains of Crinoids representing a num- 

enera and species; occasionally a Pentremite of true 
subearboniferous form has been obtained from these beds, 

where it is associated with Eleutherocrinus Cassedayi (Shum. ), 

Nucleocrinus ( Olivanites) angularis, and an undetermined Pla- 
tycrinus. This an 
thin out rapidly and disappear entirely about twenty miles 
south of Louisville. It is not proposed, at this time, to refer 

this bed to any geological age. Further investigation and 

comparison of its fossils will, at some future period, fix its 

proper reference much more satisfactorily than it can be done 

at this time. | 

s. Hydraulic Limestone Beds.—This mass has a considerable 

surface extension. At the falls of the Ohio River, it consists 

of several beds, the entire thickness of the whole mass being 

about twenty feet. Three miles to the south-east, 1t has 
thinned out to four inches. 

he prominent fossils distinguishing this bed are Atrypa 

prisca, Spirifer eurelynes, Lucina pura(?) and Phan 
thalma, The fossil forms of this mass are generally silicifiec : 

t. Spirifer cultragulatus Bed.—At the outcrop on the Ohio 

River, this bed is about three feet thick; sometimes it 4 

thinner; towards the north-east it is known to be muca 

thicker. The imbedded fossils at the latter point are entire; 

the locality at the Falls occasionally affords good poms ; 

generally the valves are separated and water-worn. a 

spirifer distinguishes this bed, which is the extent of its ve : 

eal range. All other fossil forms are absent, or exceedingly 

rare 
u. Nucleocrinus ( Olivanites) Bed.—This bed is reg pe 

have a large surface extension. It is variously modified 5 

$ 
* See Report of Geological Reconnoisance of Tennessee, by Prof. Jame 

, 1856. : M. Safford, 1 
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v. Spirifer grigaria and Turbo (?) Beds.—This mass is 
generally about ten feet thick at one locality, the upper part 
divided into two distinct horizons of Spirifer grigaria, associ- 
ated with numerous other fossil forms. Beneath the grigaria 
beds, the mass consists of thick bedded limestone containing 
broken and water-worn fragments of shells, also fragments 
and a few teeth of sauroid fishes. This part of the mass of v 
is sometimes distinguished as the fish bed. The Spirifer and 
Turbo referred to have a limited range and are confined to the 
upper half of this bed. Pleurorynchus occurs occasionally in 
the lower part of the bed, but it is not certain that the species 
is confined to it. 

w. Coral Beds.—These beds are about ten feet thick at the 
falls of the Ohio, and are distinguished by the number of the 
genera and the vast number of the individuals of forms re- 

ferred to the corals and allied families. Brachiopoda and 

other forms of shell fish are very rare. 
x. Catenipora escharoides Beds.—This peculiar form rises to 

the base of the mass w in considerable quantities ; at some lo- 
calities the surface of the rock at the base of w being paved 
with great plates of it. This fossil is known to have a verti- 
cal range in the vicinity of Louisville of about forty feet. 

Occasionally, small specimens have been found in the top of 

the mass of u. These are however water-worn and may have 
been deposited in this latter bed, long after the animal produ- 

cing it had ceased to exist. It may. have been was ed from 
the beds long previously deposited, and which were suffering 
denudation and waste, during the period of the deposition of 
the beds represented by z. ; ‘ 

he divisions of the lower part of the foregoing section - 

those which naturally present. themselves to the collector 0 
their fossil remains. 1 
At some future period, it is proposed to refer to the shin 

beds enumerated all the fossils peculiar to each, as well as t raga 
Whose range extends through one or more of the raha we ‘ 
also to make further divisions in some of the masses in Wil¢ 
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Notice of Merzoric Iron from Texas. By B. F. Suv- 
maRD, M.D. 

The interesting specimen of meteoric iron we are about to 
describe is preserved in the State Geological Cabinet at Aus- 
tin, where at our earnest solicitation it was deposited by the 
late Maj. R. S. Neighbors, U. 8. Indian Agent, who obtained 
it during the month of May, 1836, from the eastern side of 
Brazos River, about sixty miles from the Comanche Reserve, 
in lat. 34°, long. 100°. 

The history of this meteorite as furnished by Maj. Neigh- 
bors is in substance as follows. 

r ears its existence was known to the Coman- 
ches, who regarded it with the highest veneration, and be- 

lieved it possessed of extraordinary curative virtues. They 

According to the Indians the mass was first discovered by 

the Spaniards, who made several ineffectual attempts to re- 
move it on pack-mules, but were finally compelled to aban- 
don it on account of its great weight. 

The Comanches at first endeavored to melt the mass by 
building large fires around it, and failing in this, they next 
attempted to break it in pieces, in which they were likewise 
unsuccessful; they then conceived the idea that it was a won- 
derful medicine stone, and therefore worthy of their most 
profound regard. : 
When the meteorite was conveyed to the Indian Reserve, 

the Comanches collected in great numbers around their val- 
ued medicine stone, and whilst manifesting their attachment 
by rubbing their arms, hands, and chests over it, earnestly 
sought Maj. Neighbors to permit them to keep it at the agen- 
cy. The mass was, however, shortly afterwards (July, 1 
taken to San Antonio, where it remained in the ——- ; 
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smooth, shallow depressions, and for the most part presents a 
dark, somewhat oily appearance, though in places it is eov- 
ered with a thin film of oxide of iron. The freshly-cut sur- 
face has a bright silvery gray hue, which becomes tarnished 
after being exposed for a time to the air. The iron is re- 
markable for its toughness and malleability. 
An analysis of this iron was made by Prof. W. P. Riddell, 

in the Laboratory of the Geological Survey, and he has fur- 
nished the following statement of its composition : 

Austin, Texas, January 23, 1860. 
Dr. B. F. Suumarp, 
Dear Sir: Agreeably to your request, I herewith furnish 

you a statement of the results of my analysis of the meteo- 
ric iron, presented to the State Cabinet by the late Maj. R. 
8. Neighbors : é 

I. The assay was dissolved in Aqua Regia, which effected 
a complete solution. : 

I. The solution was carefully neutralized by Aqua Am- 
monia, and then an excess of Chloride of Ammonium added. 

Ill. The per oxide of Iron was precipitated by Benzoate 

of Ammonia. 

The following is the summary of results: 
Nickel, - - - 10.007 
Tron, is * i - 89.993 
Cobalt, - - “ trace 

100. 

Respectfully pa ole ree 

Since writing the above, the Texas State Cabinet has been 

roriched with another mass of meteoric iron, somewhat “sot 

ar in composition to the Brazos specimen, but of aan 

Smaller size. All that we have been able to piel : e 

history of this meteorite is, that it was picked up in Denton 

®ounty, in the northern part of this State, and cane con- 

veyed by the finder to McKinney, in Collin county, ane pre- 

85 
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sented to a blacksmith of that place, in whose possession it 
remained for several months. In December last, Mr. Higb 

of McKinney brought me a small hammered specimen of 
this iron, weighing forty grains. He stated that the mass 
from which he had taken the specimen weighed about forty 
pounds when it arrived in McKinney, but that the black- 
smith had cut off several pieces, which he had wrought into 
cane heads and various implements, so that its original size 
had been very much reduced. 
During last winter, Dr. G@. G. Shumard procured from the 

blacksmith a piece weighing twelve pounds five and a half 
ounces, which after strict inquiry was all that could be found 
of the original mass. 

iece is of an irregular shape and appears to have 

e. 
close-textured and appears to be quite as malleable as the 
Brazos iron. 
The chemical composition, as determined by Prof. W. P. 

Riddell,is— 
ec. grav. 7.6698 

Residue insoluble in NO* . p _ 0.32814 
Iron (mean of three determinations) _ 94,02466 

Nickel, . - : “ 5.42982 

Cobalt, . - *S e a trace 

99.78262 

Descriptions of five new Species of GASTEROPODA from the 
Coal Measures, and a Bracutorop from the Potsdam 

Sandstone of Texas. By B. F. Suumarp, M.D., State 

Geologist. 

PLEUROTOMARIA BRAZOENSIS, 0. Sp- 

Shell small, conical, height a little greater than the width ; 
slightly con- 

inz, between 
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with a row of rather prominent lengthened tubercles; band 
of sinus moderately broad, excavated, haying a single revoly- 
ing line, and numerous arched transverse striw, corresponding 
in size to those above the ban 

Length, 0.32; width, 0.29. 
form, and Loe.—Young County, near the Indian Reserve. 

Found in bluish-gray marl, associated with Myalina sub- 
quadrata, Chonetes mesoloba, Straparollus cutilloides, Fusu- 
lina, and other characteristic fossils of the Coal Measures. 
Texas State collection. 

PLEUROTOMARIA TENUISTRIATA, Nl. Sp. 

Shell small, turreted, conical, height and width about 
equal; spiral angle 76°; volutions about seven, the last four f bg ; 

¢ 
margin of the volutions, forming there a neat crenulated 
tat band of sinus narrow, depressed, bearing fine, trans- 
verse arched lines. 
Height and width, 0.35 of an inch. : 

his is a remarkably neat species and occurs with the pre- 
ceding in Young County, near the Indian Reserve. Texas 
State Collection. 

PLevrotTomArRIA RIDDELLII, N. Sp. 

Shell of medium size, regularly conical ; base sharply eari- 

nated ; height a little less than the width; spiral angle 68°; 
Volutions six or seven, flat or very slightly convex, having at 
ase two fine, sharp revolving carine, between which 1s oe 

band of the sinus; last volution flattened convex beneath 

distinct, rounded, unequal, revolving strie, by sh ‘atte Back Manual ¢ or less interrupted at y Sharp, oblique lines, becoming mpage Sak enter, the 
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radiate to the periphery, where they are strongly curved 
backwards. There are also obscure revolving lines on this 
part of the shell. The band of the sinus is rather deeply 
excavated, and bears closely set arched striz. 

Length, 9 lines; width, 11 lines. 
This beautiful shell resembles more closely P. variata of 

De Koninck than any other species known to me. The gene- 
ral form and proportions are similar, but the ornamentation 
is quite different. 

There is only one specimen of this shell in the Texas State 
Collection. It was found in the Coal Measures of Palo Pinto 
County, not far from the Brazos River. 

Dedicated to its discoverer, Dr. W. P. Riddell, of the 
Texas Geological Survey. 

PLEUROTOMARIA GLANDULA, NR. Sp. 

volutions about six, flat or very slightly convex, angulate 

the band of the sinus being situated between the second op 

third from the base. The volutions are also marked wit 

numerous sharp, flexuous, transverse aE which are inter- 

with 12-13 sharp, age ae lines, and Oech 

defined, and exhibits arched striw, much finer than those of 

the remainder of the volution. 

Length, 0.34; width, 0.36. 
Form. and Loc.—Coal Measures, Buchanan County. 

Texas State Collection. 

Murcuisonia TEXANA, 0. SP. 

‘Shell elongate conical, spiral angle 25° 5 volutions pi 
angulated ; suture distinct, linear; umbilicus none; @P® or 
rounded, subquadrate, its width and height pecs 7 ai 
last volution angulated at base and flattened convex Den™ 
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surface of volutions marked with a prominent, medium, re- 
volving carina, and two smaller ones above and below ; these 
crossed by a very fine, closely crowded strie of increase, 
which are scarcely visible except under a magnifier. 

Length, 0.72; width, 0.28. : 
This species resembles somewhat closely IL angulata of 

Phillips, but is a shorter and more robust species, and the 
volutions are less sharply angulated. 

Occurs in the Coal Measures of Young County, 9 miles 
east of the Indian Reserve. Texas State Collection. 

OrtTHIs CoLoRADOENSIS, N. sp. 

crossed by about thirty, rounded radiating strie, which are 
Sometimes simple and sometimes bifurcated. 

ave seen are, he a 
length, 0.50; width, 0.58; but most of the specimens before 

in my cabinet from the Potsdam Sandstone of ert 
which, however, has only been found as casts in fi 
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Descriptions of Four new species of Buastoiwea, from 
the Subcarboniferous Rocks of Kentucky. By Swwnry 
8. Lyon. 

In the third volume of the Geological Reports of Ken- 
tucky, published in 1857, page 1469, a new formula was propo- 
sed for the Genus Pentremites. Investigations carried on 
since the publication of that formula have strengthened the 
opinion, then entertained, of the propriety and necessity of a 
change in the technical formula of this genus, which had been 
generally accepted by authors previous to the publication of 
the report alluded to. The following descriptions being 
ased on the proposed formula referred to, it is thought pro- 

per to repeat it in this place. 

GENUS PENTREMITES, Say. 

GENERIC FORMULA. 

Basal pieces 13, short, broad, nearly equal in size; first 
radial pieces 13, two hexagonal, perfect, one pentagonal, 
imperfect; second radial pieces 1X5, nearly equal in size, 
long, forked; interradial pieces 15, small, lanceolate, equal 
in size; pseudambulacral fields 1X5, long, filling the forked 
second radials, and terminating at the mouth; mou hl, 
central (at the summit); ovarian opening 2X09, situated 
around the mouth ; column cylindrical, perforated, segments 
of equal size and thickness. 

PENTREMITES CALYCINUS, N. sp. 

(Plate XX., Fig. la, 1b, 1c.) 

Body calyx-formed, the summit to the lower part of the 
pseudambulacral areas being nearly hemispherical, the lower 

part from thence to the junction of the base with the column 
having the form of an inverted pyramid. Basal pieces we 
prominent, projecting beyond the lower margins of the firs 
radials and the column. © Columnar articulation, on the _ 

4 
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the central axis from the lower part of the fork to the sum- 
mit, obliquely truncated for the reception of the interradial 
pieces. Jnterradial pieces five, triangular small, short, and 
for their length very broad. Pseudambulacral fields five, 
broad, diminishing by a curved line on either side from above 
downwards, acutely pointed below, filling the fork and rising 
nearly as high as the radial and interradial pieces at their 
margin, less than half the length of the specimen; the poral 
pieces filling these fields, thin; about 100 measuring an inch, 
from 38 to 39 in either side of each field in the specimen fig- 

ured, separated by a slight but well defined line in the mid- 
dle of each field; the line separating either side of the fields 
into two divisions, is only visible by the aid of a good lens. 
Ovarian openings five; four of the pseudambulacral fields 
terminate at a minute circular opening, the other field termi- 
nating at an ovoid opening about four times as large as either 
of the others. This last opening occupies the summit of the 
field, the first to the right hand above the imperfect first ra- 
on. Mouth small, central, at the summit irregularly stelli- 
orm 
Surface markings, if any, obliterated by the mineralization 

of the specimen ; it is silicified. 
The general form of P. calycinus approaches that, of P. 

DP Orbignyanus de Koninck, and belongs to Reemer's division 

florealis. 
Geological position and Locality—A single entire speci 

men and two fragments were procured from the upper bw 

of the second limestone of the Millstone-grit beds, near os 
ridge’s ferry in Grayson County, Ky. It is not pe > 
that its horizon is in the third limestone of the beds allude 

to; no specimen or fragment of one could be seen in place in 
either bed, It must be very rare. 

Size of the Specimen.—Length of specim 
greatest eisiiatiet ah’s 3 ms length of _pseudambulacral 

areas, $3", ; greatest length of first radial pieces, Ts ; Lt is 
est “is of second radial pieces, fis ; Sarg iy 

asal pieces, +°.; leneth of interradial pleces, joo: 

drawing represents the specimen a little too full at the base 

of the pseudambulacral areas. 

en, 7¢s inches ; 

PENTREMITES ROBUSTUS, Nl. SP- 

(Plate XX., Fig. 2a, 2b, 2c.) 

Body symmetrical, ovoid above the lower eo aw 

dambulacral fields; contracting suddenly from t cs 

upper margin of the first radials. Basal a sie | 

minute ; perforation small, round. J’irst raduars meer: 

compared with the rest of the body, centrally pro ’ 
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pressed at the sutures marking their junction with the basal 
pieces, the second radials, and with each other, forming a 

nation of the pseudambulacral areas, sharply curving outwar 
at their junction with the margin of these areas; truncated 

of the interradial pieces ; marked by faint longitudinal strix 
which increase in size and distance from each other near the 
base of the interradial pieces, where they obliquely cross 
the pieces. Interradial pieces five, very long and large, lay- 
ing nearly on a plane with the poral pieces of the pseudam- 
-bulacral areas, sharply pointed at the line dividing the second 
radials to which they unite on either side by a double curved 
line. Pseudambulacral fields very long, being equal to six- 
sevenths of the vertical height of the specimen. The poral 
pieces composing the fields are quite thin, there being one 
hundred and one to each side of the line dividing the field, and 
two hundred and two to the whole field, which is one inch 
and one-tenth in length. The pieces are divided into four 
longitudinal bands to each field, those joining the central su- 
ture being considerably wider than those on the outer mar-_ 
gins of the fields. The margins of the fields are nearly par- 
allel to each other and about two-thirds their length, when 
they approach each other gradually by a curved line at the 
lower end of the field. The poral pieces are prominent, rising 
above the plane of the second radial pieces, and as high as 
their curved margins; disposed in the field at right angles 
with the vertical axis of the body, slightly curved, thus swell- 
ing the field on either side of the central suture, which 1s 
small and slightly depressed. Ovarian openings five, lee 
nearly equal in size, circular ; the largest one ovoid, and place: 
at the summit of the field ; the second on the left hand above 
the imperfect first radial* piece ; all the ovarian openings are 
divided centrally, the branches extending into the body vi 

either side of the interradiated pieces in a line pesmi y 
under the line dividing the poral pieces of the pseudambu * 
eral fields. Mouth central, at the summit, small, irregularly 
stelliform. Column very small, round, composed of pieces 0 
equal thickness. able 

All the main pieces composing the body are of remat . ‘al 
thickness and strength; the interradial and second ra 3 
pieces are fifteen-hundreths of an inch in thickness, in 2 me 
dium sized specimen. 

* 

Aan iin toeaiecn omnia 

* The relative position of the largest ovarian (?) opening in P 
mites differs in different species. 
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Geological position and Locality.—P. robustus has been 
obtained from a single locality only, in the marly shale beds 

» at some hundred natural sections into 
the third limestone and the beds above it for several miles to 
the east and south, are found only Bryozoa and Corals, with i 
occasionally separate joints and fragments of crinoidal col- 
umns, 

» 

of second radials, ,89,. Specimen medium size. 

PENTREMITES ANGULARIS, 0. Sp. 

(Plate XX., Fig. 3a, 3b, 3c.) 

? 

prominent. Second radials five, long, forked three- 

ine from both ends to the center ; 

the summit of the poral pieces. Pseudambulacral fiel 
broad, gradually expanding from below upwards; widest i 
the Summit of the interradial pieces, angularly depresse 
from the sides to the line dividing the field; center grows 
shallow below, gradually deepening toward the summit, form- 
ing a sha angular notch, which is deepest opposite the cen- 

7 
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ings five, divided in the center, depressed below the poral 
pieces at the summit; four are irregular in form and small ; 
the fifth is about twice the diameter of the others and ovoid. 
Mouth central, stelliform. The side on which the largest ova- 
rian opening is situated is more full than the other sides ; this 
fullness renders the species unsymmetrical; the large open- 
ing is situated at the summit of the field, the second to the 

Size of Specimen (medium-sized adult ?).—Greatest — 
ivs inches; greatest diameter, 7°; greatest length oO io 
leces, 755 greatest length of first radials, j75 greate 

183: 

PENTREMITES ELEGANS, Nh. Sp. 

(Plate XX., Fig. 4a, 4b, 4c.) 

Body pyriform, greatest diameter a little below the age 
of the length of the body, diminishing very rapidly from 

* The term basal pieces is here used in a different sense from the same 
as used by authors in generic formula. 
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greatest diameter to the summit of the first radials, then 
dually tapering to the column; above the base of the 

pseudambulacral fields, gradually tapering to the summit by 
curved lines; summit truncated, plane. Basal pieces thin, 

then fall to the center of the field in a straight line, thus ie 4 

ing the center of the field a wide, obtuse angle. 
Ova 

aaa five, large, widely disposed, differing ™ size, 

. 

. 
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pyriformis, Say, especially to some of the shorter specimens 
of that species; from these it differs in the length of the ba- 
sal pieces ; in the less prominence of the pieces which form 
the boundary of the pseudambulacral fields, and particularly 
in the size and disposition of the poral pieces in the areas. 
The poral pieces in our. specimen number sixty-three in the 
sixteenth of an inch, or 105 to the inch. LP. elegans is also 
much more expanded at the lower extremity of the furcation 
of the second radials. 

In the size and arrangement of the poral pieces, it resembles 
a species which is probably referable to P. symmetricus (Hall’s 
Iowa Report). The excellence of its preservation, the beau- 

ty of its form, and the delicacy of its structure, are suggestive 

of its name 
Geological position and Locality —A few specimens have 

been obtained from the third limestone of the Millstone-gnit 
beds near Grayson springs, and at the summit of the ridge 
between Little Clifty and Rough Creeks, three miles north of 
Litchfield, Grayson County, Ky. At both localities they were 
found in aluminous shale near the top of the bed, although it 
has not been found in places in the rocks or shale ; its vertical 
range is presumed to be quite limited. It does not exist (?) 
below the horizon to which it is here referred, and Pentre- 
mites has not been found above the top of the third lime 
stone and shale beds associated with it, or its equivalent. 
Our species is rare, and is one of the last representatives of 
its race in its locality. .P. robustus occupies the same hor 
zon, and, like P. elegans, it has not been found associated 
with other species. : 

Size of Specimen.—Greatest vertical length, 1 inch; great- 
est diameter, 73; ; greatest length of pseudambulacral areas, 

est length of basal pieces, ;1°5; greatest length of first ra 

EXPLANATION OF PLATE. 

Plate XX. Fig. 1 —Pentremites calycinus. 

ole 1eW. 

“""' } ¢.—Basal -View. 

« 2 -—Pentremites robustus. 

6.2 a.—Profile.. Vi 

ck b.—Summit View 
© 2 ¢.—Basal View. é 

“ 3 —Pentremites angularis. 
Vj 

“ 8c¢—Summit View. 

“4 —Pentremites elegans. 

“ 4 6.—Profile View. 
“* 4¢—Summit View. 
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Descriptions of New Fossils from the Carboniferous and 
evonian Locks of Missouri. By G. C. Swatiow, State 

Geologist. 

BRACHIOPODA. 

STROPHODONTA NAVALIS, Nl. Sp. 

ions and implantations. The punctate structure is very ob- 
vious where the shell is worn or exfoliated. 

Length, 1.40;* breadth, 1.44; depth of ventral valve, .61. 

e variety subnavalis is larger, less carinated, and more 

regularly arched. 
‘rom the base of the Devonian rocks in Callaway county. 

STROPHODONTA CYMBIFORMIS, N. sp. 

om small, strongly — scarcely — _. 

I, 

e n 

edges recurved and arched to meet the imp 

border, and form the sinuses leading from the central aay 

* The measurements in this paper are in inches. 
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into the small arched ears. Surface marked by small, round- 
ed, granulated, irregular, radiating plications, whose number 
is increased by subdivisions and implantations. 

Length, 1.45; breadth, 1.11; depth of ventral valve, .94. 
At the base of the Devonian rocks, in Callaway county, 

associated with Wautilus Lawsii, Strophodonta cequicostata, 
S. infleca and 8. altidorsata, etc., ete. 

STROPHODONTA SUBCYMBIFORMIS, nh. sp. 

Shell very convex, suborbicular, or subquadrate. Ventral 
valve very convex, highest near the umbo; slightly curved 
towards the anterior margin, and more abruptly towards the 
beak ; rounded or subcarinated along the middle, flattened 
towards the lateral margins; ears large, distinct, semi-cylin- 
drical or arched, projecting a little beyond the lateral mar- 
gins; umbo large, depressed, projecting somewhat beyon 
the cardinal line; beak small, depressed, projecting a little 
over the area; area straight, narrow and depressed. Dorsa 
valve less convex, leaving much room between it and the op- 
posite valve, flattened towards the area; lateral margins re- 
curved to form the arched ears; a deep, broad, rounded de- 
pression in front to meet the convexity of the opposite valve. 
Surface marked with small, high, rounded, irregular, granula- 

ted, radiating plications; increased by subdivisions and im- 
plantations. 

Length, 1.38; breadth, 1.45; depth of ventral valve, 84. 

This species is most like S. cymbiformis, but is more “4 
gularly convex, broader, not so abruptly arched transverse y 

along the center of the ventral valve, and the cardinal line 18 
nearer the extremity. 

At the base of the Devonian rocks in Callaway county, 
associated with the same species as the last. 

SrrRoPHODONTA KEMPERI, 0. Sp. 

Shell symmetrically semiovoidal, regularly costate. Ven- 
tral valve very regularly convex, slightly de 
the ears; umbo large, rounded, prominent; 

cave, orbicular, slightly depressed in front; carding Be 

shorter than the width of the shell. Surface ornamente Mia 
humerous small unequal, granular, i 
distinct lines of growth; coste increased by 1mpian’s less 

is species differs from the cymbiformis, 1n being oo 
convex and ovate, in having regular coste, and in being 
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gularly convex ; associated with the last, in the rocks of Cal- 
laway county. 

STROPHODONTA INFLEXA, 0. sp. 

Shell semiellipsoidal, but a little wider in front, regularly 
arched and coarsely costated. Ventral valve very convex, 
semiellipsoidal, wider in front, highest near the center—re- 
gularly arched to the anterior margin, more abruptly at the 
posterior extremity, and somewhat flattened near the beak— 

Length, 1.41; breadth, 1.21; depth of ventral valve, 83. 

This species most resembles S. cymbiformis ; but it is less 
convex, wider, and is marked with much larger coste—about 
26 on the ventral valve. ‘ 
From the base of the Devonian rocks in Callaway county. 

STROPHODONTA ALTIDORSATA, I. Sp. 

Shell small, very convex, semielliptical, (triangular oe 
young,) auriculate. Ventral valve very convex, much raise 

larly arched towards the anterior pep» Ayedear Hea. eak str 7 
in ed, projecting a little beyond the cardinal margin; area 

ae 

ears; a crenulated fold marks the straight a otal 
lateral margins turned down, and arched to meet the 

numerous small, rounded, granular, radiating re, 

obsolete, concentric stris, and by a few lamellar era a 
folds ; the radiating plications are increased ay pine ‘ 
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a few rugose plications curve around the boundaries of the 
ears on the ventral valve. 

Length, .89; breadth, .83; height of ventral valve, .55. 
From the Lower Devonian rocks of Callaway county. 

STROPHODONTA BooNENsIs, n. sp. 

Shell hemispheroidal. Ventral valve regularly convex, 
slightly raised along the mesial line ; umbo depressed, scarce- 
ly modifying the curvature of the valve; beak small, slightly 
incurved over the area; area straight, narrow, impressed, 
striated vertically, about as long as the width of the shell; 

ears small, indistinct. Dorsal valve less convex, semiellipti- 

eal, depressed in front; lateral margins recurved to meet the 

Length, 1.12; breadth, 1.20; depth of ventral valve, .69. 
This species most resembles S. injlexa ; but is shorter and 

less convex. 
Associated with the last six species in the Lower Devo- 

nian rocks of Callaway county. 

STROPHODONTA CALLAWAYENSIS, Nn. Sp. 

Shell semi-elliptical, margin regularly curved from the an- 
terior margin to the cardinal extremities. Ventral valve very 

or raised portion broadly ovate; ears large, well defined, and 

on the cardinal line. It may be distinguished from 4. eine 
costata by its larger and better defined ears, and by the ova 

form of the convex portion of the ventral valve. 
From the Hamilton rocks of Callaway county. 
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STROPHODONTA QUADRATA, D. §p. 

Shell moderately convex, subquadrangular or semi-ellipti- 
cal, auriculate. Ventral valve highest near t i 

ards the beak, flattened towards the 
margins; ears scarcely defined by an obsolete depression 

which become more obvious when the shell is worn or exfo- 

lated. 

Length, 1, breadth, 1.12; depth of ventral valve, .39. 
This shell may be known by its subquadrate form, surface 

markings, and its gradual slope from the highest part of the 
ventral valve to the beak. 

rom the Hamilton rocks of Callaway county. 

STROPHODONTA ZXQUICOSTATA, 0. SP. 

Shell suborbicular, auriculate, with a sinus on each lateral 
margin anterior to the e 

From the Hamilton Group, in Callaway county: 

Ortuis MissourtENsis, 0. 8p. 

. ; al 
hell small, resupinate, suborbicular, See ay \arpe 

valve convex, flattened and de ressed in front ; ‘ ? 
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long as the width of the shell. Surface marked with small, 
rounded, bifurcating plications, rendered granulose by obso- 
lete concentric striz. 

Length, 1.12; width, 1.09; thickness, .43. 
This fossil most resembles O. Vanuxemi of Prof. Hall; 

but it is more convex towards the beaks, and more flattened 
towards the anterior border; has a wider area and much finer 
striz. 

Rare in the Chemung rocks of Cooper and Marion counties. 

Propuctus CALLAWAYENSIS, Nn. sp. 

Shell small, thin, depressed, spinose, varying from semi- 
orbicular to suborbicular. Ventral valve very regularly con- 
ex, but most so on the umbo, flattened towards the ears; 

beak small, incurved to or slightly over the cardinal line; 
umbo small, prominent, projecting a little back of the cardi- 
nal line; ears large flattened triangular, slightly arched to- 
wards the cardinal line, rounded on the outer angle; mest 
sinus obsolete, or entirely wanting. Dorsal valve regularly 
concave, most depressed in the middle in adult specimens, 
but nearer the beak in the young; ears well defined, trian- 
gular, slightly arched; cardinal line as long or shorter than 
the width of the shell; curved at the extremities towards 
the lateral margins and down towards the center of the ven- 

tral valve. Surface marked with small, irregular, interrupted 
corrugations and strie ; both valves thickly set with depres- 
sed spines, whose bases are more or less prolonged into Jong- 
tudinal plications; spinus on the dorsal valve, smaller. 

Length, .85; breadth, 1.12; thickness, .40. 
Abundant in the Lower Devonian rocks of Callaway coun- 

ty, associated with Nautilus Lawsii, Strophodonta navalis, 
and S. Kemperi. 

Propuctus CoporRENSIS, Nn. sp. 

arked ric corrugations, 
and by broad, unequal, irregular, obsolete, longitudinal ne 

few scattered spines. 
Length, .75; breadth, .58; thickness, .41. 
This shell most resembles the P. arcuatus of Prof. Hall, 
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but it is easily distinguished by its obsolete plications, and 
the greater length of its cardinal line. 
Abundant in the Chouteau Limestone of Cooper county. 

PRODUCTUS MAGNICOSTATUS, N. sp. 

> 

of the valve is marked numerous fine, transverse ruge ; 
a few large spines are scattered over the visceral region, with 
one or two rows on each ear; dorsal valve not seen. 

Shell is distinguished from all our Producti by its larger 
and more elevated plications. 

ound by Dr. Norwood, in the Coal Measures of Johnson 
county. 

SPrRIFER ANNE, N. Sp. 

Shell 
pyramidal; slightly arched from the beak to the anterior and 
lateral margins; area high, arched, triangular; sides shorter 

‘ foramen narrow. Dorsal va 

semicircular, slightly convex, flattened towards the cardinal 

extremities; mesial fold sharply defined, depressed, simple ; 
beak small, slightly incurved over the cardinal line; ¢a inal 
Ine as long or shorter than the width of the shell. Surface 

ie lamelle. 
ength, .25; breadth, .33; thickness, .20. : ha 

Tn the Hamilton rocks of "Callaway county, with Spirige- 
ra Fultonensis 

Srrrtrer OsAGENSIS, N. Sp- 
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ed near the beak, and the others are formed by the successive 
subdivisions of the plications forming the boundaries of the 
sinus; beak large and strongly incurved ; area narrow, lin- 
ear, curved (the extremities towards the dorsal valve) ; 
foramen small, triangular, nearly equilateral. Dorsal valve 

Small specimen—length, .71; width, .95; thickness, 69. 
Large specimen—length, 1.39; width, 1.42; thickness, 1.00. 

This fossil most resembles the S. Marionensis of Dr. Shu- 

mard, but it may be easily distinguished by its curved area, 

large beaks and triangular form. : 
From the Chemung rocks of Pettis county. 

SPIRIFER AMARUS, N. sp. 

Pexty 
angular, arched; cardinal line as long as the width of the 

shell; sinus well defined, simple, deep and regularly con 

eave. Dorsal valve semielliptical, depressed ; beak sm 4 

mesial fold well defined, elevated, round and simple, and but 

little wider than the plications on each side. Surface of ven- 

tral valve marked with five or six simple rounded folds on 

each side of the sinus, and by fine concentric lamellose i 

four or five folds on each side of the mesial fold of dorsa 

valve. 
Length, .22; breadth, .25; height, .15. 

Large Specimen.—Length, .40 ; breadth, 35; height, 28. 

_ This little Spirifer resembles somewhat the §. Anne, but 
it is 

* ' . h 

longer and has fewer plications, the area 1s not - = 

and is more arched, and the mesial fold is not so W! rr 

also has the general appearance of some specimens 

Koninckianus of D’Orbigny. 
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SprrirER MIssouRIENSIS, N. sp. 

from fourteen to twenty; the shell is also ornamented by nu- 

merous fine concentric strie, and sometimes by conspicuous 
lines of growth. 

Verneuil (Geo, Rus Pl. VI, Fig. 9); but the Blassit is more 

gibbous and orbicular, the ison is higher, the plications less 

enerone and the beak of the dorsal wie much longer. 

ength, .63; width, .94; thickness, .44 
Abundant in the Chouteau Limestone of Cooper peansy: 

SprrirFerR CooPERENSIS, N. SP- 

Shell small, convex, transversely elliptical and (nial 

Concentric, punctate and plicate folds. Ve ral fy “eid Pid 

Convex, highest near the beak; mesial sinus sma i by 

tinct towards the beak, wide and shallow at the aia 

margin; lateral margins sharply rounded to the extre 

i, : . . en 
of the hinge line; area small, triangular, arched ; foram 
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width of the shell. Surface ornamented with large concen- 
tric folds, marked with small pits and short longitudinal pli- 
cations. 

Length, .50; breadth, .55 ; thickness, .32. 
This shell very much resembles Spirifer lineatus of Ver- 

neuil, as figured in the Geology of Russia, and 8. perplexa 
of McChesney; but its beak is smaller and its concentric 
folds larger and very differently marked. 

ery abundant in the Chouteau Limestone of Cooper 
county. 

SprriFER VERNONENSIS, n. sp. 

or less p’ 
alate or mucronate extremities ; beak strongly incurved, ty 
scarcely beyond the cardinal border. Surface marked wi 
about eighteen simple rounded plications on each side of the 
mesial fold and sinus; they originate on the beaks and on 
the borders of the area near the beaks; those near the cos 4 
nal extremities are much smaller; it is also ornamented wit 
numerous fine concentric imbricating lamelle, and distinct 
lines of growth. 

Length, 1.12; width, 1.60; thickness, .77. 
From the Chemung rocks of St. Louis county. ‘ 

ariety Ozarkensis is much more angular, sinus tit deeply impressed, cardinal extremities more extended, an 
the plications on each side of the mesial fold and sinus are 
often subdivided. 
From the Chemung rocks of Taney county. 
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SprriFER TANEYENSIS, n. Sp. 

Shell very small, gibbous, subglobular, strongly plicate, 
cardinal extremities produced, submucronate. Ventral valve 
very gibbous, strongly arched from the beak to the anterior 
margin; area long, narrow, arched; foramen small; bea 
large, strongly incurved ; mesial sinus well defined, deep, nar- 
ow, simple. Dorsal valve smaller, less convex, more depres- 
sed towards the cardinal extremities; umbo large; beak 
small; mesial fold simple, narrow, high and rounded; cardi- 
nal line longer than width of shell, extremities arched to- 
wards the umbo of the dorsal valve. Surface marked with 
rom four to six simple, rounded plications, on each side of 
the mesial fold and sinus; those on each side of and next to 
the mesial sinus, much larger and higher; those on the dor- 
sal valve larger and one or two less in number. It is also 
Ona with numerous concentric subimbricating la- 
melle, 

Length, .88; breadth, .52; thickness, .32. 
This little fossil was discovered in the Chemung rocks of 

Taney county. 
SprrtrFerR MEEKII, n. sp. 

Shell small, gibbous, subangular. Ventral valve convex, 

regularly arched ; mesial sinus well defined, narrow, simple 

counties in Missouri. 

SPIRIFER LINEATOIDES, 0. SP- 

Shell ] i ly elliptical. Ventral arge, — ae urea inom fe arched to the 
valve most vs convex near the beak, ed to the set 

a * 

regularly convex; mesial fold broad, round 

elevated, Surface marked with numerous 

and granuliferous concentric bands. 
Length, 1.88 ; breadth, 2.51; thickness, pane” 
ery rare in the Encrinital Limestone of Missouri. 
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Sprrirer Lirront, n, sp. 

abruptly so towards the lateral margins and beak; sinus well 
defined but shallow, usually much prolonged into the fold of 
the opposite valve, and marked by one depressed plication in 
the middle, and one obsolete fold on each side, which is most 

from eight to ten simple rounded plications on each side of 
the mesial fold and sinus, and with numerous concentric fine 
imbricating lamelle. - 

This shell resembles Sp. Boonensis, but differs in the forms 
and markings of the mesial sinus and fold, and in the length of the cardinal line. 

Length, .82; breadth, .83; thickness, .61. ‘ 
Common in the St. Louis Limestone of St. Louis county. 

SprrtFER BooNnensis, n. sp. 

oramen large, higher than wide; hinge line variable, longer, 
shorter or equal to the greatest width of the shell. Dorsa 



>. 
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eurved over the hinge line. Surface marked with about 
twelve simple rounded plications on each side of the mesial 
sinus, and about ten on each side of the mesial fold; and 
with fine concentric imbricating lamelle. 

This fossil resembles the S. opimus of Prof. Hall, but dif- 

fers in the form of the area, the greater number and arrange- 
ment of the plications on the mesial fold and sinus, and the 
much greater number on the sides, and I find no signs of 
longitudinal striz. The number and arrangement of the pli- 
cations, as described above, are constant and unchangeable 

in all the numerous specimens examined. 
Lower Coal Measures of Boone, Randolph and Monroe 

counties, Mo. 

SprrtFER (Cyrtia?) HANNIBALENSIS, 2. Sp. 

Shell large, very short, broad, thick and angular. Ventral 
valve high at the beak, whence it descends abruptly to the 
anterior and lateral margins in lines scarcely arched; sinus 

eep, and very much prolonged into the fold of the opposite 
valve; its bottom descends in a straight line from the be 
to the extreme anterior margin; beak small, pointed, and 
straight; area high, flat, triangular, striated longitudinally 
and transversely ; foramen large. Dorsal,valve nearly as large 
as the ventral; very strongly curved from the hinge line to 
the anterior margin; beak small; mesial fold distinct, eleva-» 
ted and flattened along the center; cardinal line long, 
straight, salient. Surface marked on each side of the mesial 
old and sinus with from fifteen to twenty broad, it 

dinal strie and by small concentric strie and imbricating 
lamella, 

Length, 1.90; breadth, 8.10; thickness, 127. 
This beautiful species is rare in the Lithographic Lime- 

Stone of Marion county. 

CyrtTia MissouRiEnsiIs, D. Sp. 

_Shell small, angular, beak and cardinal extremities salient. 

Ventral valve very prominent, regularly tga 
i a 

orsal valve; area somewhat regularly concave, triangular ; 

the hinge line but little longer than the sides, and rin pe 

tl € greatest width of the shell; foramen Tat er - ; 

bove the & Cony ‘ oa : is erforated abo eam pseudo-deltidium, which 18 P flattened to- 
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wards the cardinal extremities, which are somewhat produ- ced; mesial fold convex, well defined and bounded by 
grooves larger and deeper than those separating the plica- 
tion; beak incurved against the lower extremity of the del- 

side of the mesial sinus. There is also one plication, some- 
what smaller than the others, on each slope of the mesial 
fold and sinus. The plications bounding the mesial sinus are 
larger than the others; the internal casts of the shell show 
all the plications less distinctly. The shell is also marked 
With fine imbricating concentric lamelle and numerous small 
punctures. 

This species is more nearly allied to the Cyrtia umbonata 
of Prof. Hall than to any other. It differs however from 
that in having plications on the mesial fold and in the sinus 
of the ventral valve ; the plications are more numerous and 
extend to the beak; the foramen is wider at the base. 
Found in the Hamilton Group of Callaway county, Mo. where it appears to be confined to a stratum of bluish brown 

it is very abundant, and, so far as observed, is accompanied 
by but two other species, the Atrypa reticularis and Spiri- 
gera Fultonensis. 

See Cyrtra OccIDENTALISs, n. sp. 

Shell of medium size, semi-conical. Ventral valve high, 
semi-conical, slightly curved from the beak to the anterior 
and lateral margins; sinus well defined, very wide and flat- 

and convex in front; cardinal line shorter than the greatest 
width of the shell. Surface marked with some fifteen or 

often become very conspicuous towards the margins; shell 
punctate. 

This species somewhat resembles the Spirifer aspera of Prof. Hall; but the mesial fold and the sinus are much wider In front, the cardinal extremities much less salient, the area a 2 and the shell punctate. 
ery rare in the Hamilton Group of Callaway county, Mo, 
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associated. with Atrypa reticularis and Strophodonta de- 
missa. 

SPIRIGERA MINIMA, N. Sp. 

Shell minute, varying from ovate to orbicular, depressed. 
Ventral valve rather convex, slightly flattened towards the 
margins; beak small, incurved; perforation circular, small ; 
mesial sinus broad and subangular. Dorsal valve less convex, 

highest near the beak; beak small, curved beneath the perfo- 
ration of the opposite beak; mesial fold broad and but slight- 
ly elevated. Surface marked with numerous very thin con- 
centric lamella, which stand out nearly perpendicular to the 
surface of the shell; structure punctate; spiral appendage 
very large. 
Length, .28; breadth, .28; thickness, .15. 
This beautiful little species is very rare in the Hamilton 

rocks of Callaway county. 

SPrRIGERA PRovurTIt, n. sp. 

Ventral valve very convex, highest near the beak, whence it 
is strongly arched to the anterior and lateral margins, and 
very abruptly to the cardinal ; beak prominent, incurved, and 

wards the beak. Surface marked with concentric bands and 

ornamented with fine concentric and longitudinal stri@, which 

Sive the shell a fine granulated appearance. 

Length, .66; breadth, .71; thickness, 45. s 

From the Chemung rocks of St. Louis county, near the 

SrrriGeRA HANNIBALENSIS, 0. §P- 

orbicular to transversely 
elle, Ventral 
what flattened 

185 
ion circular, usually 

; sinus most 

Valve convex, hi 
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face marked with broad concentric, imbricating lamella, 
which are often recurved from the surface of the shell; shell 
punctate. 

Length, .80; breadth, .95; thickness, .45. 
is shell is found in the Chemung rocks at Hannibal and 

Louisiana, and at Sulphur Springs, St. Louis county. 

convex, highest near the beak; mesial sinus obsolete or en- 

This fossil is most like Sp. hirsuta of Prof. Hall; but it 

may be distinguished by its greater thickness near the beaks, 

ca by the sharp thin edge found at the junction of the 
valves 
Abundant in some beds of the Hamilton rocks of Calla- 

way county. 

SerntGera MissourieEnsis, n. sp. 

Shell small, depressed, sub-orbicular or transversely ellipti- 
cal; ornamented wi valve 

slightly raised and rounded in front; beak ineurved tn 

and partly closing the perforation of the opposite beak in 
adult specimens. Surface ornamented with numerous con- 

centric, imbricating, transversely costate lamell - 

falling off leave granulated ridges. It is also senda wh 

small longitudinal strie; structure punctate. re 
Large specimen—Length, .50; breadth, .62; thickness, é 

This beautiful shell very much resembles Sp. sere 0 
gtd but that is ornamented with spines instead 0 

elle 

Rare in the Coal Measures of Montgomery and Chariton 
counties, 
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SPIRIGERA MAcONENSIS, n. 8p. 

Shell small, gibbous, varying from ovate to orbicular. Ven- 
tral valve rather convex, most elevated near the beak, whence 
it is regularly arched to the margins; beak large, incurved ; 
perforation orbicular or subovate ; mesial sinus well defined 
in front, but usually obsolete towards the beak. Dorsal valve 
somewhat smaller, sub-orbicular, most convex near the beak, 
slightly flattened towards the lateral margins ; convex along 
the middle, with a slight mesial sinus on the anterior portion 
of adult shells; beak curved beneath and usually breaking 
into the perforation of the opposite beak. Surface marked 
with numerous unequal, subimbricating, concentric plications. 

Large orbicular specimen—Length, .50; breadth, .50 ; thick- 
ness, .30. 
Large ovate specimen—Length, .55; breadth, .48; thick- 

ness, .35. 
Common in the Coal Measures of Montgomery county. 

SPrRIGERA CHARITONENSIS, Nl. Sp. 

Shell orbicular, lenticular; valves regularly and about 
equally convex; beaks small. Ventral valve very regularly 
convex; slightly most prominent near the beak; mes 

vex; slightly raised along the center into an obsolete mesial 

fold, which becomes more elevated and rounded in front.in 

adult specimens, which usually have a depressed line along 

the center of the mesial fold on the anterior half of the shell; 

small, incurved beneath the opposite beak. Surtace 

ie strie, Structure punctate. 
Length, 1.10; breadth, 1.10; thickness, .70. _ ») dk 
This fossil most resembles the Athyris (Spirigera : ) Aer: entius of Mr. McChesney, but it is more orbicular and re A arly ebealer, and the mesial sinus is much less developed, 

Specially towards the beak. 
Rare 8 the Coal Measures of Chariton and Randolph counties, 

SprriGERA JACKSON, 0. SP- 

Shell rather large, elongate, ovate, striate, punctate ; broad 
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and rounded in front. Ventral valve very convex, strongly 
arched longitudinally; umbo large; beak large, strongly in- 
curved; perforation subovate ; mesial sinus wanting or rare- 
ly obsolete. Dorsal valve less convex, most prominent near 
the beak, ovate, flattened in front; umbo large; beak short, 
incurved beneath and cutting into the periphery of the per- 
foration of the opposite beak; mesial fold wanting. Surface 
marked with numerous concentric lines of growth, which be- 
come very distinct and sublamellose near the margin. It is 
also ornamented with very fine concentric and radiating 
strie. 

Length, 1.32; breadth, 1.02; thickness, .63. 
This fossil was discovered by Dr. Norwood, in the Upper 

Coal Measures of Cass county. 

SprriceRaA Hawnit, n. sp. 

concentric and still finer longitudinal strie ; when partly ex- 
foliated, it exhibits small longitudinal costs ; the whole punc- 
tate. 

Length, .84; width, .76; thickness, .55. 
Length, .90; width, .73; thickness, .82. ae 
This fossil is most like Sp. subtilita of Prof. Hall, but it v3 

more gibbous, more elliptical and has the fine striations dif- 
ferent from that species. 

Coal Measures of the State of Missouri. 

PENTAMERUS SALINENSIS, N. sp. 

Shell small, ovate, plicate, with a long pointed beak on se ventral valve. Ventral valve gibbous, highest near the beak; gradually arched towards the anterior margin, but much wot 
abruptly towards the lateral and cardinal borders; flattene 
in front and marked with nine or ten depressed plications 
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on the anterior portion; beak long, pointed, incurved ; fora- 
men large, triangular. Dorsal valve not known. 
Length, .75; breadth, .61. 
This shell differs from P. galeatus in being much more 

elongated ; in having a longer and more pointed beak, and in 
having a higher and larger foramen. 

Rare in the Devonian rocks at the base of the Chemung 
Group in Moniteau county. 

RHYNCHONELLA WARRENENSIS, 0. sp. 

Shell large, thick, triangular, plicated, truncated and flat- 
tened in front. Ventral valve flattened, triangular; the an- 
terior and the posterior lateral margins abruptly turned up 
to meet the dorsal valve; the anterior lateral margins curved 
down in the opposite direction ; beak acuminate; sinus wide 

valves is sharply and deeply serrated. Surface marked with 
about fourteen large plications on each valve. 

Length, 1.90; breadth, 1.43; thickness, .99. .. 
this species was discovered in the chert beds of the En- 

“"mital Limestone of Callaway county, by Prof. Kemper. 

Rerzra OsaGEnsis, n. Sp- 

Shell rather large, ovate, gibbous, costate. 
Pe aa highest near the beak, a 

® the anterior margin, somewhat 1 : . 
beak large, elongate, perkeraneds perforation oblique, cron 

Ventral valve 
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lar; anterior margin rounded. Dorsal valve smaller, most 
convex along the middle, subflattened towards the lateral 
margins, highest near the beak ; beak large, pointed, ineury- 
ed beneath and in contact with the opposite beak. Surface 
marked with numerous small, depressed, radiating cost, and 
by fine concentric strie and a few distinct lines of growth. 

Length, 1.22; breadth, .95; thicknes 

not so wide in front. It also resembles some varieties of 
hastata of Sowerby, but its markings will always distinguish 
it from that species. 
Very rare in the Chemung rocks of Cooper and Benton 

counties, 

Retzia (?) Poreana, nh. sp. 

Shell elongate, subovate, widest near the middle, rounded 
in front, subeuneate towards the beaks; gibbous near the 

beaks, but much flattened towards the front and lateral mar- 

gins, where the valves form a sharp, thin edge. Ventral valve 

Length, .1; breadth, .71; thickness, .42. 
This fossil may be distinguished from ZR. Osagensis by a 

want of coste. It resembles R. fusiformis of M. Verneuil, 
with which it has been confounded, but it is very distinct It 
is thickest near the beaks, and is much more compressed in 
form than the specimens of the European shell before me. 

ACEPHALA. 

Epmonpia MARIONENSIS, N. sp. 

Shell large, gibbous, sub-quadrangular. Valves very “ieee 
vex ; flattened or concave towards the posterior cardinal bor- 
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the anterior extremity. Surface marked with fine concentric 
strie and obsolete plications. 

Length, 1.95; height, 1.41; thickness, 1.31. 
Rare in the Chouteau Limestone of Cooper county. 

CARDIOMORPHA (?) TRIANGULATA, Nl. Sp. 

Also found in the Chouteau Limestone of Cooper county, 

CARDINIA OCCIDENTALIS, 0. Sp. 

Shell gibbous, subovate, plicate. Valves very convex, sub- 

flattened towards the posterior cardinal border; anterior ex- 

tremity wide and regularly rounded ; ventral margin convex, 

beaks to the anterior cardinal border, straight from the beaks 
to the posterior cardinal border. Surface marked by numer- 

gularly convex ; car- 

dinal border nearly straight back of the beaks; anterior pli 

Sh aM a 
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Length, 5.35; height, 1.51; thickness, .82. 
This rare fossil was discovered by Mr. Broadhead in Pike 

county. 

ALLORISMA ENSIFORMIS, Nh. sp. 

Shell large, recurved, subcylindrical, but flattened, tapered 
and rounded towards "the posterior extremity. Valves are 

PecTen HALtit, n. sp. 

Shell small, ovate, coarsely plicate. Left valve convex ; 
raised portion cuneate towards the beak, marked with about 
sixteen high, rounded, radiating cag which are increased 
by implantation near ne nee and sad ane concentric a 
and very distinct et of grow r wing very 
tinct, ——— mar! ed with sre geek to the anterior 

margin; posterior g longer, more acuminate, marke 
with strong striz parallel to the saitanan margin ; sinus ‘ 
the posterior margin deep, broad, and more abruptly curve 
a the cardinal border; beak small, depressed. | ‘. 

ength, .46; height, .44; "length of posterior wing, 22; 
length of anterior wing, .10. 

is fossil resembles the Pecten occidentalis of Dr. oa 
mard, but it is longer in proportion; it has fe chee r ribs, whic 
are not increased by bifurcation as in that spec Wil- 

It was discovered by Maj. Hawn in the Coal rocks at Wi 
low Springs, K. T. 

GASTEROPODA. 

ConvLarta MARIONENSIS, 0. Sp. 

Shell pyramidal, ee Base rhombic; obtuse 7 
teral edges deeply sulcate; sides apoianige = two sets a. 
high, granulated, transverse coste; they commence a wt 
margins and curve towards the base, es ‘partially bac 

& 
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meet or intersect in the middle, forming an obsolete mesial 
line where the two sets meet; the spaces between the ceste 
twice as wide as the costa. There are twent i 
space equal to the width of the side, at the place counted. 
The sulcations are marked with obsolete, irregular strie. 

This species has the general appearance of the C. Missou- 
riensis, but may be easily distinguished by the granulations 
of the coste and by the greater number of coste. 
Very rare in the Upper Hamilton Shales at Hannibal and 

other places in Marion county. 

CoNULARIA TRIPLICATA, 0. sp. 

are eight triplicate coste in a space equal to the width of the 
side where counted. 

This beautiful little fossil may be distinguished from all others by its peculiar markings. : Associated with C. Marionensis in the Upper Hamilton Shales in Marion county. 

ConvuLarta Missovriensis, n. sp. 

marked by deep angular sulcations; the acute lateral edges subearinated. Surface polished ; each of the four sides acne ed by flexuous, high, sharp plications. There are two sets of 
plications on each side ; they commence on or ae aes curve towards the base, then partially back, when they 9 
or intersect in the middle, forming an indistinct longitudin suleation along the middle of each side; the space between 

the plications is at least twice as wide as the plications. 

Trocuus MrssouRIENSIS, 0. Sp- 

yramidal ; surface high- 

base broad, concave ; 

: ; and below; lower an 

cpt he ate page hte meeting at an acute 

angle ; upper surface slightly concave to fit the under surface 

of the whorl above, and forms with the outer surface an ob- 
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tuse angle; the lower edge of each whorl projects a little be- 
yond the upper edge of the whorl below; the lower and out- 
er surfaces are ornamented with numerous unequal revolving 
striw, crossed by transverse strie oblique, and parallel to the 
margins of the aperture; those on the lower surface more or 
less sigmoid; aperture oblique, subrhomboidal. 

Height, 3.25; width of base, 3.85. 
This rare species is perhaps the largest known Trochus. It 

still retains its pristine luster and gracefully cancellated sur- 
ace. It very much resembles 7. marmoratus, Lam., of the 
present seas; but it has fewer whorls, a broader and more 
concave base, finer and more delicate markings. 

The magnificent specimen before me was discovered by 
Col. Wm. Gilpin in the Coal Measures of Jackson county, 
and was presented to Dr. Norwood for the State Collection. 

LitToRINA WHEELERI, N. sp. 

Shell small, subglobose, granulated. Spire short, depres- 
sed; whorls three, convex ; the last large and inflated; su- 
ture impressed ; aperture slightly oblique, oval ; surface cov- 
ered with small semiglobular granules, each of which has a 
slight depression in its summit. 

Length, .27; breadth, .23; length of aperture, .19; breadth 
of aperture, .14. 

This unique little shell was discovered by Mr. Broadhead, 
in the Coal Measures of Monroe county. 

CEPHALOPODA. 

Navtitus Laws, n. sp. 

Shell very large; septa very numerous and very convex; 
volutions depressed on the dorsal surface, somewhat flatten- 
ed on the sides, and flattened or concave on the inner sur- 
face ; taper gradual; aperture elliptical. 

Diameter of the shell, 10.75 inches; length of aperture, 4 
inches; width, 3.25. $ 

This large and very rare fossil was discovered by President 
Laws of Westminster College, in the lower beds of the 

argin; whorls 
Whorls few, 
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umbilicus large, deep, cylindrical within, expanding rapidly 
outward; aperture wide and short, much modified by the 
preceding whorl; has a broad sinus in front; septa very 
convex, arched on the outer margin and nearly straight on 
the sides. The cast shows longitudinal strie on the center 
of the outer margin of the whorls. 
Width of aperture, 3.21; length of aperture, 2.05, 
This fine Nautilus was presented to the Geological Survey 

by Col. Wm. Gilpin, who obtained it at Wayne City in the 
Coal Measures. 

GoNIATITES OSAGENSIS, R. Sp. 

Shell small, discoid, moderately convex, having internal, 

transverse strengthening ridges, which vary from four to six 
in the outer whorl, as indicated by the constrictions on the 
cast ; umbilicus small, deep, slightly infundibuliform; septa 
form a broad, shallow, forward curve on the sides, and a more 
abrupt backward sinus on the dorsal margin; constrictions 
slightly curved ; aperture large, 0.25 long and 0.30 wide; di- 
ameter of the shell, 0.88; whorls rounded on the dorsal mar- 
gin, flattened on the sides. 

This beautiful little species resembles @. micronatus of 
Phillips (Geol. York. Pl. XIX., p. 234), but is easily distin- 
guished by the septa. . 
Abundant in the Chemung rocks of Cooper and Moniteau 

counties, 

Gonratites (7) HotmeEsii, 0. sp. 

Shell flattened, discoid, sharply rounded on the dorsal mar- 

gin ; umbilicus rather small infundibuliform ; whorls decreas- 
ing rapidly ; aperture elongate; a rounded sinus in front ; 
septa not seen; no constrictions on the cast. 
eae of shell, 1.02; thickness, .30; length of aperture, 
2; Width of aperture, .38. 

This fossil is ‘eas convex with a greater diameter than G. 

Osagensis above described. 
Rare in the Chemung rocks of Cooper county 5 

have been obtained. 

casts only 

GoNIATITES MorGANENSIS, 0. SP- 

Shell very small, gibbous, subdiscoidal, proadly rounded on 

the dorsal margin; umbilicus small, deep 

iameter, .38; thickness, 213 length of aperture, -10; 
23. 
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This beautiful little fossil nearly resembles the G@. auris of 
the Upper Devonian rocks of the Eifel; but it is more con- 
vex, tapers more gradually, has a smaller umbilicus and a 
shorter aperture. 
Very rare in the Chemung rocks of Missouri. The Chou- 

teau Limestone has furnished all the specimens in the State 
Cabinet. 

OrRTHOCERAS CHEMUNGENSE, 0. sp. 

Shell smail, tapering moderately ; transverse section ellip- 
tical; septa very concave ; distant nearly half the shorter di- 
ameter; siphuncle small, central. 

Longest diameter, .64; shorter diameter, .51; distance of 
septa, .24; diameter of siphuncle, .06. 

This fossil is very like O. ovalis of Phillips (Geol. York., 
Vol. IL, p. 238); but the siphuncle is more central in our 
species. : 

Rare in the Lithographic Limestone of Marion and Pike 
counties. sega #2 

The variety Chouteauense may always be distinguish- 
ed by the comparative distance of the septa, which are sepa- 
rated only one-fourth of the lesser diameter. 
Abundant in the Chouteau Limestone of Cooper county. 

Notes oN THE GrapE-vINES OF MissovRI. 

By Gro. Exeetmann, M.D. 

In the Transactions of the Academy (p. 156 of this volume) 
Prof. Swallow has published an interesting contribution on 
the adaptation of our State to the cultivation of the grape- 
vine. 

he grape-vines proper (gen. Vitis, sect. Vitis) indigenous 
to Missount are Vitts ee and Vitis cordifolia, hie od 
numberless varieties; popularly speaking, they are 7 of 
guished as the Summer Grape and the Winter or prt 
Grape, also sometimes called Fox Grape. The va seta oh 4 
on uplands in open woods and thickets, is of smaller eye 
sions, has deeply lobed leaves with rounded sinuses 0 
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His No. 1, V. Labdrusca, is not the plant which Linneus has 

designated by this name and which to eastern botanists 18 
kn . 

as I am informed, all along the Atlantic ee and up into the 

Alleghany Mountains, but does not exten 
sippi valley. It is considered to be the mother plant of the 
cultivated Catawba, Isabella, and other American nove 
Vitis Labrusca of Prof. Swallow must be referred to /. 

cordifolia, when he describes it as a plant growing to very 
bi SE aa 

It is an interesting fact that all the true grapes of sera sg ke , : @eco- belonging to the section Cissus), in the wild state, are a. of "The 
lygamous, while the cultivated varieties bear re hich still grows same is the case with the grape-vine of the old world, w. 

wild and to an immense size in the marshy forests of the rit uscany, being called there to this day by the old Latin him, wey on 
e A irgil, Labrusea, a name which Linneus has improperly 
0 e i ; . ated 

t It is well known and sufficiently proven by @ eras pre from all 
experiments, instituted with almost every bigot dite yine urope, 
parts of the old world, that the Vitis vinifera, il under our burning will not thrive in our climate. Soon losing Phe cst i 

bear, and can not bring its wood to perfection ; nd, if ters almost always kill the vines down to tae Ma produce a grape-vine tected. Would it not be possible by hybridization to P s and the luscious 
with the tough and enduring leaves of our aga Na y and juicy fruit of the better varieties of Vitis vinifé 
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on our dry ridges, which produce larger grapes wi 
juicy and palatable pulp, undoubtedly belong to V. estivalis. 

Vitis estivalis of Prof. Swallow, “the largest of all our 
vines,” “with stems like huge cables,” can not be any thing 
but the same Vitis cordifolia ; while the variety “of the 
limestone ridges,” etc., probably has to be referred to the true 
V. estivalis. 

3. Vitis cordifolia is erroneously considered a smaller 
plant than those enumerated under 2 and 3. The true V. 
cordifolia and its variety, 4. V. riparia, which forms com- 
plete transitions into the former, are by far the largest Amer- 
ican grape-vines. 

5. Vitis vulpina, Lin., differs essentially from all the other 
k, which i 

large size in our alluvial bottoms. The vines of smaller size 
h more 

joining Indian country is common on the gravelly banks of 
the smaller streams, which are overflowed during freshets. 
My specimens of this plant are not complete enough to class 
it with acing confidence, but they indicate a close alliance 
and probably identity with Vitis rupestris, Scheele, of West- 
ern Texas, characterized by a low, bushy, rarely climbing 
stem; small, roundish, glabrous leaves, coarsely dentate, al- 
most truncate, or with a broad sinus at base; by middle sized 
berries, in small bunches, of pleasant taste. It has much the 
growth and appearance of the Muscadine, but can always be 
distinguished by the shaly bark of the stem and the lighter 

ore S. : 
The wild muscadine grape as well as its cultivated variety, 

the Scuppernong, has been grown in gardens about St. Louis, 
but has never, I believe, borne fruit, showing that our climate 
does not suit it. a ee 

No. 6, Vitis bipinnata, Torrey & Gray, and 7, Vitis ind 
visa, Willd., can not come into consideration in a revieW ' 
our native grape-vines, which considers only their economica 
value, as they do not bear edible fruit. They belong to the 
section Cissus (genus Cissus, Lin.) together with Vitis _in- 
cisa, Nutt., which is found from Florida to Texas. — wits 
indivisa is common throughout the State, especially in 9 
valleys of our larger rivers. Vitis bipinnata is a southemm 
species and was not observed by me north of Arkansas, 
though it may occur in the southern parts of the State. 

i- 

0 

= Ae 
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ELevation oF St. Louis asovE THE GuLtF or Mexico. 

By Georese Encetmann, M.D. 

physical geography of the Mississippi Valley, based on care- 

id down an abstract of 

his labors in his Report on the Hydrographical Basin of the 

Upper Mississippi, in 1841, published by order of the U. 8. 
Senate, after his death, in 1843. On pages 93-101 he gives a 

detailed account of the methods employed to obtain the de- 

sired results, and on pp. 122-125 is contained a most valuable 

table of geographical positions, distances, and altitudes. 

In this table, p. 1238, the altitude of St. Louis 1s stated to 

be 382 feet. The additional remark, “garden of the Cathe- 

water mark at St. Louis would have to be reduced by 59 feet 

(the elevation of the then garden of the 
water), which would bring it down to 3 

* This garden was situated on the west side of Second street, between 

Pua and Market oferta elevated abou
t 24 feet above err cas = 

+t has been dug down, many years since, fe Neollet ‘nade many of his 

ings. In a summer-house in this garden 
observations, 
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than low water at the mouth of the Ohio, as given in the same 
table 

The data for Mr. Nicollet’s calculation were his own baro- 
metrical levellings all along the Mississippi river, and obser- 
vations made here by the Rev. Mr. Van Sweevelt of the St. 
ouis University and by myself. The data about the level 

of localities in St. Louis, and especially about the low water 
mark, he received from the late Mr. R. Paul, then city engi- 
neer, who had assumed it to be 28 feet 6 inches below the 
City Directrix,} or 2 feet higher than subsequent experience 
(especially during January, 1840) proved it to be. It is 
therefore necessary to subtract this amount from his 382 feet, 
which gives us 380 feet as the altitude of our present low wa- 
ter mark, : 

Dr. A. Wislizenus next calculated the elevation of St. Louis 
above the Gulf. His results are published in his Report on 
a tour to Northern Mexico, printed by order of the U. 8. Sen- 
ate, in 1848, p. 140. He found, by comparing his observa- 
tions made at the seashore near the mouth of the Rio Grande 
with the cotemporaneous ones made by me here, the altitude 
of the City Directrix (which by mistake is stated to be 38 ft. 
1 inch instead of 30 feet 6 inches above low water) to be 420 
feet, which will bring the altitude of low water to 389 feet 6 
inches. ; 

Desirous of verifying these results, I availed myself in De- 
cember, 1853, of the kind offers of assistance of the late Prof. 
Edw. H. Barton of New Orleans, and transmitted to him one 
of my barometers, which he compared with his instrament 
during more than four months, from January 3 to May 
1854. The barometer sent, E. 2., ranged 0.080 inches lower 

t+ The top of the curbstone at the intersection of Market street and on 
Levee is called the City Directrix, to which point all the elevations in 
ci 
found that this point was elevated 30 feet 6 inches above the lowest stage 
of the river experienced for many years, and it is so stated on 

water mark is 7 feet 7 inches above the City Directrix, and 38 feet 
above low water. The Mississippi river had only once, since th orable 
tion of the city, risen to a similar height, viz. in April of the mem 604 
“Année des grandes eaux,” 1785. From some indefinite data in oe shal lection of the oldest inhabitants, it was supposed that the river Mert 0 is 
even a foot or so higher than in 1844. The low water mark 0 
the one now considered as the correct one. ere 
¢ What a glorious addition to our knowledge of the configuration 0 ; : ; itution North American continent would it be, if the Smithsonian as aude 

ters of all observers carefully compared, so that accurate calc ; 
the altitudes of each could be made. By connecting these aia ol pet 

e railroad surveys extending over the whole country, ble ; a ie 
results would be obtained. -It is hoped that the plan proposed by 
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than my standard, E. 1., when I sent it, and 0.070 lower after 
it was returned, so that the mean difference was assumed to 

have been 0.075 inches. Dr. Barton found his instrument, B., 

on an average 0.045 inches lower than E. 2., which would 

give its rate at 0.120 inches below E. 1. 
The 282 corresponding observations at New Orleans and 

St. Louis, extending over a time of more than four months, 

give the following average results after correction for the dif- 

ference of rate: 
New Orleans. St Louis. 

Barometer, 30.125 29.584 Eng. inches. : 

Attach. Therm. 66.88 53.01 degrees Fahrenheit. 
Open air Therm. 59.09 40.80 . 4 

These results converted into metrical measure for the ap- 
plication of the tables of Delcros, as published by the Smith- 

sonian Institution, give 
New Orleans. St. Louis. 

Barometer, h—=765.17; A'=751.42 millimetres. _ 

Attach. Therm. T= 17.16; T’= 11.68 degrees Centigr. 

Open air Therm. t= 15.06; t= 489 “ a 
: 

Metres. 

Table I. gi Se ot he oo 

3 etiide h' = 8060.1 

144.4 Approximate elevation of E. over B 
Table IL., correction for temperature of Barom. stot SEE od 

137.3 

Correction for temperature of air: 
15.06 X4.89=19.95 x grag 
39.80 137.8 divided by 1,000= Sear : 

Table ITT. Latitudes 38° 30’ and 30°; mean 34° 15'5 
correction - “ . pi hee 0.35 

Table IV., correction for decrease of gravitation =~ 

- 143.26 
Corrected elevation of E. over B. - - ; 

8 Enoelmann’ : tion over Barton 
gages fom i yam “a 143.26 metres, or 469.8 Eng. ft. 

station 4 

B. above Gulf, according to Dr. Barton's state- gi 

ment, ee he ‘<é ae - - ak 

E. above Gulf. - - at et “ 
E. above City Directrix a ae ies : 

age aa 
City Directrix above Gulf - - ~* 

stitution, some time ago, to obtain the aid of natin version Sod or 
ments for the distribution of correctly rated standot” ai, will be ied 

ey thly and yearly publications of the results obtained, carr 
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Bro’t Echiad i 9 Eng. ft, 
Low water below City Directrix - 0.5 

Low water above Gulf - - - - Sg ew 

This gives the elevation of St. Louis a few feet lower than 
either of my prede ecessors has found it. The following 
shows the different results 

Nicollet. Wislizenus. Engelmann. 
Engelmann’s barometrical station 

above Gulf, : 486.5 496.0 480.9 ft. 
City Directrix do. ait’ 410.5 420.0 404.9 “ 
Low water mark do. do. 380.0 3889.5 374.4 “ 

Intimately connected with the altitude of St. Louis and oth- 
er points along our river is the question of the fall of the river 
and the velocity of its current. Nicollet’s tables, mentioned 
above, give us the only data at — available for an ap- 
proximative estimation of the fall of the Mississippi in its dif 
ferent sections. The following little table, calculated from 
these data, explains itself: 

& 

DISTANCE FALL Es 

IN MILES. IN FEET. ad 

zs | ge || B | ge || $8 ae net ~ i 7. 
28 Es 28 &2 Se 
em 4 ga | ge ng 
es | $2 || £3 | Be ll & fx Ba fe Ba 

Mouth of St. Peter’s River to 
Prairie du Chien, é 60 | 260 |} 102 | 102 | 0.89 

Rock Island, - “ 210 | 4 114 | 216 || 0.54 

Mouth : Desmoines, - || 128 | 598 |} 84 | 800 || 0.65 
St. Louis, - - 204 | 802 62 | 362 || 0.30 

Mouth of Ohio, - 74 | 976 58 | 420 || 0.83 
Mouth of White River, -. || 462 [1438 || 122 | 542 || 0.26 
Natchez, - - - || 848 |1786 || 116 | 658 || 0.33 
New Grlcani - || 302 [2088 || 76 | 734 || 0.26 
oa = F Mississippi, 104 2192 || 10 | 744 || 0.09 
Or in ate natural sec- 

tions = its co 
Mouth of St. Patera sa to 
Prairie du Chien, - 260 | 260 || 102 | 102 | 0.39 
Mouth of Desmoines, - || 338 | 598 || 198 | 800 || 0.59 
New Orleans, - - |/1490 [2088 || 434 | 734 || 0.29 
Mouths of Mississippi, 104 |2192 |) 10 | 744 |) 0.09 
Total un earege fall of the Mis- 

ippi from mouth of St. \| 9.94 
Peters River to the Gulf, | 0.84 
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The Mississippi River has therefore an average fall of about 
4 inches per mile; between St. Peters and the Rapids, a little 
more; from the lower end of the Rapids to New Orleans, a 
little less; in the region of the Rapids, about 7 inches; and 
from New Orleans to the mouth, about 1 inch per mile. A 
further analysis of the tables shows the fall on both rapids to 
be 21 inches to the mile. ' 
The rise and fall of the Mississippi River,* the velocity of 

its current, its volume of water, and the quantity of solid 
matter carried down, are most important elements in the 
natural history of our river, not yet solved, not even ap- 
proached yet. 

In the absence of all other information, the following few 
data, though based on rather loose observations made by me 
many years since, may be of some interest; the river oppo- 
site the city was, at that time, not yet confined between its 
present narrow banks. 

Date of Observation, Height of River Current One mile 
above low water. per hour. in 

1845. Feb. 20, 5 feet, 3.00 miles, 20 minutes. 
. eS Je Cae $50... * 17 . 

1844, Mar. 5, 15 « 4.00 « LE NEE 
S| Ape 962.720 500 (Bee 12S 

1839, May 27, 21 « 00 8 AM oe 
1837. July 10, 27 « bbb.) *: AU 7 

* The great city of St. Louis with its magnificent river and with the greatest river trade perhaps of any city on the globe, exten Sars sands of miles north and south and east and west, has not yet 

its surface. All we know about the stage of the river is from vague news" 

Paper reports and from our river pilots, who keep an eye on the cepts of the channel. 
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JOURNAL OF PROCEEDINGS. 

June 6, 1859. 

The President, Dr. WistizENnvs, in the chair. 

Nine members present. 
Letters were read from I. A. Lapham, Milwaukie, May 21, 

1859, acknowledging the receipt of the Transactions, No. 3; 
from Gov. Ralph R. Lowe, Keokuk, Iowa, May 23, 1859, in 
reply to a letter of the Corresponding Secretary, requesting 
acopy of Prof. Halls Report of the Geological Survey of 
Iowa; from Prof. G. C. Swallow, Columbia, Mo., May 19, 1859, 
transmitting a paper, by Dr. B. F. Shumard, on the Geology 

of Ste. Geneviéve County, for publication. 

ep. . 
1857, Wash., 4to, 1858, from the Hon. Trusten Polk ; Canad 
Jour. of Ind. Sci. & Art, May, 1859, from the Canad. Insti- 
tute ; Explor. and Surveys of Pacific R. Routes, Vol. IX., 
Wash., 4to, from Dr. C. A. Popes. 

Dr. M. M. Pallen presented a dried specimen of the expel- 
led ovum-sack of a large marine mollusk, showing the embryos 
already formed, with some remarks on embryological devel- 

geological specimens from the Bosphorus; lead ores from 

mens and fossils from El Paso, N. Mex.; Cretaceous fossils 
from Texas and Arkansas ; gold and silver ores from Chihua- 
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hua ;—most of the specimens having been collected by himself. 
he thanks of the Academy were voted to Dr. Wislizenus 

for this valuable donotion. 
A paper by Dr. B. F. Shumard, entitled “Observations on 

the Geology of the County of Ste. Genevidve,” was read by 
the Corresponding Secretary. Referred to the Committee on 
Publication. 

June 20, 1859. 

The President, Dr. Wistizenvs, in the chair. 

Five members present. 
The following works were received: Explor. & Surveys of 

ae P R 
of James D. Dana, by Jules Marcou, Zurich, 1859, from the 
Author ; Jour. Frankl. Inst., Phil., No. 6, June, 1859, from 
the Institute; Proe. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., Vol. VIL, June, 
1859, from the Society ; Zeitschrift der deutschen geol. Ge- 
sellschaft, Berlin, 1858, from the Societ ; 

he Corresponding Secretary communicated a translation 
of a paper by Prof. Jules Marcon, enclosed to him in a letter 
from Mr. Marcon, dated Zurich, May 23, 1859, for publication 
in the Transactions of the Academy, entitled “Notes on the 
Geology of Kansas and Nebraska,” which was read and re- 
ferred to the Committee on Publication. ~ : 

r. Engelmann remarked that nearly eight inches of rain 
had fallen during the night of Saturday last, the 18th, and up 
to this morning, the 20th June, inst. ; 

Dr. McPheeters presented a spear from the Feejee Islands. 
Mr. Holmes presented a specimen of fire clay from the farm 

of Dr. J. D. Fyler, in St. Louis county, being probably from 
a continuation of the same deposit as that found near Chel- 
tenham, five miles from St. Louis. 

July 18, 1859. 

The President, Dr. WistizENvs, in the chair. 

Eight members present. 
A letter was read from Prof, J oseph Leidy, Curator of the 

Acad. Nat. Sciences, Phil, dated the 22d June, 1859, trans- 
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Leipzig, Feb. 14, 1859 ; K. K. geol. Reichsanstalt, Wien, Nov. 
23, 1858; K. K. geogr. Gesellsch., Wien, Sept. 2, 1858 ; 

Vienna ; and from the Smithsonian Inst., 
transmitting packages from Europe. 

Conservatory Jour., Vol. I. No. 7, Boston, 1859, from the 
itor ; Cat. of N. Amer. Birds, by Spencer F. Baird, Ass’t 

ed. 

Proc, Boston Soc. Nat. History, Jane, 1859, from i
tn fl 

Atti deli’ I. R. Istituto Lombardo, Vol. 1, Fase. vi-x. 

the Imperial Society ; Mittheil. der K. K. geogr. Geselisch. 
II, J ahre. Heft. 0-3 1858, Wien, from the Imperial sg 

"> oe 

10, 1857-8, JSrom the Imperial Institute ; Verhandl. u. Mit- 

theil. des siebenbirglechon ¥ ereins fir Naturw. 20 iia 
Stadt, IX, Jahrg., No. 1-6, 1858, from the Society ; 

38 

fe WD aie, Mii es 
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1858; Ueber die geschichtl. Vorstufen der neueren Rechts- 
philosophie, von Prof. Dr. Carl Prantl, Miinchen, 1858,— 
Ueber Johannes Miller, von Prof. Dr. Th. L. W. Bischoff, 
Miinchen, 1858, from the Royal Bavarian Academy ; Sie- 
benter Jahresb. iiber die Wirksamkeit des Werner-Vereins 
zur. geol. Durschf. von Mihren u. Schlesien, 1857, from the 
Society ; VII. Bericht der Oberhess. Gesellsch. fiir Natur-und 

der naturf. Gesell. in Bern, 1855-6-7, from the Soctety ; 

China and its Trade, by John Crawfurd, F.R.S.,—Proe. Geol. 
& Polytech. Soc. W. Rid. of Yorkshire, 1857--8,—Comets, by 
Christopher Kemplay, Leeds, 1859, from the Society ; —. 
Amer. Acad. of Arts & Sci., Vol. VI., Part 2, 1859,—Proe. 0 

Liditor ; Rep. on the Hist. & Prog. of the U. 8. Coast Sur- 

vey, 1868,—Popular Account of the U.S. De ae ek 

the State of Texas, dated Austin, June 12, 1859, touching 
late discovery of Lower Silurian rocks, equivalent ew 
Potsdam Sandstone and Calciferous Sandrock of the : 
York System, in Burnet county, in that State, as follows: 

‘ f 
“T have been working lately in Burnet county, which lies just ore Travis, where the capital is located. My observations have been ent of highest interest. I have discovered there an extensive developm 
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Lower Silurian rocks, equivalent to the Potsdam Sandstone and Calcifer- 
ous Sandrock of the New-York System. The Potsdam Sandstone is filled 

eye Limestone of the N. York System. The thickness of these strata can 
not be less than a thousand feet. The Cretaceous strata, filled with Exrogyra 
Texana, Gryphea itchert d ther Cret fossils, rest uncon- 

feet (not exceeding fifty) of Devonian rocks between. The Trenton Lime- 
stone, Group, all the Upper Silurian, nearly all the Devo- 

an, and the g, appear to be entirely wanting. niferous 

Dr. McPheeters presented a specimen of lead ore from 
Hunts’s mines, two miles from De Soto, Mo., and a fossil 
dicotyledonous leaf in ferruginous sandstone, found by Dr. 
Clark, in the neighborhood of Pike’s Peak, Kansas Ter. 

The following specimens were received from the Academy 
of Nat. Sciences of Philadelphia in exchange: casts of Radius 
and Ulna of Megalonyx Jeffersonii, and 10 casts of bones of 
the toes of the same, from the originals described by Thomas 
Jefferson, now in the cabinet of the Philadelphia Academy ; 

cus, 
and 3 bones of Dinornis, collected in New Zealand by W. 

illeeus, 
vergne, France; teeth of three species of Sharks, and verre 
and vertebra of a Cetacean, from the Red Crag, Suffolk, Eng- land; section of vertebra of Plesiosaurus from the = Li land; 3 coprolites, 2 polished, of Zethyosaurus, from = v3 England ; teeth of Zamna from the Greensand, New Jersey ; 
50 species of Tertiary shells; 3 fragments 0. the Chalk of England ; scales of Lepidotus from ie Ceasin; 

e 
: he the thanks of the Academy to Prof. Leidy, Curator of t 

cademy of Nat. Scheneeny of Philadelphia, for this very 
ideral return, 
A Collection of Bird skins, consisting of 103 oncom ibe 

received from the Smithsonian Institution, and ee mien 
the Academy in the name of Capt. John Pope, having , 
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collected by him in California, New Mexico, and Texas, and 
described and labelled by Prof. 8. F. Baird, Asst. Sec. of 
the Smithsonian Institution, and numbered according to the 
Smithsonian catalogue. 

The thanks of the Academy were dir goon “ve be communi- 
cated to Capt. Pope for his valuable donat 

The following additions to the By-laws were e adopted : 

ARTICLE IV. 

§ 4. Alldrawings for plates to illustrate papers intended for publication 
must be furnished by the authors free of expense to the A cademy, except 
that for special reasons, in particular instances, it may be otherwise deter- 
mined by express v 

§ 5. Every Associate Member, who is not in arrears for dues, shall 
be cag to receive gratis from the Treasurer one copy of every future 
number of the Transactions of the Academ 

The Corresponding Secretary was authorized to transmit 
to Dr. B. F. Shumard, State Geologist of the State of Texas, 
one copy of Lieut. G. K. Warrens’s Map of the U.S. Terri 
pia lying between the Mississippi River and the Pacific 

Mr. Samuel A. Coale, Jr., was elected an Associate Member. 

August 1, 1859. 

The President, Dr. WisiizEenvs, in the chair. 

Eight memberspresent. 
The following g publications were received: Proc. Boston oe 

. Hist., May, 1859, from the Society ; Proc. Acad. Nat Jr 
Sciences ; en Jun e, 1859, Srom the Academy ; Si th eae t 

Almanac for 1857-8-9, from Dr. B. F. Shumard ; Canad. 
Jour. of Ind. Sci. & Art, July, 1859, fH the Canadian 
Institute. 1 

The Rev. T. H. Newton presented a catalogue of shells 
collected at Panama, a large shell (Cassis rufa), a peliensee 
of Echini, and a suite of geological specimens from the Islan 
of St. Thomas. 

August 15, 1859. 

The President, Dr. Wistizenvs, in the chair. 

Seven members present. 
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1859, from the Institute. 
Mr. James Buckland was elected an Associate Member. 

September 5, 1859. 

The President, Dr. W1si1zENvs, in the chair. 

Nine members present. , 
Letters were read from the “ K. Akad. der Wissenschaften, 

Vienna, Dee, 2, 1858, & Jan. 22, 1899, acknowledging receipt 
im ave ha 

d gp g 
Received the following works: Sitzungsb. der K. Akad. 

der Wissensch., Wien, math.-naturw. Classe. Band XXVIII, 

858. 

¥ i i r. Engelmann exhibited specimens of several spesion, of 

the genus Verbena, from this neighborhood, and of three by brids between them. ee 
He observed that hybrids were undoubtedly much more . - Nature than is often Batielpateds that hybrids among plants were well 

: : tion had been 
‘own in Europe, but that in this country very peontagc on of oaks, at 

since by the march of improvement. Our willows, : e Euro- 
merous hybrids, which owaves have not yet been Peotone Preche in 

pean hybrid willows lately were. The only other i was Verbena. His 
North America which seems inclined to hybridizatio 

is recent investigations of three hybrids, in all in- 
: : ovula were ; 
cto-bracteosa, and V. stricto-hastata, proved that the always small, in- 

found to be small, shrivelled, and not containing 4” es was 
these effete pulleaereing gegen number of well developed on 
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plant is erect, taller than V. stricta, with larger and thinner leaves, with more elongated and slender paniculate spikes, with smaller and paler blue flowers, bearing very few seeds. 
V. stricto-bracteosa is a prostrate plant with incised, three lobed or almost 
— leaves much larger than in V. bracteosa, of a firm tex ure, and 

In some hybrids, however, as Prof. Caspary has observed in Cytisus 
Adami, = ovula also degenerate so that propagation by seed becomes 

ible. : 

Dr. Heitzig presented two cases of coleopterous insects. 4 
Dr. Pope presented a branch of Elder showing an ees. 

ingly grotesque fungous degeneration, produced by an Aci 
tum. 

Mr. Hermann Ehrenberg, Arizona, was elected a Corres- 
ponding Member, and Evans Casselberry, Esq-, an Associate 

ember, 

September 19, 1859. 

Vice-President Dr. C. A, Porx in the chair. 

Eight members present. | 7a 
Donations to the Library were presented as follows: Bu : 

tin mensuel de la Soc. Imp. zoologique d’ Acclimatation, 
. 

the Society ; Jour. Elliott Soc. Nat. Hist., Vol. I, part i 
4to, Charlestown, 1859, from the Society ; Tth Exhibition 
the U.S. Agricul. Soc., Chicago, 1859. Conti 

resentations of specimens were made as follows: cai 
pede, Tarantula, Moccasin Snake, and an Indian tobace 
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through Dr. C. A. Pope, by Dr. Cavanaugh ; fossils, bones, 
skulls of buffalo, minerals, bird skins, and nests, by Dr. &. 
J. Marsh, collected by him on his late tour to the Upper 
Missouri River with the Amer. Fur Company’s steamer, in 
company with Mr. C. P. Chouteau; also, a box of skins an 

October 3, 1859. 

The President, Dr. Wistizenvs, in the chair. 

Fifteen members present. . 
A letter was read from Dr. C, A. Mann, dated Liberty, Ills., 

Sept. 15th, 1859, accompanying some fragments of sandstone 
and a small snake, supposed to have been found in a cavity 
in the solid sandstone, 15 inches below the surface, in which 
no fissure, or other opening, had been observed. On breaking 
the sandstone, the snake had appeared, in a small cavity, In a 
torpid state, but on exposure to the air it became active. 

he sandstone was pronounced by Dr. Prout, judging from 
some fossils contained in it, to be of Carboniferous age. f 

he snake was directed to be sent to Prof. 8. F. I, O 
the Smithsonian Institution, for examination and determina- 
tion of the species. ; 

Col. Wm. Gilpin exhibited several hydrographica! Oy 

r. Holmes, to take the subject un 
report thereon at a future meeting. 

October 17, 1859. 

The President, Dr. W1SLIZENUS, in the chair. 

Eight members present. 
A letter was read, dated Oct. 2, 18 

d 59, from the Amer. 

Antiq. Society, Wordestér; acknowledgin g the recei
pt of the 
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Transactions of the Academy, and transmitting publications 
in exchange; also, a letter from Dr. B. F. Shumard, Austin, Texas, dated Sept. 30, 1859, giving intelligence of the prog- 
Pig of the Geological Survey of Texas, in which he writes as 
ollows: 

“During the last two months, I have been working in the Tertiary; but, save in a few instances, fossils are very scarce, and particularly mam- malia. e find here the Mastodon and Mammoth. 
Eastern Texas consist of sandstones, clays, immense deposits of iron ore 

discovered. I have studied the Tertiary with much care, and another season will be necessary to enable me to do justice to it. The Bluff form- 
ation exists here in great perfection, and I shall endeavor to say some- thing upon it hereafter that will interest you.” 

ertebrata, i 
phyllotactic numbers 3 an 

He remarked, that all bones originate from points or “centres” of ossifi- 
of éxi atrix. The large tubular bones, such as 

humerus and femur, as well as the radius, ulna, tibia and fibula, originally 
present FiveE—not merely, as is erroneously maintained in anatom 

amoid or olecranon tuberosity. All are separate iat speerye h onward extremes they form, one, the ginglymoid articulation, or ve 77 ” or “styloid physis”’; the other, a semilunar e ” of (radius, ulna) appe age. Respecting their torsion or “divergence” 0 ce ; wo centres of each double apophysis te to the axial ped 
ent as dia lly opposite, at different heights, such as the collum an trochanter femoris, and the sigmoide cra ft 

they are found more or less to traverse each other, so that the longi 
of the fistular element retains a position intermediate ; a 

ur 

teeth, with 4 now spongy cavity, an osseous coat, and enamel cup Pie and it is this dentine form or ossicular type which is due to the ova Senerated into cysts replete with teeth or “dentified ossicles.”’ 
tor ; id 

é or quin cle, developed rather in ne, and the elements radiately disposed; that is, the various types of 
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neural spine , five in all, sever rally, vary in different classes so as, in m 

neath the gullet—ag an indenture ondrosis, mostly—the ea 

like a bird’s ischium attached to the ride oft the (ileoid) scapula, with 

caudate exsinuate extremity, forms a true simile (although in a should) % 

the arcus pubi mammals ; while the ents; lithe, Eras coracot pr 

ment (originally, in young mammals likewise sejunct) uch of se 
loose appearance of the bifurcate, sternally scing 

birds, and synchondrosed with the retrorsely oie ee ischium, whie 

leaves but Je p asia Sota corted slit for a foramen obturatium, and an “ 

ted” remnant of the ischiadic passage between itself and the Peg 
riled 2 se it ee eee nd. All this is exhibited in the collection to 

presented when ea 
In birds, the poe is but loosely peer 2 with the slender esa 

blade and the flat and ex: sinuateite viele—which stems the m (Or 

fusion of collateral peal % icles of poor origin) — ia a a ‘tenabriel 

attachment, is fused with its gmier r of the other side into a t gothic arch of 

tgiearcane poneae 

vane, and h independent erely residual, 

marginal cartilage, are a fo fifth entres, deficient in the adul a 

skeleton, but already strongly developed in fishes, for t ete hie 

the scapular blade to the neural arch by the intervention of the m 

fur pst (co “atin ih: ossicle or) marginal t terminal, joining 
nen 

bearing a terminal connective ossicle; whil 
ment, circumscribing an aperture, in mammals forms 3 ee 

in turtles, the infundibuliform ditory orm ulate-infla- 
Cavity, in some cases immediately openin sore bo ° eane m in- 
ted, vast and retrospectant mastoid space, leavi line tribe, repre- 
side ; but in porcine and ruminant mammals, and ie fe ith 8 eajnctiats 

senting the ear-drum projecting underneath the sk disjointed, fire— 
trabecular tissue: and all gh arte as the processes are ny eect attach- 
Le of the ee region are but a simile of all the other, 

ing 
peshetaite levers, or, as the case may be, d 

esh, as in Articulata—where exactly the same 
a thts 

ws 
glenoid articalatiots for a! 8 bro cogent Fe continuous ‘rats 

are prefo ? 

“insections,’ of the 
mals the gore glenois bears a wel ight ar fmentaa ex- 

mandible a? birds, the See val of the et snare’ mals (see pre- 
bcs is stemmed into atal cleidoi eth ile the aviary 

tributions) the Raat p ‘no on the top of this 
= ndible (as in fishes, and amphibia like ) nd in birds is nded 

fish- 
y by a strong sinew from the obsolete or ery ag man !— 

es, the true auditory ossicles—as erroneous 

Ty ina eon nera et ne Rey 
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gill-fins representing the ear-cartilages as a manual termination, and, con- 
t authors, not bearing, but merely, as a manubrium, joining, the 

cranium. 
an exsinuate-caudate cleidoid (the incus of higher vertebrates) articulating 
into the temporal glenoidal cavity ; an anterior crescented sla , sutured 

contorted ce zygomatic is aggluti- 
nated to the cleidoid (a blade for the pterygoid fabric), behind which oper- 
ates a lid in likeness of a shovel or scapula—no unmeanin words, as in- : : hn 

connection ; beari 
hyo-auditory, the pterygo-facial, and the mandibular. Many 1 
is apparent, only single ossifications ; so are the single teeth as single ver . rpa . - th e human han 

are eight (an organo genetic number), in that of certain dolphins are /ive- 
The phalangal bones are eacha ternal-ossification, but in number, as far as 
supernumerary to their respective metacarpals, metatarsals, etc., vary 12 

s 

e@ are, 1 

while the car- 

torpedoes, ete., vary among such organogenetic members 
» 41, 55,—and, as in the ichthyosauri, are often ramified in the fan- 

expanse of the fins. 
ing a n insects, the insection of limbs frequently has this form: fronting belt bearing a limb, we perceive a plate of tabulate mail, ana 

and i 

to which is attached, in angular continuity, a long “femur”—or the true s- 
e or i 

e 4, 3, 5, and, in antenna, higher organogenetic numb 
elements, (each higher one the sum of the two previous ones). neural and ventral arches, their costal type differs least from the insected 
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type, being an intermediate form between the radially-expanded, tabulate- 
bladed one of fulcral attachments and the prehensile levers’ fistular bones : 
ac 

in many fishes—consisting of a capitular attaching centre: in ribs the ca- 

The cap talmeh in birds is ver euch rolonged, in rf shortened cleidoid 
roc 

gars, etc., the ca- 
pitulum is coitittly fixed to the coven the rib-blad ade articulating at its 

the capitula are a series of pointed pegs proj jecting 
are een loosely to ‘the merely — Espns tke, and muncaloun- 
wi : in tro 2, , ise the loose spiniform tubercula: which 1 P series of bristly ribs, 

ocesses is laminate 
continuous s) capitula t aly 

to say the least, in our presen nt ichthyognostic dictionari in deter- . arrived at in eter: 
it cannot be astonishing that so little success ne view) proposition of 
mining the “catholic” (0 r, respecting a pant é ithout the 
their relation and relatio nship : a fault of diagnostic rhe bot being 
proffered aid of iticeup hic pantoscopic Col bilater- 
subtended longitudinally by a eystem of block sy tee oie forma- 

y, with on cartilaginous pellucid menis ase ‘mt 

tion (both the sternal as well as apical elements being of a low number 
ate) it is to b umed a tree of life co ed ote es each section or 
(2 to 5 at most) of subcartilaginous primogenital . z, ooo two lateral 
Joint of vertebral form bear’ hes, two nit increased 
or ventral tren pees a of - Bae 3 or 6, in im or arch, nave 
cyclar num : at eit the dorsal de fo 

or gangway, originally’ opel (bifid) "but eateequenly 
ad up; 

Letty Jae ee ESE EP Mar ey Fea eRe ee Ce | Nee re 
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matter, confined in due subordination by the impending of the lower cross- 

On this. subject much was known in ancient tradition in a pantoscopic 
symbol now entirely lost to understanding, but renovable in a new form, 

Dr. Pope presented’ specimens of gold-bearing rocks and 
earths from the Pike’s Peak Gold Region. 

r. Pollak presented, in the name of James G. Soulard, 

November 7, 1859. 

Vice-President Dr. ENGELMANN in the chair. 

Twelve members present. ? . ; Letters were read from the Royal Soe. of Sciences, dene x : 

adova, March 30, 1859; K. preuss. Akad. der Wissensch., 

mden, June 22, 1859; Vaterlind. Museum Francisco-Car. 

zu Linz, Feb. 10, 1859; K. K. zool.-bot. Gesellsch. in Wien, 

_ o a B al o) oO ae — or —_ le 2] or = k = g = te be] fo) a j=] ° oF oO Qu r: Ge = © “ 7 
ceipt of the Transactions of the Academy, and announcing 
the transmission of publications in exchange. : 

The following donations to the Library were received : 
Canad. Jour. of Ind. Sci. & Art, from the Canadian Institute ; 
Atlantis: a Register of Lit. Sci. & Art, Dublin, 1859, Nos. III.- 
V. from the Editors ; Bulletin de la Soc. des Sciences Nat. 
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de Neuchatel, Tomes I.-IV., 1847-1858, from the Society ; 
Jahrb. der K.K. geologisch. Reichsanstalt, [X. Jahrg. No. 4, 
Oct.Dec., 1858, Vienna, from the Imperial Institute ; Mit- 
theil. der K.K. geograph. Gesellsch., Wien, 1859, IIT. Jahrg. 1 
Heft, from the Imperial Society ; Nachrichten von der Georg- 
Augusts-Universitit u. der K. Gesellsch. der Wissensch. zu 
Gottingen, No. 1-28, 1858, from the Royal Society ; Zeit- 
schrift fiir die gesammten Naturw., Halle, 1858, XII. Band, 

from the Society in Halle ; Rivista della I. R. Academia 
di Padova, Vol. VI., Trim. 1-2, 1857-8, 3-4, 1858, from 
the Imperial Academy ; Monatsb. K. preuss. Akad. der 
Wissensch. zu Berlin, July-December, 1858,—Ergebnisse der 
Wetterbeob. 1855,— Uebersicht der Witterung im nérdl. 
‘Deutschland, 1856,—Meteor. Beob. 1855-8, from the Royal 

Bulletin de la Soc. Linnéenne de Normandie, 
8, from the Society ; 8th Bericht iiber das Museum a 
cisco-Car. Linz, 1858, from the Institution ; Verhandl. der K. 

1855,—Bemerkung iiber einige Arten der Gattung Centaurea, 

von Victor v. J anka, Wien, from the Librarian of the Imp. 

transmit 10 
he Academy 

f Vienna for 

ajor M. L. Clark presented some mine I 
and Indiana; also, sanndottiat slabs, containing neg Se nk 

Som the valley of the Connecticut River, both a 

elow Northampton, Mass. af 
_ Mr. Edwin Have read a paper entitled ih Preserva 

tion of the Indian Languages, by E. W. Prewitt. 
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November 21, 1859. 

Vice-President Dr. ENGELMANN in the chair. 

Thirteen members present. 
Letters were received from the Smithsonian Institution; W. 

Sharswood, Cavendisham, Pa.; N. Orleans Acad. of Nat. Sci- 
ences; I, A. Lapham, Milwaukie, Wis.; Library of the Univ. 
of Michigan, Ann Arbor; Amherst Coll.; Edward H. Bee- 
be, Galena, Ills.; R. B. Price, Columbia, Mo. ; N. York State 
Library, Albany, — severally acknowledging receipt of the 
Trans. of the Academy. 

8 
Jerusalem, by J. Aitkin Meigs, M.D., Phil, 1859, from the 
Author ; Jour. Frank. Inst., Phil. Nov., 1859, from the In- 

tut 

A communication was read from I. A. Lapham, Esq., of 
Milwaukie, Wis., announcing that he had discovered rocks 
near Milwaukie, equivalent in age to the Old Red Sandstone 
(Devonian) of Europe, and containing remains of Fishes, re- 
sembling those discovered by Hugh Miller in Scotland. The 
remains did not show the entire fish, but consisted of frag- 
ments of bones, teeth, and fins, with portions of the tubercu- 

“Dr. G. Sevrrarrn.— Dear Sir: I received a short time ee yr 
article on the Astronomical Inscription on the Lee s ‘Mummy Co ha 50 was so deeply interested in this remarkable exposition, that I at on 
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quested one of my assistants, Dr. Sonntag of the Dudley Observatory, to 

compute for me the places of the sun, moon, and planets, at the autum- 

nal equinox, 1722 B. C. 
“This work has been completed, and his computations agree well with 

yourown. He finds at Paris, noon, 1722 B. C., 

The Sun’s longitude ++++++ +++e++ seeees 179° 57’ 
The Moon’s apparent longitude++++++ +» 24° 48’ 

Mercury’s longitude--++ ++++ +++ ++ ++++219° 47’ Retrograde. 
nus’ ee eeee ween coves 19]9 87’ 

rs’ «6 ee eeee saree Bee eee 1472 14’ 

Jupiter’s “ én 6a. neat + 100° 30/ 

Saturn’s gaa dee ckonse svecksunE” ae 

_ “These results agree with your own, and I am now desirous of obtain- 

ing from you a brief history of the method by which you reached to the 

knowledge of the “Key” which seems to unlock all these astronomical in- 

be given in this city sometime in December. 

With at respect, very truly, 
rer : Jf 0. M. MITCHELL.” 

Prof. Seyffarth read the first part of a paper on a“ Remark- 

we Papyrus-Scroll, written in the Hieratic character, about 

0 B.C” 
Edwin Harrison presented a small sandstone slab, im- 

som 
chloride of Lead; also, a specimen of Silver ore, containing an 

average of 62.08 ounces to the ton of 2000 Ibs. of ore, from 

the St. Louis Mines of Arizona. 

December 5, 1859. 

The President, Dr. W1st1zeNnvs, in the chair. 

Thi 
. irteen members gums Sharswood, Cavendisham, 

ak es that, du the 

Si, Al, Fe, Ce, Ca, Mg, a : 

81.86, 16.87, 12.26, 21.27, 10.15, 1.67, “* ©" 
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At the time of his ghee ae the above fact it was a ques- 
tion whether there be really a new oxide present combined 
with the oxide Cerium, closely related to it in the figure of its 
equivalent, or simply a second oxide with which it had not 
hitherto been known to be associated. The fact referred to 
consisted in the observation, that in its deportment with the 
tests for oxide Cerium, it would not yield the characteristic 
reactions. These facts seemed to demand an investigation of 

Letters were read from Dr. P. W. Mosblech, Bethany, Va., 
and from the Librarian of Yale Coll., New Haven, acknowledg- 
ing receipt of the Transactions No. 3. 

onations to the Library were presented as follows: tee 
of Expl. & Surv. of Pacific R. Routes, Vol. X., Wash., 
1859,—Cong. Globe, 2d Sess. 35th abe Part I, ise 
from the Hon. F. P. Blair, Jr.; Canad. Jour. Ind. Sci. & A 
Nov., no from the Canadian Institute ; Jour. of Baucation, 

Nos. 1--10, Vol. IIL, Montreal, 1859, from Capt. L. A. 
guet- aco 

wads ©, ‘Hilgard read a letter from Prof. S. F. Baird, 
Washington, relating to the small snake supposed to have 
been found imbedded in solid sandstone, near Liberty, Lils.,. 
(mentioned in the letter of Dr. C. A. Mann, which was read 
ot a former meeting, dated Sept. 15, — which was as 
ollows: 

“ Smirusonran Institution, Washington, Nov. 23, 1859. 

“Dr. T. C. Hiregarp.—Dear Sir: I isthe just received poe letter oe 
the snake at the hands of Mr. H. Engelmann. On a: tion, I find 
to be i t 

your State. Dr. Engelmann has sent it from near St. Louis. It was de- 
scribed last ne by Mr. Kennieot as Celuta perce anaes Acad. Nat. 

into its rocky cavity is of comparatively recent origin. It may have ve 
pied it without food for many months, perhaps est more than re year 
should ae this to have been the case by its somewhat emaciated ap- 
pearance 

ee S. F. BAIRD.” 

The Corresponding Secretary communicated an_ extract 
from a letter of Dr. B. F. Shumard, dated Austin, Nov. 14, 
1859, touching his recent discoveries of extensive Coal Meas- 
ures in Northern Texas, which was as follows: 

“ My trip to Fort Belknap was one of great interest. We have found 
a large development of Coal Measures, my with cpr nige char ; 

fossils, ser 4 of them the same as occur in the Coal of Missouri an 
oo — The beds consist of sandiitien, cn og pens selenite shales, 

unted with con ge merate. Before the commenceme $7 

ey, 7 coal W as supposed to exist here in “shallow bands of no great “~" : 
ness and of little value,” se many supposed that t he coal was merely lig 
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nite. But we have traced the boundaries of the Coal Measures so far.as 
to be able to say, that the area occupied by this formation is not less than 
4,500 square miles, and pe s much gre The cal range of the 
formation has not yet been determined accur ly, but it cannot fall short 
of eh seen four diffe beds of coal section, 
the thickest being nearly four feet. The companying 

€cognize many Missouri friends. The conglomerate is from eighty to 
one hundred feet thick.” 

Dr. C. W. Stevens exhibited a botanical specimen which 
had the hygrometrical property of expanding, when wet, anc 
coiling up into a ball, when dry. 

r. Engelmann designated it as Selaginella lepidophylla, a 
well-known cryptogamous plant, found abundantly in south- 
western Texas, in Mexico, and as far as California, as ascertained 
by . 8S. Boundary Exploration. Selaginella is a lyco- 

three species of the eastern U. States, one of which, 4S. 
rupestris, is also found in our State, and extends throughout 
North and South America and Asia, do not have this property. 
Henry Engelmann, Geologist, Washington, D. C., and Amos H. Worthen, State Geologist of the State of Illinois, were 

elected Corresponding Members. 

December 19, 1859: 

The President, Dr. WistizeNvs, in the chair. 

Eight members present. aa 
Letters were ian from Messrs. A. H. Worthen, Springfield, 

Ills, and H. En elmann, Washington, D. C., severally ac- 
knowledgine their election as Corresponding Members ; also, 
from Prog ‘ Ww. Mosblech, Bethany ed acknowledging re- 

Celpt of publications. 
ys: Dy onations to the Library were received as follows : Dy a 

et Trias, ou le Nouveau Grés Rouge en Burope, dans Ane 

wikcelimatation, Tome VL, No. 10, Oct., 1859, from the So- 

“ys Rep. on Geol. and Mining Districts © 

; ma by 5. V. Phillips, St. Louis, 1859, from the inh : 

our. of Education, Montreal, Nov., 1859, from Capt. L. A. 
uguet-Latoup. 

. 

basta Seyffarth, concluded the reading of his paper 

atig ee A Remarkable Papyrus-Scroll, written in the rae 

“tle character about 1050 B. C.,” illustrated by 
a fac simile an 

39 : 
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: 

translation of the characters; to which was added some re- 

marks upon the System of Champollion, in reply to the 
criticisms of Mr. Le Page Renouf. 

On motion, it was ordered that the fac simile and transla- 

tion be lithographed, and, together with the paper of Dr. 
Seyffarth, be published in the Transactians of the Academy. 

William Sharswood, Ph. D., of Philadelphia, and Prof. P. 
W. Mosblech, Ph. D., of Bethany Coll. Va., were elected 
Corresponding Members. 

January 2, 1860. 

The President, Dr. Wist1zENvs, in the chair. 

Thirteen members present. ' 
Letters were read from the Elliott Soc. Nat. Hist., Charles- 

town, Dec. 15, 1859, and from the Werner-Verein Zur geol. 

Durschf. von Mihren u. Schlesien, Brinn, Jan. 20, 1859, ac- 

Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phil. Nov. 1859, from the Academy ; 

Cat. of Ist Exhibition of Statuary & Paintings, Chicago, one ; 
Nautical Monographs, No. 1, Observatory, Wash., Oct., 1899, 

by Lieut. M. F. Masty, from the Author ; J ahrb. der a -. 

geol. Reichsanstalt, X. Jahrg. 1, Wien, 1859, from the insir- 
tution ; Mem. et Doc. publiés par la Soe. Historique 

treal, 2d Livr., 1859, from Capt. L. A. He 7 

Texas Almanac for 1860, & Richardson’s New Map of oo. 

. F. Shumard ; Atti del? I. h. ape 4 

Veneto, Tomo VL. Ser. iii., Disp. 6--7, 1859, from the {n 

drukkunst, door J. J. Noordziek, Haarlem, 1848, ve lag vel. 
A tot Entw. van Frov- er- 

vaart, 1857-8-9, from the Society ; VII. Jahresb. be Wern 
Cc. 

Papyrus-Scroll and other objects mentioned in the paper T° 

by him before the Academy at a late meeting: 
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“Bostox, December 20, 1859. 
rof. G. Seyrrartu, D.D.—My Dear Sir: Your kind favors of the 

came aboard my boat the next evening, and showed me apyrus and 
Tablet. I was then sure he had found the body of some person of conse- 
quence; so I purchased all three. I then started down the river, and 
when I arrived at Kenet, I had come to the conclusion that there were 
other articles still belonging with the Papyrus-scroll, and I sent my drago- 
man back to Thebes to bring the man and anything of value he might 

ich I purchased. 

the neck of the mummy by a string, the Scarabeeus lay on the breast, and 

e Eagle and Asp were nailed on i top boas mummiy-case 
t ? , Your oe ®" GRORGE A. STONE.” 

A paper presented for publication by A. H, Worthen, 
State Tetlogin of the State of Illinois, entitled “A pect 

of a new species of Platycrinus and other fossils from the 
Mountain Limestone of Illinois and Towa, being an cal 
tract from the 2d Annual Report of the Illinois snag 
Survey,” was read by the Corresponding Secretary. 
ferred to a committee. A. HL Worthen, 
A p : 

State Geologist, entitled “Review of some points in Dr. B. 
bi F. Shumard’s Report on the Geology of Ste. 

Mo.,” was read es the Corresponding Secretary, and referre 

to a committee. 
letter was read from Dr. 

at no great distance from Port Orford, 
in Oregon, and soliciting the countenan 
A iaherance of the efforts now — mad 

- Government to cause the same to ington and 
and described, or, if practicable, removed to cee 
deposited in the Museum of the Smithsonian Institution. 
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The matter was referred to the President, with instructions 
to address such letters as he might deem per and advi- 
sable to Prof. Joseph Henry, Secretary of the Smithsonian 
Institution, our Representatives in Congress, and other per- 
sonages at Washington, in behalf of the proposed object. 
The President submitted his Annual Report of the prog- 

ress and proceedings of the Academy during the year 1859: 

ANNUAL REPORT. 

Another year, the shed of the existence of our Academy, has passed, and 
in renewing it we may congratulate pha a: that our efforts and results 
within the last year have at least been commensurate with our means. Our 
meetings have been r regularly a atti: our Museum and Library have 

more voluminous than the farted ones, and we trust equally as interest- 

at present 123, and that of me een ik “6 In order to ie sais this de- 

sirable intercourse, we are obliged to ¢ nue our own publications ; but 
if a state of our finances Napa not rhe us to publish every year so 
— we might at least publish occasionally separate articles in 

she 
Besides the addition which our Library has received by pacshousnge it 

has been increased ni private donation and by many valuable pen 1 

uments, for which w a under obligations to the Hon. Trusten Polk an 

eum has sie. ‘been enlarged by liberal donations in nearly all 

its departments thus: ther- 
thnol a received valuable tinge eer from Mr. B. M. Sou 

ton, Mo.; C. H. A. Dall, Calcutta; Dr. MePheeters, St. Louis. 
Mam many, ‘from Chas. P. Pete bce Esq., Dr. E. J. Marsh, an 

a, er m. the 
thology, from Capt. J. Pope, U.S. A., and in oaange TY ’ ye 

my of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia. (A great many 0 o tans 
birds have been prepared and elegantly mounted, but we need mor 
to eed them rly 

ogy has lecatved es from Drs. Engelmann, McPheeters, 
and fo Og St. Louis, and Dr. vidoes eler, Perry Co. oe 

Entomology, from Drs. McPhee s, A. Leite and 0 sented 
“a rof. E. W. Hilgard, ae Geologist of Missiseippl, eet 

a collection of about three ondsed plants from the State of Mis 
aleontology and Geology. Donations were made in this depar 

0 cPheeters, Engelmann, Wislizenus, Maj. Clark 1 Scien- 
Esq., and in exchange we received from the Academy of Na dd of 
rs of Philadelphia sin valuable fobatis’ for Se iaamadatt a 

nyx Jeffersonii, Dinornis giganteus, » Eee ‘ 
pliner “ee en enriched by sconces from Drs. ietinae 
ts ey dain Cus Soulard, Esq., J. Harrison, Esq., Dr 

anta , an rk. 

Mala The ke T. H. Newton presented us specimens ee 
nama and the West Indies. Dr. M. M. Pallen also made some ® 
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tion amounted to a considerable sum, a 0 actually, as will appear from 

sum ha: he t bet S-aitneaiek dues of the members 
These dues and voluntary contributions f me rs form at present 
our only financial resources, and as they are limite st necessa- 
rily for the com confine our operations within those bounds 
With larger means reat deal mo ccomplished 

re in the centre of the Mississippi Valley, in the cultivation of the natu- 
ral sciences, in dev the natural resoure f reat West, and 
in stimulating young men to habits of observing the ers and study- 

g the laws of Nature, which must result in the increase of n know- 
ledge and the improvement of manki B ith small means 
we will try to approach at least this high and noble e here- 
fore, not relax i ut w in the cause of science ; 
and from small begi innings our Academy may grow to such importance in 
rien on that not only St. Louis but the entire West will appreciate 

old it and u 
A, WISLIZENUS, President. 

The Reports of the oe Secretary and ioe Trea- 
surer for the year 1859 were read, examined, and accepted. 

The following gentlemen were ested officers of ‘the Acad- 
emy for the ensuing year, 

Pres Hiram A. Prout. 
1st vane, Pretend George Engelmann. 
2d Vice President, Charles A. Pope. 
Corresponding Secretary, Nathaniel Holmes. 
Recording Secretary, Montrose A. Pallen. 

J. leyne. Atal lleyn 
Libr rian, aum HW 

Hides T. C. Hilgard, Edwin Harrison, 

Com. on Publication, a Ged: Engelma 

. C. A. Pope, Sainekt Reber, G. H. 
Com. on Library, i: Bauihparten 

. Spencer Smith, J.B. Eads, Chas. 
Com. on Finance, C. Whittelsey. 

hsm of the Standing Committees were appointed as 
follows, viz 

_ Ethnology, N. Holmes. 
Comp. Anatomy, C. A. P. 
kim O”gys J. S. B. Alleyne. 
Mammalogy, C. W. Stevens. 
Ornithology, _ Fag he ait s 
Herpet lo aumgar 
Enio pentane and MYON Ne NE, MePhecters. 
Botany, Geo. Engelmann. 
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Paleontology and Geology,  H. A. Prout. 
; A. C. Koch. Mineralogy h 

emistry, A. Litton. 
Meteorology, A. Wislizenus. 

Newton D. Strong, Esq., was elected an Associate Member. 
Messrs. Sidney 8. Lyon of Jeffersonville, Ind., and C. A. White 
of Burlington, Iowa, were elected Corresponding Members. 

January 16, 1860. 

Vice-President Dr. ENGELMANN in the chair. 

Fifteen members present. 
Letters were read from P. W. Mosblech, Bethany, Va., C. 

A. White, Burlington, Iowa, and Sidney 8. Lyon, Jefferson- 
ville, Ind., severally acknowledging their election as Corres- 
ponding Members. 

emy of Sciences of Berlin, and that the Treasurer ft 
Academy be authorized to receive any contro w an 
may be offered for this purpose, and to undertake t “baile 
transmission of the same to the Treasurer of the Humbo 
Foundation at Berlin. N. 0. Mea & 

. i la Surg. Jour., Jan., 1860, from the Editors ; Bulletin de 
Soe. Imp. zool. a’ Acclimatation, Nov., 1859, No. 11, from the 

: ining are Engelmann read a paper containing ear 1859. 
Dr. 

Meterolopical Observations, at St. Louis, for the y 

Ga 
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On motion, the Secretary was requested to have an ab- 
stract presented to the daily papers for publication, and the 
accompanying table was ordered to be published in the 
Transactions. 

Dr. Engelmann found the mean gsm sree ne 534 inches, 
very nearly the average elevation of St. Lou The remes were 
greater than usual—the in gwen elevation Gunaaty 22d) 30. 304, and the 
greatest depression res h 28th) 28. on inches, showing a range of 1.788 
inches, ours generally, it does not amount to more than 1 or 1} inches. 
T mometrical cileesiviithont ited most interesting for the public, 

he average mean, 55°.4 Fahrenheit ture during the dif- 
ferent months was mostly ns es rota 2 ne; February, M N 
ember were rather mer, April cooler, <r these months ordina- 

rily are he most cenakaaaa feature i thermometrical condition 
f the year was the y low tempe e , with 25° lower 

years. The mean temperature of January was only i 
found lower, oe, in rt ps: 20°, i awe ete nd in 1857, 19° oe and tha 

ber, ever before observed by him, occurred in 1838 and in 1845—in both 

years amounting to 27°.4. pon ng day in the month and year was 

December 7th, with 3°.5 below 
We trac he ese great atmo comand waves, wma oameesie by a sudden rise 

of bapenetes and fall of thermometer, from the Rocky Mountains to the 
Atlantic coast, and here on the Mississippi we are pretty ravens Hope spre 

i d 

ion, occ 
in the mornin oy of Peocae: bth, with 39° below zero. At New — 

Easte’ 
was the coldest day here since January 18, 1857, when the temperature 
- to 12°.5 below zero in ; in ‘the Pye intervening winters the thermometer 

ell to veo and to 
at his Bal irs tables dregs another gobo. ow 

each 

3°.6, was under onl 
- En gelmann urged that obeervations oes in the heart of a large 

“ give a very incomplete insight into the nneeron of be =. ‘hea 

coun ‘ 

Pie grade smar yrange J i t e ee os that of the soil be over- 
tated that he oe ier to 

to sh 
observ 

have the means, not to fill this great Sot but to s ites. iffer- 

New Mexico, in the lowlands of Chagres, a and oe ‘7 Srountains 0 

zuela—here, in our neighborhood, in the valley of Rock Spring creek, not 



ey 
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far from the Pacific Railroad ee Te shop. His average for ie whole 
year shows 1°.4 less than the c It is that much warmer in the high 
and dry and somewhat sheltered ¢ city locality, than in the rather ow val- 
ley. The difference at 9 0 *. M. was the greatest, viz., 2°.1; at 

evident that the greater clearness of the sky and with it the greater evapo- 
ration and Sha ation produced the Acc Tall of the thermome wel in that 

valley, as as, no danke ta in all similar situations. e same fact is 
evident f tity the daccah bps that in cloudy weather there wa st Title if 

he clearness of sky was last year beyond the average. e clear 
est months were, as abov 8 ee Ff july, October and August; the cloudi- 
est, December and M peg (5.5 an siderabl 

With all this clearness the quantity Ne rain. ane snow was cons Saag 
above an average one, amounting to over 61 inches (scarcely 9 ine oe - 
prs in the excessively wet year 1858), only 3 inches of whic rf fe 
now. The driest months were October (1.80), January and August; 
watasat: June 2 inches). 

esterly a prevailed, as usual, in the colder, and south- easterly in 
the beg Het months of last year. ratare of 

r. Engelmann also ona a asd for the average tempera pers 
every month in the last twenty-five years, and promised to continue ans 
extracts nck his ihetacedldgical Journals, font now for more than a 
ter of a century. 

Col. W. Gilpin presented to the Academy a Hydrographic 
Map of N. America, a Map of the Basin of the Mississippi, 
and an Isothermal Chart, constructed and drawn by apes ; 
and made some explanatory remarks touching his views of 
matters represented therei 

February 6, 1860. wag 

The President, Dr. H. A. Prov, in the chair. 

Eleven members prese : 
Letters were read from —e K. bayer. Akad. d. Wissensch., 
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7 
from the Author ; Proc. Acad. Nat. Sciences, Philad., from 

ps Academy ; K. Danske Vidensk. Selskab Skrifter, V. 

and, 1-2 Heft,— Oversigt, 1 Aaret 1858, from the So- 

—Darstellung oa Stabeisen u. Rohstahl-Bereitung, von Peter 

vagy the Society ; Gedenkblatt fiir Alex. von Humboldt, von 

- Trautschold, Moskau, 1859, from Dr. A. Senoner, 

F. Shumard,dated Austin, 

€ 

y read some extracts from a 

of the p of his inves- 
Jan. 5, 1860, giving intelligence 

at the base of the Cretaceous group on 
0.1 of the Nebraska 

in which the writer, 

a bed of rounded’ 

sting on the Cretaceous and sometimes on 

the supposed Jurassic, and we have examined 
i in the rent Bluff. We have 

but i atter fresh-water 

and at some points we have 

bones of ruminants and fossil w 

A large box of minerals and fossils collected by Mr. H. En- 

- gelmann, Geologist of the U. S. Expedition to the Rocky 

Mountains, in 1856, under Lieut. F, T. Bryan, U. 8. A., was 

presented to the Academy in the name of Lieut. Bryan ; and 
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the thanks of the Academy were voted to Lieut. Bryan for 
his valuable donation. 

rederick von Hagenow, M.D., of Greifswald, Prussia, was 
elected a Corresponding Member. 

February 20, 1860. 

The President, Dr. H. A. Provt, in the chair. 

Six members present. 
A letter was read from the Librarian of the British Mu- 

seum, London, Dee. 20, 1859, acknowledging the receipt of 
the Transactions of the Academy; also, a letter from George 

860. 
Donations to the Library were received as follows: Trans. 

Roy. Scottish Soc. of Arts, Vol. V., part iii, Edinb., 1860, 
from the Society ; Bulletin mens. de la Soc. Imp. zool. @ 
Acciimatation, Tome VI, 1 
Jour. Frank. Inst., Philad., Feb., 1860, from the Institute ; 

1859,--Jan., 1860, from the Society ;, Memoir & Map of the 
er. of the 

School, 1859, from the Chicago Hist. Society ; Rep. of Cor- 

resp. & Papers of the Syro-Egyptian Soc., London, 1858-9, 
from the Society. . 

The committee to whom was referred the paper of Mr. A. 
H. Worthen, entitled “ Notice of anew species of Platycrinus 
and other fossils from the Mt. Limestone of Illinois and Iowa, 
being an extract from the 2nd Annual Report of the Illinois 
Geological Survey,” reported the same, with the accompany- 
ing drawings for a plate, for publication in the Transactions. 

The committee also recommended the following abstract 

of Mr: Worthen’s “Review of some points in Dr. B. F. Shu- 

mard’s Report on the Geology of Ste. Geneviéve County, 
Mo., for insertion in the Journal of Proceedings, viz: 

“Mr. Worthen considers the 2nd Archimedes or Ste. Genevieve ere 

stone of Dr. Shumard (see Trans. Acad. of Sci., St. Louis, p. 406 4 no oi 

ing but a part of the St. Louis Limestone, to which fossils of the Wars 

Limestone have oneously re In rst Illinois locali 
(Prairie du Rocher) mentioned by Dr. S. in the note to p. 409, L ais 
finds the entire bluff just back of the village to be formed of St. Lo of 
Limestone, ¢ te am other fossils by numerous specimens 
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Above the village the capping Sa ne has dis a 
base of the b he Warsaw Limestone crops out containing all the fos- 
sils enumerated the note quoted above, with the exception 
of Productus elegans, Nor. & Prat., which Mr. W. has never seen but in 

ne. 
The second locality, mentioned by Dr. S. in the note referred to as ex- 

* Fg A ffs 

= t W., nothing but the Upper Archimedes or Chester Limestone 

overlaid by the vo it of the Millstone-grit series; the Ferruginous 

Sandstone and the Limestone under it are far beneath the level of the riv- 

r bottom 
According to Mr. W.’s Lape ig the Warsaw Limestone disappears 

under the surface abo ove Prairie du Rocher; at that place, the St. Louis 

amile and a half lower down; the Ferruginous Sandstone is then the 

only rock seen for about four miles further, when the Chester Limestone 

takes its place, and, together with the overlying sandstone of the Millstone- 

i Kaskaskia and Mississippi rivers 

ty. 

The following-section of these rocks was made 7 the bluff about mid- 

way between the mouth of Mary’s “River and Li 

Massive — shaly sandstone with fossil one a CE, Lagi. 

de ndro n, Sigillaria, EtG. seeeree aeseee wenn eee eee 80 feet. 

Upper Chester Limestone, with Pentr Archimedes, 

Athyris subquadrata, A. sublamellosa, Raza te ery Spare ie e- oy 

ens, Allorisma, 
and Pinna aeeeee te weer 

with terrestrial. plants, 

plates of limestone with Fish teeth and Marine s ‘ 

plant-bearing bed of the Menstait Limestone series:+++ +++: 7 

Lower Pesge Limestone with’ bie coo C 

, P. symmetricus, Product sg Agassizocrinus | 2 ork 

species), 5s big alg inosus, “6 Tai 76 a Retzia costa-  « 

ete anhe 8908 0847 09 4? 

The resented, in the name of 

Capt. el ol U> setae
 of Bird-skins, from 

the Smithsonian Institution, collected by Capt. Pope, in Tex- 

as and New Mexico, and labelled and Caaibered according to 

the Smithsonian Catalogue, 
viz: 5027, T'iinnunculus sparverius; 10301, 

al 
of monstrosity in the development of the head and neck. 

Dr. C. W. Stevens, who had examined the case, remarked : 

he found there was appare 

the sides of the neck, about one 

cece 0K “Laven in the neck, of a ina thn ign 

r slit of about one Le in 
neath the Gpaee oe jaw ; “hs fe fissure W unded above by the palate ; from 

the fissure a probe passed to a cul vp os; common to this vestige of a 

: 
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mouth and the posterior nares. A circular opening in the neck was found 
to be leading both to the csophagus and the trachea; there was no pas- 

to the fissure before mentioned. Within this orifice the hyoid bone 

as we were informed, was born alive, and breathed through the open- 
ing in the neck, but died, a day or two afterwards, from inability to ob- 
tain nourishment. 

Mr. E. A. Filley — a polished block of gypsum, 
from the strata immediately overlying the rocks in which are 
found the Salt Springs, near Grand Rapids, in Michigan. 

March 5, 1860. 

The President, Dr. Prout, in the chair. 

Eleven members present. 
A letter was read from Dr. A. Schlottmann, of Roundtop, 

Texas, proposing to _ to the Academy a paper on “ Aphor- 
isms on Natural Scie 

The committee i pee was referred the paper of Ed. 
Miller, C. E., “On the Methods of obtaining Water for Rail- 
road purposes on the high prairies of Missouri,” reported the 
same for publication. 

Dr. H. A. Prout read a paper entitled “Descriptions of 
new species of Bryozoa from the Palzozic Rocks of the West- 
ern States and ee 4th series.” Referred to the Com- 
mittee on Publicat 

Dr. M. A. atten ‘selbentad an Ammonite from El Paso, 
New Mexico. 

March 19, 1860. 

Vice-President Dr. ENarELMANN in the chair. 

ty a. 
1360, from the Publishers ; bade: soit Sci. & Art, New 
Haver March, 1860; N. O. Med. & Surg. Jour., March, 1860, 

ditore r Jour: Frank. Inst., Phil., Mar., 1860, from 
the I Institute ; Canad. Jour. of Ind. Sci. & "Art, March, 1860, 

JSrom the Canadian Fustitute - ; Bulletin mens. de la Soc. Imp. 
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zool. d’Acclimatation, Jan.’60, from the Society; Beitriige zur 
Kenntniss der Spaltéffnungen,—-Ueber ein neues Vorkommen, 
&c.,—Untersuchungen iiber der Zusammenhang, &c.,—Stu- 
dien aus der Natur, &c., von Dr. Adolph Weiss, Wien, 1858, 
from the Author. 

Dr. T. C. Hilgard entered upon an elaborate discussion of 
the original and actual present signification of the empirical 

”? term “ Species. 

April 2, 1860. 

Dr. H. A. Provt, President, in the Chair. 

the Megalonyx,—by Joseph Leidy, M.D. (Extrs. from the 
Trans, AuieeY dh. Sod: Vol. XI., Philad.), from the Author ; 
Prodromus descriptionis animal. evertebratorum, que, e rtebra 
cet., observavit et descripsit W. Stimpson, Pars nf Proc. 
Acad. Nat. Sciences, Philad., Jan, 1860), from the uthor. | Dr. H. A. Prout exhibited a fossil tooth found at King's 
Salt Works, near Abingdon, Va. 

ing before the Dr. P. remarked, that he had the pleasure of presenting ; Academy, to-night, the fragment of a large molar tooth, a fossil remain of 

longed, he believed that in the specimen before him he ote spa assert, 
that it did not belong to any of the forms of gigantic fossi’ 

itori raing in the T ,_ The jae TePositories of organic remains tae seein to show that this ani- 

mal was nearly allied to the Titanotherium, while the great width and 
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depth of the pees between the outer and what pede agi been the inner 
border of the tooth would separate it from this gen He knew of no 
tooth belonging ra ‘ies se gigantic races of a former word which approach- 
es it in the extent of this deep expansive concavity between the outer and 

1e 

characters nai, 2 ng to each of them, though generically distinct. It 
st na phytiverous pachyderm, as oo if not larger than the 

Titanotheri 
e took pear at pleasure ee proposing to Shey gg rae it, at least_provision- 

ally, by the — exe ap idyotherium, = hon of Prof. Jos. Lei eidy, 
whose rae shed lab mparative anatomy has already: accom- 

his spediilién was sent to him by his friend Dr. 8. Hor rine, of Knoxville, 

Tennessee, and was found at King’s Salt Works, near Abingdon, in Vir- 

written to his friend to procure other specimens, if possible, and ‘trusted he 
should be able ‘6 present the Academy with something more definite upon 
the character of these remains within a few weeks. 

Mr. N. Holmes presented a fragment of Indian pottery, 
made of sun-dried ars which he had obtained from the Big 

Mound at St. Loui 

He remarked that €: i streets in the vicinity of the mound had been cut 
down to a depth of eight or ten feet below the natural surface, and that 

vellow ist like the clay of our hills. He had found this fragment of pot- 
fet above the m in the upper and cage portion of the section, Bout two 

postion, on the caioeiiiog that the mound was a natural formation. a 
conclus sion was inevitable, that it ah go been carried thither by 

posed his m mound to be a natural formation. Messrs. Squier and Davis, 

fore the section was made, judging from its situation and form, * ; 
gle terrace on the eastern side, and other circumstances no npr et msc 
especially when compared with other posi structures (of which . “a 

Mound in the American Bottom was an example), had onan 
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Messrs. Squier and Davis were correct, there could be no reasonable 
doubt. 

Dr. Prout presented, in the name of Mr. C. A. White of Bur- 
lington, Iowa, several species of fossils, some of them new, 
from the Chemung group of the Devonian at Burlington, viz: 
Nucleospira Barristi, Chonetes Logani, Productus arcuatus, 

humardianus, P. levicostus, Rhunchonella pustulosa, Orthis 
Thiemii, Athyris crassicardinalis, and Onychocrinus exculptus. 
Wm. J. Sloan, M.D., Surgeon U. 8. A., Corresponding Sec- 

retary of the Historical Society of Santa Fé, was elected a 
Corresponding Member. 

May 7, 1860. 

Vice-President Dr. EnGeLMANN in the chair. 

Thirteen members present. ee 
Letters were read from the Naturf. Verein, Riga; Ver- 

ein fiir vaterlind. Naturf. in Wiirttemberg, Stuttgart ; Phar- 
maceutical Society, St. Louis,—severally acknowledging the 
receipt of the Transactions of the Academy. 

Donations to the Library were announced as follows: 
Bulletin de la Soc. Imp. zool. d’Acclim., Paris, Tome Vil. 2, 

Vereins fir Naturw. zu Hermannstadt, IX. Jahrg. 1859, X. 

Bericht des ne - 

1857--8, from the Society ; 
, Presl,—Denk- 

> © ct ) j — ce Be oO ) F = am ® =) ou ® m = @ S rede auf Prof. F aes. 
Dr. J. Th. Held,—Festschrift,—V erzeichniss der ee 

Trilobiten, Prag, 1807,--Geograph: Breite von Prag, 1857,— 

eibnitz u. Comenius, von Dr. F. V. Kve fs 

Porphyre im Silurgebirge von Mittelbdhmen, Prag, 6 a 

from Dr. W. R. Weitenweber ; Sitzgungsb. der. K. bohm. ee 

der Wissensch. in Prag, Jahrg. 1859, Jan.—-June, fr - “ie - 

ciely ; Bull. de la Soc. Linnéenne de Normandie, ; 0 ty» 
1859, from the Society ; Wirttemb. naturw. Jahreshe bay’ i 

Jahrg., 1 Heft, Stuttgart, 1860, from the Society; Archiv 
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des Vereins des Naturg. in Meklenburg, XITI. Jahrg, from 
the Society ; Mittheil. aus dem Osterlande, Altenburg, Band 

V., 1856, from the Society; Wohnsitze der Brachiopo- 
den von Prof. Edward Suess, Wien, 1859, from the Author ; 

Entomol. Zeitung, Stettin, XX Jahrg. 1859, from the Society ; 
Correspondenzblatt des Naturf. Vereins, Riga, X. Jahrg. 
1858, from the Society ; Jour. Frank. Institute, Philad., April, 
1860, from the Institute; Proc. Acad. Nat. Sciences, Philad., 
March, 1860, from the Academy; Proc. California Acad. Nat. 
Sciences, 1858--9, from the Academy; Catalogue of Flora of 

i Hall & Lapham, 1860, from the Authors. 
A paper presented for publication by B. F. Shumard, M.D., 

being a “Notice of Meteoric Iron from Texas,” now deposited 
in the State Geological Cabinet at Austin, was read by the 
Corresponding Secretary. Referred to a committee. 
A paper presented for publication by B. F. Shumard, M.D., 

State Geologist of the State of Texas, entitled “ Descriptions 
of new Cretaceous Fossils from Texas,” was read by the Cor- 
responding Secretary. Referred to a committee. 

On motion, it was ordered, that the Corresponding Secre- 
tary be authorized to cause a specimen of the mass of meteo- 
ric iron from Nebraska, now in the possession of the Acade- 
my, to be cut off and presented to Prof. C. U. Shepard of 

New Haven. _ ; 
r. Pope presented a piece of lava from Mt. Vesuvius, hay- 

ing a copper coin of modern date embedded in it. 

May 21, 1860. 

Vice-President Dr. ENGELMANN in the chair. 

Six members present. ‘ 
A circular letter was read from the Smithsonian Insti- 

tution, dated May, 1860, relating to the transmission OF ex- 
changes to Europe. 

The Corresponding Secretary communicated the substance 
of a letter which had been addressed to him by Prof. W. Hat- 
dinger, Director of the Imperial Geological Institute of Vien- 
na, dated the 20th April, 1860, requesting, for the Imperial 
Mineralogical Museum at Vienna, a specimen of the meteorié 
iron found in Nebraska Territory, and now deposited in the 
Museum of the Academy; and, also, containing a list of the 
additions which had been made to the Vienna catalogue of 
Meteorites (now the largest in the world) since the last pub- 
lication of the same, as follows: Stones—Nov. 30, 1822, 
Allahabad; Nov. 30, 1850, Shalka in Bauwora; Mareh 6, 
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1853, Soojoulee; May 13, 1855, Island of Oesel, Russia; 
June 7, S. Denis Westrem, Belgium; Aug. 5, Petersburgh, 
Lincoln Co., Tennessee; Dec. 9, 1858, Aussnu, France; dis- 
covered in 1846, Assam. Jrons—Himalga, Chili, found in 
1840; Kurrukpur near Monghir, found in 1848; Orange Rivy- 
er, 8. Africa, found in 1856. 

otion, it was ordered, that the Corresponding Secre- 
tary be authorized to cause a suitable specimen to be cut off 
from the mass and transmitted, through the Smithsonian In- 
stitution, to the Imperial Mineralogical Museum. 

The following publications were received: N.O. Med. & 
Surg. Jour., May, 1860, from the Editors ; Jour. Frank. Inst. 
Phil., May, 1860, from the Institute ; 42d Ann. Rep. of the N. 
York State Library, 1860, from the Trustees ; Silliman’s Amer. 
Jour., May, 1860. 
A paper presented for publication by B. F. Shumard, M.D., 

State Geologist of the State of Texas, entitled “Observations 

upon the Cretaceous Strata of Texas,” was read by the Cor- 
responding Secretary, and referred to a committee. 

paper presented for publication by Sidney 8. Lyon, of 
Jeffersonville, Ind., entitled “Descriptions of four new species 
of Blastoidea, from the Subcarboniferous Rocks of Ken- 

tucky,” illustrated by drawings for a plate, was read by the 
Corresponding Secretary. The paper and drawings were re- 
ferred to a committee. : 
A paper offered for publication by Mr. 8. 8. Lyon, entitled Pap ” 

“ Strati i f the Rocks of Kentucky, ratigraphical Arrangement 0 a by the Cor- 

Fr. : # 4s f new Cretaceo Shumard, being “ Descriptions 0 blication in the Trans- 

aper of Dr. B. 
ron from Tex- 

Dr. G. H. E. Baumgarten presented anu 

Preserved in alcohol, consisting of turtles, 
collected in the neighborhood of St. Louis. 

June 4, 1860. 

Vice-President Dr. ENGELMANN in the 

£8 Acmeogaiel pa J. Sloan, Santa Fé, N. Mex., A letter was read from Dr. W. I 

acknowledging his election as & Corresponding Member. 

40 

chair. 
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Letters were read from the K. Akad. der Wissensch., Vi- 
enna, Dec. 17, 1859; Acad. Royale des Sciences, Stockholm, 
Nov. 25, 1859; Acad. Royale des Sciences, Amsterdam, Nov. 
30, 1859; R. Akad. des Wissen., Vienna, July 7, 1859, and 
March 17, 1859; Verein fir Naturk., Wiesbaden, Dec. 27, 
1859; Naturk. Verein, Bonn, Feb. 2, 1860; Smithsonian In- 
stit.. Washington, May 20, 1860,— severally acknowledging 
the receipt of the Transactions of the Academy, and announ- 
cing the transmission of publications in exchange. 

Donations to the Library were received as follows: Proc. 
Acad. Nat. Sciences, Philad., April, 1860, from the Academy ; 
Sitzungsb. der K. Akad. der Wissensch. math.-naturw. Classe, 
1858, No. 27-29; 1859, No. 1-20, Band xxxiii.--xxxvii, Wien, 
—Register der Sitzungsb., 21 bis 30, Wien, 1859,—Almanach, 

he committee to whom was referred the paper a a 
8. Lyon, entitled “Descriptions of new species of Blas 7 - 
&c.,” reported the same for publication; and it was “ee 
that the drawings for a plate to illustrate the same be plac 
the hands of the lithographer. , Pe 

he committee on the paper of Mr. 8. 8. Lyon, ee 
Stratigraphical Arrangement of the Rocks of Ken th 
recommended the same for publication in the Transac y 

together with a woodcut of the section. i 
i: Imann laid before the Academy the reotiiee his 

meteorological observations during the past three montns. 
| . ” ems 

They proved what everybody and even the “oldest inhabitant S00" 
to have fat, that this Spring was one of the warmest and far the dries 
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five years, with the exception of that of March, oe which rose even to 

56.7 deg. The average temperature of March is 44.5 de, 

April showed a mean temperature.of 59.0 deg., per bo 3 deg. over the 

average of this month (56.2 degrees). Eight times in the last twenty-five 

years April had been pisos ea is season, and in 1844, the year of the 

great ood, it even ro F , 
— last = by far the inn ap one Dr. E. ever observed here, its 

perature amounting to 72.1 deg. The next warmest May occurred in 

1845, with, 69. 3 degrees. The average for May had been found to be 66.0 

egrees. 
The average temperature of these three Spring months, amounting 4 

60.3 degrees, was rea in the last twenty-five years once, in 1844, an 

, eg. 
These two years, ‘egctee @ ith the pre present one, had the earliest Springs 

nd showed the most rapid development of the vernal vegetation ; while 

the years 1857 and 18438, with a mean temperature of Spring of respect- 

ively = 6 and 49.9 deg., were the most rs re these respects in the 

ter of a centur 
Ano ar equally if n ot more important feature in the meteorological 

ce aped of last Spring is its pees dryness. 

antity of rain which fell in March amounted to 1.16 inches, while 

se neers a March has been font to reach 3.41 inches. Only in the 

od sake _ t P inch, and 1856, with 1.06 inches, the —— in this 

paih'y 

The average for April is 4.12 inc 

"The quantity of aa in P was 2.27 sation; less than ever before ob- 

served. The average is 5.13 inch 

Thus, t of rain for those three Sprin months was found to 
ge 12.66 inches. The next 

be only 5.46 i i =~ only 5.46 inches, while the average. reach +67, and 1849, with 805 

e excessive electrical phenomena which pegoromage Neer ay Go the 

the necessary 

bony 
the atmosphere. The siset violent 

inthe sucession of thes rmal state of tes ocgurred from June 24, at 6 
o’clock P. M., to June 3d, at

 63 A. M., us, occurred f
inches of ral 

he Corresponding Secretary was authorized to procure & 

iihorrapnic plate to be execut
ed of the m ass of er he

 

om Nebraska, to accompany the description and analysis 0 

the same now in course of preparation. 

June 18, 1860. 

The President, Dr. H. A. Prout; in the chair. 

Seven members prese 
i 

Le ihe Smithsonian Institution, 
Wash., 

4, $006, Sanat rom ‘ ransmission of packages, and 
June 4, 1860, announci 

from the K. eno givech-Carolinische Akad. der Naturf,, 
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Jena, Feb. 18, 1860, acknowledging the receipt of the Trans- 
actions of the Academy. 

he following publications were received: Proc. Boston 
Soc. Nat. Hist., March--May, 1860, jrom the Society; Mém. de 
P Académie Imp. de Sciences, Arts et Belles-Lettres de Dijon, 
Tome VIL., Ser. 2, 1858--9, from the Academy; Mém. de I’ Acad. 
Imperiale de Caen, 1860, from the Academy ; List of Officers 
and Members of the I. R. Istituto Lombardo, Milan, May, 
1860, from the Institution ; Proc. Amer. Antiq. Soc., Boston, 
1860, from the Society ; Jour. Frank. Inst., Philad., June, 1860, 
from the Institute. 

aper offered for publication by B. F. Shumard, M.D., 
State Geologist of Texas, entitled “ Descriptions of five new 
species of Gasteropoda from the Coal Measures and a Brachi- 
opod from the Potsdam Sandstone of Texas,” was read by the 
Corresponding Secretary, and referred to the Committee on 
Publication. 7 

r. Pope presented two large cans containing snakes, and 
other reptiles, collected in the neighborhood of St. Louis. 

July 2, 1860. 

The President in the chair. 

Five members present. ae 
A letter was read from the Smithsonian Institution, an- 

nouncing the transmission of Vol. XI. of the Smithsonian 
Contributions to Knowle 

Donations to the Library were received as follows 2d 
Ann. Rep. of the Chicago Charitable E 

0 comgrniets 
nian Contr. to Knowl., Vol. XI., 4to, 1859, from the reapey 
Proc. Acad. Nat. Sciences, Phil., May, 1860, from the Acad- 
emy. 
A paper presented for publication by Prof. G. C. Swallow, 

State Geologist, entitled “Descriptions of New F ossils from 
the Carboniferous and Devonian Rocks of Missouri,” was rea 
by the Corresponding Secretary, and referred to the Com- 
mittee on Publication. ; od 

Dr. Engelmann read a paper for publication, apie 6 
“Notes on the Grape-vines of Missouri.” Referred to the 
Committee on Publication. ) 
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Dr. Engelmann stated that Dr. Wislizenus had provided 
himself with Dellmann’s apparatus for measuring atmospher- 
ic electricity, the most delicate and complete one ever con- 
structed; and that he had entered upon a course of regular 
observations, about which he proposed in due time to report 
to the Academy. ‘The only other apparatus of the kind in 

the United States has been lately imported by the Smithso- 
nian Institution. 

r. Engelmann further reported the results of his metero- 
logical observations during the month of June. 

Its mean temperature reached 76.2 deg., two degrees more than the 

The quantity of rain amounted to’ 6.58 inches, a little over the average 

for June—quite sufficient, in a great measure, to redeem the crops, which 

most noted ones were those of the afternoon of May 2Ist at Cincinnati, of 

the morning of May 27th at Louisville, and especially that of the evening 

erienced in St. Louis, during this 
I 

* 

i i fay 26th (perhaps identical with the 
period, occurred on the evening of M fi Si ghour 20 : wore 

tions, is rarely much influenced by these ogee 
ee not seem 

to i . i rm of June 
predict them at all; during ee Sale sn 

. 
. 

storm changes to a (sometimes quite sudden) rise; commonly tus rise 

: i f the thermom- 
continues for some days afterwards, accompanied by @ fall o 

eter, westerly and north-westerly winds, and a clear and dry atmosphere. 

ee 

July 16, 1860. 

Vice-President ENGELM
ANN in the chair. 

the 

de la Soe. Imp. zoolog. @ Acclimatati
on, 

the Society ; N. O. Med.
 & Surg. Jour. July, 

tors; Jour. Frank. Inst., 
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Trans. Wisconsin State Agricul. Soc., 1858-9,—Trans. of the 
Hist. Soc. of Wisconsin, Vol. IV., 1857-8,—from I. A. Lap- 
ham, Esq. 

oe of Allorisma regularis from the Pacific Railroad 
in St. Louis county, and Spirigera ernie from Belleville, 
Ills., were presented by Mr. H. W. Leffingwell. 

Major M. L. Clark stated that, in the year 1836, a large 

persons may have discovered. In 5 
State, he had found small particles of gold in the sands of the 
streams, but nowhere in such quantities as would pay for the 
washin &- : Maj. Clark remarked that, many years ago, some tribes of 
Indians, then residing in the southwestern parts of Missouri, 
were in the habit of bringing gold dust to St. Louis to trade 
with the jewellers. He had himself seen it in the hands of 
these Indians ; but whether or not it was obtained within the 
limits of the State, he could not say. 
Edwin Leigh, M.D., was elected an Associate Member. 

August 6, 1860. 

The President in the chair. 

July, 1860, was read; and, also, letters from the Physicalisch- 

med. Gesellsch. in Wiirzburg, April 4, 1860; Verein zur 
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et des Beaux-Arts de Belgique, Bruxelles, Nov. 23, 1858 ; and 
from the “Pollichia,” Deidesheim, May 22, 1860; severally 
acknowledging the receipt of the Transactions of the Acad- 
emy and announcing the transmission of publications. 

Inselbildung durch Korallen u. Mangrovebtische, von Dr. D. 

F. Weinland, Stuttgart, 1860, from the Author ; Berichte 

iiber die Verhandl. der naturf. Gesellsch. zu Freiburg 1. B., 

Band II. Heft 2, 1860, from the Society ; +. Gh. Bericht 

iiber das Museum Francisco-Car., Linz, 1859,—Geognostiche 

anderungen im Gebiete der nordéstl. Alpen, von Carl 

Ehrlich, Linz, 1854, from the Institution ; Zoologische Garten, 

ft 1-6, von Dr. D. F. Weinland, Frankfurt-a.- 

M., 1860, from the Editor ; Sitzungsb. der K. Akad. der 

Wissensch., Wien, Band XXXVIL., Nos. 21--22, Band XXX- 

VIIL., Nos. 23--28, Band XXXIX., No. 1--2, ee wet 

Classe, 1859--60, from the Imperial Academy ; Denkse _— 

der K. bayer. bot. Gesellsch. zu Regensburg, IV. 73 ‘: 

Abth. 4to, 1859,—Flora, XVII. Jahrg., 18be From A : 

ciety; Annuaire de I Université Cath. de Louvain, --9, 

. 12mo,—Programm 
Theses fac. theol. 181--231 (216 vacat),—Theses oe . 

41--50 (44 vacat),—Theses fac. phil. 8--12,—Theses fac. 5, 

énérales et 
1859, Svo, Brux.,—Tables “ 

analytiques du Recueil des Bull., Tome ang? yhoo pe 
8vo, Brux. 1858,—Annuaire, 1859,—Colle oh : ar M. 5 ‘| 
Belges inedités, T. IIL, 2me Partie, Glossaire Pir “yas” 
Gachet, Chef du Bureau Paléographique; 8 a _—Kelipse Ne 
Météorologie et Astronomie par ™. ee let,—Géodésie- 
Soleil. du 15 Mars, 1858, par M. Ad. Quetelet, 
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Magnetisme, par M. Encke,—Note sur Aurore Boréale du 
21 Avril, 1859, par M. Ernest Quetelet,— from the Royal 
Academy ; Bull. de la Soc. Imp. zool. d’Acclimatation, Juin, 
1860, from the Society ; Bulletin pearapnlate e Hector 
Bossange et Ns 4 uillet, 1860 ; ze c. Aca Fr at. Sciences, 

Art, July, 1860, ers : Radtors: Souk Frank. Inst. Phil., 
Aug., 1860, from the Frstitute ; Jahresb. der Pollichia, eines 
naturw. Vereins der Rheinpfalz, Band XV.--XVIL., 1857--9, 
—Commentationes Botanice, auct. fratribus Schultz, 1859,— 

Die Laubmoose der Rheinpfalz, from Dr. Schultz 
r. Engelmann observed that Saturday, July 2Ist, ult., was 

se hottest ree he had ever obsery ved at this locality, 

the temperature. The air was excessively dry, the wet bulb 
thermometer ranging nearly 30 degrees lower than the dry 
bulb, which indicates a proportion of humidity in the atmos- 
phere of only about 22. 

Prof. William Haidinger, Director of the Imperial Geologi- 
cal Institute of Vienna, &c., &e., Prof. Charles U. Shepard of 
New Haven, Conn., Solomon ’ Horine, M.D., of Memphis, 
Tenn., and C. H. Schultz, M.D., of Deidesheim, Bavaria, were 
dette ‘utraspakoing Members. 

August 20,.1860. 

Vice-President Dr. EnarnMAnwn in the chair. 

acknowledging his election as a Corresponding Member. 
_ The followin a gue were met re pc Acad. 

Bull. ihcrencel de | = Bos Imp. pi d’Acclimatation, Paris, 
» Vi. No: 7, Juillet, 1860, Jrom the Society. 
A letter was read from Dr. M. A. Pallen, communicating 

his resignation of the office of Recording “Secretary, which 
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was accepted ; and an election was ordered for the next meet- 

ing to fill the vacancy. 
r. N. Holmes stated, that the lithographic plate which 

had been ordered, at a previous meeting, to represent the 

mass of Meteoric Iron found in Nebraska Ter. and mentioned 

in the Transactions of the Academy (p. 307), had been 

executed. It gives a very good representation of the object. 

The only data, historical or descriptive, concerning it, 

which he was able to furnish, were the following : 

This mass of iron was brought down from Fort Pierre to St. Louis by 

the American Fur Company’s steamer in charge of Mr. C. P. Chouteau, in 

1857, and by him presented to the Academy, in the spring of 1858. It 

was said to have been found in Nebraska Ter., at a point about twenty 

miles from Fort Pierre, which is situated on the right nk of the Mis- 

i L 

a piece having been eviously cut 0 a specimen Since that time, 

two other specimens, weighing together about 34 Ibs been cut off, 

t the same end, and presented by tne Academy, the one to Prof. 

Shepard of New Haven, and the other to the al Mineralogical Mu- 

seum of Vienna. A;portion of the cut surface is visible at a in the accom- 

panying plate. 1. X XI.) 

d shape it irregular, hat flattened, with rounded cor- 

ners and obtuse edges. On three sides, the surface was covere with irregu- 

lar depressions or indentations. One of these sides, being a concave surface 

filled . . 

ws i 
there had been but a slight degree of oxydization of the s . . C. 

U. Shepard, who had an opportunit of examining it, thought it could not 

have been upon our earth more than some four or five . The iron was 

been called to it, at the time, had been well satisfied that they observed a 

distinct smell of something like camphor in the process of seg ee ‘ 

The length was 11 inches, breadth 4.6 inches ; thickness at oe ; 

Prof. Litton, to whom it had been referred for examination, I 

‘ i i bsence from completing the 
been prevented by illness and Dg tage aa ee coal conented 1 

T. o dhe 
v 

e work in his stead, the result of wh
ich he had communicated 

in the following note : 

Sr. Lours, August 20, 1860. 

N. Hotmes, Esq., Cor. Secretary of the Academy of Science. 

Dear Sir :—You will find below the result of the analysis, which
 I have 

made, of the Meteoric Iron, which was refe to 

ne thousand parts of the mass yield : 

Theses eer este onevee © oF 

Calciu
m +++++* 

eoaree 
oer 

Sulphur “seuee weaewetr* 
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ours truly, 
H. A. PROUT. 

Map of the region of the Little Colorado river, intended to 
illustrate Lieut. J. C. Ives’ Report of the U. 8. Expedition 

attaine 

i ie i 
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line : from bottom, = 520, read 420. 
r facta, read farcta. 

. = * ‘or Lex: ingtonensis, read ce ome 
“ i for orl ph ote a — orbicribra 

Sriformis, Lg cri 
“¢ 20, for dalciferd, re ead Ca 
“* ii, or Wuoaphats: ea Lrehact: 
‘* 8; for Cascuta, read C 
“ 11 from bottom, for secu age 
(Plates p. 2, No. 24.) This group feet apooeding to the original 
which Dr. Seyffarth has seen since, with the of a lamp (see 
Plates p. 5, No. 3); wherefore those three blocentyie pronounce 
kere te: lumen ultionis, the illustrious avenger. 
Compare p. 533, 
line 19, for stati, roel stali. ; 

‘ 2 m bottom, for a read hos en. 
for form, read farm 

eS Oe be eye read erara’ 
as 29, for e. 9., 1. @. 
“il, oe ronpl read rompi. 
“15 from n bottom, for mona, read net 
es r mor, read m 

20, for “ i Tacos Chmus,”’ read Decanus ” yeni i 

braeisc 
14 pa for geben read Hi eroglyphensysteme. 
age: *, read 1, u (the ancient Y cet.) 
“-&y for pliable fering in letters, read syllables and letters dif- 

“ 21 from ir betes: for to : make, — to make. 
“ 20, for c in chou, read e in ehou 
rag ‘21, for joculis, read jaculeh 

5 from m bottom, for B. C., read — Champollion. 
red oe "read 1 

orruptly, re 562, 6 pr gan 
‘hc bracket under Vgabeastoniticocs eerie — stop at the top 
of “gq. Black Slate,” the rest being Dev 
lines 26, 27, for thin, read three 

p. 633, 
p- 634, line 6-7, for in the sixteenth, yal’ in 66-100ihs. 

* “ 21, for places, re: ; 
= “82, for 60-100ths, read 66-100ths. 

p. 640, “ 82, for Copoerensis, read Cooperensis. 
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